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Works such as this are like watches:
the best cannot be expected to be
perfect and the worst is better than none.
(adapted from a saying o f Dr. Samuel Johnson)

One might look at this book as mostly
a monument honoring the past, but we
would prefer to see it as the continuing
story o f the many faces Christ assumes in
the Spiritans bringing His "Good News" to
the many people o f Nigeria.
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PREFACE
One hundred and ten years ago the first Catholic mission was established in
Southern Nigeria.

It belonged to the immense Vicariate of the Two Guineas

(Gabon), which stretched along some 5000 coastal miles from the Senegal River in
the North to the Orange River in the South and had no limits to the interior. The
Prefecture of Southern Nigeria was officially established in 1889 by the Holy See
and staffed by the Congregation of the Holy Spirit.
It seems fitting to commemorate those who participated in the founding of the
Spiritan Southern Nigeria mission and their successors by compiling brief
biographies of them in this Memorial.
Many expatriate Spiritans have shared in bringing the Christian faith to
Nigeria, but it should be noted that almost from the start Africans themselves began
to play a very substantial role in the work of evangelization as catechists and
teachers, and from 1930 on as priests. And among the Spiritan expatriates we find
representatives of many nations in Europe, North America and the West Indies.
The Spiritan mission in Nigeria never was a nationalistic enterprise of a colonizing
European power.

And from 1951 on we find the first Nigerian Spiritan priests

sharing in the work.
This memorial does not include expatriate Spiritans who came to Nigeria
only as official or unofficial visitors or for study purposes only.

Likewise not

included are those who stayed for less than two years of apostolic work, unless
they died in Nigeria. Included, however, are the few who died on route to or from
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that area. As to Spiritans born in Nigeria, all those who died after their profession
are included, but not those who withdrew from the Congregation before engaging
in its ministry.
Living Spiritan Fathers and Brothers are included, but not members who are
still in their formative years.

The listings are by date of arrival in Nigeria for

expatriates and by date of inception of their ministry for those of African origin.
I regret that it was not feasible to record the many lay apostles who
contributed to the founding of indigenous churches in Nigeria, except those who
served in the Benue area under the auspices of the Canadian Spiritans. For these
we had access to a long list of lay missionaries.

For the numerous Nigerian

participants in that apostolate it proved altogether impossible to mention any but a
few for lack of information.
Some biographies are regrettably short.

Wars, persecution and other

causes often interfered with the publication of obituaries, so that the task of writing
about them in this memorial became very difficult. I want to thank those Fathers
who took the time to fill out the questionnaire about their work and mailed them to
me.
My thanks are also due to others who have contributed to the writing of this
memorial and, in particular, to the Fathers Leo Layden and Sean Farragher and
Ms. Vera O'Connell, of Ireland, Fr. Roland Rivard, of Montreal, Fr. Vincent O'Grady
of the Generalate in Rome, Fr. Peter Ward and Fr. Allan Collins of England, Fr.
John Geary and Mrs. Theresa Cusack of Toronto, Canada and the Frs. Michael
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Onwuemelie and Felix Onuora of Nigieria.

Finally I wish to thank Mrs. Virginia

Sedor, who with her usual competence has produced this work on her word
processor and taken care of its layout.
For omissions I offer my apologies and I also welcome any corrections of
mistakes, which in a work like this are inevitable.
Henry J. Koren, CSSp
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ACRONYMS USED FOR COUNTRIES
AND NON-AUTONOMOUS AREAS
ALG
ANG
AUS
AZO
BGD
B
BWN
BRZ
CA
CAM
CAN
CLB
CON
D
EG
ETH
F
GB
GBN
GHA
GLP
GMB
GNA
GNB
GNE
GRN
HTI
IND
IRL
IT
IVC
KEN
LIB
MDG
MEX
MLI
MLW

Algeria
Angola
Australia
Azores
Bangladesh
Belgium
Botswana
Brazil
Central Africa
Cameroons
Canada
Columbia
Congo
Germany
Equatorial Guinea
Ethiopia
France
Great Britain
Gabon
Ghana
Guadeloupe
Gambia
Guiana
Guinea-Bissau
Guinea
Grenada
Haiti
India
Ireland
Italy
Ivory Coast
Kenya
Liberia
Madagascar
Mexico
Mali
Malawi

MRA
MRT
MTQ
MZQ
NAM
NGA
NL
OST
PKS
PAP
POL
PR
PRU
PRY
PTG
RUN
RUS
SA
SON
SEN
SL
SP
SPM
SZL
SW
THO
TT
TZA
UGN
USA
VI
WI
YMN
ZMB
ZRE
ZZB
ZBW

Mauritania
Mauritius
Martinique
Mozambique
Namibia
Nigeria
Netherlands
Austria
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Poland
Puerto Rico
Peru
Paraguay
Portugal
Reunion
Russia
South Africa
Sudan
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Spain
St. Pierre et Miquelon
Swaziland
Switzerland
Thailand
Trinidad and Tobago
Tanzania
Uganda
United States of America
Virgin Islands
West Indies
Yemen
Zambia
Zaire
Zanzibar
Zimbabwe
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ABBREVIATIONS USED FOR MAJOR SPIRITAN COMMUNITIES
Akabo, Nigeria, postulate for aspirants
Ardbraccan, Ireland, Brothers novitiate
Attakwu, Nigeria, Spiritan International School of Theology
Awo-Omamma, Nigeria, Spiritan formation house, mostly novitiate
Beauvais, France, college and junior seminary
Blackrock, Ireland, college, junior and senior seminary
Broich, Germany, junior seminary and gymnasium
Cellule, France, junior seminary, orphanage and trade school
Chevilly, France, senior seminary, novitiate, and trade school for Brothers,
orphanage, archival depository
Cornwells, U.S.A., one time novitiate and senior seminary, then junior seminary
and preparatory school
Donaueschingen, Germany, junior seminary
Duquesne, U.S.A., Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA; until 1910 called Holy
Ghost College
Epinal, France, junior seminary and college
Ferndale, U.S.A., mostly senior seminary in Norwalk, CT.
Heimbach, Germany, novitiate for future priests
lhiala, Spiritan juniorate in Nigeria
lsienu, Spiritan senior formation house, now reserved for students doing
philosophy.
Kilshane, Ireland, novitiate for future priests
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Kimmage, Ireland, novitiate, senior seminary; also retirement community and
other services
Knechtsteden, Germany, junior and senior seminaries, Brothers' novitiate and
training school, retirement home, museum, gymnasium, shrine, etc.
Lac-au-Saumon, Quebec, Canada, novitiate
Langonnet, France, junior and senior seminaries, orphanage, retirement
community etc.
Menden, Germany, junior seminary
Merville, France, college and junior seminary
Mesnieres, France, college, junior seminary, trade school, grade school
Neufgrange, Alsace, novitiate, junior seminary
Orly, France, (also known as Grignion}, novitiate, orphanage
Rathmines, Ireland, St. Mary's college; also one time novitiate and senior seminary
Ridgefield, U.S.A., novitiate
Rockwell, Ireland, college and junior seminary
Saint Alexandre, near Ottawa, mostly a college and junior seminary
Saint Michael's, college, Ireland
Saverne, junior seminary
Templelogue, college, Ireland
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OTHER SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
*

+
Abp.
Archd.
Asso.
Bp.
Fr.
Br.
D.

born
died
Archbishop
Archdiocese
Associate
Bishop
Father
Brother
Diocese

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS
Arch.

Archives

B.G.

Bulletin General (of the Congregation), issued since 1857.

Bio.

Biographies or Notices biographiques, 5 volumes, Paris 1908-1917.

E.P.

Etat du personnel, general directories of the Congregation issued
since 1885.

IBN

Irish Biographical Mortuary compiled by Fr. Sean Farragher.

MOP

Mortuarium d e rd eutschen Provinz ... 1857-1975, compiled by
Fr. Josef Rath. supplements for later years.

SEAM

Spiritan East Africa Memorial, 1863-1993 compiled by
Fr. Henry J. Koren, 1994

swww

A Spiritan WhowasWho in North America and Trinidad, 1721-1981,
compiled by Fr. Henry J. Koren, U.S.A. supplements for later years.
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NOTE ABOUT THE FIRST LINE OF EACH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Fr. Peter McCABE 51

IRELAND GB KEN USA TZA

Br. Melchior (John) MEYER 49 GERMANY TZA D KEN CAM
The first name, in lower case letters, is the personal, given or baptismal name of the
individual.
In the case of Brothers, however, the first name is the religious name by which they
were called in the Congregation; the name between brackets, if any, indicates how
one was known before entering the Congregation.
The name in CAPITALS is the family name or the name by which a family is known
in the civil records.
The figure following this name indicates the number of fully lapsed years from birth
till death in the Congregation.
The country or region of origin follows next in CAPITALS but by the name it has at
present. It does not indicate political independence or allegiance. Note that
persons born in Alsace, for purposes of this work, have ALSACE indicated as their
country of origin. Alsace changed hands twice during the period covered here,
from French to German and from German to French. Note that the abbreviation
ALSACE includes also Lorraine.
The capitalized entries after the name of the country of birth indicate countries or
regions where the person in question has worked. See the list of acronyms for the
full names.
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SECTION ONE: THE PERIOD FROM 1885 TO 1930
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SOME IMPORTANT POLITICAL DATES
1472

Portuguese traders reach the Bight of Benin and establish trading
posts. British traders take over a century later.

1861

The King of Lagos cedes his territory to Great Britain.

1879

British traders establish the United African Company.

1885

Great Britain charters the Royal Niger Company of traders and gives it
sovereign powers. The company holds a virtual monopoly on trade.

1886

Lagos becomes a British protectorate and colony.

1898

Great Britain abolishes the Royal Niger Company's sovereignty,
discredited by its unsavory exploitation.

1900

Northern and
protectorate.

1906

The capital is transferred from Calabar to Lagos.

1914 - 18

World War One

Southern

Nigeria

become officially a British

MAIN DATES FOR CATHOLIC CHURCH
1850s

Anglican and Protestant missions started in Nigeria.

1868

S.M.A. Fathers arrive in Lagos.

1884

The Prefecture of Upper Niger is entrusted to the S.M.A.

1885

First Spiritans arrive in Southern Nigeria.

1889

The Prefecture of Southern Nigeria is separated from the Vicariate of
Gabon.

1901

Fr. Lejeune sets a new course for the Spiritan mission.

1905

Fr. Joseph Shanahan becomes its Prefect Apostolic.

18
(1915

First Catholic Congress of the Laity is held in Southern Nigeria. After
much palavering, it condemns several immoral practices.

1920

The prefecture becomes a vicariate; Fr. Shanahan is ordained its first
bishop. He invites Irish diocesan priests to come to his aid.

1923

Bp. Shanahan establishes the Missionary Sisters of Killeshandra,
many of whom would serve in Nigeria.

1927

Fr. Charles Heerey is named co-adjutor of Bp. Shanahan with the
right of succession.

1930

First lgbo priest, John C. Anyogu, ordained by Shanahan.
Statistics: 34 priests; 3 Brothers; 8 Sisters; 1,947 catechists;
84,285 Catholics; 113,812 catechumens; 1,428 stations.
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Fr. Joseph LUTZ 42 ALSACE SL GNE NGA
* January 8, 1853 Dauendorf
+ December 17, 1895 Merville, F
He was one of eight children born to a well-to-do couple. Four of these became
nuns or priests, including the Spiritan Emile Lutz, who served in East Africa. After
studying at the junior seminary of Strasbourg, he went to Chevilly to join the
Congregation. He was ordained there on December 23, 1876, made his religious
vows on August 26, 1877, and was assigned to Sierra Leone, then still known as
"the White Man's Grave."
After four years of labor in Freetown, he became ill and had to return to France.
As soon as his health was restored, he went back to Sierra Leone and became the
local head of the Rio Pongo Area. (Let us note here that this area was under
French influence and became part of Guinea. Right then, however, it was being
evangelized from the Sierra Leone vicariate.) He became a peacemaker in a war
of the local population with a neighboring chieftain and medically treated the many
wounded, gaining the people's esteem. And when King Katty came with fifty
soldiers to destroy the local unfortified French post which had only a few defenders,
he managed to convince the king that doing so would expose him to the full wrath
of France. Katty quietly went home.
Early in 1885 he was involved in an accident that crushed one of his fingers. It
forced him to go to France for treatment. In July of the same year he received a
new assignment: he was to head the new mission to be undertaken in Southern
Nigeria.
Together with Fr. John Horne and the Brothers John Gotto Jacob and Hermas
Huck, he sailed from Liverpool to Sierra Leone on October 8, 1885. From there the
party transferred to a local ship sailing to the port of Akassa, Nigeria, where they
arrived on November 21. Leaving the Brothers behind at Brass, the two priests
went up the river in a tiny boat to Onitsha. They reached their destination ten days
later on December 6, 1885. Onitsha's king was delighted with their visit when they
explained that they had not come as traders but as messengers from God. He
expressed his willingness to give them permission to establish themselves in any
place they wanted. As the town did not have a sufficient water supply, Fr. Lutz
asked for a place closer to the river. It turned out that the place he selected had
already been promised to the Nigerian Anglican Bishop Samuel Ajayi Crowther a
few years earlier. Father then visited the bishop, who graciously ceded his claim to
the Catholic mission. The deed to about fifty acres of fertile land was signed on the
Feast of Epiphany, January 6, 1886.
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As soon as the two Brothers arrived, work began at once. Though hampered by
the sickness of his companions and the death of Brother John, Fr. Lutz first put up a
provisional mud and wattle house, so that they could escape the debilitating heat of
the old metal shed of the Royal Niger Company, where they spent their first days.
Torrential rains twice destroyed their unfinished abode, but in April they could
move in. Later he built a 66 by 22 feet (21 by 7 meters) residence and chapel with
room for 200 people, while fruit trees and a vegetable garden were being planted
on the reclaimed land.
Slavery was then still common in Africa and, like missionaries in other parts of
the continent, Fr. Lutz ransomed as many children as he could to raise them,
instruct them in the faith and teach them a trade. They were settled in separate
Christian villages in the hope that their example would induce the population to
accept Christ. This kind of approach is often called "the closed society" approach.
It was modelled on the Jesuits' Paraguay Reductions for Indians. As elsewhere,
however, it did not persuade the free people to become Christians. Success in that
respect would come only later when the closed society approach was replaced by
the "open society" method.
On a personal level, however, Fr. Lutz profoundly impressed the people. He
gained their esteem and gratitude when he took care of the sick and the wounded
in local warfare--he had followed a course in elementary medicine before he went
to Africa--and also played again the role of peacemaker. He courageously tried to
protect the people against the brutality of some of the Royal Niger Company's
agents.
In Onitsha he opened one school for the sons of free people and he was also
able to establish two other stations, one at Alugeri in 1890 and the other at Nsugbe
in 1893. The story of Alugeri is worth repeating. It began in 1890 when King
Ogbuanyinye ldigo expressed the wish to see a mission established at Alugeri and
serit one of his sons to the school in Onitsha as a token of his sincerity. Fr. Lutz
himself then visited the town and heard ldigo tell him that he would do whatever
Father would tell him. Soon after, he abandoned his idols, sent away all his wives
except one (while continuing to support them) and on December 3, 1891 he was
baptized, together with six of his children. Thereafter, the king himself became a
zealous apostle among his people. Many of them were profoundly shocked by the
king's apostasy from their traditional idols and refused to follow his example. For a
time he even had to move to the mission compound.
The situation was made worse when in 1893 Royal Niger Company's watchmen
seized a man from a neighboring village who had punctured a drum to get some
palm oil for the yams he was eating, but he was rescued by fellow villagers. It was
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an incident that could have been settled in a brief palaver. Instead, the Company
sent troops and when ldigo refused to guide them to the culprit's village, they
burned Aguleri to the ground. Then the Company seized ldigo and a dozen
chieftains as hostages and imposed a heavy fine on the town. The king was
released only when the fine was paid in late October.
Meanwhile the mission had helped the people to rebuild their dwellings,
earning their gratitude. As if they had not had enough trouble, the Ada, ferocious
cannibals, chose this time to invade the territory. Everyone frantically tried to save
his life by fleeing, but the two priests at the mission decided to stay; armed with
rifles, they stood guard during the night. Seeing their courage, Odili, a giant
catechumen, returned to help them. Some other catechumens followed his
example, so that a dozen men protected the mission. It was not attacked, but a
fierce man-to-man battle followed the next day near Ntege between Aguleri people
and the Ada. The Ada were defeated and suffered the consequences: no
prisoners were left alive, despite Fr. Lutz's entreaties. All he could obtain was a
little time to give a brief instruction and baptism to one prisoner who expressed the
desire to be baptized before he was cut to pieces, as was still the common practice
in tribal warfare. Time would be needed to eradicate such customs there, even as
it had also been needed in other parts of the world.
Exhausted and ailing again, Fr. Lutz returned to Europe in 1893. He managed
to come back later in that year with more personnel. Unfortunately, his health was
definitely broken, and a year later he went to France to die.
Though he could not boast of many converts, the tireless and courageous priest
had gained the confidence of the people: it would bear abundant fruit later when
his followers addressed themselves directly to the people rather than trying to
reach them by way of separate Christian villages. In 1889 he had become officially
Prefect Apostolic of the Southern Nigeria Mission.
B.G. 14,458 ff.; 15, 536 ff.; 16, 332 ff.; 354 ff.; 17,425
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ff.; 18,201 ff.; 240 ff.

Fr. John Nicolas HORNE 34 GERMANY NGA TZA D F
+ January 24, 1893 Beauvais, F
* December 2, 1858 Niederzeuzheim
(Westerwald)
After his junior studies at Cellule, he did his theology at Chevilly, where he was
ordained in 1885 and then made his profession on August 23, 1885.
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Together with Br. John, Br. Hermas, and Fr. Lutz he sailed for Nigeria via Sierra
Leone on October 8 of the same year. They arrived in Nigeria's port of Akassa on
November 21. From there he accompanied Fr. Lutz on their first exploratory trip in
a tiny boat up the Niger and managed to reach Onitsha on December 6.
They were well received by the local king, who ceded to them some 50 acres of
land to build their mission. Until that could be done, they lived in an old metal barn
belonging to the Royal Niger Company. Then Fr. Lutz returned to Brass to pick up
the two Brothers John and Hermas, who would do the main construction work.
Left alone in Onitsha, Fr. Home became dangerously ill in the over-heated barn.
When Fr. Lutz returned to Onitsha with the two Brothers, he found him lying barely
conscious in a corner. He recovered, however, but remained ailing and in
November 1887 was sent back to France.
Having regained his health, he went to the German colony of Tanganyika one
year later. He spent four years there mostly in Bagamoyo and Morogoro, and then
illness drove him back to Europe in 1892.
As the Congregation had been banned from Germany by Bismarck and was not
yet allowed to establish itself again, he worked toward its restoration. Meanwhile
he was attached to its college in Beauvais, France, where a teacher of German was
needed for its numerous German-speaking students.
Pneumonia carried him there to a premature grave.
B.G. 16, 842 ff.; SEAM 79
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Br. John Gotto (George) JACOB 27 ALSACE NGA
* 1858 Thannenkirch

+ January 18, 1886 Onitsha

He made his vows on September 8, 1885 at Chevilly and at his request was
assigned to the new mission to be opened in Southern Nigeria. Strong and
powerfully built, and a mason by trade, this man in the full vigor of his youth, offered
promise of being well able to withstand the dangers and trials of the new venture.
On October 8, 1885, together with the other pioneers, he embarked at Liverpool
for the voyage to Sierra Leone, from where they sailed to Nigeria on November 3,
1885 for the port of Akassa. From there the party went to Brass. While the two
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Brothers stayed in that location, the priests went in a tiny boat on an exploratory trip
up river to Onitsha.
On his return to Brass, Fr. Lutz found Br. Hermas gravely ill and John worn out
by fever and ceaseless vigils. Nonetheless, they could accompany him back to
Onitsha.
The high hopes placed on Brother John remained unfulfilled. He died a few
weeks after arrival in the old and suffocatingly hot metal barn of the trading
company that served as temporary residence for the pioneers. Only Fr. Lutz could
attend his funeral; the others were all too sick.
An exemplary religious, Brother left the reputation of a saint.
B.G. 13, 1049 f.; J.P. Jordan,
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Bp Shanahan of Southern Nigeria, 8 ff.

Br. Hermas HUCK 53 ALSACE NGA
* January 17, 1866 D. of Strasbourg

+ January 12, 1920 at sea

He was professed on March 19, 1885 at Chevilly and then received his
assignment to join the team that was to open a new mission in Southern Nigeria.
They sailed together on October 8, 1885 and six weeks later arrived at the port of
Akassa, Nigeria.
At that time the Royal Niger Company of traders still controlled the area and its
local agent refused them permission to go up-river. So they went to Brass, where
they readily got permission and even the loan of a tiny boat for the inland trip. As
the boat was too small for all, the Brothers stayed with all the luggage and supplies
at Brass to await the return of the two priests who were going all the way to Onitsha.
When Fr. Lutz returned a few weeks later, he found Br. Hermas dangerously ill
and his companion exhausted by ceaseless vigils. They were able, however, to go
all together on a steamer wending its way to Onitsha. John was a mason and
Hermas a carpenter; so there was plenty work waiting for them at Onitsha.
Unfortunately, Br. John died soon after arrival, but Hermas recovered and was
happy to assist Fr. Lutz in building a mud and wattle structure that would be the
mission's provisional residence.
Br. Hermas then undertook the building of a better residence and chapel. When
Sisters arrived in 1887 and took over the chapel building as their convent, Brother
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constructed a beautiful small church, measuring 82 by 40 feet (25 by 12 meters),
which was then considered to be the most imposing building in the country. He
also prepared there the materials for the new station at Aguleri, but a fire destroyed
everything, so that it was only in 1892 that he could build proper installations there.
Aside from a brief stay at Nsugbe, he remained in Onitsha until mid-1899, always in
charge of the carpentry shop, while also becoming proficient as a blacksmith and
even tending the small coffee plantation around the mission. Needless to say, he
also trained young Nigerians in his trade.
After a leave in France in 1899, the valiant Brother returned to resume
construction and maintenance work. · We find him successively engaged at
Onitsha, at the new mission of Old Calabar, back in Onitsha and then for about five
years at Aguleri before returning once more to Onitsha.
Having spent nearly three decades of hard and devoted work in Africa, he went
back on leave to his native Alsace in the spring of 1914. Then World War One
broke out while he was in Alsace, which soon was conquered by Germany. He
remained there at the Congregation's house in Saverne.
Although the fighting stopped in 1918, it took time before ship services to West
Africa were resumed. It was only in January 1920 that by a special favor a
company reserved nineteen places on the SS Afrique for Spiritan missionaries
going to West Africa. The ship sailed on Friday, January 9, from Bordeaux with 599
passengers and crew members. Among the nineteen Spiritans aboard was
Brother Hermas, who had been re-assigned to Cameroon, a former German
colony, now entrusted to the Congregation. The missions there had been seriously
damaged by the war and could use his expertise in construction work.
The Gulf of Biscay, notorious for its violent storms, lived up to its nasty
reputation. The tempest that was already going on at the time of their departure
grew worse. On Sunday morning the Afrique was seriously damaged and sent out
S.O.S. signals: it had sprung several leaks and its engines were no longer
functioning properly. Help came, but it proved impossible to attach a tow line.
When the rudder ceased functioning, the ship drifted helplessly toward the
misnamed Rochesbonnes, a treacherous underwater plateau. There it was
battered to pieces around 3:00 A.M. on Monday. Only thirty-six survivors were
rescued; the other 563 perished in the disaster. Among them Br. Hermas and the
eighteen other Spiritans. It was the worst natural disaster in the Congregation's
history.
B.G. 14, 458 ff.; 15, 538; 17, 425 ff.; 18, 429. A. Le Roy, Le naufrage de l'Afrique,
1920.
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Fr. Fran9ois LECUYER 29 FRANCE NGA
* August 1, 1861 Guerlequin, Finistere

+ November 29, 1890 Onitsha

An orphan, he was in the second year of theology at the diocesan seminary of
Quimper when he opted for the Congregation and went to Chevilly to continue his
studies. He was ordained and professed there on August 28, 1887. Then he
received his appointment to the Nigeria mission.
Together with four Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny and the Brothers ASTIER
SONNENLITTER and YVES LE FOTT, who had to return to France about a year
after their arrival, he sailed to his destination on October 29, 1887. Stationed in
Onitsha, he received the usual assignment of new arrivals, which was to supervise
the children in the school. Illness drove him, too, back to Europe some fourteen
months later.
When he had recovered, he came back full of enthusiasm for his work.
Unfortunately, the zealous young priest died of a "bilious fever'' a little more than
one year after his return to Onitsha.
B.G. 16, 26 ff.

6

Fr. Joseph BUBENDORF 45 ALSACE NGA
* September 25, 1860 Neuviller

+ February 12, 1905 Aguleri

Endowed with promising talents and a jovial character, he did his junior studies
at Langonnet before going to Chevilly for theology. He was ordained there on
November 1, 1887, made his vows on August 28, 1888 and was at once assigned
to the Spiritan mission in Nigeria.
On September 26 of the same year he sailed from Liverpool to his destination,
where he took up residence at Onitsha. He threw himself wholeheartedly into his
work and, in the words of Fr. Leon Lejeune, one would have to tell the whole story
of the mission during the years he spent there to do justice to him. He began by
taking charge of the boys being educated at the mission while also serving as
bursar. Soon he was the right hand of the four prefects apostolics who succeeded
one another during the years he spent there and acted as their substitute during
the long intervals when the position was vacant.
He knew everyone, it seemed, and everyone knew him, from the lgbo people to
the dangerous Oke and the ferocious Ada. They called him Okpala Eke (the strong
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eldest son) and Ebuebue (rifleman). He earned the first nickname from his ability
to pull teeth, remove bullets and sew up gaping wounds. He excelled at settling
disputes in long palavers, in which he made himself the defender of the innocent
and oppressed and often succeeded in rescuing children who would otherwise
have been condemned to slavery or widows who faced being buried with their
deceased husbands.
Absolutely fearless, he would not hesitate to enter villages in cannibal territory,
shake hands all around and share their manioc meals and palm wine. His
reputation as a rifleman, of course, did not come from shooting at human beings
but from his skill at hunting for meat. At home, in Onitsha, he devoted himself fully
to the care of the Christian village, fostering Christian life and providing suitable
recreation for both boys and girls. When he was transferred to Aguleri as the head
of its local station in 1900, he lived with the people as one large family. The people
loved him and obeyed him as their chief.
From 1897 on he was also vicar general of the prefect apostolic. His multiple
activities took their toll. In 1890 and 1896 he was ill enough to be sent back to
Europe for recuperation, but he returned after a few months, eager to get back to
his beloved Nigeria. Twice his superior Fr. Lejeune urged him to go home again in
1903 and 1904, but he wanted to wait a little longer. At last he consented to do so
early in 1905.
In late January of that year, he had just returned from a trip to Onitsha, looking
very tired, when two men with terrible wounds were brought to him. Unhesitatingly
he took care of them, but fainted from exhaustion after it. Going to bed, he was ill to
death and died soon after.
Some two hundred chieftains from throughout the area attended the funeral to
pay respect to their beloved friend.
B. G. 23, 234 ff.

7

Fr. Rene PAWLAS 34 FRANCE NGA SEN
* January 26, 1866 Villers-en-Argonne

+ March 15, 1900 Onitsha

He had almost finished his theology in a diocesan seminary when he entered
the novitiate at Orly. After being ordained on May 26, 1889, he made his vows on
March 26, 1890 and at once was appointed to the Prefecture of Southern Nigeria.
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On April 10, 1890 he sailed for his destination, Nigeria. After spending a few
months in Onitsha, he was sent to Aguleri to take charge of this new station, where
nearly everything was still to be done. He devoted himself so much to it that three
years later illness obliged him to go to France. After recovering his health, he was
assigned to Senegal where he labored for two years. Then illness prevented the
newly appointed prefect apostolic, Fr. Joseph Reling, from arriving in Nigeria. This
created a vacancy, which he was chosen to fill. On December 20, 1898, he was
back in Nigeria, full of courage and hope for his new task.
Once again, a young priest fell victim to what was then called "the climate."
Soon after his arrival his health deteriorated and made it impossible for him to work
with his usual zeal. On the first Sunday of Lent, March 4, he still preached the
sermon during the Mass. The topic he chose was death. After the service, he told
Fr. Xavier Lichtenberger, "I preached that sermon for myself, for I feel that I'll be the
first to die." He did a few days later, offering his life for the mission so briefly
entrusted to his care.
B.G. 20,455 ff.
8

Fr. Joseph M. RELING ALSACE NGA
* June 29, 1860 Liepvre
He was a thirty-one year old priest when he made his vows at Orly on August
10, 1891 and received his assignment to Southern Nigeria. On September 15 of
the same year he sailed from Marseille. After doing his apprenticeship at Onitsha,
he served at Alugeri. He arrived there in time to witness the destruction wrought by
a punitive expedition of the Royal Niger Company, which burned down several
villages. When, next, the terrible Ada invaded the area and everyone fled before
them, he and Fr. Pawlas mounted guard to protect the mission. Their courage
impressed the catechumens so much that some of them, soon followed by other
people, joined them for the defense. Soon after the Ada were defeated; the people
rebuilt their dwellings and the mission began to develop.
Illness caused him to return to France in 1895. While there, he was named
Prefect Apostolic on October 10, 1896. When he thought that his health was good
enough he set out for Nigeria on July 1, 1897. His illness, however, attacked him
again en route and he stopped over in Senegal. In November he returned to
France, resigned as prefect apostolic and joined the diocesan clergy of
Carcasonne. He died in 1904.
B.G. 17,420 ff., 658,887; 18,221.
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Fr. Jean CADIO 43 FRANCE NGA MRT
* February 17, 1857 Pleugriffet, Morbihan

+ April 30, 1901 Rodriguez

He had done farm labor and fulfilled his military service when he went to work
as a gardener at the junior seminary of Chartres. There his piety and talents drew
the attent[on of the bursar, who enrolled him as a student. In three years he
finished the six year program. While in the senior seminary of Chartres, he felt
attracted to the Congregation and transferred to Chevilly in 1889. He.was ordained
at the age of thirty-three on October 28, 1891 and pronounced his vows on August
15, 1892.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed on September 25 of the same year and was
placed at first at Onitsha with Fr. Bubendorf. But when Fr. Lutz came back and two
new Fathers and three Brothers arrived one year after, he sent him to Aguleri for a
few months and then to the new station at Nsugbe in April 1894.
About 5,000 people lived in that area and they received him with joy. He
worked there with great zeal for the people, but his health was being undermined
by recurrent fevers and by wounds on the legs that refused to heal. For months he
was immobilized by them. There was no alternative to a departure from Nigeria.
Reluctantly he returned to France in August 1895, but he could never forget
Nsugbe.
Three years later, he requested again a mission appointment and was sent to
the healthier climate of Mauritius. He labored there mostly as pastor on Rodriguez
Island, giving free range to his zeal. Three years later, a congestion of the brain
killed him.
B. G. 21, 229 ff.

10

Fr. Xavier LICHTENBERGER 51 ALSACE NGA F USA
+ October 14, 1921 Detroit
* December 8, 1869 Guberschwir
A younger brother of Joseph Lichtenberger, C.S.Sp., he belonged to a group of
Alsatian boys who went to Chevilly and later to Mesnieres for their education. In
1881 he was sent to Blackrock for seven years of classical studies and matriculated
at the local university. After doing his theology at Chevilly, he was ordained there
in 1892 and pronounced his vows on August 15 of the following year.
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At his own request, he was assigned to an English territory in Africa and sent to
Southern Nigeria, where Fathers fluent in English were scarce. Together with two
other Spiritans, he sailed from Marseille on September 23, 1893 to begin his
apostolate at Nsugbe.
He did so well there that less than two years later he was put in charge of the
Aguleri mission. He closed its boarding school and greatly increased the number
of little scholars from the local population who lived at home and attended school
during the day. In 1900 he was transferred to Onitsha. Although in charge of its
schools, he made many safaris all over the area and came to realize more than
ever the need for more workers in the vineyard of the Lord and the desperate need
of additional resources.
In 1902 a liver aliment forced him to return to Europe. Now he became a
tireless fund-raiser for Nigeria's missions, who expanded his search to the U.S.A.
More than once he saved the prefecture from bankruptcy.
In 1908 he was happy to return to Nigeria, where he became vicar general of
the prefect apostolic and also head of the Onitsha station. Three years later,
however, he had to say farewell to Africa because of ill health. After a brief stay at
Castlehead, Lanes, England, he went to the U.S.A., working in African-American
parishes. In 1917 he founded the new parish of New Iberia, LA, for them.
Assigned to St. Joachim, Detroit, as its pastor in 1919, he died there less than two
hours after feeling unwell.
B.G. 30,517 ff.; IBN, Oct. 14; SWWW 280.

11

Br. Gerontius BAUMANN GERMANY NGA
* October 10, 1872 Landshut, near Paderborn
A carpenter by trade, he made his temporary vows on September 8, 1893 at
Chevilly and sailed, together with the Frs. Xavier Lichtenberger and Joseph
Ertzscheid, two weeks later for Southern Nigeria. He was placed in charge of the
carpentry shop at Onitsha. He also worked briefly at Nsugbe.
In August 1896 he returned to Europe and left the Congregation the following
year.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Joseph ERTZSCHEID 30 ALSACE NGA
* July 11, 1866 Morschwiller

+ July 17, 1896 Onitsha

After his junior studies at Beauvais and Mesnieres, he did his theology at
Chevilly. Having been ordained, he could pronounce his vows on August 15, 1893
and then was assigned to the Prefecture of Southern Nigeria.
On September 23 of the same year he sailed for his destination and was placed
first at Onitsha and then at Aguleri. He worked with great zeal and did not hesitate
to undertake long safaris.
His promising young life was cut short by black water fever.
B.G. 18, 517 f.

13

Br. David (Michael) DORAN 57 IRELAND IRL NGA
* December 23, 1856 Aherlow, Tip.
+ December 19, 1913 Blackrock
He entered the novitiate at Rockwell in 1877 and made his vows there on
September 8, 1879. He served in the same community as a cook for fourteen
years. Then, in 1893, at the age of thirty-seven he had the honor of being the first
Irish-born missionary to be sent to Southern Nigeria.
Together with Fr. Lutz and Br. Barnabe Kurtz he sailed on October 7 of the same
year from Liverpool. We find him stationed at Onitsha, still serving as cook, but
added to that the care of the vegetable garden while his main job was teaching
catechism to the children. The school was still small then, but as it grew in
importance, his waning energy could no longer cope with the task. In 1909 he
went home for a well-deserved rest after sixteen years of highly appreciated
service.
He was then fifty-three years old and it was felt that he was too old to return to
Africa. He was therefore stationed at Blackrock, where he also looked after the
school's farm in nearby Nutley. One day, coming back from Nutley, he crossed the
road to the college in the path of an oncoming tram and was hit. He died a short
time after in the hospital.
IBN December 19
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Br. Barnabe (Martin) KURTZ 29 ALSACE F NGA
* September 10, 1870 Dauendorf

+ March 3, 1900 at sea

Following the example of his brother Emery, he entered the Congregation as a
pre-postulant Brother at Chevilly. He made his vows there on September 8, 1888.
After serving a few years in various houses in France, his desire to go to the
missions could be granted and he was assigned to Southern Nigeria.
Together with a few Fathers, he sailed on September 23, 1893 for his
destination. Placed at Onitsha, he took care of the shoemaker's shop, while also
looking after maintenance and gardening.
Ailing he went home in 1897, but a few months later was happy to return to
Onitsha and eager to resume his duties. Malaria, however, attacked him again and
in the year 1900 he had to leave to prevent death.
Fr. Charles Vogler
accompanied him on the trip. One day after the ship had left the harbor of Lagos,
he died of black water fever aboard and was buried at sea.
B. G. 20, 463 f.
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Fr. Aime GANOT 73 FRANCE NGA B RUN F
* December 4, 1868 Montigny, Meurthe

+ November 25, 1942 Paris

He belonged to the group of fifty-four young priests who made their commitment
to the Congregation on August 15, 1894 at Orly and received his assignment to
Southern Nigeria.
Together with several others, destined for other parts of Africa, he sailed on
October 25, 1894 from Marseille. The illness of several Fathers obliged the prefect
apostolic to put him in charge of the Nsugbe station one year after his arrival.
Resolutely he went to work. Then a violent storm wrecked the village, including the
tiny residence and chapel of the mission, so that he had to live in a storage shed
and say Mass under a bamboo roof.
When sickness caused a lack of personnel in April 1897, Nsugbe was
temporarily reduced to a sub-station, visited every forthnight, while he went to
Aguleri to assist Fr. Lichtenberger. Then it was his tum to become ill and go on sick
leave in November of the same year.
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He used his leave to prepare a catechism and prayer book in the lgbo
language. It was published in 1901 when he could return to Nsugbe. This time his
ministry began to bear fruit. He multiplied his instructions in the faith for children
and adults. It went so well that the seven chiefs of the area passed a law requiring
all children to follow his instructions, and three of these chiefs themselves also
received instructions in the faith.
Once again, illness forced him to leave in 1902--this time forever. Being only
thirty-four years old, he still rendered many years of service. Sent to Belgium, he
became superior and director of the new junior seminary at Lier. In 1914 we find
him in Reunion for about a dozen years of pastoral work and from 1930 on at Paris
in the old Mother House of the Congregation.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Charles VOGLER 40 ALSACE
* February 20, 1870 Heerdt

NGA

+ July 10, 1910 lgbariam

He was one of the thirty-one young priests who committed themselves to the
Congregation on August 15, 1895 at Orly.
Assigned to the Prefecture of Southern Nigeria, he sailed with two others
destined for Sierra Leone from Marseille on October 7 of the same year. As usual,
he began with supervising the children at Onitsha, but he was also named mission
procurator, a function which he retained until 1901. And, of course, he took his
share of religious instruction as soon as he could make himself understood in lgbo.
Slowly the Church began to make headway and quite a few people who had
first been accepted by Anglican ministers, asked to join the Catholic Church.
Around 1904 when Fr. Joseph Shanahan took charge of the town of Onitsha, his
own area was limited to Onitsha-Wharf.
In 1909 he became the founder of the new station at lgbariam. He arrived there
on April 18, 1909 with Fr. Shanahan and Br. Valentine Wunder. For thirteen years
a catechist had already worked there, but the people's request for a priest could
only now be filled.
Until a simple residence and chapel was built, he and the Brother lived in an
abandoned idol's hut that could be entered only by crawling on hands and feet
through a small hole. The school that was already functioning in lgbariam when he
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arrived received his full attention and some "lost sheep" among the Catholics also
came back to the fold. The future looked promising.
Once again, illness cut short a life. Father contracted black water fever. The
doctor arrived in time to stop it, but then cancer of the throat and stomach spread
like lightning. Offering his life for the mission, he died after being ill for two weeks.
B. G. passim and 25, 386 ff.; 658.
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Fr. Jean B. ENGASSER 30 ALSACE NGA
* June 6, 1869 Obersassheim

+ November 20, 1899 Aguleri

He did his junior studies at Langonnet and Cellule before going to Chevilly for
theology. Ordained on January 1, 1898, he belonged to the group of one hundred
who made their commitment to the Congregation on the following day.
On November 5, 1898 he sailed with Fr. Pawlas to Nigeria. As usual, for new
arrivals, he supervised the school children while learning lgbo. Soon he was able
to give religious instruction in lgbo to both children and adults.
In mid-November, less than one year after his arrival, he became ill. A few days
later, malaria carried him to his grave, taking away the promise of a fruitful ministry
of this "excellent missionary," who in the words of Chief ldigo, "was wholeheartedly
devoted to the Christian instruction of Africans."
We many mention here also two other young missionaries whose lives were
saved only by instant departure after less than two years in Nigeria. They are the
Frs. Aloysius SCHMITT (1870-1919) and Peter GOETZ (1868-1942) who spent
about sixteen months in the prefecture between 1897 and 1899.
B.G. 20, 358 f.
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Br. Theobald (Anton) HAEGEL 28 ALSACE NGA
* January 21, 1875 Oberschaffolsheim

+ April 8, 1903 Onitsha

A tailor by trade, he made his vows on September 8, 1899 at Chevilly. On
September 8 of the same year he was one of five Brothers sailing for West Africa,
but he alone was destined for Southern Nigeria. Assigned to Onitsha, he learned
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there also other trades, such as brick-making and cutting logs for the carpentry
shop.
In late March 1903 he went with some men and boys into the forest to cut trees
and dress them for transportation to Onitsha. On April 8 he overloaded the pi rogue
so much that it began to ship water. Overruling the repeated warning of the rowers,
he refused to lighten the load. After two hours of navigating he ordered the rowers
to cross the turbulent river. Again, the men protested in vain. Halfway across, the
pirogue sank to the bottom and most of the heavy wood did the same. He told the
men and boys to swim ashore and not to worry about him: "I am a good swimmer,"
he said. He was, but not while being fully clothed and with heavy shoes on his feet
in rough waters. His body came back to the surface only three days later, to be
buried in Onitsha.
B.G. 22, 194 f.
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Fr. Eugene RITTER 27 ALSACE NGA
* January 17, 187 4 Lautenbach

+ February 25, 1901 Aguleri

He did his junior studies at Beauvais and Mesnieres and his theology at
Chevilly. On January 2, 1898 he was one of the one hundred young priests and
seminarians who made their commitment to the Congregation at Chevilly. He was
also ordained there on October 28 of the same year early in his final program of
theology.
On August 15, 1899 he sailed from Bordeaux to Southern Nigeria, together with
several other Fathers going to other missions in West Africa. Less than two months
later, he was sent to Aguleri to replace the deceased Fr. Engasser. He threw
himself wholeheartedly and successfully into giving religious instruction to children
and adults, while also doing material work, such as cutting down trees or digging
out rocks to be used in constructions.
Repeatedly fevers attacked him, and after
one year he was sent to recuperate for a few weeks at a rest house of the S.M.A.
Fathers across the river. He came back looking much better and resumed his work.
In January 1901 he pronounced his perpetual vows.
Less than one month later, the fever--probably black water fever--attacked him
again, more violently than ever. His final illness lasted less than two days.
Interment took place next to Fr. Engasser in the local cemetery.
B.G. 21, 101 ff.
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Br. Anther (Franz) MULLER
* June 1, 1881 Turkheim

ALSACE NGA

He made his vows on March 19, 1900 at Chevilly and on July 21 of the same
year accompanied the newly-appointed Prefect Apostolic Leon Lejeune to Nigeria.
Stationed at Onitsha, he showed his versatility by making bricks and heading
the shoemaker's shop. (Shoes, especiafly squeaky ones, were then becoming
popular in town.) He served for one year in the German military service in
Cameroon in 1903.
In 1904 we find him at Old Calabar, doing various kinds of work, but the
following year his health was so weak that he had to go away for a long
recuperation in France. It was only in 1908 that he would return to Nigeria and
resume his work at Old Calabar. In 1914 he went to the new station of Anwa to
help build its provisional quarters. During World War One he became a prisoner of
war, but in 1917 he was able to go to France. He withdrew from the Congregation
in ill health in 1919.
B. G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Leon LEJEUNE 45 FRANCE GBN NGA
* March 24, 1860 Tournais-sur-Dives, Ornes

+ September 6, 1905 Chevilly

At the age of twenty-four he transferred from the senior seminary of Seez to
Chevilly, where he was ordained in 1884 and made his vows on March 19, 1885.
His first assignment sent him to Gabon and he worked there mostly at Lambarene.
A robust giant with a copious long beard, very capable and endowed with
unlimited energy, he almost at once assumed leadership of that mission. He rebuilt
its residence, added a convent, constructed a new church, schools, etc. He quickly
learned the Mpongue language, of which he acquired perfect knowledge, and the
people's customs; he also became the first European to write in the Fan language
and he was said to call every African by his or her own name. Most of his time,
though, was given to the work of evangelization, either by personal instruction or by°
way of carefully trained catechists, and he knew how to animate them, as well as
the Fathers and Brothers stationed with him.
His influence was enormous and that led him more and more into trouble. He
engaged in endless controversy with the powerful Protestant mission; the civil
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authorities picked him as their whipping horse when they were in trouble with
higher authorities; and the Africans blamed him when the colonial government
increased taxes on them. It soured his disposition and he became disenchanted.
After fourteen years in Gabon, he asked for a new assignment and returned to
France in 1899.
There he was struck by a bolt of lightning that changed his life dramatically.
Instead of being considered a "failed missionary," he got a letter telling him that he
would be named Prefect Apostolic of Southern Nigeria. When he realized that it
was no joke, he resolutely set to work preparing himself by studying English and
lgbo. The official nomination arrived on May 5, 1900.
On July 21 of the same year he sailed for his destination. The prefecture was
not in the best of conditions. Virtually leaderless since of death of Fr. Lutz,
decimated by five years of disease and death, badly organized and lacking
sanitary housing for its personnel, the mission had spent most of its resources on
works of mercy as if it were a social welfare agency rather than charged with laying
the foundations of a solid African church.
Fr. Lejeune intended to change all that. His program would emphasize the
planting and developing of the local church rather than works of mercy. The
mission's own funds would no longer be used to ransom and care for former
slaves, no more free medical treatment in its dispensaries and hospital; people
should be taught self-help and contribute from their resources to the expenses of
charity works, as Christians elsewhere do. Even the walking old and sick should
perform some service they were still capable of performing; and the school children
should be taught the value of work by giving one hour a day to that task. Catechists
were to be not only carefully trained, but also placed strategically where they were
most needed. The mission's attention should concentrate not on slaves but on free
people and especially on their leaders. Finally, appropriate solid residences
should be provided in every station for its personnel.
These "revolutionary" ideas were announced abruptly all at once. It caused
unhappiness among the Spiritan personnel to hear that they had been wasting
their time. And the people who until then had enjoyed a "free ride" in social welfare
programs reacted in the same way as people do in the West today when such
programs are cut down or canceled. Nonetheless, the prefect was right in
substance if not in style.
Construction of facilities began at once at Onitsha, Ossomuai, Aguleri and
Nsugbe. He opened new stations at Ogboli and Old Calabar, but failed in his
attempt to penetrate into Northern Nigeria because of the endless local warfare still
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going on there. On the other hand, he booked success when he turned his
attention to the free population and their chiefs. Following the example of King
John Samuel Okolo of Onitsha and of his son King Onyeka Omeli Ogbuanyinya,
several chiefs converted and were baptized; they are known as Alfred, Charles,
Daniel, Benedict and Augustine.
Regarding schools, he satisfied both the lgbo and the colonial government by
expanding them, teaching the children also English and other secular subjects. A
grateful government offered him grants-in-aid.
Needless to say, religious
education received his full attention. He ran into trouble, however, with some of his
catechists in Onitsha. There were a dozen of them there, where there was not
enough work to employ them. When he wanted to move them to other localities,
some simply left the Church, others rioted against him, gaining some support
among the people, and demanded his expulsion, while a few remained faithful to
him. After emotions subsided, all except those who had left the Church came back,
realizing that Fr. Lejeune had been right. He retained only two to serve in Onitsha;
the others were free to go elsewhere.
One of his last deeds in Nigeria concerned Old Calabar. This harbor town of
some 30,000 people was a center of commerce, government and missions. The
government had opened a high school there to prepare young Nigerians for
university studies in Great Britain. This school had to draw qualified students and
the missions were asked to supply candidates. The Presbyterians had opened a
training college for that purpose and the government asked the Catholic mission to
do the same.
The prefect built a college, as well as a convent to house sisters to take care of
the girls' school and to staff the local hospital. Much money was needed to
complete the project and in 1905 he prepared himself to go on a fund-raising tour
in Europe. Then suddenly this robust man who had never been ill in his twenty
·years in Africa developed a throat ailment necessitating an operation in France.
There the doctors diagnosed cancer of the thyroid which could not be removed by
an operation. He died a few months later.
A man endowed with many talents and wholly dedicated to his task, he had
faults that were not always easy to live with. Nonetheless, he succeeded in putting
the Prefecture of Southern Nigeria on the right track, one which his successors
would follow. He also left numerous articles and religious books for the use of
Africans.
B. G. 23, 491 ff.; A Hundred Years of the Catholic Church in Eastern Nigeria, 18851985, 61-104.
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Fr. F. Joseph LICHTENBERGER ALSACE GBN F NGA GB
* January 29, 1860
An older brother of Fr. Xavier, he made his profession, after his ordination, on
August 22, 1887 and six weeks later sailed for Gabon.
He worked there for seven years and then illness forced him to return to France
late in 1894. Placed at the college of Mesnieres, he became its bursar.
On July 21, 1900 he returned to Africa and accompanied Fr. Lejeune, the new
prefect apostolic of Southern Nigeria, to Onitsha. We find him listed as bursar at
Nsugbe in 1902; one year later, on October 14, he became the founder of the new
station at Dekina, some twenty miles from Mosum on a tributary of the Benue
River's left bank among the Bassa tribe.
The people received the two Fathers of the new mission very kindly, but then in
December of the same year a punitive expedition of 500 soldiers came to avenge
the murder of two British officers and burned several villages. Next, a brush fire
destroyed both the town and the mission in January 1904. The Fathers lost
everything, even their shoes, and had to go back to Onitsha in their slippers. It took
them six days.
Undaunted, Fr. Joseph returned to Dekina early in March and, to his pleasant
surprise, the local king rebuilt the provisional installations for him. This chief
himself was a Moslem, but his people were not. There was hope for the future.
Unfortunately, Fr. Joseph had to leave for Europe in July because an abscess
threatened to make it necessary to amputate one of his hands. He became bursar
in the new junior seminary at Castlehead, Lanes, England, until in 1906 he
returned to Nigeria. We find him listed at Onitsha as vicar general of the prefecture
and mission procurator in 1908 and then at Calabar, more or less recuperating. In
1910 he went back to France and joined the diocesan clergy of St. John, New
Brunswick, Canada in 1912. He died there in 1919.
B.G. and E. P. passim and Arch. CSSp Rome
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Fr. Alphonse BISCH 63 ALSACE NGA MRT
* September 26, 187 4 Niedermorschwir

+ May 23, 1938 Port Louis, MRT

Following the example of his brother Eugene, he joined the Congregation. For
his junior studies he went to Seyssinet; he studied theology at Chevilly; made his
vows in 1898 and was ordained there on October 28, 1899.
On September 7, 1900 he sailed from Liverpool to Southern Nigeria, where Fr.
Leon Lejeune, the new Prefect Apostolic, received him with his usual exuberance.
He was destined to have a long and fruitful ministry in Nigeria: about thirty-five
years, longer than anyone else so far in Southern Nigeria. With surprising ease he
learned the difficult tonal lgbo language and several other African languages.
We find him listed as stationed successively in Aguleri, becoming its local head
in 1906, then in Onitsha heading the Waterside station (1920), the Ogboli station
(1923), and· the Town station (1930), and finally back again in Aguleri (1932).
More than anyone else, it was said, he took care of the poor, the unfortunate
and the abandoned, disregarding the dangers when smallpox or other diseases
were rampant. At Aguleri he opened an asylum for old women who were accused
of being sorceresses and therefore responsible for the small pox epidemic. In
Onitsha he regularly visited the prison and opened the prospect of heaven to many
men condemned to be hanged, up to nine one after the other on one morning. He
also went frequently to the local leper camp to administer the sacraments. And
children, especially poor children, knew no better father than him.
Assiduously he went on safari to the various towns and villages where a
catechist was stationed, whether on foot or by canoe, push bike or later motor bike.
His adventures were numerous, such as his narrow escape when a crocodile three
times tried to overturn his canoe before he managed to kill it with his rifle. One day
when he had gone over twenty miles into the bush, he went to sleep in a hut
without realizing that a spitting cobra had done the same underneath his pillow.
The two slept peacefully together all night before the snake was discovered.
Thereafter, he always checked his pillow.
His hospitality was legendary among his confreres. In 1935, when he was in
France for recuperation, he was very disappointed to hear that the Superior
General had decided to transfer him to Mauritius. After all, he was in his sixties and
could render still years of service in a better climate.
That was not to be. He served in Mauritius for just a few years, but with
distinction and fully involved in ministry. In 1935 he underwent an operation for a
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wound that refused to heal, before it was discovered that he had advanced
diabetes. He died a few days later in the arms of his former Nigerian fellow
missionary, Fr. Albert Bubendorf.
8. G. 38, 644 ff.
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Br. Armand NICKLER 67 ALSACE NGA F
* January 2, 1881 Colmar
* November 8, 1948 Misserghin, ALG
Professed on March 19, 1901 at Chevilly, he sailed on April 17 of the same year
to Southern Nigeria. He was accompanied by Br. HERBERT KIEHL, from Bavaria,
who lasted only a year and then had to recuperate in Senegal for a few months
before returning to Europe.
A carpenter by trade and endowed with great strength and energy, he was just
the man needed in the great construction period of the Prefecture, later the
Vicariate, of Southern Nigeria. We find him listed first at Onitsha and then
successively at Aguleri (1906), lgbariam (1912), Onitsha Wharf (1908), Nteje
(1910), Onitsha-Waterside (1914), Anwa (1921), Aba (1926), Ogboli (1928), lhiala
(1930) and finally at Eke (1932).
He worked all over the mission, wherever his services were needed. They were
summed up in two sentences in the report of 1930: "Despite his thirty years in the
mission, he is still indefatigably very busy. On a motor bike he goes from station to
station to look after the construction or repairs to our schools, churches and
rectories."
Returning to France around 1933, he still made himself useful in the
Motherhouse at Paris until his retirement at Misserghin.
E.P. and B.G. passim
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Br. Othrain SHARKEY IRELAND IRL NGA
* June 4, 1865 Kincaulagh, Donegal

+ April 17, 1916 Dublin

After making his temporary vows at Blackrock on March 25, 1892, he served in
Ireland at Blackrock for several years.
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On May 1, 1902 he was able to sail for Nigeria. We find him at Onitsha and then
at Calabar, teaching what was called an "upper class," in 1908, lgbariam 1910 and
Onitsha-Waterside in 1912.
In 1914 he returned to Ireland and died a few years later at Blackrock.
IBN April 17
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Fr. Patrick McDERMOTT 59 IRELAND IRL F USA NGA
* April 14, 1859 Mullinahone, Tip.
+ July 3, 1918 Pittsburgh
An uncle of Fr. Patrick Dooley, C.S.Sp., he was educated at Rockwell,
Langonnet and Chevilly, where, after his ordination in 1880, he pronounced his
vows on August 28, 1881. After serving one year at Rockwell, he taught philosophy
for three years in France and then was assigned to the U.S.A. to teach at the
Congregation's college in Pittsburgh. Being very much moved by the neglect of
African-Americans in America, he began working among them in his spare time in
Pittsburgh and was happy when in 1890 he was told to take charge of St. Peter
Claver Parish in Philadelphia, where he gave a strong impetus to the first AfricanAmerican parish in that city.
In 1902 his long-desired wish to go to Africa was granted and on October 10 of
that year he sailed, together with Fr. Joseph Shanahan and Br. Eusebius Ahearne,
for Southern Nigeria. Placed in charge of the station to be opened at Old Calabar,
he and his two confreres were enthusiastically received, especially by the one
hundred and fifty Catholics already living there. The work was started at once, but
money was needed to establish a solid foundation. He therefore went on a fundraising tour in Europe, but when he returned a few months later, he was charged
with the new station in the town of Onitsha. Brother David Doran was there with
him and acted as school master. He did it so well that the school rapidly grew to
270 boys, while King Sarni of Onitsha continued to encourage the people to accept
Christianity.
Unfortunately, Father's health broke down and in 1907 he had to say farewell to
Africa. Returning to Pittsburgh, he resumed his work at the college, which in 1911
became Duquesne University. He acquired the reputation of a highly respected
priest and scholar.
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Troubled by heart disease since 1916, he died at the school after answering
Deo Gratjas to the morning call to rise for prayer.
B.G. 22, 39,131,440; 24, 149 f., 152 ff., 158 f.; 29,211 f.; SWWW, 252; IBN July 3
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Bp. Joseph I. SHANAHAN 72 IRELAND F IRL NGA CAM KEN
* June 6, 1871 Glankeen, Tip.
+ December 25, 1943 Nairobi
He did his classical studies and part of his senior studies in France, 1886-1895,
prefected for one year at Merville and another at Rockwell before he continued his
theology there. On April 10, 1898 he pronounced his vows in the same location.
On April 22, 1900, he was ordained a priest at Blackrock.
After serving for two years as dean of discipline at Rockwell, he was assigned to
Nigeria and with two companions he sailed on October 10, 1902 for his destination.
On arrival at Onitsha he was welcomed by Fr. Lejeune as a strong young man,
"There is plenty of work for you here. Come along and I'll show you how to make
bricks." Fr. Lejeune was then engaged in building proper residences which, he
hoped, would put a stop to the frightening loss of missionaries by death or disease.
When the house was finished, Shanahan was told to go to Ogboli, a few miles
away, and to start his evangelization of the lgbo people.
Putting up a make-shift shelter, he learned their language from the children and
opened a little school. The adults retained their reserve, but that attitude changed
wheri contagious disease struck and he devoted himself to caring for the sick and
the dying. A mutual confidence developed and he discovered that underneath the
idols and taboos, the lgbo believed in a supreme spirit, God the Creator, who lives
in heaven, and that sacrifices should be offered for the dead to release them from
their offenses. He saw that he could build on these similarities with the Christian
faith.
After a brief but eventful stay at Dekina (1904-05), which ended in the closing of
that station, he was assigned to Nsugbe. There he received the news that on
September 26, 1905 he had been appointed successor of Fr. Lejeune as Prefect
Apostolic. Meanwhile the struggling station at Nsugbe had also been temporarily
closed, leaving only two centers: one at Onitsha and Aguleri and the other at
Calabar.
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Rather than moving around and go to distant tribes, he decided, his
missionaries should concentrate their efforts on the lgbo. They were industrious
and eager to learn; education would appeal to them; and there were millions of
lgbo in a relatively small area. Adults offered but little prospect for a mass
conversion movement but, well disposed, they would let the new generation be
instructed, put up suitable structures as schools and contribute to their upkeep. In
this way villages and towns would be gradually transformed.
He personally campaigned throughout lgbo land to gain the people's consent
to this and set up a way of doing it: senior students would teach as apprentice
catechists-teachers and subsequently become full time teachers, while remaining,
of course, under supervision. The quality of these catechists improved as time
went on and then they would hold a prayer service when no priest was available;
they would also read the Scriptures in lgbo when there was a priest and translate
his sermon into lgbo. Even priests who spoke the language realized that the
catechist's translation made a far more dramatic impact than their own sermon
would have produced.
By 1912 Shanahan had 124 teachers and about 6,600 pupils in his schools.
Two years later he went to Europe to get more personnel, but could get only two as
other missions also were clamoring for their share. To lighten the burden of safaris
and save valuable time, he got a motor bike for himself and let the others do the
same. Putting his faith on the catechists, he sent them out in ever increasing
numbers and multiplied the schools.
In February 1917 the Holy See put a new burden on his shoulders by making
him also administrator of the Prefecture of Adamawa, the area of Cameroon
bordering on Nigeria. Its German personnel had been expelled when that colony
had been wrested from the Germans. He made one quick trip to assess the
situation and then a long and exhausting tour. He found several missions in ruins,
but the faith had not died and he could encourage the people, saying that
missionaries would return to them. Exhausted from the 1,000 mile trek, he
collapsed on his return trip, but the faithful lgbo porters carried him to Duala, where
his life was saved. After recuperating in Ireland, he searched there for more
workers in the Lord's vineyard, a search that would lead to the foundation of four
new missionary congregations of Sisters and one of priests:'" the Holy Rosary
Sisters, the Medical Missionaries of Mary, the Handmaids of the Holy Child Jesus
in Nigeria, the Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary also in Africa, and the
Missionary Society of St. Patrick or Kiltegan Fathers.
Meanwhile the Holy See had raised his prefecture to a vicariate and on June 6,
1920 he was ordained a bishop at Maynooth. When he sailed back to Nigeria, he
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was accompanied by ten Spiritans, four of them newcomers to Africa. Sisters
would follow later. The reception he received was extremely exuberant and joyful,
but a liver ailment and failing eyesight sent him back to Ireland again in 1922 for
treatment. In 1924 he could open the first senior seminary in Nigeria with nine
students; among them the future first Nigerian bishop John Anyogu.
As one eye had become almost blind and the other was also ailing, he wanted
to resign, but Pope Pius XI told him personally that he should stay on and propose
his candidates for being his coadjutor. His first choice fell on Fr. Charles Heerey,
who was ordained a bishop on May 29, 1927 at Killeshandra.
In 1929 Abp. Arthur Hinsley, later Cardinal Abp. of Westminster, came to
Nigeria as apostolic visitor. He was to report to the Holy See on the role of
education in British-controlled Africa. Regarding Bp. Shanahan's vicariate he
wrote "This is the most flourishing mission in British, if not in the whole of West
Africa. The success on Onitsha is largely ascribed to the schools."
As the Vicariate was too large, its division became inevitable. By the Pope's
personal intervention, Bp. Shanahan was able to prevent the very heartland of his
vicariate to go to the Kiltegan Fathers and leave its fringes all around it to the
Spiritans. Instead a split was made, assigning the western part (Calabar and
Ogoja) to the Kiltegans.
With four new Spiritans and seven diocesan priests from Ireland Shanahan
returned again to Nigeria on October 1, 1930. Four days later, six German
Spiritans sailed from Rotterdam to his vicariate, to start work along the Benue
River. In December of the same year he ordained his first lgbo priest, Fr. John
Anyogu. A few months later, the Bishop resigned, having spent twenty-five years in
Africa. He could have sung his Nunc demittis and a Maqnificat: where there had
been only some 2,000 Catholics on his arrival, there were now about 95,000 and
116,000 catechumens.
After spending some years in Ireland, he went to Kenya at Bp. Heffernan's
invitation. Even there his magnetic personality drew people to him as it had done
in Nigeria. He died there five years later. In 1956 his mortal remains were buried
for a second time in the Onitsha cathedral. In the eyes of his admirers he was the
greatest missionary of modern times and the enthusiasm of the lgbo about having
his grave among them showed how highly they venerated their bishop.
IBN December 25; Desmond Forrestal, The Second Burial of Sp. Shanahan,
Dublin 1990, 329 pages (biography); A Hundred Years of the Catholic Church in
Eastern Nigeria, 1885-1985, Onitsha, 1985, 106-172.
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28

Br. Eusebius AHEARNE 74 IRELAND NGA IRL
* October 21, 1873 Touraneena, Waterford

+ January 8, 1948 Rockwell

Professed at Chevilly on March 19, 1902, he was able to accompany Fr.
Joseph Shanahan to Southern Nigeria on October 10 of the same year.
He was stationed there at Old Calabar for about six years, doing a variety of
work, including some elementary teaching in one of its schools.
As happened to so many others, his health broke down and by 1908 he was
back in Ireland. He served there for many years at Clareville, in Kimmage, but most
of all in Rockwell, where he became an institution.
A very simple man, he had outspoken loyalties, notably to Fr. Libermann and
the Pope. A special blessing from Pope Pius XI addressed to him as a "former
missionary," was his greatest treasure.
We may mention here also Fr. Louis DEMAISON, who was transferred from
Senegambia (Bathurst) to Nigeria in 1902, but forced by illness to leave about one
year later and then served for many years elsewhere, including East Africa and
Reunion, where he died at the age of eight-four.
IBN January 8
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Fr. Louis J. WARD 62 IRELAND PTG IRL NGA USA
* June 29, 1872 Knocknar, Donegal
+ February 7, 1935 Portsmouth, RI
He entered Blackrock in 1888 and earned a First Arts degree at the Royal
University of Ireland before going to France for his senior studies. They were
interrupted by four years of prefecting in Portugal and Ireland, but he was able to
pronounce his vows on October 1, 1902 at Orly and was ordained at Chevilly on
March 28, 1903.
Assigned to Southern Nigeria, he sailed on October 5 of the same year together
with Fr. Paul Herry. Placed at (Old) Calabar, he looked there especially after the
schools of the mission and brought them up to excellence.
In 1906 he was made head of the Ogboli station at Onitsha. There too, the
school with some 450 little scholars was his pride and joy. The kids were avid to
learn both Christian instruction and secular subjects; moreover, they became his
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assistant catechists, who informed him about grown-ups desirous of being baptized
and the birth of twins. As twins were then traditionally killed or left to die, he could
at least baptize them. When the chapel became too small, the local chiefs offered
him a new location where he could build a church and a rectory. He also opened
annexes of the mission in three localities and placed a catechist in charge of each.
By 1914 he could report that the Onitsha-Ogboli mission counted over 1,600
Christians, 2,200 catechumens, and had a network of 17 out-stations and 20
schools with over 2,500 children.
By 1917 he was back in Calabar, but his health began to decline and early in
1921 he returned to Europe. The following year he was assigned to the U.S.A. He
worked there for the remainder of his life in St. Anthony's, Portsmouth, RI. His life in
Africa was neatly summed up by the future Bp. Joseph Shanahan, who wrote in
1910, "Fr. Louis is one of the best missionaries in Nigeria; nobody ever heard him
offend against charity."
B.G. 36, 718 f.; O.P. April, 1935, 4 f.; IBN February 7; SWWW 415
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Fr. Paul HERRY 30 FRANCE NGA
* May 31, 1877 St. Pol de Leon, Finistere

+ August 5, 1907 Langonnet

After his profession on October 1, 1900 at Orly, he did his senior studies at
Chevilly and was ordained there on March 28, 1903.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed, together with Fr. Louis Ward and with several
other Spiritans with different assignments, on October 5, 1903 from Marseille. After
his arrival he was temporarily placed at Dekina to replace an ailing confrere. He
had come just in time to experience that conditions in the area were not yet
peaceful. Two captains of the British, called Riordan and Burney, who went on a
small exploratory trip toward Aukpa and Akputsha, with some soldiers were killed
and eaten. A punitive action by 500 soldiers followed to avenge the dead. They
suffered the loss of thirty men killed and many wounded, but burned down Aukpa
and several neighboring villages. In late January 1904 he was stationed at
Nsugbe. Life was still very hard there and results rather poor, for the town was a
center of hard-core idolatry.
Then his health broke down; he was suffering, it appeared, from tuberculosis. In
May 1906 he arrived back in Europe. He died one year later of his malady.
B.G.22, 795;24,300
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Fr. Louis LENA 86 FRANCE F NGA RUN
* March 19, 1874 Faouet, Morbihan

+ December 12, 1960 Chevilly

He belonged to the group of one hundred novices who on January 2, 1898
made their vows at Chevilly. (The group was so large because in that year the
Congregation complied with the new canon law regulation requiring that vows be
made before ordination.) Ordained on October 28, 1900 at Chevilly, he taught at
the junior seminary of Seyssinet until in 1903 he received his assignment to
Nigeria.
On October 15 of the same year he sailed from Bordeaux, together with Fr.
Charles BREY, who lasted only one year before he had to return to Europe. Fr.
Lena himself, however, was destined to leave his mark in Nigeria. Only a few
months after his arrival he became the man in charge of the station called Old
Calabar (renamed Calabar in 1904).
This station in that important town was rapidly developing. One year after its
founding in 1903, it already had over two hundred converts and more than four
hundred students in its two schools. The government pressed him to start a special
school for children who could be prepared to enter a college program preparing
them for university studies in England, but it would take some years before that
could be done. Meanwhile the mission prepared its upper classes students for that
purpose. He himself taught them English and did it so well that one of the boys
earned the first prize for English composition among all students in all of the
Calabar area. The boy's essay was even printed and distributed in Great Britain.
By 1910 there were over one thousand Catholics in Calabar, while the
mission's schools were flourishing, especially that of apprentice-teachers. The
best of these practiced teaching lower grades while also continuing their own
studies; they earned the highest praise from the government's school inspectors;
and they were also very good catechists. Even on the football field the school beat
the competition. In 1912 Fr. Lena could open the special high school that was to
open the gate to university studies. In the words of the Governor General of Nigeria
at its opening, it was "the most beautiful school" in the country.
By then the mission had also greatly expanded its sphere of influence by
establishing annexes in seven towns and villages and raising its number of
schools to nine. Meanwhile he had also published a catechism in the Efik
language (first printed in 1908 and reprinted in 1912).
Just before World War One began, Fr. Lena's work in Southern Nigeria came to
an abrupt stop: in June 1914 he got word that he had been chosen to become a
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member of the Congregation's General Council, then residing in Paris. As such, he
travelled far and wide over the world wherever the Spiritans worked. In 1919 he
was elected First Assistant of the Superior General, a position he would retain for
nineteen years.
When he was seventy in 1938, he was not re-elected and began to serve as
chaplain at the busy Pasteur Hospital in Paris and he continued in that capacity for
a dozen years.
In 1952 we find him, still vigorous, listed as serving on the island of Reunion in
the Indian Ocean, but four years later he was listed as back in France.
Having celebrated the diamond jubilee of his ordination in October 1960, the
indefatigable veteran of Southern Nigeria had lived long enough to see the Church
there bloom: there were then some 270 Spiritan missionaries from abroad, but the
indigenous clergy was rapidly growing and one of them had already been
ordained a bishop, presaging that soon there was to be local clergy under the
guidance of Nigerian bishops on a par with the situation of the older parts of the
universal Church. He died six weeks later.
B.G. 22, 797 ff.; 24, 157 ff.; 27, 203
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Br. Adelard ROTHBLETZ 77 ALSACE TZA ALG NGA GB F
* November 21, 1873 D. of Strasbourg
+ April 29, 1951 Neufgrange
Professed in 1891, he served in France until in 1894 he was appointed to the
North Zanguebar Vicariate in East Africa. He served there at Bagamoyo,
Morogoro, Tanga and the island of Pemba until he went on sick leave in 1902.
Having recovered at Misserghin, Algeria, he sailed from Oran for Nigeria on
January 8, 1904.
He was placed there at Dekina in the Bassa province under Fr. Joseph
Shanahan. He also did construction work at the new station of Ozubulu.
Ailing again, in late 1909 he was back in Europe. After a short time in
Switzerland, he was reassigned to the Castlehead community in England. In the
1920s he returned to France and spent the remainder of his life in various
communities until his death.
B.G. and E.P. passim; SEAM 120
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Br. Eucher SCHNOERING 84 ALSACE F ALG NGA GB IT
* August 17, 1873 Herrlisheim
+ February 8, 1958 Langonnet
Professed on September 20, 1891 at St. llan, he worked there, at Chevilly and
in the new community of Missergin, Algeria till the end of 1903.
On January 8, 1904 he sailed from Oran, Algeria, together with several other
Spiritans, of whom Br. Adelard Rothbletz also was destined for Nigeria. After
spending some time at Onitsha he went to the Nsugbe station, where much work
was needed for the installation of that post. By 1908 he was back in Onitsha.
In 1910 we find him listed in Europe on leave. He was then re-assigned to
Castlehead, England, where he worked for several years. In 1920 he was listed as
serving in Susa, Italy, in 1926 in Langonnet, Britanny. There he remained for the
rest of his long life, notably serving as prefect of the postulant Brothers and from
1947 on in retirement. He happily celebrated there the diamond anniversary of his
religious profession in 1951 and died five years later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Victor DEHAZE 32 FRANCE NGA
* April 4, 1879 Fiers, Normandie

+ May 24, 1911 Onitsha

After doing his junior studies at a diocesan seminary, he entered the
Congregation and made his vows on October 1, 1900 at Orly. He was ordained at
Chevilly on September 28, 1903 and the following year assigned to Nigeria.
On September 10, 1904 he sailed from Liverpool for his destination. Placed first
at Onitsha he quickly learned the language and in 1906 became the first one to
answer Fr. Shanahan's call to penetrate into the bush, going to Oguta. Its chief
expressed the wish that he open a school. He then went on to Uli, whose people
were at war with Oguta. Going still further, he reached lhiala, also at war with Uli.
His party was surprised by lhiala warriors, but he managed to surprise them by
raising his hand and asking to see their chiefs. It took some time, but he
succeeded in preventing bloodshed. Next, the lhiala chiefs became friendly and
asked him to open a school or two in their town. After spending the night in the hut
of the local ju-ju (and sleeping quite well), he returned to Onitsha and asked Fr.
Shanahan to place three schools in the area. Three years later, he became the
founder of a new station at Ozobolo (or Ozuboro). Together with two Brothers, he
built the first installations.
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One month later, illness obliged him to return to Europe. He could still return to
Ozobolo in 1908, but proved too weak to continue there. He then acted as
chaplain to the 400 prisoners in the local jail and also occasionally went on short
trips to out-stations.
One day he was called to administer the sacraments to a dying catechist, some
twenty-five kilometers away. Caught in a violent storm on his return, he was totally
exhausted. Doctors at the local hospital diagnosed that his body was riddled with
tuberculosis. He died a few days later, offering his young life for the mission.
N.B. 4, 481 ff.
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Fr. Jean FERAL 51 FRANCE NGA MRT GLP
* APRIL 13, 1878 Allasac, d. of Tulles

+ May 18, 1929 Guadeloupe

A diocesan priest, he was professed on October 7, 1904 at Chevilly and at once
appointed to Nigeria.
On December 2 of the same year, he sailed from Liverpool, accompanied by six
Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny, who were destined for Calabar and Onitsha. After
being initiated at Onitsha-Waterside, he was temporarily placed at Nsugbe to
replace an ailing confrere. This struggling station was on the verge of being
reduced to a catechetical post, but he saw that several of its sub-stations, such as
Ntege offered better prospectives for the future. While Ntege did become a new
residential station in 1907, he himself was placed at Onitsha-Town (Ogboli) to
assist Fr. Louis Ward. New schools opened up at Amwodji, Newni and Abaja.
In 1911 we find him at Calabar at work in its stations. He travelled from there by
land to Owerri to study the exact locations where a new station and its annexes
with schools should be placed; the people had requested them and were anxious
to get them.
In 1914 he was listed as the local head of the Onitsha-Waterside center, but the
following year he was transferred to Mauritius. At his own request, he returned to
Onitsha in 1920 and was placed in charge of the Aguleri station, which was
beginning to develop considerably. He served there for eight years.
In ill health he returned to France in 1928. He did not tell anyone that he had
diabetes; so after some months of rest, looking quite healthy, he was assigned to
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Guadeloupe. Working hard at his usual pace, he soon became seriously ill and
died of anthrax and diabetic complications in a local hospital.
B.G. 34, 270 ff.
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Fr. Jules DOUVRY 46 FRANCE NGA CAM F
* August 7, 1879 Amiens, Somme

+ September 1, 1925 Chevilly

At the age of eighteen, he made a retreat with the Trappists and resolved to
become a missionary. Two years later he was accepted into the Congregation. He
made his vowed commitment on October 1, 1900 at Orly, was ordained on October
20, 1904 and the following year assigned to Southern Nigeria.
On September 9, 1905, together with Fr. Joseph Krafft, he sailed from Liverpool
to his destination. Stationed at first in Aguleri, he was sent to open a new mission
at Ntege at the end of 1907. He had to start from the ground up with a mud house,
chicken coop and a shed for goats; then followed the transportation of building
materials for a permanent residence, chapel, etc.; at the same time he also gave
religious instruction to children and supervised the local school. It took ten months
before he had the pleasure of getting a fellow missionary.
In 1910 we find him listed as mission procurator at Onitsha Wharf, then at
Calabar and in 1912 at lgbariam. At the start of World War One he was mobilized,
but could do his service as chaplain to the British forces in their conquest of the
German colony of Cameroon. The German Pallotines, who served there had done
excellent work with a staff of about ninety missionaries but, despite the protest of Fr.
Douvry and the other Catholic chaplains, they were expelled. Fr. Douvry was then
named Apostolic Administrator of the Cameroon mission. As such, he had to deal
with the occupying forces with respect to many issues, such as the seizure of some
mission stations as enemy property, the status of its schools, matters regarding
marriages, etc. He did so with success. To serve the mission, he obtained the
release of eight Fathers from other African territories and thus could keep six
stations going during the war.
When peace came, he returned to France, but in 1920 he was able to go back to
Nigeria. He dreamt of opening new stations in Northern Nigeria among the
Munshi, but his health broke down and in 1923 he went on sick leave.
The following year he was sent to Guadeloupe, apparently in good health
again. Six months later, however, the doctors deemed a return to France
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necessary to save his life.
Chevilly's infirmary.

The doctors' hope was not realized; he died in

B. G. 32, 409 ff.
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Fr. Joseph KRAFFT 50 ALSACE F NGA GB
* January 5, 1879 Heimsbrunn

+ August 4, 1929 Paris

Orphaned as a baby, this nephew of Fr. George Krafft, C.S.Sp., did his junior
studies at Seyssinet, Epinal and Cellule and pronounced his vows on October 10,
1900 at Orly. His theology at Chevilly was interrupted by a year of prefecting at
Cellule. Ordained on October 28, 1904 at Chevilly, he was assigned to Southern
Nigeria.
On September 10, 1905 he sailed from Liverpool with Fr. Jules Douvry. His first
appointment sent him to Calabar to teach English, a language which he came to
know so well that he could speak it without a trace of a foreign accent, as well as
correct in grammar and syntax.
After the arrival of Fr. Francis Howell, he threw himself wholeheartedly into the
evangelization of the Oru, Okobo and Hibio people along the Cross River,
establishing catechists and schools. In 1911 he laid the foundation for what
became in 1914 the Anwa station in the Hibio area.
In 1912 he went by land from Calabar to Owerri; together with Fr. Joseph
Shanahan, he selected the site for the first station in that area. Back in Calabar, he
built a school large enough to hold 800 pupils and then built a chapel and
residence at Anwa, doing much of the work himself. Exhausted, he went on leave
in 1919 but returned a few months later to finish the construction at Anwa and to
open a boarding school for teachers and catechists, but in September 1922 he had
to go back to France.
He was then assigned to the junior seminary at Castlehead, Lanes, in England,
serving as bursar and teacher, until in 1925 he was appointed procurator of the
French Province with residence in Paris. He served as such till his death.
A versatile and resourceful man, who was also an eternal optimist, he fulfilled
his functions to the satisfaction of all.
B.G. 34,476 ff.
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Br. Osmond HEALY 63 IRELAND GMB NGA IRL
* November 15, 1875 Tipperary, Cashel

+ August 20, 1939 Rockwell

He was professed on March 19, 1902 at Chevilly and sailed for Gambia two
months later, to teach in the mission school at Banjul.
In 1906 he was transferred to Nigeria and accompanied Fr. Joseph Shanahan,
sailing on October 19, 1906 to his destination. Here, too, he was assigned to the
schools, first at Onitsha-Waterside and then in the town itself (Ogboli). For about
twenty-five years he gave himself totally to his task, sparing no pains and, when the
boys were educated, he would endeavor to find suitable jobs for them, so that they
could establish Christian families. Government inspectors and other officials
marvelled at his encyclopedic knowledge of education and schools all over West
Africa.
Around 1930 he returned to Ireland, serving in its colleges until in 1937 he
volunteered to go back to Gambia to work again at the school in Banjul. His health,
however, could no longer cope with the tropics and after two years he had to return
to Ireland. He died there a few months later.
IBN August 20
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Br. Kevin HEALY IRELAND NGA
* October 1, 1886 Killecloran, D. of Fems
Professed on March 19, 1907 at Chevilly, he sailed to Nigeria with Fr. Joseph
Robina from Liverpool on September 18 of the same year.
He looked after the mission's plantations and supervised its apprentice
carpenters--up to 150 of them--at various stations. We find him listed successively
at Aguleri (1908), Ozubulu (1910), lgbariam (1914), Onitsha-Waterside (1918) and
Anwa (1920).
Returning to Ireland he joined the S.M.A. to become a priest, was ordained in
1926 and worked in the lsaba vicariate, Nigeria, till his death in 1949.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Joseph ROBINO 29 FRANCE NGA
* January 3, 1881 Grand-Champ, Morbihan

+ November 7, 1910 Langonnet

After attending a diocesan junior seminary, he made his commitment to the
Congregation on September 30, 1901 at Orly, did his senior studies at Chevilly and
was ordained there on October 28, 1906.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1907, he sailed on September 18 of the same year and
was stationed at Onitsha-Wharf. He threw himself ardently into his work, learning
English and lgbo, supervising the children, acting as bursar and on occasion also
making safaris into the bush country. Great things could have been expected of
him.
It was not to be. As his health was not very robust, Fr. Shanahan decided to
transfer him to Calabar in the hope that its climate would suit him better. Soon,
however, it became apparent that there was no alternative to leaving Africa. Very
sad but resigned, he returned to France in January 1909.
After some time in a sanatorium, he was sent to Langonnet, where he died a few
months later.
N.B. 4, 371 ff.
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Fr. Alphonse BINDEL 70 FRANCE NGA ALG
* August 1, 1881 D. of Coutances

+ May 12, 1952 Misserghin

He appears to have belonged to the group of over forty novices who were
professed on November 1, 1902 at Orly; and he did his senior studies at Chevilly,
where he was also ordained on October 28, 1907.
On Christmas Day of the same year he sailed from Liverpool to Nigeria. After
being initiated to the country in Aguleri, he became in 1910 director of the new
Ozubulu station, where everything still remained to be done.
While the people put up the necessary structures for a provisional residence,
chapel and school under the direction of Brother Adelard, the mission began to
function. He also opened another school at nearby Akpu staffed by a catechist,
and began to evangelize the area.
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Virtually his entire active life of more than three decades was devoted to that
area of which he was in charge, though its name was to be modified into Ozubululhiala by 1926 and subsequently into lhiala. By 1930 he had nearly 10,000
Catholics in his parish and close to 6,700 catechumens under instruction, including
those living in the 117 out-stations of his parish. And by 1936 the name of the
parish had been changed from St. Michael to St. Martin.
Just before World War Two began he was still stationed there, but the first
general directory after the war in 1947 listed him as stationed in the Congregation's
retirement home at Misserghin, Algeria. The valiant missionary died there a few
years later.
E.P. and B.G. passim
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Br. Adelm (Patrick) WALSH 67 IRELAND IRL F AUS SL NGA
* February 8, 1853 Silvermines, Tip.
+ July 23, 1920 Onitsha
An uncle of Bp. Shanahan and a farmer by trade, he entered the Congregation
at Rockwell, where he made his vows on November 1, 1878. He then served for
several years in Ireland and France.
In 1888 he belonged to the group of Fathers and Brothers who went to Australia
to open there the Holy Spirit College at Ballarat. When this venture failed four·
years later, he returned to France and was assigned to Sierra Leone. His health
broken, he went back to Ireland in 1896, recuperated in Rockwell and then began
to teach and work there.
He was forty-five years old when his wish to return to Africa was granted by
sending him to his nephew Fr. Shanahan in Nigeria. On August 1, 1908 he
accompanied two other Brothers on the voyage from Liverpool to Onitsha.
Stationed at Onitsha-Ogboli, he proved to excel both as a teacher and as a
gardener. He remained there till 1917 when he was transferred to OnitshaWaterside, more or less retired, but still looking after its gardens.
By then he was seriously ailing. Fr. Shanahan wanted to return him to Ireland,
but with tears in his eyes he begged to be allowed to sacrifice the delight of seeing
dear old Erin again and thereby make it possible for a few more Nigerians to see
Paradise open to them.

•
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His wish was granted. He died of dysentery some time later in the hospital and
was buried at Onitsha-Waterside.
B.G. 29, 792 f.; IBN July 21
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Br. Valentine (Alois) WUNDER 73 GERMANY NGA CAN BRZ F ANG
* February 1, 1880 Grossendorf, Ermeland
+ November 23, 1961 Neubeckum
The son of a prosperous farming family, and himself trained in agriculture, he
went to Chevilly in 1906, desirous of becoming a missionary. He was offered a
chance to go on for the priesthood, but preferred to be a Brother. Professed on
March 19, 1908 at Chevilly, he was assigned to Nigeria.
Together with three other Spiritans he sailed for his destination on August 1 of
the same year. After a short time in Onitsha-Waterside, he was sent to lgbariam to
help Br. Armand build a new station. He did the masonry work for its residence
and chapel, while also planting a large vegetable garden.
Illness drove him back to Europe in 1913. When the doctors would not allow
him to return to Nigeria, he went to Canada in May 1914. At St. Alexandre, near
Ottawa, he found full scope for his agricultural abilities. Ten years later we find him
in Brazil in the Amazionian Prelature of Tefe, where he served for another ten
years. Then a spinal injury sent him back to Europe. His fluency in many
languages made him the ideal man to become receptionist at the Congregation's
Motherhouse in Paris.
In 1935 Msgr. Alfred Keiling managed to secure his services for the Prefecture
of Cubango, Angola. He remained there for twenty-six years at Jau (now in the
Archdiocese of Lubango), where his farm provided the daily sustenance for the
mission's hospital, seminary and orphanages.
While on sick leave in Germany in 1961, visiting relatives, the valiant old Brother
caught the flu and died.
MOP 593
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Fr. Albert BUBENDORFF 61 ALSACE NGA MRT
* April 4, 1881 Niederanspach
+ February 26, 1943 Mauritius
Professed on September 30, 1903 at Chevilly, he made his senior studies there
and was ordained on October 28, 1907.
On September 2 of the following year he sailed from Liverpool to Nigeria. Fr.
Shanahan placed him at Ntege, a station that had been opened only in 1907 and
where little progress had been made so far. Under his direction Br. Armand put up
a better residence, a chapel and two schools, while he made the rounds in the
area.
When a smallpox epidemic made numerous victims, he and his assistant took
care of the sick and the dying, giving them whatever they had. This example of
Christian love earned them the people's esteem. He could baptize Chief Okika
himself, his wife and one of his children on the very day when two others of the
chiefs children made their First Communion. By 1921 Ntege had 3,500 Catholics
and nearly 4,000 catechumens.
Nonetheless, in comparison with other areas, that of Ntege was lagging behind
and, given the shortage of personnel, it was then decided to reduce it to an outstation to be visited from time to time. Strategically better located, the town of Adazi
became the center of the area and Bp. Shanahan appointed him its founder in
1924.
He worked there very hard for about six years and with magnificent results: not
having the statistics of 1931, we can say that in 1932 the Adazi station could report
that it served ninety-five out-stations and counted nearly 18,000 Catholics and
catechumens. By then he had been transferred to Uturu as assistant, his last post
in Nigeria.
After a leave in France, he was assigned around 1935 to Mauritius, where the
work was less hectic. He continued his ministry there for the remainin"g years of his
active life.
B.G. 26, 879 ff; 34, 849 ff., and passim B.G. and E.P.
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Fr. Joseph TREICH 77 ALSACE NGA
* April 14, 1882 Bolsenheim

+ February 27, 1960 Enugu

Professed on September 30, 1903 at Orly, he studied theology at Chevilly and
was ordained there on October 28, 1907.
On September 12, 1908 he sailed from Liverpool to Nigeria. We find him listed
as serving successively at Ozubulu (,1909), Aguleri (1910), lgbariam (1914) and
Ntege (1920). By then this station seemed to be developing well with its forty-five
out-stations, 60 catechists, 1,600 Catholics and an equal number of catechumens.
But, within the context of the surge toward the Church in lgbo land, the station was
not considered to compare well with others.
It was then reduced to an out-station of Aguleri, but two residential stations
came into existence outside the immediate surroundings of Ntege: Adazi and
Uturu became parishes in 1924 and 1925 respectively, and after taking care of
Adazi Fr. Streich went to reside at Uturu in 1925. He and his assistants did an
excellent job there: the last statistics before World War Two showed a parish of
25,000 Catholics and catechumens.
After that war we find him at Newi. He was then sixty-five years old; the parish,
counting 22,000 Catholics and catechumens, was headed by a younger man and
he still served as one of its assistants.
In 1952 he officially retired in Enugu. Here this stalwart veteran of over half a
century of service in Africa died six years later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Eugene GROETZ 65 ALSACE NGA
* March 24, 1863 lsenheim

+ October 1, 1948 Aba?

He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on October 20, 1904 as
one of the thirty-nine who did so in that month at Chevilly. In the final year of his
theology studies he was ordained there on October 28, 1908.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed with two companions on October 6, 1909 from
Liverpool. He served for a dozen years at Onitsha-Ogboli. During World War One,
however, shortage of personnel caused this station to be temporarily reduced to an
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out-station, served from Onitsha-Waterside, which at that time had to cover thirtyfive out-stations, thirty-eight schools, 4,500 Catholics and 3,200 catechumens.
In 1922 he became the founding father and director of the new Ogoja station
and two years later he assumed the same pioneering role at Aba. For twenty-four
years he continued to devote his time and energy to Aba, creating an everexpanding network of schools staffed by catechist-teachers.
By 1947 there were thirty of them, and he and his assistants manned a parish of
5,500 Catholics and 3,000 catechumens. These figures, however, do not include
some fifteen other out-stations, which before World War Two were served from Aba
and had since then ceased to belong to his domain.
Having spent four decades in hard but fruitful labor in the Lord's vineyard, the
valiant pioneer went to his reward.
B.G. and E.P. passim

Fr. Paul DELISLE 63 FRANCE NGA F GLP
* May 5, 1883 Petit Quevilly

+ March 14, 1947 Guadeloupe

Together with twenty-four others he made his vowed commitment at Orly on
September 30, 1903, did his senior studies at Chevilly and was ordained there on
October 28, 1908.
On October 6, 1909 he accompanied Fr. Eugene Graetz on the voyage to
Nigeria. We find him stationed at Calabar (1910), Onitsha-Waterside (1912) and
Owerri (1914).
Unfortunately his health was not up to the task and in March 1914 he was back
in France. After serving for two decades in that country, he went to Guadeloupe,
acting as a convent school chaplain at Basse-Terre. He also died there.
I •
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B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Francis HOWELL 72 IRELAND IRL NGA
* May 18, 1880 Cork

+ March 5, 1953 Emekuku

He attended Blackrock from 1891 on, earned a B.A., and prefected at Rockwell
for one year. After making his vows on September 17, 1906 at Prior Park, England
he did his theology at Chevilly, where he was also ordained on October 28, 1909.
On September 28 of the following year he belonged to a group of six Spiritans
sailing from Liverpool to West Africa; he, one other and a layman were destined for
Nigeria. He would spend over forty years there.
Assigned to Calabar as an assistant to Fr. Lena, he spent nearly a dozen years
there. The mission was then very flourishing and served seventeen bush stations
all over the area. He soon became famous as teacher, preacher and priest. When
in the early 1920s the region was transferred to the Kiltegan Fathers, the people
objected so much to his departure that they even petitioned the Pope, asking that
he be retained in Calabar.
He then became a pioneer in the Ogoja province. He headed this mission for a
dozen years, opening many bush stations. That at Kikwagum in particular proved
very fertile. Over half of the people in it had become converts by the time he went
on leave in 1933.
The following year we find him working among the lgbo as in charge of the
Emekuku parish which then had 250 sub-stations, a staff of five priests, serving
over 20,000 Catholics and 32,000 catechumens. His stay there was only short, for
in 1936 he took over the new Nsu parish, near Umahia, which had only two priests
for over 6,000 Catholics and 8,000 people under instruction.
Under his
administration the parish grew to 40,000 members by 1951. To deal with such
massive numbers, he organized his time: five days for bush ministry, Saturdays in
his office to handle school matters, marriage questions, etc., and Sundays at
church and in the community. Where others would have become overwhelmed
and lost their temper, he remained gentle and unruffled--much like the Blessed
Father Daniel Brattier, CSSp., in the giant complex of orphans and apprentices at
Auteuil, near Paris.
His final year was spent in Okigwe as an assistant. The day he died as
peacefully as he had lived, at the Emekuku hospital, was one of great mourning
throughout the area. Thousands of lgbo people lined the thirty mile long road from
Emekuku to Nsu to pay their final respect to their beloved Father before his burial.
IBN March 5
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Fr. Aloyse MOLLER 35 ALSACE NGA
* August 6, 1883 Ballersdorf

+ May 29, 1919 Onitsha

After his junior studies at Seyssinet, Cellule and Gentinnes (Belgium), he made
his vows on October 2, 1905 at Chevilly. In the final year of his theology there, he
was ordained on October 28, 1909.
On September 28 of the following year he sailed for Nigeria from Liverpool,
accompanied by Fr. Francis Howell and associate Joseph Delaney. We find him
stationed at Onitsha-Waterside (1912) and at Aguleri (1914).
He worked with great energy and zeal in both places. By nature he had a quick
temper, and an inclination to be inflexible in his ideas as well as severe in dealing
with others; his best efforts to overcome these tendencies did not always succeed.
Nonetheless, his love for the people entrusted to his care was unquestionable.

.

His robust constitution proved no match for malaria and he died prematurely.
The path leading to his grave became the most used track in the Aguleri village.
B.G. 31, 469 f.
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Br. Wire VAN 'T HOF 22 NETHERLANDS NGA
* June 15, 1890 Amsterdam

+ August 5, 1912 Langonnet

Professed at Chevilly on March 19, 1909, he sailed on November 23, of the
same year for Nigeria.
He had barely time to start his work when in the hot and humid climate his
incipient tuberculosis began to develop fast. Sent back to Europe, he went to
Langonnet and died there peacefully in the Lord.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Joseph DELANEY 86 IRELAND NGA
* July 15, 1871 Littleton, Thurles, Tip.

+ November 3, 1957 Aguleri

He was thirty-nine years old when he volunteered to serve as an associate and
sailed with Fr. Francis Howell on September 28, 1910 to Nigeria.
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There he proved to be the right man for whatever was needed, such as teaching
the catechism, tending gardens, inspecting schools or putting up new buildings.
We find him listed in 1910 at Ntege and in 1912, together with Fr. Shanahan,
opening up the Owerri and Emekuku stations.
He was so good that it was decided to let him go on for the priesthood without
having to go through the normal process of six years of senior seminary
preparation. A special indult was obtained for this purpose from the Holy See. On
July 13, 1919 he was ordained, the first priest to be ordained, it was said, in
Nigeria. During a leave in 1933 he formalized his bonds with the Congregation by
pronouncing his vows. His long life made him serve in many locations. We may
name Calabar, Anwa, Onitsha, Nwam, Newi, Aguleri, lhiala, Uli and Wakundi.
Having spent more than four decades in the service of the Church in lgbo land,
the saintly old priest suffered a stroke while on sick leave in Ireland, which left him
partially paralyzed. He begged, however, to be allowed to return to his beloved
Nigeria, where he could at least still render some service as a Father confessor.
His request was granted and he went back. Stationed by Aguleri, he died there.
He had lived long enough to see regular dioceses replacing the apostolic
vicariates, the growth of an indigenous clergy and the number of Catholics in the
dioceses of Onitsha and Owerri go beyond the 800,000 mark, catechumens
included.
IBN November 3
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Fr. Joaquim Alves CORREIA 65 PORTUGAL NGA PTG USA
* May 5, 1886 S. Romao d'Aguilar de Souza
+ June 1, 1951 Pittsburgh
After studying at the Spiritan college in Porto he pronounced his vows at Cintra
on October 16, 1906. He did his senior studies at Carnide and Chevilly, where he
was ordained on October 28, 1910. As the 1910 revolution in his homeland had
exiled the Congregation from Portugal, he was appointed to Nigeria. On January
10, 1911 he sailed from Liverpool to his destination. We find him listed as
stationed at Ozubulu (1912), Ntege (1914) and as in charge of the Eke mission
opened in 1917.
While on leave in 1920, he was retained to assist in the Congregation's return to
Portugal by opening a house at Covilha. From 1923 on he served as mission
procurator in Lisbon for Angola and Congo. He retained this position till 1946,
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except for a three year period as director of the new junior seminary at Viana de
Castelo.
He became a widely known figure in his country ar:,d his well-versed pen
produced a dozen books about religion, social and political issues, as well as
scholarly articles in Anthropos and the Portuguese-Brazilian Encyclopedia. His
fearless critique of the increasingly more oppressive regime of president Salazar
led to his exile from Portugal in 1946.
Taking refuge in the U.S.A., he continued writing and joined Duquesne
University's Department of Sociology. Among his fellow countrymen in America as
well as in Portugal he continued to be highly regarded. He died of cancer a few
years later.
A special fund was created in America to continue the work he had done for
homeless orphans, while in Portugal friends erected a bust to honor him in 1978.
Even today he is remembered and a solid biography of this remarkable fighter for
social justice is nearing completion.
SWWW596
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Br. Hyacinth (Stephan) ROSZMARINOWSKI
* August 3, 1883, Kalish in the Russian
part of Poland

85 POLAND USA NGA
+ April 7, 1969 Philadelphia

His family moved to Baltimore in the U.S.A. when he was still a child.
On
February 2, 1904 he was professed at Cornwells. After serving for six years at what
is now Duquesne University and at Cornwells, he received his appointment to
Nigeria.
On January 10, 1911 he accompanied Fr. Joaquim Alves Correia from Liverpool
to their destination. We find him stationed at Onitsha-Waterside (1912), Ozubulu
(1914) and Eke (1920). A very versatile man, he was proficient in many trades, he
also taught secular subjects in the mission schools and, of course, catechism.
In 1923 he was sent back to the U.S.A. to learn printing and become proficient
in that trade at St. Joseph's House in Philadelphia. When he returned to Nigeria in
1929 he was asked why he did not bring a printing press with him. "Because no
one told me to do so," he answered in all simplicity. Illness led to his return to the
U.S.A. in 1930.
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Placed at Cornwells' junior seminary, he served there for the remainder of his
active life and was able to celebrate the diamond jubilee of his profession there in
1964. He died in a nursing home in Philadelphia. He was one of those long-lived
and saintly Brothers with whom the Spiritans in the U.S.A. were blessed for many
years.
SWWW841
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Fr. Daniel WALSH 79 IRELAND NGA IRL
* March 10, 1883 Cordal, Castleisland, Kerry

+ February 27, 1963 Kilshane

After attending Blackrock and prefecting there, he was professed on September
8, 1905 at Prior Park, England. For his senior studies he went to Chevilly, where
he was ordained on October 28, 1910.
The following year he sailed to Nigeria and began his missionary work at
Onitsha-Ogboli. Thereafter we find him in 1914 at Owerri and in the surrounding
area, having persuaded Fr. Shanahan to let him evangelize that part of the
mIssIon. He left his mark on Emekuku, 1920, but more especially on Aba and
Umuahia, two stations that he founded in 1924 and 1925 respectively. In 1925 he
went to reside at Umuahia.
Wherever he worked he established a network of out-stations with a school and
a teacher-catechist, visiting them tirelessly. His zeal met with success: in 1939
Aba counted forty-five out-stations with over 4,000 Catholics and nearly 4,000
catechumens, while Umuahia accounted for ninety-five out-stations with 3,700
Catholics and over 10,000 catechumens. Described as a human dynamo, he
opened up the very heartland of lgbo Christianity.
In 1945, after thirty-four years of hard work and sixty-two years old, he returned
to Ireland. He still functioned for many years, mostly as spiritual director and
confessor at the Kilshane novitiate.
IBN February 27
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Fr. George BOETSCH 32 ALSACE NGA
* October 23, 1884 Rantsweiler

+ February 4, 1917 Montana SW

Professed on February 24, 1907 at Chevilly, he did his senior studies there and
was ordained on October 28, 1910.
One year later he embarked for Nigeria. After being initiated at Onitsha-Ogboli,
he was placed at Ozubulu. Unfortunately, his health broke down and by mid-1914
he had to go back to Europe. He died there at the Congregation's sanatorium for
tuberculosis.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Thaddeus O'CONNOR 76 IRELAND NGA IRL
* November 16, 1882 Millstreet, Cork

+ August 4, 1959 Rockwell

An uncle of Fr. Francis Mulloy, C.S.Sp., he attended Rockwell from 1898 on,
prefected there and made his vows on October 15, 1907 at Chevilly. In the final
year of theology there, he was ordained on October 28, 1911.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed on September 18, 1912, together with Fr. Louis
Bindler, from Liverpool. After being introduced to Africa at Onitsha-Waterside, he
became headmaster of the teachers training college at lgbariam around 1916.
An attack of blackwater fever caused his hasty departure and in January 1919
he was back in Ireland. After his recovery, he went on a fundraising tour to the
U.S.A. In May 1923 he returned to the vicariate. Bp. Shanahan placed him at
Onitsha-Waterside until he became head of the Emekuku station a few years later.
In 1931 an illness requiring several operations forced him once more to leave,
this time for good. Although his health remained precarious, he taught chemistry at
Rockwell for the remainder of his life. Death came to him like a thief in the night,
but did not find him unprepared. He was greatly respected by his students and
appreciated by all for his sense of humor as well as his intellectual alertness.
IBN August 14
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Fr. Louis BINDLER 29 FRANCE NGA
* October 1, 1885 Bussang, D. of St. Die

+ December 27, 1914 Bussang

He had already done part of his theology at the diocesan senior seminary when
on October 2, 1910 he made his vows at Chevilly, and he was ordained there on
June 1, 1912.
On September 18 of the following year his dream of becoming a missionary in
Africa was beginning to be realized when he sailed for Nigeria. Stationed at
Calabar, he took up its work with great zeal.
Then he fell victim to tuberculosis and he saw that his missionary life was
already near its end. Sent back to Europe in 1913, he spent some time in the
Montana sanatorium, but to no avail. In May 1914 he went to his hometown, still
hoping for a cure in its mineral waters. He died there piously in the Lord.
N.B. 5, 399 ff.
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Bp. Marcel GRANDIN 62 FRANCE NGA CA
* January 16, 1885 Beaulandais, Normandy

+ August 4, 1947 Ubangi River

He made his vows on October 6, 1908 at Chevilly, did his senior studies there
and was ordained on October 28, 1912.
Assigned to Nigeria, he embarked together with Fr. Paul Biechy on October 15
of the following year for his destination. He had barely been initiated to the country
when World War One mobilized him. His military service consisted mostly of being
a hospital orderly in Dakar.
When the war ended, he returned to Nigeria. He became mission procurator
and in 1925 vicar general to Sp. Shanahan. Meanwhile he had also opened a
new station at Eke. A few years later, when Shanahan was ailing and often absent,
a proposal was made that Fr. Grandin be made his co-adjutor or auxiliary bishop,
for he was a very competent and resourceful priest, aside from the usual
qualifications.
It did not come about, but in 1928 he was transferred to Ubangi-Shari in what is
now the Central Africa Republic as its prefect apostolic. When in 1937 this
prefecture was raised to the status of a vicariate, he was ordained a bishop.
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Death came for him when after a slight collision with a speeding military vehicle
his car plunged into the Ubangi River.
B.G. 41, 348 ff.
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Bp. Paul BIECHY 73 ALSACE NGA F GBN
* June 28, 1884 Hattstatt

+ July 8, 1960 Strasbourg

Professed on October 6, 1908 at Chevilly, he did his senior studies there and
was ordained on October 28, 1912.
The following year he sailed on October 15 with Fr. Marcel Grandin to Nigeria.
He began his work there at Calabar, but soon after was transferred to Anwa.
Formerly served from Calabar, Anwa had grown in importance and was now a
residential station, which covered some 6,000 square kilometers with an estimated
population of one million, mostly of the lbibio tribe.
Half a dozen Protestant missions worked in the same area and had a personnel
of about forty expatriate missionaries, whereas the Catholic Church had only two or
three Fathers to cover the territory. The tactics the Spiritans used in the area was to
create a network of out-stations, staffed by catechists-teachers, who were regularly
visited by one of the Fathers. Biechy was one of those forever peripatetic
missionaries. By 1920 the network had 122 catechists serving 119 out-stations.
In 1922 he became the man in charge of Anwa. He greatly expanded that
network and got one or two more Fathers to assist him. By 1930 there were over
21,000 Catholics and 26,000 catechumens in the Anwa area and the number of outstations had grown to five hundred; 114 of these had a school attached to them.
He was then retained in France to serve as novice master of the Brothers at
Chevilly and later as superior of that giant house of formation. In 1936 the Holy
See named him Vicar Apostolic of Brazzaville in the French Congo. He was
ordained a bishop on June 4, 1936. In 1954 he resigned, but continued to live in
the Congo at Uranga.
Death came to him of cancer soon after his return to France in April 1960.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Franz Joseph SINNER IT ALY TZA SL NGA SA
* August 2, 1862 Lana
He was a thirty-three year old priest when he joined the Congregation by
making his vows on October 8, 1895 at Chevilly, six days before sailing for the
Vicariate of North Zanguebar in East Africa. He worked there at llonga, Mhonda
and Tununguo. In 1901 he tried the Trappists of Marianhill in South Africa, but
returned to the Congregation in 1904.
He was then was re-assigned to Sierra Leone, but illness chased him away.
After recovering at Misserghin, Algeria, he returned to East Africa, became ill again
and after a rest in Europe went back to East Africa. Ailing once more, he tried
Sierra Leone again and managed to work at Bo.
In 1913 he switched to Nigeria and was stationed at Calabar. Plans for the high
school for students who would be given a chance to prepare themselves for
university studies were ready and he was able to provide half of the funds needed
for its construction from donations received from Austria. He was then assigned to
Anwa, where he helped putting up the prefabricated metal building that served as
the residence for the station. Becoming ill again, he was resting at Calabar in 1918
and waiting for transportation until in 1920 he went back to Europe.
Early in 1926 he sailed with a few German Brothers to the new mission at
Kroonstad in South Africa. Two years later he was on leave of absence from the
community in Natal. He appears to have then withdrawn from the Congregation, at
the age of sixty-six.
B.G. and E.P. passim; SEAM 122.
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Fr. Cornelius LIDDANE 80 IRELAND IRL NGA
* December 12, 1879 Carrugaholt, Kilrush, Clare

+ January 25, 1961 Adazi

An uncle of Fr. Patrick Liddane and a Blackrock graduate, 1897-1903, he
prefected four years at Blackrock before making his vows on October 3, 1909 at
Chevilly. In the final year of his theology there, he was ordained on October 28,
1913.
On October 1, of the following year he and Br. CARTHAGE O'REGAN (whose
stay in Nigeria was very short) accompanied Fr. Shanahan on his return trip from
Liverpool to Nigeria. He was thirty-three years old, but destined to serve some fortyeight years in the country.
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He is listed at Emekuku till 1918 and at lhiala till 1930, but the main theatre of
his labor was as head of the Adazi parish (1930-1954). True to the policy adopted
by Bp. Shanahan, he gave priority in his work to an ever expanding network of
schools and provided them with well-trained teachers-catechists. Adazi had
already 13,000 Catholics and 4,000 catechumens, its ninety-five out-stations
included. Thanks to the work done by him and his assistants, there were 27,000
Catholics and 7,000 catechumens, while nearly 300 teachers took care of 10,000
children in its schools. These figures do not even tell the whole story, for many new
stations were opened up and territory belonging to his domain was handed over to
these. A teachers training college also opened its doors in Adazi.
This valiant old-timer continued to work in Adazi till ten days before his death.
He had lived long enough to see Nigeria become an independent nation, Onitsha
an archdiocese with a Nigerian bishop as its auxiliary and over 400,000 Catholics
and 110,000 catechumens.
IBN January 25
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Fr. Geoffrey O'SULLIVAN 57 IRELAND NGA IRL GMB
* August 1883 Middleton, D. of Cloyne
+ September 9, 1934 at sea
He made his vows at Chevilly on October 15, 1909, did his senior studies there
and was ordained on October 28, 1913.
Despite World War One, he could sail for Nigeria on October 5, 1915 from
Liverpool. A teachers training college had been started at lgbariam and when its
director became dangerously ill, he was placed in charge of that work in 1918.
Thereafter we find him as the director of the Onitsha-Waterside station in 1923 and
that of Calabar in 1926.
Early in the following year he returned ailing to Ireland.
He took as his special task the chaplaincy to the Holy Rosary Sisters, and resided
at Killeshandra for about six years.
Early in 1934 he volunteered to fill a gap left by an ailing priest in Gambia. He
threw himself wholeheartedly into this work. Five months later he became
dangerously ill with malaria and on medical advice left at once. He died en route
and was buried at sea.
IBN September 9
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Fr. Herbert WHITE 81 ENGLAND NGA IRL
* February 17, 1887 Manchester

+ February 19, 1968 Dublin

A Blackrock graduate, 1906-10, he made his profession on December 1, 1911
at Chevilly, began his senior studies there and finished them because of World War
One at Langonnet, where he was ordained on October 28, 1916.
The following year he was assigned to the Nigeria mission, but his sailing date
remained unspecified because submarine warfare was then at its height.
In 1919 we find him at Emekuku, which was a very busy station with 115 outstations ancf schools to be visited on a regular basis. It had still only some 1,500
Catholics but the number of catechumens was very promising: over 24,000 in a
total population of about 300,000.
Thereafter he was listed at Aba, 1923, in Killeshandra, Ireland, as chaplain
1924-27, Ogoja, 1927, Enugu, 1933, as its director, and at Umuaka, 1939, in
charge of this new post. Everything still remained to be done and a string of
outposts had to be established.
In his sixties, after more than three decades of hard work in Nigeria, illness
caused his return to Ireland. He went to live a Kimmage and celebrated his golden
jubilee as a priest in 1966, before going to his reward.
IBN February 19
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Fr. James MELLET 77 IRELAND IRL NGA SL
* July 2, 1886 Crossboyne, Claremorris, Mayo

+ May 10, 1964 Dublin

He entered Rockwell in 1898 and after finishing prefected for four years before
going to Cnevilly. There he was professed on October 8, 1911, prefected at
Rockwell, earned a B.A. and in the final year of his theology at Langonnet he was
ordained there on October 28, 1916.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1917, he sailed, probably together with Fr. Herbert White,
at an unspecified date because of submarine warfare. Fr. Shanahan stationed him
at Calabar. He learned to speak not only the prevailing Efik language but also that
of the poor bushmen who, persecuted by stronger tribes, had fled into the Oban
Mountains. When in 1921 he was transferred to Ogoja to open a new station in that
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hitherto unvisited vast area to the north, he paid those bushmen a moving final visit,
promising them that they would not be neglected by his successor. He then
covered his new domain with numerous bush schools.
While on leave in Ireland in 1926, he assisted the new Congregation of the Holy
Rosary Sisters at Killeshandra and then stayed a few more years lecturing about
missionary work, writing articles and gathering funds. From 1932 on we find him
back in Nigeria, first at Nsukka and, after World War Two, at Oguta.
When he was in his sixties in 1947, he was asked to exchange the flourishing
mission in Southern Nigeria for the more difficult work in Sierra Leone. He
accepted and worked there at Makeni. We find him back again in Nigeria in 1954
at the age of sixty-six, still making himself useful.
Retiring in Kimmage in 1960 he spent his final years writing the story of his life,
hoping that it would arouse missionary love among its readers. Its title, I f A n y Man
IBN May 10
65

Fr. Cornelius McNAMARA 86 IRELAND TT NGA USA KEN IRL
* April 10, 1887 Kilmurry-McMahon, Clare
+ September 19, 1973 Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, he was professed at Chevilly on October 15, 1909, and
began his senior studies there. They were interrupted in 1910 by prefecting in
Trinidad. Suffering from tuberculosis he went three years later to Montana's pure
Swiss air and did another year of prefecting at Blackrock. At last he was able to be
ordained at Langonnet on February 23, 1918.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed from Liverpool on February 26 of the following
year. We find him stationed there at Aguleri and in 1921 at Uzubulu. Ill health sent
him back to Switzerland the following year.
After a few years in the U.S.A., he went back to Africa, but in the drier climate of
Kenya. He was to stay there for forty years mostly working in Nairobi, aside from
periodic returns to Montana for his feeble lungs. His declining years were spent in
Thika with the African Sisters of the Assumption and finally in Ireland. Having
celebrated the golden anniversary of his ordination in 1968 he died after a brief
illness five years later.
IBN September 19; SWWW 953; SEAM 295
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Fr. Thomas RONAYNE 78 IRELAND NGA
* 1887 Dunmore, Galway

+ December 25, 1965 Enugu

After attending Rockwell and Blackrock, 1899-1905, he went to Clonliffe for
three years and then attended Maynooth, earning a B.A. in 1910. Three years later
he was ordained there. He served in the U.S.A. for five years and was then
recalled to Ireland to minister in a parish. There he met Bp. Shanahan, making an
appeal for secular priests to come to his aid in Nigeria.
He sailed with him on November 24, 1920 from Liverpool. He worked there
successively at Calabar, Onitsha-Waterside, Aguleri and at the teachers training
college in Onitsha-Town. He was also deeply involved in the founding of St.
Patrick's Missionary Society and in that of the Killeshandra Sisters of the Holy
Rosary, though not always with the necessary diplomacy.
In 1938 he applied for membership in the Congregation and was allowed to
make his novitiate in lhiala, where he pronounced his vows on December 8, 1939.
After World War Two we find him again at lhiala as its pastor. By then there were
14,000 Catholics there and nearly 4,000 catechumens, plus a hospital staffed by
the Killeshandra Sisters.
His final years were spent at Bigard Memorial Seminary at Enugu, where he
gained the admiration of the students for his learning and zeal. Like Bp.
Shanahan, he died on the feast of Christmas.
IBN December 25
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Fr. Philipp O'CONNOR 70 IRELAND NGA IRL
* 1889 Milford, Limerick

+ April 19, 1960 Dublin

After attending Blackrock till 1908, he prefected for four years there. He went to
the novitiate at Kimmage, where he made his commitment to the Congregation in
September 1914. After earning a B.A. in philosophy, he started theology in France,
but because of World War One finished it in Ireland and was ordained there on
Christmas Day 1919 at Clonliffe.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed the following year to his destination. He learned
how to handle his ministry in Anwa under the direction of Fr. Krafft and began to
travel from out-station to out-station. He quickly earned the people's love and the
admiration of Bp. Shanahan.
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Transferred to lgbariam's seminary in 1925 as a teacher, he was happy when
three years later he could resume his evangelization travel at Calabar, although he
was then the director of that mission. After a brief stay at Umuahia, he opened in
1930 a new residential post at Port Harcourt, which became a center of over forty
subsidiary stations in the area. When he was again transferred in 1939, there were
over 6,000 Catholics and catechumens there.
His transfer in 1939 came about by the fact that Bp. Heerey wanted him as his
right hand man in Onitsha-Waterside, his Vicar Delegate. The following year he
also became the Spiritan District's Superior for Nigeria (1940-48). He was well
suited for these positions because he was a man who could bring peace where
there was trouble.
Poor health obliged this saintly priest to leave for Ireland in 1950. He still
served for six years as superior of the Kilshane novitiate and then went to Kimm age
as spiritual advisor till his death a few years later
IBN April 19
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Fr. Edward J. KNAEBEL 70 USA NGA USA
* January 8, 1884 Philadelphia
+ November 4, 1954 Shreveport, LA
After earning his B.A. at what is now Duquesne University in 1904, he made his
profession on August 15, 1905 at Cornwells. He prefected there for one year and
in 1907 was sent to the University of Fribourg, where he earned his S.T.L. degree
and was ordained on December 8, 1909. He taught at Duquesne until 1914 when
he became director of the Holy Childhood Association. Leaving it to a flourishing
condition, he resigned in order to become a missionary himself.
On September 14, 1921 he traveled from Liverpool to Southern Nigeria. He
served there at Calabar as director of that station with its important schools and
became fluent in the Efik language. His desire to do more evangelical work than
teaching in a school was granted and he was assigned to Anwa. There he could
give himself wholeheartedly to visiting all the out-stations of that area.
Ailing he returned in 1928 to America. He served in an African-American parish
in Philadelphia for twelve years, but in 1933 he also acted as mission procurator of
the Pro vi nee. He then became pastor in Detroit for seven years until in 194 7 he
again became pastor to African-Americans in Louisiana. He died there seven
years later of a heart attack.
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Endowed with many talents, he was a man who never forgot that he was a priest
first and foremost.
We may mention here also Fr. Edward LEEN, who spent less than two years in
Nigeria, from December 1920 to August 1922 and then returned to Ireland to
become a renowned spiritual writer and educationalist. He died in 1944.
SWWW635
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Fr. William O'DONNELL 75 IRELAND IRL USA NGA
* June 7, 1889 Dollymount, Dublin

+ March 18, 1965 Dublin

A Blackrock graduate, he was professed on October 3, 1909 at Chevilly,
prefected for three years at Rockwell and in 1914 went to the U.S.A. In the final
year of his theology at Ferndale, he was ordained on March 19, 1917. While
teaching at Cornwells, he also earned a M.A.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed from Southampton to his destination in the fall of
1922. After being stationed at Onitsha-Waterside, he went to Calabar to teach at its
junior seminary.
In 1927 he returned to Ireland, taught for two years at Rockwell and then went
back to the U.S.A. teaching at Duquesne, served as headmaster of a high school,
then again at Duquesne as community bursar.
In 1963 he went to Ireland and retired at Kimmage, where he died.
SWWW 744; IBN March 18
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Abp. Charles HEEREY 77 IRELAND IRL NGA
* November 27, 1890 Oldcastle, Meath
+ February 7, 1967 Onitsha
(other sources say he was born at Castlelaran, Cavan)
One of the five members of the Heerey family who in three generations entered
the Congregation, he graduated from Blackrock in 1909 and prefected for two
years at Rockwell. On September 8, 1912 he made his vows at Kimmage. He did
his senior studies at Rathmines, earning a B.A., and at Kimmage. He was ordained
on September 19, 1921 in Dublin.
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On November 6 of the following year he sailed from Liverpool to Nigeria. After
being initiated to the country at Calabar, he became in 1924 the director of the
newly opened junior seminary at lgbariam.
Three years later, on the recommendation of ailing Bp. Shanahan, the Holy See
named him his coadjutor with the right of succession. Shanahan wanted to ordain
him a bishop in Nigeria itself, but just then Fr. Heerey became seriously ill and had
to go to Ireland for several months of medical attention. He was ordained by Bp.
Shanahan at Killeshandra on May 29, 1927.
After Shanahan's death in 1932, Bp. Heerey, a kind but firm man, was destined
to rule his domain for thirty-five years. In general he continued the policy of his
predecessor, not so much by his own initiatives, but by guiding the initiatives of
others.
In 1950 when regular dioceses were established in Nigeria, he became the first
Archbishop of Onitsha. The growth of the Church continued so rapidly that by the
time of his death there were ten dioceses where there had been just one Spiritan
prefecture. The total number of Catholics and catechumens was around three
million, the Africanization of the clergy was proceeding at an encouraging rate,
some dioceses were already governed by Nigerian-born bishops, etc. There were
also 450 expatriate Spiritan missionaries still at work in Nigeria, but native
vocations to the Congregation presaged the time when they would be able to
continue its missionary work both at home and abroad. Abp. Heerey could sing his
Nunc Dimittis and die in peace in Onitsha, just a few weeks after his brother Patrick,
C.S.Sp., had died in Ireland.
IBN February 7
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Fr. John L. HASSON 52 USA NGA TT TZA
* August 19, 1896 Philadelphia

+ August 24, 1948 Pittsburgh

After his classical studies at Cornwells he made his vows at Ferndale, where he
also did his senior studies and was ordained on August 26, 1922.
Assigned to Nigeria, he travelled in August of the following year via Europe to
his destination. He worked there at lgbariam and Anwa for five years.
After his return to the U.S.A. in 1928 he was sent to Trinidad to teach at its
Spiritan college in Port of Spain. In 1933 he was transferred to the Kilimanjaro
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vicariate in East Africa, which had just been entrusted to the American Province of
the Congregation. He labored there hard and zealously for a dozen years.
Then illness struck and he had to go back to America in 1927; he died there of a
stroke.
SWWW 570; O.P. Oct. 1948, 123
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Fr. Richard DALY 80 IRELAND IRL NGA
* June 19, 1897 Bradford, Limerick

+ June 17, 1978 Dublin

A Rockwell graduate, he was professed on August 29, 1915 at Kimmage,
prefected at Blackrock, while also earning a B.A. and a Higher Diploma in
Education, and was ordained on June 21, 1926 in Dublin.
Late in the same year he embarked for Nigeria. He taught at lgbariam for two
years and then for four more at St. Charles Teachers Training College at OnitshaTown. He then switched to more directly pastoral and evangelizing duties at Aba
(1932), followed by Port Harcourt and lhiala (1933-37).
From 1935 on he served as educational secretary, moving to Onitsha-Waterside
in 1937. As such, he made the rounds of the many schools established throughout
the vicariate. From 1947 on we find him as mission procurator at the same location
and in 1961 as chancellor of the Archdiocese of Onitsha.
Endowed with a prodigious memory and a keen interest in people and things,
he would have been the ideal man to write his memoirs about the nearly forty years
he spent in Nigeria, but writing was not a thing he could bring himself to indulge in.
Being nearly seventy years old, he returned to Ireland, where his retirement
years were spent in Kimmage.
IBN June 17

n
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Fr. James MEEHAN 70 IRELAND NGA IRL
* January 15, 1897 Lame, Antrim

+ October 19, 1967 Dublin

A Blackrock graduate in 1916, he prefected for two years at Rockwell before
making his vows on August 24, 1919 at Kimmage. Bp. Shanahan ordained him on
June 24, 1926 at Blackrock.
The following year he sailed for Nigeria, where he was posted first at Calabar
and Anwa and finally at St. Charles Teachers Training College in the town of
Onitsha.
While on leave in 1932, he secured a Higher Diploma in Education, but was
then retained in Ireland to teach at Blackrock. He was there for the remainder of his
life. Shortly after undergoing what was supposed to be a minor operation he died
suddenly in the hospital.
We may mention here also Br. FRANCIS JOSEPH LAPPIN, of Ireland, who
came to Nigeria in late 1927, worked at Onitsha-Town, but returned to Ireland in
May 1929.
IBN October 19
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Fr. Patrick O'CONNOR 73 IRELAND IRL KEN TT NGA
+ December 8, 1966 Dublin
* April 19, 1890 Dublin
After attending Blackrock, 1901-08, he prefected for four years and then made
his vows on September 21, 1913 at Kimmage. Because of World War One, he
began his senior studies at Langonnet, France, but finished them at Rathmines. He
was ordained there on June 15, 1919.
His first assignment took him in 1920 to East Africa, where he worked zealously
at Mombasa and Giriama in Kenya. Then illness forced him to return to Ireland in
1927. When he had recovered, he went to Trinidad to teach at the local college,
but lasted only one year.
In 1928 he traveled to Nigeria's Vicariate of Onitsha. We find him there at Ogoja
and Eke, working with his usual energy and devotion. Being ill again, in 1933 he
went back to East Africa only to leave Africa permanently in 1935.
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The remaining three decades of his life were spent in continuous illness and
retirement at Blackrock and Kimmage. His mind, however, remained fully active
and alert. He loved to discuss theological issues and argue about fine points of
Irish history, especially those referring to the 1916 uprising of the Irish against their
oppressors. He bore his sufferings with patience and continued to show great
devotion to our Lady, on whose feast he died.
IBN December 8; SEAM 273; SWWW 777
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Fr. Denis KENNEDY 85 IRELAND IRL NGA IT
* December 20, 1898 Borisokane, Tip.

+ May 27, 1984 Dublin

He attended Blackrock, 1912-16, prefected for three years at Rockwell and
made his vows on August 28, 1920 at Kimmage. After studying philosophy and
earning a B.A., first class Honors, at the University College of Dublin, he began
theology at Blackrock but finished it at the Gregorian University in Rome, earning a
doctorate. He was also ordained there on August 8, 1926.
He also earned a
Higher Diploma in education and a M.A. from the University College in 1934 and in
1940 a licentiate in Canon Law in Rome.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1928, he taught for four years in the seminary of Onitsha
before returning to Ireland to earn his advanced education degree; then taught for
another four years in Onitsha. When Bp. Heerey named him his vicar general, he
went to Rome for canon law studies in 1938.
Then World War Two upset many plans. He served as a military chaplain until
1945, taught in Ire land and in 1948 was sent on a fact-finding mission to South
Africa. From 1949 on he served as director of the international Spiritan
scholasticate in Rome. Returning to Blackrock in 1952, he taught there for many
more years until his retirement in the same community. A few months before his
death he was transferred to the infirmary in Kimmage.
He looked rather severe, but underneath he was very kind, especially to the
underdogs. He frankly spoke his piece in discussions and cut through sheer
verbiage.
IBN May 27
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Fr. Antoine STIEGLER 82 ALSACE NGA F
* October 24, 1895 Soultsz-les-Bains

+ September 7, 1978 France

One of the forty-seven novices who on September 17, 1923 made their vows at
Orly, he did his senior studies at Chevilly, where he was ordained on October 28,
1927.
In the fall of the following year he embarked for Nigeria. He was introduced to
his work of evangelization at the busy station of Anwa. Thereafter we find him
listed at lhiala, 1932-36, and then at Nsu. This eight year old residential post had
by then 12,000 Catholics and nearly an equal number of people under instruction.
Next, we find him after World War Two in the Vicariate of Owerri, at Aba, 1947, at
Ahiara, 1949, and Nguru, 1951. After a leave of absence, he returned to Nigeria
and served notably at Port Harcourt, his final recorded location in 1961.
By 1968, having labored hard for several decades in the service of the young
Church of Nigeria, which he saw blooming beyond all expectations, the valiant old
man was back in France. He still served as a hospital chaplain at Saverne in his
native Alsace as long as his strength permitted.
E.P. and B.G. passim
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Fr. Michael J. FOLEY 66 IRELAND TT NGA
* December 8, 1895 Ballyuskill, Kilkenny

+ October 30, 1962 Dublin

A Blackrock graduate in 1906, he made his vows on September 9, 1917 at
Kimmage. He then did his philosophy at Rathmines and prefected for one year at
Rockwell, followed by three years in Trinidad. In the final year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on June 19, 1927 in Dublin.
The following year he sailed for Nigeria, where he was introduced to the country
at Emekuku. With its four hundred out-stations and a strong movement toward the
Church, the place offered plenty of scope for apostolic activity, especially because
there were usually only two priests attached to it.
Later we find him at Ahiala and in 1937 at Adazi to prepare the opening of a
new center at Urualla. He became its founder and long-time director in 1938. By
then he was a seasoned missionary and the bishop would send him new arrivals to
introduce them to the work of evangelization. He always treated them, not as
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underlings, but as partners and boosted their morale by referring to each of them
as "the best curate in the world." This kind of respect characterized also his
dealings with the people, whether they were Christians or not. He also helped
founding the African Congregation of the Sisters of the Most Pure Heart of Mary.
After more than three decades of unremitting hard work, leading in Urualla
alone to nearly 30,000 Catholics and catechumens, he began ailing and returned
to Ireland. He died there about one year later.
IBN October 30; SWWW 720
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Fr. Johann KIRCHNER 77 GERMANY NGA SW ANG
* July 19, 1902 Frankenthal, Palatinate
+ September 3, 1979 Angola
Together with forty-six others he was professed on September 17, 1923 at Orly.
In the final year of theology at Chevilly he was ordained there on October 28, 1927.
Assigned to Nigeria in the following year, he arrived there in December and was
placed at the busy station of Anwa with its large number of sub-stations.
Unfortunately his health broke down and in 1932 we find him at the
Congregation's sanatorium for tuberculosis in Montana, Switzerland. He spent
many years as a patient there, but in 1947 he was doing light chaplain duties in a
similar institute at Mendrisio, Switzerland.
Two years later we find him back in Africa in the healthy climate of Angola. The
remaining twenty years of his life he served in that country in various places.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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• Fr. Maurice GIROUD 58 FRANCE NGA MTQ RUN
* September 11, 1901 Chamoson, D. of Sion
+ September 28, 1959 Reunion
He made his vows on November 23, 1925 at Orly, completed his senior studies
at Chevilly and was ordained there on January 29, 1928.
Assigned to Nigeria in the summer of the same year, he made his perpetual
vows at Aba in November and evangelized in the Adazi and Emekuku areas.
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In 1933 while he was back on sick leave in France, he was transferred to
Martinique, where he did pastoral ministry for a dozen years. In 1947 he was sent
to Switzerland, where the Congregation had opened a junior seminary. He
became its superior and at the same time principal superior of Switzerland. At the
end of his third term in 1956, he went to Reunion, where he died two years later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Francis MURRAY 75 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* March 15, 1903 Glasgow

+ May 13, 1979 England

He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1927 at Orly
and then went to Chevilly to finish his theology studies. On October 21, 1928 he
was ordained there.
Late in the following year he embarked with several companions for Nigeria.
We find him listed there successively at Eke in 1932 at Umuahia in 1934, at Enugu-all very busy young parishes which were growing fast and could use energetic
assistants. In 1939 he headed for Port Harcourt parish with its sixty out-stations
and close to 8,000 Catholics and catechumens.
After World War Two we find him at Okigwi, in charge of that growing parish with
one assistant and some 14,000 Catholics and catechumens.
When in 1947 the Prefecture of Benue (Otukpo) was entrusted to the English
Province of the Congregation, Abp. Heerey named him his delegate until the Holy
See named Msgr. James Hogan its first prefect apostolic. He then became district
superior and procurator of the prefect till 1953.
Returning to England, he served there for another twenty-five years in various
positions.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. James HAMILL 77 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* September 4, 1904 Crawcrook, Durham

+ July 1, 1982 Bickley, Kent

After his classical studies at Castlehead, he made his vows on September 8,
1924 in Orly and did his senior studies at Chevilly. He was ordained there on
October 28, 1928.
The following year, together with several confreres from Great Britain, he sailed
to Nigeria. He taught there in Onitsha-Town at St. Paul's Seminary and at Christ
the King College.
In ill health he returned to England in 1934. After a few years as an assistant in
a parish, he was assigned in 1937 to Mauritius, where he ministered for twenty-six
years.
By 1963 he was back in England, still doing light ministry until his final illness.
Missionwide, Autumn 1982, p. 20
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Bp. James HAGAN 72 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* March 23, 1904 Leadgate, D. of Hexham

+ May 15, 197 4 England

Professed on September 8, 1924 at Orly, he did his senior studies at Chevilly,
where he was also ordained on October 28, 1928.
Late in 1929 he travelled with several others to Nigeria. He was listed as
stationed successively at Onitsha-Waterside in 1932, at Adazi in 1934 and Uturu in
1936.
After World War Two we find him in 1947 in charge of Okigwi, but he may well
have been the man who opened this mission in 1940. (Few specific data are
available for the war years.)
The following year the Holy See named him prefect apostolic of the Benue
prefecture in Northern Nigeria. This region had been staffed by German Spiritans
since 1931, but when the war started all of them had been interned as enemy
aliens. The Onitsha-Owerri district had kept things going by sending some priests,
but they were badly needed in lgbo land. Thus it was a relief when after the war
the English Province of the Congregation took over the prefecture in 1948.
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The Prefecture of Benue had some 4,500 Catholics and close to 22,000
catechumens when it was entrusted to Msgr. Hagan. Renamed Prefecture of
Oturkpo in 1950 (and later Oktukpo), it became a diocese in 1960. He was
ordained on May 8, 1960 by Pope John XXIII, and in June of the same year the
name of the diocese was changed to Makurdi.
During the eighteen years that he was in charge as prefect or bishop the area
saw great development. The number of Catholics reached about 65,000 and over
80,000 catechumens. Two teachers training colleges supplied personnel for its
200 primary schools; there were four secondary schools, a junior seminary and
some candidates ready to enter the senior seminary that was opened in 1967.
Meanwhile part of his diocese had been ceded to the new Prefecture of Kabba in
1955.
Bp. Hagan resigned in 1966 and went to live in England, where he continued to
be active as chaplain to the Little Sisters of the Poor as long as his strength held
out.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. William GRICE 65 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* October 22, 1903 Hadfield, D. of Nottingham
+ November 23, 1961 England
He made his vows on September 8, 1924 at Orly, did his senior studies at
Chevilly and was ordained there on October 28, 1928.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed with several others in the fall of the following
year. We find him listed at lhiala in 1932 and at Aba in 1939.
After World War Two he was back in England as provincial procurator for the
remainder of his active life.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Robert FOREMAN 35 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* November 26, 1904 Consets, Durham

+ January 2, 1941 England

Professed on September 8, 1924 at Orly, he went to Chevilly for his senior
studies and was ordained there on October 20, 1928.
He belonged to the first group of Fathers belonging to the English province who
sailed the following year to Nigeria. He was stationed there first at Emekuku and
by 1936 at Ahiara. In both places he was in charge of fast-growing parishes with
numerous Christians and catechumens.
Ailing he returned to England, where we find him in 1939 serving as an
assistant in a parish. He died there in 1941.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Thomas FOX 81 IRELAND NGA IRL
* September 30, 1905 Mullavornia, Longford

+ November 30, 1986 Dublin

He made his vows on September 9, 1925 at Kimmage and did his senior
studies at Blackrock. On June 16, 1929 he was ordained in Dublin.
On September 30 of the following year he accompanied Bp. Shanahan and
several others on the trip from Liverpool to Nigeria. First stationed at Adazi, he
became in 1934 director of the senior seminary, then at Eke. Its students were still
few, but one-of them, called Cyprian Tanzey, became a Trappist and is said to be
considered for beatification.
In 1936 he accompanied the mortal remains of Bp. Shanahan from Nairobi via
South Africa to Nigeria, for their burial among his beloved lgbo people. Next, we
find Father in charge of the Enugu parish in 1939. Enugu had become an
important center: it was the seat of the Bigard Memorial (Senior) Seminary, of the
junior seminary, a college and two teachers training schools. He served there as
pastor for many years.
Ill health made him return permanently to Ireland in 1957, where we find him as
bursar of what became St. Michael's College till 1970. He then devoted his waning
strength to a hospital chaplaincy until his retirement in 1978.
IBN November 30
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Fr. Thomas J. MACKEN 83 IRELAND NGA IRL
* November 12, 1902 Knockloffy, Tip.

+ March 10, 1986 Ireland

After attending Rockwell from 1916 on, he made his vows on August 26, 1922 at
Kimmage. In his final year of theology he was ordained on June 16, 1929 in
Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria, he accompanied Bp. Shanahan and several others on
September 30, 1930 from Liverpool to his destination. He taught for a few years at
St. Charles Teachers Training College in Onitsha; thereafter, we find him at Nsu in
1934 and at Amaigbo in 1939.
World War Two interrupted the flow of communications, but in 1947 he was
listed as stationed at Maku. As this new post was opened in 1939, he may have
been there from the very start. The Maku area was very poor; its farmers had
trouble making a living: lack of water and very few roads. He loved those people
and helped them with advise on farming, initiating water schemes and building
more roads. Very frugal himself, he ate whatever was locally available. He
developed a school system for the children, showed respect to the teachers and
catechists and was tireless in travelling from village to village. His approach to the
people was rather abrasive, but they understood that he was acting in their own
interest and they accepted that.
In 1961 we find him listed in the Immaculate Heart Parish, Onitsha. The Biafran
War, 1967-70, forced him out of the country after nearly four decades of hard labor.
His retirement years were spent in Kimmage, still liberally dispensing advise on
all kind of matters.
IBN March 10
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Fr. Charles P. O'DONOGHUE 84 IRELAND NGA IRL USA
* March 13, 1902 Drung Cootehill, D. of Kilmore
+ September 1, 1986 Dublin
He made his vows on August 28, 1927 at Kimmage and completed his senior
studies at Blackrock. On June 16, 1929 he was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed with Bp. Shanahan and several others from
Liverpool on September 30 of the following year. The bishop stationed him at
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Onitsha-Waterside, where he served as local director and bursar of that residence.
Later he also became mission procurator.
After World War Two we find him in Ireland serving in 1947 as provincial
procurator at Kimmage and then again as mission procurator in Ireland.
In the early 1960s he went back to the Archdiocese of Onitsha, where we find
him listed as in charge of the Achina station and its secondary school. The Biafran
War, 1967-70, caused him to leave the country and in 1970 we find him in the
U.S.A. doing pastoral ministry.
His retirement years were spent in Kimmage.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Abp. Thomas J. BROSNAHAN IRELAND NGA SL IRL
* March 31, 1905 Whitegate, D. of Killaloe
He made his vows on April 26, 1924 at Kimmage, did his senior studies in
Ireland and was ordained on June 16, 1929 in Dublin.
Together with Bp. Shanahan and several others he sailed from Ireland to
Nigeria on September 30, 1930. For two decades he worked there in the same
location at Eke, first as an assistant and then as director of that mission.
Just before World War Two, Eke and its ninety-four out-stations showed the fruit
of the labor accomplished by him and his assistants: it could boast of 26,000
Catholics and catechumens. If by 1949 these figures had shrunk to only 11,000, it
should be attributed to the constant subdividing of areas to form new parishes with
a residential priest. After the Vicariate of Onitsha became a regular archdiocese in
1950, Abp. Charles Heery made him vicar general. He was called the most loyal
friend the lgbo ever had.
In 1952 the Holy See elected him Bishop of Freetown and Bo, Sierra Leone; he
was ordained a bishop on March 7 of the following year at Kimmage. In 1970 his
status was raised to that of an archbishop. Although Catholics are only a small
minority in the country, relations with the mostly Muslim majority have been
traditionally very good; many of the government officials and leading civilians are
former students of the schools operated by the Church.
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In 1980, after half a century of devoting himself to Nigeria and Sierra Leone,
Abp. Brosnahan resigned and went into retirement at Kimmage.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Msgr. Philipp WINTERLE 75 GERMANY
* February 25, 1895 Aix-la-Chapelle

SA NGA

+ July 14, 1970 Reitz, SA

His classical studies at Broich and Knechtsteden from 1908 on were interrupted
by World War One when he was mobilized. He served as an artillery man on the
Russian front at Riga till 1917 and then on the western front in Lorraine till 1918.
When the fighting stopped, he resumed his studies. On April 11, 1920 he made his
vows at Knechtsteden, did his senior studies there and was ordained on April 2,
1924.
The following year he sailed with four other Fathers to South Africa to help staff
the new Prefecture of Kroonstad in Orange Free State, which had been entrusted
to the German Province of the Congregation. He founded there the parish at
Winburg.
When in 1930 the German Province also accepted the new Mission of Benue,
he was transferred to it and went to work at Makurdi. He officially became its
prefect apostolic in 1934. Then serious illness struck him in 1937 and he had to
return to Germany. Told that it would take a long time to cure him, he resigned as
prefect.
The following year, however, he risked returning to South Africa and served
there as district superior. World War Two interned him as a dangerous enemy
alien for some time, but in 1944 he was able to act as vicar general to ailing Sp.
Klerlein and then as apostolic administrator until a new bishop was appointed in
1950. Meanwhile the circumscription had been split, with the Spiritans retaining
the Diocese of Bethlehem. He served there as pastor in Frankfurt and Harrismith for
nineteen years, greatly beloved by all Africans, both black and white.
His final years were spent as convent chaplain at Reitz, where he died of a heart
attack. He also published numerous articles about Africa.
MOP 671
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Msgr. Josef KIRSTEN 80 GERMANY NGA CAM D
* October 6, 1902 Pachten, Palatinate
+ February 16, 1983 Germany
Professed on April 11, 1924 at Heimbach, he did his senior studies at
Knechtsteden and was ordained on April 15, 1928 at Cologne.
With five other Spiritans he voyaged on October 5, 1930 from Rotterdam to
Nigeria.
They were the pioneering members of the group who would undertake
the new Mission of Benue. We find him there at Makurdi and then in 1933 opening
a new station at Korinya. Four years later he succeeded Msgr. Winterle as Prefect
Apostolic of Benue. He was still able to open another station at Gboko in 1938 and
next year reported that the prefecture had nearly 2,000 Catholics and close to
6,000 catechumens.
Then World War Two broke out and all Germans went behind barbed wire as
enemy aliens to spend seven years in internment, most of them across the Atlantic
in Jamaica. In 1947 he was shipped back to Germany, as a still suspicious colonial
government did not want him to return to Nigeria.
The French proved to be less hostile and allowed him to serve in Cameroon.
He worked there for more than two decades, mainly as chaplain to the
motherhouse and novitiate of the African Congregation of the Daughters of Mary
and as a teacher at F.X. Vogt College.
His retirement years were spent in Germany.
B.G. and E.P. passim. For the internment years of the Fathers and Brothers, see
Inter Nos Forum, USA-East Province, March 1995, Seven Years Behind Barbed
Wire (1940-1947). pp. 1-7.
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Br. M. Remigius KNEY 71 GERMANY D NGA USA
* December 24, 1909 Billigheim, Palatinate
+ October 4, 1981 Sarasota, FL
Professed on December 12, 1927 at Knechtsteden, he worked there for three
years and became a master carpenter. In later years he would show his versatility
by becoming also an expert electrician and mechanic, a musician, a radio operator
and, last but not least, a photographer consulted by professionals about color
photography.
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On October 5, 1930 he was one of the six German Spiritans, three of them
Brothers, who sailed from Rotterdam to Nigeria as the first group of the German
Province who would open the new Mission of Benue. For nine years he was
stationed at its headquarters in Makurdi, but his construction work must have led
him to many of the eight other stations in the prefecture.
Then came World War Two in 1939, which led to the immediate internment of all
Germans in Nigeria. After some time spent in a local camp, he and the other
Fathers and Brothers were shipped across the Atlantic to Jamaica. Most of them
were released only in January 1947 and allowed to go to the U.S.A.
For twenty-five years Brother served there at St. Emma Military Academy as an
instructor in the electrical department and director of the school's brass band,
while also helping in construction work.
After a serious heart operation, he retired to Sarasota in 1975, still serving as
organist in a nearby church and learning his new artistic talent in ceramics and
enamel ware. Its products went to many churches and chapels.
Always ready to help others, the faithful Brother died of a heart attack just when
he was on the verge of going to the church to play the organ.
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Fr. Anton KONRATH GERMANY NGA D
* May 16, 1899 Koblenz, Palatinate
Professed on April 11, 1923 at Heimbach, he did his senior studies at
Knechtsteden, where he was also ordained on April 24, 1927. While waiting for his
mission assignment, he served at the junior seminary in Menden.
On October 5, 1930 he became a member of the German Spiritan team that
sailed from Rotterdam to Nigeria's Benue Mission. We find him there doing
pioneering work at Utunkon in 1931 and at ldah in 1936. Two years later he
became vicar general of Msgr. Kirsten and then district superior of the German
group.
World War Two interned him and all other German Spiritans, first in Nigeria and
in 1940 in the West Indian island of Jamaica. He was released only in February
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1947, one of the few Fathers who were not allowed to go to the U.S.A. but
repatriated to Germany. In 1953 he became a diocesan priest in Trier.
B.G. and E.P. passim and Arch. CSSp Rome
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Br. Mauritius SCHARENBERG 81
* May 5, 1901 Essen, Rhineland

GERMANY NGA CAM D
+ August 10, 1982 Germany

Professed on June 21, 1923 at Knechtsteden, he worked in his home province
for several years, notably in the construction of the junior seminary of Menden,
Westphalia.
On October 5, 1930 he accompanied several German Spiritans from Rotterdam
to Nigeria, having been assigned to the group that was to staff the Benue Mission.
He was stationed at Makurdi. As everything had to still be built in the budding
mission, his skill in construction work could find much scope.
In 1936 he was transferred to the neighboring vicariate of Yaounde, Cameroon.
He was destined to remain there for more than three decades, doing all kinds of
construction work in that flourishing mission. He was there long enough to see the
country gain its independence, as well as the establishment of a local Church
governed by its own African bishops, with African priests, religious and committed
lay people.
Around 1970 he returned to Knechtsteden in retirement. He died one year short
of the diamond jubilee of his profession, as one of those very competent and
profoundly religious Brothers with which the German Province of the Congregation
was blessed.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Klemens MOREL GERMANY NGA D
* March 6, 1898 Berlin
A Jewish convert, he made his vows on April 12, 1925 at Heimbach. In the final
year of theology at Knechtsteden, he was ordained there on April 7, 1929.
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The following year he embarked at Rotterdam on October 5 as a member of the
German Spiritan group going to Nigeria. He served there for nine years, notably at
Makurdi and Korinya.
Like the other German Fathers and Brothers, he was interned at the outbreak of
World War Two. A few months later, they were shipped to Jamaica. While most of
the others could go to the U.S.A. in 1947, he was repatriated to Germany. He
withdrew from the Congregation in 1949.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Bernward JOOS GERMANY D
* September 7, 1893 Riedoschingen, W0rttemberg
Professed on January 7, 1925 at Knechtsteden, he served at the junior
seminary of Donaueschingen until in 1930 he could sail to Nigeria. He was
stationed there at Utunkon, but returned to Germany in 1932 and left the
Congregation ten years later .
B.G. and E.P. passim
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SECTION TWO: THE PERIOD FROM 1931 TO 1959
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SOME EVENTS IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
1934

The Prefecture of Benue is separated from the Vicariate of Southern
Nigeria and entrusted to German Spiritans; likewise the Prefecture of
Calabar, entrusted to St. Patrick's Society.

1939-1945

World War Two seriously affects the flow of personnel and funds for
the missions. The German Spiritans are interned, first locally and
then across the Atlantic in Jamaica. Spiritans from Southern
Nigeria staff some of the missions in Benue.

1944

The colonial government introduces a Ten Year Development
Program to improve education, which include more financial
assistance to schools operated by missions and other voluntary
agencies. Its expenditures for education rise from about 283,000
pounds sterling in 1939 to 8.324,000 in 1952. By the mid 1950s
about half of the primary schools in Eastern Nigeria were operated by
the Catholic missions, while eleven teachers training colleges and
seven secondary schools provided for more advanced education.
The Diocese of Owerri alone had nearly as many children in its
schools as all government and private schools in French Equatorial
and West Africa combined: 190,270 versus 208,160.

1945

Ordination of the first Nigerian priest,
who joined the Spiritans.

1947

The Prefecture of Calabar is raised to the status of Vicariate.

1948

The Vicariate of Onitsha-Owerri is split into the two Vicariates of
Onitsha and of Owerri, both entrusted to the Irish Spiritans.

Fr. Anthony Nwedo,

The Prefecture of Benue is renamed Prefecture of Oturkpo and
entrusted to the English and Canadian Spiritans.
1950

Onitsha becomes an archdiocese; Owerri and Calabar become
dioceses.

1952

Opening of the junior seminary for Nigerian Spiritan candidates at
lhilia.
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1955

The Prefecture of Oturkpo cedes part of its territory to the new
Prefecture of Kabba, entrusted to the Canadian Spiritans. It also
encompasses territory taken from the Dioceses of Kaduna and Benin
City.

1959

The new Diocese of Umuahia is carved out of the Diocese of Owerri.
The Prefecture of Oturkpo becomes a diocese (soon renamed
Diocese of Makurdi).

Statistics for areas still entrusted to Spiritans (1960):

Onitsha
Owerri
Umuahia
Okturkpo
Kabba

population
(rounded figures)
1,850,000
1,735,000
1,500,000
1,800,000
690 000
5.775,000

* catechumens included

Catholics*
526,000
743,000
224,000
90,159

47 . 791

1.630,950

exp.
112
96
30
34
_fil
303

priests

African
16
2
11
0
__Q
29
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Fr. Patrick J. DOYLE 80 IRELAND NGA IRL
* February 1, 1898 Cashel, Tip.

+ August 16, 1978 Dublin

He had joined the La Salle Brothers and was teaching in Cork County when a
Black and Tan soldier wounded him and he went underground in Ireland, still trying
to teach furtively. He then met Sp. Shanahan and decided to go with him to
Nigeria. He began his philosophy at the newly started St. Paul's Seminary in
1924, together with the first group of Nigerian seminarians.
In 1926 he returned to Ireland to make his vows on September 8, 1927 at
Kimmage. In the final year of theology at Blackrock, he was ordained on June 21,
1930 at Maynooth.
The following year he returned to Nigeria and taught there for six years at St.
Charles Teachers Training College in Onitsha. He also remodelled its plant and
built a beautiful chapel. When this college was handed over to Franciscan
Brothers in 1937, he received a new assignment.
The bishop put him in charge of supervising the planning and construction of
new buildings in his vicariate. Among the buildings erected under his guidance we
may name the Elementary Training Center at Okpala, the Umahia Holy Spirit
Training College, the Amaigbo hospital and the Spiritan Novitiate and Senior
Seminary at Awo Omamma in 1957.
Exhausted by three decades of hard work, he returned to Ireland. After
recuperating, he taught for two years at Rathmines and then became superior at
the Ardbraccan Brothers' novitiate. At the end of his six year term, he went into
retirement at Kimmage, struggling to come to grips with the profound changes that
were taking place in the western part of the world and the Church.
IBN August 16
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Fr. Daniel J. HACKETT 88 IRELAND NGA USA IRL
+ March 18, 1992 Kilkerrin, Ireland
* May 20, 1903 Abbeyfeale, Limerick
He entered Rockwell in 1917, made his vows at Kimmage on August 26, 1922,
did his senior studies, interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock and
Rathmines, and was ordained on June 22, 1930 in Dublin.
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Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed in 1931 and was stationed consecutively at
Emekuku, lhiala and Amaigbo. This last-named station was opened in 1937 and
he may have been one of the two Fathers that went there as its pioneers.
At any rate, he remained there for about three decades, first as an assistant and
then as the man in charge of it. When the station was opened as a residential
parish in 1937 there were already about 10,000 Catholics and catechumens; there
were 25,000 in 1961. Undoubtedly, due to the constant division of large parishes
into two or more, he could only report 16,000 in 1968.
Like other old-timers who spent many years in Nigeria, he had the satisfaction
of seeing the old Vicariate of Onitsha give birth to several dioceses, the growth of a
native clergy with its own African bishops, and the establishment of Nigeria as an
independent country. He left the country just before the disastrous Biafran War
exploded in 1967.
After two years of ministry in the U.S.A., he returned to Ireland and still served
for many years as a chaplain. In 1990 he celebrated the diamond jubilee of his
ordination, two years before his death.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Gottfried A. THELEN 78 GERMANY NGA USA
* May 31, 1901 Broichweiden, Rhineland
+ June 2, 1979 Knechtsteden
He did his gymnasium studies at Broich and Knechtsteden, 1915-24, made his
vows at Heimbach April 12, 1925, did his senior studies at Knechtsteden and was
ordained there on April 7, 1929.
Assigned to Nigeria's Benue Mission, he embarked at Rotterdam on September
15, 1931, accompanied by the Brothers Alderich Huthmacher and Karl Eicker. We
find him stationed there at Gidan Aka in 1933 and at Korinya in 1936.
He returned to Nigeria from a leave in 1939 just in time to be interned as an
enemy alien at the outbreak of World War Two. Transported to Jamaica, together
with over one thousand other German internees, he was released only in January
1947 and welcomed in the U.S.A.
He ministered there in various parishes, both for Whites and for AfricanAmericans. In 1966 he became seriously ill with cerebral arteriosclerosis, but to
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everyone's surprise he recovered and stayed on as chaplain of the nursing home
for several years.
In 1979 he travelled to Germany to celebrate his golden jubilee with his two
surviving classmates. He died there a short time later.
He was a shy and timid man, but people quickly recognized the true priest and
missionary in him and described him as a "beautiful example of Christianity in
action."
SWWW 1067; Arch. CSSp USA 12 C-90
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Br. Karl EICKER 82 GERMANY NGA D
* September 1, 1903 Forste, Rhineland

+ June 13, 1986 Knechtsteden

Professed on February 2, 1922 at Knechtsteden, he worked in that very large
center of the German Province until in 1931 he could accompany Fr. Gottfried
Thelen on the voyage to the Benue Mission in Nigeria.
We find him listed as serving at Gidan Aka in 1934 and Naka in 1936.
appears to have been in Germany on leave when World War Two broke out.

He

After the war Knechtsteden became his permanent place of abode. The faithful
Brother celebrated the diamond jubilee of his religious vows there in 1982 when he
was on the retirement list and died four years later.

..

B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Alderich HUTHMACHER GERMANY NGA
* April 1, 1911 Eppenich, Rhineland
He made his vows on December 8, 1928 at Knechtsteden and three years later
accompanied Fr. Gottfried Thelen on the trip to Nigeria. He worked there in the
Benue Mission at Utonkon and Makurdi. The outbreak of World War Two in 1939
appears to have caught him while on leave in Germany. He withdrew from the
Congregation in 1945 to take care of his ailing mother when Germany lay in ruins.
B. G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Baldomir (Franz R.) HERMANNS 95 GERMANY SA NGA USA
* January 12, 1899 Langenfeld, Rhineland
+ January 29, 1994 Sarasota, FL
He had studied mechanical engineering and steel frame construction before he
entered the novitiate in Knechtsteden, Germany, in 1920. Professed on July 16,
1921, he completed his technical studies, earning a master's degree, and then
learned automobile engineering in a motorcar factory in Dusseldorf.
In 1924 he became one of the three German Fathers and six Brothers who
could sail for South Africa to pioneer in the new Spiritan mission of Kroonstad,
Orange Free State. There he learned stone masonry and brickmaking, and helped
build the first churches and other facilities of the new mission. He also became an
accomplished photographer.
In 1930 Bp. Joseph Shanahan invited him to come to his Onitsha vicariate,
Nigeria, to work in the northern section of his vicariate in an area that would be
entrusted to the German province of the Congregation. He built there its first brick
church at Makurdi. Two years later, the new bishop of the Onitsha vicariate,
Charles Heerey, retained him to design and build a cathedral in the flourishing
mission among the lgbo.
It took 27 months to finish the 1,000 seat Holy Trinity Cathedral. Under his
direction the entire town pitched in to do the work: lgbo men and women, the
young and the old, carried the sand and gravel from the river, laid the bricks, and
did the carpentry work, while he himself fashioned the iron cross and communion
rail from steel.
A giant of a man, built proportionately and endowed with great physical
strength, he was popular with the workers and became known as Brother Aka-Igwe
(Iron Hand). When the church was ready, Bp. Shanahan returned to Onitsha to
witness the ceremony. Thereafter, Brother built Christ the King College in Onitsha,
Holy Cross Hospital in Emekuku and numerous other facilities throughout the
vicariate.
His activities in Nigeria came to a halt when World War Two broke out.
Together with all other German Spiritans, he was interned and in 1940 shipped
across the Atlantic to a camp in Jamaica. It was only seven years later that he and
eighteen others were released and allowed to go to the United States--thanks to
long and persistent efforts of Fr. George Collins, Provincial Superior in the States.
Brother was then assigned to St. Emma Military Academy for African-American
boys in Powhatan, VA, and became dean of its trade school. He served there for
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eighteen years. In 1963 he was transferred to Bethel Park, PA, the Congregation's
Collegiate Seminary, and looked after its maintenance until his retirement at
Sarasota, FL, in 1976. He continued there to render all the services he could to the
other retirees as long as he could.
In 1985 at the centennial of the Spiritans' arrival among the lgbo in Nigeria, the
Church had grown from zero to several millions and was fully developed. Famous
Brother Iron Hand was called back to take part in the centennial celebrations and,
at the archbishop's request, addressed the half million people gathered in the
Onitsha stadium. He paid a glowing tribute to the lgbo for their contributions to
building their cathedral.
Blest with an iron constitution, he remained vigorous in his nineties. At the age
of 93, his driver's license was renewed for another five years, for the examiner said,
"I see no reason not to do it. He is a very careful driver." He had never had an
accident in over 70 years.
From mid-1993 on he became visibly weaker. Yet when he was invited to visit
the South African Spiritan mission that had grown into two dioceses as the sole
surviving pioneer of its early days, he wanted to go. With much hesitation his wish
was granted; it seemed that it was inspired by his desire to die in Africa. He died,
however, less than one month before his scheduled departure day.
He had become an almost legendary figure in Nigeria and was still revered as
one of the founding fathers in South Africa. Yet through it all he had remained a
deeply spiritual Brother, and a splendid example of the type of Brothers the
German Spiritan province could be proud of.
SWWW appendix USA; Arch CSSp USA 28E-61
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Fr. Wilhelm BLASS 71 GERMANY NGA USA
* June 25, 1901 Halfen-Dambach, Rhineland + November 9, 1972 Marksville, LA
He had wanted to become a farmer like his father, but in 1920 he transferred
from an agricultural school to Knechtsteden's gymnasium program and graduated
in 1925. Professed at Heimbach on April 11, 1926, he was ordained in
Knechtsteden on April 12, 1931.
The following year he sailed with Fr. Kreuter on August 16 from Rotterdam to
Nigeria. Described as "a very hard worker" in the Benue region, he became the
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head of the Makurdi station in 1934 and mission procurator in 1935. After working
for two years at Naka, he founded the Gboko station in 1939.
Together with all Germans in Nigeria, he was interned when World War Two
began on the western front, first in Lagos and then across the Atlantic in Jamaica.
After his release he could go to the U.S.A. He labored there for the remainder of
his active life, mostly in African-American parishes in the south. He died of a stroke
about two years after resigning as pastor.
MOP 698; SWWW 927
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Fr. Richard KREUTER 82 GERMANY NGA D BRZ
* June 28, 1902 Crefeld, Rhineland
+ April 30, 1985 Knechtsteden
He made his vows on April 12, 1925 at Heimbach, did his senior studies at
Knechtsteden and was ordained there on April 7, 1929. After teaching at Broich,
while waiting for a mission appointment, he was assigned to the Benue region in
Nigeria.
He sailed on August 16, 1932 from Rotterdam and was posted to Utonkon, first
as an assistant and then as its director. He returned to Germany on leave in 1939
just in time to be caught by World War Two. He served as pastor during the war
years at Heimbach; earned a teacher's license and taught in the junior seminaries
of the Congregation.
Meanwhile he also studied Portuguese and in 1957 went to Brazil. He taught
there in the Spiritan junior seminary in the Sao Paulo State; and then as pastor in a
parish in the Santa Caterina State. A lover of sports he fostered them in Brazil.
Ailing he returned to Germany in 1967, still serving as chaplain in a senior
citizens' home. His final years were spent in Knechtsteden.
Newsletter CS Sp Germany, 11 /85, 15 f. and B. G. passim
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Fr. Michael FLANAGAN 63 IRELAND NGA IRL
* July 20, 1902 Miltonmalbay, Clare

+ December 18, 1965 Dublin

He attended Blackrock till 1921, was professed on August 26, 1922 at
Kimmage, started his senior studies at Rathmines, but interrupted them for three
years of prefecting in Rockwell and then went back to Blackrock to finish his
studies. On June 21, 1931 he was ordained in Dublin.
On October 2 of the following year he sailed with Bp.
Brolly to Nigeria. After being initiated to Africa in Adazi, he
at St. Charles Teachers Training School and Christ the
principal of the former in 1937 when it was handed over
and of Christ the King from 1938 on.

Heerey and Fr. William
went to Onitsha to teach
King College. He was
to Franciscan Brothers,

He insisted on high academic and moral standards and the College more than
doubled its enrollment during his administration and made a valuable contribution
to education in Southern Nigeria. His name continued to be honored by the
people, who praised him at the school's silver jubilee in 1958 and, subsequently,
named an avenue after him.
By then he had left Nigeria, for in 1948 high blood pressure had sent him back
to Ireland. Despite his bad health, he tried to continue teaching, but he was no
longer the same man. From 1957 on his days were filled with pain and suffering till
his death at Blackrock.
IBN December 18
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Fr. William L. BROLL Y 80 IRELAND NGA CAN IRL
* May 16, 1903 Ballykelly, Derry

+ April 8, 1984 Dublin

A Blackrock graduate, 1917-21, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on August 28, 1922 at Kimmage, prefected at Rockwell and Blackrock and did his
senior studies at Rathmines and Blackrock. He was ordained on June 21, 1931 in
Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to Nigeria's Vicariate of Onitsha and sailed
in October. He took charge of Christ the King College and of St. Paul's Seminary
at Onitsha, until seven years later he became pastor at Ahiara.
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During World War Two he was an army chaplain to West African troops serving
in the Middle East and North Africa, 1943-45. Returning to Nigeria, he became
director of the junior seminary at Newi, later transferred to Enugu.
In 1953 we find him in Canada to lay the foundation of what was to become the
Province of Trans-Canada by taking over a few parishes and opening the Neil
McNeil High School in Toronto.
Fifteen years later, he returned to Ireland and was appointed superior of the
Kilshane community. At the end of his six year term, he went to reside at Kimmage.
He died there after a stroke.
For most of his active life he was in the position of being a superior. As such, he
acted in a kind and considerate way and with the sense of humor that a good
superior must have.
IBN April 8
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Fr. James GILTINAN IRELAND IRL NGA ETH KEN
* November 26, 1904 Rathanny, Kerry
A Blackrock graduate, 1919-24, he was professed on August 24, 1925 at
Kimmage. He prefected for two years at Rathmines and Blackrock and then did his
senior studies at Blackrock. On June 5, 1932 he was ordained in Dublin.
The following year he embarked for Nigeria on October 4 at Liverpool and
served there in the Vicariate of Southern Nigeria at Eke and Port Harcourt.
While on leave in 1939, World War Two changed his assignment. He went to
the Zanzibar vicariate and was sent on a special mission to Ethiopia, when Italian
missionaries were interned. In 1947 he was back in Kenya and stationed at Kitui.
In 1958 he became a staff member of the Kabaa High School, where he served for
many years. In 1980 he moved to Kaumoni in the Diocese of Machakos.
Soon after he retired to Kimmage, where he celebrated his diamond jubilee as
a priest in 1992.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 472
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Fr. John MORAN GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* April 20, 1907 Manchester
Professed on September 9, 1925 at Orly, he did his senior studies at Chevilly,
where he was also ordained on October 4, 1931.
In 1933 he sailed to Nigeria and taught at Christ the King College in Onitsha.
By 1936 he was back in England, where he taught for many years at Castlehead.
He was incardinated in the Diocese of Salford in 1962 and died in 197 4.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Philip J. JUDGE 34 IRELAND NGA
* August 9, 1907 Limerick

+ June 14, 1942 Onitsha

A transfer student when he entered Rockwell in 1922, he made his vows on
August 24, 1925 at Kimmage, did philosophy at Blackrock and then prefected for
two years at Rockwell. In the final year of theology at Blackrock, he was ordained
on June 5, 1932 in Dublin.
The following year he made the voyage to Nigeria. He worked with great zeal
and success at Port Harcourt, especially among the young and among the lepers at
Bodo. In 1939 we find him at Aguleri and then at Nsukka, tirelessly travelling
through the bush to bring the Good News to the people.
He died young after a brief illness. The people of Onitsha gave him an
impressive funeral, carrying his mortal remains the whole long way to their resting
place.
IBN June 14
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Fr. Peter Paul CLOONAN 85 IRELAND IRL NGA
* June 25, 1905 Athlone

+ December 16, 1989 Dublin

A Blackrock graduate, renowned as a rugby player, he made his vows on
August 26, 1924 at Kimmage, prefected at Blackrock and in the final year of
theology at the same location was ordained on June 5, 1932 in Dublin.
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Together with the Frs. Giltenan and Judge, he sailed for Nigeria the following
year to work in the Onitsha-Owerri vicariate. He did his apprenticeship at Uturu
and in 1936 became pastor at Emekuku.
He was destined to spend thirty-two years in that most flourishing m1ss1on,
which had already over 40,000 Catholics and catechumens in the close to 200
villages entrusted to his care and that of his assistants. The harder they worked,
the greater the burden they had to carry, but he was a great trainer of assistants.
Even when his territory was reduced later, it still extended over what became the
dioceses of Ahiara and Owerri.
Needless to say, much organizing was needed to deal with such numbers, but
he was the right man for that. He kept up-to-date files on the hundreds of schools,
thousands of teachers and tens of thousands of pupils. He rose early to pray
before dawn and often worked till late in the night. A hard worker himself, he
expected his assistants to meet his own high standards.
He was also a tireless builder: countless schools, the great new church at
Emekuku and, aided by Fr. Christie Ring, its hospital. Over one million Catholics
now live in the area of the old Emekuku parish.
Being sixty-eight years old, he returned to Ireland during the Biafran War. He
spent about one year in the U.S.A. and then became a full time hospital chaplain in
Dublin. In 1979 we find him in the Ardbraccan community and then went into
retirement at Kimmage, where he died.
IBN December 16
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Fr. Theodor STRICK 68 GERMANY NGA D BRZ
* February 4, 1905 Mechernich, Eifel
+ November 4, 1973 Sao Paulo
He began his classical studies at Broich in 1917 and then switched to the
Franciscans, only to return to the Spiritans. On April 11, 1927 he made his vows at
Heimbach. In the final year of theology at Knechtsteden, he was ordained there on
March 19, 1932.
Together with three other German Spiritans, he sailed from Rotterdam on July
15 of the following year to Nigeria. At Emekuku he was initiated to Africa and then
went to work in the Benue region at Korinya and Gboko.
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Like all his German confreres, he was interned at the outbreak of World War
Two as an enemy alien and interned first in Lagos and then in Jamaica across the
Atlantic.
Being one of those whom could not be admitted to the U.S.A., he was
repatriated to Germany in February 1947. After teaching for two years at Broich, he
travelled to Brazil, worked there for two years in Upper Jurua and then joined the
team of German Fathers charged with opening a new province in the Sao Paulo
State. His final posting there was as superior of the Spiritan senior seminary near
Sao Paulo in 1968. A sudden heart attack carried him to his grave.
We may mention here Br. WEHRENFRIED DENZLER, who was one of his
companions, worked briefly at Makurdi, but returned to Germany around 1935.
MOP 712
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Br. Fulrad (Franz) POENSGEN 65 GERMANY NGA USA D
* January 29, 1901 Oberhausen, Eifel
+ January 5, 1966 Knechtsteden
Professed on June 21, 1922 at Knechtsteden, he learned decorative painting
and masonry work and aided in the construction of the junior seminary of Menden.
On June 15, 1933 he sailed from Rotterdam to Nigeria to serve in the Benue
mission. We find him stationed at Makurdi.
Interned as an enemy alien at the outbreak of World War Two, he spent seven
years behind barbed wire, most of them in Jamaica. He was then allowed to go to
the U.S.A., where he was assigned to St. Emma Military Academy for AfricanAmericans at Powhatan, VA.
A diseased backbone forced him to stop working.
1959, he died there after a long and painful illness.
MOP 624; SWWW 758

Returning to Germany in
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Fr. Johann VONDERWINKEL 53 GERMANY NGA USA
* April 25, 1908 Aix-la-Chapelle
+ March 3, 1962 Philadelphia
He did his classical studies at Broich and Knechtsteden, 1919-27, and was
professed on April 9, 1928 at Heimbach. In the final year of theology at
Knechtsteden, he was ordained there on April 25, 1933.
On July 19 of the following year he sailed for Nigeria's Benue mission.
Introduced to Africa at Enegu, he served at Oktupko in the Benue region. "Always a
stranger to personal comfort," he adopted a native diet when the Hitler regime in
Germany prohibited support to foreign missions, in order to be able to pay his
teachers.
Like all Germans in Nigeria, he was interned when World War Two began in
earnest and in 1940 transported to Jamaica, there to spend his years behind
barbed wire with prisoners of war. In February 1947 he was at last released and
could go to the U.S.A. Till 1960 he did pastoral ministry in African-American
parishes in Ohio and Louisiana. On medical advice he went back north in 1960
and was stationed in Cornwells. While visiting Philadelphia, he died of a heart
attack.
MOP 596; SWWW 716
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Fr. Martin LINGSCHEIDT 66 GERMANY NGA USA
+ December 27, 1970 Marksville, LA
* March 3, 1904 Holzheim, Eifel
A farmer's son, he attended the junior seminaries of Broich and Knechtsteden,
1918-27, and made his profession on April 9, 1928 at Heimbach. In the final year
of theology at Knechtsteden he was ordained there on April 23, 1933.
Together with four other priests and three Brothers he sailed on July 19 of the
following year from Rotterdam to Nigeria, destined for the Benue prefecture. He
worked there as an assistant at Makurdi and as pastor at Utonkon. Then World
War Two caught up with him and he was interned as an enemy alien; until 1947 he
spent his days behind barbed wire in a prisoners of war camp in Jamaica. Allowed
to go to the U.S.A. in January of that year, he served in pastoral ministry, mostly in
African-American parishes. He died of a heart attack shortly after saying Mass.
MOP 676; SWWW 883
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Fr. Peter BECKER 82 GERMANY NGA USA
* February 15, 1907 Julich, Rhineland

+ March 5, 1989 Pittsburgh, PA

Coming from a family of eleven children, he studied at the junior seminaries of
Broich, 1918-22, and Knechtsteden, 1922-27. He made his profession at
Heimbach April 9, 1928 and then returned to Knechtsteden for his senior studies.
His ordination took place there on April 23, 1933.
On July 19, 1934 his first assignment took him to Nigeria, where he was
stationed at Onitsha and at Naka in the Benue region. His work came to an abrupt
end in 1939 when, together with all other German Spiritans, he was interned
because of World War Two. Transferred to a camp in Jamaica, West Indies, he
spent seven years behind barbed wire. It was only in 1947 that he and eighteen
other Spiritans could come to the U.S.A.
Soon after his arrival, he received his appointment as an assistant in St. Mary's,
Sharpsburg, PA. For forty years he would hold this position, while six Fathers
came and went as pastors. He would have made a marvelous pastor himself, but
preferred to serve in the humble capacity of a simple assistant. Having celebrated
his golden jubilee as a priest in 1983, he became ill a few years later and entered
the Vincentian Home. He died there of cancer.

.. he did during those forty years was done with the touch of a deeply
Whatever
spiritual man. He loved to teach religion to children and especially prepare them
for their First Holy Communion. That event was always a highlight in his work. To
add luster to the occasion, the pastor would invariably celebrate the children's
Mass, and Fr. Becker would simply be a spectator. Great happiness was his when
in the fiftieth year of his priesthood, the pastor asked him to celebrate the Mass for
the children. With tears in his eyes he did so and personally gave them their First
Communion.
For many in the parish he excelled as a Father confessor. People looked upon
him as their Cure d'Ars and would wait in long lines to get their turn, saying "When
you go to Fr. Becker and he absolves you, you feel really clean and forgiven".
Visiting the sick filled the free moments other duties left him. Regardless of the
weather, he would go around to them, bringing the consolation of the Eucharist or
the joy of not being forgotten to the old and the shut-ins.
Although his cause has not been introduced, throughout the parish he was
regarded as a living saint, and there is nothing in the records that goes counter to
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that reputation. As the parish secretary wrote in 1985: "Father Becker of course is
and always will be the most perfect example of what God wants his disciples to be."
SWWW, USA Appendix; Arch. CSSp, USA 308-2
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Fr. Martin N. KIRSCHBAUM 69 GERMANY NGA USA
* November 6, 1907 Gusdorf, Rhineland
+ September 10, 1977 Calcasieu, LA
He graduated from Knechtsteden in 1926, made his profession on April 9, 1928
at Heimbach and in the final year of theology was ordained on April 23, 1933 at
Knechtsteden.
Together with a group of seven other Spiritans, he sailed on July 19, 1934 to
Nigeria. He labored there for five years in the Onitsha-Owerri vicariate, notably at
Ahiara, a station founded in 1934, which in five years saw over 18,000 people
enter the Church while 20,000 others prepared themselves for baptism, but had
only three priests posted there.
The outbreak of World War Two on the western front caused him to be interned
as an enemy alien. On his release from a camp in Jamaica in January 1947 he
came to the U.S.A. with eighteen of his German confreres.
Except for brief other assignments, he spent twenty-eight years devoted to
African-American parishes, mostly in the deep south. In 1975 illness caused him to
retire. He died of heart failure in a hospital after a long illness. "He was a faithful
priest and true missionary, whose life spoke for itself."

swww
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Fr. Hugo KUSTER 79 GERMANY USA D NGA
* January 1, 1904 Huckeswagen, Rhineland
+ September 2, 1983 Tucson, AZ
Hugo studied at the junior seminaries of Broich and Knechtsteden before he
made his profession at Heimbach September 4, 1928. During his theology
program at Knechtsteden he was ordained April 23, 1933.
His first appointment took him to Benue, Nigeria, in 1934. We find him listed as
working at ldah. The outbreak of World War Two caused him to be interned
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together with all other German nationals, first locally and then in Jamaica, West
Indies. It was only in 1947 that he and eighteen other Spiritan internees were
released and allowed to come to the U.S.A.--thanks to the unremitting efforts of Fr.
George Collins, the American provincial.
He served for thirty-six years either as an assistant or as pastor mostly in AfricanAmerican and Hispanic parishes throughout the States. From 1957 on he
experienced serious heart trouble, first in Louisiana and then a second attack in
Tucson, Arizona, in 1972.
Although he was forced to be on a very reduced work schedule, from 1972 on,
he continued nonetheless to take part in many parish activities. Let us mention
only one. In Bakersfield, California he organized and trained a parish choir, which
made its debut at a midnight Christmas Mass. It sang so beautifully that after the
service the packed congregation stood up for a spontaneous and thunderous
applause. A final heart attack carried him to his grave in Tucson, AZ.
SWWW USA Appendix; Arch. CSSp USA 11 A-46A
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Br. Waldemar LAVEN GERMANY D NGA IT
* November 15, 1907 Kohlscheid, Rhineland
He made his vows on June 21, 1926 at Knechtsteden and worked there for
several years. In July 1934 he was one of the group of four German Fathers and
three Brothers who sailed on July 17 from Rotterdam to Nigeria. We find him listed
in the Benue region at Makurdi. Around 1937 the tall Brother was back in Europe
and working as a chef at the French Seminary in Rome. Returning to Knechtsteden
before World War Two began, he withdrew from the Congregation in 1940.
He should not be confused with Br. WALDEMER STRACHOTTA, who died a
prisoner of war in 1918.
We may mention here also Br. SILVERIUS PAULS, who accompanied him to
Nigeria, but whose stay was too short for inclusion in this Memorial.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Stephen J. CLOONAN 73 IRELAND NGA IRL
* December 28, 1906 Athlone,

+ January 12, 1980 Dublin

A brother of Fr. Paul, he attended Blackrock till 1925 and made his vows on
August 26, 1926 at Kimmage. His senior studies were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at Rockwell. In the final year of theology he was ordained on June 25,
1933 at Dublin.
The following year he travelled to Southern Nigeria, where he was to work for
thirty-four years. After teaching at St. Charles Teachers Training College in
Onitsha, he went into more pastoral ministry. He was listed after World War Two as
an assistant at Ahiara, and then as pastor at Onitsha-Waterside and finally at
Sacred Heart in Onitsha-Town for the remainder of his life in Nigeria.
He witnessed the splendid development of the Church among the lgbo people,
to which he had contributed much, the creation of the Archdiocese of Onitsha,
Nigeria's independence and the start of the Biafran War.
In 1968 he returned to Ireland, where he still served as a curate until ill health
made him retire to Kimmage in 1975. He died there five years later.
IBN January 12
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Fr. Edmund BURKE 78 IRELAND NGA IRL
* September 21, 1904 Kinnard, Roscommon

+ June 23, 1983 Dublin

After attending Blackrock, 1921-24, he made his vows on August 24, 1925 at
Kimmage. He prefected for three years at Blackrock and did his senior studies in
the same location. On June 25, 1933 he was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed on October 17, 1934 from Liverpool together with
several other Fathers. He was initiated to Nigeria at Emekuku and then became a
teacher and director of junior seminarians at Christ the King College in Onitsha.
In 1938 he resumed pastoral ministry first at Eke and then in 1940 at Maku; in
1943 he went to Udi for nine years of similar duties. His final appointment in
Nigeria was again at Eke, which by then counted over 14,000 Catholics and
catechumens.
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After twenty-eight years in Africa, he returned to Ireland, where he spent his
remaining active years on the teaching staff of Rathmines. He died after a long
illness, patiently endured, leaving the reputation of a truly gentle man and priest.
We may mention here also Fr. Patrick McALLISTER, whose stay at OnitshaWaterside was less than two years.
IBN June 23

Fr. Stephen HANRAHAN 71 IRELAND TT NGA IRL
* July 14, 1897 Limerick
+ October 1, 1968 Rockwell
(His name is also spelled O'Hanrahan in many records)
He did his junior studies at Castlehead, England, prefected one year at
Blackrock, was professed on August 24, 1919 at Kimmage, prefected again for one
year at Rockwell, earned a B.A. at the National University in Dublin and then did his
senior studies at Kimmage and Blackrock. He was ordained on June 24, 1926 at
Blackrock. Assigned to Trinidad in 1927, he taught there for seven years.
On October 17, 1934 he was one of the six Fathers who sailed from Liverpool to
Nigeria. Assigned to St. Charles Teachers Training College in Onitsha, he taught
there until this school was handed over the Franciscan Brothers in 1937 and then
was stationed at Onitsha-Waterside.
After eleven years in Africa, he returned in 1945 to Ireland. The remaining
twenty-three years of his life he remained attached to this school and community.
Arch. CSSp Ireland; SWWW 822
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Fr. Patrick F. SMYTH 73 IRELAND NGA GB IRL
* December 29, 1907 Rockcorry, Monaghan

+ August 10, 1981 Dublin

He attended Blackrock, 1920-25, and was professed on October 7, 1926 at
Kimmage. After doing philosophy, he prefected for three years at Blackrock. In the
final year of theology, he was ordained on June 24, 1934 in Dublin.
,
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Together with five other Spiritans, he sailed on October 17 of the following year
to Nigeria. He served there in the Onitsha vicariate, first at Adazi till 1942 and in
Onitsha's Holy Trinity Cathedral till 1948.
In that year he became supervisor of schools in the vicariate and was stationed
in Enugu, but moved to Onitsha in 1950 as educational advisor for the archdiocese
of Onitsha. From 1966 on he served at Borromeo Hospital in the same city.
When he left Africa in 1968, after thirty-three years of service, he was called
"someone very special--an outstanding priestly man." He still ministered as a
curate in London until in 1971 he became the first pastor of Holy Spirit Church,
Greenhill, Dublin. He died ten years later at St. Vincent Hospital and was buried at
Kimmage.
Arch. CSSp, Dublin
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Fr. Kevin WHELAN 56 IRELAND NGA IRL
* July 21, 1905 Dublin

+ June 19, 1962 Dublin

His father had joined the Congregation and was in senior studies in France,
when in 1902 he dropped out before making a formal commitment. Instead he
became a successful businessman. Kevin became his helper from 1920 on and
did so well that his father wanted to set him up with a store of his own in 1925.
Kevin then told him that he would take up where he had left off and enter the
Congregation. After a refresher course at Blackrock, he made his vows on
September 18, 1926 at Kimmage. He prefected for two years at Blackrock, did his
theology studies there and was ordained on June 25, 1933 in Dublin.
On October 17 of the following year he was one of the group of Irish Fathers
who sailed from Liverpool to Nigeria. Assigned at first to Emekuku, he was
switched to Ahiara in 1937 as head of that station.
He was on leave in Ireland in 1939 when World War Two broke out. As it was
difficult to get transportation to Africa, he volunteered as a chaplain, expecting to be
assigned to a Nigerian regiment. Instead, the army posted him to a British unit,
sent to Singapore. He arrived there just one week before that stronghold fell to the
Japanese to become a prisoner of war, ministering among fellow prisoners, for
whom "his conduct was an encouragement and inspiration." He was released from
the Japanese concentration camp in 1945, it is reported, on the direct intervention
of Mountbatten, acting on an amateur radio message.
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His health broken, he nonetheless returned to Nigeria in 1947, and served as
school superintendent in the Owerri vicariate. A few years later it became obvious
that the work was too strenuous for his condition.
Back in Irel and in 1951, he still served doing secretarial work. Then a fall
resulted in a paralyzing spine fracture from which he did not recover. He died in a
nursing home.
IBN June 19
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Fr. John MURRAY 51 IRELAND NGA
* November 10, 1906 Doonis, West Meath

+ October 19, 1958 Tang, Ireland

A Blackrock graduate in 1927, he made his vows on August 30, 1928 at
Kimmage, did his senior studies at Blackrock and was ordained on June 24, 1934 in
Dublin. He earned a B.A. Honors, in 1935.
Assigned to Southern Nigeria in the same year, he worked there for a quarter of
a century in the Owerri vicariate, being stationed first at Uturu and then in Okigwi, a
station that was opened in 1940 and of which he became the director.
Year in, year out he travelled relentlessly throughout the area, visiting the many
out-stations, staying overnight in tiny mud-walled huts, inspecting the schools and
ministering to the people. He was described as a meticulous, simple, unpretentious
and quiet priest, one who remained virtually unknown to the outside
world, but impressed those with whom he met as a very special man.
Seriously ailing he returned to Ireland in July 1958 and went to his reward a few
months later in the area where he had been born and baptized.
We may mention here also Fr. James J. Ml LLER, who in 1935 went to Southern
Nigeria, was stationed at Emekuku, but forced by illness to leave after one year. Cf.
SEAM 455
IBN October 19
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Fr. Philipp BERMEL 47 GERMANY NGA D BRZ
* December 19, 1905 Cologne

+ April 2, 1953 Cologne

He received his secondary education at Broich and Knechtsteden, was
professed on May 4, 1929 at Heimbach and in the final year of theology ordained
on April 8, 1934 at Knechtsteden.
Together with the Frs. Schreier and Dierichsweiler, he embarked on June 15 of
the following year at Antwerp for the voyage to the Benue prefecture. He served
there at Utonkon and Oturkpo and became the founder of the stations at Adoko and
Bojo, which subsequently developed into flourishing parishes. He wrote a
catechism in the Idema language and was preparing a prayer and hymn book for
them when World War Two broke out.
Like other Germans, he underwent internment at Umuahia and then was
shipped to Jamaica's prisoners of war camp. It was only in February 1947 that he
was repatriated to Germany. After ministering for two years in a parish, he was
able to travel to Brazil and help in the preparation for a new Spiritan province in
that country.
While doing that and serving also as a pastor, he began to suffer unbearable
headaches. Suspecting a brain tumor, the doctors advised a delicate operation to
save his life. He was flown to Cologne for it, but died there soon after the
operation.
MOP 532
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Fr. John P. THOMPSON 65 IRELAND NGA IRL
* November 4, 1905 Belfast

+ September 19, 1971 Dublin

Jack, as he was called attended Blackrock, 1923-27, and excelled not only in all
kinds of sports but also won a gold medal for English when he matriculated in
1927. Professed on August 30, 1928 at Kimmage, he prefected for two years at
Rockwell. In the final year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on June 23,
1935 in Dublin.
Assigned to Southern Nigeria the following year, he did evangelization work at
Adazi for two years and then went with Fr. Michael Foley to open a new mission
Urualla. In 1939 he was posted to Uru, followed by Okpala and Okigwi until in
1942 he went to teach at Christ the King College in Onitsha.
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He made a sustained study of the lgbo language throughout his years in
Nigeria and cheerfully gave himself to the many tasks his superiors assigned to
him.
His final posting took him to Achina, a station opened in 1945. Then illness
obliged him to return to Ireland permanently in 1954. He still served at Blackrock's
junior division and at the Ardbraccan novitiate, until in 1969 he became a hospital
chaplain. He died two years later at Kimmage.
IBN September 19
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Fr. William GUINAN 58 IRELAND NGA
* December 30, 1906 Athboy, Meath

+ April 14, ·1955 Dublin

Having worked in business for two years, he was twenty when he went to
Blackrock for a refresher course before entering the Kimmage novitiate, where he
pronounced his vows on August 28, 1928. He prefected for one year at Rockwell
and one year at Blackrock, before going on with his studies. In the last year of
theology he was ordained on June 23, 1935 in Dublin.
Going to the Onitsha-Owerri vicariate in 1936, he served successively at Ahiara,
Uturu and during World War Two at Otukpo in the Benue region; then at Maku,
Awgu and Nimo. "He trekked, taught, preached and ministered" all over the areas
for a quarter of a century.
Rather short of stature, but "broad as a barn door," with a mop of curly red hair
and sparkling blue eyes, he had a gift of making friends everywhere. He also was
the soul of every reunion by his memorable repertoire of catchy songs. When the
future Pope Paul VI visited Nigeria, he congratulated Father on his splendid
rendering of the hymn Sweet Maree.
He suffered a stroke at Dublin airport in 1956 while he was returning to Nigeria,
and d:ed one week later.
IBN April 14; Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Johann M. SCHREIER 57 GERMANY NGA USA
* December 28, 1905 Grosskonigsdorf,
+ September 3, 1963 Ann Arbor, Ml
Rhineland
After his classical studies at Broich and Knechtsteden, he made his vows on
April 5, 1929 at Heimbach, did his senior studies at Knechtsteden and was
ordained there on April 4, 1934.
The following year he was assigned to Southern Nigeria and sailed on June 15
from Antwerp. He was initiated to the work at ldah and then posted to lgala in the
Benue area.
World War Two led to his internment as an enemy alien and he spent seven
years behind barbed wire, mostly in Jamaica, where it was noted that he exercised
a beneficial influence on the many hundreds of prisoners of war that had been
interned there.
In 1947 he got a visa for the U.S.A. He served there first at St. Emma Military
Academy for African-Americans in Powhatan, VA. and then at the Ann Arbor junior
seminary. He died there of a heart attack.
An unobtrusive but hard worker, he exemplified the good qualities of a zealous
priest, a fine teacher and a charitable confrere.
SWWW728
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Fr. Mathias DIERICHSWEILER 87 GERMANY NGA BRZ D
* April 26, 1903 Lengsdorf, near Bonn
+ January 1, 1991 Dormagen, D
His parents had given him the necessary education to take over their bakery
when their talented son opted instead to become a priest and missionary. He did
his classical studies at Broich and Knechtsteden till 1928, made his vows on April
5, 1929 at Heimbach and in the final year of theology at Knechtsteden he was
ordained on April 8, 1934.
The following year he was assigned to the Benue prefecture and sailed on June
15 from Antwerp. He was introduced to the country at Aba in Southern Nigeria and
then placed in charge of the new station at Nacka in the Benue area. The fact that
the present-day hospital in Nacka bears his name indicates that the people have
not yet forgotten their first pastor who built up their model parish.
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Like all Germans, he was interned when World War Two began on the western
front; he and many other were shipped across the Atlantic to Jamaica. He was one
of those who could not enter the U.S.A. and was returned to Germany in February
1947.
In 1950 he went to Brazil and did ministry in the Sao Paulo province until illness
sent him back to Germany in 1957. He became resident hospital chaplain in
Cologne till 1981 and then still did some weekend ministry near Heimbach. From
1984 on he resided in Knechtsteden, still making himself useful.
A stroke finally reduced him to desk work. He died of a heart attack in a nearby
hospital.
CS Sp Newsletter Germany 1/91
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Fr. Peter Paul REGAN 78 IRELAND NGA ·
* March 4, 1896 Belfast

+ July 16, 197 4 Dublin

An orchestra musician, he entered Rockwell in 1927 at the age of thirty for some
refresher studies before going to Kimmage for his novitiate. He made his vows
there on September 1, 1929, prefected for one year at Rockwell and was ordained
in the final year of theology on June 23, 1935 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria the following year, he spent most of his life in education,
except for a period as pastor in Dunukofia: at Onitsha's Christ the King College
and All Hallows Seminary, where he became rector, at St. John's Seminary in
Nsukka and in the teachers training college at lwollo.
After three decades of this ministry he retired to Ireland at the age of seventyone and spent his final years at Kimmage. He died there in his sleep. "He was a
dedicated and humble priest...with a delicate conscience, a famous teacher,
especially of Scripture, ... a singer and violinist and a referee whose services were
in demand on big occasions."
IBN July 16
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Fr. Wilhelm HANSEN 84 GERMANY NGA BRZ D
* August 21, 1908 Opladen, Rhineland
+ January 28, 1989 Cologne
From 1924 on he received all his education at Knechtsteden, except for the
novitiate at Heimbach, where he was professed on April 28, 1925. He became a
priest on April 28, 1935 in Knechtsteden. As his first assignment he was posted to
Angola, but just then political reasons made it impossible for him to go there.
He was then sent to Southern Nigeria and arrived there in 1936. Initiated to the
country at Onitsha and Enugu, he went to the Benue prefecture, where his zeal
found outlets at Korinya, Gboko and finally at Makurdi as the director of that station.
World War Two led to his internment in 1939 at Makurdi, then at Umuahia and
finally across the Atlantic in Jamaica. It was only in 1947 that he was repatriated to
Germany.
In 1950 his desire to be again a missionary was satisfied and he went to Brazil.
He ministered there in several parishes and other works in the Sao Paulo State,
while also being Spiritan district superior for the area.
In 1969 he returned to Germany for ten years of ministry and then, at the urgent
request of numerous German-Brazilians, returned to Sao Paulo to serve as the
pastor of St. Boniface for thirteen years.
No longer in the best of health, he went back to Germany in 1982 to minister as
hospital chaplain in Cologne. He died there seven years later of a lung embolism.
For his eightieth birthday he had written to his many friends, "As I enter now
the patriarchal age, the words addressed to Abraham, the patriarch, apply to me,
'Go forth from your land and your kinsmen to the land I will show you.' After the
many wanderings of my life, I still face the final one. With God's help I hope to
make it in peace of heart."
CS Sp Newsletter, Germany 1/89
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Fr. Joseph P. KEANE 66 IRELAND IRL NGA SL
+ December 18, 1975 Yengema, SL
* July 18, 1909 Dublin
He had finished his secondary education when, following in the footsteps of his
brother Bernard, he entered the Congregation and made his profession on
September 8, 1927 at Kimmage. He prefected at Blackrock for two years, earned a
B.Sc., Honors, and a Higher Diploma in Education, did his theology and was
ordained on June 23, 1935 in Dublin. As his heart had been damaged by
rheumatic fever, he was not expected to volunteer for Africa, but he said he would
try to see if he could stand it if he was sent.
Assigned to Southern Nigeria in 1936, he worked as a missionary at Port
Harcourt for one year before going
• to Onitsha to teach at St. Charles Teachers
Training College and at Christ the King College. In 1945 he went to Nsukka for two
years of missionary labor before returning to teaching at Enugu and Christ the
King. From 1956 on we find him at Agwu and then in Orsumogha till 1960, doing
missionary work.
The next seven years he listed his work as secretarial; actually he held all kinds
of important positions: chancellor of the diocese, vicar general and supervisor of all
Catholic schools, and secretary, positions for which his administrative ability was
... agenda.
well-suited, especially because he was straightforward and had no hidden
During the Biafran War, he fled with many people constantly on the run while
the Federal troops were strangling Biafra's resistance. When peace returned, he
was expelled from the country in 1970, after serving for thirty-four years. Not a bad
record for a weakling.
He then volunteered for Sierra Leone, where he taught at Yengema's
secondary school. There his heart trouble returned, but he still drove himself to the
hospital where he was to die a short time later.
IBN December 18
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Fr. Denis J. MADDEN INDIA IRL NGA
* September 13, 1908 Dagshai, Punjab
Professed on October 28, 1937 at Kimmage, he prefected for three years at
Rockwell and in the final year of his senior studies at Kimmage was ordained on
June 23, 1935 in Dublin.
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Assigned to Southern Nigeria in 1936 , he worked there for four years, notably
at lhiala. He returned to Ireland in 1940 and served as chaplain during World War
Two to an Irish regiment serving inter alia in Italy near Monte Cassino, was
wounded twice and earned the African Star medal. In 1946 he was released from
the army, but found it difficult to readjust and left the Congregation. He died in
1978.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Peter QUINN IRELAND IRL NGA TT
* June 29, 1900 Shanagolden, Limerick
He made his vows on August 30, 1928 at Kimmage, prefected for two years at
Rockwell and in the final year of theology at Kimmage was ordained on June 23,
1935 in Dublin.
The following year he went to Southern Nigeria, where we find him listed in
1939 at lhiala. Transferred to Trinidad soon after, he left the Congregation early in
1942.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Daniel CARRON 77 IRELAND IRL NGA USA CAN
* September 24, 1907 Ballantra, Donegal

+ May 22, 1985 Dublin

An uncle of Fr. Michael Feeney, C.S.Sp., he was educated at Blackrock, 192027, and made his vows on August 30, 1928 at Kimmage. His senior studies were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. In the final year of theology he
was ordained on June 6, 1935 in Dublin.
Sailing for Southern Nigeria the following year, he went to work in the Owerri
region. His evangelization ministry was mostly done in the Emekuku area till 1954.
He then became district superior of the Spiritans working in the Onitsha and
Owerri dioceses and performed so well in this demanding position that his threeyear term was extended twice for another three years. At the same time, he
continued his missionary labor, notably at lhiala and Urualla.

123After more than three decades, he left Nigeria during the Biafran War in 1968.
Going to the U.S.A., he did parish work in Brooklyn, NY, for five years, in Canada
for two years and then again in the New York area for another seven years.
Retiring to Kimmage in 1982, he died there three years later in a hospital,
leaving the reputation of a kind and gentle priest who was animated by a profound
faith.
IBN May 22
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Fr. John JORDAN 85 IRELAND IRL NGA IRL BRZ
* September 18, 1906 Port Laoise, Leix

+ November 4, 1991 Dublin

He entered Rockwell in 1919, made his vowed commitment to the Congregation
on August 24, 1925 at Kimmage, earned a B.A. in 1929 and prefected for one year
each in Rathmines, Rockwell and Blackrock, while also obtaining a Higher Diploma
in Education at the University. In his last year of theology at Blackrock, he was
ordained on June 23, 1935 in Dublin.
He was uncommonly gifted not only intellectually but also as having his two feet
solidly planted in reality. Success attended everything he undertook. He
demonstrated it when, as a mere student, he took on the editorship of the
Mjssjonary Annals in a time of crisis.
In 1936 he was assigned to Nigeria. We find him there doing evangelization
work at Enugu for some years and then switched to the field of education.
Appointed Catholic Education Adviser to the Federal Government, it was he who
gave Catholic education the place which it won, not just in Onitsha, but in the whole
country. Following the example of Bp. Shanahan, he put education at the top of the
agenda of the Church and worked tirelessly to bring the government's thinking and
policies as far as possible in line with the Church's over-all mission of
evangelization. In this way he made a substantial contribution to laying the
foundation on which the amazingly vigorous young Church of Nigeria now rests.
His cooperation with the government showed a foresight that anticipated the
teachings of Vatican Council II on Church and State relations.
How well the enlightened policies worked may be seen in the statistics for the
year 1956. The two dioceses of Onitsha and Owerri with a total population of three
million had 344,358 students in their schools, while in the whole of French
Equatorial and West Africa with a total population of twenty-three million there were
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only 208,106 students in all their government and mission schools combined. And
by 1960 the Spiritan missions in Nigeria had 83 colleges, teachers training schools
and technical schools in operation.
From 1948 till 1954 he was also district superior for the Spiritans and working in
the Onitsha vicariate, soon to become an archdiocese, and then also of those
working in the Owerri diocese. He not only promoted the observance of religious
life, but also helped confreres through their difficulties. He opened entrance into
the Congregation for Nigerian candidates by founding a novitiate and a house of
formation. The flourishing province of the Spiritans in Nigeria is a living testimony
to his foresight.
In 1963 he was transferred to Brazil as the leader of the Irish Fathers sent there.
Though in his mid-fifties, he made the transition with amazing ease, inspiring
others to follow his example.
In 1970 he returned to Ireland in semi-retirement, serving as a chaplain,
stimulating charismatic and other groups, as well as writing and giving spiritual
Among his publications we may mention the first biography of Bp.
guidance.
Shanahan and various books for use in schools in Nigeria. He died in Kimmage
three years after his complete retirement.
It is a measure of his balanced personality that, despite of being highly original,
a practical joker and something of a non-conformist, he had the full confidence of
his superiors. They were aware of the depth of his character, respected his
judgment and entrusted very responsible positions to him.
CSSp Newsletter, Ireland, December 1992; Autobiography. Kimmage 1992.
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Fr. Peter S. GROSS 76 ALSACE NGA USA
* July 26, 1903 Stahlheim, Lorraine

+ October 10, 1979 Sarasota, FL

After his secondary studies at Knechtsteden, 1922-28, he was professed on
April 5, 1929 at Heimbach, did his senior seminary studies at Knechtsteden and
was ordained there on April 8, 1934.
Assigned to Southern Nigeria, he reached Lagos on September 10, 1936. Bp.
Heerey stationed him first at Onitsha and then in 1938 at Port Harcourt as an
assistant. Although left free to do his work when World War Two broke out in 1939,
the situation changed when the war began in earnest on the western front. He was
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interned like all other German nationals and then in late 1940 shipped to Jamaica
to spend his time behind barbed wire in a prisoners of war camp. Endowed with
artistic talents he used his forced leisure to produce ninety paintings about Africa
and its people.
In January 1947 he was released and went to the U.S.A. He served there as a
pastor for twenty years, then two years as an assistant and finally as a convent
chaplain. Retired in 1979, he went to Sarasota and died there of a heart attack a
few months later.
Throughout his life "he meant much for the many people he touched in many
ways."
SWWW 1078; Arch. CSSp. USA 28D-86 and -87
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Fr. Louis KETTELS 66 GERMANY D NGA
* December 5, 1895 Cologne

+ February 28, 1962 lhiala

Though born in Germany, his parents were from the Duchy of Luxemburg and
his father had also citizen papers of the Netherlands. He did his gymnasium
studies at Broich and Knechtsteden, 1908-16, and was professed there on March
19, 1920.
He had escaped military service because he was not German and
therefore able to start his senior studies at Knechtsteden. He finished them at the
University of Bonn in 1923. Meanwhile he had been ordained on November 1,
1922 at Knechtsteden.
He taught for some years at Broich and at Speyer's school for late vocations.
When Hitler came to power in Germany, Father's sermons displeased the Gestapo
police, who loved to attend services to keep preachers in check. Before they could
arrest him, however, he escaped from Germany to Luxemburg in 1937 and sailed
soon after to Nigeria.
Breaking all bonds with Germany, he did not go to Benue but to the Onitsha
area, mostly staffed by Irish Spiritans. As a Luxemburger, he was not interned
during World War Two. He began as an assistant at Adazi among the lgbo and
then taught for four years at the senior seminary at Eke. Thereafter we find him in
charge of the Nnewi parish with its many out-stations and schools. "Like most
Germans," an article said, " he revelled in hard work," of which there was no lack in
that busy mission with its twenty-four schools, 164 teachers and over 10,000
Catholics and catechumens.
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While attending a gathering of all priests in the Onitsha archdiocese in 1962, he
suffered a heart attack and died the following day in the lhiala hospital.
MOP 595
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Fr. William J. CARROLL 67 IRELAND NGA IRL
* September 23, 1908 Caltra, Ballinasloe, Galway

+ June 2, 1976 Ireland

An uncle of the Frs. Peter and Patrick Kilgannon, C.S.Sp., he attended
Blackrock, 1923-27, made his vows on August 30, 1928 at Kimmage, prefected two
years at Blackrock, and in the final year of theology was ordained on June 23, 1935
in Dublin.
After spending one year in promotion work in Ireland, he was assigned to
Southern Nigeria and sailed with five other Fathers on October 20, 1937 from
Liverpool. He was destined to work there for more than three decades, except for
one year as bursar in Kilshane, Ireland.
He ministered in what became the Diocese of Owerri doing evangelizing and
parochial work for fourteen years, notably at Eke, Port Harcourt, and Ahiara, before
being named procurator and chancellor of the diocese in 1951. Endowed with
tireless energy, but always friendly and smiling, he served as a stout prop for the
young diocese. He also supported the work of the Legion of Mary.
From 1961 on we find him listed as in charge of the Enyiogugu station. Forced
to leave the country in 1969 during the Biafran War, he returned to Ireland. He still
served in Ardbraccan with the same generosity and application he had shown in
Nigeria. After a long and painful illness, born with heroic patience, he died in a
hospital.
IBN June 2
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Fr. John F. ROCHE 68 IRELAND NGA IRL
* August 23, 1909 Clonown, Athlone,
Roscommon

+ July 27, 1979 Mullaghmore, Sligo

A brother of Fr. Hugo, C.S.Sp., he attended Blackrock, 1924-28, and was
professed on September 1, 1929 at Kimmage. His senior studies at Blackrock
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were interrupted by two years of prefecting there, during which he left an excellent
impression on the boys by his own accomplishment in sports, his friendliness and
evenhanded good humor. In the final year of theology at Kimmage, he was
ordained on June 21, 1936.
Assigned to Nigeria, he sailed on October 20, 1937 from Liverpool. After
teaching for three years at Christ the King College in Onitsha, he did two years of
evangelization at Okpula and Nsu and then went to Enugu to open the College of
the Immaculate Conception. He loved the lgbo people and later would write a
book about daily life among them (First Friday at Amzu, 1951.)
Ill health, however, forced him to leave the country in 1944 and to spend three
years in and out of hospitals in Ireland before he could assume a function at
Blackrock. Despite the continually precarious state of his health, he did much good
as a teacher and spiritual guide to the students, for he knew how to relate to the
young. He also wrote many popular articles about Africa in the Missionary Annals.
While on a visit to his brother Hugo in his home territory, the two of them
concelebrated, after which he knelt down in thanksgiving and died of a heart attack.
IBN July 27
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Fr. Christopher O'NEILL 80 IRELAND USA IRL
* June 6, 1909 Limerick

+ June 3, 1991 Dublin

He attended Blackrock, 1923-29, and was professed on September 3, 1930 at
Kimmage. His senior studies were interrupted by two years of prefecting at
Blackrock. In the final year of his theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on June
21, 1936 in Dublin.
Together with five others, he sailed for Nigeria on October 20 of the following
year from Liverpool. For thirty years he devoted himself with all his energy to
evangelizing and pastoral duties. We find him at Ahiara being initiated into the
work and then after World War Two in Achina. In 1961 he was listed as in charge
of the Uga station. The Biafran War prevented him from returning to the country
from leave in Ireland in 1967. He then went to the U.S.A., where he did parochial
ministry for fifteen years before retiring in 1983 in Ireland. He died at Kimmage
and was buried there.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James M. OTOOLE 70 IRELAND NGA KEN IRL
* January 22?, 1905 Dublin
+ February 21, 1975 Yemen
He went to Rockwell for a year of refresher studies after having worked at the
railways' clearing house. Professed on September 5, 1931 at Kimmage, he began
his senior studies at Blackrock and finished them at Kimmage. Meanwhile he had
been ordained on June 21, 1936.
On October 20 of the following year he embarked for Southern Nigeria.
Introduced to the country at lhiala in the Owerri area he did evangelization and
pastoral work, notably at Achina. By 1952 we find him listed at Ezinihitte as its
director and in 1961 at Obowo in the same position.
After more than a quarter century in Nigeria, his health began to falter and he
went to Kenya to convalesce in 1965. Three years later he returned to Ireland and
was attached to the Concern Relief Organization. While on a mercy mission in
Yemen, he died there suddenly.
IBN February 21; SEAM 756
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Fr. Michael W. GILMORE IRELAND NGA IRL
* July 2, 1919 Newtowncashel, Longford
A Blackrock graduate, 1924-29, he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on September 3, 1930 at Kimmage. After doing his philosophy at
Blackrock, he prefected there for one year. In the final year of theology at
Kimmage, he was ordained on June 21, 1936.
On October 20 of the following year he sailed for Southern Nigeria. After five
years of evangelization ministry at Emekuku he became an army chaplain and
served as such in Sierra Leone, England, the Middle East, Nigeria and Ghana.
Returning to the Diocese of Owerri in 1953, he was posted to the new parish of
Enyiogugu, doing pastoral ministry.
In 1957 ill health sent him back to Ireland. He still taught there in the Brothers'
community and at Blackrock's junior division for a few years until in 1960 he
became chaplain to the Holy Rosary Sisters in Killeshandra and served there for
twenty-five years.
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In 1985 he entered the retirement community at Kimmage, where the following
year he celebrated the golden jubilee of his ordination.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Siegfried 0 . ECKERT 85 GERMANY NGA USA
* May 8, 1909 Honau, Baden
+ August 24, 1994 Pittsburgh
The youngest of eight children, he entered the Congregation's junior seminary
at nearby Donaueschingen, close to the Swiss border, in 1921 and studied at the
local gymnasium. On April 12, 1932 he made his vows at Heimbach and in the
final year of his theology studies at Knechtsteden he was ordained there on April 4,
1937.
Assigned to Benue, he sailed on April 24 of the following year from Rotterdam.
He was posted at first to Makurdi in the Benue region, and then attached to the
Onitsha vicariate early in 1940 because its bishop wanted to make use of his
expert musical talents in his cathedral.
Then World War Two began in earnest and the British authorities rounded up all
German nationals in Nigeria. He and his confreres were first interned locally. In
November 1940 they were added to some 1,500 other German prisoners of war,
most of them sailors and soldiers, and sent on a one month long voyage across the
Atlantic to internment camps in Jamaica.
Released in January 1947, he went to the U.S.A. and was appointed assistant
pastor at Notre Dame, Chippewa Falls, WI. He served there with great distinction
until 1960. His musical expertise made him much sought-after to enhance liturgical
celebrations and organ concerts. In 1960 he went to St. Joseph's, Bay City, Ml. He
served there for fifteen years and earned the bishop's gratitude for his selfless
dedication to that parish.
In 1975 he was assigned to the African-American Holy Family Parish, Inkster,
Ml. He ministered there with his usual zeal "over and above the call of duty,"
satisfying not only his parishioners, but also earning the appreciation of the City of
Inkster as "an outstanding citizen" who "served as an inspiration" to the people.
Three years later he became pastor of St. Mary's, Sharpsburg, PA. By then he
was seventy-one years old and no longer in the best of health. In 1980 he had to
restrict his activity to a convent chaplaincy, while still helping out as much as he
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could in neighboring parishes. Once more, he was congratulated and thanked by
the bishop for "his marvelous service and brotherly assistance."
As his infirmities increased, he retired in 1987 to Bethel Park, PA. But he still
travelled to Germany to celebrate his golden jubilee in that year. After several
operations, including a quintuple coronary bypass and an amputation, he died of a
heart attack and diabetes.
Siegfried left behind the repu!ation of being "one of our finest priests," a
congenial confrere and a joy to have around. During all these years no one ever
saw him angry and never did his wit make people angry at him.
SWWW Appendix USA; Archives 28F-63
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Fr. Albert 0. SCHROLL 55 GERMANY NGA PR
* January 31, 1911 Radolfzell, Baden

+ July 30, 1966 Arecibo, PR

He did his gymnasium studies at Donaueschingen, Broich and Knechtsteden,
1922-31, made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on April 12, 1932 and
completed his senior studies at Knechtsteden, where he was ordained on April 4,
1937.
Assigned to the Prefecture of Benue, he sailed on April 24, 1938, and was
stationed at ldah. He barely had the time to be initiated to the country when World
War Two began. Like all German nationals he was interned, first locally and then
across the Atlantic in Jamaica.
Released in January 1947, he could go to the U.S.A. and received an
appointment to Puerto Rico. For nearly two decades he engaged zealously in
pastoral duties in that crowded island.
A sudden heart attack killed him at Arecibo when he dropped dead while
greeting a friend whom he had come to fetch for the celebration of a local patron
saint.
MOP 273; SWWW 768
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Fr. Heinrich J. LEMMENS GERMANY D NGA USA PR
* May 17, 1907 Aix-la-Chapelle
He did his gymnasium studies at Broich and Knechtsteden, 1919-28, was
professed on April 5, 1929 at Heimbach, did his senior studies at Knechtsteden
and was ordained there on April 8, 1934. In later years he would earn a Ph. D.
degree. After teaching for one year at Speyer, he was assigned to the Prefecture
of Benue.
On April 24, 1938 he sailed from Rotterdam to his destination, where he was
posted to Korinya. World War Two caused his internment as an enemy alien and
seven years passed before he was released from the prisoners of war camp in
Jamaica.
Going to the U.S.A. in 1947, he was assigned to Duquesne University. Except
for a five year period, 1954-59, most of his active life was spent teaching in the
Modern Languages Department of the University. Retired from Duquesne in 1977,
he went to Puerto Rico and did pastoral ministry there. After celebrating the golden
jubilee of his ordination on that island, he returned to the mainland. His retirement
residence became Sarasota, FL, where he celebrated his diamond jubilee as a
priest in 1994.
Arch. CSSp USA
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Fr. Francis I. MILLS 73 IRELAND NGA IRL
* April 7, 1910 Kilmainham, Dublin

+ July 13, 1983 Dublin

He completed his secondary studies at Rockwell, 1926-29, made his vows on
September 3, 1930 at Kimmage and began_ his senior studies at Blackrock. They
were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Rockwell. In the final year of theology
at Kimmage, he was ordained on June 20, 1937 in Dublin.
In 1938 he went to Nigeria and was assigned to the new elementary training
center at Okpala to get acquainted with the country. Then the internment of
German missionaries in the Benue region caused his transfer to Makurdi.
In 1942 he returned to Ireland, taught there for two years and then went back to
Nigeria for ministry in what became the Archdiocese of Onitsha. He served there
successively at Ahiala, Aguleri and Nnokwa for twenty-three years.
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Ailing he went home to Ireland in 1965. He still did some hospital ministry until
in 1981 retirement became necessary. His remaining time was then spent at
Kimmage. He died in a nursing home.
IBN July 11
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Fr. Joseph H. WEHNING GERMANY NGA PR
* March 23, 1909 Muhlheim-R-Styrum
Educated at Broich and Knechtsteden, 1924-31, he made his vows on April 22,
1932 at Heimbach, did his senior studies at Knechtsteden and was ordained there
on April 4, 1937.
The following year he sailed from Rotterdam to the Prefecture of Benue, but was
provisionally posted to Umuahia and then Uruala in the Vicariate of OnitshaOwerri. World War Two caused his internment as an enemy alien in 1940 and he
spent seven years behind barbed wire, most of them in Jamaica.
Released in 1947, he went to the U.S.A. and was assigned to Puerto Rico. All
his remaining years of active life were spent in pastoral ministry, first at Jayuya as
pastor till 1969 and then at the Arecibo Cathedral. In 1979 he went into retirement
at Dorado, where in 1987 he celebrated the golden jubilee of his ordination.
Arch. CSSp USA
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Fr. F. C. GERARD DUIGNAN IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* May 13, 1910 Drumshambo, Leitrin
A Blackrock graduate, 1925-30, he made his vows on October 19, 1931 at
Kimmage, did his philosophy at Blackrock and prefected there for one year. In the
final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 20, 1937 in Dublin.
The following year he embarked for Southern Nigeria. He was destined to
labor there for three decades. His initiation to the country and its people was done
at Umuahia.
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After World War Two we find him listed in the Diocese of Owerri at Okigwi in
1947, at Ahiara in 1949, and in 1961 as pastor of Ekwerazu, a parish with some
20,000 Catholics and catechumens.
The Biafran War, 1967-70, ended his stay in Nigeria. He went to the U.S.A.,
doing parish ministry, notably at Jacksonville, FL, until in 1975 he entered the
retirement facility in Kimmage. He celebrated his golden jubilee as a priest in
1987.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. William J. DOOLIN IRELAND NGA IRL USA
* October 11, 1910 Dublin
He attended Rockwell, 1926-29, and made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 30, 1930 at Kimmage. His senior studies at Blackrock were
followed by two years of prefecting at Rathmines and Rockwell. In his last year of
theology a Kimmage, he was ordained on June 20, 1937 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to Southern Nigeria, where he was to work
for three decades. After his initiation at Emekuku, he went in 1939 to the Benue
prefecture as one of the Fathers who took over the evangelization of the area from
the interned German priests. He built a school at Gboko and published a
catechism in the Tiv language, while also visiting its ten out-stations.
After a leave in 1947, he went to the Vicariate of Onitsha and served
successively as pastor at Nnewi, at lhiala and Ozubulu for a combined total of
twenty years. He published an lgbo Hymnal in 1951. He also built a clinic and a
church in Ozubulu, but most of his work consisted of managing the schools that
were the key to the success of the mission at that time.
Early in the Biafran War of secession, he left Nigeria in 1967. After two years of
chaplain duties in Ireland, he went to live at Ardbraccan, the Brothers novitiate for
vocation work and occasional ministry until in 1975 he joined the San Francisco
Group of Irish Fathers doing pastoral ministry in the Far West. He celebrated the
golden anniversary of his ordination there in 1987.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Brendan T. TIMON IRELAND TT IRL NGA USA
* February 24, 1907 Dublin
He did his secondary studies at Blackrock from 1921 on and was professed on
February 26, 1926 at Kimmage. After studying philosophy at Blackrock, he
prefected for two years in Trinidad, followed by one year at Blackrock. In his last
year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on June 28, 1934 in Dublin. He
then was appointed to Blackrock, where he served as dean of the junior division in
Willow Park.
In 1938 he sailed for Southern Nigeria. We find him there listed at Emekuku, a
very large parish with close to 50,000 Catholics and catechumens. During World
War Two he appears to have served as a chaplain to army troops.
After the war we find him at Enugu in 1947 and two years later at Uturu, in the
Vicariate of Owerri (later the Diocese of Umuahia). It was only a small parish, but
he was alone there to take care of some 4,000 parishioners and catechumens.
Uturu was also the seat of the novitiate of an African Brothers congregation, which
some time later merged with the Marist Brothers. He remained there as pastor for
two decades.
When the Biafran War broke out in 1967, he left Nigeria and went to the U.S.A.,
doing parochial ministry in various parishes in Florida. In 1994 he celebrated there
the diamond jubilee of his ordination to the priesthood.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick F. WALSH 84 IRELAND TT NGA IRL CAN KEN
* March 12, 1910 Dungarvan, Waterford
+ December 26, 1994 Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kimmage, where he made his vows on August
30, 1928. After doing his philosophy, he prefected in Trinidad for four years, 193034. In 1935 he went to the University of Fribourg, earning a S. T. L. in 1939.
Meanwhile he had been ordained there on July 25, 1937.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1939, he did pastoral ministry and taught theology at St.
Paul's Seminary in the Onitsha-Owerri vicariate until in 1945 he was retained in
Ireland for one year of teaching at Kimmage. On his return to Nigeria, he taught
another four years at the seminary in Okpala, while also being its rector and vicar
delegate of the Owerri vicariate.
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From 1950 till 1970 he taught theology at Kimmage, except for one year of
preaching in Ontario, Canada. He also served two three-year terms as superior of
Kimmage, 1956-62.
In 1970 he went to Kenya, rendering another twenty years of pastoral service in
the Nairobi area, while also being the vicar general of its Cardinal Archbishop.
Three years after celebrating the golden jubilee of his ordination in 1987, he
retired in Kimmage. He died there four years later.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 798
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Fr. Patrick A. KENNEDY 45 IRELAND IRL NGA
* February 11, 1910 Dublin

+ July 31, 1955 Enugu

He attended Rockwell, 1926-31, was professed on September 8, 1932 at
Kimmage, did his philosophy at Blackrock and then prefected for two years at
Rockwell. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 11,
1938 in Dublin.
The following year he sailed to Southern Nigeria. We have no details about his
work until after World War Two when we find him listed in 1947 at Mbutu Okalia in
the Aba area as in charge of that station, which then had about 11,000 Catholics
and catechumens. Two years later, he was ministering at Enugu and then in 1952
at Dunokofia as its pastor. His final posting was as pastor in Maku.
Struck by illness, he was rushed to the hospital at Enugu and died there.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Peter B. GILSENAN 56 IRELAND NGA IRL
* August 31, 1912 Knocktemple, Cavan

+ November 9, 1968 Dublin

He had finished his secondary education when he entered the novitiate and
made his vows on September 10, 1933 at Kimmage. After prefecting at Rockwell
for one year, he returned to Kimmage for his senior studies. On June 19, 1938 he
was ordained in Dublin.

.v
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The following year he was assigned to Southern Nigeria and was initiated to
the Onitsha-Owerri vicariate at the busy station of Ihi ala, serving nearly 17,000
Catholics and catechumens, its eighty-five out-stations included.
After World War Two we find him at Uli, a station opened in 1948, as pastor to its
15,000 parishioners and catechumens. He was there for the remainder of his life in
Nigeria. By 1961 his parish counted over 28,000 Catholics and catechumens,
operated thirty-four primary schools, attended by 10,000 pupils and staffed by 313
teachers. And he had only two assistants to share in his ministry.
He fitted into the African setting with the greatest of ease and with all the
ingredients needed to become a great missionary. To say that he had no enemies
is an understatement-to have known him was enough to be his friend.
After nearly three decades in Nigeria, he became ill and had to return to Ireland
in 1967, just before the Biafran War began. He died one year later. His funeral
was one of the most impressive ever conducted at Kimmage in terms of
representation: clergy, religious of many congregations and numerous lay
missionaries and friends came to say farewell to the tireless worker who had
contributed so much to the Diocese of Owerri.
The beautiful church he built in Uli stands as a monument to his presence. Its
tower also served as an indispensable aid to the mercy planes that landed on the
nearby landing strip to bring food for the starving people of the area during the
Biafran War.
IBN November 9
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Fr. John Catha! RYAN 82 IRELAND NGA USA IRL
• June 24, 1911 Tipperary
+ January 13, 1994 Rockwell
After attending Blackrock till 1932, he made his profession on September 10,
1933 at Kimmage, did his philosophy at Blackrock and prefected one year at
Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 25,
1939 in Dublin.
The following year he sailed to Southern Nigeria. We find him listed in the
Owerri area at Emekuku in 1947, at Ogbaku in 1949 as in charge of that new
station, where there were already over 10,000 Catholics and catechumens. In
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1961 he occupied a similar position, ministering at Umuaka with more than double
such numbers.
Early in the Biafran War he went back to Ireland and from there to the U.S.A. to
do pastoral work in Florida from 1968 till 1971. Not in the best of health, he then
returned to Ireland and spent his remaining years in Rockwell. He celebrated the
golden anniversary of his ordination there in 1989 and died five years later.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James L. O'NEILL 70 IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* December 4, 1910 Nacketstown, Carlow
+ June 10, 1981 Glasnevin, Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, 1925-29, he made his formal commitment to the
Congregation on September 3, 1930 at Kimmage, did philosophy at Blackrock,
earned a B.A. in 1933, prefected for two years at Blackrock and Rockwell and
earned a Higher Diploma in Education in 1934. In the final year of theology he was
ordained on June 11, 1938 in Dublin. Later he would complete his education by
earning a licentiate in Canon Law in Rome (1948).
Assigned to the Onitsha-bwerri vicariate in 1940, he taught at Christ the King
College in Onitsha for four years. In 1944 he was back in Ireland, taught ethics for
one year at Kimmage and functioned as novice master for Brothers at Kilshane
until in 1946 he went to Rome studying for his degree in Canon Law.
Returning to Nigeria in 1948, he taught at St. Paul Senior Seminary in Okpala
and from 1950 on at the Bigard Memorial Seminary in Enugu, being also its rector.
His final posting was to the novitiate and senior seminary for Spiritan candidates at
Awo-Omamma in 1966.
While the Biafran War was still raging, he returned to Ireland in 1969, did one
year of parish ministry in the U.S.A. and then became a hospital chaplain at
Glasnevin and a lecturer in medical ethics. He died suddenly in the chaplain's
residence.
IBN June 10
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Fr. Thomas J. WALSH 60 IRELAND NGA USA
* January 10, 1913 Ballylongford, Limerick
+ January 29, 1973 San Francisco
A brother of Fr. John A. Walsh, C.S.Sp., he went to Rockwell in 1930 to
complete his secondary studies at the age of seventeen; he made his vows on
September 10, 1933 at Kimmage. He did his philosophy at Blackrock, prefected for
one year at Rockwell and in the last year of theology was ordained on June 25,
1939.
Assigned to Nigeria the following year, he served in the Onitsha-Owerri
vicariate, but due to wartime conditions his location went unrecorded. After a leave
in 1947, we find him listed as school inspector at Owerri's Holy Spirit College. In
1952 he headed the Nsu parish with its over 44,000 Catholics and catechumens
and a staff of five priests. In 1959 he was in the new Diocese of Umuahia, in
charge of the Aba parish. He ministered there for a decade.
Following the Biafran War, he left Nigeria in 1971 and went to the San
Francisco area of California. Two years later, he died from injuries sustained in a
car accident.
IBN January 29
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Fr. Timothy J. CROWLEY IRELAND NGA USA IRL GB SL
* August 31, 1912 Ballingarry, Limerick
A brother of Fr. Edward, C.S.Sp., he attended Blackrock, 1927-31, was
professed on September 8, 1932 at Kimmage, prefected for two years at Blackrock
while doing his philosophy and in the final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on June 25, 1939 in Dublin.
Despite the outbreak of World War Two he sailed for Southern Nigeria in 1940.
We find him listed there in 1947 in the Owerri area at the new Mbawsi station with
its forty-five out-stations and nearly 7,000 Catholics and catechumens. In 1961 he
headed St. Joseph's Parish at lkeduru with over 21,000 parishioners and
catechumens. His final posting was to Oguta in the Owerri diocese.
After twenty-seven years of work in Nigeria, he left the country in 1967 on the
verge of the Biafran War of secession. Going to the U.S.A., he engaged in pastoral
ministry, mostly in the South and California.
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Returning to Ireland in 1978, he did more of the same there and in England and
Wales. After a brief stay in Sierra Leone as a substitute in Freetown, he retired to
Kimmage. He was able to celebrate his golden jubilee as a priest there in 1989.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Daniel P. O'CALLAGHAN 37 IRELAND IRL NGA
* September 3, 1913 Waterford
+ November 7, 1950 Port Harcourt
He attended Rockwell, 1926-31, made his vows on September 8, 1932 at
Kimmage, did his philosophy at Blackrock for one year, prefected at Rockwell, and
earned a B.A. in 1935. In his last year of theology, he was ordained on June 25,
1939 in Dublin.
Assigned to Southern Nigeria in 1940, he taught at Christ the King College in
Onitsha till 1943 and then went to the Benue region to teach at St. Mary's Teachers
Training College in Oturkpo till 1946. His final assignment was as principal of
Stella Maris Teachers Training College at Port Harcourt in 1948.
While travelling on a motorcycle, he was gravely wounded in an accident and
died a short time later. Those who knew him remembered his "devotedness in his
scholastic and priestly duties, the amazing degree of perfection to which he had
brought his missionary educational work . . . , the dry wit, the calm and placid will to
carry on even in serious illness."
IBN November 7
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Fr. John P. MORRISSEY 74 IRELAND NGA SL GB USA
+ February 3, 1989 San Francisco

* May 23, 1914 Drumcondra, Dublin

He had finished his secondary schooling before entering the novitiate and
made his vowed commitment on September 23, 1932 at Kimmage. After doing
philosophy at Blackrock, he prefected for one year at Rockwell and Blackrock. In
his last year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on June 26, 1939 in Dublin.
Assigned to Southern Nigeria, he sailed for his destination late in 1940. As the
German Fathers in Benue had been interned he was posted to their prefecture for
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one year and then did evangelization ministry in the Onitsha-Owerri district at lhiala
and Adazi till 1947.
In 1948, while on leave in Ireland, he was assigned to Sierra Leone, where he
served for eighteen years with his usual devotion. After a year of parish ministry in
England, he went to the U.S.A. in 1969, serving in parish work in the San Francisco
area.
Wherever he was, he was always full of ideas and got to know all about the
people entrusted to him. He was also strong on statistics such as the numbers of
schools and of the children attending them, and kept himself informed about what
other denominations were doing.
A deeply religious person, he often preached and talked about prayer and
practiced what he preached in personal contemplative prayer. He died a few
months before the golden jubilee of his ordination, which he had hoped to
celebrate in Ireland.
Blackrock College Annual 1989, 245 ff.
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Fr. Michael J. CLIFFORD 81 IRELAND TT NGA USA IRL
* October 18, 1911 Glencar, Caragh Lake, Kerry
+ April 22, 1993 Dublin
After attending Rockwell, 1924-29, he made his vows on September 3, 1930 at
Kimmage, did his philosophy studies at Blackrock, earned a B.A. in 1933 and a
diploma in education from the University of London and then prefected for three
years in Trinidad. In his final year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on
June 25, 1939 in Dublin.
Despite the danger of submarine warfare, he sailed in 1940 for Nigeria.
Assigned to the Owerri area, he served there for a dozen years as supervisor of
schools and then as principal of Christ the King College, reputedly the best
secondary school in Nigeria.
By 1953 he went into more direct pastoral and evangelization ministry,
especially at Adazi. Opened in 1924, this old mission had given birth to several
new ones, but it still retained over 21,000 Catholics and catechumens, over 4,000
students in its thirty-three primary schools, as well as being the site of a hospital, a
secondary school and a teachers training college. He possessed the dedication
and talents to succeed in this new task.
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He also built a new church, and that posed a problem as no new site was
available. He solved the dilemma by building the new larger church all around the
old one, so that services could continue uninterrupted in the old structure until the
new church was almost ready and the old one could be tom down.
The Biafran War forced him out of the country in 1967. He went to the U.S.A. for
another ten years of pastoral ministry, mostly in the New Orleans area. By 1977 he
was back in Ireland and still continued to render whatever services his indifferent
health still allowed him to perform, notably as a hospital chaplain. His final years
were spent at the retirement facility in Kimmage, where he died a few months short
of the diamond jubilee of his ordination.
Throughout his life his peaceful and unhurried approach to people and things
made him exercise a calming and steadying influence on those he encountered.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, May 1993
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Fr. John F. SHEPPARD 72 IRELAND IRL NGA CAN USA
* April 13, 1914 Cloughjordan, Tipperary
+ January 22, 1987 Jacksonville, FL
He was a student at Blackrock, 1827-32, made his vows on September 1933 at
Kimmage, did philosophy at Blackrock and prefected there for one year. In his last
year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on June 26, 1939 in Dublin.
The following year he travelled to Nigeria, where he was to work for seventeen
years in what was to become the Vicariate and later the Diocese of Owerri. We lack
information about his early years, but by 1947 he was listed as in charge of the
station at Mbutu Okohia. This mission was opened only in 1940, but by 1947 it
could report over 15,000 Catholics and catechumens. By the time illness obliged
him to leave Nigeria ten years later, the parish had grown to over 33,000 with only
one other priest to assist him. He was described as "a great missionary and a
gentleman," "a good singer," and "a man who was always ready to tutor others."
No wonder "the people loved him."
Going to Canada in 1957, he was attached to Neil McNeil High School in
Toronto till 1968 and then went to Jacksonville, FL, devoting his waning strength to
parishioners. He died there after a long illness.
IBN January 22
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Fr. Joseph C. HALPIN 77 IRELAND TT NGA IRL
* January 1, 1911 Askeaton, Limerick

+ July 17, 1988 Dublin

After completing his secondary education at Blackrock 1928-30, he was
professed on September 5, 1931 at Kimmage. His philosophy studies at Blackrock
were interrupted by three years of prefecting in Trinidad, 1932-35. In his final year
of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on June 25, 1939 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Vicariate of Onitsha-Owerri in 1940, he did evangelization and
pastoral ministry for six years, notably at lhiala. He then was attached to Christ the
King College, Onitsha, in 1947. Three years later he became head of the teachers
training college in Nsukka. His final post was as a teacher at a similar college in
Agulu.
Ill health obliged him to return to Ireland in 1957. Residing in Blackrock, he
would still resume teaching on a reduced schedule for some time until his
uncertain health led to his retirement in the same community.
He went through a long path of suffering, but he bore it all in a calm and
uncomplaining way, viewing it as a kind of apostolate that was still open to him: "to
fill up those things that are still wanting in the sufferings of Christ for the body which
is the Church." He left the memory of a welcoming and generous confrere and of a
teacher who never lost his abiding interest in his students.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, November 1988
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Fr. John J. HAMPSON 74 IRELAND IRL NGA USA
+ December 18, 1984 Jacksonville, FL
* November 16, 1910 Louisburgh, Mayo
A brother of Fr. Anthony, C.S.Sp., he attended Blackrock, 1924-31, was
professed on September 8, 1932 at Kimmage, did his philosophy at Blackrock and
prefected there for two years. In the last year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on June 25, 1939 in Dublin.
Braving submarine warfare, he sailed the following year for Nigeria, where he
was to work for twenty-eight years. He served notably in Urualla and Adazi until
1951 and in what became the Diocese of Umuahia at Ubuoma and Aba. Being not
a mean athlete himself, he was deeply involved in youth work especially with
respect to football and athletics.
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Illness drove him back to Ireland in 1968, in the midst of the Biafran War. The
following year he went to the U.S.A. doing parish work in Buffalo, NY and from
1971 on in Jacksonville, FL.
He died there in 1984, appreciated for his hard work and his kindness.
IBN December 18
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Fr. John Joseph WHELAN 70 IRELAND NGA KEN USA
* December 14, 1914 Courtown, Gorey, Wexford
+ April 16, 1985 Dublin
A Rockwell graduate, he made his commitment to the Congregation on
September 11, 1935 at Kilshane, began his senior studies at Blackrock and
finished them at Kimmage. On June 23, 1940 he was ordained a priest in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1941, he did evangelization and pastoral work notably at
Emekuku till 1943 and at Enugu till 1947.
Illness drove him to Montana, Switzerland in 1952. When he had recovered, he
was sent to the healthier climate of Kenya in 1955. He served there in Nairobi for
twenty-three years. Then, once again his illness forced him away. His final active
years were spent in the San Francisco region of California from 1978 on, still
patiently bearing the cross of his illness.
He returned to Ireland in 1985 to spend his retirement time in Kimmage, but
died in a nursing home a few months later. He was described as a kind and
sympathetic priest with an attractive personality.
IBN April 16; SEAM 647
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Fr. John T. QUIN 58 IRELAND IRL NGA CAN
* August 11, 1913 Limerick
+ July 5, 1972 Scarborough, Ont.
A Blackrock graduate, 1927-32, he was professed on September 10, 1933 at
Kimmage, did his philosophy at Blackrock, prefected for one year at Rathmines and
did administrative duties at Blackrock for another year. In the final year of theology
at Kimmage he was ordained on June 23, 1940 in Dublin.
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The following year he sailed to Nigeria, where he was to serve for a quarter of a
century, mostly in the Owerri region. We know little about his early years, but in
1947 he was in charge of the Amaigbo-Okigwi station and in 1949 of that at
Umuahia. He also served as procurator for the Owerri diocese around 1950 and in
1952 as pastor at Port Harcourt. In 1961 we find him in a similar position at St.
Martin's, lhiala. Enugu and lbagwa-Ukwo are also mentioned on his record but
without any indication of dates.
The Biafran War forced this capable and persevering priest to leave the country
in 1967. Assigned to Canada in 1969, he went to serve at Woodstock, Ont.
Following a heart attack, he died in a hospital two years later.
IBN July 5; SWWW 919
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Fr. Patrick GROGAN IRELAND IRL NGA USA CAN
* April 11, 1915 Aldana, Bansha, Tipperary
A brother of Fr. Matthew, C.S.Sp., he attended Rockwell for his junior studies
from 1928 on, made his vows on September 12, 1934 at Kilshane, studied
philosophy and prefected at Blackrock for one year. In the final year of theology at
Kimmage, he was ordained on June 23, 1940 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1941, he served there for a quarter of a century, but few
details have been recorded. In 1949 he was listed as an assistant at Nsukka and
two years later he headed the station at Oballe Eke. One decade later we find him
as pastor at Nsukka.
The Biafran War led to his departure from Nigeria in 1967. Going to the U.S.A.,
he served there in pastoral ministry mainly in Florida, but also in the San Francisco
area. In 1980 he was listed in Canada, but he soon returned again to Florida.
There he was happy to celebrate the golden anniversary of his ordination in 1990.
He was still listed there in 1994.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick P. McMAHON 82 IRELAND NGA IRL USA
* December 22, 1911 Crossderra, Feakle, Limerick
+ April 2, 1994 Clonlara, IRL
He did one year of complementary studies at Rockwell before going to
Kimmage for the novitiate and was professed there on September 10, 1933. Going
to Blackrock for philosophy, he earned a B.A. in 1936 and prefected for one year at
Blackrock. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 23,
1940 in Dublin. Later he also earned a teaching certificate from the University of
London (1948).
In 1941 he sailed, U-boats notwithstanding, to Nigeria. He first built and then
became principal of the College of the Immaculate Conception at Enugu, while
also teaching there. From 1948 till 1953 he performed the same duties at Holy
Spirit College in Owerri.
A distinguished athlete himself, he made his schools attractive for the students
and he was shrewd in the selection of his staff and nice in dealing with them.
In 1954 he returned to Ireland and was attached to the colleges of Rockwell and
Blackrock till 1970. He then went to the U.S.A., doing pastoral ministry in parishes
in the San Francisco area for nine years before going back to Ireland.
He still engaged in parish ministry there until his semi-retirement in 1989. He
celebrated the golden anniversary of his ordination in 1990 and died four years
later.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, April 1994
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Fr. Bartholemew McMAHON 79 IRELAND IRL NGA SW CAN USA
* June 26, 1912, Flagmount, Limerick
+ June 6, 1992 Philadelphia
After graduating from Blackrock College, Dublin, in 1932, he did his novitiate at
Kimmage, where he pronounced his first vows, September 8, 1933. His senior
studies there were interrupted by the usual two years of prefecting at Blackrock,
1935-37. He was ordained in Dublin, June 23, 1940.
In 1941 he received his appointment to Nigeria. He stayed there for twenty
years in the Vicariate of Onitsha-Owerri. It was one of the most fruitful missions in
the world, where after fifty years of hard labor a bountiful harvest was being reaped.
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Father worked there with all his energy among the lgbo people at Umuahia, Maku
and Eke before being asked to open new missions at Agbani and Enugu.
Returning to Europe in 1961, he functioned for a year as spiritual director in the
international Spiritan seminary of Fribourg, Switzerland, followed by three years in
Ontario, Canada, at Holy Rosary Church, Guelph. He built the first church for the
growing parish.
Three years later, he came to the U.S.A. He served as an assistant in several
parishes until 1972 when he took up hospital chaplaincy duties.
When he was seventy-two years old, he took up replacement ministry for priests
on leave in Rhode Island. In 1987 it became necessary to assign him to the
Spiritan retirement facility in Cornwells, PA. He died of cancer in the John
Newman Nursing Home.
He was at his best when he could function in a one-man operation. As a
missionary in Nigeria, a pastor in Canada, and a hospital chaplain in the U.S.A., he
had earned the highest recommendations for his enthusiasm and dedication.
SWWW Appendix USA; Arch. CSSp USA 28B-111
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Fr. Thomas P. BRADY 75 IRELAND NGA IRL USA
* March 25, 1911 Castlerahan,
+ August 21, 1986 Isle Brevelle, LA
Ballyjamesduff, Cavan
Educated at Blackrock, 1927-32, he was professed on September 12, 1934 at
Kilshane. His philosophy program at Blackrock was interrupted by one year of
prefecting (in administrative work). He then continued his senior studies, finishing
them at Kimmage in 1941. Meanwhile he had been ordained on June 23, 1940.
The following year he embarked across perilous seas for Nigeria. He
ministered there in the Vicariate of Onitsha for six years at Maku and Eke. After
being retained for four years in Irel and, he returned in 1951 to Onitsha for another
sixteen years of evangelization and pastoral duties, mostly at Udi.
Opened as a residential station in 1945, Udi participated in the "miracle" of the
mass movement toward the Church among the lgbo people: before it was
subdivided, it could show in 1961 over 20,000 Catholics and catechumens, 37
primary schools, staffed by 300 teachers and attended by 9,000 pupils.
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After leaving Nigeria in 1967 just before the Biafran War began in earnest, he
went to the U.S.A., where he worked in African-American parishes of the
Congregation in Louisiana for eighteen years. Death came to him in the rectory
while he was asleep.
Of an affable disposition, he was highly respected and served as spiritual
director to many priests. So many of them turned up for his funeral that one of the
bishops in attendance remarked that it was the largest turnout he had ever seen.
SWWW Appendix USA; Arch. CSSp USA 308-8
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Fr. C. Desmond McGLADE IRELAND NGA USA PNG
* October 19, 1916 Belfast
A brother of Fr. Patrick, S.J., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he
made his vowed commitment on September 5, 1936. He did his senior studies at
Kimmage and was ordained on June 22, 1941.
In 1942 he voyaged to Nigeria. We find him there until 1945 at Ahiara in the
Owerri region and, after one year at the Onitsha cathedral, in Adazi for one year.
In 1948 he went to Nnokwa, doing another five years of evangelization and
pastoral ministry, while also building its church and a parochial house. From 1953
on he spent a decade at Ogrute, Enugu-Ezike, where again the church and
parochial house needed to be built, as well as some fifty primary schools in its outstations. With the aid of a gift from the German MISEREOR agency, he was able to
solve the water problem in the area. In the dry season the people had to walk
twenty miles for a pot of water. Father solved that problem for them: he got two
experts to explore the possibility of finding underground water; they found it 400
feet below the surface. It could be pumped up. MISEREOR supplied most of the
funds, the people contributed their share and soon after two giant tanks in two
locations supplied 25,000 gallons twice a day.
In 1963 he was transferred to Okpatu, where he supervised similar construction
projects, established a domestic science school for girls, organized a young
farmers club for boys and had another waterhole bored.
Then came the Biafran War, 1967-70. He spent it at Uli, where a landing strip
made it possible to establish an airlift that could alleviate the massive starvation of
the people, despite the threat posed by an enemy bomber that tried to destroy
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planes and supplies. On one occasion he was wounded by shrapnel, but it did not
stop him from giving the last rites to many lgbo relief workers who had been
wounded in the attack. The relief plane also managed to escape with some fifty
holes in its skin, while being guided by two wounded pilots.
Banned from Nigeria after the Biafran defeat, he went to California, doing
pastoral duties in parishes till 1989. He then volunteered for service in Papua New
Guinea, but had to return two years later to the San Francisco area. In 1991 he
celebrated the golden jubilee of his ordination.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. John J. HOURIGAN 82 IRELAND NGA IRL
* November 4, 1913 Ballingarry, Limerick

+ February 5, 1993 Dublin

Educated at Rockwell, 1927-33, he made his vows on September 12, 1934 at
Kilshane. His senior studies were interrupted by two years of prefecting at
Rathmines. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 22,
1941 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1942, he was placed at Onitsha to do evangelization
ministry. He gave himself wholeheartedly to this task. Unfortunately, he contracted
a form of spinal malaria that left him with a chronic back problem and limited
energy.
In 1948 he returned to Ireland. He then served as bursar at Kimmage and
Kilshane for fourteen years and as dean for eight years at Rathmines. In 1972 he
became national director of the Holy Childhood Association until he went into
retirement in 1979 at Kimmage. He still managed to give retreats from time to time.
He celebrated the golden jubilee of his ordination in 1991 and died there three
years later. He was known as a gentle priest who, nonetheless, was firm and lived
up to his motto "Be polite but insistent." Without becoming angry he would
courteously maintain that "no" meant "no."
Irish Provincial Newsletter, no. 2, 1993
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Fr. Patrick J. HENRY 40 IRELAND NGA IRL CAN
+ September 30, 1957 Blackrock
* June 3, 1914 Clonowan, Athlone, West Meath
He attended Blackrock, 1930-34, was professed on September 11, 1935 at
Kilshane and in the final year of his senior studies at Kimmage was ordained on
June 22, 1941 in Dublin. In later years he would complete his education by
earning a B.A. and a Higher Diploma in Education.
Through the perilous waters of the Atlantic he sailed on a troopship to Nigeria in
1942. He was stationed there at Urualla. In 1947 he became ill with the
beginnings of cancer that would kill him some years later.
Returning to Ireland, he could still teach in the junior division of Blackrock. In
1953 he went to Canada for two years of teaching English at St. Alexandre
College, ·near Ottawa and then returned to Blackrock. He died there after several
weeks of intense pain and suffering.
He was a man who radiated happiness all around him and had a charism that
could induce perfect strangers to unburden themselves to him as to a lifelong
friend.
IBN September 30
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Fr. Harold WHITESIDE 48 GREAT BRITAIN GMB GB NGA
+ November 1, 1950 Bickley, Kent
* June 7, 1902 St. Annes-on-Sea,
near Liverpool
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on October 8, 1921 at
Neufgrange, did his theology at Chevilly and was ordained on October 28, 1925 in
Paris.
Assigned to Gambia in 1926, he ministered there for a decade and was then
placed in charge of the Vice-Province of England until 1941.
As the German Fathers of the Benue prefecture had been interned as enemy
aliens when World War Two began on the western front, he was sent out to help
replace them. We find him stationed there at Gboko in 1947 and at Korinya in
1949. One year later, while on leave, he died in England.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. ChristopherJ. RING 75 IRELAND NGA GB IRL
* January 19, 1910 Dublin

+ October 5, 1985 Dublin

He had qualified as a carpenter and joiner, learned bricklaying and iron works
and was studying architecture when he felt called to join the Congregation. After a
year of studying Latin at Rockwell, he entered the Kilshane novitiate and was
professed on September 9, 1937. In the final year of his senior studies at
Kimmage, he was ordained on July 12, 1942 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria the following year, he travelled to the Vicariate of OnitshaOwerri and was stationed as an assistant at Port Harcourt, doing usual duties.
When a catastrophe wrecked the power plant of the town, he made heroic efforts to
administer the last rites to badly injured workers in the plant.
In 1948 he went to the new Vicariate of Owerri when Bp. Joseph Whelan called
upon him to use his construction expertise to execute the building plans drawn up
in Ireland for the Maria Assumpta Cathedral. For fourteen years he meticulously
supervised the workers engaged in the building of the magnificent cathedral.
In 1968 we find him listed at Mbiari while the Biafran War was raging. He then
had to leave the country and did parish ministry in England till 1971, followed by
similar work in the Archdiocese of Dublin till 1981.
His final posting was as convent chaplain from his residence at St. Michael's
College. He had suffered a first heart attack in 1963, but managed to keep going
for more than two decades. On his way to offer Mass at the convent, he collapsed
and died in a nearby hospital.
IBN October 5
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Fr. Matthew DILLON IRELAND NGA IRL USA
* March 25, 1915 Listowel, Kerry
After studying at Blackrock, 1933-36, he made his vows on September 8, 1937
at Kilshane. In the final year of his senior studies at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 12, 1942 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to Nigeria and made the perilous journey
through submarine-infested waters. We find him listed in 1947 in the Owerri
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vicariate at Mbasi as in charge of that station that had been opened only in the
preceding year. He then also served at Mbutu-Okohia and in 1952 at Umahia.
After thirteen years of ministry in Nigeria, he returned to Ireland in 1956. He did
promotional work for ten years before being attached to Blackrock for four years.
In 1971 he went to the U.S.A. and joined the Long Island, NY, Irish Fathers,
doing parochial ministry in that area, notably at Jackson Heights. He was happy to
celebrate the golden jubilee of his ordination in 1992.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. George A. LAHIFFE 78 IRELAND NGA USA AUS IRL
* September 5, 1914 Gort, Galway
+ April 4, 1993 Dublin
An uncle of Fr. Ruaire O'Connor, C.S.Sp., he graduated from Blackrock in 1934,
was professed at Kilshane on September 11, 1935, prefected for one year at
Rathmines and did his philosophy at Blackrock, earning a B.A. in 1939. In the final
year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on July 12, 1942 in Dublin.
The following year he received his appointment to Nigeria, to which he
remained attached; he was to work there for twenty-seven years. We have no
record of his earlier years, but in 1947 we find him listed as an assistant at Nsu. it
was a very busy station with over 31,000 Catholics and catechumens, scattered
over 115 out-stations. He remained there even after Nsu became part of the new
Vicariate of Owerri in 1948.
In 1962 we find him stationed at Bp. Whelan's residence in Owerri; he became
his vicar general. During the Biafran War he went home for an operation in 1968,
then made a quick trip to the U.S.A., undoubtedly to gather support for the famine
relief services then going on and returned to Owerri. When the war ended, he was
arrested and brought to trial for illegal entry of the country. Expelled soon after, he
went back to the U.S.A. for one year and then was assigned to Australia in 1971.
He rendered pastoral services there for twenty years.
Ailing he returned to Kimmage, Ireland, in 1992. Suffering from Alzheimer
disease, he was gradually released from his earthly trappings to go to his eternal
home with the God he had loved all his life.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, May 1993
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Fr. James P. HARRISON IRELAND NGA GB USA IRL
* May 17, 1915 Abbeytown, Ballisodare, Sligo
A Blackrock graduate, 1930-34, he made his vows on September 1, 1935 at
Kilshane, earned a B.A. and prefected for one year at Rockwell. In the final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 12, 1942 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1943, he taught at the College of the Immaculate
Conception in Enugu for three years and then took up pastoral and evangelization
duties. We find him listed at Gboko in the Benue prefecture in 1949.
The following year he was reassigned to Trinidad to teach at St. Mary's College,
but two years later he could return to Nigeria for another fifteen years of service.
We find him listed in the Diocese of Owerri at the teachers training college in Etche
till 1961 and at the secondary school in the Port Harcourt diocese until 1967.
In October of that year, when the Biafran War had started, he went to England
for two years of pastoral work. He then transferred to the U.S.A., became a
member o f the Irish Spiritan group headquartered in Long Island, NY, and
ministered as an associate pastor in the New York area.
Having served the Church for half a century as a priest, he retired to Blackrock
in 1992.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John GILROY GREAT BRITAIN NGA SL GB
* November 3, 1916 Wakefield
He made his vows on September 8, 1936 at Orly and began his senior studies
at Langonnet, but the occupation of France by German troops forced him and the
other British students to escape internment by fleeing back to England in 1940. He
finished his studies there in the emergency facilities set up by the Congregation
and was ordained on October 18, 1942 at Kendal.
In 1943 he was assigned to the Prefecture of Benue, but we have no details
about his work there, except that in 1947 he was on leave. Re-assigned to Sierra
Leone, he did two decades of evangelization and pastoral work.
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In 1974 he was listed as back in England and took up parish ministry for the
remainder of his active life. In 1992 he celebrated the golden jubilee of his
priesthood.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Patrick J. KINNERK 66 IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* March 8, 1913 Doonbeg, Ennis, Clare
+ June 21, 1981 Long Island City, NY
After attending Rockwell, 1929-33, he was professed on September 1934 at
Kilshane. He did his philosophy at the University College of Dublin, earning B.A.,
Honors, prefected for two years at Rockwell and then began theology at Kimmage.
In the final year of his study he was ordained on July 12, 1942 in Dublin. Later he
also earned a diploma in education from the University of London (1950).
In 1943 he sailed for Nigeria, where he was to work for twenty years in the
Onitsha vicariate, later the Archdiocese of Onitsha. He served there mainly in
education at such schools as the Immaculate Conception College in Enugu and
Holy Cross College in Akwu.
In 1963 he was transferred to the U.S.A. for promotional work in connection with
the founding of a Nigerian Spiritan province among the lgbo. Stationed at Long
Island, he continued in this function while also doing pastoral ministry for ten years.
Then his kidneys began to fail and the need for dialysis handicapped his
activities. After years of utter dependence on dialysis for survival, death did not find
him unprepared.
IBN June 21; SWWW 1102
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Fr. Turlough J. O'BRIEN 51 IRELAND NGA IRL
* June 15, 1914 Waterford

+ March 15, 1968 Dublin

A Rockwell graduate, 1929-33, Terry, as he was called, made his vows on
September 12, 1934 at Kilshane. He prefected for two years at Blackrock after
doing philosophy and in the final year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on
July 12, 1942 in Dublin.
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The following year a troopship carried him to Nigeria, where he was stationed at
Ahiara. It was a very busy place with four priests and nearly 61,000 Catholics and
catechumens and sixty-seven out-stations by the time his stay in Nigeria came to
an end in 1948.
Retained in Ireland because of his precarious health while on leave, he still
rendered excellent service for many years at Blackrock and Rathmines. That he
was suffering from diabetes was not discovered until he contacted pneumonia in
1966. He died in a nearby hospital.
IBN March 15
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Fr. William A. O'NEILL GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* July 7, 1918 Conset, D. of Hexham
Professed on September 8, 1937 at Orly, he began his senior studies at
Langonnet. In 1940 he made a perilous escape back to England when German
troops overran France. On October 18, 1942 he was ordained at Kendal.
Assigned to the Benue prefecture in 1943, he made his way to his destination in
1945. After being initiated to evangelization and pastoral ministry at Gboko, he
served at Korinya till 1947, at Adikpo till 1955 and at Utonkon until 1957. Building
on the excellent foundation laid by the German Spiritans, he and his English
confreres travelled the bush on foot or bicycle opening new catechetical posts that
often developed into stations with a school of their own. His final assignment in
Nigeria was rector of the junior seminary in Keffi in 1960.
By 1961 he was back in England, rendering various services, such as superior
of the Castlehead community, and then became pastor in a parish. He was still
listed as such in 1993, one year after he had celebrated the golden anniversary of
his ordination.
We may mention here also Fr. Edward BROWN, who arrived in Benue around
1944, but returned to England after the end of World War Two.
B. G. and E.P. passim; Questionnaire
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Bp. Joseph B. WHELAN 80 IRELAND NGA IRL
* May 12, 1909 Limerick

+ December 12, 1990 Dublin

A brother of two Dominican priests, he graduated from Blackrock, 1923-27, was
professed on August 28, 1929 at Kimmage, earned a B.A. with first class Honors in
1932 and a Higher Diploma in Education in 1933 and then prefected for two years
at Rathmines. Sent to Rome in 1934, he earned an S.T.D. from the Gregorian
University in 1939. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July 4, 1937. (I
am quite certain of the date, for the two of us were ordained together. As we were
the only two students of the Spiritan international scholasticate in Rome to be
ordained that year, I used to joke later that I was the only one of my ordination class
who had not become a bishop.)
After serving for three years as dean of studies at Rathmines, he was assigned
to Nigeria. His first assignment there was to teach at St. Paul's Senior Seminary.
He also became a journalist, contributing a weekly article about theology to the
Nigerian Catholic Herald.
When in 1948 the Vicariate of Onitsha-Owerri was divided into two
circumscriptions, the Holy See named him vicar apostolic of Owerri. He was the
first bishop to be ordained in Nigeria itself on April 25 in Onitsha. Under his
leadership numerous new parishes came into existence, many schools were built,
both primary and secondary, and he even pushed the idea of establishing a
Catholic university in the country, but due to circumstances beyond his control, this
attempt failed. He also established a new newspaper, called THE LEADER, and
inaugurated the Assumpta Press. He simplified and improved the catechism and
saw to its translation into the lgbo language. In 1950 the vicariate became a
regular diocese with him as its first bishop.
By 1958 the diocese had developed so much that the Holy See divided it into
two by creating the new Diocese of Umuahia, and three years later it was
subdivided again to create the Diocese of Port Harcourt.
Meanwhile he had also undertaken the construction of the Assumpta Cathedral
in Owerri, a work that, due to the civil war, could not be completed until 1980. With
respect to the clergy, he treated them collegially, giving them much latitude and
encouragement, working with them and through them. Although ecumenism had
hitherto been almost unheard of, he maintained very cordial relations with the
Anglican bishop in his area.
When the Biafran War erupted in 1967, he remained with his people till the very
end. While keeping out of the political issue of an independent Biafra, he did his
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best to prevent massive starvation of the population and made a trip to the U.S.A. to
promote humanitarian aid. When the federal troops proved victorious, he was
arrested together with many of his priests, thrown into jail for ten days, fined and
expelled from the country in 1970.
After one year in the U.S.A. as a member of the Duquesne University
Department of Theology, he returned to Ireland and used his remaining years to
assist local bishops in confirmations and ordinations, preaching and even teaching
religion classes in a secondary school.
In 1980 he had the happiness of being able to travel to Owerri for the dedication
of the Assumpta Cathedral. Struck by a lingering illness, he had difficulty in
accepting his enforced idleness. He looked forward to death and being united with
the Lord. It came to him on the feast of the Immaculate Conception at Kimmage.
IBN December 8
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Fr. Thomas HARRISON 66 GREAT BRITAIN CAN MRT NGA
* October 18, 1899 Hull
+ April 28, 1966 Onitsha
Professed on October 6, 1921 at Neufgrange, he began his senior studies in
France, but in 1924 he was sent to Canada to prefect at St. Alexandre College,
near Ottawa. He stayed to continue his studies and was ordained there on
November 25, 1928.
Assigned to Mauritius in 1929, he did parish ministry at Port Louis for a decade.
When World War Two caused the internment of the German Fathers staffing the
Prefecture of Benue, he was transferred to Nigeria at an unspecified time.
We find him there in the Benue region at Gboko as an assistant in 1949 and
again in 1961. Having spent a quarter of a century in that area, he had the
consolation of seeing the prefecture develop into the regular Diocese of Makurdi.
SWWW762
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Fr. James J. CRONIN 66 IRELAND TT NGA IRL
* February 4, 1914 Askeaton, Limerick

+ August 18, 1980 Dublin

He attended Blackrock, 1928-32, was professed on September 10, 1933 at
Kimmage, did his philosophy at Blackrock and prefected for two years in Trinidad,
1935-37. Blessed with a very keen mind, he was then sent to the Gregorian
University in Rome, where he earned a S.T. D. in 1942. He was also ordained
there on July 23, 1940. In later years he would also earn a Higher Diploma in
Education with first class Honors (1958).
Assigned to Nigeria in 1943, he landed there on a stretcher and continued to be
a sick man. Nonetheless, he struggled to give his full potential. After one year of
teaching at Christ the King College in Onitsha, he and the future Bp. Joseph
Whelan became the total staff of St. Paul's Senior Seminary for three years. He
also contributed a weekly article to the Nigerian Catholic Herald, gave conferences
to Sisters and participated in parish ministry.
Repatriated in 1947 for health's reasons, he still taught at Rockwell and
Kimmage till 1958. Then the cancer that was undermining his constitution made
teaching impossible, but he continued to function as a counselor at a clinic for
alcoholics. After a final operation for his cancer, he died peacefully in his sleep at
Kimmage.
IBN August 18; SWWW 1088
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Fr. Declan C. CROWLEY 78 IRELAND NGA IRL USA
* January 1, 1915 Kilorglin, Kerry
+ October 27, 1993 Dublin
He completed his secondary schooling at Rockwell in 1934 and made his vows
on September 1, 1935 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. from the University College
of Dublin he prefected for one year at Rockwell. In the final year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained a priest on July 12, 1942 in Dublin.
The following year he went to Nigeria and did evangelization and pastoral work
at Oguta, Uturu and Enugu in the Vicariate of Onitsha-Owerri. In 1946 he was
switched to educational functions, first in the Prefecture of Benue at Mt. St. Mary's
College in Oturkpo for two years and then, when World War Two had ended, at the
College of the Immaculate Conception in Enugu.
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Ill health sent him back to Ireland in 1954. He still taught there at Rathmines,
Kimmage and St. Michael's College for three decades.
Wishing to devote his waning strength to more pastoral duties, he went to the
U.S.A. in 1980, doing parish work in Florida for another decade. He then retired in
Ireland, where he celebrated the golden jubilee of his priesthood in 1992 at
Kimmage and died the following year.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, December 1993
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Fr. John B. ENRIGHT IRELAND NGA IRL
* May 26, 1917 Ballyline, Ballylongford, Kerry
After doing his secondary schooling at Rockwell, he made his commitment to
the Congregation on September 5, 1936 at Kilshane. He prefected at Rockwell for
one year and earned a B.A. in 1939. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 11, 1943 in Dublin. In later years he would also earn a
Higher Diploma in Education (1951 ).
In 1944 he travelled to Nigeria. All his functions there were in the field of
education. During those years Catholic education was reaching its greatest
expansion. After being principal of Mt. St. Mary's Teachers Training College at
Oturkpo in the Prefecture of Benue for three years, he was switched to a similar
position at Bp. Shanahan's Teachers Training College in Orlu, Owerri, for two
years.
When Owerri was raised to the status of a regular diocese, he became
educational secretary, while stationed at Holy Ghost College, Owerri. In 1966 he
resumed the function of educational supervisor.
During the Biafran War, he returned to Ireland in 1968. He then devoted his
time to pastoral duties at Carrick-on-Shannan. In 1993 he celebrated the golden
anniversary of his ordination.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael P. LIDDY 62 IRELAND NGA USA KEN
* November 25, 1917, Rossroe, Sixmilebridge, Clare
+ December 4, 1979 Dublin
He completed his junior studies at Rockwell in 1936 and made his vows on
September 19, 1937 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Blackrock and Kimmage
were interrupted by one year of prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology
he was ordained on July 11, 1943 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1944, he did pastoral and evangelization ministry for
twenty-five years, impressing everyone with his willingness to be always available
and his readiness to put up with any conditions, no matter how primitive and
demanding.
In 1947 we find him listed at Nsu in the Owerri region. In two years time that
station saw its number of Catholics and catechumens increase from 31,000 to
44,000. In 1952 he was stationed at Okigwi as an assistant and in 1961 as pastor
of that large parish in the Diocese of Umuahia with over 20,000 Catholics and
catechumens. His final listing put him at Mbutu Ngwa during the Biafran War, all
alone in a parish of over 9,000 parishioners and a teachers training college.
In 1969 he went to the U.S.A. on a fund-raising tour and two years later to
Kenya. Once again people were amazed by his total dedication. While on leave in
Ireland and on the verge of returning to Kenya, he became ill. The doctor
diagnosed a terminal disease. He died soon after in a Dublin hospital.
IBN December 4; SEAM 810
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Fr. John A. JACKSON 60 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
+ August 10, 1978 England
* April 8, 1918 Preston, Lanes
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1936 at Orly
and began his senior studies in Langonnet. When in 1940 German armies overran
France, he joined the perilous exodus of British subjects and made his way back to
England. In the final year of his studies he was ordained a priest on October 11,
1942 at Kendal.
Assigned to the Prefecture of Benue in 1943, he arrived there at an unspecified
time. His ministry remained unrecorded till 1947 when we find him listed as in
charge of the Makurdi station with its 2,000 Catholics and catechumens. In 1952
he served a similar number of people at Gboko. After the prefecture was raised to
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the status of a regular diocese, we find him in 1961 teaching at St. James Junior
Seminary in Keffi.
Having served more than two decades in the Benue area, he returned to
England, where we find him listed as ailing in 1968. He died there ten years later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. John F. McGOVERN 47 U.S.A. IRL NGA USA
* August 26, 1916 Newark, NJ
+ May 20, 1964 Philadelphia
His family sent him to Ireland for his junior education, which he finished in 1935
at Rockwell. He made his commitment on September 5, 1936 at Kilshane, earned
a B.A. at the University College of Dublin in 1939 and a Higher Diploma in
Education while also prefecting at Blackrock in 1940. In his final year of theology
at Kimmage he was ordained on July 11, 1943 in Dublin.
His entire active life was dedicated to education. It began in 1944 when he was
assigned to Nigeria. He taught there at Christ the King College in Onitsha till 1950
and at St. Martin's Teachers Training College in lhiala till 1953. He then served as
supervisor of Catholic schools in the archdiocese for three years.
After a home leave in 1956 he was assigned to the U.S.A. He stayed at
Duquesne University for one year and then became principal of Notre Dame High
School in Riverside, C A In 1961 he was appointed headmaster of the Preparatory
School in Cornwells.
Three years later, the frail-looking priest died rather suddenly after being
admitted to a hospital with a cerebral hemorrhage.
IBN May 20; SWWW 736
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Fr. Francis O'DONNELL 59 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
+ August 27, 1977 England
* October 7, 1917 Bumbank, near Liverpool
After being professed on September 15, 1938 at Hotgne, Belgium, he began
his senior studies in France, but World War Two made him flee back to England in
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1940. In the final year of his studies he was ordained on October 3, 1943 at
Kendal.
At an unspecified date he made his way to the Prefecture of Benue, to which he
had been assigned. We find him listed there as in charge of the Korinya station in
1947 and that of ldah in 1952. When the prefecture of Oturkpo had been raised to
the status of a diocese in 1959 and renamed the Diocese of Makurdi in 1960, we
find him in charge of the Taraku parish and in 1968 of the cathedral parish in
Makurdi.
By 197 4 he was back in England after a quarter of a century of evangelization
and pastoral work. He died there a few years later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Gerard B. HEALY 58 IRELAND NGA GB USA IRL
* October 16, 1917 Clontarf, Dublin
+ June 26, 1976 Ballyfarnon
A brother of two physicians, John, who practiced in London, and Stephen, who
served in the Nigerian Nansen disease colony at Ossonio for many years, he
attended Blackrock, 1931-37, and made his vows on September 12, 1938 at
Kilshane. In the final year of his theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 11,
1943 in Dublin.
The following year he made the perilous journey to Nigeria, where he began to
work in the Owerri province. The area of the future Vicariate of Owerri was
subsequently divided into the dioceses of Owerri, Port Harcourt and Umuahia. His
entire twenty-three years in Nigeria were spent in the work of evangelization and
pastoral care. We find him at Emekuku in 1945, in Bodo, Ogoni, in 1947, in Port
Harcourt in 1952, in Ekwerazu in 1956, in Umuahia in 1958 and in Amiri from 1963
on.
Just when fighting began in earnest after pogroms against lgbo people working
in the northern part of Nigeria and military action against secessionists in lgbo land
in 1967, he returned to Ireland. After some ministry in England, he went to the
U.S.A., doing parish work in Florida and New Orleans from 1968 till 1972.
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He then returned to Ireland and continued his parochial ministry. This prayerful
and hard-worker in the Lord's vineyard died suddenly while serving as an assistant
at Ballyfamon.
IBN June 26
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Fr. Joseph CARTER 80 IRELAND TT NGA USA
* November 13, 1910 Cork
+ April 29, 1991 San Mateo, CA
A Blackrock graduate, 1925-28, he made his vows on September 1, 1929 at
Kimmage. After doing his philosophy he prefected for four years in Trinidad, 193135. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 10, 1938 in
Dublin.
After doing promotional work in Ireland for four years, he was assigned to the
Onitsha vicariate and arrived there in January 1945. He taught for one year at
Christ the King College in Onitsha and then switched to evangelical and pastoral
duties in what was soon to become the Vicariate of Owerri. We find him listed as
an assistant at Urualla in 1947, Okigwi in 1949 and Nsu in 1951.
Thereafter he was listed in 1961 in the Diocese of Owerri in charge of Ahiara
with its 21,000 Catholics and catechumens, sixteen grade schools with 130
teachers and 6,700 pupils, and one priest to assist him. In 1967 he was pastor of
Our Lady, Queen of Peace, at Ezinihitte, serving 7,000 Catholics and catechumens.
He shared the joys and tragedies of the lgbo people and stayed with them
during the Biafran War, feeding the hungry, helping the sick and wounded and
celebrating the sacraments. When the war ended in defeat in 1970, he was
imprisoned, fined and deported. Even in 1989 he was still blacklisted and refused
entry into the country.
Meanwhile he had gone to the U.S.A. in 1970, where he ministered for another
two decades in California. He celebrated there the golden jubilee of his priesthood
in 1988. Suffering from skin cancer and a weak heart, he died at San Mateo,
leaving the memory of a very committed priest and a congenial confrere.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, May 1991
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Fr. Herbert MAHER GREAT BRITAIN ANG NGA IT GB
* January 22, 1911 Bradford, Yorkshire
He went to France for his novitiate at Orly and was professed on August 15,
1930 at Orly. In the final year of theology at Chevilly he was ordained there on
October 3, 1936.
His first assignment sent him to Angola in 1937, where he worked in the
Counene area. Then World War Two caused the internment of German personnel
in Nigeria and in December 1944 he was transferred to the Benue prefecture.
We find him listed there after the war in 1947 at Gboko as in charge of that
station with over 2,300 Catholics and catechumens. In 1952 he did evangelization
and pastoral ministry as an assistant at Utonkon in the same prefecture, now called
Prefecture of Oturkpo. It was then a station serving over 6,000 Catholics and
catechumens in a total population of over 100,000 and had thirty-one primary
schools staffed by 85 teachers for 2,000 pupils. In 1960 the prefecture became the
regular Diocese of Makurdi and he was then pastor at Korinya, where with one
assistant he took care of over 4,500 Catholics and. catechumens and oversaw
some 70 catechists and teachers in 22 schools with 1,800 pupils.
After nearly two decades of service in Nigeria, he was appointed in 1966 to the
Congregation's house of studies in Rome, serving as its bursar. The following year
he went to the U.S.A., where he served in California and Louisiana. In 1973 he
joined the clergy of the St. Augustine diocese in Florida.
Arch. CSSp., USA
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Fr. William BUTLER IRELAND IRL NGA PNG AUS GHA USA
* July 22, 1917 Wicklow, Dublin
He completed his secondary education at Blackrock, 1933-35, made his vows
on September 5, 1936 at Kilshane, earned a B.A. in 1939 and prefected for two
years at Blackrock while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1940. In
his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 16, 1944 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1945, he and a score of fellow Irish Spiritans travelled
the dangerous seas to the land where he was to spend a quarter of a century in the
service of the Church among the lgbo people, most of it in educational positions.
After teaching for three years at Christ the King College in Onitsha, he assumed the
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position of principal successively at St. Theresa College in Nsukka, 1948, at Christ
the King in 1951 and then again at Nsukka in 1954, this time for eight years.
In 1962 he became principal of Kakabari National College, Buguma, in the
Diocese of Port Harcourt. He built the stone church at Nsukka, a church and a hall
at Christ the King, and a girls' residence at Buguma. He was stationed at Port
Harcourt when the civil war began.
During this war he was deeply involved in relief work to prevent massive
starvation of civilians. He went to the neutral island of Sao Tome, where
warehouses were established to load planes with food for the dangerous airlift to
Biafran landing strips.
After the Biafran defeat in 1970, he volunteered for service in Papua New
Guinea and Australia, doing educational work and parish ministry till 1975. He
then taught for two years at Blackrock's Willow Park division before going back to
Africa for pastoral ministry in Ghana for a dozen years. He built the Holy Spirit
Church at Santana, seating 1,500 and was so respected that the people erected a
life size statue of him. As if not to be out done, then his Old Boys in Nsukka did the
same and invited him to be present for its unveiling. He had become a legend
there and the wives of the Old Boys wanted to see the priest who had "made men
of their husbands."
In 1993 he joined the Irish Spiritans in the U.S.A. and engaged in pastoral
ministry in Florida. The following year he celebrated the fifty years of his priesthood
spent in many countries.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and USA; Questionnaire
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Fr. Cornelius C. WOULFE IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* June 11, 1917, Abbeyfeale, Limerick
A brother of the Frs. Michael and Richard, C.S.Sp., he did his secondary
studies, 1930-35, and was professed on September 5, 1936 at Kilshane. His
senior studies were interrupted by three years of prefecting at Rockwell, 1937-40.
He earned a B.A., first class Honors in 1941, did his theology at Kimmage and was
ordained on July 16, 1944 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Vicariate of Onitsha-Owerri, where
he would work for nearly a quarter of a century, mostly in the field of education.
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After teaching for one year at the College of the Immaculate Conception in Enugu,
he did a few months of evangelization and pastoral ministry in the busy parish of
Adazi with its 23,000 Catholics and catechumens.
From 1947 on he resided at Onitsha's residence for Fathers engaged in the
oversight of education in what soon became the Archdiocese of Onitsha. He
functioned as inspector visiting its schools and later as educational secretary. As
such, he had to deal with the government in all matters regarding the many
Catholic schools in the archdiocese.
When the defeat of the secessionists in the Biafran War was approaching, he
left the country in 1969 and went to the U.S.A. He joined the Irish Spiritan group
headquartered in Long Island, NY., and engaged in parish ministry till 1976. He
then became a hospital chaplain. In 1994 he celebrated the golden anniversary of
his ordination.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick F. GREEN 77 GREAT BRITAIN SL NGA GB
+ January 4, 1995 Bromley
* June 8, 1917 Glasgow
He had done the last year of his secondary studies in Normandy before making
his vows on September 8, 1937 at Orly. While he was in Langonnet, France, for his
senior studies, World War Two began on the western front in 1940. Together with
several others, he fled to La Rochelle on a trawler that was strafed by German
bombers, but they remained unharmed. From there they went aboard a Polish
troopship back to England. He then finished his studies there, ending up at
Sizergh Castle, near Kendal, a place made available to the Congregation for the
duration of the war. He was ordained on December 19, 1942 at Castlehead,
Lanes.
Assigned to Sierra Leone in 1943, he arrived there by convoy after many
difficulties. A short time later, however, he was transferred to Nigeria's Benue
prefecture. We find him listed in 1949 at Gboko as in charge of that station with its
52 out-stations, 87 catechists, 21 schools and nearly 3,000 Catholics and
catechumens.
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Around 1951 he returned to England. He spent his remaining active years
mostly in parochial assignments, until his arthritis forced him into retirement at
Bickley, Bromley. He died in a nearby hospital after an operation on his spine.
Missionwide, Spring 1995
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Fr. Richard A. CAPLICE IRELAND NGA IRL GHN
* December 8, 1916 Burncourt, Cahir, Tipperary
After attending Rockwell, 1931-35, he made his vows on September 5, 1936 at
Kilshane, earned a B.A., Honors, in 1939 and prefected for two years at Rockwell.
In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 16, 1944 in
Dublin.
The following year he voyaged to Nigeria. Initiated to the country at Emekuku,
he was successively stationed in the Owerri vicariate at Aba in 1948, at Urualla in
1949 and later in the same year at Bp. Shanahan College in Orlu, probably
substituting for Fathers on leave. In 1951 he went back to Ireland and for eight
years served as assistant novice master at Kilshane.
Returning to Nigeria in 1959, he became superior of the Spiritan novitiate and
senior seminary then established at Awo Omamma. Five years later he was back
again in Ireland, this time as novice master for the Brothers in Ardbraccan and later
as superior of that community till 197 4.
In that year he went to Ghana and did parochial and evangelization work for
eighteen years. In 1992 at the age of seventy-six he returned to Irel and and was
assigned to the Kimmage community. He celebrated the golden jubilee of his
ordination there in 1994.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Francis McMAHON 77 IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* March 3, 1916 Feakle, Clare
+ August 5, 1993 New Orleans, LA
An uncle of Fr. Sean Broderick, C.S.Sp., he received his secondary education
at Blackrock, 1930-35, and was professed on September 5, 1936 at Kilshane. He
earned a B.A. in 1939 and did two years of prefecting at Blackrock and Rathmines.
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In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 16, 1944 in
Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria the following year, he served there from 1945 on for twentytwo years. We find him at Emekuku as an assistant in that busy parish with more
than 40,000 Catholics and catechumens, 1945-1952.
Thereafter we find him at Amakohia in the Diocese of Owerri as the founding
pastor of this parish, 1952-62. He then became principal of the Amaimo High
School, which he built, until in 1964 he built and became principal of the lrodo
High School. The Biafran War put an end to his zealous labors in Nigeria in June
1967.
Going to the U.S.A. in 1968, he engaged for a quarter of a century of pastoral
activity in Florida and in the New Orleans area, first in parishes and from 1985 on,
as chaplain in a retirement home.
He was a gentle and simple priest, who cared nothing about material goods but
was much interested in people. He had a tendency to be a perfectionist in all he
did and would agonize all week about his Sunday homily to make it just right.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, October 1993 and Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael J. FRAWLEY 57 IRELAND IRL NGA GMB MLW
* September 1, 1914 Kilkee, Clare
+ October 1, 1971 Masonjola, Malawi
Educated at Rockwell and Blackrock till 1933, he made his vows on September
12, 1934 at Kilshane, prefected at Rathmines for one year and then earned a B.A.
at the University College of Dublin in 1937 and a Higher Diploma in Education,
Honors, in 1938. In the last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June
22, 1941 in Dublin.
After serving as dean of discipline for two years at Rockwell, he taught for one
year at Kimmage and then in 1945 was assigned to Nigeria. Except for two
interruptions, he would serve there till 1969. We find him listed in the Vicariate of
Owerri at Amaigbo in 1947 and the following year at the new Bp. Shanahan
College in Orlu, which he built and directed.
On leave in 1950, he was retained for one year at Blackrock before returning to
the Owerri diocese to become principal of Stella Maris College in Port Harcourt. In
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1953, however, Bp. Whelan lent him out to Gambia as principal of St. Augustine's
Secondary School.
After his return to Owerri we find Amaigbo, Okpala and Orlu named as places
where he was stationed before becoming pastor of St. Brendan's parish in lkeduru.
During the Biafran War he was named Spiritan district superior in 1968 and took up
residence at lhiala.
The defeat of the secessionists led to his brief imprisonment in 1970. After his
release he volunteered for ministry in Malawi and went to work at Masonjola in the
Archdiocese of Blantyre. The following year he died there in his sleep.
Always a cheerful man, he had a great sense of humor, even at his own
expense. While he and the others were imprisoned, he kept up their morale by
singing in his beautiful tenor voice and having the others join him in the chorus.
IBN October 1
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Fr. Michael P. DOHENY 76 IRELAND NGA IRL ETH TZA, etc.
* September 8, 1915 Ballynalackin, Leix
+ April 12, 1992 Dublin
A brother of Fr. Kevin, C.S.Sp., he attended Blackrock, 1932-35, and made his
vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 5, 1936 at Kilshane. After
doing his philosophy, he prefected for three years at Blackrock. In the final year of
his theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1944 in Dublin. Later he
would earn a licentiate in Canon Law at Rome (1953).
In 1945 he was assigned to Nigeria's Vicariate of Onitsha-Owerri. He was to
work there for two tours of six years each: first doing pastoral and evangelization
ministry till 1951 at Ahiara, Aba and Uturu,and then from 1953 till 59 as director of
the Okpala junior seminary of the Owerri diocese.
These Nigerian years were followed by his assignment to be director of the
theology students at Kimmage for seven years, followed by two years of
promotional work for the Congregation.
The Biafran War led him to become a cofounder of CONCERN. At first, geared
to bring food to starving civilians in the land of the lgbo people, this relief
organization became a permanent agency serving refugees and war victims all
over the world. He himself was in Biafra, 1969-70, in Nigeria in 1971, in India,
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Ethiopia, Yemen and Bangladesh, 1970-74, and then in Tanzania and Thailand.
And, of course, in between several times in the U.S.A. to collect funds and relief
supplies. Together with his brother Kevin, he was an honored guest on the B.B.C.
program Ibis Is Your Life in 1984.
As if all this was not enough, he was also active in many other organizations,
such as the Viatores Christi Movement, the African Overseas Club, and the
International Refugee Trust, to name just a few. One would be wrong, however, to
think that all this hectic activity made him an administrator who had no time for
people. On the contrary, he radiated happiness, enjoyed a good laugh, even when
it was at his own expense. As an admirer wrote of him, "His gifts of joy, love and
courage will always inspire us in the struggle against world poverty'' and like a
prophet, "he enabled young people to follow the inspiration of the Spirit."
He began to experience his identification with Christ as Victim in a very
personal way in 1986 when he had a stroke that left him unable to speak. He
suffered very much from this inability, but Mother Teresa consoled him in a
personal letter, saying, "As for your loss of speech, Christ has granted you the
special grace to make reparation for all the useless and harmful words spoken and
written in the world today in union with his Eucharistic Silence. Together let us
pray and thank God for counting you worthy to share in his Passion."
The presence of so many people at his funeral service showed the appreciation
of all the groups and movements in which he had been so deeply involved.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, April 1992
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Fr. Michael A. McGRANE IRELAND NGA GB IRL
* December 4, 1916 Ballintra, Lifford, Donegal
He attended Rockwell, 1930-35, and was professed on September 5, 1935 at
Kilshane. His senior studies were interrupted by two years of prefecting following
which he earned a B.A., Honors in 1941. In the last year of theology at Kimmage,
he was ordained on July 16, 1944 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha-Owerri area of Nigeria in 1945, he was introduced to
the country at Nsukka, doing pastoral and evangelization ministry for two years,
before being made school inspector while stationed at Enugu.
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In 1952 he could resume his preferred labor of evangelization and pastoral
ministry at Awgu and in 1959 at St. Patrick's in Enugu, serving as pastor till 1967.
The Biafran War put an end to his work in Nigeria in that year. After serving for
two years in a parish in England, he took up pastoral duties in Ireland, first in the
Dublin area and then in his home county of Donegal. He celebrated the golden
jubilee of his priesthood there in 1994.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Peter B. BRADY 73 IRELAND IRL NGA KEN
* September 7, 1915 Belfast

+ September 7, 1988 Dublin

A Blackrock graduate, 1930-35, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 5, 1936 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1939 at the University
College of Dublin, he prefected for two years at Blackrock. In the final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 16, 1944 in Dublin.
The following year he sailed to Nigeria, where he was to labor for a quarter of a
century among the lgbo people. After one year at lhiala and Okigwi in
evangelization and pastoral ministry, he was assigned to teach for one year at
Christ the King College in Onitsha and the College of the Immaculate Conception
in Enugu.
In 1953 he resumed the work of evangelization at Awka. This was a new station,
where he had to start from the ground up, both materially and spiritually. He
remained there for nine years in charge of the budding parish and by the time he
left there were 12,000 Catholics and catechumens.
After briefly working in Enugu and Nsukka till 1964, he became pastor at Awgu.
His final posting took him to lhiala in 1967. In May 1969, while the Biafran War was
still raging, he was on leave and very disappointed when told that he could not
return to Nigeria. He spent a short time in the U.S.A., but in 1971 went back to
Africa to serve in Kenya for an additional seventeen years of apostolic ministry in
the Nairobi area and Mombasa. A stroke in 1988 necessitated his return to
Ireland. He died there on his birthday a few months later in a hospital.
A shy and gentle priest, he was a favorite wherever he served.
IBN September 7; SEAM 784
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Fr. Thomas J. REYNOLDS 30 IRELAND IRL NGA
* October 9, 1917 Ballysallagh, Kilkenny
+ May 15, 1948 Mbuto-Okalia
He was nineteen when he went to Rockwell for two years of supplementary
studies. Professed on September 8, 1939 at Kilshane, he began his senior studies
at Kimmage, prefected for one year at Rathmines and was ordained on July 15,
1945 in Dublin.
In 1946 he went to Nigeria and began his missionary work at the busy station of
Mbutu-Okalia in the Aba region of the Owerri vicariate. Less than two years after
his arrival the promising apostolate of this young priest was brutally cut short by an
accident.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. William A. WHELAN IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* April 10, 1917 Limerick
He had completed his secondary education when in 1937 he entered the
Kilshane novitiate and was professed there on September 10, 1938. His senior
studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. In his
final year of theology he was ordained on July 15, 1945 in Dublin.
The following year he sailed for Nigeria and was introduced to the country at
Umuahia. He remained there, except for a brief interruption, till 1949. Thereafter
we find him successively in what became the Diocese of Owerri at Mbutu-Okalia
and Nsu before being named pastor of Obowo in 1950 and two years later of the
new parish at Osu till 1955.
Retained in Ireland after a leave, he did promotional work at Kimmage till in
1960 he went to the Ardbraccan community. In 1970 he crossed over to the U.S.A.
to engage in parochial ministry in New York and Connecticut for two decades.
His retirement years began in 1991 in Ireland.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James SIMPSON 57 GREAT BRITAIN
* May 5, 1921 Liverpool

NGA GB
+ February 15, 1973 Liverpool

Professed on September 7, 1939 at Orly, he began his senior studies in France,
but the invasion of the country by German troops forced him to flee and after an
adventurous trip he safely reached England. He continued his studies in the
emergency house of studies set up for this purpose and was ordained on October
29, 1944 at Kindal.
At an unspecified date he was assigned to the Prefecture of Benue. We find
him there listed as an assistant at Gboko in 1947 and at Korinya in 1949. In 1952
he was in charge of the Naka station, which was then still rather small, but showing
promise with its 1,000 catechumens. From 1961 on he was in charge of the
Utunkon parish. It was a rapidly developing post with its 9,000 Catholics and
catechumens and its 150 teachers and catechists.
After nearly a quarter of a century of hard work, he returned to England and died
there a short time later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Farrell SHERIDAN 66 IRELAND NGA IRL USA
* September 1, 1917 Carrickmaguirk, Moyne, Cavan

+ July 24, 1984 Dublin

A brother of two priests, Patrick, C.S.Sp., and John and of Sister Mary Aquina,
he completed his secondary schooling at Rockwell, 1935-37, and made his vows
on September 10, 1938 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimm age were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology he
was ordained on July 14, 1945 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria the following year, he went to the freshly opened new
station at Achina to be initiated in the work of evangelization. After the creation of
the Vicariate of Owerri, he worked at Urualla and Amaigbo.
Unfortunately, illness forced him to leave the country two years after his arrival.
Back in Ireland, he served as editor of the Missionary Annals and as director of
vocations until in 1973 he was appointed superior of the Kimmage community.
Six years later he moved to California, doing pastoral ministry in the Los
Angeles diocese. Diagnosed with cancer, he returned in 1983 to Ireland and took

■
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up residence at his beloved Kimmage. He died there after much pain, borne with
great courage.
He was a charming and generous priest, endowed with an empathy that
enabled him to uplift the afflicted and to make many friends.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, September 1984
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Fr. Denis T. O'KEEFE 77 IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* November 23, 1913 Abbeyfeale, Limerick
+ November 11, 1991, Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, 1926-33, he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on September 12, 1934 at Kilshane, prefected for one year at
Rockwell and did his philosophy at Blackrock. In the final year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on June 23, 1940 in Dublin.
After serving four years as an assistant to the novice master at Kilshane, he
sailed in January 1946 for Nigeria, where he was to work for two decades. Initiated
to the country among the lgbo people at Maku, he got a novel kind of assignment,
novel that is for Nigeria. He was dispensed from all other duties to become a
roving preacher of parish missions all over the area entrusted to the Irish Province
in the country.
Being a man of simple faith and unwaveringly dedicated to living up to its
demands, he devoted himself fully to the task of giving week-long missions in
parishes. He booked great success and was in constant demand, awakening new
fervor and bringing back those who had gone astray. He had a dramatic way of
conducting the fourteen stations of the Cross, which not only made a great
impression on the people but also showed his own profound devotion to the
Passion of Jesus. Conducting such retreats week after week, year in year out, is
very exhausting, but he persevered in it for eighteen years.
In 1966 he got a new assignment: go to the U.S.A. and raise funds for the work
among the lgbo people and, in particular, for the young Spiritan Province of Nigeria
that was then beginning to develop at a faster rate. He did it with his usual
determination and success for nine years, while also doing some pastoral ministry.
From 1975 on he served more fully as a parish assistant in the New York area for
fifteen years.
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Returning to Ireland in weak health, he celebrated his fifty years of the
priesthood in 1990. Then a nasty fall aggravated his condition. A few days after
being admitted to a hospital in Dublin, he went to see the Lord whom he had
served so faithfully.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, December 1991
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Fr. Bernard O'MALLEY 59 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* November 16, 1916 Barron-in-Zurness,
+ January 19, 1976 England
D. of Lancaster
Professed on September 8, 1935 at Orly, he did his philosophy in France and
then went to the University of Fribourg for theology. He was ordained there on July
28, 1940. War time conditions obliged him to stay in neutral Switzerland till the
fighting stopped and travel could resume.
At an unspecified time he was assigned to the Benue prefecture, where we find
him at the Okturkpo parish in 1947 and from 1952 on as school inspector, stationed
at Makurdi. He held this position for two decades, tirelessly travelling around to
visit the 165 Catholic schools with their 400 teachers and over 14,000 pupils.
Returning to England around 1972, he died there a few years later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. William O'MEARA IRELAND NGA IRL
* May 26, 1916 Baranbawn, Newport, Tipperary
After completing his secondary education at Rockwell in 1938 he made his
vows on September 1, 1935 at Kilshane. His philosophy studies at Blackrock were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at Rathmines. He then earned a B.Sc., first
class Honors, in chemistry, 1940, completed his philosophy, earning a B.A., first
class Honors, and also a Higher Diploma in Education in 1942. In the final year of
theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on June 10, 1945 at Thurles' Cathedral.
Assigned to the Onitsha-Owerri vicariate in 1946, he taught for five years at
Christ the King College in Onitsha. By then this school had a staff of twenty
teachers and some 450 students.
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While on leave in 1951, he was retained in Ireland and assigned to Blackrock.
He taught there for the many remaining years of his active life. In 1995 he
celebrated the golden anniversary of his ordination as well as the diamond jubilee
of his religious profession.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Daniel A. O'CONNELL 54 IRELAND NGA
* December 31, 1917 Dublin

+ September 2, 1972 London

He completed his secondary schooling at Blackrock, 1933-36, and made his
formal commitment to the Congregation on September 5, 1937 at Kilshane. His
studies at the University College of Dublin were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at Blackrock, but he earned his B.A. in 1943. In his final year of theology
at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1945 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1946, he served there for twenty-four years. His initiation
to the work took place at Port Harcourt and its twenty-five out-stations. In 1951 he
took charge of the station in the huge Abonoma area, where streams and creeks
provided the only available access to his widely scattered flock, and where more
often than not he was without any other priest to assist him. Accommodations, of
course, were minimal. When he was transferred to Elele on the other side of Port
Harcourt, he was no longer alone and even had a house to live in and roads that
he could travel by bicycle. Conversions were numerous in those years.
In 1953 Bp. Whelan asked him to take charge of the Mbieri station in the
heartland of the Owerri diocese. It was a densely populated area and the station
was to take care of over 14,000 Catholics and catechumens, while also supervising
its twenty-six primary schools with 135 teachers and 4,500 pupils. Here, too, he
was sometimes alone; it meant offering three Masses every Sunday, distributing
2,000 Holy Communions, besides untold numbers of confessions, baptisms, sickcalls and endless palavering. Yet, he remained cheerful under the burden.
In 1961 we find him listed at Ezinihitte facing a similar task. Then the Biafran
War came to add to his burden with the threat of massive starvation in which he
shared the misfortune of his people. In 1970 he and nearly all the other Irish
Spiritans had to leave the country.
After spending one year in the U.S.A., he volunteered for the Papua New
Guinea mission. Shortly before his planned day of departure he became ill. The
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London Hospital for Tropical Diseases diagnosed him incurable. He died there the
following year, leaving the memory of a generous, cheerful and enthusiastic priest
who had spent himself in the service of the Good Lord.
IBN September 2
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Bp. Donal J. MURRAY IRELAND NGA
* February 11, 1918 Limerick
Belonging to the Province of England, he made his vows on October 7, 1942 at
the temporary novitiate in Holme Island and did his senior studies at the war time
facilities established in England. On April 7, 1946 he was ordained at Nottingham.
Assigned at once to the Prefecture of Benue, he served there as an assistant at
Korinya in 1947 and in 1949 at Gboko. He then did two years of studies at the
University College in Dublin. In 1953 he became principal of St. Michael's
Secondary School at Aliade and in 1957 he assumed the same position at St.
Augustine's Teachers Training College at Lafia.
In 1968 the Holy See named him Bishop of Makurdi and he received his
episcopal ordination on March 29 of that year. During the score of years he
governed the diocese, the flock entrusted to his care grew almost tenfold, from less
than 68,000 Catholics and catechumens to about 615,000. By then there were
also one hundred and twenty young men in the diocesan senior seminary and the
roles formerly played by expatriate missionaries were mostly being taken over by
the local diocesan clergy.
In 1988 Bp. Murray received a co-adjutor in the person of Nigerian-born Sp.
Athanasius Usuh, ordained by Pope John Paul II in Rome. He resigned the
following year at the age of seventy-one and went to reside in Dublin.
Arch. CSSp England; Questionnaire
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Fr. John D. SHEEHY IRELAND NGA USA CAN
* July 13, 1917 Skibbereen, Cork
He attended Rockwell, 1934-37, and made his vows on September 2, 1938 at
Kilshane. In the final year of his theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 7,
1945 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha-Owerri vicariate in 1946, he was introduced to the
country at the new station of Udi, doing evangelization and pastoral ministry. He
would continue with this kind of work for two decades in what soon became the
Archdiocese of Onitsha: at Nsukka till 1951, in the new stations at Ozubulu till
1953, lwollo till 1956, Nnewi till 1958, and then at Amichi till 1962. His final
assignment was again to Nnewi.
In April 1967 he returned to Ireland before the violent conflict known as the
Biafran War broke out. After teaching for one year at Rathmines he went to the
U.S.A., doing parish work in New Jersey for three years. In 1972 he transferred to
Canada, where he was to serve for many years as hospital chaplain in Hamilton,
Ontario. He celebrated the golden jubilee of his priesthood there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Terence MULREADY 58 GREAT BRITAIN NGA
* November 21, 1920 Normanton, D. of Leeds

+ August 2, 1979 Leeds

He received his secondary education at Castlehead and made his vows at
Holme Island on October 7, 1942. In the final year of theology he was ordained on
November 11, 1945 at Upton Hall.
The following year he voyaged to the Prefecture of Benue, where we find him
listed as an assistant at Wukari in 1947 and as in charge of the Ukonton station in
1949.
In 1956 he was in charge of Adikpo, then still a relatively new station, where he
lived in a grass-thatched mud house, but it did not prevent him from laying the
foundations for two large parishes, one at Adikpo itself and the other at Jata Aka.
He was still listed at Adikpo as pastor in 1961, and his memory continued to live
among his former parishioners there.
His final listing places him as pastor at Adoka.
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In bad health after a score of years in Nigeria, he returned to England. He died
there after two years of lingering illness at the home of his sister.
Missionwide, Autumn 1979
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Fr. Patrick J. SHEENAN IRELAND NGA USA
* February 18, 1918 Cape Clear, Baltimore, Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 21, 1939, studied philosophy and theology at Kimmage and in between
these two prefected for one year at Rockwell. He was ordained on July 18, 1945 in
Dublin.
The following year he arrived in Nigeria, serving there for two decades. We find
him listed in the future Archdiocese of Onitsha from 1947 on doing the work of
evangelization and pastoral ministry. In 1961 he was listed as pastor at Akpu.
Five years later he went to the U.S.A., joined the Irish Spiritan group
headquartered at Long Island, NY and engaged in pastoral work for nearly two
decades.
In 1991 he returned to Ireland and entered the Kimmage retirement community.
He celebrated the golden anniversary of his ordination there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John A. FITZPATRICK 66 IRELAND NGA GB IRL
* November 12, 1915 Blackrock, Dublin
+ December 3, 1981 Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, 1930-34, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 1, 1935 at Kilshane, earned a 8. Sc., Honors, in mathematics and
chemistry in 1938 and a B.A., first class Honors, in 1940, and prefected two years at
Rockwell. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15,
1945 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1946, he taught in the soon to be Archdiocese of Onitsha
at Immaculate Conception College, Enugu, before being made principal of Christ
the King College in Onitsha.
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After two decades of service in Nigeria he went in late 1967 to England and
taught there for four years. Returning to Ireland, he took up a chaplaincy position at
Dublin's College of Technology. His religion courses were much appreciated, for
he knew how to make his points with the students.
He was in his usual high spirits when he visited Blackrock on December 2,
1991. It was with shock that his confreres learned of his sudden death the
following day.
IBN December 3
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Fr. Joseph O'NEILL GREAT BRITAIN NGA
* July 29, 1919 Middlesborough, Yorkshire
Professed on September 3, 1939 at Orly, he commenced his senior seminary
education in Langonnet, but the outbreak of hostilities on the western front in 1940
and the defeat of France forced him to flee back to England to avoid being interned.
He received his further education in the emergency centers set up for the duration
and was ordained on October 29, 1944 at Kendal.
In January 1946 he was able to go to Nigeria, having been assigned to the
Prefecture of Benue. He was initiated there at Oturkpo in the method followed. It
involved travelling around the five hundred square miles for which that station was
responsible. As the mission was still in its first stage, it meant getting acquainted
with the people, gaining their confidence, wetting their appetite for a school,
obtaining their promise to put up a temporary school for the kids and agree to
provide food and shelter for the teacher, while the mission would pay his small
stipend. At first, such a teacher would be a bright young lgbo boy, who received
the promise of further education if he did well in his task, and he usually did. Of
course, the opening palaver would also go around to the God whom the people
already knew about, but the introduction to Jesus was something new to them.
After a brief stay at ldah, he took charge of Oturkpo in 1950 and had to look,
together with his two assistants, after its eighty-five out-stations, fifty schools with
3,000 pupils, as well as 9,000 Catholics and catechumens. At the same time he
was also education secretary till 1961 in what was to become the Diocese of
Mak1Jrdi.
He then became pastor at Taraku and in 1962 at Gboko. In 1967 the
government took over control of the schools; these were no longer Catholic but
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open to all, but they provided time for religious instruction. In his area there were
then over 14,000 Catholics and catechumens to be looked after by him and his
assistants, as well as one hundred religious instruction classes in the schools,
given by 180 teachers to 3,500 pupils. He then was moved to Adoka as its pastor.
From 1978 on we find him back in Otukpo (the new name for Oturkpo) as its
pastor. Of his building activity we may mention St. John the Baptist Church at
Gboko and St. Francis Church at Otukpo. Having spent nearly half a century in
that part of Nigeria, he had seen its development from a small prefecture into a
robust diocese. There were only 3,600 Catholics when he arrived, but over
600,000 fifty years later, and eighty percent of the clergy was Nigerian-born. He
had reason to look back with gratitude when in 1994 he celebrated the golden
anniversary of his priesthood. By then he was living in retirement at St. Augustine
in Lafia.
Missionwide, Spring 1993; Questionnaire
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Fr. Richard C. LEHANE IRELAND NGA SL IRL
* December 22, 1918 Crossmahon, Lissarda, Cork
He made his vows at Kilshane on September 8, 1937, did his philosophy at
Kimmage and prefected for two years at Rockwell. In his last year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1945 in Dublin.
The following year he arrived in Nigeria, where he was to serve for twenty-four
years. We find him listed in what became the Archdiocese of Onitsha at Adazi in
1947, which was then a parish with some 22,000 Catholics and catechumens; next
at Obollo-Eke in a parish with 13,000 people and then in the Diocese of Enugu at
St. Michael's, Enugu, in 1968.
Meanwhile the Biafran War of secession had started and when it ended in 1970
he left the country to serve as bursar at Rathmines. Five years later, he could return
to Africa--this time in Sierra Leone, to do more missionary work in Freetown for six
years.
Returning to Ireland, he took up teaching at Rockwell in 1982. Seven years
later we find him at Rathmines, where he looked forward to the golden anniversary
of his ordination in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick TOWNSEND 51 IRELAND IRL NGA USA PRU MEX
* February 27, 1920 Cuffesgrange,
+ October 30, 1971 San Antonio, SLP
Kilkenny
He became a boarder at Blackrock in 1936 and made his vows on September
21, 1939 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years
of prefecting at Rathmines. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 14, 1946 in Dublin.
The following year he went
evangelization and pastoral ministry.
assistant, then as pastor at the new
finally in the Diocese of Port Harcourt
Harcourt, from 1963 on.

to Nigeria's Vicariate of Owerri, doing
We find him listed at Emekuku in 1949 as an
parish of St. Joseph in Ikeduru in 1952 and
as pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes parish, Port

The Biafran War put an end to his two decades of work in Nigeria. In 1968 he
went to the U.S.A., served briefly in California and then joined the American
Spiritans in a new mission to Peru. When this mission was replaced by one to
Mexico's Indians in 1970, he followed them. He felt at home among those longneglected Indians in thirty-five villages entrusted to his care.
Death came to him suddenly but did not find him unprepared. He was buried in
the sanctuary of the San Antonio church.
IBN October 30; SWWW 878
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Fr. Andre E. VIGNEAULT CANADA NGA CAN
* April 23, 1920 Montreal
He entered the Congregation after having done two years of philosophy and
was professed on August 15, 1941 at St. Alexandre. His theological studies at St.
Paul's University in Ottawa were interrupted by two years of prefecting at St.
Alexandre; he then concluded them at the Sulpician Seminary in Montreal. On
September 21, 1946 he was ordained there.
He belonged to the first group of four Canadians who in 1947 travelled to the
Benue prefecture. He worked there for four years as an assistant at Utonkon and
then assumed charge of the Ankpa station in the Prefecture of Kabba.
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In 1952 he returned to Canada, but continued to work there full time for Africa in
various promotional services. He was still listed as doing this in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Peter GALLAGHER 72 IRELAND NGA KEN IRL
* March 31, 1917 Knockastolar, Runbeg, Donegal
+ December 8, 1989 Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, 1933-37, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 10, 1938 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by one year of prefecting at Blackrock. He earned a B.A., Honors, in
1943 and in the final year of theology was ordained on July 14, 1946 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1947, he worked there for two decades, mostly in
teachers training colleges. He began as a teacher in the school at·umuahia and
then became director of the one at Ozora-Egbulu in the Emekuku district. Next, we
find him in the Diocese of Owerri at the college in Ogoni, where he did not hesitate
to go and dig sand in the river and to make bricks for the buildings that were
needed.
His final posting was to the Stella Maris Secondary School at Port Harcourt as
its director. There he had to deal with two dozen teachers and some 450 students.
At the same time he was also vicar general of that diocese.
At the end of the Biafran War he was arrested, fined and expelled from the
country as an illegal immigrant. Going to Kenya, he rendered another two decades
of service to the Archdiocese of Nairobi in the Limuru area.
Suffering from cancer, he returned to Ireland in 1989 and died there in
Kimmage. A very congenial confrere and priest, he was popular wherever he
worked and deeply attached to the people among whom he labored.
IBN December 8; SEAM 800
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Fr. Rodrigue ROBERGE CANADA NGA CAN
* May 19, 1917 Tingwick, D. of Nicolet
After finishing his secondary schooling at St. Alexandre in 1938, he made his
vows there on August 26, 1939 and did two years of philosophy at the same
location. He then prefected there for one year before doing his theology at Ottawa,
Montreal and Ferndale. On September 21, 1946 he was ordained at Montreal.
Assigned to the Prefecture of Benue, soon to be renamed Oturkpo, he did
evangelization and pastoral ministry at ldah before re-opening the Ankpa station in
1949 and that of Ayangba in 1953, building churches in both locations. When in
1955 the new Prefecture of Kabba was carved out of the Prefecture of Oturkpo, he
went to work in it at Lokoja as supervisor of schools.
Recalled to Canada in 1961, he became rector of St. Alexandre College for four
years. Then he returned once more to what had now become the Diocese of
Kabba, renamed Lokoja in 1964. He opened the lmani mission in 1965 and two
years later became the first principal of St. Charles Secondary School at Ankpa.
In 1967 he said farewell to Africa and went back to Canada. Thereafter he
fulfilled mostly pastoral functions in both French and English speaking parishes in
the country. He was listed in 1993 at St. Alexandre, still doing weekend ministry.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Cornelius C. HOLLY IRE LAND NGA USA IRL
* September 25, 1917 Tarbert, Kerry
He received his secondary schooling at Rockwell, 1930-35, was professed on
September 5, 1936 at Kilshane, did his philosophy, earning a B.A., first class
Honors, prefected for one year at Blackrock 1940-41, earned a M. A., Honors, in
1941 and a licentiate in philosophy in 1942. In the final year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1945 in Dublin.
In 1947 he travelled to the Owerri vicariate, where he taught at St. Paul's Senior
Seminary at Okpala and then became school inspector, stationed at Umuahia, and
later at Orlu.
After twenty years of service he left Nigeria in 1968 during the Biafran War and
went to the U.S.A. He taught there at Duquesne University for eleven years and
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then five more years at a diocesan seminary in Kentucky. In 1982 he began to
reside at Lincoln, Nebraska, doing parochial ministry, until his retirement to Ireland
in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and USA
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Fr. John P. BRADY GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* March 9, 1919 Manchester
Professed on October 7, 1942 at Holme Island, he did his senior studies at the
war time facilities created for that purpose in England. He was ordained on
October 13, 1946 at Upton Hall.
Assigned to the Prefecture of Benue in 1947, he received his initiation in
evangelization and pastoral ministry and by 1949 took charge of the Ankpa station.
In 1952 we find him listed in charge of the Utonkon mission with its 1,100 Catholics
and over 5,000 catechumens, while also having to supervise its thirty grade
schools.
After a leave in England, we find him back in 1968 in what had become the
Diocese of Makurdi, teaching at its junior seminary in Keffi.
At an unspecified date in the 1969-7 4 period he returned to England.
appears to have left the Congregation around 1990.

He

B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Aloysius P. DEMPSEY IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* August 7, 1914 Kinnity, D. of Killaloe
He received his secondary education at Kimmage. After doing his philosophy
at Blackrock, he prefected there for two years. In the final year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on June 23, 1940 in Dublin.
He then served for three years at the Kilshane novitiate before becoming a
chaplain to the Royal Air Force till 1947.
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In August of that year he went to Nigeria, where he was to do evangelization
and pastoral ministry for two decades. We find him listed in the Diocese of Owerri
as an assistant at Urualla in 1949, as pastor in Ahiara with its 15,000 Catholics and
catechumens in 1952, as an assistant at St. Paul's, Owerri in 1961 and finally as a
roving preacher of parish missions, stationed at Okpala.
The Biafran War put an end to his work in Nigeria in 1967. He then went to the
U.S.A. and joined the Irish Spiritan group of Long Island, NY doing promotional
work and parochial ministry in the New York area. In 1990 he celebrated the
golden jubilee of his ordination.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Br. Robert de CARUFEL CANADA CAN NGA
* July 16, 1922 Caxton, Quebec
Professed on September 26, 1940 at St. Alexandre, he worked there till 1947
when he was assigned to the Prefecture of Benue. We find him listed there at
Gboko in 1949. In 1952 he was at Christ the King College in the Archdiocese of
Onitsha, but by mid 1952 he returned to Canada and withdrew from the
Congregation a few months later.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Michael F. BRENNAN IRELAND USA CAN IRL
* anuary 26, 1916 Ahaseragh, Ballinasloe, Galway
At the age of twenty-three he went to Blackrock for a refresher course before
entering the novitiate at Kilshane, where he made his vows on September 8, 1941.
He then did his senior studies at Kimmage and was ordained on July 14, 1946 in
Dublin.
The following year he travelled to Nigeria for two decades of evangelization and
pastoral work. We find him listed in the Archdiocese of Onitsha at Achina in 1949,
at the n3w station of Nimo, near Adazi, with its 3,000 Catholics and catechumens,
in 1952 and at Agbani as pastor looking after 13,000 parishioners and
catechumens. In the nine years he spent in that extensive parish he opened twenty-
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five new bush schools, bringing the total to fifty-eight. His final posting lists him as
pastor in the Enugu diocese at Owa, 1964-67.
In 1967 he left Nigeria and the following year went to the U.S.A. for one year of
ministry before joining the Spiritans in the Ontario region of Canada, giving another
twenty-five years of his life to pastoral ministry. He was still serving there in 1995 .
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto; Questionnaire
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Fr. P. Denis CARTWRIGHT GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* August 5, 1917 Manchester
He made his vows on February 2, 1943 at Sizergh and did his senior studies in
the emergency facilities established in England during World War Two. On
October 13, 1946 he was ordained at Upton Hall.
The following year he received his assignment to the Prefecture of Benue,
where he was to work for nearly four decades. After being initiated to the ministry
at Ankpa as an assistant, he did evangelization and pastoral ministry at Korinya in
the early 1950s.
In 1961 we find him listed as in charge of the Wukari station with its forty-eight
grade schools and 6,000 Catholics and catechumens. Seven years later he
served in the Taraku parish and in 1980 we find him at Aliade as hospital chaplain.
Returning to England in 1984 at the age of sixty-four, he entered the Bickley
community, which serves also as a retirement home.
B. G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Lawrence DOYLE IRELAND IRL NGA BRZ
* May 27, 1917 Waterford
Having completed two years of theology in his home diocese, he entered the
Congregation at Kilshane and made his vows on November 11, 1941. In the final
year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 4, 1942 in Dublin. After
teaching for two years at Kimmage, he earned a licentiate in Canon Law at
Maynooth in 1947.
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In that year he was assigned to the Owerri vicariate and became principal of
Holy Spirit Teachers Training College at Umuahia. When the vicariate became a
regular diocese in 1950, Bp. Whelan named him vicar general. In 1960 we find
him residing at Port Harcourt, but when the following year the Diocese of Port
Harcourt was carved out of the Owerri diocese, he moved to Umuna in the Owerri
diocese as both its vicar general and in charge of the local parish.
The Biafran War led to his expulsion from Nigeria in 1970. After spending some
time in Ireland, he joined the Irish Spiritans working in Brazil in 1973, and engaged
in parish ministry. In 1992 he celebrated the golden anniversary of his ordination
there.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Cornelius DARCY IRELAND NGA USA KEN IRL
* July 13, 1916 Clonmacnoise, Athlone, Westmeath
He had just finished his secondary education when he entered the novitiate at
Kilshane in 1936 and made his vows there on September 8, 1937. His philosophy
studies were interrupted by three years of prefecting at Kimmage and Rockwell. He
earned his B.A. in 1943 and did his theology at Kimmage. In his final year he was
ordained on July 14, 1946 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to Nigeria, but illness delayed his
departure till 1948. We find him listed as doing evangelization and pastoral duties
in the Owerri diocese at Ogbaku, a station just opened in 1948, at Ahiara in 1952
and then in charge of the Ogbaku Elementary Teachers Training College in 1961.
Early in the Biafran War he left Nigeria, went to the U.S.A., but had to return to
Ireland for an operation in 1969. In 1972 he went back to Africa, this time in
Kenya's Archdiocese of Nairobi, doing pastoral duties for five years. Then the
need for another delicate operation sent him back to Ireland. Stationed at
Rathmines, he continued teaching there as long as he was able.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 819
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Fr. Femand H. PILON CANADA NGA CAN
* February 24, 1921 Cheneville, Quebec
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1934-40, he was professed there on August 15,
1941. He began his senior studies there and finished them at Montreal in 1948,
earning a B.A. and a S.T.L. Meanwhile he had been ordained on September 20,
1947 in Montreal.
Assigned to the Benue region of Nigeria in 1948, he was initiated to
evangelization and pastoral ministry at ldah and then took charge of the new
Akpanya station, opened in 1951. In 1956 he became pastor of Kabba's Sacred
Heart parish with its 5,000 Catholics and catechumens.
After the prefecture had been raised to the rank of the Diocese of Lokoja in
1964, he was in charge of the junior seminary at Akpanya. The development of the
area, however, was going so well that in 1968 the Holy See created the new
Prefecture of ldah. As Akpanya fell now under the jurisdiction of this new
prefecture, the seminary was temporarily closed and he went to ldah's St. Peter's
Secondary School as vice-principal.
In 1972 he put up a building for St. Charles' College at Ankpa and the following
year he built a college at Ayangba, lgala.
After more than a quarter of a century in the service of the Church in Nigeria, he
returned to Canada in 1974. His remaining active years were filled with chaplain
ministry in hospitals and convents.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Hugh J. ROCHE IRELAND NGA CAN IRL
* May 31, 1919 Clonown, Athlone, Roscommon
A Blackrock graduate, 1933-38, he made his vows on September 8, 1939 at
Kilshane, earned a B.A. in 1942 and prefected for two years at Rockwell. In the
final years of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 13, 1947 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria the following year, he did evangelization and pastoral
ministry for two decades in the Vicariate of Onitsha. We find him listed at Enugu in
1949 as an assistant and at Onitsha-Waterside in 1952, and as in charge of the
Abytete parish from 1961.
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In 1968, during the Biafran War, he went back to Ireland and two years later
transferred to Canada, doing parish work in the Toronto area. Returning to Ireland
in the 1970s, he took up pastoral duties in various locations.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Simon (or Senan) CORRY IRELAND NGA IRL
* September 7, 1920 Cranny, Ennis, Clare
He attended Rockwell, 1936-39, before making his vows on August 8, 1940 at
Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at Rockwell, 1942-44. In the final year of theology, he was ordained on
July 13, 1947 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Vicariate of Onitsha, where he did
evangelization and pastoral ministry for five years at Enugu.
Returning to Ireland in 1953, he served as assistant director of postulant
Brothers and then took up a teaching position at Blackrock's Willow Park division
for the remainder of his active life.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Alfred H. CHAMBERLAIN INDIA NGA IRL AUS
* August 21, 1916 Calcutta
He completed his secondary education at Blackrock, 1932-34, and was
professed on September 17, 1935 at Kilshane. He prefected at Blackrock, 193638, earned a B.A. in 1940 and in the final year of theology at Kimmage was
ordained on July 11, 1943 in Dublin. Later he would complete his studies by
earning a Higher Diploma in Education, Honors, at the University of Cork (1967).
After serving as dean of discipline at Blackrock for one year, he went to the
Vicariate of Onitsha in 1947 and taught at the College of the Immaculate
Conception in Enugu. In 1949 he became principal of St. Anthony's Elementary
Teachers Training College in Agula and four years later rector of the Spiritan junior
seminary at lhiala.
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Returning to Irel and in 1958, he served for two decades as director of the
Rockwell juniorate. In 1979 he was assigned to Australia, where he did pastoral
ministry. Three years later he went back to Ireland and was attached to St.
Michael's College.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Leo P. HORKIN U.S.A. TT NGA USA
* December 9, 1918 Erie, PA
He was baptized in Amsterdam, NY, confirmed in Leeds, England, and
completed his secondary schooling in Ireland at Blackrock in 1936. Professed on
September 8, 1937 at Kilshane, he prefected for five years in Trinidad (1938-43),
earned a B.A. at the University College of Dublin in 1944 and then did his theology
at Kimmage. In his final year he was ordained on July 13, 1947 in Dublin.
The following year he received his assignment to the Onitsha vicariate. He
taught there for one year at the College of the Immaculate Conception at Enugu
and for four years at St. Anthony's College at Agulu. From 1955 on he did
evangelization and pastoral ministry for five years at the new parish in Amichi and
then at St. Patrick's parish in Enugu.
During the Biafran War, 1967-70, he was officially attached to the Sacred Heart
Parish, Enugu, but played a role in relief work to alleviate mass starvation among
civilians. When the war ended, he was detained by Federal troops in their
headquarters at Port Harcourt, repeatedly questioned by criminal investigators,
fined and then expelled from the country in 1970.
After his release he went back to Trinidad for four years and then joined the Irish
Spiritans doing ministry in the U.S.A., notably in the New Orleans area. He was
still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Dem,ot P. EGAN IRELAND IRL NGA SL
* April 27, 1918 Dublin
He received the final year of his secondary education at Blackrock and made
his vows on September 10, 1938 at Kilshane. His senior studies were interrupted
by three years of prefecting at Rockwell. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 13, 1947 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri vicariate in 1948, he served for two decades in the area.
We find him listed doing evangelization and pastoral ministry as an assistant at the
new station of Abonnema in 1952 and that of Amaigbo in 1961. After the new
Diocese of Port Harcourt was created, he was charged with the Abonnema parish.
The Biafran War drove him out of the country, but in 1970 he transferred to
Sierra Leone, where he was able to continue his ministry for another quarter of a
century.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick J. SMYTH 65 IRELAND NGA USA CAN
* November 21, 1920 Dublin
+ January 25, 1986 London
A Blackrock graduate, 1934-38, he proved to be not only intellectually gifted but
also a great practical joker and a born actor and impersonator. He made his
religious vows on September 8, 1937 at Kilshane, earned a B.A., first class Honors,
at the University College of Dublin and prefected for two years at Rockwell. In his
last year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on July 3, 1947 in Dublin. Later
he would complete his education by attending a course in colonial education at
Oxford, earning the admiration of one of his professors, and a Master's degree in
education at Iona College in the U.S.A.
Assigned to the Vicariate of Owerri in 1948, he taught at the newly opened Holy
Spirit Teachers Training College in Umuahia for twelve years, while also being at
times chaplain at the local government college, prison chaplain and lecturer at the
University of Ibadan in western Nigeria. In 1962 he became principal of the Sacred
Heart High School at Aba.
Having served for two decades in Nigeria, he left the country in 1967 when the
Biafran War was beginning. After teaching for one year at a high school in
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California, he assumed parish ministry in the New York area. In 1974 he switched
to Canada, serving as chaplain to high school students.
After an accident in 1985, the doctors discovered that he had cancer. As his
sister served as a nurse in a London hospital, he went there for treatment. He died
the following year, leaving the memory of a dedicated and generous priest and
teacher.
IBN January 25
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Fr. Edward OLIVER 70 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* December 21, 1923 Hebbum-on-Tyne
+ September 27, 1994 Bromley, Kent
After receiving his secondary schooling at Castlehead, he made his vows on
October 7, 1942 at Holme Island and did his senior studies at the war time facilities
set up for this purpose. He was ordained on February 22, 1948 at Mansfield.
Assigned at once to the Prefecture of Benue, he was to spend three decades in
the service of this mission. We find him listed as an assistant at Gboko in 1949 and
as in charge of the Oturkpo station in 1952.
After the prefecture had become the Diocese of Makurdi in 1960, he was listed
as rector of the St. James Junior Seminary in Ketti. He served there for many years
and saw the number of students increase to one hundred and twenty by 1968. His
final services in Makurdi were rendered as chancellor and vicar general of the
diocese.
Returning to England in 1978, he spent his remaining active years, apart from a
brief stint as provincial treasurer, doing pastoral ministry in the Westminster
diocese. In ill health he retired in 1993 to Bickley and died the following year after
an operation.
Missionwide, Winter 1994
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Fr. A JAMES MOHAN IRELAND NGA KEN SA
* May 9, 1918 Castleblaymey, Monaghen
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 10, 1938. After prefecting for four years, notably at Rockwell, he earned
a B.A., Honors, at the University College of Dublin. In the final year of his theology
at Kimmage he was ordained on July 13, 1947 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri vicariate in 1948, he worked there for twenty-two years.
He was initiated to the country at Amaigbo and then taught at a seminary in Okpala
till 1953 and then became principal of Stella Maris College in Port Harcourt.
Having followed a course in spirituality in Rome in 1956, he became novice
master at the newly founded Spiritan house of formation at Awo Omamma. At the
end of the Biafran War he was expelled from Nigeria in 1970.
He then transferred to Kenya's Archdiocese of Nairobi, doing pastoral duties at
Kiriku, and then went to Tanzania to teach at the Usa River Spiritan pre-novitiate
school. In 1980 he returned to Kenya, teaching at the Apostles of Jesus Seminary
at Langata.
From 1989 till 1992 he served as novice master at the Spiritan house of
formation in Vrede, South Africa. Thereafter we find him back again in pastoral
duties in Kenya.
What stands out in his life is that most of his endeavors were dedicated to the
development of African religious or missionary societies.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 808
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Fr. Joseph G. TOBIN IRELAND NGA USA MEX
* November 20, 1919 Mitchelltown, Cork
He attended Rockwell, 1935-37, and was professed on September 10, 1938 at
Kilshane. His senior studies were interrupted by three years of prefecting at
Rockwell. He earned a B.A. at the University College of Dublin and in the final year
of his theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 13, 1947 in Dublin.
The following year he went to Nigeria, where he served for two decades. We
find him listed as teaching at the junior seminary in the Onitsha vicariate in 1949,
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as an assistant at Obowo in the Diocese of Owerri in 1952, as principal of the
Madonna High School at lhitte in the Diocese of Umuahia in 1961, and as principal
of the Our Lady High School at lhitte in the Archdiocese of Onitsha in 1968.
Following the Biafran War, he went to the U.S.A. and joined his American
confreres of the Western Province. In 1974 he became a member of the apostolic
team working in Mexico. His own ministry there concentrated on the Indians in the
San Antonio region of the San Luis Potosi State.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and USA
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Fr. Leonel J. GRONDIN 33 CANADA NGA
* February 23, 1921 Landrienne, Quebec

+ May 16, 1954 Ankpa, Benue

He did his classical studies at St. Alexandre, 1934-40, was professed there on
August 15, 1941 and did his philosophy there. Going to Montreal for theology, he
earned a S.T.L. in 1947 and was also ordained there on February 2 of the same
year.
The following year he went to the Benue prefecture, soon to be renamed
Prefecture of Oturkpo, where he learned his ministry at Korinya and by 1952
worked at Ankpa. He died there of injuries suffered in a motorcycle accident.
Bulletin de la Province du Canada, Dec., 1956; SWWW 632
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Fr. James BREEN 52 IRELAND NGA CAN
* September 23, 1917 Gorey, Wexford

+ June 11, 1970 Toronto

He attended Rockwell, 1933-35, but spinal tuberculosis sent him back home,
where he could complete his schooling, and then did one year of office work. He
had never give up hope of being able to return to the Congregation and when his
illness subsided, he attributed his cure to Our Lady of Knox. On October 8, 1942 he
could pronounce his vows at Kilshane. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 13, 1947.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1948, he worked there with frequent interruption for
health's reasons, till 1964. Introduced to the country at Mbasi in the Owerri
diocese, he then assumed a teaching role, first at the archdiocesan junior seminary
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at Onitsha and then at the Spiritan junior seminary at lhiala.
procurator for the archdiocese.

He also served as

Illness sent him back to Ireland in 1964. Two years later, however, he could join
his confreres in Canada, doing pastoral ministry in the Ontario Province. He died
there four years after his arrival.
IBN June 11
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Fr. Gerald O'BRIEN 28 GREAT BRITAIN NGA
* November 20, 1924 Stretford, D. of Salford

+ August 12, 1953 Manchester

Professed on October 7, 1942 at Holme Island, he did his senior studies at the
emergency war time facilities set up in England and was ordained on February 22,
1948 at Mansfield.
The same year he was assigned to the Prefecture of Benue. The hopes built on
him did not see realization. He served at Oturkpo for a few years, mostly as
secretary of the prefect apostolic and his procurator. He died young in England,
five years after his ordination.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. James J. DUGGAN 59 IRELAND IRL NGA SL
* April 20, 1923 Roscrea, Tipperary

+ June 13, 1977 Serabu, SL

A Rockwell graduate, 1933-36, he made his vows on September 8, 1937 at
Kilshane. After earning a B.A. at the University College of Dublin in 1940, he
prefected for two years at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 13, 1947 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Owerri vicariate. He taught at Holy
Spirit Teachers Training College in Umuahia and later became diocesan
supervisor of schools stationed in Owerri.
Ill health caused his departure from Nigeria in 1967, but two years later he was
able to resume pastoral duties at St. Francis' parish in Bo, Sierra Leone, until his
death. His final years were marked by sufferings, but he bore them patiently,
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convinced that the Good Lord is always standing close to those who love Him. He
died at the Serabu Hospital of the Holy Rosary Sisters.
IBN June 13
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Fr. Jacques CHARTIER CANADA CAN NGA
January 18, 1920 Montreal
After attending St. Alexandre, 1934-40, he made his commitment to the
Congregation there on August 15, 1941, began his philosophy and prefected for
two years at the same location. He then resumed his studies at Montreal until in
1946 he was sent to the University of Fribourg to earn a S.T.L. He was also
ordained there on July 18, 1948. Later he would complete his education by
studying for a 8. Ed.
Assigned to the Prefecture of Oturkpo in 1949, he was stationed at Gboko as
assistant manager of elementary schools in the prefecture. From 1953 on he was
their chief manager. He also served as pastor at Okene 1955-57.
He then became inspector of all schools in the new Prefecture of Kabba,
carved in part from that of Oturkpo. In 1963 he began to function as principal of St.
Augustine Secondary School in Kabba.
Returning to Canada in 1968, he left the Congregation. He died in 1984.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Patrick J. F. WALSH IRELAND NGA USA SL IRL
* October 9, 1919 Cordal, Castleisland, Kerry
He finished his secondary schooling at Rockwell in 1939 and made his vows on
September 8, 1940 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1943, he prefected at
Rockwell for two years. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 1, 1948 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Vicariate of Owerri in 1949, he served there for two decades.
We find him listed at Bp. Shanahan College in Orlu as a teacher in 1952. In 1961
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he was listed as principal of the teachers training school at Ogutu, and in 1969 as
principal of Trinity High School in the same location.
At the end of the Biafran War in 1970 he went to the U.S.A. for one year and
then volunteered for Sierra Leone. He rendered another twenty-five years of
service there in the Diocese of Kenema. His latest listing in 1993 showed him in
charge of the cathedral parish.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Brendan RUSSELL 59 IRELAND NGA USA KEN ETH IRL
* September 16, 1918 Blackrock, Dublin
+ March 12, 1978 Blackrock
A Blackrock student, 1928-37, he made his formal commitment to the
Congregation on September 10, 1939 at Kilshane, earned a M.Sc., in mathematics
and physics, Honors, in 1942 and a Higher Diploma in Education in 1944, while
also prefecting at Blackrock. Sent to the Gregorian University in Rome for theology,
he earned a S.T.L. in 1949. Meanwhile he also had been ordained there on July 4,
1948.
Assigned to Onitsha, he taught there, first at lhiala's Teachers Training College
and a few years later at Christ the King College in Onitsha till 1960.
He then became lecturer in mathematics at the newly founded University of
Nigeria at Nsukka, while also acting as chaplain to its students. In 1965 he
became senior lecturer in mathematics at the Ahmado Bello University at Zaria in
Northern Nigeria. Again he also functioned there as chaplain to it students.
The Biafran War led to his departure from the country and he went to the U.S.A.
to teach mathematics at Duquesne University from 1968 till 1970. Returning to
Africa in 1970, he lectured in his specialty at the University College in Nairobi,
Kenya. Four years later, an appeal for a mathematics professor from Ethiopia's
University of Asmara brought him to that country. There, too, civil war broke out
and the university closed. Going back to Nairobi, he taught at St. Mary's College.
In 1976 he returned to Ireland and joined the staff of Blackrock College, while
also doing weekend ministry. He was suffering from phlebitis, but continued to
work as usual. Death came for him two years later in his sleep.
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Brilliant, ebullient, sometimes abrasive, but always lovable, he had lived a full
life in the service of his Lord.
IBN March 12; SEAM 792
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Fr. S. Augustine SEGRAVE IRELAND NGA GB
* April 17, 1915 Belturbet, Cavan
He attended Blackrock, 1928-32, and made his vows on September 10, 1933 at
Kimmage. After prefecting for three years at Blackrock, he earned a B.A., Honors,
at the National University of Ireland and a Higher Diploma in Education, Honors, in
1937. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 22, 1941
in Dublin.
After serving for seven years at Rathmines as teacher and dean of discipline, he
was assigned to the Onitsha vicariate in 1949. We find him listed there in 1952 at
Adazi, doing evangelization and pastoral ministry in that mission with its 29,000
Catholics and catechumens. In 1961 he was listed as pastor of Holy Spirit parish
at Enugu.
Returning to Ireland in 1966 he took up ministry in England.
Congregation in 1971.

He left the

Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Edward F. BUCKLEY IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* June 5, 1920 Upperchurch, Thurles, Tipperary
A brother of Fr. John, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where
was
professed on September 8, 1941. He did his senior studies at Kimmage
he
from 1941 on, except for two years of prefecting at Rockwell. On July 11, 1948 he
was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district, he flew to Nigeria on November 10, 1949, doing
evangelization and pastoral ministry for nearly two decades in the area that was to
become part of the Diocese of Umuahia. Until 1955 he was stationed at Nsu and
then transferred to the new mission at Ugiri. In 1961 he returned to Nsu, which by
then had developed into a parish with over 23,000 Catholics and catechumens.
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Early in the Biafran War he left Nigeria and went to the U.S.A. for three years of
parish ministry in Louisiana. Back in Ireland, he taught for two years at the Willow
Park division of Blackrock and then from 1971 on engaged in parish ministry in the
Dublin area.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James C. COLLERY 66 IRELAND NGA IRL KEN USA
* December 11, 1920 Milltown, Kerry
+ September 1, 1987 Norfolk, VA
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 21, 1939. His philosophy studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
prefecting at Blackrock, 1940-43. He earned a B.A. at the National University of
Ireland in 1945, did his theology at Kimmage and was ordained on July 11, 1948 in
Dublin. Later he would complete his education by earning a Higher Diploma in
Education, 1955, and a S.T.D. at the University of Fribourg, 1965.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1949, he taught at Christ the King College in Onitsha for
five years.
Retained in Ireland after a leave, he taught for two terms of four years at
Blackrock and Kilshane. In 1965 he went to Kenya's Archdiocese of Nairobi,
editing the Catholic Mirror and teaching at Kilimanbogo's Teachers Training
College before becoming chancellor of Abp. McCarthy and his successor Cardinal
Otunga. His final position was in parish ministry.
After suffering a heart attack in 1981, he went to the U.S.A., still serving as
hospital chaplain in Norfolk, VA. He died there suddenly, leaving the memory of
excellence as an athlete in his youth, a teacher in middle age and a chaplain in his
final years.
IBN September 1; SEAM 757
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Fr. Bernard J. KELLY 83 IRELAND IRL NGA
* November 16, 1910 Clonskeagh, Dublin

+ October 5, 1993 Dublin

He entered Rockwell in 1927 and made his commitment to the Congregation on
September 3, 1930 at Kimmage. He did his philosophy at the University College in
Dublin, earning a B.A., first class Honors, in 1933. After prefecting for one year at
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Blackrock, he was sent to the University of Fribourg, where he earned a S.T.D. in
1939. Meanwhile he had been ordained there on July 25, 1937.
After teaching for ten years at Kimmage, he was assigned to the Vicariate of
Onitsha, where he began by doing evangelization and pastoral ministry at Adazi.
In 1950 he was stationed at Enugu as inspector of schools. He performed this
function in an admirable way and to the satisfaction of both teachers and
government officials.
After a brief interlude in 1958 as director of the pastoral year for theology
students in lrelar1d, he returned to Enugu to take up where he had left off in his
educational position. When in 1967 he was named vicar general of the Diocese of
Enugu, he moved out of the town and opened a new parish near its airport.
Then the outbreak of the Biafran War forced him to leave the country. He
became a lecturer at the Mater Dei Institute in Ireland and continued to hold this
position until his retirement in 1980. Even then he continued his substantial output
of writings about matters of religious concerns. None of them became bestsellers,
but their readers appreciated the way he explained Christian values.
He was no stranger to sufferings. Detached retinas in both eyes seriously
impaired his vision--a great cross for a man given to study and writing--but he bore
them with patient endurance. His sense of humor was exquisite. Once when
asked if he would object to being buried in a grave already used for someone else,
he replied, "I'd not mind as long as the other fellow makes no bones about it."
He died in his sleep at Kimmage.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, June 1993
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Fr. Francis J. LEAHY IRELAND TT NGA SL GMB IRL
* January 13, 1921 Miltownmalbey, Clare
He received most of his secondary education at Rathmines before he entered
the Kilshane novitiate and was professed there on October 13, 1940. He prefected
for three years in Trinidad, 1942-45, and then continued his senior studies at
Kimmage. On July 11, 1948 he was ordained in Dublin.
The following year he travelled to the Owerri district, where he was to work for
two decades. We find him listed as an assistant at St. Bernadette parish in
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Umuahia in 1952, as in charge of the Ogboka parish in 1961, and of that of St.
Paul's, Owerri in 1968.
At the end of the Biafran War in 1970, he was detained in the headquarters of
the federal troops in Port Harcourt, repeatedly interrogated by criminal investigators
and condemned to six months of hard labor for illegal entry. A few days later, the
sentence was lifted, but he was expelled from the country.
He then went to Sierra Leone, but illness sent him back to Ireland after one
year. In 1974 he tried Gambia and did pastoral work for three years at Banjul.
Then illness again forced him to leave Africa. A few months later, he could join the
staff of Blackrock, teaching, acting as assistant dean, etc. He was still listed there in
1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Daniel F. CURTIN IRELAND NGA IRL
* July 17, 1920 Tournafulla, Limerick
A Blackrock graduate, 1939, he made his vows on September 8, 1940 at
Kilshane. He earned a B.A., first class Honors, in 1943 and a Higher Diploma in
Education, Honors, in 1945, while also prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 11, 1948 in Dublin.
Sent to the Owerri district in 1949, he taught at Stella Maris College in Port
Harcourt till 1954 and then for eleven years at the secondary school in Mbaise in
the Diocese of Owerri.
In 1966 he returned to Ireland and taught at Blackrock till 1980. Thereafter he
served in parish ministry in the Dublin area. The 1993 directory lists him as
residing in Rathmines.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Hugh D. McCAUGHEY IRELAND NGA IRL
* February 20, 1920 Trillick, Tyrone
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1941, did his philosophical and theological studies at Kimmage, and
one year of science at the University. On July 11, 1948 he was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1949, he worked there till 1967 doing
evangelization and pastoral ministry. We find him listed as an assistant at Aba in
1952 and as in charge of the Nguru parish from 1961 on.
In May 1967 he returned to Ireland and took up pastoral duties in his home
diocese. He was incardinated there in 1977.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas E. GORMAN 67 IRELAND TT NGA USA IRL
* December 8, 1919 Coolaney, Sligo
+ March 11, 1987 Kilticlogher, Sligo
He entered the Congregation in 1939 at Kilshane and was professed there on
September 8, 1940. After finishing philosophy at Kimmage he prefected in
Trinidad, 1942-45. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 11, 1949 in Dublin.
The following year he voyaged to the Owerri district where he was to work till
1967. We find him listed as an assistant at Amaigbo in 1952 before taking charge
of the station at Mbutu Okohia. He built churches and schools in its territory while
looking after the 22,000 Catholics and catechumens entrusted to his care. His
accessibility to the people was very much appreciated and visitors were always
welcome in his house.
Early in the Biafran War he went to the U.S.A. and did parish work in Minnesota,
followed by hospital ministry in California until in 1985 a stroke obliged him to
return to Ireland. He recovered, however, and resumed pastoral ministry in the
Kilmore diocese. He died there a few years later.
At his funeral the presence of a delegate from Minnesota was a tangible sign of
appreciation for his zeal and dedication.
IBN March 11
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Fr. Brian J. WARD IRELAND NGA IRL
* July 13, 1920 Ballyshannon, Donegal
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on October
13, 1938. After earning a M.A., first class Honors, in 1943 and a Higher Diploma in
Education, first class Honors, in 1944, he was sent to the University of Fribourg for
theology and earned the S.T.L. in 1949.
The same year he flew to Nigeria, where he taught for three years at Bp.
Shanahan College at Orlu in the Diocese of Owerri.
Returning to Ireland, he then left the Congregation and died in 1980.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. William A McKENNA IRELAND TT NGA KEN IRL
* June 26, 1918 Belfast
He finished his secondary schooling at Blackrock in 1937 and made his vows
on September 10, 1938 at Kilshane. His senior studies were interrupted by
prefecting in Trinidad, 1939-43, but he earned a B.A. in 1945. In the last year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on February 22, 1948 in Dublin.
The following year he flew to the Vicariate of Owerri. We find him listed there as
teaching at the newly opened St. Mary's Teachers Training College in Ozora
Egbelu.
While on leave in 1955, he was retained in Ireland and stationed at Rathmines
and Kimmage. In 1964 he went to Kenya's Archdiocese of Nairobi, functioning as
bursar at St. Mary's College. Returning to Ireland fifteen years later, he fulfilled a
similar function at Kimmage until in 1983 he was switched to the duties of hospital
chaplain.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael F. McCARTHY IRELAND TT NGA USA SL
* February 2, 1921 Kenmare, Kerry
He attended Rockwell, 1935-39, and was professed on September 8, 1940 at
Kilshane. After doing his philosophy at Kimmage, he prefected for three years in
Trinidad, 1942-45. On July 11, 1948 he was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1949, he did about two decades of evangelization and
pastoral ministry in the Diocese of Owerri. We find him listed only as an assistant in
the newly opened St. Brendan's parish at lkeduru in 1952 and as pastor of St.
Joseph's, in the same location in 1968.
He then returned to Ireland, but soon went to the U.S.A. to do pastoral ministry
in Louisiana for one year. In 1972 he volunteered for Sierra Leone, giving seven
years of service to the Diocese of Kenema. Thereafter we find him again in the
U.S.A. doing promotional work for that diocese.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Francis GUTHRIE GREAT BRITAIN NGA GMB GB
* September 9, 1921 Saltcoats, D. of Glasgow
After his profession on October 7, 1942 at Holme Island, he did his senior
studies at the war time emergency facilities set up in England. He was ordained on
December 18, 1948 at Upton Hall.
The following year he was assigned to the Prefecture of Oturkpo in the Benue
region. We find him listed at Adoka in 1952 as in charge of this newly opened but
promising station with only 100 Catholics but 1,800 catechumens, 60 catechists
and 16 primary schools.
In 1961, when the prefecture had become the Diocese of Makurdi, he was listed
as in charge of St. Mary's parish at Oturkpo, taking care of its 11,000 Catholics and
catechumens and over 4,000 pupils in 37 primary schools. Seven years later the
directory placed him at Latia's St. Augustine Teachers Training College as its
principal.
Although he had returned to England after two decades of hard work in Nigeria,
he went back again to the Benue region and was listed as head of the religious
department of the Advanced Teachers Training College at Katina-Ala in 1980. His
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final appointment in Africa was to the Spiritan novitiate, functioning in Gambia in
1989. His latest listing placed him back in England at Bickley, Bromley.
B.G. and E. P. passim
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Fr. Joseph Patrick TURNER GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* March 17, 1923 Preston, Lanes.
Professed on September 21, 1943 at Castlehead, he pursued his senior studies
at war time facilities in England and was ordained on March 6, 1949 at Upton Hall.
In the same year he was assigned to the Prefecture of Oturkpo in the Benue region.
We find him as an assistant at Gboko, Oturkpo and _Makurdi till 1953.
After a ten year absence in England he returned to teach at the junior seminary
in Keffi in 1963 and four years later resumed town and bush ministry at Gboko and
Korinya till 1975. Once again, he went back to England, doing chaplain duties to
overseas students and immigrants in London, but in 1981 we find him again at
Gboko for eight years of urban and bush ministry.
In 1989 we went to reside at Aliade as bursar of Holy Ghost House, the
residence of the Spiritan district superior. His final listing placed him in 1992 at
Wukari doing town and bush ministry.
We may mention here also that in the Gboko area he built three churches,
named St. Joseph's, St. Catherine's and St. Paul's. He also served as diocesan
education secretary and revised the catechism in the TEV language.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Leo LEBLANC 74 CANADA NGA CAN
* March 1, 1917 Glen Robertson, Ontario

+ July 15, 1991 Montreal

He graduated from St. Alexandre in 1938 and made his vows there on August
26, 1939. After prefecting for one year he continued his studies there and at
Ottawa and Montreal. He became a priest on September 23, 1944 in Montreal.
He served for four years in Canada before he was assigned to the Prefecture of
Uturkpo in 1949. We find him listed as an assistant at Naka in 1952 and in the new
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Prefecture of Kabba, entrusted to the Spiritan province in Canada, at Ankpa.
1961 he served there at Okene.

In

In 1964 he became vicar general of the Diocese of Kabba, soon to be renamed
Diocese of Lokoja, with residence at Sacred Heart parish in Kabba and later at
lsanlu. He held this position for fifteen years.
Africans are known for their uncanny ability to give striking nicknames: his was
Fada Okpabana, Father Thunder. Unlike lightning, which can cause serious
damage, he merely thundered, but thunder is harmless, although it makes much
noise. He could shout sometimes in anger when people pressed him too much in
endless palavers, but then he would calm down quickly, smile, listen and satisfy
them.
Endowed with great energy, he was a man in perpetual motion. And this motion
would be preferably directed to the poor, the abandoned, the sick and the young.
For the lepers he built a village along a big road, so that they would have easy
access to the world at large.
After three decades of service to the rapidly developing young Church in the
Kabba area he returned in 1979 to Canada and took up parish ministry in his home
province. He was able to return to the Lokoja diocese in 1984 and served another
three years at Egbe. Returning to Canada in 1987 he died there after a long illness.
He continued to look young, even when he was old enough to qualify for social
security. It happened to him once when he began serving in a parish where he
was not yet known that he knelt near a confessional before saying Mass in case
anyone wanted to receive the sacrament of penance. To his surprise no one came
until the pastor told him, "Better put on your biretta; people think that you are the
altar boy."
Mission-Air, Automne 1991
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Fr. David Oliver BARRETT IRELAND NGA USA
* May 20, 1920 Kinsale, Cork
A Rockwell graduate, 1934-38, Oliver, as he was usually called, was professed
on September 8, 1939 at Kilshane, prefected at Rockwell, 1940-43, earned a B.A.
in 1945 and did his theology at Kimmage. On February 22, 1948 he was ordained
in Dublin.
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Assigned to Nigeria in 1949, he taught at Christ the King College, in Onitsha
before becoming principal of the college at Nsukka in 1952. He then served four
years as vice principal of St. Anthony's Teachers Training College in Nsukka.
In 1957 he became principal of Regina Coeli Teachers Training College, where
he also put up a hall in 1958. Thereafter he assumed pastoral ministry in 1961 at
Holy Spirit Cathedral in Enugu as its rector until in 1965 he became pastor at
lsienu.
During the Biafran War, he worked behind the lines in the Nsukka province,
which was soon conquered by the federal troops. Although at first treated with
suspicion by certain elements on both sides of the conflict, he succeeded to
overcome their fears and then was able to exercise his ministry and initiate the
relief work of the International Red Cross, so that some 165,000 people received
one substantial meal a week at sixty-seven centers. In a moving address the
people thanked him when in March 1969 illness forced him to leave and, despite
their abject misery, offered him a substantial gift in pennies and half pennies.
Thereafter, going to the U.S.A., he joined his Irish confreres doing pastoral
ministry in Florida.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Missionary Annals, Dublin, June 1969; Questionnaire
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Fr. Gerard BOUTHILLETTE CANADA CAN NGA
* July 23, 1922 St. Ignace du Lac, Quebec
He received his secondary education at St. Alexandre, 1936-42, and was
professed on August 15, 1943 at the Canadian novitiate in Lac-au-Saumon. After
doing philosophy at Montreal, he went to Ferndale in the U.S.A. for theology and
was ordained there on June 3, 1949.
He taught for one year at St. Alexandre and then travelled in October 1950 to
the Prefecture of Benue. We find him listed as an assistant at ldah in 1952, in the
Prefecture of Kabba in 1954 and in 1961 as vice-principal of the teachers training
college at Ayangba. In 1968 he was still there, but now as in charge of preparing
liturgical text in the vernacular lgala language. The following year he was
incardinated into the clergy of the ldah diocese, but tuberculosis drove him back to
Canada in the same year.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Patrick J. B. WALSH 32 IRELAND NGA
* May 1, 1922 Tourlestrane, Sligo

+ January 12, 1955 Elele, NGA

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane in 1943, made his vows there on
October 23, 1944 and did his senior studies at Kimmage. On July 10, 1949 he was
ordained in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Owerri vicariate. He taught there at
St. Paul's Junior Seminary in Okpala for two years before going to Elele, a parish
with some fifty out-stations. One of his tasks there was to visit these on a regular
basis. While on his motor cycle making the rounds, he collided with a truck and
was killed instantly.
IBN January 12
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Fr. Frederick G. FULLEN IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* September 23, 1907 Coalisland, Tyrone
He received his secondary education at Blackrock, 1921-25, and after making
his vows on August 26, 1926 at Kimmage prefected for three years at Blackrock. In
the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 24, 1934 in Dublin.
He also acquired a B.A. and in 1944 a Higher Diploma in Education, Honors. Until
1950 he served at Blackrock, Kimmage and Rathmines in various capacities.
Assigned to the Diocese of Owerri in 1950, he functioned mainly as principal of
Holy Spirit Teachers Training College at Umuahia until in 1961 he was listed as in
charge of Mt. St. Mary's Teachers Training College at Azara Ebulu.
In 1969 he went on a lecture tour to South Africa and Kenya and then joined the
Irish Spiritans doing pastoral ministry in Florida.
At the age of eighty-four he retired in 1991 to Kimmage. He was able to
commemorate the diamond jubilee of his priesthood there in 1994.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Edward J. HURLEY 40 IRELAND NGA
* May 1, 1922 Drogheda

+ August 6, 1962 Agulu

He completed his secondary education at Blackrock, 1937-42, and made his
vows on September 8, 1943 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. at the National
University, he did his theology at Kimm age and was ordained on July 10, 1949 in
Dublin.
The following year he went to the newly created Archdiocese of Onitsha, where
he was mainly engaged in education. After teaching briefly at All Hallows
Seminary, he was attached to the Immaculate Conception College at Enugu. In
1952 he built the elementary teachers training college at Achina and became its
first principal. After a brief period as principal of St. Theresa's College in Nsukka,
he was named principal of St. Anthony's College at Agulu in 1956. It was to be his
final assignment.
While supervising the preparations for the enormous gathering to welcome
Cardinal Giovanni Montini--the future Pope Paul Vl--to Onitsha, he took suddenly ill
and died three days later. Over two hundred and fifty priests and five bishops
joined the vast throng gathered for his funeral.
Although meticulous in his attention to details, he shared authority easily with
others and was well-known for his kindness to the students. Deeply spiritual, he
was also very hospitable and full of care for hospitalized workers in the Lord's
vineyard.
IBN August 6
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Fr. Benoit AUDET CANADA NGA CAN
* November 8, 1918 La Sarre, Quebec
After attending St. Alexandre, 1937-43, he made his vows on August 15, 1943
at Lac-au-Saumon and in the final year of his senior studies in Montreal was
ordained there on September 24, 1949.
Assigned to the Oturkpo prefecture in 1950, he did evangelization and pastoral
ministry at the new station of Akpanya, where he also built its church. When the
prefecture was split into Oturkpo and Kabba in 1955, the Spiritan Province of
Canada being charged with providing the needed personnel for Kabba, he was on
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place in its area. A few years later, the Kabba prefecture was raised to the status of
a diocese, and renamed Lokoja (1964).
For six years he developed the schools at Akpo, 1954-60, and then did the
same at Ayangba, where he also laid the foundation for a hospital. In 1961 he was
assigned to the new station at Odomomoh, where he built a church and schools.
From 1964 till 1968 he functioned as a retreat preacher to teachers of primary
schools while stationed at Egume.
On leave in Canada in 1968 he assisted the mission procurator, while also
taking a pastoral course at Laval University and in 1970 returned to the Lokoja
diocese. His remaining active years were spent in animation work, teaching and
pastoral ministry.
In 1993 we find him retired at Sainte-Foy, Quebec.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Kevin B. McARDLE IRELAND TT NGA USA IRL
* January 11, 1922 Crossmugelen, Down
He had finished his secondary education when he entered the Congregation at
Kilshane, where he was professed on September 22, 1941. After doing philosophy
at Kimmage, he prefected for three years in Trinidad. In his last year of theology at
Kimmage, he was ordained on July 10, 1948 in Dublin.
In October 1950 he travelled to the Onitsha district, where he was introduced to
the country at Aguleri, and learned the work of evangelization and pastoral
ministry. From 1961 on we find him in charge at lgbo-Ukwu. Opened in 1955, this
parish counted 15,000 Catholics and catechumens and operated sixteen primary
schools, staffed by 137 teachers and attended by 4,430 pupils.
Early in the Biafran War he left Nigeria in 1967 and went to the U.S.A. to take up
parish ministry, first in Minnesota and then from 1971 on in California.
In 1979 he returned to Ireland and made himself useful in parochial duties in his
home country.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick J. LIDDANE IRELAND NGA SL IRL
* November 26, 1918 Kilkee, Clare
After attending Rockwell, 1934-38, he made his commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1939 at Kilshane. He began his philosophy at
Kimmage and then earned a M.Sc. in chemistry at the National University in 1943.
After prefecting for two years at Rockwell, he finished his philosophy at Kimmage.
He was then sent to the University of Fribourg, where he earned his S.T.L. magna
cum laude in 1950. Meanwhile he had been ordained there on July 24, 1949.
Later he would supplement his education by earning a Higher Diploma in
Education in 1956 and a Ph.D. at the National University in 1965.
In December 1950 he went to the Owerri district, where he taught for five years
at Holy Spirit College in Owerri and then became principal of the Stella Maris
Secondary School at Port Harcourt till 1963.
In 1965 he was transferred to Sierra Leone. He taught at Christ the King
College in Bo, but one year later became lecturer in chemistry at Njala University
College, as well as its chaplain till 1979.
In that year he was retained in Ireland to teach at Rathmines. Five years later,
however, he was able to return to Sierra Leone to serve there till 1986. Thereafter
he did parish ministry in the Limerick diocese.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Sean HORRIGAN IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* July 29, 1921 Rosscarbay, Cork
Educated at Rockwell, 1935-40, he made his vows on September 8, 1941 at
Kilshane and did his senior studies, interrupted by two years of prefecting, at
Kimmage. In his last year of theology he was ordained on July 10, 1949 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1950, he was introduced to the work of
evangelization and pastoral ministry at Eke as an assistant. In 1961 he was listed
as in charge of Sacred Heart parish at lwollo Oghe and finally at lbagwa in the
Enugu diocese.
Early in the Biafran War, he left the country in November 1967. He then went to
the U.S.A., where he joined the Long Island Irish Spiritan group and took up
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parochial ministry in the New York area.
years of highly appreciated service there.

By 1993 he had rendered twenty-five

Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas M. FLANAGAN IRELAND NGA IRL
* November 20, 1920 Ballaghadereen, Roscommon
He had finished his secondary education when he entered the Congregation at
Kilshane in 1941 and made his vows there on September 29 of the following year.
He did his senior studies at Kimmage, 1942-50, except for a two year period of
prefecting at Blackrock, and was ordained on July 10, 1949 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he made his way to the Owerri district. We find
him listed there at Ezinihitte from 1952 on, first as an assistant and in 1961 as
pastor of St. Dominic's in Ezinihitte-West. It was a large parish taking care of over
16,000 Catholics and catechumens. His final posting placed him at Ohaji's Holy
Family parish.
In 1968 he returned to Ireland, doing pastoral ministry in various locations. In
1993 he was listed as regional superior of Spiritans working in the North-East area
of Ireland.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick J. O'CONNOR IRELAND NGA GMB IRL
* March 10, 1922 Birinfadda, Cranny, Clare
He attended Rockwell, 1937-42, before making his vowed commitment on
September 8, 1943 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., Honors, at the National
University in 1946, he went to Kimmage for theology and in his final year was
ordained on July 10, 1949 in Dublin.
The following year he voyaged to the Owerri district, where he was to do
evangelization and pastoral work for two decades. We find him listed in the Owerri
diocese as an assistant at Mbutu Okohia in 1952 and at Emekuku in 1961. It was
then a parish of 27,000 Catholics and catechumens, with thirty-four schools
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catering to over 10,000 pupils. His final listing in 1968 placed him as pastor at
Obibi.
After the collapse of the secessionist Biafra State in 1970, he and the other
Spiritans whose passports had been stamped by Biafra were "sentenced to six
months of imprisonment with hard labor," but released one week later and
deported from Nigeria.
He was welcomed in Gambia, where he taught commercial and community
development at the Agricultural and Technical College in Lamin from 1970 on
while also being the Gambia representative of Caritas.
Ailing he returned to Ireland in 1979 and took up pastoral work in his homeland.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Downacad V. SHELLY IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* March 12, 1922 Portlaoise, Laoighise
Also known as Denis, he had finished his secondary schooling when he
entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on September 8,
1942. After two years of prefecting at Blackrock, he did his senior studies at
Kimmage and was ordained on July 10, 1949 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1950, he served there for sixteen years. We
find him listed first at Nsu as an assistant and then in 1961 at lhitte in the Diocese of
Umuahia, doing evangelization and pastoral work.
Leaving Nigeria in 1966, he assumed pastoral ministry in Wales and from 1969
on in the U.S.A., first in Wyoming and from 1976 on as a member of the San Mateo
Irish Spiritan group in California till 1989.
He then returned to Ireland and took up pastoral duties in his home country.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Donal V. O'SULLIVAN IRELAND NGA IT IRL GB
March 8, 1921 Rochestown, Cork
A Blackrock graduate, 1934-38, and a brother of the Spiritan Frs. Hugh and
Lawrence, he made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 8,
1940 at Kilshane. He earned a B.A., first class Honors, at the National University in
1943 and prefected for two years at Blackrock while also earning a Higher Diploma
in Education in 1945. He then went to the Gregorian University in Rome to earn a
S.T.D. in 1950. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July 9, 1948.
Sent to the Archdiocese of Onitsha in 1950, he taught for thirteen years at
Bigard Memorial (Senior) Seminary in Enugu. In 1963 he became Spiritan district
superior and took up residence at lhiala.
In 1968 the general chapter of the Congregation in Rome elected him assistant
superior general, a position he held till the general chapter of 197 4.
He then served for eleven years as chaplain to overseas students in Dublin,
while also being chaplain to the Royal College of Surgeons during the 1975-77
period. In 1986 he was on a sabbatical leave of study for one year. His 1993
listing showed him doing ministry in England.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John J. COLEMAN IRELAND NGA IRL GHA
* January 30, 1920 Tyone, Nenagh, Tipperary
He attended Blackrock, 1933-38, and made his vows on September 8, 1939 at
Kilshane. His philosophy studies were interrupted by four years of prefecting at
Kimmage and Blackrock, but he earned a B.A. in 1946. In his final year of theology
at Kimmage he was ordained on July 10, 1949 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he voyaged to the Onitsha district. Initiated to
the country as an assistant at Agabani, he became supervisor of schools at Enugu.
In 1952 he was appointed principal of the teachers training college at Awgu and
three years later he temporarily held the same position at lhe.
From 1957 on he was pastor of Holy Spirit parish in the Enugu diocese.while
also being educational secretary for the diocese. His final position was that of
diocesan chancellor.
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During the Biafran War when large numbers of people fled before the invading
federal troops, he and Fr. Oliver Barrett stayed behind to take care of those who
had sought a refuge in the hills and forests in the Enugu region. Though at first
treated with suspicion and fear, he managed to overcome that attitude and serve
the refugees both spiritually and materially.
In 1969, he returned to Ireland. After doing a few years of pastoral ministry in
Cork, he went to Ghana in 1972. He served there as secretary to the bishop of
Kumasi until in 1976 he assumed parochial duties. By 1992 he had rendered a
quarter of a century of service to the diocese.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Dermot N. MOLONEY IRELAND NGA IRL MLW USA
* December 12, 1919 Dublin
He finished his secondary education at Blackrock in 1938 and made his vows
on September 8, 1939 at Kilshane. After prefecting for two years each at Kimmage
and Blackrock, he earned a B.A., first class Honors, at the University. In his final
year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on March 12, 1949 in Dublin.
Appointed to the Owerri district in 1950, he served there for fourteen years. We
find him listed in 1952 as one of the assistants in Nsu, a parish with over 44,000
Catholics and catechumens. Thereafter he continued to serve in the diocese, but
the available records fail to indicate the exact theater of his endeavors.
In 1964 he returned to Ireland, where he functioned as bursar at Kimmage and
taught at Rathmines until in 1969 he went to the U.S.A. for two years as a member
of the Long Island Spiritan community. He then tried to do evangelization ministry
in Malawi, but illness forced him to leave.
From 1972 on we find him again in the U.S.A., this time with the New Orleans
group of Spiritans in Louisiana. He was still there in 1993, listed as serving at
Baton Rouge.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John B. BRADY 62 IRELAND NGA GB USA
* April 10, 1917 Corraweelis, Cavan

+ July 19, 1979 Cavan

He attended Blackrock, 1930-34, worked for a few years and continued his
secondary education in his home county. He then entered the Kilshane novitiate in
1943 to make his vows on September 8, 1944. In the final year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on July 10, 1949 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Owerri district. We find him listed as
an assistant at Urualla in 1952 and as in charge of St. Joseph's at Alay in the
Diocese of Umuahia in 1961. His final posting was at St. Paul's, Osu, as pastor to
12,000 Catholics and catechumens.
He played an important role in the mission's policy of evangelization through
education. He was a good manager of schools, finding the needed resources and
spending them wisely, a very good manager also of his teachers. He saved many
a struggling school and developed others. Thus he proved to be a good man in a
difficult situation.
The Biafran War drove him out of the country in 1968. He then did two years of
ministry in England before going to the U.S.A. Joining the Irish Spiritan community
of Long Island, he did pastoral ministry in Brooklyn, N.Y.
A heart attack put an end to his work in 1979. When he seemed to have
recovered, he went back to Ireland for recuperation. About one week later, while
with his family, he had another attack and died soon after.
IBN July 19
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Fr. Patrick HOGAN 37 IRELAND IRL NGA
* April 29, 1923 Liscullane, Limerick

+ July 25, 1960 Dublin

He attended Rockwell, 1937-42, and made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 8, 1943 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., Honors, at the University
College of Dublin in 1946, he prefected for one year at Rockwell. In his final year of
theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on July 15, 1950 in Dublin.
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In November of the following year he travelled to the Archdiocese of Onitsha,
where he received his introduction to missionary work in the newly opened small
station at Awgu. The place was high up in the hills and it meant trekking around
even in the rain across swampy areas, testing his endurance. And the station did
not even have more than a make-shift shelter to rest the weary limbs supporting his
great frame. But he learned the lgbo language well and this brought him very close
to the people.
He was then transferred to lhiala, where less trekking was needed but 9,000
people kept him very busy hearing confessions. Thereafter he served in education,
first at Obollo-Eke, where he built a teachers training school, then at Onitsha's
Christ the King College and finally at Emene's new St. Joseph's Higher Elementary
Training College, near Enugu. He improved its material condition, introduced
visual aids and other equipment and made the school band a center of life and
celebration. No matter how busy, he always recited his rosary in public.
He radiated joy and enthusiasm, but proved no match to blackwater fever.
Gravely ill, he returned to Ireland and died there soon after.
IBN July 25
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Bp. Anthony Gogo NWEDO NIGERIA NGA
*
1912 Oguta, Owerri
Four years after his ordination on July 29, 1945 as a diocesan priest, he entered
the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on February 2, 1951.
Assigned to the Diocese of Owerri, he joined the staff of St. Paul's Junior
Seminary at Okpala. In 1959 the Holy See named him the first bishop of the newly
created Diocese of Umuahia, taken from the territory of that of Owerri. On May 17,
1959 he was ordained a bishop at Aba. He was the first Nigerian bishop to head a
diocese.
His diocese then counted 127,000 Catholics and over 42,000
catechumens; it operated 280 primary schools staffed by 1880 teachers, with over
50,000 pupils. There were also three secondary schools and one junior seminary.
His clergy counted thirty-one priests. All this had already been accomplished
despite the presence of Methodist and Presbyterian missions in the area.
A strong believer in self-determination, he set about to indigenize the Church in
his diocese with the aid of his clergy and the laity. As he had only nine native
priests, and expatriates were hard to get, he founded two indigenous
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congregations to take up the slack until the seminaries could supply him with more
priests. They were the Daughters of Mary, Mother of Mercy in 1962 and the Sons
of Mary, Mother of Mercy, in 1970. They prospered and continued to serve even
when the diocesan clergy became more abundant.
For the laity he built eight teachers training colleges and he had twenty-six
secondary schools in operation when, following the Biafran War, the government
took over all of them. The move had a bad effect on the schools, but it did not stop
the Church from growing in his diocese. His well-instructed teachers continued to
serve in both primary and secondary schools. Half of his clergy were graduates of
higher institutes of learning either in Nigeria or abroad; and fully two-thirds of the
religious sisters held professional or academic degrees from universities.
By 1980 the Catholic population of the diocese had grown to over 530,000. If in
1985 it was down to half that number, the reason was that his diocese had just
given birth to the Diocese of Okigwe, which took the other half. This was also the
reason why his clergy shrank from 123 to 71--all of them Nigerian-born in both
dioceses.
At the age of seventy-five any bishop must tend his resignation to the Holy See,
but when Bp. Nwedo reached this age in 1987, he was asked to continue until a
successor was named in 1990.
He then retired to live together with his successor in the Umuahia residence.
The Catholic Church in Eastern Nigeria 1885-1985, 219 ff., 321 ff.; B.G. and E.P.
passim
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Fr. Patrick J. DUNNE IRELAND IRL NGA GB KEN
* March 22, 1922 Kildare, Kildare
He had finished his secondary education when he entered the Congregation at
Kilshane in 1942 and made his vows there on October 4, 1943. He prefected for
one year at Blackrock after doing his philosophy at Kimmage. In the final year of
theology he was ordained on July 10, 1939 in Dublin.
In 1950 he received his assignment to the Onitsha district, but on medical
advice his departure was delayed for one year, which he spent doing pastoral work
in England. Then going to Nigeria he served as an assistant at Achina, a parish
with over 10,000 Catholics and catechumens. In 1961 we find him listed as in
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charge of Dunokofia, caring for 15,000 parishioners and supervising its twenty-one
schools staffed by 234 teachers and attended by 7,300 pupils.
During the Biafran War he returned to Ireland in 1968, serving as a hospital
chaplain until in 1971 he was able to fly to Kenya. He ministered there for nearly
two decades, mostly at Ting'ang'a.
In 1990 he went back to Ireland, but continued to make himself useful in
pastoral ministry.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 804
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Fr. William C. FITZPATRICK IRELAND NGA GMB IRL GB
* June 1, 1921 lnchicore, Dublin
After working for six years as an engineering fitter, he supplemented his
secondary education at Rockwell and then went to Kilshane to enter the
Congregation. He made his vows there on September 8, 1945. In the final year of
his theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 16, 1950 in Dublin.
In November of the following year he went to the Owerri district. Initiated to the
country at Uzoagbu, he was assigned early in 1952 to Obowo in the future diocese
of Umuahia, doing pastoral work. From late 1952 till 1968 he taught metal work at
St. Joseph's Technical School at Ahiara in the Owerri diocese.
Then, as the land of the lgbo people was being ravaged by war and starvation,
he went to Ezinihitte, Onaji and Mbutu Okohia until resistance to the victorious
federal troops collapsed.
In January 1970 he was transferred to Gambia. He taught there for five years
and spent an additional five years in pastoral ministry. Returning to Ireland in
1980, he engaged in replacement duties for three years and then went to England,
taking up parish work in the Sheffield area.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Am,and J. LAROSE 57 CANADA NGA CAN
• April 19, 1923 Pointe-Gatineau, Quebec

October 16, 1980 Hull, Quebec

He attended St. Alexandre, 1937-42, and was professed on August 15, 1944 at
Lac-au-Saumon. His senior studies began at Montreal, but finished at Ferndale,
U.S.A. in 1951. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July 1, 1950.
The following year he was assigned to the Benue district. His first station was at
Oturkpo. There this 300 lb. giant of a man lost one third of his weight in one year
(he regained it later). He then went in 1953 to ldah and in 1960 devoted himself
wholeheartedly to the new Udomomoh station in what was the Prefecture of Kabba
but soon became the Diocese of Lokoja. In 1963 he became principal of the new
St. Peter's Secondary School at ldah, now the seat of a diocese, where he had to
supervise construction of the school as well as teach.
Suffering from heart disease, he returned to Canada in 1968. He continued to
function there in pastoral ministry for a dozen years. As his physical condition
deteriorated, the doctors tried to save him by open heart surgery in 1980. He died
following the operation.
He was not only a giant of a man but also a giant in patience and endurance.
Though timid by temperament, he gained the hearts of his people by his
willingness to listen.
Dossiers Spiritains, jan.-mars 1981, 53 ff.; SWWW 1092
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Fr. Joseph P. SHIEL IRELAND NGA IRL GB USA
• May 14, 1924 Kilkelly, Ballyhannis, Mayo
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on October
5, 1944. After doing philosophy at Kimmage, he prefected for one year at
Rathmines. In the final year of his theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July
16, 1950 in Dublin.
In November of the following year he went to the Owerri district, where he
worked for twelve years. We find him listed only in 1952 at Uli's Holy Cross parish,
first as an assistant and then in 1961 as its pastor. In that period his congregation
grew from 18,000 to over 28,000 Catholics and catechumens.
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Returning to Ireland in 1963, he was attached to the Kimmage community until
in 1966 he took up pastoral duties in England, first at Cardiff and then in London.
In 1971 we find him in Brooklyn, NY, for three years, followed by two years of
promotional work in Ireland. He then went back to the U.S.A. as a member of the
Long Island Irish Spiritan Group for fifteen years.
In 1991 he retired to Ireland.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James M. CUNNINGHAM 68 IRELAND NGA USA KEN
* June 29, 1923 Strathroy, Tyrone
+ March 25, 1992 Dublin
A brother of the Dominican Sean and of the Spiritans Thomas and Columcille,
he entered the Congregation at Kilshane in 1941 and made his vows on
September 8 of the following year. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1945 he
prefected for two years at Blackrock. In the last year of his theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 16, 1950 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district, he went there in November 1951 and served for
sixteen years. We find him listed at Holy Spirit College in Umuahia in 1952 and as
pastor in Ndizogu ministering to over 8,000 Catholics and catechumens in 1961.
Urualla is also mentioned as a place where he did his share of evangelization.
When the Biafran War started in earnest, he left the country in November 1967.
After one year in the U.S.A. he went to Nairobi, Kenya in 1969. Three years later
he joined his confreres working in Louisiana doing pastoral ministry.
All went well until February 1992; he seemed to be in perfect health. Then a
brain scan revealed an inoperable cancer. At his family's insistence, he consented
to return to Ireland and died there a few weeks later at Kimmage.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, April 1992
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Fr. Arthur V. CARRAGHER IRELAND NGA IRL CAN
* October 16, 1922 Cullyhanna, Newry, Down
He entered the Congregation in 1941 at Kilshane and made his vowed
commitment on September 8, 1942. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1945 he
prefected for two years at Rathmines. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 16, 1950 in Dublin.
In November of the following year he went to the Onitsha district,where he was
introduced to the work at Obolo-Eke, near Nsukka, in what became later the
Diocese of Enugu. From 1952 on he served at Nnokwa, doing the usual parish
ministry while also preparing numerous neophytes for baptism.
From 1957 on he spent a decade in charge of the parish at Ekwulobia in the
future diocese of Awka. It was a relatively small parish of 8,000 Catholics and
catechumens. There, as well as in Nnokwa, he also had to see to the building of
schools, the appointment of teachers and the supervision of everything entailed by
schools and parish.
During the Biafran War he returned to Ireland in 1967 and was assigned to
Rathmines. Four years later he moved to Canada and took up parish duties in the
English-speaking province headquartered in Toronto. He was still serving in that
ministry in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. Thomas F. REYNOLDS 54 IRELAND NGA USA
* August 8, 1915 Cloonacool, Sligo
+ March 22, 1970 Trenton, NJ
He had worked for a decade in his uncle's store before he did two years of
refresher studies at Blackrock, 1942-44. On September 8, 1945 he made his
profession at Kilshane. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 16, 1950 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district, he departed for Nigeria in November 1951. For
three years he served as novice master for the St. Peter Claver Brothers at Uturu.
He then did some pastoral ministry at Obaku until in 1956 he was assigned to
the junior seminary in Okpala. Two years later he became rector of the new junior
seminary set up at Obowo. Subsequently he engaged in evangelization and
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pastoral ministry at Amaigbo and Uzoagba and built a church and a residence at
Atta.
During the Biafran War he was occupied with relief work until in 1969 he
became ill and had to return to Ireland. While waiting for a permit to go back to
Nigeria, he did some ministry in the U.S.A. Then his illness flared up again. He
died while in the hospital for surgery.
IBN March 22
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Bp. Godfrey M. OKOYE 63 NIGERIA NGA
* December 19, 1913 lfite Ukpo, Onitsha

+ March 17, 1977 Enugu

After being ordained a priest on July 27, 1947, he made his novitiate in Ireland,
where he was professed on September 8, 1951 at Kilshane.
Assigned to the Archdiocese of Onitsha, he began to serve at lhiala and in
1958 as rector of All Hallows Junior Seminary at Onitsha, which in 1961 counted
over 300 students.
In that year the Holy See created the Diocese of Port Harcourt and named him
as its first bishop. He was ordained a bishop there on September 3, 1961.
Although the number of Catholics was around 60,000 when he arrived and that of
catechumens about 190,000, there was not yet any Nigerian-born priest in the
diocese. Full of energy, the bishop opened a junior seminary as well as primary
and secondary schools.
The outbreak of the Biafran War in 1967 and the fall of Port Harcourt forced him
and most of his priests to flee from the city. The same was true of the numerous
lgbo people, who constituted a large part of the Catholic population. And when in
1970 the war ended, he was no longer acceptable in his diocese.
The Holy See then transferred him to the Enugu diocese. He faced there a
difficult task: most of the expatriate priests had been expelled, following the defeat
of the secessionists, and the native clergy numbered only ten men. Fortunately,
vocations among the lgbo were numerous, so that he could gradually staff the
parishes again. By the time he died the native clergy numbered over sixty priests,
and there were over one hundred young men in the senior seminary.
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He also had to deal with the hostility of the governor of the Anambra State, who
was the first governor in Nigeria to take over all Church-owned schools and whose
subordinates desecrated some churches. The bishop had also to look after the
construction of churches which had been wrecked or damaged during the war.
On the spiritual level he satisfied the longings of his people by founding the
Daughters of Divine Love in 1969, a congregation which had already over eighty
professed sisters in 1977. He also was instrumental in getting contemplative
orders of Trappists established at Awhum and of Benedictine Nuns at Nike in his
diocese.
After his sudden death, he was buried in the Enugu Cathedral.
B.G. and E.P. passim; A Hundred Years of the Catholic Church in Eastern Njgeria,
1885-1985, pp. 281 f., 287 f.
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Fr. William A. MAHER IRELAND NGA USA PNG
* May 13, 1922 Portobello, Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane in 1940 and was professed on
September 8, 1941. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1944, a Higher Diploma in
Education in 1945 while prefecting at Rathmines, and a M.A., first class Honors, in
1946, he did his theology at Kimmage. On July 16, 1950 he was ordained in
Dublin.
Going to the Owerri district in November 1951, he taught for five years at Bp.
Shanahan Teachers Training College at Orlu. He then became editor of
Leader, a Catholic newspaper, and manager of the diocesan press, a function
which he retained for eleven years. At the same time he was also chancellor of the
diocese and supervisor of schools till 1969.
Following the Biafran War he went to the U.S.A., doing parish work for one year
and then in 1971 volunteered for Papua New Guinea, doing parochial duties in the
Mount Hagen diocese. From 1974 on he also served as superior of the Irish
Fathers work in the country. In 1981 we find him back in Ireland, residing at
Rath mines.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael P. SMYTH IRELAND NGA GB CAN IRL
* January 17, 1922 Clyduff, Daingan, Offaly
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his commitment on
September 8, 1942. After earning a B.A., first class Honors, in 1945, he prefected
for two years at Blackrock and earned a Higher Diploma in Education in 1947.
Sent to the University of Fribourg, he acquired a S.T.L. summa cum laude in 1951.
Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July 23, 1950.
In November 1951 he went to the Archdiocese of Onitsha. He taught there at
Bigard Memorial Seminary in Engu and subsequently at Our Lady of Lourdes
Teachers Training College in lwollo Oghe.
In May 1967 before the Biafran War began, he returned to Ireland and engaged
in ministry in England until in 1970 he was assigned to the Toronto-based Spiritan
district in Canada.
Going back to Ireland six years later, he performed hospital chaplain duties.
From 1978 on he resided at Ardbraccan until in 1985 he entered the Kimmage
retirement home.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas CULLEN 56 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* July 12, 1921 Glasgow

+ July 29, 1977 GB

He made his religious vows on September 8, 1947 at Cellule, France, and did
his senior studies up Upton Hall, where he was ordained on September 29, 1950.
Assigned to Benue in 1951, he did evangelization ministry at Oturkpo.
Returning to England around 1958, he rendered pastoral service and functioned as
assistant director of the Castlehead junior seminary. His death was recorded in
1977.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Michael E. F. SHANLEY 72 IRELAND TT NGA KEN IRL
* February 22, 1922 Feamaught, Dromod, Leitrin
+ November 8, 1994 Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, 1935-41, he was professed on October 8, 1942 at
Kilshane. After doing his philosophy at Kimmage, he prefected in Trinidad, 194447. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on December 23,
1950 in Dublin.
Setting out for the Owerri district in November of the following year, he did
evangelization and pastoral work for a decade, first as an assistant and then as
pastor at Mbieri till 1961 and next at Obowo, to end up at Mbutu Okohia. The
Mbieri parish of Christ the King was large: it counted nearly 25,000 Catholics and
catechumens and operated twenty-nine primary schools staffed by over two
hundred teachers and attended by 7,528 pupils. And he had only two assistants to
help him.
While on leave in 1962, he was retained in Ireland for two years and then
transferred to Kenya. After four years of parish work in the Mombasa diocese, he
became guestmaster at St. Brendan's Guest House in Lioka till 1984.
Returning to Ireland, he took up residence at Kimmage, but still served as
hospital chaplain for some years until full retirement in 1990. He died four years
later, leaving the memory of a generous priest who was always lending a
sympathetic ear to the many who came to him.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, December 1994; SEAM 746
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Fr. John N. CAHILL IRELAND NGA IRL
* December 20, 1922 Cork
He entered the Congregation in 1941 at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
October 20, 1942. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1945 he prefected for two years
at Rockwell. In the final year of his theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
October 16, 1950 in Dublin.
In November of the following year he travelled to the Owerri district, where he
was to work for fifteen years. We find him listed at Port Harcourt's Stella Maris
College in 1952, and at Mt. St. Mary's Teachers Training College in Azaebulu in
1961 and finally at St. Columba's Secondary School in Amaimo as its chaplain.
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Illness forced him to return to Ireland in 1968. After two years at Rathmines, he
took up pastoral ministry in Kildare and later in Tipperary. He was still engaged in
this more than two decades later.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. William J. O'MAHONEY 57 IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* September 24, 1922 Kilquaide, Wicklow
+ September 15, 1979 Kilshane
Educated at Rockwell, 1936-42, he was professed on September 15, 1943 at
Kilshane. After doing his philosophy at Kimmage, he prefected for two years at
Rathmines. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 16,
1950 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district, he went there in November 1951 and did
evangelization and pastoral ministry for fourteen years. We find him listed as an
assistant at the new station of Ogoni in the Port Harcourt region in 1952 and as
pastor of St. Mary's at Port Harcourt in 1961.
In 1965 his bishop sent him to study at The Workers' College and Plater
College, Oxford, where he earned a diploma in Social Administration. Then the
Biafran War made his return to Nigeria impractical. Instead, he went to the U.S.A.
doing pastoral ministry. While there, he also followed a course in counselling at
Iona College and then used his new knowledge in his ministry, especially as
hospital chaplain in Miami.
A slight stroke ended his stay in the U.S.A. in 1974. Returning to Ireland, he
went to reside at Kilshane and soon after became its local superior. He died there
suddenly while walking in a street. He is remembered as a cheerful and
understanding priest and superior.
IBN September 15
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Fr. Henry PASS GREAT BRITAIN
* April 1, 1923 Chorley

NGA

He received his secondary schooling at Castlehead before making his vows on
October 7, 1942 at Holme Island. In the final year of his senior studies at the war
time facilities established in England he was ordained on February 20, 1948 at
Mansfield.
After being detained in England for university studies, he was assigned to
Benue in 1951, but information about particulars is lacking.
In 1961 we find him listed as back in England, teaching at the junior seminary in
Castlehead.
Around 1970 he returned to what had become the Diocese of Makurdi. He was
listed as pastor at Jato Aka in 1980 and eight years later at Aliade as director of
vocations. His 1993 listing placed him at the Spiritan pre-novitiate in Yola.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Owen C. CARTON IRELAND NGA IRL
* November 28, 1919 Dublin
He had done office work for a few years before entering the Kilshane novitiate
and made his vows on September 8, 1943. After studying philosophy at Kimmage
he prefected for one year each at Blackrock and Rockwell. In his last year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 16, 1950 in Dublin.
In November of the following year he went to the Owerri district, where he was
to work for seventeen years. We find him listed doing evangelization and pastoral
ministry as an assistant at Emekuku in 1952. Nine years later he was listed as in
charge of the parish at lsukuato in the Diocese of Umuahia and in 1968 as pastor
of St. Eugene in Aba.
In the final year of the Biafran War he returned to Ireland and took up pastoral
ministry in his homeland. He was still listed as doing this more than twenty years
later.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Daniel P. O'MAHONY IRELAND IRL NGA USA SL
* March 2, 1923 Kilmallock, Limerick
He did his secondary schooling at Rockwell, 1936-41 , and made his profession
on September 8, 1942 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1945 he
prefected for two years at Rockwell. In the final year of his theology studies at
Kimmage he was ordained on July 16, 1950 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Archdiocese of Onitsha in 1951, he served there for sixteen
years. He was listed as an assistant in 1952 at Dunokopia, a relatively small parish
with only 13,000 Catholics and catechumens, and in 1961 at St. Andrew's in Adazi,
a parish that was nearly three times as large.
Ailing he returned to Ireland in 1967. The following year he went to the U.S.A.
and did ministry in Louisiana. In 1969 he was able to return to what was still called
Biafra, but the collapse of its forces a few months later drove him out of the country.
He then volunteered for Sierra Leone, where he ministered for four years.
In 1974 he was assigned to the Irish Spiritan group headquartered in New
Orleans, doing parish work. In· 1981 he was incardinated into the archdiocese.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Robert W. SHERWOOD 63 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* November 8, 1920 Manchester
+ October 22, 1984 Manchester
He received his secondary education at Castlehead and made his vows on
October 7, 1942 at Holme Island. In the final year of his senior studies at the war
time facilities set up in England he was ordained on October 12, 1947 at Upton
Hall.
After a few years of service in England he was assigned to the Oturkpo
prefecture in the Benue region in 1951. He received his initiation to the work of
evangelization at the newly opened station called Adoka. In a total population of
about 80,000 there were only one hundred Catholics, but the future looked
promising for catechumens numbered 1,800 and sixty-two catechists were working,
giving first instruction in the Christian faith while sixteen primary schools taught 900
children.
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In 1961 we find him listed at Gboko as in charge of the local parish. Two years
later he became principal superior of the Spiritans in the Makurdi district, a function
he retained for six years, and went to reside at Makurdi.
At an undetermined time he was also administrator of the Makurdi cathedral, but
it probably was during the time he was stationed at Makurdi (1963-75). One of the
problems he encountered there concerned an orphaned baby, who landed, so to
speak, in his lap. He found a motherly lady, called Regina, to take care of the
infant. As in no time more such babies were brought to him, Regina became again
their mother. He somehow found the funds to build an orphanage for them behind
St. Theresa's church in another part of the town and Regina continued to take care
of them. In 1980 we find him as pastor at Ugba's All Saints parish, near Gboko.
In ill health after three decades of hard work, he returned to England. He died
there after several operations, leaving the memory of a zealous missionary, who
had seen the insignificant prefecture develop into the flourishing Diocese of
Makurdi serving some 250,000 faithful, staffed by sixty indigenous priests and thirtyfive expatriate Spiritans.
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Fr. Desmond F. McMAHON IRELAND NGA IRL CAM BWN
* June 22, Dublin
He had worked as a compositor for a publishing company for two years before
he returned to school to complete his secondary education. Professed on
September 8, 1944 at Kilshane, he earned a B.A., Honors, and then did his
theology at Kimmage. He was ordained on July 16, 1950 in Dublin.
In November of the following year he voyaged to the Onitsha district. He was
listed there in 1952 as teaching at the Immaculate Conception College at Enugu
and in 1961 as principal of the Catholic Teachers Training College of lhe, near
Owelli-Agwu.
In October 1967 when fighting in the Biafran War had started he returned to
Ireland, took up ministry briefly in Dublin and Kenya and then in 1969 began to
serve for three years in Cameroon. In 1975 he was transferred to Botswana to
teach at St. Joseph's College at Kyale for another three years.
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In 1979 he went back to Ireland and assumed chaplaincy positions at various
locations.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Edward T. CROWLEY IRELAND TT NGA GB USA
* January 11, 1922 Askeaton, Limerick
A brother of Fr. Timothy, C.S.Sp., he received his secondary education at
Rockwell, 1936-40, made his vows on September 8, 1941 at Kilshane and earned
a B.A., Honors, in 1944. Sent to Trinidad, he prefected there for three years. In his
final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 3, 1950 in Dublin.
In November of the following year he journeyed to the Owerri district, where he
was to work for fourteen years. After teaching till 1955 at Holy Spirit College in
Umuahia, he had a string of short time assignments at Abonnema, then in 1957 at
Ahiara, at Bende's Elementary Teachers Training College, combined with teaching
at Coronata's High School in Ohafia in 1958, at Umuahia in 1959, followed by
teaching at the secondary schools at Aba in 1960 and at Ugiri in 1962. His final
assignment was to the teachers training school at Mbutu Ngwa in 1963.
Returning to Ireland in 1965, he did pastoral ministry in England and then went
to the U.S.A. In 1979 he officially transferred to the U.S.A.-West Spiritan Province
and engaged in the pastoral works entrusted to it.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and U.S.A.
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Fr. Frederick WOODS 67 GREAT BRITAIN
* December 7, 1924 Preston, Lanes.

NGA

+ November 21, 1992 Makurdi

Professed on September 8, 1947 at Cellule, he made his senior studies at
Upton Hall and was ordained there on September 29, 1950.
The following year he was assigned to Benue, where he was introduced to the
work of evangelization at Utonkon. In 1961 we find him listed at Makurdi as
secretary to Bp. James Hagan and in 1968 at Keffi as a staff member of St. James
Junior Seminary.
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Subsequently he became education secretary of the Makurdi diocese and took
up residence at Makurdi. In 1989 we find him listed as pastor of the St. Theresa
parish in the same town. He also served as vicar general of the diocese.
Although suffering from heart trouble, he returned to Makurdi after a leave in
1990. He died there two years later after having given forty years of his life to the
service of the people entrusted to his care. In those four decades he had
witnessed the splendid development of the diocese from some 7,000 faithful to
over 620,000, served by one hundred and twenty priests, of whom about one
hundred were African-born.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Timothy B. O'BRIEN IRELAND NGA IRL
* August 20, 1923 Clontarf,Dublin
A Rockwell graduate, 1937-43, he was professed on September 21, 1944 at
Kilshane. He did his senior studies at Kimmage and was ordained on July 16,
1950 in Dublin.
Going to the Owerri district in November of the following year, he did
evangelization and pastoral ministry for sixteen years. He was listed as an
assistant at St. Mary's, Port Harcourt, in 1952 and as in charge of the new Ohaji
station in 1961. This place had been carved out of the Elele parish, but counted
already 11,000 Catholics and catechumens. His final posting was to St. Patrick's
parish at Awo Omamma.
Returning to Ireland in 1968, he did pastoral ministry until in 197 4 he was
appointed superior of the Ardbraccan community and served as such for two three
year terms. Thereafter he continued to reside there.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Basil DE WINTON GREAT BRITAIN NGA TZA GB
* September 20, 1912 Burwash, Archdiocese of Southwark
He made his vows on September 8, 1946 at Cellule, France.
Switzerland for theology, he was ordained there on July 23, 1950.

Sent to
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The following year he was assigned to Benue, where he labored for two
decades. We find him listed as director of the Udie mission in 1961 and as
principal of a secondary school at Okobolo in 1968.
In 1971 he was transferred to Tanzania, where he taught in the Kilimanjaro area
at the diocesan seminary in Kibosho for four years and then at the Spiritan Usa
River seminary till 1979. He then became assistant novice master in Magamba
(Lushoto).
Illness forced him to return to England two years later. He still served as much
as possible until he entered his full retirement period.
In the year 1885 a Colonel DE WINTON on behalf of the International Congo
Association donated their building at Kwamouth to the Spiritan Congo Mission. I
wonder whether he was a relative of Fr. De Winton.
Arch. CSSp England
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Fr. Francis J. McCABE IRELAND IRL NGA GB CAN
* September 16, 1922 Ballybay, Monaghan
He entered the Congregation in 1942 at Kilshane and made his vows there on
October 4, 1943 before prefecting for two years at Rockwell. He then did his
philosophy and earned a M.Sc. in biochemistry at the National University of Ireland
in 1946 and a teacher's diploma in organ music in 1948. In the final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 16, 1950 in Dublin. He then
completed his education by acquiring a Higher Diploma in Education in 1952.
In the same year he travelled to Onitsha, where he taught for fifteen years. We
find him listed first at Christ the King College at Onitsha and in 1961 at St. Mary's
High School at lfite-Ukpo, near Ogidi.
Early in the Biafran War he left Nigeria, did one year of pastoral work in England
and taught for one year at Rathmines. He was then transferred to Canada, where
he took up vocational and parish ministry in the Alberta Province. In 1993 he was
listed as retired at Edmonton.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto
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Fr. Horace A. LEONARD 63 CANADA NGA CAN
* May 28, 1921 Ste-Agathe des Monts, Quebec

+ August 13, 1984 Laval

He had finished his secondary studies when he entered the Congregation in
After doing
1941 and was professed on August 15, 1942 at Lac-au-Saumon.
philosophy at St. Alexandre, he prefected there for two years and then studied
theology in Montreal. He was also ordained there on September 24, 1949. A final
year at the University of Toronto concluded his preparations for his ministry.
Meanwhile he had earned a B.A., a S.T.L. and a Higher Diploma in Education.
Assigned to the Benue region in 1952, he became manager of the schools
attached to the ldah station till 1956. The following year he was named principal of
the teachers training college at Ayangba and then in 1964 again school manager
at Lokoja. One year later he took up the function of assistant principal of St.
Augustine College at Kabba.
In 1968 he served as primary schools supervisor for the Diocese of Lokoja, the
new name for Kabba, only to be re-assigned as assistant principal to St. Monica
College at Kabba, and then in 1971 rector of the diaconal school of St. Stephen in
the Lokoja diocese.
After two decades of service to the young church in that region he returned to
Canada, doing ministry. He still returned to Lokoja to teach at St. Clement's
Seminary in 1976, but malaria sent him back to Canada. Thereafter he served in
various functions within the Congregation and in ministry. We may also mention
that he became a co-founder of a center for tropical medicine.
In the spring of 1983 he began ailing and entered a nursing home. He died in a
hospital at Laval, leaving the memory of a dedicated worker in the Lord's vineyard
and a man who could be very witty, even at his own expense.
Dossiers Spiritains, Juillet-Octobre 1984
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Fr. Robert J. THERIAULT CANADA NGA CAN
* January 27, 1921 Notre-Dame-du-Lac, Quebec
After doing his secondary studies at Saint Alexandre, 1938-44, he made his
vows on September 8, 1945 at Lac-au-Saumon. He did his philosophy in
Montreal, earning a B.A., prefected for one year and then went to Rome to earn a
S.T.L. at the Gregorian in 1952. He was also ordained there on May 19, 1951.
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The following year he travelled to the Benue district, where he worked in what
became the Prefecture of Kabba for four years. He was introduced to parochial
and evangelization ministry at Gboko and then assigned in 1953 to ldah, where he
built a church and travelled around the bush country visiting out-stations.
In 1956 he returned to Rome for an additional year of studies at the Institute of
Spirituality.
After serving as assistant director of the Spiritan Seminary in Sainte-Foy and in
chaplain ministry, he was able to return to what had become the Diocese of Lokoja
in 1966 and become pastor of the Immaculate Conception Church in Lokoja. His
final posting was in 1971 to Egume as its pastor.
Returning to Canada in 1972 he functioned in various ministries and
promotional services in the Quebec province. In 1989 he was listed as regional
superior of the Sainte-Foy area and later as its local bursar.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Patrick J. FLYNN IRELAND NGA USA ZMB IRL
* April 5, 1924 Coralstown, Killucan, Westmouth
He entered the Congregation in 1943 at Kilshane and made his vows there on
September 21, 1944. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years
of prefecting at Blackrock. In the final year of theology he was ordained on July 15,
1951 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district, he served there for sixteen years, notably at St.
Mary's, Port Harcourt, a very busy parish which before its division into three
parishes had a Spiritan staff of ten priests.
In 1967 we find him listed in lkeduru as chaplain to the Uzoagba Girls
Secondary School in the Diocese of Owerri and in 1968 as in charge of the
Ahoada parish in the Diocese of Port Harcourt.
The following year he returned to Ireland and then went to the U.S.A. for one
year. In 1972 he volunteered for Zambia, where he did four years of parish ministry
in the Diocese of Livingstone.
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Back in Ireland by 1976, he took up pastoral ministry in his homeland. He was
still listed as doing so in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James J. (or J.J. O'Sullivan) AHERN 65 IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* October 17, 1922 Clonakilty, Cork
+ August 19, 1988 California
He was to follow his father's trade as a tailor when, nineteen years old, he felt
the call of the missions and attended Rockwell, 1942-44, for two years of Latin. He
made his vows at Kilshane on September 14, 1945 and then did his senior studies
at Kimmage, 1945-52, interrupted by one year of prefecting at Rockwell. On July
15, 1951 he was ordained in Dublin.
In October of the following year he travelled to the Owerri district. Stationed at
Emekuku, he did extensive evangelization ministry in the bush. In 1960 the bishop
appointed him founding pastor of the new Our Lady of Good Counsel parish at
lmerienwe, where he built a church for the 5,000 Catholics and catechumens of the
area. His final listing placed him at Uli, near Orlu.
Ill health forced him to leave the country in 1968. Going to the U.S.A., he did
pastoral ministry in the San Francisco area. In 1972 he became the superior of the
Irish Spiritans working in California, a function for which his uplifting spirit made
him the ideal man. As his health became more precarious, he had to cut down on
his pastoral work, but he remained a highly appreciated pastor, distinguished by
his ability to listen and to give good advise. He died there after a lingering illness.
IBN August 19
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Fr. John J. KING IRELAND TT NGA IRL
* March 4, 1922 Granard, Longford
He attended Blackrock, 1936-41, made his vows on September 8, 1942 at
Kilshane, prefected in Trinidad, 1942-46, earned a B.A. at the National University of
Ireland in 1949 and in the final year of theology at Kimmage was ordained on July
15, 1951 in Dublin.
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In October of the following year he voyaged to the Owerri district. We find him
listed at Ogoni's St. Lawrence parish in the Port Harcourt diocese in 1961.
Subsequently he became chancellor of the diocese and education secretary, while
also serving as pastor at Diobi's Sacred Heart parish.
Returning to Ireland in 1967 he served mainly in pastoral functions in him home
country. His 1993 listing still showed him engaged in this type of ministry.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Denis S. FOLEY IRELAND NGA IRL
* June 15, 1922 Fermoy, Cork
He had been a civil servant for three years when in 1944 he entered the
Congregation. After making his vows on October 11, 1945 at Kilshane, he earned
a B.A. at the National University in 1948. In his final year of theology at Kimmage
he was ordained on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Owerri district. We have no details
about his work until he was listed as supervisor of schools at Port Harcourt,
1961-65. He then became district procurator while stationed at Sacred Heart,
Onitsha till 1967.
After brief stays in the U.S.A. and Great Britain, he returned in 1969 to what was
still called Biafra. When the secessionists lost the war, he was tried for illegal entry
into Nigeria, convicted and expelled from the country in 1970.
Going back to Ireland, he served as provincial treasurer and accountant till in
1979 he assumed hospital chaplaincy ministry. He was still listed in that capacity
in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Lawrence McHUGH IRELAND NGA GB IRL
* December 21, 1919 Ballylinan, Leix
A former Irish Christian Brother, he received one year of supplementary studies
at Blackrock before entering the Kilshane novitiate and making his vows on
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October 7, 1945. He earned a B.A. at the National University in 1948 and in the
final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he went to the Owerri district and taught at the
diocesan junior seminary in lkpala till 1955. After one year at a teachers training
college he became in 1958 principal of the secondary school at Aba in the Diocese
of Umuahia. Four years later he took up a similar position at the teachers training
school in Nsu.
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Returning to Ireland in 1967, he did three years of parish work in England.
From 1971 on he began to function as a staff member of St. Michael's College in
Dublin. He was still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Denis G. RODGERS IRELAND IRL NGA USA PNG
* September 22, 1923 Monkstown, D'loughaire
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane and was professed on September 8,
1943 at Kimmage. After earning a B.A. in 1946 he prefected for two years at
Rockwell. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15,
1950 in Dublin. Later he would complete his schooling by earning a Higher
Diploma in Education (1967).
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1952, he taught there for fifteen years. We
have no details about his location until we find him listed in 1961 as teaching at the
Abbot Secondary College in lhiala and in 1968 as its principal. During the Biafran
War he did pastoral and relief work for the starving civilians.
After the collapse of the secessionist forces he went to the U.S.A., but by 1971
he volunteered for Papua New Guinea, doing evangelization and pastoral ministry
at Mt. Hagen and from 1980 in the Gulf Province. His latest listing in 1993 still
showed him at work there after more than two decades in that part of the world.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James P. MURPHY IRELAND IRL NGA MLW
* September 25, 1923 Dublin
A brother of Fr. Brendan, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane and
made his vows there on September 27, 1943. He began his philosophical studies
at Kimmage, prefected there for two years and then earned a B.A. in 1948. In his
final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he voyaged to the Onitsha district. We find him
listed as principal of St. Peter's Secondary School at Achina in 1961 and in charge
of St. Mary's parish at Nnokwa, near Nnewi, in 1968.
When the Biafran War ended, he left Nigeria and after a brief stay in the U.S.A.
joined the Spiritans doing pastoral ministry in Malawi. He functioned there in the
Archdiocese of Blantyre as pastor for many years. His latest listing in 1993 showed
him engaged in hospital chaplaincy work in the same area.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Desmond Lawrence O'SULLIVAN IRELAND
* September 23, 1923 Blackrock, Cork

NGA IRL KEN

A brother of Fr. Donal, C.S.Sp., he attended Blackrock, 1936-40, and then
served as a cabin boy and later as a cadet during World War Two aboard an Irish
ship. Then, opting for the priesthood, he did one year of supplementary studies at
Blackrock and made his vows on September 8, 1946 at Kilshane. In the final year
of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he went to the Owerri district, where he served
until 1970, except for the years 1967-69 when he was retained in Ireland. We find
him listed doing evangelization and pastoral ministry at Ekwerazu till 1956,
followed by one year at Mbutu Okohia. From 1958 on he was stationed at Uvuru.
After the collapse of the Biafra secession he was detained at the headquarters
of the federal troops in Port Harcourt and, after many interrogations by criminal
investigators, sentenced to six months of imprisonment with hard labor on January
27, 1970. Released a week later, he was expelled from the country.
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After one year in the U.S.A., he went to Kenya, where he ministered for four
years in the Diocese of Machakos. Illness sent him back to Ireland in 1976. Two
years later he was able to return to Kenya for another dozen years of service.
In 1990 he entered the Kimmage retirement home in Ireland.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 811
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Bp. J. Auguste DELISLE CANADA CAM NGA CAN CHILE
* July 7, 1908 Montreal
After receiving his secondary education at St. Alexandre, 1922-27, he began
his philosophy there, prefected for one year and finished his philosophy earning a
B.A. On September 8, 1931 he made his vows at Orly. He started theology at
Chevilly and then went to the Gregorian University of Rome for a S.T.L. He was
also ordained there on June 17, 1934.
The following year he went to Cameroon, where he taught and did
evangelization work for seventeen years until in January 1952 he was reassigned
to the Prefecture of Oturkpo. He worked there at Oturkpo and ldah until in 1955 the
Holy See appointed him to head the new Prefecture of Kabba on the east and west
sides of the River Niger.
The new prefecture was but little developed; there were two junior primary and
two junior and senior primary schools, two small churches on the west side and
none in the east. Resolutely the prefect and the other Canadian Spiritans set to
work and in the two decades that followed they opened more than one hundred
primary schools plus a dozen colleges offering a five year program; while they also
established a junior seminary. Sisters assisted them with their usual dedication,
staffing three mission hospitals, schools for girls and various kinds of social works.
Mention must also be made of the numerous lay volunteers who as doctors, nurses
and teachers came from Canada, Great Britain, the U.S.A. and Italy to donate each
at least a few years of service. And, it stands to reason that devoted African
catechists and other helpers whose names remain unknown delivered a great
contribution to the common task.
The results show what they all accomplished together: from 10,000 Catholics
and 5,000 catechumens in 1955 the little flock grew to 21,000 Catholics and
25,000 catechumens in 1968, and this despite the exodus of thousands of lgbo
people. Meanwhile the prefecture had been raised to the status of a diocese, soon
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renamed Lokoja and Msgr. Delisle became its first bishop.
such on August 24, 1964 at Hull, Canada.

He was ordained as

When in 1967 the government seized control of the primary schools, he was
able to safeguard not only religious instruction but also that the teachers would be
selected from the lists submitted by the Church.
In 1968 his diocese was divided: the ldah region east of the Niger became a
prefecture itself and it, too, was entrusted to the Canadian Spiritans. The junior
seminary he had started saw its first candidate reach the priesthood in 1961 and in
the years to follow nearly fifty diocesan priests could be ordained, including three
who became bishops. Making room for a Nigerian successor, he resigned in 1971.
After functioning for some years in mission promotion in Canada, he went to
Chile in 1979 where he worked at Chacao until 1991.
His retirement years, still full of active ministry, are being spent in Canada. In
1994 he celebrated the diamond jubilee of his priestly ordination.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Timothy J. ENRIGHT IRELAND NGA IRL USA
* March 27, 1924 Tarbert, Limerick
After graduating from Rockwell in 1942, he made his vows on September 8,
1944 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at Blackrock. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he flew to Nigeria for his assignment to the
Onitsha district, where he was to work for fifteen years. He was listed as an
assistant doing evangelization and pastoral ministry at Obollo-Eke in 1956, as
principal of Holy Spirit Secondary College at Owerri in 1961 and as chaplain of the
girl's secondary school at Mbaise, near Ezinihitte in 1968.
Early in the Biafran War he left Nigeria. Going to the U.S.A. in 1971, he took up
pastoral ministry in the San Francisco, CA, area. He was still listed as serving
there in 1994.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Myles J. KENNY IRELAND IRL NGA GBN USA BRZ
A brother of Fr. Desmond, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane
and was professed on September 8, 1941. He then earned a M.Sc., first class
Honors, in 1945 and prefected for two years at Blackrock while also earning a
Higher Diploma in Education in 1948. Sent to the University of Fribourg, he
graduated summa cum laude for the S.T.L. in 1952. Meanwhile he had also been
ordained there on July 22, 1951.
In 1952 he was assigned to the Owerri district. Initiated to the country at Nsu,
Ahiara as an assistant, he then taught at Holy Spirit Teachers Training College in
Umuahia, 1954-55, before teaching at Stella Maris Secondary School in Port
Harcourt. In 1958 he was transferred to Holy Spirit Secondary School in Owerri
and three years later to the national secondary school at Arondizuogu.
He then taught for two years at the Spiritan seminary in lsienu and the Bigard
Memorial Seminary in Enugu. When the Biafran War broke out in 1967 he
engaged in relief work, both at Orlu and at Libreville, Gabon.
When the war ended in 1970, he left Nigeria and after one year in the U.S.A.
went to Brazil to work in the Sao Paulo area. Illness cut short his stay there. After
two more years in Florida, he joined the Irish Spiritan group headquartered in New
Orleans, doing parish work and hospital ministry.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Peter NICHOLSON TRINIDAD NGA TT
* March 1, 1923 Port of Spain
He attended St. Mary's College in his home town till 1943 and made his vows
on August 5, 1943 at Lac-au-Saumon. After earning a B.A. in Montreal in 1945, he
prefected at his Alma Mater until in 1948 he went to Kimmage for theology. He was
ordained on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
Sent to the Owerri district in 1952, he taught for two years at Stella Maris
College in Port Harcourt, followed by two years at Nsu and one year at Ahoada. In
1958 he returned to Trinidad for four years but went back to Nigeria in 1962 for
three more years. From 1965 on he took up pastoral duties in various locations.
He was still listed as doing so in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Bernard HEEREY 66 IRELAND NGA USA
* May 24, 1929 Oldcastle, Meath

+ January 26, 1992 Udi

A brother of the Spiritan Frs. James and Anthony and a nephew of Fr. Patrick,
C.S.Sp., and of Abp. Charles Heerey, C.S.Sp., he received his secondary
education at Blackrock, 1937-43. He made his formal commitment to the
Congregation on September 16, 1944 at Kilshane and did his senior studies at
Kimmage, interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. On July 15, 1951 he
was ordained at Blackrock.
Sent to the Onitsha archdiocese in the following year, he was introduced to
evangelization and pastoral ministry at Udi, where he worked for five years. After a
few more years at St. Michael's parish in Ozubulu, he became pastor in 1961 of the
new St. Anthony's parish at lsienu, which started out with 11,000 Catholics and
catechumens and operated 31 primary schools in which 204 teachers instructed
7,300 pupils. He built a house for the priests there and negotiated the acquisition
of the land on which the Congregation's school of philosophy was built.
Early in the Biafran War he went to the U.S.A. and did parochial ministry in the
New York area. When the war was ending he and two other Irish Spiritans were
allowed back into the country. He flew to Lagos and from there made his way to
Udi, now in the diocese of Enugu, where he functioned as pastor for twenty-two
years.
Death came for him unexpectedly. He was driving with two catechists to two
neighboring villages, as he used to do every Sunday, to say Mass when he
suddenly stopped, collapsed in his seat and died.
Irish Provincial Newsletter February 1992
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Fr. J. Anthony HANNAN 77 IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* June 12, 1916 Limerick

+ March 12, 1994 Dublin

A brother of the Spiritan Frs. Patrick and Lawrence (Gerard), he entered the
Congregation at Kilshane after doing ten years of office work in the civil service.
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1946 and in the
final year of his senior studies at Kimmage he was ordained at the age of thirty-five
on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
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In October of the following year he travelled to the Onitsha district. We find him
listed as an assistant in 1961 at Coal Camp, Ogbete, near Enugu, and in 1967 he
was asked to open a new parish at Aji for the 6,000 Catholics and catechumens
living in that area.
During the Biafran War he worked for AFRICA CONCERN, which operated
mercy flights of food to the starving civilian population.
Expelled from the country, he went to the U.S.A., doing pastoral ministry in the
San Francisco area. Illness made him return to Ireland in 1992, where he took up
residence at Kimmage. He died there two years later.
Irish Provincial Newsletter April 1994
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Fr. Joseph J. WHITE 56 IRELAND TT NGA GB IRL GHN
* December 19, 1923 Dublin
+ July 23, 1980 Blanchardtown
He completed his secondary schooling at Blackrock, 1939-41, and made his
vowed commitment to the Congregation on October 8, 1942 at Kilshane.
After
earning a B.A. in 1945, he prefected for three years in Trinidad. In his final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he travelled to the Owerri district. We find him
listed in the Umuahia diocese as principal at Our Lady of Fatima Teachers Training
College in Nsu, and also taught at the secondary school in lsukwuato.
While on leave in 1967 he taught in London for one year and then returned to
war-torn Biafra, doing relief work among displaced and starving civilians at Enime
until he had to leave the country in 1970.
After serving as a hospital chaplain in Dublin for two years, he took up parish
work at Kumasi, Ghana, followed by teaching at St. Hubert Seminary. He was also
its rector until in 1980 he resigned in favor of a Ghanian priest. Earlier in that year
he had the great honor of having Pope John Paul II stay with him as an overnight
guest.
While on leave in June 1980, he replaced a hospital chaplain in Blanchardtown
for a few days. He suffered a stroke after offering the 7:30 A.M. Mass and died late
that same day.
IBN July 23
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Fr. Timothy (orTadhg) O'RIORDAN 54 IRELAND NGA USA CAN IRL
+ July 12, 1978 Dundalk
* November 8, 1923 Cork
He had studied at a technical school and worked for two years before he
entered the Congregation at Kilshane in 1943. Professed there on October 13,
1944, he did his senior studies at Kimmage and was ordained on July 15, 1951 In
Dublin.
Having been assigned to the Onitsha district, he worked there from late 1952 till
1967. He was introduced to evangelization and pastoral ministry at Sacred Heart,
Onitsha, and in 1958 became pastor at Abatete. At the same time he was also the
diocesan architect and in 1960 this function became his full-time occupation.
Throughout his years in Nigeria he was also a youth organizer.
The outbreak of the Biafran War in 1967 found him as pastor at Nise, near
Akwa, while also being its hospital engineer. He left the country and went to the
U.S.A., serving as an assistant in North Carolina until in 1968 he transferred to
Canada to initiate the Congregation's work in the Alberta Province. He became
one of the prime movers through whom the Calgary diocese established a
partnership of mutual support and mission consciousness with the Congregation
and the Church of Malawi.
After seven years in Canada, he returned to Ireland in 1976 and was attached
to Rockwell. He died suddenly two years later while visiting his brother in Dundalk.
IBN July 12
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Fr. James PETERS IRELAND IRL NGA GBN LIB KEN
* January 5, 1924 Bansha, Tipperary
A Rockwell graduate, 1938-42, he made his vows on September 27, 1943 at
Kilshane. He prefected for one year at Kimmage and then earned a B.A., Honors,
in 1948. Sent to Rome, he earned a S.T.B. at the Gregorian and was ordained
there on May 19, 1951. In later years he would complete his education by earning
a S.T.L. at the Alphonsianum in Rome (1974).
In Ortober 1952 he went to the Onitsha district, where he did his apprenticeship
at Adazi. From 1954 till 1967 he taught at Bigard Memorial Seminary in Enugu.
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On leave in Ireland when the Biafran War erupted in 1967, he went to Gabon's
center of AFRICA CONCERN at Libreville, which provided relief for staring civilians
and refugees. In 1969 he went back to Biafra to take up service in the Owerri
diocese. The collapse of the Biafra revolt led to his expulsion in 1970.
He then did a few months of pastoral ministry at Lambarene in Gabon before
returning to Ireland to serve as assistant novice master at Kilshane. In 1974 he
volunteered to go to Liberia as a staff member of the country's St. Paul's Senior
Seminary at Gbarnga. When this unfortunate country collapsed under armed
conflict between feuding warlords, he went to Kenya in 1989 to teach at St. Thomas
Aquinas Seminary in Nairobi.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Nairobi; SEAM 891
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Fr. Fran90is de VERTEUIL TRINIDAD NGA TT
* February 14, 1924 Port of Spain
A graduate of St. Mary's College, 1935-42, he was professed at Lac-auSaumon, Canada, on August 15, 1943. He earned a 8. Sc. at Montreal and then
prefected for three years at his Alma Mater. In the final year of his theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Oturkpo area in 1952, he taught at St. Michael's Secondary
School in Aliade and became its principal.
In 1962 he returned to Trinidad, taught at St. Mary's for a few years and became
principal of a secondary school. He left the Congregation in 1971.
SWWW897
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Fr. Thomas SWEENEY IRELAND NGA USA GHA IRL
* January 1, 1920 Corballa, Sligo
He supplemented his secondary schooling at Rockwell for one year before
entering the Kilshane novitiate, where he was professed on September 8, 1946.
During the final year of his senior studies at Kimmage he was ordained at the age
of thirty-one on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
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In the fall of the following year he made the trip to the Onitsha district. Assigned
to St. Joseph's, Aguleri, he did evangelization and pastoral ministry there for a
decade, first as an assistant and then as pastor of this busy parish, serving 23,000
Catholics and catechumens, over sixty primary schools, attended by 11,000 pupils
and a staff of 360 teachers.
In 1962 he was transferred to Maku in the Enugu diocese, where he was pastor
of the local church until 1969. In that year the Biafran War led to his departure from
the country.
Going to the U.S.A., he did pastoral ministry in the Brooklyn diocese till 1971
when he became ill and returned to Ireland. In November of the same year, he
went to Ghana for two years, doing parish work and then went back to the New
York area for parochial duties.
In 1990, at the age of seventy he began devoting
his diminishing strength to pastoral duties in his Irish home county.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Charles Edmund GORMAN 45 IRELAND NGA IRL
+ October 11, 1969 Dublin
* January 25, 1924 Lagley, Donegal
A Blackrock graduate, 1938-43, Edmund, as he was usually called, made his
vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1944 at Kilshane, did his
philosophy at Kimmage and prefected for two years at Blackrock. In the last year of
his theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1951 in Dublin. Later he
would complete his education by earning a B.A. at the National University of
Ireland in 1962 and a Higher Diploma in Education in 1963.
In October of 1952 he went to the Onitsha district, where he was placed at AkpuAjalli. Three years later he was badly burned in an accidental fire, requiring
several months of hospital treatment first in Nigeria and then in Ireland.
Kept in his home country, he was stationed at Rathmines, first teaching and then
in 1965 as bursar of the college. Four years later, when he was hospitalized for
pneumonia, the doctors diagnosed that he was suffering from leukemia. Neither
medical treatment nor a pilgrimage to Lourdes resulted in any visible change in his
condition. He died peacefully in the hospital.
IBN October 11
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Fr. Timothy M. BUCKLEY IRELAND NGA USA
* September 19, 1924 Tarbert, Limerick
A brother of Fr. Martin, C.S.Sp., he attended Rockwell, 1939-43, and was
professed on September 8, 1944 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at Rockwell, 1946-48. In the final year of
theology he was ordained on July 15, 1951 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he went to the Onitsha district to do
evangelization and pastoral ministry. We find him listed as in charge of the OwelliAgwu parish with its 26,000 Catholics and catechumens and subsequently was
attached to Holy Spirit parish in Enugu.
Early in the Biafran War he left Nigeria and flew to the U.S.A., while waiting for a
chance to return to Nigeria. It came late in 1969 when he flew with two other Irish
Fathers to Lagos and from there made his way to Enugu, devastated by the war.
The main theatre of his ministry became St. Patrick's parish at Emene, where in
1993 he was still serving a congregation of over 27,000 parishioners as pastor.
(Other records call it St. Joseph's parish).
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John J. CUNNINGHAM IRELAND NGA IRL CAN
* July 8, 1924 Quitly, Ennis, Clare
He attended Rockwell, 1939-42, and made his vows on September 15, 1943 at
Kilshane. After his senior studies at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1951 in
Dublin.
In October of the following year he voyaged to the Owerri district. He served
there for five years doing evangelization and pastoral ministry, but further details
about his work are lacking.
In 1957 he was in a Dublin hospital and then in a convalescent home. After two
more years at Kimmage and Blackrock he went to the Toronto-based Spiritans in
Canada to do parish ministry at Woodstock. Thereafter we find him listed as pastor
at Holy Spirit parish in 1968 in Edmonton, Alberta, St. Andrew's in 1980 and at
Immaculate Heart of Mary Church in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto
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Br. M. Eunan (James) BREEN 80 IRELAND IRL NGA SL
* April 13, 1911 Kinawley, Fermanagh
+ August 26, 1991 Dublin
He made his vows on December 15, 1945 at Kilshane and did farm work until
was
assigned to the Owerri district in 1952.
he
There he revealed a flair for construction work, in which there was always much
to do, and was stationed at the new mission in Abonnema. While on leave in 1957
he learned welding and became also a qualified motor mechanic. After his return
he was assigned to St. Michael's Urualla and subsequently went to reside with Bp.
Whelan as diocesan engineer at Owerri. In 1969 during the Biafran War we find
him at Nsukka and Enugu, doing relief work.
When the war had ended in 1970 he was reassigned to Sierra Leone, where he
did construction work at Freetown, Bo and Moyamba for ten years. In 1981 he
returned to Ireland and took up residence at Kimmage. He died there a decade
later after a long illness, leaving the memory of a man who was not only very
precise in his trades but also exact in his religious duties to God and in those
toward his fellow human beings.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, Oct. 1991
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Fr. Thomas J. MALONE IRELAND NGA KEN IRL
* March 29, 1925 Ballyhannis, Mayo
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1945. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years
of prefecting at Rathmines. On June 26, 1952 he was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1953, he served there for seven years, notably
in pastoral duties at Amaigbo.
Returning to Ireland in 1961, he resided at Kimmage until in 1963 he was
reassigned to Kenya's Diocese of Mombasa. In 1980 we find him as secretary of
the Apostolic Nuncio in Nairobi.
Returning to Ireland in 1981, he took up ministry in Dublin and became a
member of the archdiocesan clergy in 1990.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Augustine ARTHURS GREAT BRITAIN NGA CAN
* February 21, 1928 Consett, D. of Hexham
Together with sixty-one other novices he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1947 at Cellule. In the final year of his senior
studies at Uptown Hall he was ordained there on October 2, 1952.
The following year he was assigned to the Benue region of Nigeria. After being
introduced to the work of evangelization and pastoral care at Oturkpo, he became
in 1955 pastor at Adikpo. Three years later he took up the challenge of opening a
new mission at Aiodu.
In 1961 he began to serve short-term assignments as pastor at Udei, at Lafia
and at Okobolo until in 1964 he was posted to Otukpo, followed in 1967 by one
year as supervisor of schools at Makurdi.
He spent the years 1968-73 at Zaki-Siam, building up this new parish, which
had been separated from Wukari in 1967. After functioning briefly at the pastoral
center of Gboko and as personnel consultant at Makurdi, he said farewell to
Nigeria in 1975 after twenty-two years of service.
Going to Canada, he took up ministry as pastor in the Ontario province.
1995 he had served there for two decades.

By

Arch. CSSp Toronto; Questionnaire
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Fr. Sean L. LENNON 65 IRELAND NGA IRL
* April 14, 1924 Keady, Armagh
+ October 23, 1989 Craigavon, Armagh
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his formal
commitment on September 8, 1945. His senior studies in Kimmage were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. On June 28, 1952 he was
ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1953, he labored there for sixteen years,
mostly in the Enugu area. While travelling from village to village in outlying parts,
he had a motor cycle accident that permanently stopped his activity as roving
missionary.
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He possessed, however, much practical knowledge as a carpenter and had
also much skill in repairing machinery be it watches or tractors, aptitudes that could
be utilized in the construction works that was going on in the missions. He not only
was able to give other missionaries sound advice and help in their construction
efforts but also put up several large buildings himself. We may mention in
particular the magnificent Cathedral of the Holy Spirit and beautiful St. Patrick's
Church, both in Enugu.
While building, he also rendered considerable assistance to the technical
mission school of Owerri by allowing its apprentices to gain practical experience
under his guidance. He was considerate in dealing with his workers, seeing to it
that they were well paid and being a fellow worker in his relations with them. He
never asked them to do something he would not be willing to do himself.
At the end of the Biafran War in January 1970, he was compelled to leave the
country. Going back to Ireland, he managed the Kimmage farm for a year, but his
strength was gone and he spent much time in his native county trying to regain his
health. He died there suddenly of a heart attack.
IBN October 23
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Fr. Charles E. NICOL CANADA NGA CAN
* May 4, 1923 Bromptonville, D. of Sherbrooke
He attended St. Alexandre, 1941-46, and was professed on September 8, 1947
at Lac-au-Saumon. For his senior studies he went to Montreal. On November 2,
1952 he was ordained in his home town.
In December of the following year he travelled to the Prefecture of Oturkpo, and
was posted to Ankpanya. In 1959 he returned to Canada, where he left the
Congregation in 1960.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Michael J. FALLON 65 IRELAND NGA ZMB IRL
* December 11, 1925 Balinasloe, Galway,
+ July 28, 1991 Bamacarrol, Galway
He attended Blackrock, 1939-44, and made his vows on September 8, 1945 at
Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of
prefecting, 1946-48. In his final year of theology he was ordained on June 29,
1952 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1953, he functioned as a missionary at
Agbana, lgbo-Ukwu and Adazi--all three large parishes with wide-spread school
systems over the surrounding areas. That meant assiduously trekking around from
village to village.
At the end of the Biafran War he was expelled from the country and returned to
Ireland. But not for long. The following year he volunteered for Zambia, where he
labored in the Diocese of Menze until 1977. Then his health broke down and he
had to leave his beloved Africa.
His remaining years were spent at Kimmage, doing mission promotion work. A
coronary bypass in 1988 failed to slow down his zeal. Fully spent for Christ and his
fellow human beings, he died suddenly while visiting his home parish.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, October 1991
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Fr. Mathias MOORE IRELAND TT NGA USA
* September 22, 1925 Millingar, Green Bridge
A brother of Fr. Marius, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane and
made his vowed commitment there on September 8, 1944. After doing philosophy
at Kimmage he prefected at Fatima College, Trinidad, 1946-49. In the final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 29, 1952 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the Diocese of Owerri. He was initiated to
evangelization and pastoral ministry as an assistant at Ahiara before becoming
pastor at Ezinihitte in 1956 and then at Nguru in 1959.
The following year he assumed the same function at Etche in what soon after
became the Diocese of Port Harcourt. In 1963 he became pastor of Immaculate
Heart Church in Diobi, a parish which arose from the splitting of old St. Mary's in
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Port Harcourt into three.
catechumens.

He built a church there for its 7,000 Catholics and

Leaving Nigeria in April 1967 before the Biafran War began in earnest, he went
to the U.S.A. and took up parish ministry in New Orleans. In 1976 he became the
regional superior of the Irish Spiritans working in the area. He was still serving as
such in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. Ulric J. PELLERIN CANADA NGA CAN
* November 29, 1924 St. Eusebe (Temiscouata)
He attended St. Alexandre, 1939-46, and was professed on September 8, 1947
at Lac-au-Saumon. In the final year of his theology at Montreal, he was ordained
on October 28, 1952 at Edmunston, N.B.
The following year he was assigned to Nigeria's Benue region, where he was
initiated in he work of evangelization and pastoral care, including the managing of
schools at Orukram, Oturkpo. Managing schools would remain an ever-present
task wherever he went thereafter for seventeen years.
In the half-year he spent there he also had to put up a rudimentary school
building. He was then placed at Okene for six months; next, we find him at Lokoja
for one year, followed by another year at Ayangba.
In 1959 he went back to Okene, this time as in charge of its parish with over
3,000 Catholics and catechumens and managing its thirteen schools attended by
1660 pupils. In 1966 he took charge of the Akpanya parish in what had become
the Diocese of Lokoja.
The Biafran War did not leave him unaffected; although his region was outside
the area of Biafra, it kept him moving around from Akpanya to Ankpa, to Egume and
Ayangba, replacing the absent Br. Conrad Caron as maintenance engineer and
supervising the building of a convent at Ayangba, in addition to the spiritual care of
the people.
Going back to Canada in 1971, he served for five years in Montreal doing
promotional work for the missions. He was able to return to the Diocese of Lokoja
in 1976, where he worked as pastor at the cathedral and also served as military
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chaplain, in addition to looking after a charismatic group of people.
convent there and a house for the poor.

He built a

In 1982 he returned to Canada, having given twenty-three years of service to
the Benue region. He continued to participate in pastoral ministry in the Quebec
province as a convent chaplain and over weekends.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. James M. Bernard MURPHY IRELAND NGA USA BRZ
* July 2, 1924 Cork
Usually referred to as Bernard to avoid confusion, he entered the Congregation
in 1943 at Kilshane, where he made his vows on September 16, 1949. After
earning a B.A., Honors, at the National University, he prefected for two years at
Rockwell. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 29,
1952 in Dublin.
Sent to the Owerri district in October 1953, he taught for four years at Holy Spirit
Teachers Training College and Xavier college, where he was also principal, in
Umuahia.
In 1958 he became principal of the Coronata Secondary School at Ohakofia.
During the Biafran War he ministered to the starving civilians until in 1970 he had
to leave the country.
After spending one year doing parish work in New York, he was transferred to
Brazil to join his Irish confreres in the Sao Paulo area. He was still attached to that
ministry in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas GORDON IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* September 9, 1924 Mohill, Leitrim
He entered the Congregation in 1943 at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1944. After doing his philosophy at Kimmage he prefected for two
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years at Blackrock. In the final year of theology he was ordained on June 29, 1952
in Dublin.
In the fall of the following year he voyaged to the Owerri district, where he was
to work for fourteen years. After three years as an assistant in Umuahia, where he
also served as chaplain to the Uzakoli leper colony, he became founding pastor
and prison chaplain at Bende for half a year, during which he also built a school.
At the start of 1958 he was transferred as pastor and prison chaplain to
Abonnema and its river stations, such as lmiringi, Akasa and Amakohia, doing also
some inevitable building. His final appointment in Nigeria was to lzombe as
founding pastor.
In April 1967, before the Biafran War began he left the country and took up
ministry in the St. Augustine diocese in Florida, where he joined the diocesan
clergy.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. Leo LAYDEN IRELAND NGA IRL
* November 25, 1924 Tawlaght, Lough Allen, Roscommon
A Rockwell graduate, he made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on
September 8, 1944 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1947, he prefected for two
years at Rockwell and then earned a S.T.L. at the Gregorian University in Rome.
He was also ordained there on July 7, 1952.
The following year he was assigned to the Onitsha district to teach at the Bigard
Memorial Seminary in Enugu. For reasons unknown, however, the assignment did
not go through and he was sent for six months to Adazi to become familiar with the
country. Thereafter he was attached to Holy Trinity Cathedral in Onitsha as an
assistant to serve the 13,500 Catholics and catechumens of that parish and to
make the rounds of the schools in its territory.
Illness led to his return to Ireland in 1959. After functioning as bursar for eleven
years in Kimmage and Kilshane, he assumed the position of archivist in the
provincialate. Always willing to help he was still serving as such in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas J. CLEARY IRELAND NGA USA
* June 9, 1924 Tipperary
He attended Rockwell, 1938-43, and made his vows on September 16, 1944 at
Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at Rockwell. In his final year of theology he was ordained on June 29,
1952 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1953, he served there for thirteen years doing
evangelization and pastoral work. In particular, we find him listed in 1961 at
Immaculate Heart parish in the town of Onitsha, where three priests had to serve a
congregation of nearly 19,000.
In 1967 he ieft Nigeria and went to the U.S.A., where he joined the Irish Spiritan
group headquartered in Long Island, NY, and engaged in parish ministry in the
Archdiocese of Miami, FL. He was still listed as such in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Marcel F. DELISLE CANADA F CAN NGA
* April 9, 1918 St. Jovite
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1930-36, he made his profession on September 8,
1937 at Orly and began his senior studies in France. He prefected for one year at
Cellule and then World War Two interrupted his theology studies. He finished them
at Fribourg. His ordination date and place have gone unrecorded, but in late 1945
he was back in Canada, teaching at St. Alexandre. In 1947 he was transferred to
the Mother House of the Congregation in Paris, where he served for five years.
Early in 1953 he was assigned to the Kabba area in Nigeria and worked there
at Akpanya till 1955 and at Kabba for one year. He then returned to Canada, doing
five years of promotional work for that mission. By 1963 he was back in the Kabba
prefecture, soon to be raised to the status of the Diocese of Lokoja. We find him
listed there as in charge of the new station of lsanlu that was opened in 1965.
After a leave in Canada in 1969, he returned to Nigeria, was given the rank of
chief by the king of lsanlu, but became ill and, following an operation, was flown
back to Canada. He left the Congregation in 1972.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. James J. McCAFFREY IRELAND NGA IRL
* November 21, 1925 Dublin
A brother of Fr. Patrick, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane and
made his vows there on September 8, 1945. He did his senior studies at
Kimmage, interrupted by one year of prefecting at Blackrock, and was ordained on
June 29, 1952 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in the following year, he worked there for sixteen
years. We find him listed in 1961 in Urualla at St. Michael's, a very large parish
served by five priests and one Brother, taking care of over 44,000 Catholics and
catechumens and looking after 48 primary schools, staffed by 30 teachers and
attended by over 13,000 pupils. His final listing during the Biafran War placed him
at lsiekenesi as pastor.
Returning to Ireland in 1970 he served for many years as chaplain in the same
hospital in the Dublin area. In 1993 we find him listed as doing other pastoral
ministry near Rathmines.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Peter J. GARVEY IRE LAND NGA IRL KEN GB
* July 1, 1925 Ballyglunin, Galway
A brother of Fr. Thomas, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane,
where he made his profession on September 8, 1944. After earning a B.A. in 1947,
he prefected for two years at Blackrock and then did his theology at Kimmage. In
its final year he was ordained on June 28, 1952 in Dublin. Later he would
complete his schooling by getting a Higher Diploma in Education in 1961.
In 1953 he was assigned to the Owerri district, but we have no details about his
work there, except that in 1959 illness sent him back to Ireland. After functioning till
1965 at Rathmines and Kimmage, he went to Nairobi and served there for three
years. He then took up ministry and teaching in England, left the Congregation in
197 4 and died fifteen years later.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John K. SHINE IRELAND NGA USA
* May 5, 1926 Cloghart, Knocklong, Limerick
After doing his secondary studies at Rockwell, he was professed on September
8, 1945 at Kilshane. He earned at B.A. at the National University in 1948 and then
prefected for one year at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on June 29, 1952 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1953, he functioned in education for fourteen
years. After teaching for one year each at Onitsha's junior seminary and the
Elementary Teachers Training College in Agulu, he became supervisor of schools
for the Archdiocese of Onitsha in 1955.
From 1958 on he was principal for one year each of the Elementary Teachers
Training College at Enugu and then of the secondary school at Emene. From 1961
till 1967 he acted as principal of the secondary school at Ezeagu, Udi.
In April 1967 he left the country before fighting began in the Biafran War. Going
to the U.S.A., he took up parish work, first in California and then from 1968 on in
Florida. He was incardinated in the Diocese of Orlando in 1978.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John A. DALY 67 IRELAND NGA ZMB IT IRL
* January 1, 1924 Drogheda, Louth

+ October 1, 1991 Dublin

A Blackrock graduate, 1937-41, he made his formal commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1942 at Kilshane. He did his philosophy at
Kimmage and then earned a M.A., first class Honors, at the National University in
1947 before prefecting for two years at Blackrock. After earning a Higher Diploma,
first class Honors, in 1949, he was sent to Fribourg, where he earned a S. T. L.
summa cum laude in 1953. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July
20, 1952.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1953, he taught for two years at the Spiritan
junior seminary in lhiala, followed by two years of teaching at Bigard Memorial
Seminary in Enugu. From 1958 till 1964 he was headmaster of St. John's
Secondary School at Aler. He then became rector of the Spiritan House of
Philosophy, soon moved to lsienu. At that time he also attended Vatican Council
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Two as a perjtus for the Nigerian bishops. In 1965 he became rector of the Bigard
Memorial Seminary till 1970.
In that year the secessionist State of Biafra collapsed and, like many other
Spiritans, he was arrested and sentenced to six months of imprisonment with hard
labor. Released a few days later, he was expelled from the country.
After three years of teaching at a secondary school in Zambia, he was elected to
the Congregation's general council and became assistant superior general in
197 4. As such, he visited many countries where the Congregation works. At the
end of his six year term he returned to Ireland and lectured in theology at Kimmage.
Busy with the organization of the new mission institute in Kimmage almost till the
end, he began ailing and died of heart failure in a hospital, leaving the memory of a
wholly dedicated priest and religious.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, October 1991
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Fr. Lucien BELEC CANADA NGA CAN
* April 3, 1921 St. Lucien
After receiving his secondary education at St. Alexandre, 1934-39, he made his
vows there on August 15, 1940 and then did two years of philosophy at the same
location. He studied theology at Ottawa and Montreal and was ordained on
February 2, 1946 in Montreal. He was then sent to Rome for two more years of
studies at the Gregorian University.
After serving for five years in various functions in Canada he was assigned in
1953 to the Kabba prefecture in Nigeria. Introduced to the country at Ayangba, he
became in 1955 vicar delegate and, after Kabba became the Diocese of Lokoja,
vicar general of Bp. Delisle until 1967.
During that period he was, also, first, procurator for the diocese while stationed
at Lokoja and then from 1957 on in charge of Ayangba, except for the years 195962, which he spent in Okene. In Ayangba he built a church for its congregation,
which by 1967 had grown to over 3,000 Catholics and catechumens. His final
posting was to Lokoja as temporary supervisor of schools. We may add that he
substituted in Rome for Bp. Delisle during the 1965-66 session of Vatican Council
Two.
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Returning to Canada in 1967, he functioned as provincial procurator for ten
years and until 1980 as defender of the marriage bond in the Archdiocese of
Montreal. Thereafter he assumed chaplain duties and from 1988 on we find him
listed as superior of the Congregation's retirement home in Montreal.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. John C. MULQUEEN IRELAND NGA GB USA
* June 8, 1925 Limerick
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1945. After doing his philosophy at Kimmage, he prefected for three
years at Rockwell. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1954, he worked there for thirteen years. He
was listed as in charge of the parish in Aku with its 16,000 Catholics and
catechumens, forty-two primary schools and a small elementary teaching college.
On leave in May 1967 when the troubles leading to the Biafran War had started,
he did not return to Nigeria, but went to do ministry in England and then to the
U.S.A. where he joined the diocesan clergy of Brooklyn, NY in 1975.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John C. HEGARTY IRELAND TT NGA USA
* June 2, 1926 Dublin
A Blackrock student, 1940-44, he made his commitment to the Congregation on
September 8, 1945 at Kilshane and prefected for one year each in Trinidad and at
Kimmage. His senior studies were done at Kimmage and in his final year of
theology he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954, he labored there till 1967. We find him
listed as in charge of the Elele parish, serving a congregation of over 5,000
Catholics and catechumens and supervising its thirteen schools. By the time he left
Nigeria in 1967 his parish had grown to 9,300.
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Going to the U.S.A., he took up parish ministry in the New Orleans area. He was
still listed as serving there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas P. BURKE IRELAND IRL NGA IVC USA
* September 15, 1924 Westport, Mayo
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on October
11, 1945, earned a B.A. at the National University in 1948, prefected at Rathmines
for two years while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1949, and then
went to Rome, where he earned a S.T.L. in 1954. Meanwhile he had been
ordained there on July 4, 1953.
Going to the Onitsha district in 1954, he did one year of pastoral duties before
teaching for three years at the junior seminary. From 1959 on we find him as
principal of the new Corpus Christi Secondary School at Achi while also exercising
pastoral ministry. The school was prospering with seventeen teachers and three
hundred students when the Biafran War broke out and put an end to his work there.
After one year in the U.S.A., he went in 1969 to Ivory Coast, doing Red Cross
work and serving as chaplain. In 1971 he ministered for one year at Kabba in the
Benue region. Then, returning to the U.S.A. in 1972, he joined the diocesan clergy
of Charlotte, NC five years later.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Eric J. MACKAY CANADA NGA CAN
* November 25, 1927 Quebec
He entered the Congregation at Lac-au-Saumon, where he made his vows on
October 11, 1948 and did his senior studies, interrupted by one year of prefecting
at St. Alexandre, at Montreal. He was ordained on February 7, 1954 in Montreal.
Later in the same year he travelled to the Prefecture of Kabba, where he
labored at ldah, Okene and then at Akpanya, doing pastoral ministry and
establishing pre-school centers for children. Illness sent him back to Canada three
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years after his arrival. Thereafter he resided in Montreal, making himself useful in
local ministry and services in the community.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Peter KILGANNON 36 IRELAND NGA
* June 28, 1925 Mt. Bellew, Galway

+ April 17, 1962 Umuahia

A brother of Fr. Patrick, C.S.Sp., he attended Blackrock, 1938-44, and made his
vows on September 8, 1945 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. at the National
University in 1948, he prefected for two years at Blackrock earning also a Higher
Diploma in Education in 1950. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954, he was introduced to evangelization and
pastoral ministry at Mbutu Okohia and then taught at the diocesan junior seminary
at Okpala. Later he served as pastor at Ahiara and then, again, taught at the junior
seminary in Obowo.
In 1959 he was moved to Ugiri parish. His final assignment was to the
Annunciation Secondary College at lsukwuato in the Umuahia diocese. Never a
man to spare himself, he also took over the completion of a hospital in a nearby
parish.
Gravely wounded in a motor accident, he died after receiving the last
sacraments from his uncle, Fr. William Carroll, C.S.Sp.
IBN April 17
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Fr. William MURPHY IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* March 7, 1927 Tarbert, Kerry
After attending Rockwell, 1940-45, he made his vows on September 8, 1946 at
Kilshane, earned a B.A., Honors, in 1949 and prefected for one year at Rockwell.
In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Later he completed his education by earning a M.A. in Scripture in 1972 and a
Higher Diploma in Education in 197 4.
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Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954, he taught there for twelve years, first in
Owerri and then from 1956 to 1958 in the Kabba prefecture. In 1960 he became
principal of the new Saint Columba's College at Amaima, while also devoting
pastoral care to the local congregation of 5,000.
During the Biafran War, he left Nigeria in 1968, served briefly in the U.S.A. and
then took up teaching in Ireland, first at Templeogue College and then at Rockwell.
He was still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick V. McDONALD IRELAND NGA KEN IRL
* October 2, 1925 Tinahely, Wicklow
A Blackrock graduate, 1940-45, he made his vows on September 8, 1948 at
Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1949 while prefecting at Blackrock. In his last year
of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954, he worked in the Port Harcourt area. He
taught at Stella Maris Teachers Training College, Port Harcourt, until 1958, and
then at the new St. Pius X College in Ogoni, being also its principal. In 1964 he
assumed the same position at the new St. Jude's secondary school in Amarata and
in 1966 he taught at St. Paul's secondary school in Bugama.
During the Biafran War he did refugee relief work, for which he also collected
funds and supplies in the U.S.A. In 1970 he left Nigeria and was reassigned to
Kenya where he combined school and parish work in the Nairobi archdiocese.
Returning to Ireland in 1993 he took up parish ministry in his home diocese.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 812
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Fr. Bruno M. GODBOUT CANADA NGA CAN
* March 21, 1928 Hull
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1941-47, he was professed on September 8, 1948 at
Lac-au-Saumon and did his senior studies in Montreal, where he was also
ordained on February 2, 1954.
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Later in the same year he went to Nigeria, where he was introduced to the work
of evangelization and pastoral ministry at Ayangha. He then worked for one year at
Obollo-Eke in the Onitsha archdiocese, visiting its sixty out-stations.
In 1958 he went back to the Kabba prefecture, doing pastoral ministry from ldah,
making the rounds of its out-stations until in 1960 he was transferred to Egume,
where he laid the foundation of primary schools and organized Farmers Councils
to promote agriculture. When in 1964 the Kabba prefecture became a diocese,
soon renamed the Diocese of Lokoja, he took up residence at Lokoja. He
developed Catholic Action there and, together with Fr. Alexis Obabu Makozi, now
Bishop of Port Harcourt, launched the newspaper The Ljght.
After one year in Okene in parish work and school administration, he returned to
Canada in 1967, took part in the 1968 general chapter of the Congregation in
Rome and then became district superior of Kabba for six years, while residing at
Egume. From 1976 on he continued to reside there for three more years while
engaged in parish ministry.
In 1979 he returned to Canada, where he took up parish ministry in various
locations. In 1994 he undertook the writing of a history of the Canadian Spiritans in
Nigeria 1947-1979.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Christopher T. O'BRIEN IRELAND NGA IRL USA GHA
• December 18, 1925 Kilcok, Kildare
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his commitment to
the Congregation on September 8, 1945. After earning a B.A., Honors, at the
National University in 1948, he prefected for two years at Blackrock, while also
earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1950. Sent to Rome's Gregorian
University for theology, he earned a S.T.L. in 1954. Meanwhile he had also been
ordained there on June 28, 1953.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1954, he served there till 1963. We find him
as rector of the Spiritan junior seminary in lhiala in 1961 when this school had one
hundred and twenty students.
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In 1963 he was recalled to Ireland to serve as director of the philosophy
students at Kimmage. Subsequently, he became superior of the entire community
and in 1970 provincial superior of Ireland for three years.
After one year in the U.S.A. he went in 1974 to Ghana, taking up pastoral
ministry and education. In 1985 he became principal superior of the Spiritans
working in the country for six years. In 1993 he was listed as back in Ireland and
serving as regional superior of the Fathers doing pastoral ministry in the Dublin
and North Meath area.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Gerard M. GOGAN IRELAND NGA IRL SL AUS
* June 30, 1927 Dublin
He received his secondary education at Rathmines and made his commitment
to the Congregation on September 17, 1946 at Kilshane. His senior studies at
Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Rathmines and Blackrock.
In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Going to the Owerri district in 1954, he labored there for twelve years, doing
evangelization and pastoral ministry. We find him as pastor of St. Joseph's,
Umuna, a new parish separated from Amaigbo in 1960, which started out with a
congregation of nearly 12,000. Thereafter he served as an assistant at the large
St. Brendan's parish in lkeduru.
On leave in Ireland when the Biafran War broke out in 1967, he returned to what
was then called Biafra in July 1969 when the secessionist state was on the verge of
collapse. Its defeat in January 1970 led to his arrest and expulsion from the
country.
After functioning as a hospital chaplain in Ireland, he went to Sierra Leone in
1971 and served there as a pastor until in 1977 he was assigned to Australia. He
was still ministering there as pastor in the Archdiocese of Melbourne in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael F. FRAWLEY IRELAND TT NGA IRL
* February 16, 1925 Wolfhill, Laoghis
He had finished his secondary education when he entered the Congregation at
Kilshane, where he made his vows on September 16, 1944. After earning a B.A.,
Honors, in 1947, he prefected for three years in Trinidad. In his final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1953.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954, he functioned there for thirteen years.
We find him at St. Peter Claver's Junior Seminary in Okpala, teaching its 230
students while also taking pastoral care of the congregation of 4,000 people living
in the area. Subsequently, he taught at St. Charles' Secondary School in
Enyiogugu.
Returning to Ireland in September 1967 when the Biafran War broke out, he
took up pastoral ministry in the Diocese of Waterford. We was still listed as serving
there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Paul E. CHAMPAGNE CANADA NGA CAN
* December 21, 1924 Macamic
He attended St. Alexandre, 1941-46, was professed on September 8, 1947 at
Lac-au-Saumon, did his senior studies, interrupted by one year of prefecting at St.
Alexandre, in Montreal and was ordained there on June 29, 1953.
In November of the following year he went to the Kabba prefecture in the Benue
region, where he worked for thirteen years. We find him as an assistant at Oturpo
for one year and then at Kabba for five years. In 1960 he became education
secretary until 1965 for the Diocese of Lokoja and then principal of the secondary
school opened in 1965 in lsanlu.
Ailing he returned to Canada in 1968. He left the Congregation four years later.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Augustine P. MURPHY IRELAND NGA IRL GB USA GHA
* January 26, 1927 Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1946. He earned a B.A. in 1949 and prefected at Rathmines while
also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1950. In his final year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Sent to the Onitsha district in 1954, he engaged in teaching until in 1958 he
took up evangelization and pastoral ministry. We find him listed in 1961 as an
assistant at Sacred Heart in Onitsha and then as in charge of St. Joseph's parish in
Aguleri, ministering to a congregation of 15,000 and supervising its forty-five
primary schools, attended by 5,360 pupils.
Going on leave in March 1967 before the Biafran War began, he did ministry in
Ireland, England and the U.S.A., until in 1979 he was assigned to Ghana and
served in parishes in the Kumasi diocese. He was still listed as doing so in 1993
while also being the district superior of the Spiritans working in that country.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. George F. O'DOHERTY IRELAND NGA USA ZMB GHA GB
* April 13, 1926 Newtonbutler, Fermanagh
He attended Blackrock, 1940-45, and made his commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1946 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage
were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. On July 5, 1953 he was
ordained in Dublin.
The following year he began a twelve year period of evangelization and
pastoral ministry in the Onitsha district. He was listed as an assistant in 1961 at St.
Paul's parish in Eke; its congregation counted over 28,000 persons, while nearly
10,000 pupils attended its thirty-eight primary schools. Thereafter he became
pastor of St. John Baptist at Agbani in the Enugu diocese, where over 17,000
Catholics and catechumens were entrusted to his care and that of two African
priests.
In May 1967 he left Nigeria. Going to the U.S.A. he served for three years in the
New Orleans area. From 1971 on he did pastoral ministry in Zambia until he was
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assigned to Ghana in 197 4. From 1977 on we find him in England, engaged in
parish work in the Yorkshire area, where he was still serving in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin

Fr. Patrick J. KEEGAN IRELAND NGA IRL BRZ
* March 16, 1926 Cork
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A brother of Fr. David, C.S.Sp., he attended Rockwell, 1942-44, and made his
He then earned a B.A. at the National
University in 1948, prefected for one year each at Rockwell and Blackrock and
earned a Higher Diploma in Education in 1950. In his last year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.

vows on September 8, 1945 at Kilshane.

Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1954, he taught for three years at Achina's
Elementary Teachers Training College. After a few months of ministry to the miners
at Coal Camp, near Enugu, he was transferred to Christ the King College in
Onitsha to teach, while also functioning as dean and vice-principal.
In 1966 he was recalled to Ireland. After serving for one year as director of
vocations, he taught at Templeogue College for three years and then served as
director of Fr. Lombardi's Better World Movement at Kimmage and in that capacity
visited India, East and West Africa. In 1973 he pursued doctoral studies at the
National University, earning a D.C.G. and then served as career guidance officer at
Templogue till 1978.
The following year he earned a M.A. in pastoral studies in Chicago. In 1980 he
took up pastoral duties in the Rio De Janeiro State, Brazil. He was still serving as
such in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Philip B. FORDE TRINIDAD NGA TT USA CAN
* August 28, 1926 Maraval, TT
After attending St. Mary's College in Port of Spain, he made his vows on
September 8, 1947 at Lac-au-Saumon, Canada. He earned a B.A. at Montreal and
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then went to Ireland, earning a Higher Diploma in Education in Dublin. In the final
year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954 he taught at Stella Maris Teachers
Training College, Port Harcourt, until in 1956 he was transferred to the Elementary
Teachers Training College at Nsu and, next, at Holy Spirit Teachers Training
College in Owerri. In 1962 he opened and became principal of the new secondary
school at Olokoro near Umuahia.
In 1967 the Biafran War prevented his return after a leave. He then taught at St.
Mary's College in Port of Spain until he went to the U.S.A. in 1969, where he taught
for two years at the Spiritan-staffed African-American Military Academy in Virginia.
He then served in a parish in New York until in 1975 he was transferred to the
Toronto-based Spiritan Province. He was engaged in ministry among West Indian
immigrants there for many years and then served as chaplain to a college. In 1993
we find him listed as doing mission animation work.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto
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Fr. Richard J. THORNTON IRELAND NGA IRL SA MLW
* July 26, 1925 Rathgar, Dublin
He had worked as a draper for two years before he did some supplementary
studies at Rockwell. After making his vows on September 14, 1945 at Kilshane, he
began his philosophy at Kimmage and then prefected there for two years. Having
earned a B.A. Honors, in 1950, he continued his studies at Kimmage and was
ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954, he functioned for one year at Okpala as
a primary school inspector and then one year as novice master for African Brothers
at Uturu. After replacing an absentee for one semester at Stella Maris College,
Port Harcourt, he served another semester as principal of the new Presentation
Teachers Training College in Ogbaku.
He then taught for two years at Bp. Shanahan's Teachers Training College in
Orlu. While on leave in Ireland in 1959, he was retained for one year as assistant
novice master in Kilshane. From 1961 on he functioned for nine years as rector of
the newly opened junior seminary in Umuowa, near Orlu.
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After the collapse of the Biafran Republic in 1970, he left Nigeria. Going to
South Africa, he did pastoral ministry for one year in South Africa and then began
to teach at the Pius XII junior seminary in Malawi. His 1993 listing indicated that he
was still occupying that position, while also serving as chaplain to Englishspeaking people at the Blantyre cathedral.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick CROSBIE 47 IRELAND IRL NGA ,SL BRZ USA
* March 30, 1926 Scallionstown, Meath
+ November 1, 1973 New York
He entered the Congregation in Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1945. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years
of prefecting at Rockwell, but in 1950 he earned a B.A. In his final year of theology
he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1954, he served there till 1970, except for a
two year interruption. We find him listed as principal of Our Lady of Lourdes
Teachers Training College at lwollo Oghe, near Enugu, in 1961 and then in the
same capacity in 1967 at St. Vincent's Secondary School at Agbogugu.
The Biafran War caught him on leave in 1967. He did ministry in England and
in Sierra Leone until early in 1969 he managed to return to the territory still held by
the secessionists. When the war ended in defeat for the Biafran republic, he was
arrested by the federal authorities and deported from Nigeria early in February
1970.
In the same year he set out for Brazil, but suffering from diabetes he was
obliged to go to the U.S.A. in June 1972. He died there in New York.
IBN November 1
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Fr. Peter DINAN IRELAND TT NGA USA
* August 13, 1924 Carrahan, Ennis, Clare
He attended Rockwell, 1939-43, and made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 9, 1944 at Kilshane. After doing one year of philosophy at
Kimmage, he went to Trinidad for three years of prefecting and then earned a B.A.,
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Honors, in 1950. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July
5, 1953 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to Nigeria. We find him listed as a staff
member of St. Anthony's Teachers Training College at Agulu in the Archdiocese of
Onitsha in 1961 and then as principal of Fatima Secondary School at Aguobu,
Owa in the Enugu diocese.
In May 1967 he went on leave. Then the Biafran War broke out. After a year in
the U.S.A. in the Brooklyn area, he was able to return to Enugu via Lagos. Not
having his passport stamped by the secessionist State of Biafra, he was one of the
few Irish Spiritans who were not excluded from the country.
He resumed his ministry in the stricken land. We find him listed from 1980 on as
pastor of St. Michael's Construction parish at Asata, near Enugu. He was still listed
as serving in that position in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Herve 0. THIBAULT 61 CANADA NGA CAN
* January 20, 1925 Armagh Station, Bellechasse

+ May 25, 1986 Armagh

He received his secondary schooling at St. Alexandre, 1939-46, and made his
commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1947 at Lac-au-Saumon. After
finishing philosophy in Montreal, he prefected for one year at St. Alexandre and
then returned to Montreal for theology. He was also ordained there on June 28,
1953.
The following year he voyaged to the Kabba prefecture. He worked there
fourteen years at ldah's St. Boniface station as in charge of the local congregation
of 2,500 Catholics and catechumens and six primary schools, attended by 1,420
pupils and taught by thirty-nine teachers. He also ministered at Kabba, where he
built St. John's Hospital and a convent.
In 1967 he returned to Canada and served for three years as mission procurator
of Kabba. Thereafter he did pastoral ministry in various places until in 1978 he
suffered a severe heart attack. Going to his home town, he was taken care of by his
family, while still doing occasional ministry. He died there suddenly.
Arch. CSSp Montreal and Mission-Air, Automne 1986
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Fr. Michael S. SMITHWICK IRELAND NGA GHA IRL
* October 19, 1924 Dublin
Educated at Blackrock till 1945, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 8, 1946 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., Honors, at the National
University in 1948 he prefected for two years at Rockwell. In the final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954, he worked there for fifteen years. We
lack information about his first tour of duty, but in 1959 he became pastor of St.
Finbar's in Umuahia. It was a parish of some 15,500 Catholics and catechumens
with twenty-three primary schools, staffed by 112 teachers and attended by 4,300
pupils. There was also a girls' teachers training college. And he had only one
priest to assist him.
In 1967 he was listed as in charge of the new secondary school at lsuikwuato,
but illness appears to have forced him to go back to Ireland. While the Biafran War
was raging, he returned to the land of the lgbo in 1968 and worked at Ezinihitte
East. When starvation led to the collapse of the secession, he was arrested and
condemned to six months of imprisonment with hard labor, but released a few days
later and expelled from the country on February 3, 1970.
The following year he volunteered for Ghana and served there for seven years
in the Diocese of Kumasi until illness demanded that he say farewell to Africa in
1978. After serving as bursar in Rathmines, he assumed chaplain duties until in
1991 he retired in Ardbraccan.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas J. FLYNN IRELAND TT NGA USA
* March 15, 1925 Carrick on Shannon, Leitrim
A Blackrock graduate, 1937-43, he made his vows on September 8, 1944 at
Kilshane. His senior studies were interrupted by prefecting in Trinidad, 1945-48.
He then earned a B.A. Honors, in 1950. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
Sent to the Onitsha district in 1954, he worked there for two decades. We find
him listed in 1961 as principal of the Nlenwe Council Secondary School, near
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Awgu, and in 1968 as principal of St. Paul's Secondary School at Eke in the Enugu
area.
In 1974 he went on a fundraising tour for the Enugu diocese in the U.S.A. and
then joined the irish Spiritan Group headquartered in New Orleans doing pastoral
ministry. He was still listed there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick F. O'DONOGHUE IRELAND TT NGA CAN
* November 29, 1924 Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on October
23, 1944. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1947, he prefected for three years in
Trinidad. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1953
in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1954, he taught at Nsukka's St. Theresa's
College, a secondary school that had been opened only two years before, and
assisted Fr. William Butler in its development. In 1958 he opened and became
principal of Our Lady's Secondary School in Nnobi. He also taught there and
made improvements to the local church building.
In 1963 he was switched to evangelization and pastoral ministry at St.
Andrew's, Adazi, as an assistant to Fr. Michael Clifford. It was a giant parish of
over 34,000 faithful and catechumens and operated twenty-six primary schools
attended by some 10,000 pupils, taught by 280 teachers; it was also the site of the
Bubendorf Memorial College and of a hospital served by the Sisters of St. John of
God. Briefly put, not a place to sit down and relax. In 1964 he went to Ukpor to
open its new St. Mary's parish and improved its church building for the over 6,000
faithful and catechumens in that area.
In October 1967 when the Biafran War was raging, he left the country, but not
before a Nigerian priest had come to replace him. Going to Canada, he took up
parish ministry in the Alberta Province. He was still listed as serving there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto; Questionnaire
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Fr. Thomas F. BYRNE IRELAND NGA USA AUS IRL
• December 3, 1926 Dublin
After attending Rockwell, 1942-44, he made his profession on September 8,
1945 at Kilshane, earned a B.A., Honors, at the National University in 1948 and
prefected for two years at Blackrock, while also earning a Higher Diploma in
Education in 1949. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 5, 1953 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the Owerri district, where he was to work for
twelve years, doing pastoral ministry, combined with education. We find him listed
in 1961 at Sacred Heart College, Aba, in the Umuahia diocese.
In 1967 he returned to Ireland and then went to the U.S.A. serving as hospital
chaplain in the Detroit area until in 1971 he was assigned to Australia, doing
pastoral work in the Brisbane diocese.
Ailing he went back to Ireland in 1977 and was placed at Ardbraccan. In 1988
he became bursar at Templeogue College.
Arch. CSSp dublin
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Fr. Thomas B. SLEVIN IRELAND IRL NGA
• May 14, 1925 Ardee, Louth
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1944. After earning a M.A., first class Honors, in 1949, he prefected
for one year in Blackrock and then went to the University of Fribourg, where he
earned a S.T.L. in 1954. He was also ordained there on July 12, 1953.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954, he worked there for twelve years. We
find him listed only as an assistant at St. Mary's parish, Port Harcourt in 1961. He
left the Congregation in 1966 and died in 1990.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Moses ORAKWUDU NIGERIA NGA
* June 24, 1918 Adazi, Akwa
A priest since 1948, he made his vows on September 12, 1954 at the Irish
novitiate in Kilshane. He then returned to the Onitsha archdiocese. We find him
listed at lwollo Oghe as an assistant in 1961 and as in charge of St. Mary's parish,
Enugu, in 1968.
In 1977 he became Spiritan provincial superior in Nigeria for a three year term.
When it ended, he went to the U.S.A. to follow a concentrated program at the
Institute of Formative Spirituality, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh.
Thereafter we find him listed as spiritual director at Bigard Memorial Seminary
in Enugu and in 1991 at the Spiritan School of Philosophy at lsienu.
His 1993 listing places him as in residence at the Onitsha provincialate.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Kevin F. DOHENY IRELAND TT NGA ETH ZMB
* May 3, 1925 Ballinakill, Leix
A brother of Fr. Michael, C.S.Sp., he received his secondary education at
Blackrock, 1939-43, made his vows on September 8, 1944 at Kilshane, prefected
for three years in Trinidad and then earned a B.A., Honors, in 1950. In his final
year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1953 in Dublin. Later he
would complete his education by getting a diploma in social science with emphasis
on community development (1971).
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1954, he served for one year as novice master
to the St. Peter Claver Brothers and then taught for five years at Bp. Shanahan
Teachers Training College in Orlu. In 1960 he became rector of the junior
seminary at Okpala.
During the Biafran War famine relief work added itself to his work until in 1970
he had to leave the country.
In 1972 he was assigned to Ethiopia. For seven years he devoted himself there
to community development and social work. He then received an assignment
under the auspices of Misereor to do relief work among the refugees and disabled
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in Luska, Zambia.

In 1995 he was still doing this kind of work under the
headquartered in London.

lnternatjonal Refugee Trust,
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Jean-Claude ROY CANADA NGA CAN
* November 12, 1926 St. Eloy, Temiscouata
He attended St. Alexandre, 1939-45, and was professed on September 8, 1946
at Lac-au-Saumon. His senior studies in Montreal were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at St. Alexandre. In his final year of theology he was ordained on June
29, 1953 in Montreal.
The following year he went to the Benue region in Nigeria. He served there
until 1958 at Ankpa looking after the religious education of children in the mission's
primary schools. He then taught at St. Augustine's Secondary School in Kabba for
one year.
Returning to Canada in 1959, he spent three years of studies at Duquesne
University and then went back to St. Augustine's for six more years of teaching. In
1969 we find him back in Canada, engaged in teaching. Three years later he left
the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; SWWW 908
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Fr. Cothraighe G. GOGAN IRELAND IRL NGA IVC TZA MRT KEN
* March 31, 1926 Dublin
A brother of Fr. Brian, C.S.Sp., he did his secondary studies at Rathmines and
made his vows on September 8, 1945 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., and a
M.A., both first class Honors, in 1948 and 1950, he prefected for one year at
Blackrock. He then went to the University of Fribourg, where he earned a S.T.L.
summa cum laude in 1955. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July
18, 1954.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1955, he taught at the Spiritan junior
Seminary in lhiala for three years. He then became rector of the Spiritan senior
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seminary, first at Awomamma and then until 1967 at lsienu when this seminary was
transferred to this new location.
During the Biafran War, 1967-70, he was first stationed at Enime as an
assistant, but spent most of the year 1969 in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, as chaplain to
the numerous refugees from the war that were living there in temporary camps. He
returned to Biafra in time to be arrested and sentenced to six months of hard labor
in January 1970.
Released about one week later, he went to Tanzania to teach at Kipalapala's
senior seminary for one year and then for another year of teaching at Holy Spirit
College in Mauritius.
In 1972 he took up pastoral ministry in the Nairobi archdiocese of Kenya, where
he fostered the development of small Christian communities. In 1983 he served as
novice master of the Spiritan Province of East Africa at Magamba, Tanzania, for
one year. Then he resumed his pastoral work in Kenya, fostering the marriage
encounter work among the Kikuyu. In his spare time he wrote three small volumes
of poetry. His latest listing still places him in Kenya.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 794
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Fr. Paul Y. BELISLE 55 CANADA CAN NGA
* April 6, 1928 St. Guillaume d'Upton

+ August 3, 1983 Canada

He received his secondary education at St. Alexandre, 1941-47, and made his
vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1948 at Lac-au-Saumon.
His senior studies at Montreal were interrupted by one year of prefecting at St.
Alexandre. In his final year of theology he was ordained on June 29, 1954 in
Montreal.
The following year he was assigned to the Kabba prefecture, where he was to
labor for twenty-three years. He worked at Ankpa and at St. Joseph's in Ayangba
as an assistant. Opened in 1953, this station had over 3,000 Catholics and
catechumens, operated eleven primary schools in the area with 850 pupils and
had some sixty catechists instructing the people in the faith. In 1961 he was posted
to Bassakomo.
In 1964 he went on leave to Canada and worked for one year in its Kabba
mission procure. After his return to Kabba, now renamed the Diocese of Lokoja,
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we find him listed as in charge of the St. Boniface parish at ldah, which in 1968
itself became the headquarters of a new prefecture. Over 3,500 Christians were
entrusted there to his care. His final listing placed him at Dekina in the Diocese of
ldah in 1978.
An infarction forced him to return to Canada in late 1979. He died there a few
years later.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Stephen F. DARCY IRELAND IRL NGA ZMB GB
* November 8, 1927 Puckane, Tipperary
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 24, 1947. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years
of prefecting at Rathmines. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 11, 1954 in Dublin.
The following year he journeyed to Nigeria to work in the Owerri district. He did
evangelization and pastoral ministry in the Port Harcourt area, where we find him
listed at St. Mary's, 1961, and then in 1967 at Umukoroshe's St. John the Apostle
parish, being at the same time diocesan religious inspector.
At the end of the Biafran War in 1970 he was tried, found guilty of illegal entry
into the country and expelled from Nigeria. After one year in the U.S.A., doing
parish work in Florida, he went to Zambia taking up pastoral ministry, while also
being superior for a three year term of the international group of Spiritans working
in that country.
In 1991 he said farewell to Africa and took up ministry in England.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John Desmond BYRNE IRELAND NGA MLW IRL
* February 15, 1927 Baltinglass, Wicklow
A Blackrock graduate, 1942-45, Desmond, as he was usually called made his
vows on September 8, 1946 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1949, he
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prefected for two years at Blackrock. Sent to Rome in 1951, he earned a S.T.L. at
the Gregorian University in 1955. He was also ordained there on July 4 of the
preceding year.
Going to the Onitsha district in 1955, he taught at Bigard Memorial Seminary in
Enugu. In 1961 he became secretary to the apostolic delegate in Lagos and in
1963 acting secretary of the Lagos Catholic Secretariate.
In 1970 he was transferred to Makurdi, where he served for three years.
Returning to Ireland, he became councillor for missions until in 1979 he assumed
the pastorate of Holy Spirit parish at Greenhills in the Dublin area. In 1990 he
became pastor of Kimmage parish.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Fintan J. KILBRIDE IRELAND TT NGA USA CAN IRL
* March 18, 1927 Brey, Wicklow
After two years at Rockwell, he went to Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1945. He earned a B.A. at the National University in 1948 and then
prefected for three years in Trinidad. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 11, 1954 Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1955, he worked for twelve years, first in the
Owerri diocese and from 1961 on in that of Port Harcourt.
He left the country in June 1967 and went to the U.S.A. and Canada. In 1971
he returned to Ireland. Three years later he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Fernando A COTE CANADA NGA
* May 3, 1927 Cap Chat
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1941-47, he broke a leg while skiing at Lac-auSaumon in 1948 and this may be the reason why he was able to make his vows
there only on September 8, 1949. In his final year of theology at Montreal he was
ordained on July 11, 1954 in his home town.
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The following year he went to the Kabba prefecture in Benue, where he was
introduced to the apostolate in the newly opened mission at Okene. He started
scouting there and served as scout commissioner for the Kabba province until in
1960 a Nigerian replaced him.
In 1959 he took up a decade of teaching at Our
Lady of Schools Teachers Training College at Ayangba. After teaching for one
year at St. Charles College in Ankpa, he attended a renewal program in Canada in
1970.
Returning to the Benue region in 1971 he took charge of the Pastoral Care
Center of the diocese at Ayangba, where he became founder of parish councils
while also serving as director of religious education; he also organized the first
Catholic Students Association in Nigeria in 1975. In 1979 he was posted to ldah
as administrator of the cathedral parish, while also being Catholic education
secretary and vicar general of the diocese.
From 1984 he functioned as principal superior of the Spiritans working in the
district. He retained this position until 1994, residing at Kabba and from 1993 on at
Okura.
In the forty years of his service in Africa he had the happiness of seeing the little
prefecture develop into the two dioceses of Lokoja and ldah, governed by African
bishops with a native clergy of thirty-three priests and seven expatriates and some
85,000 faithful.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Br. Conrad (Euclide) J. CARON CANADA CAN NGA ZRE
* November 23, 1918 Sherbrooke
After attending St. Alexandre for two years, he made his vows as a Brother there
on March 19, 1938. He served there and at Lac-au-Saumon until 1947, doing farm
labor and as assistant electrician. In 1949 he obtained an official diploma as
electrician. He then supervised remodeling work at the provincialate and at St.
Alexandre.
In 1955 he was assigned to the Kabba prefecture and stationed at ldah's Saint
Boniface mission, where he was in charge of construction works. In 1956 we find
him at Ayangba's Teachers Training College, doing more construction work. He
then went back to ldah for more of the same until in 1960 he became the mechanic
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of the mission. From 1961 till 1969 he was busy with the construction of water
systems in the Anyangba area.
From 1969 on he was occupied by pastoral duties first at Akpanya and then at
Sheria, both in the new Prefecture of ldah.
In September of 1979 he returned to Canada, but the following year he
volunteered for Zaire and was stationed at Kongolo as mechanic and in charge of
other material jobs that needed to be done. Returning to Canada at the age of
about seventy-three, the hard-working and versatile Brother entered the
Congregation's retirement home in Montreal.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Finbarr Thomas HORRIGAN IRELAND NGA USA
* September 14, 1926 Skibbereen, Cork
A brother of Fr. Sean, C.S.Sp., he attended Rathmines and Blackrock, 1940-45,
and made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1946 at Kilshane.
His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at
Rathmines and Blackrock. In his final year of theology he was ordained on January
2, 1955 in Rockwell.
Assigned to the Owerri district in the same year, he was initiated to the work of
evangelization and pastoral ministry at Mbieri and in 1959 became pastor at
Ahoada in the Rivers Delta, serving over 8,000 Catholics and catechumens and
managing its twelve primary schools, attended by over 3,000 pupils. In 1964 he
took up the same function at Diobu-Mile One in the Port Harcourt area and two
years later at Ogoni.
During the Biafran War, he was pastor at Umuomasi's Mother of Mercy parish
growing up near the airport of Port Harcourt and host to the travellers in the newly
founded rest house.
Among his building activity we may mention the construction or development of
a junior seminary at Ahoada, the hospital at Omoku, a girls' secondary school and
teachers training colleges at lmeringi and Egbema in the Rivers Delta.
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In 1969 he left Nigeria and went to the U.S.A. He did pastoral ministry in
California and became a member of the Irish Spiritans, headquartered in the San
Francisco area. He was still listed as serving there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. Raymond F. KENNEDY U.S.A. IRL NGA IRL USA
* January 22, 1926 San Francisco
A Blackrock graduate, 1938-44, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 7, 1945 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., first class Honors, at the
National University, and a M.A. in 1950, he was sent to the Gregorian University in
Rome, where he earned an S.T.L. in 1955. He was also ordained there on July 4,
1954.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1955, he functioned for two years as editor of
The Leader while also managing the printing plant of the diocese. He then
became principal of the secondary school at Aba and also pastor of the local
congregation.
After a brief return to Owerri as manager of the printing plant, he was placed in
1959 at Orlu as pastor before becoming in 1960 pastor of St. Paul's in Owerri. In
1965 he taught philosophy for one year at the Spiritan senior seminary at
Awomanna, followed by two years as director of pastoral theology at lsienu's new
Spiritan senior seminary.
The outbreak of the Biafran War in 1967 changed his life. While back in Ireland,
he and his brother John became the driving force behind an organization set up to
prevent massive starvation among the beleaguered lgbo people: AFRICA
CONCERN. He became its executive secretary or general manager and, as such,
was able to contribute much to the survival of the lgbo.
When the Biafran War ended, the organization became interested in other
needy areas of the world and modified its name to CONCERN. He spent one year
in Bangladesh as field director of relief and then returned to Dublin to serve as is
executive director till 1977. After serving as a member of a promotion team in
California for two years he returned to Ireland, studied ecumenism and became
director of this movement at Stockton, CA. He left the Congregation shortly
thereafter.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John SPRIGGS IRELAND NGA IRL USA
• January 25, 1928 Cobh, Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he pronounced his vows on
September 15, 1947. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years
of prefecting at Rockwell. In his last year of theology he was ordained on July 11,
1954 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in- 1955, he labored there for twelve years. We
find him listed as an assistant in Urualla at St. Michael's parish, serving a
congregation of over 44,000, and in 1967 as in charge of St. Andrew's parish at
Umuna.
After returning to Ireland in 1968, he went to the U.S.A. and took up pastoral
duties in Louisiana. He was still listed as serving there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Peter McGOVERN 79 GREAT BRITAIN
• November 20, 1907 Liverpool

MRT NGA GB
+ June 13, 1987 Mauritius

He received his secondary education at Castlehead and at Bebington and then
went to the novitiate in Orly, where he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1926. He did his senior studies in France and was
ordained on October 4, 1931 at Chevilly.
One year later he sailed for Mauritius, where he did pastoral ministry for eight
years. While he was on leave in 1940 the outbreak of World War Two on the
western front and the need to establish war time emergency facilities for the
Congregation prevented him from returning to Mauritius. He served as novice
master at Holme Island for one year and then taught senior seminary courses at
Sizergh Castle and Upton Hall till 1955.
In that year he was assigned to Benue to teach in the junior seminary that was
being opened in the Prefecture of Oturkpo. He taught there for four years and
proved to be an excellent teacher. He then became chaplain to a Royal Canadian
Air Force Base in England.
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In 1963 he was able to return to Mauritius to take up again the pastoral duties
he loved. He served with his usual zeal and competence both in Mauritius and in
the Rodriguez island.
Death came for him quietly and without noise, just as he had lived. He was fully
dressed in his cassock, ready to serve the Lord when he passed away, leaving the
memory of a prayerful priest who was much sought after as a spiritual guide.
CSSp Newsletter, England January 1988
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Fr. John GILDEA IRELAND NGA IRL GB
* August 4, 1928 Hamiltonsbawn, Richill, Armagh
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his religious vows on
September 8, 1947. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1950, he prefected for one
year at Blackrock, while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1951. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on August 22, 1954 at
Galway.
In October of the following year he went to the Owerri district. We find him listed
there as teaching at the secondary school in Mbaise, which had been opened in
1957. Thereafter he taught at the Spiritan junior seminary in lhiala.
In 1968 he returned to Ireland and studied religious education at the
catechetical pastoral center in Dundalk. From 1972 till 1983 he taught at the
Richmond Fellowship in London.
Thereafter we find him back in Ireland, doing formation work, while attached to
Kimmage.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Francis TONER IRELAND GB NGA
* May 17, 1923 Belfast
Professed on October 8, 1942 as a member of the English Province at Holme
Island, he finished his senior studies at Upton Hall, where he was ordained on
March 6, 1949.
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After serving in his province for a few years, he went around 1955 to the Benue
region of Nigeria. We find him listed as administrator of the Cathedral parish at
Makurdi in 1961 and as pastor at Oju in 1968.
He appears to have joined the clergy of the Diocese of Down and Connor
around 1970 and died there in 1995.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, February 1995
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Fr. David O'CONNOR IRELAND NGA MLW
* September 12, 1926 Feenagh, Limerick
He entered the Congregation in Kilshane, where he made his vows on October
2, 1946. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1949, he prefected for two years at
Rockwell and Rathmines. In his last year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 11, 1954 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he travelled to the Owerri district, where he was
to work for fourteen years. We find him listed as doing evangelization and pastoral
work in lmerienwe at Our Lady of Good Counsel, a station that had been opened in
1960. Later he became principal of the secondary school at Enyiogugu, opened in
1962.
When the secessionist Republic of Biafra was conquered by federal troops in
1970, he was arrested, sentenced to imprisonment for six months with hard labor,
but released a few days later and expelled from the country.
In April of the following year he went to Malawi. A group of other Irish Spiritans
did the same and in 1974 he became their superior, while also being pastor of a
parish near Blantyre. He was still listed there in the same capacity in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John BEIRNE GREAT BRITAIN NGA
* September 28, 1924 Atherton, near Liverpool
Professed on September 8, 1949 at Cellule, France, he did his senior studies at
Upton Hall and was ordained on July 11, 1954 in Mansfield.
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The following year he was assigned to the Benue district and took up
evangelization and pastoral duties in the Oturkpo prefecture. We find him listed as
an assistant at Holy Spirit Cathedral in what had become the Diocese of Makurdi in
1960. Information about intervening years is lacking, but after a stay in England for
promotion in 1968, he was back in the Diocese of Makurdi in 1974. In 1980 he was
listed as pastor at Utonkon; in 1989 he had the same function at Awajir and in 1993
he was in charge of the Ugbokolo congregation.
During those four decades he had the consolation of seeing the struggling old
prefecture develop into a regular diocese of over 600,000 Catholics, governed by a
Nigerian-born bishop, assisted by nearly one hundred African priests and twentyfour expatriate missionaries.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Joseph S. PRENDERGAST IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* July 16, 1928 Limerick
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1946. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1949, he prefected for two
years at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 29, 1954 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1955, he taught for five years at the Spiritan
junior seminary in lhiala and then was appointed principal of the new St. Patrick's
Secondary School at Emene in the Enugu area. He developed this school and
built a church for the people living in the neighborhood.
The Biafran War that erupted in 1967 put an end to his educational pursuits. He
took up a position at the Uli airport, which had become the only link connecting
Biafra with the outside world. To prevent massive starvation, various relief
organizations had established an airlift to bring in food and medicine for civilians,
especially the children. Up to sixteen flights would land there every night in
darkness after a perilous journey to unload their supplies while an enemy plane
circled overhead at 12,000 feet to pounce on the mercy planes. In all, twenty-five
crew members lost their lives, including Captain Dom Merriand, who had made
over 300 flights before he got killed, but the airlift continued delivering some two
hundred tons a day.
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On the ground, Father Joe was one of the men who played a prominent role in
the organization of distributing the supplies, opening feeding stations, sickbays and
keeping up the morale of the helpless people until in late 1969 the federal troops
occupied the airport.
Going to the U.S.A. he took up pastoral ministry in the San Francisco, CA, area.
he was still listed as serving there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Missionary Annals February 1970; Questionnaire
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Fr. Patrick J. FOLEY IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* August 26, 1926 Dunlavin, Wicklow
A brother of Fr. William, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane,
where he made his commitment on September 8, 1945. After earning a B.A.,
Honors, in 1949 he prefected for two years at Rathmines while also earning a
Higher Diploma in Education in 1950. In his final year of theology at Kimmage, he
was ordained on July 11, 1954 in Dublin. Later he would complete his education
by studying social development at Antigonish, Canada.
In October 1955 he voyaged to the Onitsha district. He taught there at St.
Patrick's Teachers Training College in Obolo-Eke until in 1959 he was transferred
to teach at St. Theresa's College in Nsukka. In 1962 he assumed a similar function
at the new St. Patrick's Secondary School in Emene. In mid 1967 he went to the
U.S.A., working in a New York parish, but was able to return to Nigeria and engage
in pastoral care at Nsukka ·and lsienu for one year in 1969.
After doing a year of supplementary studies at Antigonish, he was assigned to
the Rural Citizenship Training Center at Abwa in the Makurdi diocese. He became
its director in 1971 and functioned also as coordinator of social development for the
diocese as well as coordinator of Justice and Peace. His 1993 listing still showed
him at the same location.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Francis P. McEVOY IRELAND NGA
* January 14, 1927 Belfast
After doing his secondary studies he worked for two years at the Belfast
shipyards before going to Kilshane, where he was professed on September 8,
1948. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by one year of prefecting at
Blackrock. On July 11, 1954 he was ordained in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Onitsha district. We find him listed in
1961 as in charge of Orsumughu preliminary teachers training school.
In 1969 he returned to Ireland and went to the U.S.A. to work in he New York
region. He left the Congregation in 1975.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Andrew COCKBURN TRINIDAD NGA TT
* October 9, 1926 Port of Spain
He attended St. Mary's College in his hometown until he went to Canada to
make his profession on September 8, 1946 at Lac-au-Saumon and earned a B.A.
at Montreal in 1948. After prefecting at his Alma Mater 1948-51, he travelled to
Ireland, where he completed his studies at Kimmage and was ordained on July 11,
1954 in Dublin.
He was then assigned to the Owerri district. We find him listed as a staff
member of the Holy Spirit Secondary School in Owerri town in 1961 and in 1967.
Returning to Trinidad, he took up parish ministry in the island. He was still listed
as engaged in that ministry in 1993.
B.G. and E. P. passim; Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Augustine LINDSAY IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* November 18, 1924 Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vowed
commitment on September 8, 1944. After earning a B.A., first class Honors, in
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1947, he prefected for two years at Rockwell and earned a Higher Diploma in
Education in 1950. Sent to the University of Fribourg, he earned a S.T.L. magna
cum jaude in 1955. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on June 1, 1954.
Later he would complement his degrees with an education diploma from the
London University and other studies in Washington, DC.
In October of 1955 he went to the Owerri district, where he taught at the
teachers training college in Orlu until 1957 and at Holy Spirit College in Owerri till
1963. In that year he became principal of the high school in Ohaji, near
Unuokanne.
Going to the U.S.A. in 1968, he became dean of graduate students at
Assumption Seminary in San Antonio, Texas. Thereafter he took up ministry as a
member of the Long Island Irish Spiritan Group. He was still functioning as such in
1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. Timothy P. O'DWYER IRELAND NGA USA
* December 12, 1917 Ralthea, Tipperary
After working as a civil servant for twelve years and earning a B.A., he entered
the Congregation at Kilshane, where he pronounced his vows on September 8,
1949. He then began his senior studies at Kimmage, earned a Higher Diploma in
Education in 1951 and was ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
In October of the same year he went to the Onitsha district. He taught at
teachers training colleges, first at Achina till 1958 and then one year at Emene,
near Enugu.
In 1960 he was switched to pastoral duties. After a short time at the Onitsha
cathedral, he served at Aku, near Nsukka, for five years and then for two years at
Affa, near Enugu. In October 1967 he went on leave. After spending one year in
the U.S.A. doing parish duties, he flew to Lagos and was able to function as pastor
at Aji, near Nsukka.
In 1970 he went to the Makurdi diocese in the Benue region. After teaching for
three months at Obokolo's secondary school, he assumed pastoral duties at Oju, a
station having a congregation of nearly 3,000 Catholics and catechumens.
Meanwhile the government had assumed control over education and the schools
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were mixed, but religious instruction was allowed, so that some eighty teachers
taught religion to virtually all children. In late 1974 he was assigned to Abwa, near
Gboko, as pastor, where he served for many years. By 1991 we find him at
Agagbe, near Makurdi. His 1993 listing places him at Aliade as pastor.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Bp. Malcolm GALT TRINIDAD NGA TT BARBADOS
* July 9, 1929 Port of Spain
A graduate of St. Mary's College in his home town, he made his vows on
September 8, 1947 at Lac-au-Saumon, Canada and earned a B.A. in Montreal in
1949. After prefecting in Trinidad, 1949-52, he was sent to Ireland for further
studies. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 3, 1955
in Dublin.
He was then assigned to the Onitsha district in 1956, where we find him
teaching at Christ the King College in 1961. During the Biafran War he was
attached to Catholic Relief Service and stationed in Lagos, the capital of Nigeria,
taking care of relief in the federal territory of the country.
After the war ended he returned to Trinidad, where he became in 1972 for a
three year period principal superior of the Spiritans working in the island.
Thereafter he was director of formation and engaged in parish ministry.
In 1995 the Holy See named him Bishop of Bridgeport, Barbados.
ordained as such on July 25, 1995.

He was

Arch. CSSp Dublin; B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Thomas M. McCARTHY IRELAND NGA IRL
* May 2, 1929 Tipperary
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1951. After doing his philosophy at Kimmage he prefected for two
years at Blackrock. In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
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Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1956, he did evangelization and pastoral
ministry there for thirteen years, first in the Onitsha archdiocese and from 1961 on
in the Enugu diocese. The only location for which he was listed specifically was
the Sacred Heart parish in lwollo-Oghe in 1967, where he served as pastor.
After the collapse of the secessionist Republic of Biafra, he was detained at Port
Harcourt, repeatedly questioned by federal criminal investigators and then
condemned to six months of imprisonment with hard labor on January 27, 1970.
Released a week later, he was expelled from Nigeria.
Returning to Ireland he served as hospital chaplain until in 1977 he went to
Rockwell. He was still listed as stationed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John T. GUINA 54 IRELAND NGA IRL
* December 26, 1928 Limerick

+ December 6, 1983 Dublin

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vowed
commitment on September 27, 1947. After earning a B.A., Honors, at the
University College in Dublin in 1950, he prefected for two years at Blackrock, while
also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1951. In his last year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the Onitsha district, where he was to serve for
fourteen years, mostly in education. After teaching at the teachers training school
in Obollo Eke in the Onitsha archdiocese, he taught at the secondary school in
Agbogugu in the Enugu diocese and then at the Spiritan junior seminary in lhiala.
When the Biafran War was ending in 1970 he was doing pastoral work at Omoku in
the Port Harcourt diocese.
Going back to Ireland, he took up a hospital chaplaincy and later parish work in
the Dublin area. In 1976 he was found to be suffering from leukemia. He was still
able to carry on for some time, but went to live at St. Michael's College in 1979 as
chaplain and counsellor. A deeply spiritual and apostolic man, he was also
blessed with much ability and talent. His musical gifts in particular enabled him to
develop first-class bands and choirs wherever he was.
IBN December 6
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Fr. Stanislaus T. SOFFE IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* May 8, 1928 Limerick
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 27, 1947. After earning a B.A. in 1950 he prefected for two years at
Blackrock while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1951. In his final
year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Owerri district, where he worked for
twelve years. We find him listed as principal of the new secondary college at
Umuaka in 1961 and in the same capacity at the secondary school in Amuzi, near
Ahiara, in 1967.
In May of that year he returned to Ireland and went to the U.S.A. for two years of
pastoral duties in Texas. He then taught for one year at Templeogue College in
Dublin, followed by another year in a Texas parish. In 1971 he was back in Dublin,
teaching at St. Michael's College. He was still listed as teaching there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Cyril SHEEDY IRELAND TT NGA IRL
* April 7, 1928 Feakle, Clare
A brother of Fr. Valentine, C.S.Sp., he attended Rockwell, 1941-46, and made
his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1947 at Kilshane. After
earning a B.A. in 1950, he prefected for two years in Trinidad. In his final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dublin. Later he would
complete his education by earning a Higher Diploma in Education, Honors, in
1961.
Sent to Nigeria in 1956, he taught at the new teachers training college in
Ayangba in the Benue region. His stay in Africa came to an abrupt end early in
1959 when he was seriously injured in a car accident requiring long
hospitalization.
When he had recovered he was posted to St. Michael's College as a teacher in
1960. In 1993 he was still listed as serving in that location.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. William DOBSON GREAT BRITAIN NGA
* August 18, 1931 Preston
After making his vows on September 8, 1950 at Cellule, he did his senior
studies at Upton Hall, where he was ordained on October 30, 1955.
The following year he was assigned to the Prefecture of Oturkpo (later renamed
the Diocese of Makurdi) in the Benue region. After being initiated to the work of
evangelization and pastoral ministry, he went to live in 1958 at Oju among the
lgede people, one of the main three tribes living in that area. He was to spend
most of his years there, though not all of them one after the other. In 1961 Oju
became a regular parish and he completed a stone residence there in 1965. As
usual, much of his time went into visiting the out-stations as Oju had no less than
seventy-two of them.
He then functioned as a pastor in other places, notably at Lafia and Amoke,
before returning to Oju. By 1989 the original Oju mission had become so large that
it could be divided into two. He ceded Oju to the Nigerian clergy but retained thirtyone of its out-stations to be taken care of by him from Ito's St. Patrick's parish.
A somewhat unusual aspect of his catechetical instructions is that all-night vigils
hold great appeal to the people. Six of them are held each month in each zone of
the parish. The people are given a scripture text and their choirs have to make up
a song based on that text and there is a competition among the people to choose
the best song.
As many people are still more or less illiterate, this is a very
practical way of getting the message across with a catchy song that can be
repeated over and over by the people later.
By 1991 he had a congregation of some 7,000 in Ito. He was then transferred
back to the St. Thomas parish in Oju and a Nigerian priest took over the Ito parish.
Missionwide, Autumn 1991
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Fr. Timothy J. KELLY 48 IRELAND NGA GB CAN
* August 11, 1929 Cork
+ July 3, 1977 Edmonton, CAN
After completing his secondary schooling at Rockwell, he made his vows on
September 27, 1947 at Kilshane. Instead of prefecting, he worked for a year in the
bursar's office in Kimmage, then earned a B.A., Honors, in 1951 as well as various
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certificates pertaining to printing. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1956, he worked there for thirteen years, first as editor of
the Owerri diocesan newspaper The Leader and from 1959 on in the Umuahia
diocese as a secondary school teacher at Thilte, Ohafia and Osu. When the
Biafran War ended in January 1970, he was sentenced to six months of
imprisonment with hard labor, but released a week later and expelled from the
country.
He then did parish work in England, but suffered a severe heart attack from
which he never fully recovered. In 1972 he transferred to Canada, serving in
Toronto as provincial bursar and later as an assistant in parishes in the Alberta
province. Ill health forced him to retire from active ministry in 1977. He died a few
months later.
SWWW 1032; IBN July 3
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Fr. Brendan P. FOLEY IRELAND NGA USA IRL
• June 23, 1927 Kockananna, Carlow
A Blackrock graduate, 1941-46, he made his profession on September 8, 1947
at Kilshane. He prefected at Kimmage for two years and earned a B.A. in 1952.
Sent to Rome's Gregorian University for theology, he earned a S.T.L. in 1956.
Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July 3, 1955.
In 1956 he was assigned to the Onitsha district, where he labored for a dozen
years. We find him listed at All Hallows Junior Seminary, Onitsha, in 1961 when
this seminary had over three hundred students. In 1964 he was attached to
Enugu's Bigard Memorial Seminary. His final posting put him at Mbutu Okohia in
1967.
In June of that year he left Nigeria and soon after went to the U.S.A. doing
pastoral ministry in Louisiana. He was incardinated there into the Diocese of
Houma-Thibodaux in 1980.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Sean B. O'DONOGHUE IRELAND NGA IRL USA IRL
* July 4, 1926 Bandon, Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1945. After earning a B.A., Honors, at the National University in
1948 and a Higher Diploma in Education in 1950, he prefected for two years at
Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 3,
1955 in Dublin.
From 1956 till 1959 he taught at All Hallows' Junior Seminary in Onitsha.
Returning to Ireland, he taught at Rockwell for nine years. He then did parish
work in Alaska at Anchorage and Kodiak. By 1979 we find him back in Ireland as a
staff member of Rockwell. He was still listed as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John J. O'SULLIVAN IRELAND NGA SL IRL GB
* July 29, 1924 Derrylihard, Skibbereen, Cork
He attended Rockwell, 1944-48, and made his vows on September 8, 1949 at
Kilshane. After doing his philosophy at Kimmage he prefected for one year at
Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 3,
1955 in Dublin.
The following year he flew to Nigeria, where he was to work in the Owerri district
for thirteen years. We find him listed in 1961 in the Umuahia diocese at Nsu in St.
Columban parish and in 1967 as pastor of the Immaculate Conception parish in
Ehime.
Obliged to leave the country in 1970, he served for two years in Sierra Leone
and then returned to Ireland. He taught at Rockwell and engaged in pastoral
ministry there and was listed as engaged in that in his home county in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Adrien J. THIBAULT CANADA NGA CAN
* August 18, 1923 Armagh, Bellechasse
He completed his secondary education at St. Alexandre in 1945. Professed on
September 8, 1947 at Lac-au-Saumon, he did his philosophy at Montreal and then
prefected for one year at St. Alexandre. In the final year of his theology studies at
Montreal he was ordained on November 1, 1952 in Quebec. Later he would
complement his studies by two years of pastoral studies at Montreal (197 4-76).
After serving for two years as an assistant in a parish, he was assigned in 1956
to the Kabba prefecture in the Benue region. He was introduced to the work of
evangelization and pastoral ministry at Akpanya and remained there for eight
years, being listed as in charge of its parish in 1961. At that time its congregation
consisted of 2,800 Catholics and some 1,000 catechumens, while its ten primary
schools were attended by over 1,000 pupils.
Returning to Canada in 1964, he took up promotion work for five years and then
became involved in pastoral renewal. After serving as pastor near his home town
till 1981, he left the Congregation the following year.
We may mention here also Fr. Gaetan PAQUETTE, who after working for
seventeen years in Cameroon, served at Lokoja for one year, but was forced by
illness to return to Canada in 1957.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. John J. RYAN 64 IRELAND NGA KEN
* March 28, 1922 Kilmarry, Kilmallock, Limerick

+ December 8, 1986 Nairobi

He had worked as a civil servant in the Department of Agriculture for nine years
when he opted for the Congregation. He made his vows on September 8, 1950 at
Kilshane, did his senior studies at Kimmage and was ordained on July 3, 1955 in
Dublin.
Sent to the Owerri district in 1956, he taught for three years at the diocesan
junior seminary in Okpala and then at that in Obowo in the Umuahia diocese. From
1961 on he served as chancellor and secretary to the bishop while also being in
charge of St. Finbarr's parish in Umuahia. In 1970 the Biafran War forced him to
leave Nigeria.
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Going to Kenya in 1971 , he took up pastoral ministry in the Mombasa diocese.
He labored there for sixteen years, placing himself wholly at the people's service,
and especially that of the poor. Always ready to transport the sick to the hospital in
Taiti in his old dilapidated car, he never complained although he suffered from a
painful chest and hacking cough.
Death came for him and three others one evening when they travelled to
Nairobi for their annual retreat and their little car crashed into a truck that had been
carelessly parked without warning lights on the road.
IBN December 8; SEAM 797
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Fr. Valentine L. O'BRIEN IRELAND NGA USA BRZ IRL AUS

* July 25, 1925 Dublin

He had been a civil servant for six years before he entered the Congregation at
Kilshane, where he made his vows on September 8, 1950. After doing his
philosophy at Kimmage he earned advanced certificates in bookkeeping and
commerce in 1952. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the Onitsha district, where he engaged in
evangelization and pastoral ministry for a dozen years. Details about his work are
lacking, but in 1967 he was listed as in charge of the Holy Name parish in Umuchu.
During the Biafran War he spent one year in the U.S.A. before returning to wartom Biafra. After the defeat of the secessionists, he was arrested and sentenced to
six months of imprisonment with hard labor, but released one week later and
expelled from Nigeria.
After trying to do pastoral ministry in Brazil and Ireland, he went in 1975 to
Australia and engaged in parish work in the Archdiocese of Brisbane. His 1993
listing placed him in the Archdiocese of Sydney.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Hugh P. MclLDOWNEY IRELAND NGA USA
* August 6, 1924 Belfast
He had worked for seven years in Belfast, before he did his secondary
schooling at various places, including the Spiritan communities at Bickley in
England and Blackrock, Ireland. Professed on September 8, 1950 at Kilshane, he
acquired diplomas in bookkeeping and commerce in 1952. In his final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the Onitsha district, where he labored for eleven
years. We have no further details about his work. In October 1967 he returned to
Ireland and then went to the U.S.A. where he took up pastoral ministry in the New
York area. In 1975 he was incardinated in the Diocese of Norwich, CT.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas J. MAGUIRE

* May 10, 1928 Dublin

IRELAND IRL NGA IT SL CAN

After finishing his secondary schooling at Rathmines in 1946, he made his vows
on September 8, 1947 at Kilshane. He earned a B.A. , Honors, in 1950 and then
prefected for two years at Kimmage and Rockwell while also qualifying for a
certificate in Advanced Commerce and Bookkeeping. In his final year of theology
at Kimmage he was ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Owerri district. We find him listed at
St. Peter Claver's Junior Seminary and parish at Okpala in 1961 and 1968.
In 1970 when the Biafran War ended he was expelled from the country. He
then served for one year at the Congregation's Generalate in Rome, followed by
three years in Sierra Leone. In 1976 he went to Canada, where he took up
pastoral ministry in the Alberta province. He was still listed there at Holy Spirit
parish in Edmonton in 1995.
Arch . CSSp Dublin and Toronto
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Fr. Michael J. EIVERS IRELAND IRL NGA
• January 31, 1928 Killoe, Longford
He entered the Congregation in Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1947. After earning a B.A. , Honors, in 1950 he prefected for two
years at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1956, he worked there for eleven years, first in
the Owerri diocese and from 1959 on in that of Umuahia, where we find him listed
at St. Xavier's College in Bende. His final listing in 1967 placed him at the
teachers training college in Umuahia as its principal while also taking care of the
new St. Declan parish at nearby Olokoro.
Returning to Ireland in June 1967, he went to the U.S.A., and took up ministry in
Florida. In 1973 he was incardinated in the Archdiocese of Miami.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Valentine J. SHEEDY IRELAND TT NGA USA
• January 23, 1927 Feakle, Limerick
A brother of Fr. Cyril, C.S.Sp. , he was educated at Rockwell , 1940-45, and
professed on September 8, 1946 at Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1949, prefected
for three years in Trinidad and then did his theology at Kimmage. On July 3, 1955
he was ordained in Dublin.
The following year he flew to the Owerri district, where he worked for eleven
years. We find him stationed in the town of Owerri as editor of the diocesan
newspaper The Leader in 1961 and as supervisor of schools in 1967.
In June of the same year he left the country and went to the U.S.A., taking up
parish ministry in the Orlando diocese, Florida. He was incardinated there in 1973.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas M. CUNNINGHAM IRELAND IRL NGA USA ANG AUS PNG GB
* May 12, 1929 Strathoy, Omagh, Tyrone
A brother of the Spiritans Fr. James and Columcille, he attended Blackrock,
1945-47, before he made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8,
1948 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 3,
1955 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1956, he worked there for ten years. We find
him listed as an assistant at the new Our Lady of Lourdes parish at Aba in 1961
and then at St. Paul's, Osu, in the Umuahia diocese. While the former was rather
small with a congregation of less than 5,000 the latter had more than 17,000
Catholics and catechumens.
When the Biafran War started in 1967 he went to the U.S.A. , but by 1971 he was
back in Africa as a missionary in Angola for five years. In 1976 we find him doing
pastoral ministry in Brisbane, Australia and then in Papua New Guinea. He worked
there for thirteen years in the Diocese of Kerema.
In 1991 he took up parish ministry in England.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Jacques A DUBE CANADA NGA CAN
* February 29, 1928 St. Eusebe, Temiscouata
After attending St. Alexandre college , 1941-48, he was professed on
September 8, 1949 at Lac-au-Saumon. He did his senior studies in Montreal ,
where he was also ordained on September 24, 1955.
The following year he flew to Nigeria, where he was stationed in the Prefecture
of Kabba as an assistant at Kabba town. Illness caused his return to Canada in
1961 . He was able to go back to Kabba, now called the Diocese of Lokoja, in 1966
and was stationed at Akpanya as an assistant. Illness once more made him return
to Canada three years later. He left the Congregation in 1978.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Francis J. MULLOY IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* January 5, 1925 Westport, Mayo
After receiving his secondary schooling at Blackrock he made his vows on
September 8, 1943 at Kilshane. He earned a M.A. in 1947, prefected for two years
at Blackrock while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1950. Sent to
the University of Fribourg, he earned a S.T. L. in 1954. Meanwhile he had also
been ordained there on July 12, 1953.
After teaching for two years at Blackrock he was assigned to the Owerri district
in 1956. His entire eleven years there were devoted to educational endeavors.
We find him listed specifically as teaching at Mbaise Secondary School until 1959
and then for five years at Holy Spirit College in Enugu. His main duty there was to
establish a Higher School, that is, one which would prepare students for the West
Africa Higher School Certificate which would give them access to university
studies. Many years later he met a former student who was attending the
University of Berkeley,CA, as a Fulbright scholar and had the pleasure of learning
that many of his former students had reached leading positions in the government,
commerce, education and as physicians or lawyers.
From 1966 on he taught at the Spiritan school of theology then established at
lsienu.
In October 1967 he left the country. After spending one year in Paris for studies
he was assigned to teach at Templeogue College in Dublin. He remained there for
twelve years. In 1990 he went to California and took up pastoral ministry in the
San Francisco area. He was still listed there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. James P. O'KEEFE IRELAND IRL NGA GB
* August 18, 1928 Fermoy, Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1947, and earned a B.A., Honors in 1950 before prefecting for two
years at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
Sent to the Owerri district in 1956, he worked there for ten years. We find him
listed teaching at the secondary school in Umuaka in 1961 .
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Departing from Nigeria in June 1967, he went to England, where he taught for
one year at Castlehead and then took up ministry in London. He left the
Congregation in 1972.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John C. CORCORAN IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* June 39, 1925 Dublin
A brother of the Spiritans Fr. Edmund and Fr. Timothy, Sean, as he was usually
called, had worked for two years in an accounting office before he made his vows
on September 8, 1947 at Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1950, prefected for two
years at Rockwell and then did his theology at Kimmage. In his last year of
theology he was ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1956, he taught till 1959 at the teachers
training college in Awgu and then served for one year as the archbishop's
secretary in Onitsha. In 1962 he became principal of St. Joseph's Teachers
Training College at Emene and two years later he taught at a similar college in
Agulu, near Awka. In 1967 he took up the position of high school chaplain at AwkaEtiti.
During the Biafran War he was stationed first at Umuosi, near Onitsha, as pastor
and then at Ruasi, caring for the numerous distressed refugees gathered in that
area.
Returning to Ireland in 1969, he served as bursar in Kimmage until in 1971 he
went to the U.S.A., taking up pastoral ministry in the San Francisco area. He was
still listed as doing this kind of work there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. Aloysius TAYLOR IRELAND NGA KEN IRL GB
* June 21, 1927 Ballinasloe, Galway
A Blackrock graduate, 1941-46, he was professed on September 8, 1947 at
Kilshane. He studied philosophy at Kimmage before prefecting for one year at St.
Michael's College and earned a B.A. in 1952, while also prefecting for one year at
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Willow Park. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 3,
1955 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1956, he worked there for eight years. We find
him listed as an assistant at Alayi in the Umuahia diocese in 1961 .
In 1964 he was transferred to Nairobi, Kenya, but he left there two years later to
take up ministry in England for five years. After earning a Higher Diploma in
education in 1971 at Galway, he left the Congregation in 1974.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. AnthonyJ. WHITE IRELAND IRL NGA USA

* June 22, 1928 Listowell, Kerry

After attending Rockwell, 1944-46, he made his vows on September 8, 1947 at
Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1950, prefected for one year at Blackrock, earned a
Higher Diploma in Education and then prefected for another year at Rockwell. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dubl in.
The following year he was assigned to the Onitsha district. We find him listed as
in charge of St. Kevin's parish in 1961 and as chaplain to the secondary school at
Nsukka in the Enugu diocese in 1967.
At the end of the Biafran War he returned in 1970 to Ireland. Going to the
U.S.A., he took up parish ministry in the New Orleans area. He was incardinated
there in 1971 .
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. TimothyJ. CONNOLLY IRELAND NGA IRL ZMB CAN
* November 7, 1928 Limerick
He attended Blackrock, 1942-46, and made his commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1947 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1950 he
prefected for two years at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 3, 1955 in Dublin.
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The following year he flew to the Owerri district. He taught there successively at
Holy Spirit College, Umuahia, at Xavier Teachers Training College in Bende and at
Bp. Shanahan Teachers Training College in Orlu. In 1962 he was seconded to
Awa ldemili to establish and administer its Community Secondary School.
Needless to say, he also engaged in pastoral ministry during these years. Later
he loved to tell a story about it. It happened when he was stationed at Orlu and
was called out to go and baptize a dying woman in a nearby village. It turned out
that the frightened woman did not want to be baptized and screamed in terror when
he approached her. He left her but and asked his interpreter once more to enter
and explain things to her, while he prayed outside and asked Our Lord to accept for
her conversion the rosary some woman in Ireland would just then be saying. At
once the dying woman asked to be baptized.
In July 1967 he returned to Ireland. After briefly acting as curate in a parish he
taught for two years at Templeogue College and then went to Zambia for one year
of teaching at a secondary school. In 1973 he was transferred to Canada, where
he took up parish ministry. He was still listed as engaged in it in 1995 in the
Ontario province.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto; Questionnaire
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Fr. John V. TAYLOR GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* January 1, 1930 Preston
He was professed on September 8, 1950 at Cellule and did his senior studies
at Upton Hall, where he was ordained on October 30, 1955.
Going to Nigeria's Benue area, he served there in what became the Diocese of
Makurdi. We find him listed as an assistant in 1961 at Ukonton, a very promising
parish with some 3,500 Catholics and 5,400 catechumens. After serving some time
in England as assistant novice master and bursar at Upton Hall around 1968, he
returned to Makurdi. In 1980 he was listed as being in charge of diocesan building
projects with residence in Makurdi.
Thereafter we find him back in England doing parish ministry in 1988. He was
incardinated into the Westminster archdiocese in 1993.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Michael PASCAL TRINIDAD NGA TT CAN
• May 8, 1930 Port of Spain
A graduate of St. Mary's College in his hometown, he was professed on
September 8, 1948 at Lac-au-Saumon, Canada. He did his senior studies,
interrupted by three years of prefecting at his Alma Mater, in Kimmage and was
ordained on July 15, 1956 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Onitsha district, where he worked for
ten years. We find him listed as a staff member of the teachers training college in
Akpu in 1961 and later as charge of the parish in the same location, taking care of
over 8,000 Catholics.
In 1967 he returned to Trinidad, where he engaged in pastoral ministry until he
went to Canada four years later to take care of West Indian immigrants in the
Toronto area. He left the Congregation in 1977.
SWWW 1040; Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Cornelius FLANAGAN IRELAND TT NGA USA GB ZMB
• November 28, 1928 Newcastle West, Limerick
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vowed
commitment on September 8, 1947. After earning a B.A. in 1950, he prefected for
three years in Trinidad. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 15, 1956 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1957 he did eleven years of evangelization
and pastoral work. Details about his work are lacking, except that in 1967 he was
listed as in charge of St. Paul's parish at lsu near Orlu, looking after some 10,000
Catholics and over 1,000 catechumens.
In 1968 he returned to Ireland and went to serve for one year in the U.S.A. in the
Buffalo diocese. In 1970 he ministered for one year in England and then was
assigned to Zambia, where he taught at secondary schools until 1984.
Going back to Ireland in that year, he took up parish work in the north-eastern
part of the Island. He was still engaged in this in 1993 when he became also
superior of the other Spiritans working in that area.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James F. MASTERSON IRELAND NGA USA IRL

* October 18, 1928 Firmullagh, Mayne, Longford

He had earned a B.A., Honors, in 1949 before joining the Congregation at
Kilshane, where he made his vows on October 11 , 1950. He then earned a Higher
Diploma in Education in 1951 and prefected for one year at Blackrock. In his final
year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15, 1956 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1957, he worked there for eleven years. We
find him listed as teaching at St. Pius X College in Bodo, near Ogoni, in 1961 and
then as its headmaster.
When the Port Harcourt area was occupied by the federal troops in 1968, he
returned to Ireland and went from there to the U.S.A. for one year of service in the
New York area. Via Cameroon he was able to return to Nigeria in January 1971 to
take up ministry in the Rivers Area around Port Harcourt until 1979, except for one
year in Ireland after suffering a broken femur in 1972.
Going to the U.S.A. in 1979, he did parish ministry for six years in Florida. In
1986 he took up parochial duties in Ireland. He was still listed as engaged in it in
1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John O'HARA IRELAND 60 NGA GB IRL
* February 5, 1920 Belfast
+ December 22, 1980 Portaferry, Down
He entered the junior seminary of the Congregation at Castlehead, Lanes, in
1937. Then at the outbreak of World War Two he withdrew to Belfast. When peace
returned he applied in 1947 as a late vocation in Bickley. Professed on September
8, 1951 at Cellule, France, he did his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall, where
he was ordained on July 8, 1956.
Assigned to the district of Onitsha-Owerri in 1957, he labored there for twelve
years. We find him listed at Ozubulu in the Onitsha archdiocese in 1961 and
subsequently at Diobu in the Port Harcourt diocese. As the Port Harcourt area was
conquered early in the Biafran War, he had a rough time there, suffering from a lack
of food as did the people who lived there.
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In 1969 he returned to England. He worked some time in the Spiritan parish of
Peasley Cross, and then went to his home Diocese of Down and Connor in
northern Ireland. After the death of his mother in 1978, he became a highly
appreciated assistant at St. Joseph's parish in Portaferri. He felt so much at home
there that he applied for incardination in the diocese. Before the incardination
became effective, however, he died of a heart attack.
English Provincial Newsletter, April 1981
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Fr. Gerard T.P. RYAN IRELAND NGA USA AUS
* July 17, 1930 Dundalk
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1949. After earning a B.A. Honors, in 1952 he prefected for one year
at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 15,
1956 in Dublin.
Going to the Onitsha district in 1957, he taught at lhiala, first at the Abbot
Memorial Grammar School for three years and from 1960 on at the Spiritan junior
seminary. He then did two years of teaching at St. John's College in Aler , followed
by two years at the Bubendorf Memorial College in Adazi. During the Biafran War
he did pastoral work at the same location.
In April 1969 he returned to Ireland and from there went to the U.S.A. , doing
parochial ministry in Louisiana and in Alaska until 1974. After a year of sabbatical
studies in Rome, he returned to Alaska working as pastor in the Archdiocese of
Anchorage until in 1988 he was reassigned to Australia. We find him listed there in
1993 as doing parochial ministry in the Archdiocese of Sydney.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Alan WHITEHOUSE GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* October 28, 1915 Wellingborough, D. of Nottingham
A late vocation, he made his vows on September 8, 1951 at Cellule, France, at
the age of thirty-six. In his final year of theology at Upton Hall he was ordained
there on July 8, 1956.
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The following year he was assigned to the Oturkpo prefecture. Information
about his functions is lacking, except that in 1961 he was listed as back in England
doing promotional work. In 1974 he was again in what had become the Diocese of
Makurdi. We find him referred to as secretary of its bishop in 1980 and as bursar in
the principal superior's residence at Aliade in 1989. By then he was seventy-four
years old.
Returning to England, he took up residence at the Congregation's retirement
community in Bickley.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Patrick C. HOLOHAN IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* October 1, 1928 Ballinard, Fethard, Tipperary
He did his secondary studies at Rockwell and made his vows on September 8,
1948 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. Honors, in 1951 he prefected for two years
at Blackrock. Sent to the Gregorian University in Rome, he earned a S.T.L. in
1957. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July 1, 1956.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1957, he functioned as school supervisor in
Onitsha for five years. In 1962 he went to Aguleri doing pastoral ministry, while
also being a member of the committee charged with preparing the new liturgy
sanctioned by Vatican Council Two. In 1965 he returned to Onitsha as
administrator of its cathedral parish and educational secretary for the diocese.
In March 1970 he was back in Ireland and went to the U.S.A. for one year of
pastoral work in the New York area. He then was attached to Rockwell, where he
served as its community superior from 1980 till 1986. In 1989 we find him listed at
St. Michael's College, where three years later he became community superior.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas A. ROONEY 62 GREAT BRITAIN NGA USA
* February 2, 1924 Hebbum, Durham
+ November 15, 1986 Bromley
During World War Two he served in the British Merchant Navy as an engineer.
At the age of twenty-three he entered the new Spiritan formation house for late
vocations at Bickley. Sent to France for his novitiate, he made his vowed
commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1951 at Cellule. He then spent
six years in the senior seminary at Upton Hall , where he was ordained on July 8,
1956.
The following year he went to the Makurdi district in the Benue region of
Nigeria. He worked there at Aliade's Mount St. Michael's Secondary School as a
physical training instructor until in 1960 he was posted to Latia to open a new
parish. He succeeded so well that eight years later the parish counted over 8,000
Catholics and catechumens. By then, however, he was no longer there, for in 1965
another new parish had been opened at Vandeikyaa and he was placed in charge
of it. Three years later, this parish also had a congregation of over 10,000.
In 1968 Bp. Donal Murray gave him a new assignment: go to the U.S.A. and
raise funds for a hospital to be established in the Vandeikyaa parish at Chemke.
He accepted the challenge. Initially called the Chemke Mercy Hospital Fund, the
fund succeeded beyond his wildest hopes when its name was changed to indicate
a broader scope and became the WORLD MERCY FUND. As such, it took off like a
rocket, not just in the U.S.A. but all over the world. He had a genius for publ ic
relations. His register of friends and contacts was extraordinary, ranging from
Frank Sinatra to Mother Theresa in Calcutta. Obviously, the Fund did not remain
limited to the Chemke hospital, but came to encompass nearly the whole Third
World.
For eighteen years Father remained its heart and soul at the Fund's
headquarters, which was established at Alexandria, VA. In 1986 he became
seriously ill and went back to England. He died there a few weeks later.
Behind his attractive personality, he had remained a very private person, a
quiet, modest and prayerful priest. People from three continents came to his
funeral to pay tribute to him and to the work he had accomplished.
Provincial Newsletter England, November 1986
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Fr. John J. MORIARTY IRELAND TT NGA GB CAN GHA SA

* January 7, 1928 Castlegregory, Meath

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane , where he made his commitment on
September 8, 1947. He earned a B.A. in 1950 and prefected for three years in
Trinidad. He then completed his theology studies at Kimmage. On July 15, 1956
he was ordained in Dublin.
The following year he voyaged to the Onitsha district. After teaching for four
years and learning school administration at St. Theresa's Secondary School in
Nsukka, he became principal of the new St. Mary's High School at lfite-Ukpo, near
Ogidi.
In 1967 he served briefly in pastoral ministry at Sacred Heart parish in Onitsha
and then went to London, England, for six years of studies and teaching. He was
then seconded for one year to Montreal, Canada, and in 1976 reassigned to
Ghana. He taught there at Navrongo and functioned as chaplain for secondary
school students in Kumasi. In 1981 he became principal superior of the Spiritans
serving in Ghana.
In 1988 we find him listed in South Africa as director of the Spiritan formation
house in Pietermaritzburg. He was still listed as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Jacques J. SOUCY CANADA NGA

* January 2, 1931 Cap Chat

A St. Alexandre graduate, 1944-50, he was professed on September 8, 1951 at
Lac-au-Saumon. He did his senior studies in Montreal and was ordained on
October 21, 1956 at Cap Chat.
The following year he was assigned to the Kabba prefecture. He served at
Ankpa until 1962 and then at ldah. Returning to Canada in 1966, he left the
Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Br. Andre BLAIS CANADA CAM NGA
• October 17, 1923 Coaticook, Quebec
Following the example of his brothers Emile and Raoul, he went to St.
Alexandre, where he applied in 1939 for admission as a Brother. He was
professed there on September 26, 1941, learned carpentry and masonry and
worked for nine years in Canada.
In 1950 he was assigned to Cameroon, where he worked in the Douala
vicariate. In ill health he returned to Canada in 1954. After several operations he
went back to Africa, this time to the Kabba prefecture in 1957. He was stationed
there at Okene. ·
Once again illness forced him to leave Africa in 1960 for medical treatment in
Canada. During that time he learned how to repair and maintain diesel engines.
In 1961 he was back at Okene. For the third time, however, his health let him down
in 1963. After his return to Canada he withdrew from the Congregation.
SWWW740
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Fr. James F. DUNCAN IRELAND NGA ANG PNG GHA
• December 24, 1930 Ballycastle, Antrim
He did his secondary studies at Blackrock, 1943-48, and made his vows on
September 8, 1949 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted
by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology he was
ordained on December 22, 1956 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Onitsha district, where he did twelve
years of evangelization and pastoral ministry, first at Dunokofia for ten years and
then during the Biafran War from 1967 on at Nnewi. Toward the end of this war he
left the country. In 1972 he was reassigned to Angola. There, too, civil war broke
out soon after the country gained its independence in 1975. He then went to
Papua New Guinea, where he did pastoral ministry until 1981 .
Once again he moved, this time to Ghana to work in its parishes. The 1993
directory still listed him serving there at Accra's National Cathol ic Secretariat.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Pierre J. BERGERON CANADA CAN NGA
• January 27, 1930 Sahwinigan
A graduate of St. Alexandre, 1942-48, he made his vows on September 8, 1949
at Lac-au-Saumon. After studying philosophy at Montreal, he prefected for two
years at St. Alexandre and then went to Ferndale, U.S.A., for theology. On June
24, 1956 he was ordained at Trois-Rivieres.
The following year he was assigned to the Kabba prefecture in the Benue
region. He was initiated there to the country at Odomomoh, but the following year
seconded to Obollo Eke in the Onitsha archdiocese for one year. Returning to
Kabba in 1960, he taught for five years at St. Augustine's Secondary School at
Kabba.
While on leave in Canada in 1965 he was retained to organize fund-raising for
the missions until in 1968 he returned to teach at Our Lady of Schools Teachers
Training College in Ayangba, located in what became in 1968 the Prefecture of
ldah. In 1970 he became vicar general, chancellor and procurator of this future
diocese, while also being the general manager of the diocesan building company
until 1982.
He then returned to Canada and took up residence at the Congregation's
retirement home in Montreal.
Arch. CSSp Montreal ; Questionnaire
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Fr. Joseph L. NOLAN 53 IRELAND NGA USA
• March 23, 1929 Shangar, Myshall, Carlow + April 26, 1982 Fort Lauderdale, FL
He completed his secondary schooling at Rockwell in 1946 and made his vows
on September 8, 1949 at Kilshane . His senior studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology he
was ordained on July 15, 1956 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the Onitsha district for a decade of evangelization
and pastoral ministry. We find him listed at Uga, near Awka in 1961 , and at St.
Patrick's in Enugu in 1967.
When the Biafran War broke out in 1967, he went to the U.S.A. and took up
pastoral ministry in Florida, especially in hospitals, for which he proved to be very
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well suited. Having seen with his own eyes the deplorable shortage of everything
in Haiti's hospitals, he organized a campaign to remedy the situation. In eight
years he was able to send some two million dollars worth of donated medicines
and other supplies to Haitian hospitals and dispensaries, delivered free of charge
by the Norwegian Caribbean Lines.
Death came unobtrusively for this humble and unpretentious priest, who had
touched the lives of very many, while he was asleep.
IBN April 26; Irish Provincial Newsletter September 1978
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Fr. Antonio MASSE CANADA CAN NGA
* March 3, 1910 St. Hubert de Temiscouata
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1925-30, he made his vows on September 8, 1931 at
Orly and began his senior seminary studies at Martain. They were interrupted by
one year of prefecting at Ruiz and then continued at Chevilly. In his final year of
theology he was ordained there on October 1937.
After serving for seventeen years in various functions at St. Alexandre college,
including the founding of a parish in the college area, he was able to go in 1957 to
Africa to gather information about this continent. Having gathered funds in
Canada, he returned to the Kabba prefecture in 1958 and became pastor at
Lokoja, where one of his duties was to construct the cathedral for the new Diocese
of Kabba-Lokoja.
After an emergency operation for appendicitis he became in 1962 the founder
of the Koton-Karifi mission near Lokoja. He built its church, several schools in the
area and a small hospital, which he managed to staff with sisters and a physician.
When it opened in 1971 the Holy See gave him the Pro Ecc!esia et Pontifice
Medal. In 1972 he became again pastor at Lokoja, while also acting as interim
vicar general.
Three years later he returned to Canada and took up pastoral duties in various
localities. He was still listed as engaged in this kind of service in 1993.
Questionnaire
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Fr. James V. MORROW IRELAND NGA GHA
* November 15, 1928 Ballyhaise, Cavan
He entered the Congregation at Kimmage in 1947, earned a B.A. , Honors, at
the National University in 1950, made his vows on October 2, 1951 in Kilshane and
then prefected for two years at Blackrock, while also earning a Higher Diploma in
Education. Sent to the University of Fribourg, he earned a S.T.L. magna cum
k!Yge. in 1957. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July 22, 1956.
The following year he went to the Onitsha district. After teaching at the teachers
training college in Obolo Eke till 1960, he taught for four years at Bigard Memorial
Seminary at Enugu. In 1964 he became principal of the secondary school at
Obowo in the Diocese of Enugu.
During the Biafran War he functioned at Libreville, Gabon, in the service of
Biafran refugees and relief organizations. After a brief stay in the U.S.A. he was
assigned to Ghana in 1971 . He exercised pastoral ministry there in various
localities, except for a long period started in 1973 during which he was principal of
a secondary school at Nsuta. He was still listed in Ghana as pastor in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Enzo M. AGNOLI ITALY NGA BRZ CAN
* January 5, 1925 San Rocco di Buccato, near Parma
A brother of Fr. Savino, C.S.Sp., he completed his secondary schooling at
Rockwell, 1947-49, before entering the Kilshane novitiate, where he made his
vows on September 8, 1950. After earning a B.A. at the university in 1953 he
continued his studies at Kimmage. In his final year of theology he was ordained on
July 7, 1956 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria's Owerri diocese in 1957, he taught in the Port Harcourt
area for one year each at the teachers training college and at the secondary school
in Soro Ogoni. Thereafter he engaged in evangelization and pastoral ministry,
which began at Holy Cross in Uli until 1961 . His next assignment took him to
Ndizuogu till 1964, followed by one year at Ugoagba, where he built a high school
for girls, and the following year at Akatta as in charge of that mission till 1968. His
final posting during the Biafran War was at Holy Family parish in lzombe.
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When the war ended in January 1970, he was expelled from Nigeria. He then
went to Brazil, but in 1972 was assigned to Canada, taking up pastoral ministry in
the Alberta province. We find him listed as retired there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto; Questionnaire
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Fr. Cornelius M. PEELO 65 IRELAND NGA USA MLW AUS IRL
+ July 22, 1993 Dublin
* August 8, 1927 Terenure, Dublin
He had worked as an architectural assistant for three years before he entered
the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vowed commitment on
September 8, 1951 . In the final year of his senior seminary studies at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 15, 1956 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1957, he taught at St. Joseph's Technical
School in lhiala. He brought to it his accomplished skills as a draftsman and in the
use of carpentry and joiner tools and he managed to impart his skills to his
students. This school obtained the best results in the highly-valued London City
and Guilds certificate, which gave its holders almost automatic access to the best
positions in both government and private sectors all over Nigeria. Later he opened
another technical school at Ogbuku.
When the Biafran War broke out in 1967 he was stationed at lzombe, near Orlu,
doing pastoral ministry until in mid-1969 he left the country. After one year in the
U.S.A. as a hospital chaplain, he went to Malawi in 1971, but his health proved no
longer capable of living in a tropical climate. Going back to the States in 1974, he
took up parish ministry in California, where he also earned a diploma in pastoral
counseling and became very adept in the way he was able to empathize with
people in trouble and give them sound advice.
Two years later he volunteered for Australia . He worked there in pastoral
ministry for fourteen years in the Archdiocese of Melbourne. His health broken, he
returned to Ireland in 1991 and went to reside in Kimmage. He died there two
years later, leaving the memory of a thoughtful and devout priest who was totally
dedicated to his ministry.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, October 1993
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Fr. William McCORMACK GREAT BRITAIN NGA CAN
• February 3, 1923 Lochgelly, D. of Edinburgh
He made his vows on September 8, 1951 at Cellule, France, and did his senior
seminary studies at Upton Hall. In his final year of theology he was ordained there
on July 8, 1956.
Assigned to the Benue district in 1957, he did evangelization and pastoral
ministry in what soon became the Diocese of Makurdi. He was introduced to the
work at Utonkon and then in 1960 opened a mission at Keffi , where he built an
elementary school. It was a predominantly Islamic area and was then still the seat
of the junior seminary.
In 1962 he was posted to Adikpo for two years, followed by four years at
Makurdi. In all these places he opened many bush schools. In 1968 we find him at
Wukari for two years, and two years later at Ugbuolo.
After twenty-five years of service to the diocese, he left the country in 1972 and
returned to Great Britain. Going to Canada a few years later, he took up parish
ministry in the Alberta province. We find him there retired at Edmonton in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Toronto; Questionnaire
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Fr. Edward McCANN GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
• January 13, 1932 Fleetwood, Lanes.
After making his novitiate at Cellule, France, and pronouncing his vows there on
September 8, 1951, he returned to England for his senior studies at Upton Hall. He
was ordained there on October 21, 1956.
Assigned in 1957 to what was soon to become the Diocese of Makurdi, he did
evangelization and pastoral ministry for twenty-eight years, except for a ten year
interruption. Initiated to the work at Adikpo, he was posted in 1960 to St. Patrick's
at Taraku and the following year to St. Joseph's parish at Korinya. He labored
there for eight years, during which he built three churches in the area, a maternity
clinic at Korinya and several out-stations schools with a total of sixty classrooms.
As Korinya was very close to the border of the secessionist Republic of Biafra, it
did not remain unaffected by the Biafran War. lgbo people who had survived the
massacres in the north were passing through Korinya on the way back to their
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home land. On the other hand, Hausa people who had been expelled from Biafra
did the same in the opposite direction. He fed and housed both in his mission and
under cover of darkness they were then led through the bush to cross the border en
route to their native areas. He even was able to venture into the federally occupied
town of Ogoja in what had been Biafran territory and organize relief for that diocese
on a modest scale from Korynia.
In 1969 he left the country and did service in his homeland. He was able to
return to Nigeria in 1980 and took up pastoral ministry at Beli in the Diocese of
Yola, prior to becoming pastor at St. Lucy's, Awajir in the Makurdi diocese for four
years. He built two churches in that area. As the Catholic schools had been taken
over by the government, he organized the Confraternity of Christian Women and
parish catechist training for the instruction of children attending schools.
Returning to Great Britain in 1986, he continued to serve the missions as
appeals secretary.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Michael F. CUNNIFFE IRELAND IRL NGA KEN
• December 27, 1927 Athlone, Cornafulla
He finished his secondary education at Rockwell in 1948 and made his vows on
September 8, 1950 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted
by one year of prefecting at Rockwell. In his final year of theology he was ordained
on July 15, 1956 in Dublin.
In October of the following year he went to the Owerri district in Nigeria. After
being introduced to evangelization and pastoral duties at Emekuku, he was
stationed in 1962 at lmerienwe, followed by Emekuku, Enyiogugu, Urualla and
Ohaji. In 1966 he was at Uli and then during the Biafran War he served at Nguru
and Owerri.
Returning to Ireland in 1969, he was reassigned to Kenya. He engaged there in
pastoral duties at various places in the Machakos diocese. He was still listed as
serving there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 807
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Fr. Joseph HOGAN IRELAND GB NGA
* May 20, 1929, Cobh, Cori<
Belonging to the Province of England, he made his vows on September 8, 1947
at Cellule and then began his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall. Sent to Rome
in 1952 for a degree in theology, he was ordained there on April 4, 1953. In 1954
he returned to England and taught there for three years.
In 1957 he received his assignment to the Otur1<po prefecture. We find him
stationed there at the St. James' junior seminary in Keffi in 1961 and at St.
Augustine's Teachers Training College in Latia in 1967. He appears to have left
the Congregation soon after the end of the Biafran War.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Patrick A. KELLY IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* January 16, 1929 Enniscorthy, Wexford
After his secondary education at Rockwell , he was professed on September 8,
1949 at Kilshane. He studied philosophy at Kimmage, did two years of prefecting
at Blackrock, and in his final year of theology at Kimmage was ordained on July 15,
1956 in Dublin.
The following year he travelled to the Owerri district. We find him listed there at
Mbutu Okohia as an assistant in 1961 and at lmerienwe as in charge of the parish
in 1967.
At the end of the Biafran War in 1970 he was arrested and condemned to six
months of imprisonment with hard labor, but released one week later and expelled
from the country.
After spending one year in the U.S.A. , he returned to Ireland and left the
Congregation in 1972.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael P. WASSER 49 IRELAND NGA IRL CAN
+ November 9, 1976 Woodstock, Ontario
* February 10, 1927 Dublin
He attended Blackrock 1945-48, and made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 12, 1949. After doing his philosophy at Kimmage he prefected for
two years at Rathmines. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 15, 1956 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1957, he worked there for eleven years. We
find him listed in what became the Umuahia diocese as in charge of the Holy
Family parish in Amiri in 1961 and as pastor of St. Anthony's at Uboma in 1967.
At the end of the Biafran War he had to leave the country. Going back to
Ireland, he served in his home parish until in 1971 he was transferred to Canada.
In 1974 he became pastor of a parish in Woodstock, Ontario. He died there after a
short illness.
IBN November 9; SWWW 1019
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Fr. Noel E. GAVIN IRELAND NGA IRL
* December 13, 1928 Dublin
A brother of Fr. Kevin, C.S.Sp., he finished his secondary schooling at Rockwell
and was professed on September 20, 1950 at Kilshane. His senior studies at
Kimmage were interrupted by one year of prefecting at Rockwell. In his final year of
theology he was ordained on July 15, 1956 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri diocese in 1957, he served there for twelve years. We
find him listed as an assistant at Ndizogu, a former annex of Urualla that had
become a new residential station in 1955. Later he became pastor at Our Lady of
Victory in Ezinihitte-West.
At the end of the Biafran War in January 1970 he returned to Ireland, where he
was attached to Rathmines. He left the Congregation in 1975.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael V. SMYTHE IRELAND NGA GB IRL
* July 13, 1924 Dublin
He received the final year of his secondary schooling at Blackrock before
making his novitiate at Kilshane, where he was professed on September 8, 1949.
He then earned a B.A., Honors in 1952, a bachelor's degree in commerce in 1953
and prefected for one year at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage
he was ordained on December 12, 1958 in Dublin.
Assigned at once to the Onitsha district, he served there until 1968. We find him
listed as teaching at Christ the King College, Onitsha. In 1966 he went on leave
and was retained for one year to teach at Castlehead, England. Going back to
Onitsha, he arrived there just before the Biafran War began. The available records
do not indicate where he was stationed, but in 1968 he was again at Castlehead
for five more years of teaching. He then took up pastoral ministry in Ireland. He
was incardinated in the Dublin diocese in 1986.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Mr. Christopher ANI 19 NIGERIA
* 1939

.

+ June 26, 1958 lhiala

He was still in his senior year at the Spiritan junior seminary in lhiala when he
became seriously ill and was allowed to make his vows in 1958 before he piously
died in the Lord.
B.G. 45, 428
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Fr. Peter C. QUINN IRELAND NGA GB GHA IRL
* June 2, 1930 Kilkullen, Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1950. He earned a B.A. in 1953 and a Higher Diploma in Education
in 1954 while prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage, he
was ordained on July 14, 1957 in Dublin.
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After his arrival in the Onitsha district in 1958, we find him assigned to St.
Andrew's parish in Adazi, as one of the assistants serving its congregation of.over
34,000 people. Around 1963 he became pastor at Anichi, a relatively small parish
of only 9,500 people.
Before fighting broke out in the Biafran War in late 1967, he went back to
Ireland. He took up a chaplaincy to a school in London and did one year of
sabbatical studies. In 1976 he was reassigned to Ghana. Back in Ireland in 1980,
he was posted to Rathmines. He left the Congregation in 1983.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Martin J. BUCKLEY IRELAND NGA USA IVC GHA
* August 12, 1928 Tannen, Tarbert, Limerick
A brother of Fr. Timothy, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane,
where he made his vows on September 8, 1950. His senior studies at Kimmage
were interrupted by one year of prefecting at Rockwell. He was ordained on July
14, 1957 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1958, he worked there for nine years. We find
him listed as an assistant at St. Michael's parish in Umuaka in 1961 and at lkeduru
as retreat master for parishes in 1967.
In April of that year he left before the Biafran War began. After one year in the
U.S.A. in the New York area, he went to Ivory Coast, undoubtedly to act as chaplain
to refugees from Biafra. In 1971 he returned to the U.S.A. and joined the Irish
Spiritan community in Long Island, doing parish work. Three years later he was
assigned to Ghana. He was still listed as serving there in pastoral ministry in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Bernard C. BOUTHI LETTE CANADA NGA CAN
* May 7, 1929 St. Ignace du Lac
A graduate of St. Alexandre, 1942-48, he was professed on September 8, 1949
at Lac-au-Saumon. His philosophy studies at Montreal were followed by two years
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of prefecting at St. Alexandre. In 1953 he went to Ferndale for theology and in his
final year he was ordained on July 8, 1956 at Nedelec.
After teaching for one year at St. Alexandre, he was assig.ned to the Kabba
prefecture, where he taught at St. Augustine College for three years. He then
served again at St. Alexandre for five years prior to becoming principal of St.
Augustine's at Kabba in 1966. This assignment was followed by three other shortlived appointments in an educational capacity.
Returning to Canada in 1971, he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Gerard A. AVERY 61 GREAT BRITAIN NGA
* July 13, 1932 Usham Moor, Durham

+ July 4, 1994 England

He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1952 at Cellule
and then returned to England for his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall. He
was ordained there on November 10, 1957.
Assigned to the Prefecture of Okturkpo, renamed the Diocese of Makurdi, he
spent his entire active life there. We find him listed at Udi as an assistant in 1961 .
When in 1967 the Wukari mission was divided and gave birth to the new station of
Zaki-Siam he was placed in charge of it.
His greatest work, however, was accomplished at Makurdi's Vocational Center,
which he took over in January 1972. It was only a ramshackle boat-building yard
when he arrived there. He transformed it into St. Joseph's Technical College
training its students in a variety of skills. Literally thousands of young men learned
such things as carpentry, plumbing and motor mechanics, so that they were able to
find well-paid jobs and raise their families under decent conditions. He remained
in charge of the school for more than twenty years.
In January 1994 he became ill. Flown to England, his illness was diagnosed as
incurable cancer. He lingered for half a year and gratefully accepted the care
bestowed on him by the medical staff. At his funeral three Nigerians sang in the Tiv
language the hymn "The Lord is Coming" in tribute to his life-long dedication to
their people.
Missionwide, Winter 1994
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Fr. Eoin G. FLOOD IRELAND NGA CAN
* May 11 , 1930 Tipperary
After three years at Rockwell, he was professed on September 8, 1950 at
Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 14,
1957 in Dublin.
The following year he voyaged to the Onitsha district, where we find him listed
in 1961 as an assistant in Udi. Two years later he was reassigned to Canada and
engaged in parish ministry in Ontario. He left the Congregation in 1974.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James J. CORRY IRELAND NGA SL USA
* March 28, 1930 Moville,Donegal
A Blackrock graduate, 1944-49, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on October 2, 1950 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
two years of prefecting at Rathmines. On July 14, 1957 he was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1958, he was initiated to evangelization and
pastoral duties at Agbani, where he shared in the care for some 8,000 Catholics
and 5,000 catechumens and the supervision of sixty primary schools, attended by
over 7,000 pupils, taught by 270 teachers. After serving at Iva Valley and St.
Patrick's, Coal Camp, Ogbete, both near Enugu, he was posted in 1965 to lsienu's
St. Anthony's parish, charged with pastoral functions.
In May 1967 he was on leave in Ireland and the outbreak of the Biafran War
prevented him from returning to Onitsha. After serving for one year in the U.S.A. at
Brooklyn, NY, he was able to fly back to Africa in March 1969 and went to Nguru in
the Owerri diocese.
After the collapse of Biafra in January 1970, he was transferred to Sierra Leone,
where he served as pastor in Freetown for many years. In the mid-1980s he joined
the Long Island Irish Spiritan Community and took up parish ministry in Florida. He
was still serving there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. Owen J. O'DONNELL IRELAND NGA USA CAN IRL
* November 16, 1929 Coalisland, Dungannan, Tyrone
After two years at Rockwell he went to Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1951. He did his senior studies at Kimmage and in between
philosophy and theology prefected for one year at Rockwell. On July 4, 1957 he
was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1958, he worked there for nine years. We find
him listed at Ekwerazu as an assistant in 1961 and as in charge of the new Stella
Maris parish at Orodo with its congregation of over 5,000 in 1967.
Before the Biafran War began he returned to Ireland and from there went to the
U.S.A., where he served at a parish in Texas till 1972. He then was assigned to
Canada, doing pastoral ministry in the Ontario province. In 1976 he returned to
Ireland and took up parochial service in his home country. He was incardinated in
the Armagh diocese in 1981 .
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James P. DUNNE IRELAND NGA USA CAN
* August 10, 1938 Rathangan, Kildare
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1949. After earning a B.A. , Honors, in 1952, he prefected for two
years at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 14, 1957.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1958, he taught at St. Peter Claver's junior
seminary in Okpala, which at that time had over two hundred students and then at
the Spiritan Junior Seminary in lhiala, which then enrolled nearly one hundred and
fifty boys.
In 1968 he left Nigeria. Going to the U.S.A. , he did pastoral ministry in the
Buffalo area until in 1971 he went to Canada. He engaged in the service of one of
the parishes entrusted to the Congregation in the Ontario province. He was still
listed as serving there in 1993.
Arch . CSSp Dublin and Toronto
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Fr. Patrick J. DUGGAN IRELAND NGA USA ZMB IRL
* March 28, 1930 Cappamore, Limerick
A brother of Fr. Brendan, C.S.Sp., he made his vows on September 8, 1949 at
Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at Rockwell. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 14 in
Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1958, he labored there for thirteen years. We
find him listed as an assistant at Udi's busy St. Mary's parish in 1961 , sharing in the
ministry to a congregation of over 20,000.
In 1968 he went to the U.S.A. for three years of pastoral ministry in New Jersey.
Reassigned to Zambia in 1972, he engaged mainly in chaplaincy duties in
hospitals, prisons and reformatories for nine years. He then returned to the U.S.A.,
did one year of pastoral studies and served for two years as hospital chaplain in
Philadelphia.
From 1984 on he resided at Rockwell, functioning as bursar. He was still listed
as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James McNALLY 59 GREAT BRITAIN NGA MRT GB
* September 13, 1932 Glasgow
+ May 28, 1992 Bromley
He made his vows on September 8, 1952 at Cellule and then returned to
England for his senior studies at Upton Hall. He was ordained there on November
10, 1957.
The following year he went to the Benue district where he did evangelization
and pastoral ministry. We find him listed in 1961 at Wukari in the Makurdi diocese.
A few years later he was transferred to Mauritius. Returning to England he took
up parish ministry around 1972 for three years and then devoted himself to the
Congregation's missionary promotion and vocation work in Scotland. In 1988 he
became superior of the Bickley community. He died in a hospital after a long
illness.
Missionwide, Autumn 1992
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Fr. Andrew O'SULLIVAN IRELAND NGA
* January 3, 1926 Belfast
He made his vows on September 8, 1952 at Cellule and then returned to his
home province of England for his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall. He was
ordained there on July 6, 1958.
The following year he received his assignment to the Benue district. He was
initiated there in the Diocese of Makurdi to evangelization and pastoral ministry at
St. Charles in Adoka. It was a promising mission with 1,000 Catholics and 4,000
catechumens, eight primary schools and over 150 teachers-catechists--surely
guaranteed to keep him busy. After one year as pastor in Keffi, he was posted in
1964 to Adikpo, and then in 1967 to Orukpa.
After serving as pastor at Orokram and Adoka until 1969, he spent a short time
at Utonkon before being posted to Vandeikyaa in 1970 as pastor. In 1972 he
became pastor at Adikpo and three years later he assumed the same function at
Adoka, this time for four years. In all these places building churches and schools in
the bush was part and parcel of his duties.
In 1982 he was assigned to the Diocese of Yola first as pastor at Wukari and
then at Takum's Holy Family parish, where he served from 1984 till 1994. It was a
very large parish extending over a sixty by thirty mile area and had over one
hundred out-stations to be visited for the celebration of the Eucharist by the pastor
or his assistant on a rotation basis. About half of these had a durable small church,
thanks to the assistance of the London-based Little Way Assocjatjon, while in the
others a simple grass roof supported by strong wooden poles provided shelter. To
improve living conditions, the mission installed two grinding mills, and dug a
hundred wells, giving clean drinking water in places too far removed from streams.
Needless to say, additional churches had to be built in the area.
After thirty-six years of faithful service to the young churches in the Benue
region, Father was recalled to England in 1994 and prepared himself to a new kind
of ministry at the age of seventy.
Missionwide, Winter 1991-92, Spring 1995; Questionnaire
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Fr. Bernard BICKERDIKE GREAT BRITAIN NGA
* December 4, 933 Millon, D. of Lancaster
Professed on September 8, 1953 at Cellule, he did his senior studies at Upton
Hall, where he was ordained on November 9, 1958.
Assigned to the Benue district, he did evangelization and pastoral ministry. We
find him listed at Korinya in 1961 as an assistant and at Udei as pastor of the
Sacred Heart parish in 1968. He appears to have left the Congregation a few
years later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Matthew F. GROGAN IRELAND NGA GB CAN IRL
* July 23, 1930 Ardane, Bansha, Tipperary
A brother of Fr. Patrick, C.S.Sp., he attended Rockwell , 1943-49, and made his
vows on September 8, 1950 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1953, he prefected
for one year at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 14, 1957 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Umuahia diocese in 1959, he taught at Holy Spirit Teachers
Training College, Umuahia, for one year before serving in pastoral ministry at Nsu,
Ehitte. He then taught again for a few months at a secondary school in Aba before
taking up pastoral duties at Okigwi. Thereafter we find him in 1961 at Obowo,
where he built a secondary school at its out-station in Ekenanzizzi while also doing
pastoral ministry. His final posting took him to Ogbo, Ugiri as pastor.
He was on leave when in 1967 the outbreak of the Biafran War prevented his
return. After three years of ministry in England he went in 1971 to Canada, where
he first took up a hospital chaplaincy and then parochial duties in the Alberta
province. In 1993 he was listed as back in Ireland and engaged in parish work.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Questionnaire
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Fr. Bernard O'REILLY GREAT BRITAIN NGA
* May 11, 1922 Salford
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on October 7, 1942 at
Holme Island and did his senior seminary studies at the war time facilities opened
in his country. On September 29, 1950 he was ordained at Upton Hall.
After serving in England for seven years, notably at the Castlehead junior
seminary, he was assigned in 1959 to what was soon to become the Diocese of
Makurdi. When he had demonstrated his ability to hear confessions in the ldoma
and lgbo languages, he was placed in charge of the St. Charles' station at Adoka,
doing evangelization and pastoral ministry.
In 1961 he was posted to St. James Junior Seminary at Ketti, where he taught
for eleven years. As the area was dominated by Islamic Hausa and most
seminarians came from the southern part of the diocese, it was decided in 1971 to
transfer it to Kanshio, near Makurdi, and he became its rector until 1973. He then
became principal of the St. Augustine Teachers Training College at Lafia, while
also doing pastoral duties over the weekends.
From 1976 till 1990 he did parish ministry in England. He then returned to
Nigeria on a visit to replace a priest at Yakoko in the Yola diocese, making the
rounds of its eight Mass centers. He like it so much that he decided to stay. Taking
up residence at Aliade in the Makurdi diocese, he gave religious instruction at the
local government school for girls and continued to be available for weekend
ministry wherever needed.
Ill health caused him to return to England in February 1995.
Missionwide, Spring 1991; Winter 1994
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Fr. John J. McNULTY IRELAND TT NGA ZMB IRL
* September 12, 1928 Ceshcarrigan, Leitrim
He attended Blackrock, 1942-27, and made his vows on September 8, 1948 at
Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1951 he prefected for three years in Trinidad. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 14, 1957 in Dublin.
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Assigned to the Onitsha district in 1958, he taught for eleven years, first at All
Hallows Junior Seminary at Onitsha and then at the Spiritan Junior Seminary in
lhiala. Then the end of the Biafran War in early 1970 forced him to leave.
After doing two years of ministry in the New York area, he went back to Ireland
and taught at Blackrock. In 1976 he was reassigned to Zambia and taught at a
junior seminary for two years. Returning to Blackrock, he resumed his teaching
role there for another fourteen years. In 1990 he began serving as superior of the
Rathmines' community for two three-year terms.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Myles FAY IRELAND IRL NGA IT SL TZA USA

* April 21 , 1928 Tenerure, Dublin

A Blackrock graduate, 1942-46, he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1947 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. , first class
Honors, in 1950 and a M.A. , same Honors, in 1952, he prefected for one year at
Rathmines, while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1953. Sent to
Rome's Gregorian University, he earned a S.T.L. in 1957. Meanwhile he had also
been ordained there on July 1, 1956. In later years he would supplement his
education by earning a diploma in catechetical and pastoral care at Lumen Vitae in
Brussels (1969) and a M.Ed. in psychology in Toronto (1978)
After teaching for two years at Rathmines, he was assigned to Umuahia in 1959.
He taught there at Madonna High School in lhitte until in 1962 he joined the
teaching staff at the Spiritan Senior Seminary then functioning at Awa Omamma.
In 1969 he was called to Rome to become superior of the international house of
studies, but the following year he was reassigned to Sierra Leone, where he taught
for seven years at a teachers training school in Bo. After a study leave in 1977, he
returned to Sierra Leone for one year of pastoral work. He was then sent to
function as Spiritan novice master at Magamba in Tanzania for one year.
Always much in demand for his expertise, he was loaned to the U.S.A. in 1980
as director of the Spiritan theologate in Chicago. In late 1982 he was called to the
Generalate in Rome to assist in the new center for research and animation for a
three year term, followed in 1985 by three years in East Africa.
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He then acquired more permanency when he joined the staff of the Spiritan
International School of Theology at Attakwu, near Enugu, to teach theology and
later also to be superior to the West African Foundation members studying at that
school. In 1995 he went on sabbatical before returning to the West Africa
Foundation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas P. FLYNN GREAT BRITAIN
* December 21, 1922 Dover

NGA GB

He was thirty-one years old when he made his vows on September 8, 1953 at
Cellule. In the final year of his senior studies at Upton Hall, he was ordained there
on July 6, 1958.
The following year he was assigned to what became soon the Diocese of
Makurdi. We find him listed in 1961 as doing evangelization and pastoral ministry
at Adikpo in 1961 and as pastor of Holy Name parish at Okobolo in 1968.
Information about the following years is lacking, but in 1980 he was listed again at
St. Ann's parish in Adikpo, this time as its pastor.
In 1988 he was listed back in Great Britain at the Congregation's missionary
promotion and vocation house in Scotland and in 1993 in its retirement home at
Bickley.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Char1es MACKAY CANADA NGA

* November 23, 1932 Verdun, Quebec

He entered the Congregation after having finished his secondary studies and
philosophy. He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September
8, 1954 at Lac-au-Saumon and was ordained on October 26, 1957 at Verdun in the
final year of his theology studies in Montreal. After a pastoral year at Ottawa he
received his assignment to the Kabba prefecture.
Introduced to evangelization and pastoral ministry at Lokoja, he became in
1960 an assistant at Ankpa and three years later he was named pastor of the same
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parish, which had a congregation of about 4,000 people, operated eighteen
primary schools with over 2,000 pupils, taught by fifty-five teachers, and had some
fifty catechists. In 1966 he began there the construction of St. Charles College.
In 1972 he was named pastor at Akpanya; two years later director of the junior
seminary at Lokoja, and rector of the cathedral at Lokoja. Thereafter we find him in
1976 at lmani in what was soon to become the Diocese of ldah. He returned to
Akpanya as pastor of the St. Peter Claver parish. In 1982 until in 1992 he was
posted to Okpo, where he was still serving in 1995.
During his long years of service he had done his share to the consoling
development of the little Prefecture of Kabba into the two dioceses of Lokoja and
Idah, which in 1990 reported some 100,000 faithful and forty priests of whom thirtythree were indigenous to the country.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Jean Paul AUDET 35 CANADA NGA
• January 19, 1930 La Sarre, Quebec

+ August 12, 1965 Montreal

One of sixteen children who became orphans when he was eight years old, he
worked on the family farm until he entered St. Alexandre in 1943. He made his
vows on September 27, 1950 at Lac-au-Saumon. His senior studies were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at St. Alexandre, after which he continued
them in Montreal. On June 22, 1957 he was ordained in his home town.
Assigned to Benue's Kabba prefecture in 1959, he served there for six years,
doing evangelization and pastoral work at Odomomoh and teaching at Our Lady of
Schools Teachers Training College in Ayangba. He participated enthusiastically
in the pastoral, liturgical and catechetical renewal that was taking place at that time,
following Vatican Council Two. He served at Ayangba until 1965.
While on leave in Canada in June 1965, he became seriously ill.
short his promising young life in a hospital.
SWWW 748; Arch. CSSp Montreal

Death cut
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Fr. Martin McGAGH GREAT BRITAIN NGA USA
* September 9, 1929 Doncoaster, Yorkshire
He had finished his secondary schooling when he entered the novitiate in
Cellule, where he made his vows on September 8, 1949. In his final year of
theology at Upton Hall he was ordained there on October 17, 1954.
Assigned to the Benue district, he was initiated to the country at Oturkpo and
then posted to Adoka in 1957, where he ministered until in 1963 he began to serve
at Wukari .
In 1966 he left the Congregation and taught for some years in California. In
1973 he returned to it, made a second novitiate and made temporary vows on
August 12, 1975. After working a few years in the Diocese of Fresno, CA, he
expressed the wish to be incardinated there. It was done in 1980.
Arch. CSSp USA
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SECTION THREE: THE PERIOD FROM 1960 TO 1995
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SOME DATES AND EVENTS
1960

Nigeria is granted independence within the British Commonwealth
with a population variously estimated at 35 to 55 million. The North of
the country is dominated by Fulani and Hausa and strongly Islamic; in
the East the lgbo are the main tribe and in the West the Yaruba are
predominant. In both East and West Christianity is the strongest
orientation. In 1963 Nigeria becomes a republic.
Originally well-off and considered one of the richest countries in
Africa , Nigeria prospers. Then corrupt and ineffective civilian rule
alternates with equally corrupt military rule. The nation's wealth is
squandered and the country sinks into stagnation, unemployment and
heavy foreign debts. Ethnic rivalries set various tribes against each
other.

1966

Pogroms against lgbo in the North kill thousands and some two
million lgbo stream back to the East; smaller numbers of Northerners
flee back to their ancient homeland

1967 - 70

Biafran War. The Republic of Biafra declares independence and
civil war ensues. The secessionists are no match for the federal
troops and parts of the Republic are quickly overrun. Millions of
people flee toward not yet overrun parts of the East. Food supplies
International relief
run out and massive starvation begins.
organizations rely on night airlifts to bring in food and medicine for
civilians.

1995

Estimates of population vary and go up to 130 million.
SOME DATES AND EVENTS CONCERNING THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

1961

The new Diocese of Port Harcourt is created from territory of that of
Owerri and entrusted to the Irish Spiritans.

1962

The Diocese of Enugu is divided off from the Archdiocese of Onitsha
and entrusted to a Nigerian-born bishop.
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1962 - 65

Vatican Council Two updates the Church.

1964

The Prefecture of Kabba becomes a diocese (renamed Lokoja in
1965).
The Prefecture of ldah is created from territory of the diocese of
Lokoja and entrusted to Canadian Spiritans.

1968
1969

The Holy See abolishes the j~ commissjonjs by which entire
dioceses used to be entrusted to the care of missionary institutes.

1970

The government seizes control over the schools operated by
churches and other voluntary agencies in Eastern Nigeria, nearly half
of them owned by the Catholic Church . All foreign missionaries
whose passports had been stamped by the Biafran Republic are
expelled from the country or prevented from returning to Nigeria. This
ends the Irish predominance in the clergy of Eastern Nigeria, but also
gives rise to a great upsurge of indigenous vocations to overcome the
loss of some 300 Irish missionaries.

1977

The Prefecture of ldah becomes a diocese.

1980

The Diocese of Orlu is created from territory of that of Owerri.

1981

The Diocese of Okigwe is created from territory of that of Umuahia.

1987

The Diocese of Awka is created from territory of the Archdiocese of
Onitsha.

1991

The Diocese of Aba is created from territory of the Diocese of Owerri.

1995

On January 1 the Spiritan Province of Nigeria counts a total of 294
indigenous professed members. Its personnel serves not only in
Nigeria but also in other parts of Africa as well as overseas in distant
countries.
Statistics for the ecclesiastical Province of Onitsha and its twelve
suffragan dioceses in 1990 (I have no more recent statistics) show:
4.978,000. Nigeria's annual increase of population is estimated at
about five to six per cent. In some areas of the eastern sector of the
country the population density is over 1,500 per square mile.
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CANADIAN LAY MISSIONARIES IN THE KWARA-BENUE AREA
This may be the appropriate place to recall the services rendered by lay
missionaries to planting the Spiritan mission in Nigeria. We will have to limit
ourselves to those coming from Canada for the simple reason that information is
lacking about the legion of Nigerian-born laity who contributed so much to the
success of the mission. Even for expatriates we can list only those who came from
Canada because the Spiritan headquarters of the Congregation in Montreal were
able to provide a list for the years 1961 to 1976 by date of arrival in Nigeria. In the
Kwara Benue area, which covers the Dioceses of Lokoja and ldah, there were also
laymen and laywomen coming from other countries.
Most of these lay missionaries were physicians and nurses serving in the
following hospitals:
•
Hospital at Okene, founded in 1958, thanks to five Sisters of Our Lady's
Missionaries and the cooperation of Mundo-Quebec, In 1963 the government took
over this hospital
•
Hospital at Kabba, opened in 1960, 72 beds, operating rooms and X-ray
department, run by Grey Sisters of Charity, Lexington, MA, and funded by the
German MISEREOR organization.
•
Hospital at Ayangba, opened in 1960, 106 beds and a maternity ward, and
also operating a mobile clinic.
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•

Hospital at lsaniu, opened in 1970.

•

Hospital at Koton-Karifi, opened in 1971 in the Kwara area.

Marie-Rose BELVAL, nurse, Ayangba, 1961-63
Marie-Claire GAGNON, nurse, Okene-Kabba, 1961-63
Louisette LECLERC, nurse, Ayangba, 1961 -63
Roger BELLEAU, physician, Okene, 1962-64
Mrs. Roger BELLEAU, nurse, Okene, 1962-64
Mrs. Rita DUGUAY, nurse, Okene, 1962-64
Lise HUARD, nurse, station unknown, 1962-64
Jean-Guy MARTEEL, physician, Kabba, 1962-70
Marcelle ROUSSEAU , nurse and mid-wife, Kabba, 1962-64
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Paul-Emile ROUX, physician, Okene, 1962-64
Mrs. Paul-Emile ROUX, nurse, Okene, 1962-64

Pauline SENECHAL , nurse , Odomomoh , 1962-64 and
Ayangba, 1968-70
Claudette CHIASSON, nurse , station unknown, 1964
-66
Madeleine BLAIS , nurse , station unknown, 1965-67
Marie BOUVIER, nurse , Kabba, 1965-67
Claude CARON, physician, Ayangba, 1965-67
Mrs. Claude CARON, nurse , Ayangba 1965-67

Jacques GAGNON , physician, Kabba, 1965-67
Mrs. Jacques GAGNON , nurse, Kabba, 1965-67

Therese BERNIER, teacher, Ayangba, 1967-68
Mrs. Jean-Guy MARTEL, function unknown, wife of
Dr. Martel, Kabba, 1967-70
Mrs. Huguette QUESNEL , nurse , Kabba, 1967-71
Pierrette CADORETTE, nurse , Ayangba, 1968-70

Gigi MARCHESSAULT, nurse , ldah-Koton , 1968-73
Christiane MICHAUD , nurse , ldah, 1968-70

Andre TREMBLAY , nurse-aid, Kabba lsanlu , 1968-73
Gilles MURRAY, physician, Koton -Kariti, 1969-71

Myrta MURRAY, nurse , Koton -Kariti , 1969-71

Basil WAKULCZYK, construction engineer, ldah, 1970
-74
Ginette WAKULCZYK, nurse , ldah, 1970-74

Serge MOISAN, physician, lsanlu , 1972-74
Mrs. Agatha MOISAN , nurse , lsanlu , 1971-74

Paul FOY, teacher, Lokoja, 1976-80
Michel de BANE , accountant , dates and place unkn
own
Jacqueline CHARBONNEAU , nurse , Ayangba, dates
unknown

Jean-Marc PERRON, physician, Kabba, dates unkn
own
Mariette POIRIER, nurse , Odomomoh , dates unknown

Madeleine RONDEAU , nurse , dates and place unkn
own
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Rachette RUELLAND , nurse,dates and place unknown
Arthur LABRECQUE, teacher, Ayangba, dates unknown
Dossiers Spiritains, Janvier-Mars, 1983
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Fr. Anthony Michael BYRNE IRELAND NGA IT IRL
* August 5, 1931 lnchicore, Dublin
He had worked as a mechanical engineer for three years before he applied to
enter the Congregation. After a one year complementary course at Blackrock, he
entered the novitiate at Kilshane, where he made his vows on September 8, 1953.
In the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 13, 1958. In later
years he would supplement his education by earning a diploma in social science in
1965, a M.Ed. in 1982 and a doctorate in pastoral ministry in 1983.
After doing his pastoral year in Ireland, he went to the Onitsha archdiocese in
1960, where he was initiated in pastoral duties in the country at Aguleri. At the
same time he functioned also as director of development for the archdiocese. In
1967 we find him listed as director of social services at Onitsha's cathedral.
During the Biafran War he became deeply involved in rel ief work for starving
civilians, first as temporary ass istant secretary general of CARITAS
INTERNATIONALIS in Rome and then as director of the airlift relief missions of that
organization, while stationed at Sao Tome until 1970.
He then was seconded to CARITAS INTERNATIONALIS as development
adviser to Third World English-speaking countries and in that capacity went by
invitation to various countries, such as Sierra Leone, Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanzania,
Uganda and Angola in 1970-71 ,
His procedure was as follows. He would meet on the village level with all
leaders and explain that a proposed project would be a total community project,
regardless of religious affiliation. Government officials would be approached to
see what best fitted in with their own development programs, asked to approve a
proposed project and then requested to pay what they could to get it started. He
would then advise the people on how to start and develop a project and how to
write up a proposal for a grant from funding organizations. And on the diocesan
level the bishop would be urged and advised to set up a permanent coordination
office for the continuation of the work.
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.Officially attached to the Generalate in Rome in 1971 , he later continued his
work for CARITAS as a member of the Generalate community, though actually
residing in Dublin. He was still doing this in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; CSSp Newsletter Rome, July 1971
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Fr. Cornelius Aengus FINUCANE IRELAND NGA BGD IRL
* April 26, 1932 Limerick
A brother of Fr. John A., C.S.Sp., and usually referred to as Aengus, he entered
the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vowed commitment on
September 8, 1950. He earned a B.A., Honors, in 1953 and then prefected for two
years at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 13, 1958 in Dublin.
After doing his pastoral year in Ireland, he flew to Nigeria and went to work in
the Onitsha archdiocese. We find him listed in 1961 as teaching at St. John's
College, a secondary school in Aler, and later as director of the lay apostolate in
the Diocese of Enugu, while stationed at Ogbette, near Enugu, in a parish of over
17,000 people.
On leave in Ireland when the Biafran War broke out in 1967, he did some
studies in England and then returned to lgbo land, doing relief work.
Especially noteworthy was his work at the Uli airstrip, where mercy flights would
land at night to discharge food and medicine for starving civilians in total darkness,
despite the constant threat of bombs raining down from the federal bomber circling
the neighborhood. Fr. Aengus and others were stationed there at night to direct the
unloading and distribute the supplies to the many feeding centers set up in the
area during the day. As soon as the planes were empty, he would load starving
children aboard for medical treatment in Gabon, Guinea and elsewhere. We may
mention here the name of Fr. Pierre RUHLMANN , who took care of two thousand
hopeless Biafran children brought to his Guinea hospital, where they were so well
taken care of that only one hundred of them died.
Fr. Aengus' energy, devotion and organizing brilliance, said a contemporary
report, saved thousands. His name and that of Dr. McDonald, a physician who
saved more lives there in three months than he had done in thirty years of
practicing medicine in Ireland, became household words. But it took its toll , he had
little resistance left when typhoid struck him and he had to go to Ireland to recover.
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As soon as he had recovered he returned to the land of the lgbo in 1969, only to
be expelled after the defeat of the Biafra Republic in February 1970.
After a brief stay in Gabon, he embarked in 1972 on relief work in Bangladesh,
which lasted until the 1980s. He became executive director of the relief
organization CONCERN in Dublin and was still listed as serving this mission of
mercy in 1995, while residing at Kimmage.
Arch. cssp Dublin;
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Mjssjonary Annals. February 1970

Fr. Angus FRASER SAINT VINCENT NGA
* April 18, 1931 St. Vincent, West Indies
Belonging to the Spiritan Province of Trinidad, he made his commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1951 at Lac-au-Saumon. After earning a B.A. in
Montreal in 1953 he prefected for three years in Trinidad and then went to Ireland
for theology at Kimmage. He was ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Owerri district, where we find him
listed in 1961 as a staff member of the Teachers Training College in Ogoni and
then at Stella Maris Secondary School in Port Harcourt.
In 1971 he became principal of Mt. St. Gabriel's Secondary School in Makurdi.
The school's development had been suspended because of the civil war, 1967-70.
Under his leadership its progress went ahead in leaps and bounds, so that by 1976
six "streams" were needed to accommodate the students flocking to it.
The school's outstanding performance in science impressed the federal
government so much that it gave St. Gabriel's science equipment and materials
valued at 500,000 naira (the Nigerian currency). Although the school is Catholic, it
practices full religious freedom and has always had both Christians and Muslims
among it students, all of whom are taught to respect the beliefs of all people.
Although known for its science program , St. Gabriel 's offers an all-round
education and provides also for social, physical and religious activities. In 1988 it
won the Gold Cup for the best overall performance among the 448 secondary
schools in Benue State, as well as the award for the best mathematical student.
And a dozen of its students have joined the Congregation, of whom seven had
already been ordained by 1990.
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With a staff of about sixty teachers and seventeen non-teaching members, over
1,000 students, of whom 430 are boarders, residing in six dormitories, named after
African saints, eight laboratories, a well-equipped introductory technology
workshop and some fifty houses for its staff members, St. Gabriel's is a crown jewel
in the field of education. And over all of it Fr. Angus Fraser as its principal,
continues to preside nearly a quarter of a century after his arrival.
Missionwide Spring 1990; E.P. and B.G. passim
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Fr. Clement L. LVONS 47 IRELAND NGA GB IRL
• June 6, 1931 Rosbercon, New Ross

+ January 15, 1979 Dublin

He had worked for four years in a hardware store when he applied to the
Congregation in 1951 . After doing one year of complementary studies at Rockwell ,
he entered the novitiate at Kilshane, where he made his vowed commitment on
September 8, 1953. Instead of prefecting, he earned a technical diploma in
letterpress machine work in 1955. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 13, 1958 in Dublin.
After doing his pastoral year in Ireland he flew to Nigeria in 1960 and went to
work in the Owerri diocese doing evangelization and pastoral work for seven years.
He began at the large Christ the King parish in Mbieri as an assistant looking after
its congregation of nearly 25,000 and some thirty schools, attended by 4,600
pupils, to be visited. Thereafter he became pastor of St. James parish in Ndizuogu,
where he was responsible for a congregation of only 9,000. There every one of its
sixteen schools was also a center of worship and he visited all of them on a rotation
basis for Sunday Mass, regardless of how bad the weather was or how difficult to
get there.
The Biafran War caught him in Ireland. Unable to return, he took up pastoral
ministry in England and Ireland until in 1971 he was appointed to the promotion
team in Kimmage. After several years of dedicated service in that capacity, he died
suddenly while they were planning their next engagement. A plain blunt man, he
remained always wholly reliable and full of courage.
IBN January 15
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Fr. Vincent A. O'CONNELL IRELAND IRL NGA USA ZMB

* December 27, 1932 Abbeyfeale, Kerry

A Rockwell graduate, 1946-51 , he made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 8, 1952 at Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by two years of prefecting a Rathmines. In the final year of his theology
he was ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Owerri district. Introduced to the
country in the Port Harcourt area at St. Finnbar's parish, Ahoada, he then served at
St. Mary's cathedral in Port Harcourt before returning in 1965 to Ahoada as pastor.
He built St. Jude's secondary school at Amarata. In 1967 he became pastor of St.
Anthony's parish at lgrita, where he built a rectory and had started the construction
of a church when the Biafran War broke out and its completion had to be
postponed. During the war he did refugee work, notably at the Uli airport, the sole
remaining link to send in food to civilians .
A few days after the war ended in 1970 he became ill and was flown by military
plane to Lagos and from there to Ireland. After he had recovered he taught for one
year at the Willow Park division of Blackrock and then was reassigned in 1971 to
Zambia, where he did educational and pastoral service for many years, notably in
the formation of small Christian communities.
In the mid-1980s he returned to Ireland and became a member of the provincial
promotion team until in 1990 he was transferred to the Long Island Irish Spiritan
group. He was still listed as serving in pastoral ministry with the group in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Denis F. GUERTIN CANADA NGA CAN
* April 2, 1928 Ottawa
After attending St. Alexandre, 1944-59, he made his vows on September 8,
1952 at Lac-au-Saumon. His senior seminary studies in Montreal were interrupted
by one year of prefecting at St. Alexandre. In his final year of theology he was
ordained on May 31 , 1958 at St. Alexandre.
Having finished his pastoral year in Canada and the U.S.A. , he flew to Nigeria's
Kabba prefecture in 1960. He was initiated to the country as an assistant at
Odomomoh and subsequently became pastor there of St. Theresa parish. By then
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the Kabba prefecture had been raised to the status of the Diocese of Lokoja and in
1968 when the diocese gave birth to the new Prefecture of ldah he found himself in
this new circumscription because Odomomoh belonged to its territory. It had
become a parish with a congregation of over 2,500 in a total population of 60,000.
When the prefecture became a diocese in 1977, he was still there and he
continued in his pastoral care for St. Theresa's for many more years, but he also
became vicar general of the diocese. He was still listed there in 1995 in that
double capacity after thirty-five years in the country, except for some brief
interruptions. Meanwhile Nigerian-born priests had taken over the role of
expatriates: in 1991 the statistics of the diocese listed only five of them while the
local clergy numbered twenty and the diocese counted over 68,000 Catholics and
catechumens.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Michael A. FLYNN IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* December 31, 1930 Enfield, Meath
A Blackrock graduate, 1945-50, he was professed on September 16, 1961 at
Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology he was ordained on March 15,
1959 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha district after completing his pastoral year, he worked
there for seven years. We find him listed as an assistant, doing evangelization and
pastoral duties in Awgu in 1961 and then as pastor of the new Holy Cross parish at
Akiyi, near Nsukka, opened in 1963.
When fighting began in the Biafran War in November 1967 he left the country
and took up pastoral ministry in Florida. He was incardinated into the Diocese of
Orlando in 1971 and died in January 1988.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Martin J. COLLINS IRELAND IRE NGA USA PRY
• November 27, 1931 Galway
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane , where he made his vows on
September 8, 1950. After earning a B.A. in 1953, he prefected for two years at
Blackrock while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1955. In his final
year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 13, 1958 in Dublin.
After doing a pastoral year in Ireland, he went to the Onitsha district in 1960 and
served there for seven years. He was introduced to the country at Enugu Ezike, a
parish with a congregation of 18,000 Catholics and catechumens, and then
became principal of the county Grammar School at lgbo-Eze, near lbagwa, a
station opened in 1964.
In October 1967 he left the country and went to the U.S.A. , where he took up
pastoral duties in Texas . After learning Spanish, he joined the Spiritan
international team working in Paraguay. By 1974 he was back in the U.S.A. ,
serving in parishes in different places. He was still listed as doing so in Florida in
1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Gerard FOURNIER CANADA NGA CAN IT
• August 10, 1928 Amqui
He received his secondary education at St. Alexandre, 1944-51 , and made his
vows on September 8, 1955 at Montreal. In his final year of theology in Montreal
he was ordained on June 17, 1957 at Rimouski.
After doing his pastoral year in Ottawa and serving as bursar at the Lac-auSaumon novitiate, he departed in 1960 for the Kabba prefecture. Initiated to the
country as an assistant in Lokoja, he became pastor at Ayangba until 1963.
He then served the interest of the Kabba mission for two years in Canada
before returning to Nigeria in 1965 and becoming assistant at Ankpa in the
Diocese of Lokoja. The following year he opened the new mission at Ogidi and
three years later became pastor at Lokoja.
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In 1971 the bishop made him diocesan treasurer and procurator, a function he
retained till the mid 1980s. At the same time he also served as administrator of the
cathedral for one year and took care of Okedayo, an out-station of Kabba.
In 1985 he said farewell to Africa after a quarter of a century of service and
became community bursar at the generalate in Rome for three years. Returning to
Canada, he was attached to St. Alexandre, where we find him in 1993 as local
bursar and at the same time pastor of a nearby parish. The following year he
became provincial archivist and bursar at the Le Roy residence in Montreal.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Louis Michel DE VERTEUIL TRINIDAD NGA TT
* June 5, 1929 Port of Spain
A St. Mary's College graduate in Port of Spain, he made his vows on
September 8, 1950 at Kilshane. He pursued university studies in Ireland, earning
a B.A., first class Honors, in 1953 and, while prefecting at Blackrock, a Higher
Diploma in Education in 1954. He then finished his philosophy at Kimmage, and
earned a M.A. first class Honors in 1956. Sent to the University of Fribourg for
theology, he earned a S.T.L. , magna cum laude. and was ordained there on July
19, 1959.
The following year he flew to the Onitsha archdiocese and taught there at All
Hallows Junior Seminary in Onitsha.
Recalled to Trinidad, he became director of the local Spiritan senior
scholasticate at Arima around 1968. In 1978 he was elected provincial superior
and continued to hold this position for four consecutive terms till 1991 . Thereafter
he continued to direct the Archdiocesan Pastoral Center, a function he had already
taken care of for many years while he was provincial superior.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; B. G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Calm J. MURRAY 57 IRELAND IRL NGA GB MLW
* October 7, 1932 Belfast, Antrim
+ April 26, 1990 Guilford, GB
After doing his secondary studies at Rathmines, he made his commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1952 at Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at
Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Kimmage and Rockwell ,
1954-56. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
Appointed to the Owerri district in 1960, he served as an assistant at Queen of
Peace parish in Orsu, a very large parish with a congregation of over 35,000,
twenty-five primary schools and 320 teachers for their 10,000 pupils. In 1967 we
find him listed as pastor at the new as yet unnamed station in Okwuato, near
Nguru. Other placed where he served without any indication of dates ar lhioma,
Mbieri, Umana and lkanguru.
This long list of assignments in a eight year period resulted from the fact that he
was the right man to call upon when special difficulties arose in a particular spot.
The bishop would then appeal to him as his "secret weapon." With his gentleness,
understanding and realism, he would soon manage to resolve the troubles. He
remained at the service of the people almost till the end of the Biafran War.
In 1969 he left Nigeria, took up ministry in England and in 1971 was reassigned to Malawi. He engaged in pastoral and missionary work in the Blantyre
diocese until in 1979 ill health forced him to leave the tropics. Going back to
England, he spent the remaining decade of his life in parish ministry. He died there
of cancer after a long illness.
Irish Provincial Newsletter, May 1990
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Fr. Henry C. MULLIN IRELAND NGA USA ETH BTW IRL
* December 4, 1932 Kilrush, Clare
A brother of Fr. Patrick, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane,
where he pronounced his vows on September 8, 1951 . After earning a B.A. ,
Honors, in 1954, he prefected for two years at Rockwell, and then did his theology
at Kimmage. He was ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Spiritan junior seminary at lhiala in 1960, he taught there until
in 1965 he was posted to the Port Harcourt diocese, where he functioned till 1967.
During the Biafran War he served with his people, but his location was not listed.
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Leaving Nigeria in 1970, he spent a short time in the U.S.A. and then was reassigned to Ethiopia in 1972 and to Botswana in 1976. By 1980 he was back in
Ireland doing promotional work at Kimmage. Thereafter we find him from 1982 on
in the U.S.A. , where he joined the Long Island Irish Spiritans and engaged in
parish ministry in Florida. He was still listed as such in 1995.
Arch. CSSp, Dublin
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Fr. ~mond WALSH IRELAND IRL NGA GB SL
• February 3, 1919 Castleisland, Kerry
A brother of Fr. Timothy, C.S.Sp., he graduated from Rockwell , 1933-37, and
made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 10, 1938. After
earning a M.Sc. , first class Honors, in 1941 , he prefected for two years at Rockwell
and earned a Higher Diploma in Education, Honors. Sent to the univen,ity of
Fribourg he earned a S.T. L. in 1949. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there
on July 18, 1948.
He was then assigned to Ireland, where he taught mathematics and sciences
for nine years, followed by two years of teaching philosophy at Kimmage. In 1960
he was transferred to Nigeria to teach at Christ the King College at Enugu. The
following year he was posted to the Spiritan Senior Seminary at Awo Omana to
teach philosophy and theology and, when this school moved to lsienu, he went
with it.
Expelled from the country at the end of the Biafran War after a trial in 1970, he
did one year of additional studies in Rome and taught for one year at the
Missionary Institute in London. Re-assigned to Sierra Leone in 1972, he taught at
secondary schools at Slama and Kenema till 1982.
After doing some pastoral ministry in the Brooklyn diocese, U.S.A. , he returned
to Ireland in 1983 and went to live at Ardbraccan. He still served as bursar there for
some years and then continued to reside in the same community.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael Joseph McHUGH IRELAND NGA USA PNG SL IRL
* February 7, 1930 Ballinasloe, Galway
Joseph, as he was often called, a Blackrock graduate, 1944-49, made his vows
on September 15, 1950 at Kilshane.
His senior studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock, 1951-53. On July 13, 1958 he
was ordained in Dublin. In later years he would acquire a diploma in
communication media, 1969, followed in 1971 by a M.A. in the same field.
After a pastoral year in Ireland, he flew to Nigeria in 1960 and did pastoral and
evangelization work, first at lgbo Ukwu, near Nnewi, and then at Holy Spirit parish
in Enugu. There he was also in charge of what is now called communication
media but then was still more or less identified with journalism.
The Biafran War erupted while he was on leave in Ireland in 1967. After one
year in the U.S.A., he returned to what had become the Republic of Biafra to do
relief work until the end of the war.
Going back to the U.S.A. in 1970, he studied for a degree in media skills. In
1971 he few to Papua New Guinea for three years of pastoral duties in Mount
Hagen. After two more years in the U.S.A. for further studies, he was reassigned to
Sierra Leone to teach and direct diocesan media.
In 1980 he was back in Ireland, where he put his talents at the service of his
province's promotion unit in Kimmage. In 1993 we find him listed in the retirement
section of the same community.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Jean-Claude AUDET CANADA CAN NGA

* December 14, 1931 La Sarre

Educated at St. Alexandre, 1945-51 , he made his vows on September 8, 1952
at Lac-au-Saumon. After doing his philosophy at Montreal he prefected for one
year at St. Alexandre and then returned to Montreal for theology. He was ordained
on June 21 , 1958 in his home town.
On completing a pastoral year at St. Alexandre, he travelled to the Benue
region in 1960. After being initiated to the country at Egume and Kabba he was
posted to Ankpa in 1962. He built a school at its out-station in Abejikolo and a
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church at lmani. To make visiting the many out-stations easier, he acquired a
trailer, baptized Ojo Dugre Wa (God is with us or in Hebrew Emmanuel}.
In 1973 he was assigned to Ayangba as pastor of St. Joseph's, but four years
later he returned to Ankpa. In 1989 he went to St. Theresa's parish in Odomomo
as an assistant. He was still stationed there in 1995. By then he had spent thirtyfive years in the service of the young churches growing up in that part of Nigeria.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Patrick V. O'LOUGHLIN IRELAND NGA USA
* May 18, 1933 Letterkenny, Donegal
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane , where he was professed n
September 8, 1952. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years
of prefecting at Rathmines and Rockwell. In his final year of theology he was
ordained on July 12, 1959.
After his pastoral year in Ireland, he flew to Nigeria and went to work in the
Owerri diocese. We find him listed there at Nguru as an assistant. In 1967 he
returned to Ireland and then went to the U.S.A. He left the Congregation in 1970.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Peter P. NOLAN IRELAND NGA USA GHA

* June 28, 1932 Dublin

After attending Rockwell for three years he made his vows on September 8,
1952 at Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two
years of prefecting at Rockwell. In his final year of theology he was ordained on
July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
After his pastoral year in Ireland he travelled to the Onitsha archdiocese, where
he was introduced to the country as an assistant at Our Lady of the Assumption
parish in Nimo. Subsequently he became its pastor. Taward the end of the Biafran
War he left the country.
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After doing ministry for two years in Ireland and the U.S.A. he was reassigned to
Ghana in 1972. He served there in parish ministry until 1977. He then went to the
U.S.A. and joined the Irish Spiritans headquartered in Long Island. He was still
listed as such in 1995, exercising parish duties in the New England area.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James J. SHANLEY IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* February 23, 1924 Dromod, Leitrim
A brother of Fr. Michael, C.S.Sp., he had worked for three years as a stockman
and as a clerical assistant to an agricultural official before he went to Rockwell for a
six month refresher course. He made his vows on September 8, 1953 at Kilshane.
In the final year of his senior studies at Kimmage he was ordained on July 13, 1958
in Dublin.
After doing his pastoral year in Ireland he voyaged to the Onitsha archdiocese.
Abp. Heerey placed him at Holy Trinity Cathedral as an assistant in that parish with
a congregation of 15,000. In 1965 he became director of Catholic Action in the
archdiocese.
During the Biafran War, 1967-70, he was engaged in relief work, for which he
also went to the U.S.A. for one year to gain support for starving civilians. After the
collapse of the secessionist republic he returned to Ireland and took up
promotional activities at Kimmage. In 1979 he became superior of the house for
two consecutive three year terms.
In 1988 he took up chaplain duties for two years before returning to Kimmage
and resuming promotional duties.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Kelvin C. TAM (or TOM) TRINIDAD NGA TT CLB
* December 25, 1927 Manzanilla, Trinidad
A brilliant student at St. Mary's College, he won the 1946 Island Scholarship for
Mathematics, which allowed him to pursue further university studies abroad, all
expenses paid by the government. He entered the Congregation and made his
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vows on September 8, 1948 at Lac-au-Saumon, Canada. He then went to Ireland,
earned a B.A. , Honors, in 1953 and a B.Sc., Honors, in 1955 and did his theology
at Kimmage. On July 13, 1958 he was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri district in 1959, he taught at Holy Spirit Secondary
College in Owerri and subsequently became principal of the Pater Noster
Secondary School, opened in 1963 at Ekwerazu.
Following the Biafran War, he returned to Trinidad and in 1971 was named
principal of St. Joseph's College, a private secondary school founded by Fr. Kevin
Devenish, C.S.Sp., in the town of the same name. He functioned as such for two
decades while also extending his care to the Blessed Daniel Brottier School for the
retarded and to a home for abandoned children.
In 1993 we find him listed as serving in Colombia, South America.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; St. Mary's College Annual , Trinidad, 1963 and 1989.
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Fr. Declan F. DORR 58 IRELAND NGA IRL GHA GMB
* July 18, 1932 Mohill, Leitrin
+ May 31 , 1991 Ejisu, GHA
A Blackrock graduate, 1945-50, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 8, 1951 at Kilshane . His senior studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at Rathmines. On July 13, 1958 he was
ordained in Dublin.
After doing one year of pastoral training , he went to the Owerri district in 1960,
where he was to work for ten years. Stationed at Ahiara's St. Bridget parish, he
was introduced to evangelization and pastoral work as an assistant in that parish
with its congregation of over 21 ,000. He threw himself wholeheartedly in his work,
visiting its sixteen out-stations and supervising their schools, in which some 6,800
pupils were taught by 160 teachers. In 1967 we find him listed as pastor at
Ezinihitte East. His last posting was to Amaimo during the Biafran War.
When the war ended in 1970 he was tried and expelled from the country. After
studying spirituality in Rome, he became assistant novice master at Kilshane. In
1974 he was reassigned to Ghana. He engaged in pastoral ministry there, while at
the same time looking after a group of young men who showed interest in joining
the Congregation. When these were gathered up to form the nucleus of the
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Spiritan West African Foundation, he became their novice master, first at Bwiam ,
Gambia and later at Ejisu in Ghana. He served as such for ten years.
Having spent nearly three decades in the service of the Church in West Africa,
he died suddenly, busy till the end with the business of the Good Lord, whom he
had served so faithfully.
Irish Provincial Newsletter July 1991
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Fr. Michael Vincent MURPHY IRELAND NGA USA IRL GHA
• August 17, 1930 Aclare, Sligo
Usually called Vincent to avoid confusion with another Michael , he attended
Blackrock, 1948-51 , and made his vows on September 8, 1952 at Kilshane. His
senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock.
In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha archdiocese in 1960, he was initiated to pastoral and
evangelization duties at Sacred Heart, lwollo Oghe. When a new station was
opened at Owa in 1964, he was transferred to it as its pastor.
During the Biafran War he left the country and went to do pastoral ministry in the
U.S.A. in Louisiana. From 1968 till 1971 he was attached to Kimmage doing
promotional work at Kimmage.
He was then reassigned to Ghana, where he did parish ministry and in 1978
became principal superior of the Spiritans working in that country. He was still
listed serving as pastor in the Kumasi diocese in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Daniel J. BUCKLEY IRELAND TT NGA USA
• February 2, 1933 Dunmanway, Cork
He attended Blackrock, 1946-50, and was professed on September 8, 1951 at
Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by three years of
prefecting in Trinidad, 1953-56. In his final year of theology he was ordained on
July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
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Assigned to the Onitsha archdiocese in 1960, he served there for nine years.
We find him listed as an assistant at Immaculate Heart parish in Onitsha in 1961
and as pastor of St. Martin's parish in lhiala in 1967. When the Biafran War ended
in 1970 he was expelled from the country.
Going to the U.S.A. in the same year, he engaged in parish ministry until in
1972 he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael B. REYNOLDS IRELAND NGA USA GB ZMB IRL
* August 13, 1931 Cahir, Tipperary
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 17, 1950. After earning a B.A. in 1953, he prefected for one year at
Rathmines and then resumed his studies at Kimmage. On December 12, 1958 he
was ordained a priest in Dublin.
After doing his pastoral year, he went in 1960 to the Umuahia diocese, where
he taught at Holy Spirit College for seven years. While he was on leave in the fall
of 1967, the outbreak of the Biafran War prevented his return to Nigeria. He did
parish work in Florida and Great Britain until in 1972 he was reassigned to Zambia.
He taught there in a teachers training school for six years.
Returning to Ireland in 1978, he served as bursar at Kimmage and Rathmines
until in 1986 he assumed a hospital chaplaincy. In 1994 he became director of the
Marian House at Kimmage.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. ThomasJ . FRIERY GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB

* August 27, 1933 Liverpool

He made his vows on September 8, 1953 at Cellule and then returned to
England for his senior studies at Upton Hall, where he was ordained on November
9, 1958.
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Assigned to the Benue district in 1959, he served as assistant at St. Mary's
Oturkpo for two years and then in 1962 became diocesan director of the Lay
Apostolate. At the same time he was the bishop's secretary, the diocesan
chancellor until 1970 and editor of the Catholic newspaper Northern Cross till
1969. As if that was not enough, he also functioned as administrator of the Makurdi
cathedral for five years until 1971 and for one year as episcopal vicar.
During those years, he established a rural training center at Abwa, and, at
Makurdi, a trade center, a Spiritan printing press, and a maternity center.
From 1972 until 1977 he was in the U.S.A. , assisting Fr. Thomas Rooney, the
founder of WORLD MERCY FUND, and raising funds for Makurdi. Recalled to
England, he became superior of the Bickley community until in 1985 he was
named provincial superior.
When his three-year term ended, he was appointed pastor at St. Matthew's,
Jersey, Channel Islands. Shortly after his arrival, he suffered a serious heart
attack, but made an excellent recovery and thus was able to continue his ministry
there. For Spiritans it may be noteworthy to mention that St. Elizabeth Castle on
Jersey Island served as the prison where the famous eighteenth century Spiritan
Fr. Jean Le Loutre, missionary to the Indians and Acadians of Nova Scotia, was
held incommunicado from 1755 till 1763.
English Provincial Newsletter December 1989
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Fr. Michael P. MAHER IRELAND NGA GB USA BWN SZL
* June 2, 1926 Castlemoyle, Cashel, Tipperary
A graduate of Rockwell , 1940-45, he had become a licensed veterinary surgeon
and practiced as such for two years before he asked to join the Congregation. After
making his vows on September 8, 1953 at Kilshane, he did his senior seminary
studies at Kimmage and was ordained on July 3, 1958 in Dublin.
Following his pastoral year in Ireland, he went to the Owerri district in 1960 and
was attached there to Port Harcourt's busy St. Mary's parish as one of its
assistants. One year later he took up teaching in the Owerri diocese, where we find
him listed as principal of Sebastian Academy, a secondary school, opened in 1964
at Emekuku.
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The Biafran War caught him back in Ireland. After some ministry in England he
went to California in 1969 for two years of service in Los Angeles. He then spent
five years in Botswana, where he was able to combine parish work with veterinary
services.
From 1978 on we find him doing similar work at Tshaneni and Manzini in
Swaziland. His 1993 listing put him back in Ireland, engaged in pastoral ministry.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Francis BLIGH GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB

* January 26, 1935 Manchester

He made his vows on September 8, 1954 at Cellule, France, and then returned
to England for his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall. He was ordained there
on September 20, 1959.
The following year he received his assignment to the Benue district. No
information is available about his work there until in 1968 we find him listed as an
assistant at Sacred Heart parish at Udei in the Diocese of Makurdi.
Thereafter we find him listed in England in 1974 and in 1980 at Aliade as
bursar of the district superior's residence while also being in charge of the religion
department at Mt. St. Michael's Secondary School.
From 1989 on he was listed as back in England and residing at Bickley.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. William J. MALONE IRELAND NGA KEN IRL GB USA
* January 25, 1931 Clifden, Kilkenny
He held a certificate in bookkeeping and had done office work for three years
when he entered the Congregation at Kilshane. He made his vows there on
September 8, 1953. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 13, 1958 in Dublin.
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Assigned to the Umuahia diocese, he went there at the end of his pastoral year.
We find him listed in 1961 as an assistant at St. Mary's, Okigwe, a parish with a
congregation of over 20,000, and then as pastor of the new Mater Dolorosa parish,
which had been opened in 1963 in lhitte.
At the end of the Biafran War in 1970 he was tried and expelled from the
country. After two years in Kenya's Nairobi archdiocese, he worked for seven
years in various locations in England and Ireland until in 1981 he went to the
U.S.A. He joined the Irish Spiritans in Long Island, rendering pastoral services. In
1993 he was still listed as doing this in Florida.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Leo J. McGARRY IRELAND TT NGA IRL
* July 3, 1933 Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1952. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
two years of prefecting in Trinidad, 1954-56. In his final year of theology he was
ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin. Meanwhile he had also obtained a diploma
in machine printing and later he would also earn a B.D. at Maynooth (1976).
In 1960 he was assigned to the Owerri diocese. We find him listed there at Port
Harcourt's busy St. Mary's with a congregation of 22,000, twenty-two primary
schools, one secondary school and a staff of twelve priests. In 1967 he was listed
as in charge of the new St. Gregory's parish, opened in 1964 at Bomu, near Ogoni,
in what had become the Diocese of Port Harcourt.
Returning to Ireland in 1968, he was attached to St. Michael's College as a
teacher. He was still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Cornelius O'MAHONEY 58 IRELAND IRL NGA KEN GB
• October 21, 1931, Ballyduff, Tipperary
+ September 4, 1990 Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vowed
commitment on September 8, 1951 . After earning a B.A. in 1954, he prefected for
two years at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Archdiocese of Onitsha in 1960, he arrived there early in 1961 .
After a stint of teaching at the junior seminary, he became an assistant in the busy
parishes of Adazi and Ogui. His concern for detail and accuracy fitted him well for
his next assignment in 1964 as assistant secretary of education for the
archdiocese.
During the Biafran War he was stationed at Nnewi, a place that suffered heavily
from bombing raids. He remained unruffled throughout. On one occasion two
planes rained bombs about three hundred yards away from his residence for
twenty minutes. A confrere who was outside in a car managed to reach the rectory,
trembling like a leaf, to find him cool and calm and saying only "that was close"
before going out to take care of the wounded and arrange for the burial of the dead.
After the war ended he was expelled from Nigeria and spent a year in Ireland,
studying for a B.D. at Maynooth. Then he went back to Africa, this time Kenya. He
served there until 1985 in education at Kaumoni and Tala, earning great respect for
his talents. In 1985 he responded to an appeal from England and accepted a
parish in North London. Without worrying about his heart condition he gave
himself again to his task.
Always keen on hurling, he went to attend the All-Ireland hurling final on
September 2, 1990. The game was very exciting and he suffered a heart attack.
He died two days later.
IBN September 4; Provincial Newsletter England, March 1991 ; SEAM 816
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Fr. Francis M. CORRIGAN 56 IRELAND TT NGA IRL CAN
• September 24, 1931 Tang, Longford
+ March 31 , 1988 Toronto
One of five brothers (the others being Matthew, Aloysius, Michael and Kevin)
who entered the Congregation, he attended Blackrock, 1945-50, and made his
vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1951 at Kilshane. He
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prefected in Trinidad at Fatima College and St. Mary's, 1952-55, and then
continued his education at Kimmage, while also earning a B.A. in 1957. In his final
year at Kimmage he was ordained on July 10, 1960 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Diocese of Owerri, where he began
with evangelization and pastoral duties in lhioma before teaching at the secondary
schools in Umuaka and Owerri town. He was then assigned to Mount St. Mary's
Teachers Training college at Azaraegbulu. When the Biafran War broke out, he
was stationed at Emekuku doing parish ministry. The federal troops occupied the
town in 1968, which made him and four other Spiritans leave the place in a hurry
with nothing but the clothes on their backs.
Making his way back to Ireland, he took up parish ministry in Dublin until in
1978 he went to Canada on sabbatical study leave. It turned into a permanent
assignment to Canada. He served as a high school chaplain and in parish work
until 1987, when he was asked to do promotional work for the Trans-Canada
Province.
He had barely started it when the cancer from which he had been suffering for a
few years flared up and led to his death after several months of lingering in a
nursing home. He looked upon this period as his new vocation: being ill and
accepting total dependence on others was a preparation for accepting total
dependence on God. He died at the end of March 1988.
IBN March 31
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Fr. James Kenneth MARTIN GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB CAM IT
* June 29, 1923 Corley, near Liverpool
Kenneth, as he was usually called, made his vows on September 8, 1955 at
Cellule and then returned to England for his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall.
At the age of thirty-one he was ordained there on June 26, 1960.
The following year he was assigned to the Diocese of Makurdi, where he
received his orientation in the work of evangelization and pastoral duties at Gboko
and Aliade. He was then stationed at Adikpo till 1963, followed by Udei and Keffi
till the end of 1964. In 1965 he engaged in the same duties at Makurdi until in May
1966 he took up ministry at Christ the King parish in Vandeikyaa. From 1968 till
1971 he served at St. Joseph's parish in Korinya.
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Returning to England, he did parish ministry until in 1975 he was reassigned to
Yaounde, Cameroon, where he labored for thirteen years. Not in the best of health,
he returned to England in 1988 and was then attached to the generalate in Rome
as director of its documentation center. Asthma forced him to resign within a year.
He then became bursar of the Bickley community in England. In 1993 we find him
listed as chaplain in Jersey, Channel Islands.
Arch. CSSp England
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Fr. Jean J. LABRECHE CANADA NGA CAN
* October 4, 1933 Montreal
He entered the Congregation at Lac-au-Saumon, where he made his vows on
August 22, 1957. Having already done his philosophy before entering, he went to
Montreal and Quebec for theology. He earned a B.A. in 1956 and a S.T. L. in 1961
and was ordained on October 29, 1960 at St. Jerome. In later years he studied for
a S.T.D. at Montreal, 1972-74, and completed his studies at Duquesne University,
Pittsburgh, PA, 1981-82.
In 1961 he was assigned to the Kabba district, where he received his initiation
to the country as an assistant at Ankpa's Sacred Heart parish. He then taught and
served later also as vice-principal of Our Lady of Schools' Teacher Training
College in Anyamba. He fostered the physical development of this school, which
grew to an enrollment of three hundred students. In 1968 he was transferred to the
new St. Charles College at Ankpa for three years and built most of its facilities.
In 1972 he returned to Canada for two years of study and missionary pastoral
work in his home diocese. He then went back to Kabba as chaplain and teacher at
the Advanced Teachers' College in Okene while also being chaplain to secondary
and post-secondary institutions.
In 1981 he returned to Canada and after one year at Duquesne University went
to Nigeria to teach at the Spiritan senior seminary in lsienu. In 1984 he served as
novice master at the international novitiate in Farnham, Quebec. Thereafter he
became provincial treasurer in Montreal. He was still listed as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; Questionnaire
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Fr. Michael P. WALLACE 47 IRELAND TT NGA USA PNG
+ March 11 , 1980 Mt. Hagen, PNG
August 18, 1932 Loisbourgh, Mayo
He received his secondary education at Blackrock, 1946-52, and made his
vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1953 at Kilshane. His
senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting in
Trinidad, 1955-57. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 10, 1960
in Dublin.
The following year he flew to Nigeria's Archdiocese of Onitsha, where he
engaged in evangelization and pastoral ministry for eight years. During the Biafran
War he was stationed at Sacred Heart parish in Odoakpu, near Onitsha.
Leaving the country in 1969, he went to the U.S.A. for one year of parish
ministry in New Jersey and then received an assignment to Papua New Guinea in
1971 . He worked there zealously in the Mount Hagen archdiocese for nine years.
He was on the verge of going on leave when his car was struck by another
vehicle. Fatally wounded, he died soon after in the full vigor of his life.
IBN March 11 ; SWWW 1083
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Fr. Florence F. LYNCH IRELAND NGA IRL SL
* September 24, 1926 Clonkeen, Killamey
After one year of supplementary studies at Rockwell , he made his vows on
September 8, 1954 at Kilshane. In the final year of his senior seminary studies at
Kimmage he was ordained a the age of thirty-three on July 12, 1959.
Arriving in the Onitsha archdiocese in 1961 , he engaged for eight years in
evangelization and pastoral work, notably at St. Joseph's parish in Anguleri.
Returning to Ireland in 1969, he did parish ministry in Dublin until in 1972 he
was reassigned to Sierra Leone, where he served as pastor until 1980. Thereafter
he took up parish ministry in his home country and was still listed as engaged in it
in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John (or Sean) Francis BYRON IRELAND NGA USA IRL CAN

* January 29, 1930 Ballina, Mayo

He had attended a two year course in commerce and then worked for two years
in an office before he applied for admission to the Congregation in 1948. Sent to
Blackrock for some complementary studies, he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1952 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., Honors, in
1955 he prefected for two years at Blackrock, while also earning a Higher Diploma
in Education in 1957. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 10, 1960 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Onitsha archdiocese in 1961 , he taught at Abbot College in
lhiala, while also being its vice-principal for three years. He taught for another three
years at All Hallows Junior Seminary in Onitsha and then briefly at St. Michael's
Secondary School in Nimo.
In 1967 he went to California for two years of studies in counseling while also
being engaged in pastoral duties. He then returned to the Onitsha archdiocese
while the Biafran War was still raging . Stationed a Nnewi as pastor, he also
engaged in relief work for the starving civilian population. Three months after the
fighting stopped, he was rounded up and deported from the country in March 1970.
He then taught for five years at Kimmage and Dundalk, until in 1975 he was
assigned to Canada. We find him listed as university chaplain in Hamilton, Ontario
in 1980 and as in charge of Laval House in Toronto in 1988. In 1984 he was
invited back to Nigeria to preach the annual retreat for the Fathers. During his
month's long visit he had the opportunity to speak with many lay people. Wherever
he went they eager1y asked him with great affection for news about the "old hands"
of yesteryear. These Fathers they venerated as "their ancestors." His 1993 listing
placed him at the provincial residence in Toronto while still engaged in ministry.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto; Questionnaire
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Fr. PatrickJ. DORAN IRELAND TT NGA CAN MLW PNG
* September 2, 1931 Wicklow, Dublin
After completing his secondary schooling with two years at Rockwell he made
his vows on September 20, 1951 at Kilshane. Following his philosophy studies at
Kimmage, he prefected for three years in Trinidad, 1953-56. In his final year of
theology he was ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
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Assigned to the Umuahia diocese, he arrived there in February 1961 and
engaged in evangelization and pastoral duties, notably at St. Columba parish in
Nsu. During the Biafran War, he was stationed at Sao Tome, an island that served
as a transfer point where relief organizations were able to load food and medicines
aboard planes for the dangerous night flight to Uli to keep starving civilians alive.
In 1970 he returned to Ireland, doing pastoral work until in 1974 he went to
Canada, where he did parish work until in 1978 he was assigned to Malawi and
resumed his ministry in Africa.
In 1988 we find him listed as group superior of the Trans-Canada Spiritan
Province and Indian Ocean Foundation members working in Papua New Guinea.
He was still listed there as a pastor in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas F. CREAN IRELAND TT NGA AUS
* September 28, 1929 Ballaghadereen, Roscommon
After one year at Rockwell to complete his secondary schooling he made his
vows on September 8, 1950 at Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1953 before
prefecting for three years in Trinidad. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin.
Arriving in the Owerri diocese early in 1961 , he taught at its junior seminary for
one year and then became principal of the new high school opened in 1962 at
Ngor Okpala, near Mbutu Okohia. Having re-entered the country in 1968 when the
land of the lgbo had temporarily become the Republic of Biafra, he was arrested for
illegal entry after the collapse of the republ ic and sentenced to six months of
imprisonment with hard labor. Released a few days later he was expeHed from the
country by the federal government.
After a brief stay in the U.S.A. he was appointed to Australia in 1972, where he
took up parish ministry. He was still listed as serving there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Msgr. Leopold GRIMARD CANADA CAN NGA
• October 20, 1920 St. Adrien de Ham, Cte Wolfe
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1933-40, he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation there on August 15, 1941 . He prefected for two years in the same
location and did his senior seminary studies at Montreal, where he was also
ordained on September 18, 1948.
After teaching for three years at St. Alexandre he became dean of discipline at
that college and in 1958 superior of its community, as well as director of its junior
seminary students.
In 1961 he was assigned to the Benue district. Initiated to ministry in the country
at Kabba town and Barra-Komo, he became in 1962 principal superior of the
Kabba district while stationed at Okene. He moved from there to Egume in 1963.
When in 1968 the Diocese of Lokoja gave birth to the new Prefecture of ldah,
entrusted to the Spiritan Province of Canada, the Holy See named him its first
prefect apostolic. Also known as lgala-land, his domain extended over more than
one million people, of whom only some 25,000 were Catholics and catechumens.
He procured funds for building the Ayangba hospital and St. Charles' Secondary
School at Ankpa as well as for housing three voluntary medical teams doing
preventive and curative work in some twenty-five villages. He also encouraged the
laity to assume their responsibility in the church.
In the ten years he governed the prefecture the little flock grew steadily and
reached the 36,000 mark and, while the number of Nigerian-born priests was still
small, the future looked promising. He then resigned to make room for the
nomination of an indigenous bishop to take over what was becoming the Diocese
of ldah.
Returning to Canada in 1978, he took up parish work and later became spiritual
counselor at a center for detoxification of drug addicts while residing at Sainte-Foy.
In 1993 we find him listed as superior of the Sainte-Foy community while
continuing his work among drug addicts.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Eamonn J. McMAHON IRELAND NGA USA BRZ

* March 21, 1933 Sligo, Leitrim

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1953. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
one year of prefecting at Blackrock, during which he also earned a B.A. in 1957. In
his final year of theology he was ordained on July 10, 1960 in Dublin.
The following year he flew to the Owerri diocese, where he was introduced to
the country at Amakohia doing pa~toral and evangelization work. He then taught at
the secondary school in Umuaka and that in Uli, while also being its principal. In
1966 he became principal and teacher at the secondary technical school in
Ogbaku.
During the Biafran War, 1967-70, he did pastoral and relief work at Orodo, went
to the U.S.A. for one year in California and returned to Biafra in October 1969. His
final days there were spent at Emerenwe, supplying relief to the starving
population. In February 1970 he was expelled after trial.
In 1971 he was reassigned to Brazil, where he took up pastoral work in various
locations of the south-west part of the country. He was still listed as serving there in
1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Thomas R. McDONALD IRELAND NGA IRL KEN
* February 5, 1932 Dublin
A transfer student, he completed his secondary studies at Blackrock in 1951
and made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1952 at Kilshane.
After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1955, he prefected for two years at Blackrock while
also earning a Higher Diploma in Education in 1957. In his final year of theology at
Kimmage he was ordained on July 10, 1960 in Dublin. Later he would complete
his education by earning a diploma in social anthropology and another B.A. in
letters at Oxford in 1967 and 1968 and finally a Ph.D. in Islamic studies in London,
1976.
Assigned to the Owerri diocese in 1961,. he taught there at its junior seminary at
Okpala for five years.
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Returning to Ireland, he took up the above-mentioned studies at Oxford and
then spent four years at Kimmage as director of its philosophy students. The years
1972-76 were devoted to further studies and teaching in London.
Reassigned to Kenya in 1976 he was able to put his expertise in Islamic studies
to good use at Mombasa. He also served as rector of the Spiritan theology
students at Langata. In 1993 we find him listed as chaplain and lecturer at the
University of Nairobi.
Arch . CSSp Dublin; SEAM 833
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Fr. Guy M. MALETTE CANADA NGA CAN
• January 16, 1932 Notre-Dame de la Salette
Educated at St. Alexandre and in another college, he made his vows on
September 8, 1954 at Lac-au-Saumon. For his senior seminary studies he went to
Montreal, Ferndale in the U.S.A. and Quebec. In his final year of theology he was
ordained on June 11, 1960 at Notre-Dame du Laus.
Assigned to the Kabba district in 1961 , he served at Christ the King parish in
Okene and became pastor to its congregation of over 3,500. In 1967 he was
transferred to Adavi, taking care also of Gaminona-Osisi until 1980.
Returning to Canada, in 1982, he assumed pastoral ministry until he left the
Congregation in 1982. He died in 1994.
We may mention here also Fr. Benoit RAYMOND of Canada, who worked for
one year at Sheria in the Kabba area but was forced by illness to return to Canada
in 1962.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Kevin A BROWNE IRELAND NGA GB USA MRT IRL
• November 23, 1931 Ballyard, Tralee
A Blackrock graduate, 1943-49, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 8, 1950 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in econom ics and a
B.Commerce, both Honors, in 1953 he earned a Higher Diploma in Education in
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1954. Following two years of prefecting at Rathmines, he went to the University of
Fribourg, where he earned a S. T.L. cum laude, in 1961 . He was also ordained
there on July 17, 1960.
Assigned to the Umuahia diocese in 1961, he served mostly in teaching
positions, notably as director of the junior seminary at Umuahia. the Biafran War
caught him on leave in Ireland in 1967. After one year of ministry in London he
managed to return to what was called Biafra in January 1969, but illness forced him
to return to Ireland. As soon as he had been cured, he went back to the land of the
lgbo, only in time to be obliged to leave the country.
After one year in California and Kentucky, he went to Mauritius to teach, but
once again illness sent him back home. There he was assigned to teach at the
Willow Park division of Blackrock. He was still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael B. MOORE IRELAND NGA IRL USA

* May 11, 1933 Gurtseen, Laoiglis

A brother of Fr. Patrick, C.S.Sp., he completed his secondary studies at
Rockwell in 1952 and made his vows on September 8 of the following year at
Kilshane. In the final year of his senior seminary studies at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin. In later years he would earn a B.D. at
Maynooth (1976).
Early in 1961 he voyaged to Nigeria's Diocese of Umuahia. After being director
of the junior seminary in Umuahia, he took up evangelization and pastoral work at
Amiri in 1962 and then at Obowo in 1965.
Returning to Ireland in 1968 during the Biafran War, he became assistant
novice master at Kilshane and in 1976 bursar at Rathmines. After two years of
parish ministry in the U.S.A., he was named principal of the agricultural college at
Rockwell in 1980 and four years later bursar at Templeogue College. In 1988 he
was transferred to Kimmage. He was still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Dermot P. KAVANAGH IRELAND NGA USA
* October 17, 1930 Rath new, Wicklow
He had worked in a store for some time before he applied for admission to the
Congregation in 1952. Sent to Rockwell for complementary studies, he made his
vows on October 5, 1954 at Kilshane. His senior studies were interrupted by one
year of prefecting at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 10, 1960.
The following year he flew to Port Harcourt, where he received his orientation
and was then assigned to St. Mary's Cathedral as an assistant and prison
chaplain. In 1962 he became pastor of St. Joseph's at Etche. Three years later he
assumed charge of the cathedral parish as its administrator.
The start of the civil war--the Biafran War--found him as pastor at Diobu's Christ
the King parish, near Port Harcourt. He managed to save all diocesan records,
chalices and other religious articles by hiding them in a secret place. When the
area was conquered by federal troops, he went to Elele, Owerri and Uzuaba
working among refugees from the Port Harcourt area until in 1970 he was arrested
and deported after trial from the country.
Going to the U.S.A. in 1971 , he took up parish duties in the New York area and
later in California. He was still engaged in this kind of ministry in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Romain PELLETIER CANADA NGA CAN
* August 13, 1930 Trois-Pistoles
He finished his secondary schooling at St. Alexandre in 1952 and was
professed on September 8, 1953 at Lac-au-Saumon. His senior studies were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at St. Alexandre. In his final year of theology
in Quebec he was ordained on June 16, 1960 at Ste-Foy.
In
there.
put in
in the

1961 he flew to the Kabba prefecture and did his pastoral year of initiation
He was placed at the new station of Holy Angels in Sheria, near Lokoja, and
charge of its three primary schools. Returning to Canada in 1967, he served
procurator's office for Kabba. He left the Congregation in 1971 .

Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Rheaume SAINT-LOUIS CANADA NGA CAN

* March 25, 1933 Notre-Dame-du-Laus

After finishing his secondary schooling at St. Alexandre, he made his vowed
commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1956 at Lac-au-Saumon. His
senior seminary studies at Montreal were interrupted by one year of prefecting at
St. Alexandre after he had earned his B.A. In his final year of theology at Quebec
he earned a S.T.L. and was ordained on June 11 , 1960 in his hometown.
The following year he flew to the Kabba prefecture and did his pastoral year of
initiation at Lokoja and Okene. After one year of serving at Sacred Heart parish in
Kabba, he taught for three years at St. Peter's College in ldah and then became
principal of St. Charles' Secondary School at Ankpa.
In 1968 he was named pastor of the Sacred Heart parish in Kabba, which by
then had a congregation of over 6,000. Three years later he became diocesan coordinator for social welfare and development. In 1972 he resumed his pastorship
at Kabba, while also being vicar general for the Diocese of Lokoja (the new name
for the former Prefecture of Kabba) . In 1975 he became district superior of the
Spiritans serving in the Kwara Benue region .
Returning to Canada in 1984, he was named superior of the SPES community
for mission animation in Montreal and assistant to the provincial superior. Three
years later he himself was elected to succeed him and in 1980 his mandate was
renewed for a second three-year term, after which he was attached to St.
Alexandre.
Arch . CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Martin Bernard FRAWLEY IRELAND NGA GMB IRL
* August 20, 1933 Kilrush, Clare
After his secondary schooling at Rockwell , Bernard, as he was usually called,
made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1952 at Kilshane. He
earned a B.A. , Honors, in 1955 and prefected at Blackrock for two years. In his final
year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 10, 1960 in Dublin.
In 1961 he flew to Nigeria to assume duties in the Port Harcourt diocese. He
served there as dean of Stella Maris College until 1965 and then became principal
of Sancta Maria Secondary School at Omoku.
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In January 1969 he returned to Ireland and became dean of discipline at
Rockwell. The following year he began to serve as educational secretary in
Gambia for two years.
Thereafter we find him back at Rockwell's Agricultural College. He was still
listed as serving there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Arthur GRANMONT CANADA NGA CAN
* February 21 , 1932 Ste-Rose de Poularies, Quebec
A St. Alexandre graduate, he was professed on September 8, 1954 at Lac-auSaumon. In his final year of theology in Montreal he was ordained on May 28,
1959 in his hometown.
After doing his pastoral year in Montreal, he went in 1961 to the Kabba
prefecture in Nigeria. Having been initiated to the country as an assistant at
Akpanya, he taught briefly at Kabba's St. Augustine's Secondary School and then
did two years of teaching at a similar school in ldah. In 1963 he was reassigned to
St. Augustine's for three years and started there the Young Christian Students
movement. His final posting was to the new St. Kizito's Secondary School at
lsanlu, assisting Fr. Paul Champagne in the setting up of this school.
Returning to Canada in 1969, he did some additional studies and served as
secretary for development and peace at the provincialate. He left the Congregation
in 1972.
SWWW 913; Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Br. Pascal (Hugh Thomas) MAWHINNEY IRELAND IRL NGA SL
* September 4, 1924 Belfast
An electrician by trade, he had served in the Fleet Army when he applied for
membership in the Congregation. On December 24, 1950 he made his vows at
Kilshane. After working as an electrician at Kilshane and Kimmage till 1961 , he
was assigned to Nigeria.
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He worked there in the Owerri and Umuahia dioceses, teaching electricity for
three years and servicing electric plants wherever needed. During the Biafran War
he left the country in 1968 and went to Sierra Leone, where his expertise was
much appreciated.
In 1975 he returned to Ireland and was stationed at Rockwell. He was still listed
as serving there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Stanislaus ROMAN 63 GREAT BRITAIN GB
* April 2, 1923 Bradford

NGA USA
+ June 9, 1986 London

After his secondary education he worked briefly in advertising until, at the age of
nineteen, he was mobilized by the British Army at the height of World War Two.
Discharged five years later, he functioned as an accountant for one year and then
entered the Congregation. He made his vows at Cellule on September 8, 1949.
After doing his senior studies at Queen Mary College, London, he was ordained on
June 11, 1954 at Mansfield.
Returning to London, he earned his M.A. in history with honors in 1959. He
then served briefly in England, notably at Castlehead before being assigned to the
Makurdi region of Nigeria. We find him listed there as teaching at St. Michael's
Secondary School in 1961 and then as first principal of Makurdi's Mount St.
Gabriel's Secondary School, which opened in January 1964 with sixty-two
students speaking seven different languages.
In 1969 he went to the U.S.A. to work as a member of the Congregation's
Western Province. He did pastoral ministry in Louisiana, was director of young
Spiritans in Colorado and Texas and pastor in California.
While on leave in England in 1984, he was found to have cancer and died there
prematurely two years later.
SWWW Appendix USA; English Provincial Newsletter November 1986
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Fr. Richard F. QUINN IRELAND NGA USA IRL CAN
* April 18, 1932 Dublin
After attending Blackrock, he made his vows on September 8, 1950 at Kilshane.
He earned a B.A. in economics and a B. Commerce, both Honors, in 1953, and a
Higher Diploma in Education, Honors, in 1954 before prefecting for two years at
Blackrock. He then did his philosophy studies at Kimmage and in his final year of
theology was ordained on July 10, 1960 in Dublin. In later years he would
complement his studies by earning a Master degree in economics, first class
Honors, in 1972, followed by a Ph.D. in 1975.
Assigned to the Onitsha archdiocese in 1961 , he taught at the Spiritan Junior
Seminary in lhiala before becoming in 1966 the first principal of St. Patrick's
Commercial School opened at Ogbe, Ahiara in the Owerri diocese.
The outbreak of the Biafran War in 1967 caught him while on leave. He went to
the U.S.A., doing ministry in California. In 1969 he moved to Canada, earned there
his above-mentioned doctorate and ~hen in 1977 took up the position of director of
the development course at Kimmage in Ireland. He was still listed as in charge of it
in 1993 when the "course" had grown into a development studies center, located in
the same place.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Raymond F. MAHER IRELAND NGA IRL SL D
* February 16, 1933 Dublin
He did the last two years of his secondary schooling at Blackrock till 1950 and
then made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1951 at Kilshane.
Having obtained a B.A. , Honors, in 1955 after having earned a diploma in arts
while prefecting for one year at Rathmines, he did another year of prefecting at
Rockwell and then went to Kimmage for theology. In his final year there he was
ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dublin. In later years he would complement his
education by earning a television production certificate in 1970 and a diploma in
mission studies at Maynooth, 1981 .
Assigned to the Umuahia diocese in 1960, he arrived there early in 1961 and
taught at Fatima Teachers Training College in Nsu and at Sacred Heart College in
Aba. In 1963 he began doing the same work at the secondary schools in Bende
and Olokoro, followed by Owerrinta in 1965. During the Biafran War he continued
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to teach at Mbutu Ngwa secondary school while also doing relief work among war
refugees.
Before the war officially ended in 1970, he returned to Ireland, where he
engaged in ministry among the poor in housing projects and then added
promotional duties to his tasks. In 1975 he was reassigned to Sierra Leone for
seven years of teaching and being vocations director in Njala at its University's
Secondary School and Junior Seminary until 1980.
After one more year of pastoral work in Sierra Leone, he received his
appointment to the vocations team in Ireland. In 1986 he began Justice and
Peace work in his home country, becoming Development and Justice officer for two
years in 1989. After a sabbatical in 1992, he volunteered for the mission to Restock
in the former East German part of that country.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Anthony KENNY GREAT BRITAIN NGA SL

* June 2, 1936 Blackhill, d. of Newcastle

After making his vows on September 8, 1951 at Cellule he returned to England
and did his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall. In his final year of theology he
was ordained there on September 18, 1960.
The following year he was assigned to the Makurdi diocese. We find him listed
as in charge of the new mission opened at Tor Donga in 1967. Some time later he
was transferred to Sierra Leone, where he was listed as present in 1974.
After his return to the Makurdi district he was listed as pastor of St.Lucy's at
Awajir-Agidi, near Aliade, in 1980. Eight years later he occupied the same position
at lhugh, near Gboko East. In 1993 after a trip to England, he was still in the
Makurdi diocese awaiting a new appointment.
B.G. and E. P. passim
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Fr. Patrick Joseph FITZGIBBON IRELAND TT NGA USA PNG IRL
• March 21 , 1934 Limerick
He attended Rockwell , 1946-51 , and was professed on September 14, 1952 at
Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of
prefecting in Trinidad, 1955-57. In his final year of theology he was ordained on
July 10, 1960 in Dublin.
The following year he went to Nigeria's Umuahia diocese, where he did
evangelization and pastoral work at Okigwi , Nsu and Obowo until 1969.
At the end of the Biafran War he left the country and went to the U.S.A. , working
in parishes in California and Florida until in 1972 he joined his confreres in Papua
New Guinea.
Returning to Ireland for studies around 1980, he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Joseph CARROLL GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
• March 11 , 1934 Mexborough
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1952 at
Cellule and then returned to England to continue his studies. For theology he was
sent to the University of Fribourg. Ordained on September 20, 1959 at Upton Hall ,
he went to Rome for further studies.
In 1961 he flew to Nigeria's Diocese of Makurdi and taught at St. Augustine's
Teachers Training College in Lafia for three years before being assigned to parish
ministry at St. Mary's, Wakeri , and St. Anne's, Adikpo, for three years. He also built
the church in Adikpo.
In 1969 he was appointed to St. John's Pastoral Center at Gboko as director of
catechetics, training catechists. He continued to hold this position for nine years,
during which he developed the center. In 1976 he took up parish duties at St.
Michael's in Jato Aka.
Two years later he went to St. Augustine's Senior Seminary at Jos where he
taught moral theology for seven years. From 1984 on he functioned as director of
the Regional Pastoral Institute for Northern Nigeria established at Bukuru, in the
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Diocese of Jos. His pastoral concerns led him to publish Sunday Seryjces Without
a Prjest, in 1964 and later a three year cycle of Prepare the Way of the Lord, which
sold 50,000 copies.
Returning to England in 1988, he took up parish duties in Birmingham; he was
still listed as pastor in 1993.
Arch. CSSp England
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Fr. Patrick J. DEVINE IRELAND NGA IRL
• March 16, 1932 Ahascragh , Galway
A Blackrock graduate, 1945-50, he made his vows on September 8, 1951 at
Kilshane. He prefected for two years at Blackrock, earned a B.A. in 1956 and then
did his theology at Kimmage. He was ordained on July 12, 1959 in Dubl in. In later
years he would also earn a higher Diploma in Education (1970).
Assigned to the Owerri diocese, he flew to his destination in 1961 . He taught
there at the junior seminary in Okpala for one year and then for three years at the
secondary school in Amaimo. In 1965 he became principal of the secondary
school at Obube, while also looking after the local parish.
During the Biafran War he served as secretary for the Cathol ic Social Welfare
Department of the Owerri diocese. Toward the end of 1968 he returned to Ireland
and became director of junior seminary students at Blackrock. He continued to
function at Blackrock in various capacities until in 1992 he was named superior of
the Templeogue college community.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Joseph D. SHEEHAN IRELAND NGA USA GHA
• December 11 , 1931 Limerick
He did the last year of his secondary schooling at Rockwell and then made his
vows on September 8, 1952 at Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage
were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. On July 10, 1960 he was
ordained in Dublin.
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In November of the following year he arrived in the Onitsha archdiocese, where
he did evangelization and pastoral work for eight years, notably at Aguleri. When
the Biafran War was close to ending in the defeat of the secessionists in late 1969,
he returned to Ireland.
The following year he took up parish ministry first in Florida and then in
California. In 1976 he volunteered for duty in Ghana, but a few years later he was
back in California. Thereafter he continued in parish work, including the Spiritan
Sacred Heart parish in Morrilton, AR, where he served till 1992.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Claude R. VAN NIEUWENHOVE CANADA NGA
• September 5, 1931 Deschambault, Ct. Portneuf
He attended St. Alexandre for three years before going to Lac-au-Saumon,
where he was professed on September 8, 1953. In the final year of his senior
studies in Montreal he was ordained on June 28, 1959 at Ste- Foy.
Assigned to the Kabba prefecture in 1960 he did his pastoral year at Montreal
before departing for Nigeria. After one year at Lokoja, he was placed in charge of
St. Peter's at Egume, a small parish with a congregation of about 1,500 people.
In 1973 he returned to Canada and left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; SWWW 954
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Fr. Michael J. BROSNAN IRELAND NGA BRZ IRL CAN
• November 29, 1929 Dublin
He had done office work for two years before he entered the Congregation at
Kilshane, where he made his vows on September 8, 1951 . After earning a B.Sc. in
1954 and a B.A. in 1956 he prefected for one year at Rathmines, while also earning
a Higher Diploma in Education in 1957. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 19, 1960 in Dublin. Later he would complete his education
by earning a M.A. in Toronto (1972) and doing two years of postgraduate studies in
philosophy at Duquesne (1973-75).
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In 1961 he was assigned to the Umuahia diocese in Nigeria, where he was
mostly engaged in education. After teaching for one year at the Madonna High
School in lhitte, he combined teaching at the junior seminary in Ahieke with parish
duties at St. Finbar's, Umuahia for one year. In 1964 he took up teaching at
Sacred Heart Secondary School in Aba.
The following year he became the first principal of the new Boys' High School at
Nvosi. Its building had been financed by a local Catholic politician, named Paul
Ururuka, on condition that the bishop place a priest to be in charge of it. He
developed this school until mid 1967.
Returning to Ireland in 1967 before the outbreak of the Biafran War, he was
attached to Blackrock for one year and then went to Brazil for one year. In 1971 he
took up studies in Toronto and then at Duquesne, after which he was attached to
the Spiritan Trans-Canada Province. In 1980 we find him seconded to the London
Missionary Institute in England as a lecturer, and thereafter as chaplain at the York
University at Downsview, Ontario. He still served as such in 1995.
Arch . CSSp Dublin and Toronto
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Fr. Anthony 8 . FALLON IRELAND NGA USA

* October 26, 1932 Ballinamore, Ballinasloe

He entered Blackrock in 1948 and was professed on September 8, 1952 at
Kilshane. He began his senior studies at Kimmage, prefected at Rockwell and
earned a B.A. in 1956. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 10, 1960 in Dublin.
In 1961 he received his assignment to Owerri , where we find him listed only as
teaching at the secondary school at Olakwo, near Obube in 1967.
He departed from the country during the Biafran War in 1968 and went to the
U.S.A. to do ministry in the Miami area. He left the Congregation in 1971 .
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James Francis LAVERTY IRELAND NGA CAN PNG
* September 13, 1933 Dunlavin, Wicklow
Usually referred to as Francis, he entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where
he made his vows on September 8, 1953. In his final year of theology at Kimmage
he was ordained on July 16, 1961 in Dublin.
The following year he flew to Nigeria to serve in the Umuahia diocese. He
engaged in evangelization and pastoral duties there, notably at Corpus Christi
parish in Bende, where he was also principal of St. Joseph's Secondary School,
opened in 1967.
In January 1970 he left the country and was assigned to Canada. He did parish
ministry there in the Alberta Province, but around 1988 also served some time in
Papua New Guinea to participate in a mission sponsored by the Canadian diocese
in which he served and the Congregation's Trans:-Canada Province. From 1993
on we find him back again in the Edmonton region of Alberta.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto
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Fr. Herbert NOONAN 49 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB GMB IT
* October 10, 1931 Barnley, D. of Newcastle + October 9, 1986 Aricia, near Rome
He received his secondary schooling at Castlehead and then went to Cellule,
France, for his novitiate. After making his vowed commitment to the Congregation
on September 8, 1950, he did his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall, where he
was ordained on October 30, 1955. Though his heart was set on going to Africa,
he was then assigned to university studies and earned a M.A. in French. Ill health
kept him in England until in 1962 his hope was fulfilled and he was sent to Nigeria.
He worked there in the Makurdi diocese at St. Andrew's Secondary School in
Adikpo and became its principal in 1967. Recalled to England in 1970, he was
placed at Castlehead as its director and later its superior.
In 1981 he was on the verge of going back to Makurdi, but visa problems
prevented it and in its stead went to Gambia as assistant novice master for the
Spiritan West Africa Foundation for one year.
Returning to England, he served as director of vocations until in 1985 he
became secretary general of the Congregation in Rome. While making the annual
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retreat with the general council in October 1986 at Aricia, he died there in his sleep,
leaving the memory of a deeply religious, charming and efficient worker in the
Lord's vineyard.
Newsletter CSSp Rome, Nov. 1986; Provincial Newsletter England, Nov. 1986
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Fr. Gerard J. TANNAM IRELAND TZA NGA D USA IT GB CAN
* May 22, 1929 Dublin
He received his secondary schooling at Rathmines and made his vows on
September 8, 1948 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. , Honors, in 1951 while
prefecting at Blackrock, he prefected another year at St. Michael's, earned a Higher
Diploma in Education, Honors, in 1953 and a M.A. in Education in 1954. Sent to
Fribourg in the same year, he earned a S.T.L. in 1958. Meanwhile he had also
been ordained there on July 14, 1957. In later years he would complete his
education by earning a S.T.D. at San Anselmo in Rome (1967).
In 1959 he was assigned to St. Francis College in Pugu, near Dar-es-Salaam,
Tanzania, where he taught for three years. Transferred to Nigeria to teach at
Bigard Memorial Seminary, Enugu, he was engaged in teaching there for three
years and then went to Rome to earn the above-mentioned doctorate. The
outbreak of the Biafran War in 1967 prevented him from returning to Enugu. After
spending some time in Germany and the U.S.A. , he managed to reach Biafra in
October 1969. When the Biafra Republic collapsed in January 1970, he was
sentenced to six months of imprisonment with hard labor, but released a few days
later.
After a year at the generalate in Rome, he taught theology for two years at the
London Missionary Institute. In 1974 he went to Canada, serving first as university
chaplain at York and Kingston, and then as chaplain to a high school in the Ontario
region. He was still listed as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and Toronto; SEAM 696
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Fr. Michael S. CAMMACK 34 GREAT BRITAIN NGA
• December 17, 1934 Manchester
+ September 6, 1969 England
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1955 at Cellule,
France, and then returned to England for his senior seminary studies. In his final
year of theology at Upton Hall he was ordained there on September 17, 1961 .
The following year he was assigned to the Benue area and worked there as a
missionary in the Diocese of Makurdi, notably as in charge of he new manned post
in Wanune which was split off from the Holy Spirit cathedral parish in 1966.
Illness forced him to return to England, where he died prematurely in 1969.
E.P. and B.G. passim
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Fr. M. Dermot DORAN IRELAND TT NGA USA CAN
• September 22, 1934 Athby Meath
He attended Blackrock before he made his vows on September 8, 1952 at
Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1955 he prefected for three years in Trinidad. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 16, 1961 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Umuahia diocese in 1962, he worked there in education and
pastoral ministry for six years, but details about his work are lacking. During the
Biafran War he devoted his considerable talents for organization and public
relations to relief for the starving civilians in the secessionist republic. Stationed in
Lisbon, he coordinated relief flights. From 1968 on he worked for the U.S.A.
Catholic Relief Services in New York to draw the world's attention not only to Biafra
but to the entire Third World, while also organizing disaster relief.
In 1973 he moved to Canada, where he continued to perform similar services
from Toronto and also became director of VICS {Volunteer International Christian
Services), recruiting , preparing and supervising lay missionaries sent out to the
Third World. Founded in 1971 by Fr. Desmond McGoldrick, C.S.Sp., this
organization flourished under his direction and in its first twenty years of existence
sent out some 350 dedicated professionally trained men and women wherever
they were needed. Africa alone received half of them. He still held his position as
director in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Spiritan Missionary News, March 1992
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Br. Alphonsus (Augustine) O'CONNELL IRELAND NGA IRL

* August 29, 1940 Ballynacally, Ennis

He had attended a technical school when he entered the Congregation as a
postulant in 1957 and was professed on March 17, 1959 at Ardbraccan. In the
following years he acquired several technical certificates in motor engineering,
pipe fitting, machine drawing etc., as well as a vocational teachers diploma.
Assigned to Owerri in 1962, he taught metal work for five years, notably at the
Presentation Secondary Technical School at Ogbaku.
Retained in Ireland in 1968, he became bursar at Kimmage. In 1978 he left the
Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Mathias Finbarr MURPHY IRELAND TT NGA GMB
* January 13, 1933 Bandon, Cork
After receiving his secondary schooling at Blackrock, he made his vows on
September 8, 1952 at Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1955 and then prefected for
three years in Trinidad. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 16, 1961 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Port Harcourt area in 1962, he taught at St. Pius X Secondary
School in Ogoni, near Bodo. He went on leave early in 1968 and, because of the
Biafran War, spent a year in England doing ministry. After a brief return to Nigeria
in 1969 he said farewell to the country in 1970.
The following year he was reassigned to Gambia, where he taught for four
years and became education secretary for the Diocese of Banjul , while also being
director of radio programs. Thereafter we find him as pastor of Holy Spirit parish in
Banjul. He was still listed as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Brian DARCY 56 IRELAND GMB NGA IRL MLW
* November 25, 1921 Mountmellick, Leix
+ April 11, 1978 Kilkenny, IRL
He joined the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his commitment on
September 9, 1941. After earning a B.A., first class Honors, in 1944 he prefected
for two years at Blackrock, while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education, first
class Honors, in 1956. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 10, 1949 in Dublin.
Appointed to Gambia in 1950, he served there in educational and pastoral
positions until in 1961 he was transferred to Nigeria. He performed similar tasks
there in the Onitsha and Enugu regions, notably as in charge of the St. John's
parish in Owelli.
Ill health sent him back to Ireland in 1968. He then did pastoral work there for
three years before going to Malawi in 1971. He taught there at the seminary in
Blantyre. Three years later, his indifferent health once again forced him to leave
Africa. His final years were devoted to parish duties in the Ossory diocese. He
died unexpectedly in a hospital.
A man of wide-ranging interests and very well read, he was also a great
conversationalist, who extended a hearty welcome to all, wherever he was. No
wonder people loved him.
IBN April 11
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Br. Thomas (Philip) WHITE IRELAND NGA
* July 5, 1940 Dublin
Having acquired technical skill in mechanics and carpentry, he entered the
Ardbraccan novitiate in 1958 and made his temporary vows there on March 17,
1959. Assigned to the Spiritan district in Nigeria, he worked there for three years
and then withdrew from the Congregation at the expiration of his vows in 1965.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Savino AGNOLI IT ALY NGA GHA
* January 9, 1932 Fidenza, Parma
A brother of Fr. Enzo, C.S.Sp., he had earned a B.A. and a B. Music, played the
violin in the Light Symphony Orchestra and taught music for two years, when he
wanted to join the Congregation in 1955. Professed on September 8, 1956 at
Kilshane, he did his senior seminary studies at Kimmage. He was ordained on
July 16, 1961 in Dublin.
The following year he flew to Nigeria. He performed evangelization and
pastoral ministry in the Onitsha archdiocese for nine years, notably at Amichi. After
the Biafran War ended, he was deported from the country in March 1970.
Going to Ghana in 1971, he took up similar duties in the Kumasi diocese. We
find him still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Brian M. GOGAN IRELAND NGA IRL
* March 23, 1933 Dublin
A brother of Fr. Cothraigh, C.S.Sp., he did his secondary studies at Rathmines,
1941-51, and made his vows on September 8, 1952 at Kilshane. After earning a
M.A., Honors, in 1957, he prefected for one year at Blackrock. Sent to Rome for
theology, he earned a S.T.L. in 1962. In later years he would complement his
studies by earning a doctorate at St. Anselmo in Rome, 1962, and a Ph.D. in history
in Ireland (1978).
Assigned to the Spiritan junior seminary at lhiala, he taught there from 1962 till
1964. Subsequent to his doctorate in Rome, he taught liturgy and church history at
Kimmage until 1974 and then was switched to teach at Blackrock. In 1980 he
became editor of Outlook. He was still listed as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Jean-Guy GAGNON CANADA NGA CAN
* August 27, 1933 St. Emile d'Aeauclair
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1947-53, he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1954 at Lac-au-Saumon. His senior seminary
studies were interrupted by two years of prefecting at St. Alexandre. In his final
year of theology at Montreal he was ordained on June 18, 1961 in his hometown.
The following year he flew to the Benue region, where he was posted to the
newly opened station at Sheria in what would later become the Diocese of ldah,
doing primarily evangelization work, until at the end of 1963 he was assigned to
Sacred Heart parish in Kabba. He served there first as an assistant and then as
pastor for six years. He founded there the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine to
safeguard religious instruction in the primary schools which the government was
taking over. He also did his share in the building of three churches in the area and
promoted the development of an indigenous clergy.
In a moving address on Christmas day 1968, a few days before his departure,
the people thanked him for his tireless ministry and concern for their spiritual and
material welfare.
Returning to Canada, he became superior of the provincial residence and first
assistant to him. After serving as superior of the Spes community for mission
promotion in Montreal, 1972-75, he was elected provincial and administered his
province for two three-year terms. From 1989 on we find him listed as superior of
the St. Alexandre community.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Murtach Anthony GEOGHEGAN IRELAND GMB NGA IRL
* November 15, 1930 Dublin
Usually called Anthony, he did his secondary studies at Rathmines until 1948
and made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1949 at Kilshane.
After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1952, he prefected at Blackrock and Rathmines for
two years while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education, Honors, in 1954.
Sent to Rome for theology, he earned the S. T. L. at the Gregorian in 1958.
Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July 7, 1957. Later he would
complete his studies by earning an S.T.D. at the Angelicum in Rome (1972).
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After serving in pastoral ministry in Gambia for three years, he was transferred
in 1962 to Nigeria to teach at Umuahia's Teachers Training College. Two years
later, he became a staff member of Bigard Memorial Senior Seminary at Enugu.
When the Biafran War ended in 1970, he was tried, convicted and expelled from
the country. He then studied for two more years in Rome and assumed a teaching
position in theology at Kimmage. In 1975 he became its rector. After a three year
period of service as provincial secretary, he returned to Kimmage in 1986 and
became director of its Institute for Theological and Missionary Formation. He was
still listed as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James A. HEEREY IRELAND NGA USA CAN ZMB GB
* October 13, 1935 Clonkeefy, Oldcastle, Meath
A brother of Fr. Bernard and a nephew of Abp. Heerey and of Fr. Patrick Heerey,
he graduated from Blackrock, 1948-53, and made his vows on September 8, 1954
at Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two
years of prefecting at Rathmines. In his final year of theology he was ordained by
his uncle on August 15, 1961 at Castlerahan.
The following year he went to Nigeria, where he did evangelization and
pastoral ministry in the Enugu diocese for five years, notably at Obollo Eke. The
Biafran War caught him on leave in 1967, but after spending two years in the
U.S.A. and Canada he returned in May 1969 to the land of the lgbo.
Expelled in January 1970, he went to Zambia and became group superior of the
Spiritans serving in that country. In 1984 he took up ministry in England. He was
still listed as pastor there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Arthur E. LAI FOOK TRINIDAD
* July 5, 1919 Port of Spain

TT NGA

A graduate of St. Mary's College, Port of Spain, he made his vows on
September 7, 1939 at Orly and then went to Ireland for further studies. He earned
a M.Sc., first class Honors, in 1943, followed by a Higher Diploma in Education,
Honors. Sent to the University of Fribourg for a S.T.L., he was also ordained there
on July 20, 1947.
After teaching for many years at his Alma Mater in Trinidad, he went to Nigeria
in 1962 to lecture in mathematics at the University of Nigeria at Enugu and that at
Nsukka till 1964. He then returned to Trinidad to resume his teaching there at St.
Mary's. He was still listed there in 1993 as superior of the Spiritan community.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Columbcille P. CUNNINGHAM IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* July 24, 1932 Strathroy, Omagh, Tyrone
A brother of the Spiritans James and Thomas, he completed his secondary
schooling at Blackrock and made his vows on September 8, 1951 at Kilshane.
While prefecting at Blackrock, he earned a B.Sc. in 1955, followed by a Higher
Diploma in Education in 1957. Having finished his philosophy studies, he was sent
to the University of Fribourg, where he earned a S.T.L. in 1962. Meanwhile he had
also been ordained in Bale, Switzerland on June 11, 1961.
Assigned to the Onitsha archdiocese in 1962, he taught at All Hallows Junior
Seminary in Onitsha for four years and then became principal of the Secondary
Technical School at Ogidi. On leave during the Biafran War, he spent a few
months doing parish ministry in the U.S.A., and taught at Rockwell until in 1969 he
flew to Sao Tome to assist in the relief airlift of food to starving civilians in the
secessionist republic. He also spent a few months at lhioma in the relief service.
In 1970 he returned to Ireland and was attached to Rockwell as a teacher and
later as superior of the community. In 1994 he went to live in Dublin as first
assistant to the provincial.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Brian A O'FL YNN IRELAND NGA IRL
* May 18, 1933 Phibsboro, Dublin
He was professed on September 8, 1951 at Kilshane, earned a B.Sc. in 1954,
prefected at Rathmines for two years while earning also a Higher Diploma in
Education in 1955 and then went to Kimmage for his senior seminary courses. On
July 16, 1961 he was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Port Harcourt diocese in 1962, he served there for six years,
notably as principal of Mater Dei High School at lmiringi.
Returning to Ireland in 1968, he did further studies at a university and then left
the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Peter M. HUGHES IRELAND NGA USA ZMB
* February 19, 1933 Glasnevin, Dublin
He finished his secondary schooling at Rockwell in 1953 and made his vows on
September 8, 1954 at Kilshane. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted
by two years of prefecting at Rathmines. In his final year of theology he was
ordained on July 16, 1961 in Dublin.
The following year he went to Nigeria to do evangelization and pastoral work in
what became the Diocese of Enugu. He began at St. John Baptist parish in
Agbani, where he also nearly completed the new church. In 1966 he served for
one year at Sts. Philip and James parish in Aku and then became pastor of its outstation at Nimbo, which just then was being raised to the status of a parish.
Going to the U.S.A. in 1968, he spent two years there in Texas and New York
for fundraising and then went to Zambia in 1971 for a dozen years of pastoral
duties. Returning to the U.S.A. in 1983, he took up pastoral ministry in North
Dakota. He was still engaged in it at the cathedral in Fargo in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick B. CLEARY IRELAND NGA IRL SL
* May 20, 1934 Borrishane, Tipperary
He received his secondary schooling at Blackrock and Rockwell and made his
commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1954 at Kilshane. His senior
studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. He
was ordained on July 16, 1961 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the Owerri diocese.
years, but details about his ministry are lacking.

He worked there for five

On leave in 1967, he was retained in Ireland to do promotional work and assist
the editor of the Missionary Annals. In 1973 he was reassigned to Sierra Leone,
where he served a dozen years. Thereafter he engaged in parish ministry in
Ireland.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Matthew J. KNIGHT IRELAND NGA USA IRL
* March 13, 1934 Rush, Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kllshane, where he made his vows on October
7, 1953. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting
at Rockwell, 1956-58. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 16,
1961 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Port Harcourt diocese in 1962, he engaged in evangelization
and pastoral ministry. We find him listed as an assistant in the new Our Lady of
Lourdes parish, opened in 1962 in Port Harcourt.
He was on leave when the Biafran War broke out in 1967. After doing two years
of parish work in the U.S.A. in Florida, he returned to Ireland and assumed a
teaching position at Rockwell. He was still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Germain BRASSARD CANADA NGA
* October 8, 1935 La Tuque
He received his secondary schooling at St. Alexandre, 1948-54, and was
professed on September 8, 1955 at Lac-au-Saumon. His senior studies at
Montreal were interrupted by two years of prefecting at St. Alexandre and then
continued at Montreal and Quebec.
On June 30, 1962 he was ordained at TroisRivieres.
Assigned to the Kabba district in 1963 he worked there at St. Joseph's parish,
Ayangba, assisting in taking care of its congregation of 3,000 Catholics and
catechumens.
In 1971 he returned to Canada, where he was involved in pastoral work for
vocational and missionary purposes. In 1979 he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; SWWW 1076
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Fr. Jeremiah P. CREEDON IRELAND NGA IRL CAN
* June 3, 1932 Newcastle West, Limerick
A Rockwell graduate, 1945-50, he earned a B.A., Honors, in 1953 and was
professed on October 5, 1954 at Kilshane. He then earned a Higher Diploma in
Education, Honors, in 1955, followed by a M.A., first class Honors, in 1957. He was
then sent to Rome for theology, where he earned a S.T.L. in 1961 at the Gregorian
University and a S.S.L. in 1963. Meanwhile he had also been ordained on July 10,
1960 in Dublin.
In 1963 he was assigned to Nigeria to teach in the Spiritan Senior Seminary at
Awo-Omamma and when the following year the senior seminary moved to Nsukka,
he moved with it as director of theology. He also lectured at the university there.
During the Biafran War he engaged in relief work in the Owerri diocese while also
doing pastoral duties and even some teaching. When the war ended he was
sentenced to six months of imprisonment with hard labor, but released a few days
later and expelled from the country.
Going back to Ireland, he joined the staff of Kimmage in 1971 and six years later
went to Canada, where he left the Congregation in 1978.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. James Bernard DEVINE IRELAND NGA USA IRL MLW
* August 22, 1936 Ahascragh, Galway
A brother of Fr. Patrick, C.S.Sp., he attended Blackrock, 1949-54, and made his
vows on September 8, 1955 at Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage
were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Kimmage and Blackrock. In his final
year of theology he was ordained on September 29, 1962 at Kilnacrott.
Assigned to Eastern Nigeria in 1963, he served there for four years, notably in
the Enugu diocese and then as principal of the secondary school at Obube in the
Owerri diocese.
The Biafran War cut short his work in Nigeria. Going to the U.S.A. in 1968, he
did parish ministry in the New York area for three years and then was reassigned to
Malawi in 1971. From 1977 till 1981 he was back in Ireland, doing promotional
work. Returning to Malawi, he resumed his ministry and was still listed as engaged
in it in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick J. KILGANNON 52 IRELAND SL NGA IRL
* February 11, 1924 Mount Bellew, Galway
+ October 31, 1976 Galway
A brother of Fr. Peter, C.S.Sp., he attended Blackrock, 1939-43, and made his
His senior seminary studies at
Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year
of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on June 29, 1952 in Dublin.

vows on September 16, 1944 at Kilshane.

Assigned to Sierra Leone in 1953, he zealously worked there for a decade.
When his brother Peter died in Owerri, Patrick went to Nigeria in 1963 to replace
him. Ill health drove him back to Ireland in 1966.
Six months later he felt well enough to do some ministry and become an
assistant in a parish located ir:, his home diocese of Tuam, County Galway.
Becoming ill again and facing major surgery, he entered the hospital in Galway.
He died there prematurely.
IBN October 31
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Fr. Edward J. SCOTT IRELAND NGA USA GHA
* March 12, 1935 Glinsk, Ballymoe, Galway
He attended Rockwell, 1949-54, and made his vows on September 8, 1955 at
Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years
of prefecting at Rockwell. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 8,
1962 in Dublin.
Assigned to Umuahia diocese in 1963, he engaged in evangelization and
pastoral work for four years, in particular as pastor at lsuikwato's Our Lady of
Fatima parish.
The outbreak of the Biafran War sent him in 1967 on a fundraising tour in
Ireland, Great Britain and especially the U.S.A., where he also engaged in parish
duties in Florida and California. He still returned to the land of the lgbo in late
1969, but by then the Republic of Biafra was on the verge of total collapse and he
left the country in 1970.
The following year he was reassigned to Ghana, where he engaged in parish
duties. We find him still listed there in the Diocese of Kumasi in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Br. Gerard (Thomas) CUMMINS IRELAND NGA IRL
* May 9, 1941 Carlow, Carlow
He had attended a technical school and earned certificates in mechanics and
fitting, while also being skilled in carpentry, before he entered the Congregation at
Ardbraccan. After making his vows there on March 17, 1960, he was assigned to
Eastern Nigeria in 1963. He engaged in construction work in the Onitsha
archdiocese. We find him listed as residing in Adazi.
The Biafran War ended his assignment to Nigeria. Returning to Ireland, he was
posted to Rockwell, doing maintenance work. He was still listed as serving there in
1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Denis P. KENNEDY IRELAND NGA USA IRL KEN
* June 30, 1935 Borrisoleigh, Thurles, Tyrone
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he
September 8, 1955. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1958,
year at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he
8, 1962 in Dublin. In later years he would also earn a Higher
(1972) and several pastoral diplomas.

made his vows on
he prefected for one
was ordained on July
Diploma in Education

In 1963 he was assigned to the Onitsha archdiocese, where he did pastoral
work at Aguleri and Onitsha until in 1966 he was posted to the Spiritan junior
seminary in lhiala as a teacher. The Biafran War interrupted his work there for
about one year, which was spent in doing parish work in Florida. When the war
ended, he was obliged to leave the country and took up teaching at St. Michael's
College in Ireland.
In 1973 he went to K nya teaching and doing pastoral work there for six years.
Thereafter he did a year of studies in Ireland and devoted three years to the
formation of students at Spiritan House in Dublin. In 1983 he was posted to
Blackrock. He was still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John GROVES INDONESIA GB NGA
* December 29, 1923 Jakarta, Java
He made his vows on October 7, 1942 at Holme Island and did his senior
studies at the wartime facilities set up in England. On February 22, 1948 he was
ordained at Mansfield.
His 1948 assignment to the Benue region appears to have been changed into
university studies, followed by an appointment as director of Castlehead junior
seminary, so that it was only in 1963 that he arrived in the Makurdi diocese. We
find him listed there as principal of Mt. St. Michael's Secondary School in 1967, as
pastor of St. Paul's at Utonkon in 1980 and of St. Mary's at Wukari in 1989.
Returning to England after a quarter of a century of service to the young
Diocese of Makurdi, he took up residence in the Bickley retirement community.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. M. Martin (Timothy) GLEESON 65 IRELAND IRL NGA IT
+ December 8, 1988 Dublin
* June 24, 1923 Ballymacoda, Cork
A farmer by trade, he entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his
vows on November 12, 1951 and then worked for four years at Kilsbane.
In 1963 he was assigned to the Port Harcourt diocese and posted to the newly
opened Mater Dei High School at lmiringi. In 1965 he went to serve at
Awomamma's Spiritan house of formation, near Orlu.
Returning to Ireland in 1967, he took up residence at Kimmage, followed by one
year in Rome to work in the Spiritan international house of studies. From 1971 on
he served in Ireland, first at Blackrock and from 1977 on at Kimmage. He died
there of cancer after a long and painful illness.
Wherever he was he gave himself wholeheartedly to his duties.
IBN December 8
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Fr. James C. FOLEY IRELAND IRL NGA MLW
* January 6, 1935 Ballyouskills, Port Laoise, Leix
A Rockwell graduate, 1948-53, he made his vows on September 8, 1954 at
Kilshane, earned a B.A. in 1957 and prefected for two years at Rathmines. In his
final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 8, 1962 in Dublin.
The following year he voyaged to Nigeria's Umuahia diocese, where he worked
for six years. We find him listed as teaching at the diocesan junior seminary in
Umuahia.
Returning to Ireland in May 1969, he served briefly in the U.S.A. and in 1971
took up pastoral ministry in Malawi. He was still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Paschal T. KEARNEY IRELAND IRL NGA SL GMB
* December 4, 1935 Clones, Monaghan
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1954. After earning a B.A. in 1957 he prefected for two years at
Rathmines. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 8,
1962 in Dublin.
Sent to the Enugu diocese in 1963 he taught at St. Teresa College in Nsukka
for one year and then three years at Christ the King College at Abur, near Enugu as
chaplain and pastor of the local congregation. During the Biafran War, 1967-70, he
went to teach at a college in Sierra Leone until in 1969 he returned to the land of
the lgbo, doing pastoral ministry at Mbiri and relief work among the many people
displaced by the war.
In 1971 he went back to Sierra Leone and was first attached to its cathedral in
Freetown, while also being diocesan procurator, and later to another parish in the
same town. From 1979 on he did parish ministry in another locality until in 1991 he
was seconded to Gambia. We find him still listed there serving as pastor in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Senan Patrick MURRAY IRELAND TT NGA
* April 13, 1933 Kilballyowen, Clare
A Rockwell graduate, 1947-52, he made his commitment to the Congregation
on September 8, 1953 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1956 he prefected in
Trinidad for three years. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 8, 1962 in Dublin.
The following year he flew to Nigeria, where he served for six years, first in
lhiala and then as director of the diocesan junior St. John's Seminary at lsienu in
the Enugu diocese. The Biafran War put an end to his work in 1969.
The following year he was reassigned to Trinidad, where he took up teaching at
St. Mary's College. Twenty-five years later he was still engaged in this educational
form of ministry.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John F. HORGAN 64 IRELAND IRL KEN NGA CAN
* August 6, 1915 Dublin

+ May 1, 1979 Dublin

A Rockwell graduate of exceptional ability, 1929-34, he made his vowed
commitment to the Congregation on September 1, 1935 at Kilshane. After earning
a B.A. first class Honors, in 1938 and a M.A., same Honors in 1940, he prefected at
Blackrock for one year. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
on July 16, 1944 in Dublin. Next, he pursued a M.A. in history at Cambridge
University, followed by a Higher Diploma in Education at Dublin, while also
teaching at Blackrock. In later years he would earn a M.A. in pastoral counseling in
Ottawa (1975).
Assigned to Kenya in 1952, he taught at St. Mary's College, Nairobi, and was its
principal for four years. He then returned to Ireland, where he served as director of
the philosophy students until 1963.
In that year he was posted to Bigard Memorial Seminary in Enugu, Nigeria and
taught there for three years.
In 1966 he became principal of Templeogue College in Dublin. Seven years
later he went to Canada for pastoral studies. Going back to Kenya in 1975, he
became seriously ill and had to return to Ireland for heart surgery. He died there of
heart failure.
He was totally dedicated to whatever task was assigned to him, but his cold
temperament and austere approach was a handicap to his efforts to bring out the
best in people.
IBN May 1; SEAM 613
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Fr. Thomas A. O'NEILL IRELAND NGA USA
* June 3, 1933 Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1953. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1955 he prefected for two
years at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 8, 1962 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the Owerri diocese, where he worked for
six years. We find him listed at Mt. St. Mary's Training School for Boys in
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Azaraegbelu in 1966. From October 1969 on he was detained at the federal
military headquarters in Port Harcourt, frequently interrogated by criminal
investigators without having been charged with anything in particular and then after
a trial expelled from the country when the Biafran War ended.
In 1970 he went to the U.S.A. doing pastoral ministry in California.
incardinated into the Diocese of Fresno in 1975.

He was

Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick Thomas COMERFORD IRELAND IRL NGA GB USA MEX
* March 28, 1933 Cahiciveen, D. of Kerry
He completed his secondary schooling at Blackrock, 1948-50, and made his
vows on September 14, 1952 at Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at
Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Rathmines. On July 12,
1959 he was ordained in Dublin. Until 1963 he served at Kimmage, doing
promotional work.
In that year he was assigned to the Onitsha archdiocese, doing evangelization
and pastoral duties, notably in Adazi at St. Andrew's busy parish with a
congregation of nearly 25,000. He was on leave when the Biafran War broke out
and spent two years in England and Scotland doing pastoral ministry. In 1969 he
returned to what was called the Biafran Republic, but the collapse of the
secessionist state in late 1969 forced him to leave again.
Going to the U.S.A. in 1970, he worked with his American confreres in an
African-American parish in Louisiana until 1973 when he joined them in their work
among Indians in Mexico. He was still serving there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and USA
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Fr. Peter F. JEFFERY GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* November 4, 1937 London
He made his vows on September 8, 1957 at Cellule and did his senior
seminary studies at Upton Hall, where he was ordained on September 9, 1962.
The following year he was assigned to the Makurdi diocese in the Benue
region. He did evangelization and pastoral work in the Diocese of Makurdi.
Introduced to the country at Utonkon, he was posted to Adoka, where he worked for
six years. He built a new church there, as well as a maternity center. In 1968 being
secretary of education for the ldoma division was added to his duties, which meant
being responsible for 120 primary schools. When in 1972 the parish was divided
into three, he became project director for the building of three hospitals at Aliade,
Okwega and lnugu. The Utonkon parish became his last assignment in 1974. We
may mention that he also added classrooms in various places, built another
church, constructed bridges and other facilities for the people.
Returning to England in 1976, he was assigned to administrative duties,
including being first assistant to the provincial. He was still listed as such in 1993.
Questionnaire
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Fr. John P. O'CALLAGHAN IRELAND NGA
* July 16, 1930 Cahir, D. of Waterford
He was professed on September 8, 1957 at Cellule, France, as a member of the
Province of England, and then returned to England for his senior seminary studies
at Upton Hall. He was ordained there on July 24, 1962.
Assigned to the Makurdi diocese in 1963, he did evangelization and pastoral
ministry there. We find him listed as an assistant at Uju's St. Thomas Aquinas
parish in 1968.
He appears to have left the Congregation before 197 4.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Yves A FRECHETTE CANADA CAN NGA
* September 14, 1926 Parent, Quebec
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1940-47, he was professed on September 8, 1948 at
Lac-au-Saumon. After studying philosophy in Montreal, he prefected for two years
at St. Alexandre and then went to Ferndale for theology. On June 29, 1955 he was
ordained in his hometown.
After serving as dean of discipline at St. Alexandre for two years and being an
assistant for three years at the parish in Lac-au-Saumon, he was assigned to the
Diocese of Lokoja. He served there as superintendent of religious instruction in the
primary schools depending on Odomomoh until 1968. When in that year the new
Prefecture of ldah was created, he fulfilled the same function there in its primary
schools as well as of being their general administrator.
In 1971 he returned to Canada and then left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Montreal; SWWW 930
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Fr. Dermot J. CAREY IRELAND NGA BRZ
* April 28, 1934 Condalkin, Dublin
He completed his secondary schooling at Blackrock and was professed on
September 8, 1953 at Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by three years of prefecting in Trinidad. On July 8, 1962 he was
ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Port Harcourt diocese in 1963, he worked there for four years,
notably at Bori's St. Joseph Parish.
The outbreak of the Biafran War made him leave the country in November 1967.
He then went to Brazil, where he worked until 1974. He then left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick Joseph KELLY IRELAND NGA USA BRZ
* January 10, 1935 Kingstown, Ballinasloe; Galway
A Blackrock graduate, 1948-53, he made his vows on September 8, 1954 at
Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1957 he prefected for two years at Blackrock. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 8, 1962 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the Owerri diocese, where he worked for six
years, in particular as a teacher at St. Patrick's Technical School at Ogbe, near
Ahiara.
When the Biafran War was reaching its last stage in 1969 he left the country.
After a brief stay in the U.S.A. he was assigned to Brazil in 1971 and engaged in
parish duties. He was still listed as serving there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Francis J. CAFFREY IRELAND NGA USA KEN
* March 4, 1934 Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1953. After earning a B.Sc. in 1956 he prefected for two years at
Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 14,
1963 in Dublin. Later he would also earn a Higher Diploma in Education (1968).
Assigned to Eastern Nigeria in 1964, he taught for three years at St. Patrick's
Secondary School in Oballe Eke in the Enugu diocese, where he also added a
laboratory to its classrooms. On leave when the Biafran War began, he spent a
year teaching and studying at Rathmines and another in New Jersey, U.S.A.,
teaching and doing parish work. Returning to the land of the lgbo in 1969, the dark
days of defeat for the Biafra Republic, he occupied himself with relief work and the
spiritual care for civilians.
Expelled after trial in February 1970, he was reassigned to Kenya, where he
taught applied mathematics at Mombasa's Polytechnic School until in 1979 he took
up pastoral ministry. In 1983 he joined the staff of St. Mary's School in Nairobi. He
was still listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SEAM 809
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Fr. Michel LUPIEN CANADA NGA CAN
* December 27, 1933 Hull
He entered the Congregation at Lac-au-Saumon, where he was professed on
August 22, 1957. He prefected for one year at St. Alexandre and in his final year of
theology he was ordained on June 1, 1963 at St. Alexandre.
Assigned to the Kabba region in 1964 he taught for four years at the Teachers
Training College in Ayangba and then became the founder and first principal of the
secondary school at Oke Oyi. In 1971 he was posted to St. Clement junior
seminary at Akpanya. Returning to Canada in 1973, he left the Congregation one
year later.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Br. Raphael (Anthony) McEVOY IRELAND NGA GMB IRL
* August 12, 1941 Abbeyleix
He was professed on September 12, 1961 at Ardbraccan and acquired several
certificates in technical skills as well as a vocational teacher's diploma. In 1964
he was assigned to Nigeria. We find him listed in the Owerri diocese as teaching at
St. Joseph's Technical School in Ahiara until 1967. Returning to Ireland, he did
some additional technical studies and then was reassigned to Gambia's technical
school in Lamin. He left the Congregation in 1975.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John J. ALLEN IRELAND NGA USA
* September 7, 1936 Sandymount, Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1955. After earning a B.A. in 1958, he prefected for two years at
Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 14,
1963 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to Nigeria, where we find him listed as
principal of the secondary school at Amarata in the Port Harcourt diocese. The
Biafran War made him go to the U.S.A. in 1968. He left the Congregation in 1970.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Sydney R. CHANG CHINA NGA TT PRY
* July 26, 1929 Kwantung
His family moved to Trinidad when he was a young boy and he was baptized
there at the age of nine. After attending St. Mary's College, 1942-48, he went to
Canada, where he made his vows on September 22, 1958 at Lac-au-Saumon.
Going to Ireland, he did his senior seminary studies at Kimmage and was ordained
on July 14, 1963 in Dublin.
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The following year he was assigned to Nigeria. He served there in t h e
Umuahia diocese, but was recalled to Trinidad and then posted to Paraguay in
1966 as a member of the three man team opening a new mission at Asuncion. A
dozen years later he returned to Trinidad and became bursar at St. Mary's College.
He was still listed as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin and E. P. passim
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Fr. Joseph T. MURPHY IRELAND NGA IRL
* September 20, 1933 Dublin
He completed his secondary schooling at Rockwell, 1950-52, and made his
vows on September 8, 1953 at Kilshane. After earning a B.Sc. in 1956 he
prefected for two years at Rathmines, while also earning a Higher Diploma in
Education. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 14,
1963 in Dublin.
Going to the Owerri diocese in 1964, he taught there at Holy Spirit College,
Owerri, for two years. Returning to Ireland in 1967 he took up teaching duties at
Spiritan schools until in 1985 he switched to chaplain duties. He was still serving
as such in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John LEAVER GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* June 10, 1923 Burnley
Professed on September 8, 1957 at Cellule, he began his senior seminary
studies at Upton Hall, but was sent to Rome for theology. At the age of forty he was
ordained there on July 7, 1963.
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The following year he received his assignment to the Makurdi diocese in
Nigeria. We find him listed as pastor at Keffi in 1968. By 197 4 he was back in
England and took up parish ministry there. He was incardinated into the
Northampton diocese in 1980.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. John A. FINUCANE IRELAND NGA USA BGD UGN SML ETH THA IRL
* February 15, 1937 Limerick
A brother of Fr. Aengus, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane,
where he made his vowed commitment on September 18, 1956. His senior studies
at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. In his final
year of theology he was ordained on July 14, 1963 in Dublin. In later years he
would complement his studies by earning a M.Ed. in counselling in 1972 and a
diploma in development studies in 1978.
In 1964 he was assigned to Nigeria, where he was initiated to pastoral work in
the Umuahia diocese at Obowo's Immaculate Conception parish. He then served
for three years in Asa as pastor of Queen of Heaven parish, taking care of a
congregation of over 5,000. Then the Biafran War gave a new direction to his life.
After a few months at San Francisco in the U.S.A., he returned to the land of the
lgbo and stationed himself at lhioma, near Owerri, as the local director of
international relief programs which aimed at preventing massive starvation of
civilians. When the war ended with the collapse of the Republic of Biafra in
January 1970, he was sentenced to six months of imprisonment with hard labor,
but released a few days later and expelled from the country.
After less than one year at Rockwell he went to San Francisco for studies and
pastoral work until in January 1972 he flew to Bangladesh as coordinator of relief
work in that country. In 197 4 he assumed the position of field director for
CONCERN relief at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
The same organization sent him back to Dacca, Bangladesh, in 1978 for relief
and development and thereafter on short assignments for the same purpose and
for refugee work to Uganda, Somalia, Pakistan and Thailand. In 1984 he went
back to Ethiopia as field director, a position he held until 1991. Returning to Ireland,
he then continued to function in Dublin in the service of CONCERN.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Patrick G. MULLIN IRELAND NGA IRL USA
* August 12, 1934 Kilrush, Clare
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1953. After earning a B.A. in 1956, he prefected for two years at
Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 14,
1963 in Dublin. Later he would also earn a Higher Diploma in Education (1968) a
M.A. (1969) and a Ph.Din counselling (1976).
In 1964 he voyaged to the Port Harcourt diocese, where we find him listed as
principal of the secondary technical school at Bari. The outbreak of the Biafran War
put an end to his stay in Africa.
After teaching for one year at St. Michael's in Dublin, he went to Florida, taking
up chaplain duties to university students in the Miami area and then similar duties
at high schools. He left the Congregation in 1980.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Br. Camillus (Seamus) BRENNAN IRELAND IRL NGA SL
·* February 27, 1942 Abbeyloix, Laois
A holder of several technical diplomas as a motorcar mechanic and a fitter while
also being an adept electrician and carpenter, he was professed on September 12,
1961 at Ardbraccan.
In 1964 he received his assignment to Eastern Nigeria. After serving for three
years doing maintenance work on diesel electrical generators, he was posted in
1966 to St. Joseph's Technical School at Ahiara in the Owerri diocese to teach
motor vehicle mechanics.
In 1968 he left Nigeria, acquired an advanced certificate in motor engineering
and went in 1971 to Sierra Leone, where he taught metal work and motor
mechanics at Moyamba's secondary school. He left the Congregation in 1979.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John M. O'SULLIVAN IRELAND NGA GB USA IRL
* July 25, 1939 Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on October
3, 1951. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on May 23,
1964.
In the same year he went to Nigeria, where we find him listed in 1967 as doing
evangelization and pastoral work as an assistant at Aba in the Umuahia diocese.
Being on leave when the Biafran War broke out, he went to England and the U.S.A.
for ministry. In 1970 he returned to Ireland and then left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Serge J. HOGUE CANADA NGA CAN PRY
* May 5, 1940 Montreal
After completing his secondary schooling at St. Alexandre, he did his
philosophy there from 1959 on, earning a B.A. On August 22, 1960 he made his
vows at Lac-au-Saumon. He prefected for one year at St. Alexandre and in his
final year of theology at Quebec, for which he earned a S.T.L., he was ordained on
December 19, 1964.
The following year he flew to Nigeria's Kabba district. Introduced to the area at
ldah, he successively took up teaching at the junior seminary in Akpanya, at St.
Monica's Secondary School in Kabba and St. Kisito's Secondary School in lsanlu.
In 1968 he became pastor at lsanlu and one year later he assumed the same
function at Ogidi.
In 1972 the bishop appointed him director of Kabba's pastoral center where he
developed monthly sessions for catechists and, in addition, a one month's course
for catechists. Late in 1975 he became pastor of the Koton Karifi parish in the
Lokoja diocese, a function he retained for six years.
Returning to Canada in 1981, he took up residence at the Congregation's
mission animation center and became its director. In 1994 he went to join the
Spiritan International group in Paraguay and began to serve in the formation of
local aspirants to the Congregation.
Questionnaire
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Fr. John SWEENEY IRELAND NGA GB
June 24, 1924 Dublin
A member of the Province of England, he made his vows on September 24,
1961 at Cellule and then returned to England for his senior seminary studies at
Upton Hall and from 1964 on at Wellesborough. On April 3, 1965 at the age of fortyone he was ordained at Nottingham.
Five months later he arrived in the Benue region to work in the Makurdi diocese.
After being introduced to the area and studying its main language at Lafia, he took
up evangelization and pastoral duties for one year each at Utonkon and Gboko
and two years at Adikpo. In 1970 he assumed the same duties at Vandeikya,
followed by one year at Udei in 197 4.
He then returned for periods of two years to Adikpo in 1976, and to Vandeikya.
In 1982 he was placed in the Diocese of Yola, first at Wukari and then two years
later at Takum's Holy Family parish, where he served for ten years.
During all those years he built five churches in various towns and a total of
eighty simple small churches in the bush that could be used as both school and
church. He organized for the laity the Legion of Mary in Wukari and Takum, and
also seventy Little Way Association groups, as well as a Sacred Heart Society in
Takum.
Having given three decades of devoted service to the young churches in
Nigeria, he returned to England at the age of seventy in 1994.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Joseph I. O'MAHONEY IRELAND NGA BRZ
* November 17, 1937 Rockchapel, Cork
After attending Rockwell, 1950-55, he was professed on September 8, 1956 at
Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1959 and prefected for two years at Rockwell. In his
final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1964 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the Onitsha archdiocese and worked there as an
assistant at St. Joseph's parish in Aguleri. Returning to Ireland in 1967, he was
assigned to Brazil. He left the Congregation in 1976.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Br. Vincent (William) SHERIDAN IRELAND NGA GMB IRL
* May 26, 1940 Dublin
A _certified carpenter, cabinet maker and motorcar mechanic with a flair for
electricity, he made his vows on March 17, 1959 at Ardbraccan. After serving as
prefect of aspirant Brothers in Kimmage for two years, he received his assignment
to the Owerri diocese in 1965.
He taught wood working for three years at St. Joseph's Technical School in
Ahiara. In 1968 he was transferred to Gambia, where he built its technical school
at Lamin and continued teaching his skills to young Africans.
Around 1978 he returned to Ireland. He worked there in the Dublin area and in
1988 became superior of the Spiritan community established in Fatima Rialto,
Dublin.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Henry A. MALONE IRELAND NGA USA
* August 20, 1937 Carlow
Professed on September 8, 1957 at Kilshane, he did his senior seminary
studies at Kimmage, interrupted by two years of prefecting at Rathmines. On July 5,
1964 he was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Port Harcourt diocese in 1965, he became an assistant at St.
Mary's parish in Port Harcourt. During the Biafran War he took part in relief work.
When this war ended, he was tried and expelled from the country.
Going to the Long Island Irish Spiritan community in 1971, he studied and
worked for two years in the New York area and then left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John B. DOYLE IRELAND NGA IRL BRZ
* August 5, 1937 Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, 1950-57, he made his vows on September 8, 1956 at
Kilshane. After earning a B.Sc. in 1959, he began his senior seminary studies at
Kimmage and was then sent to the University of Fribourg, where he earned a S.T.L.
in 1965. Meanwhile he had been ordained on July 5, 1964 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1965, he taught for two years at the new Grammar
School of Nembe in the Port Harcourt diocese, being at the same time its principal.
During the Biafran War he was engaged in relief work for the starving civilian
victims of that conflict. After the defeat of the secessionists he was one of those
who were rounded up and deported in March 1970.
After serving for one year as director of theology students at Kimm age, followed
by a sick leave, he was reassigned to Brazil in 1974. He took up parish ministry in
Sao Paulo State and in 1980 became principal superior of the Irish Spiritans
working in South-West Brazil for two three year terms. He then resumed parish
duties. He was still listed as engaged in this ministry in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Eamonn A. MADDEN IRELAND TT GB
* July 5, 1936 Athkoy, Meade
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed n
September 8, 1956. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by prefecting
in Trinidad, 1958-61. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 5, 1964
in Dublin.
Going to Nigeria in 1965, he worked in the Port Harcourt diocese and later
became pastor at Umuchieze in the Umuahia diocese. After the collapse of the
Biafra Republic he was fined and deported from the country in February 1970.
He then did some ministry in London and left the Congregation in 1972.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Albert J. CLARKE TRINIDAD TT NGA GB
* October 13, 1932 Port of Spain
A graduate of St. Mary's College, Port of Spain, he made his vows on
September 8, 1952 at Lac-au-Saumon, Canada. He then went to Ireland to earn a
B.Sc. in 1955. After prefecting for two years in Trinidad he did his philosophy at
Kimmage and was then sent to the University of Fribourg, where he earned a S.T.L.
in 1963. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July 22, 1962.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1965, he served as chaplain to a secondary school at
Ugiri in the Umuahia diocese. Following the Biafran War he returned to Trinidad,
but in 1980 he was listed again in Nigeria, doing missionary work in the Port
Harcourt diocese.
In 1988 we find him in England, serving as a chaplain in London. He was still
listed there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Augustine ONYENEKE NIGERIA NGA ZMB
* January 23, 1939 Ekwulobia, D. of Owerri
He made his vows on February 12, 1959 at Awomamma and then did his senior
seminary studies there and in lsienu. On June 6, 1965 he was ordained there.
He then pursued further studies at the University of Nigeria in Nsukka and
earned a Ph.D. in commerce and social science at the University of Birmingham,
England, in 1976. He then reconstituted the lsienu senior Spiritan seminary of
which he was rector.
After serving as superior of the Nigerian Spiritans working in the Diocese of
Solwezi in Zambia around 1988, he returned to Nigeria and was listed as lecturer
at the University of Nigeria at Nsukka from 1993 on.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Francis OKONKWO NIGERIA SL NGA
* October 30, 1933 llu, Archd. of Onitsha
After binding himself by vows in the Congregation on February 11, 1960 at
Awomamma, he did his senior seminary studies there and in lsienu, where he was
ordained on June 6, 1965. When in the same year the nascent Spiritan Province of
Nigeria accepted its first foreign mission, he was one of the two Fathers chosen for
the task.
Assigned to Sierra Leone, he served as assistant at Gerihun in Sierra Leone.
After his return to Nigeria he was recorded as pastor in 1980 at Sheria in the ldah
diocese. From 1988 on he was listed as retreat master at Akabo, the Spiritan
house for postulants.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. James BROWN GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* July 25, 1941 Cleland, D. of Motherwell
After pronouncing his vows on September 8, 1959 at Cellule, he returned to
England for his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall and at Wellesborough,
where he was ordained on March 7, 1965.
Assigned to the Makurdi diocese in the same year, he did evangelization and
pastoral ministry at Immaculate Heart of Mary parish in Wukari. It was a remote
area which later became part of the Yola diocese.
Recalled to England, he was named superior and vocations director for
Scotland at Cartin. In 1988 he went back to the Wutari area of the Yola diocese.
he was still listed as serving there in 1993.
We may mention here also Fr. James DUFFY, who was assigned to the Makurdi
diocese in 1965, served at Adikpo and then returned to England.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Joseph P. HORGAN 89 IRELAND SL USA NGA IRL
* March 12, 1892 Ballybunion, Kerry
+ June 16, 1981 Cabinteely IRL
After attending Rockwell, he made his vows on September 8, 1912 at Kimmage.
He prefected at Rockwell for three years, earned a B.A. in 1918, did his theology at
Kimmage and was ordained on September 19, 1921 in Dublin.
After serving till 1928 in Sierra Leone, he went to the U.S.A. as a member of the
Irish Mission Band and later served in Ireland itself as a member of the promotion
team.
In 1965, at the age of seventy-three, he
his great friend Abp. Charles Heerey--the
been ordained together. He served for two
Nsukka. His age and uncertain health then
after four years in a hospital.

was able to go to Nigeria to work under
two had been fellow novices and had
years as pastor of St. Theresa parish in
sent him back to Ireland, where he died

IBN June 16
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Fr. Martin C. WALDRON IRELAND NGA USA
* February 16, 1936 Dublin
After completing his secondary schooling at Blackrock he was professed on
September 8, 1954 at Kilshane. He earned a B.Sc. in 1957, prefected for two
years at Rockwell and then went to Fribourg for theology, earning a S.T.L. in 1965.
Meanwhile he had also been ordained on July 5, 1964 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1965, he worked there for five years, teaching high
school students and then theology students at Bigard Memorial Seminary in
Enugu. At the end of the Biafran War he was sentenced to six months of
imprisonment _with hard labor, but released a few days later and expelled.
Going to the U.S.A. in 1970, he engaged in pastoral work and teaching in
California until 1973. He left the Congregation a few years later.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Fran9ois J. MORENCY CANADA NGA
* December 21, 1935 Trois-Pistoles
After graduating from St. Alexandre, 1950-56, he made his vows on August 22,
1957 at Lac-au-Saumon. He did his senior seminary studies in Montreal and
Quebec and was ordained on May 28, 1964 at Ste-Foy.
The following year he flew to Nigeria's Kabba region. After serving as an
assistant at Okeke for a few months, he went to the Spiritan Juniorate in lhiala to
teach French while becoming more proficient in English. In 1966 he was assigned
to Ankpa's Sacred Heart parish, where he served for ten years either as assistant
or as pastor. It was a large parish with a congregation of about 3,000 and over
7,000 catechumens and operated fifteen primary schools, staffed by eighteen
teachers and an enrollment of over 2,700 pupils. He built a church there at Ogodo
Ankpa.
In 1972 he was posted to Dekina's Holy Cross parish. He built its church and
rectory while also making the rounds of its twenty-four out-stations. Two years later
he was posted to Egume as its pastor. He remained there for thirteen years,
building a large church at its main station and two smaller ones at Agojeju and
Acharu, two of the fifty-four out-stations of his parish. At Agojeju he also dug a well
while the local juju man tried in vain to prevent its success by performing some
secret rites.
We may mention here that building occupied much of his time. In the 1960s
and seventies he constructed eight bridges in the Ankpa area and became known
as Father Engineer; at Awo Akpali he built a maternity clinic and dispensary; at
Okura he erected the district residence for the Spiritans.
When in 1993 he left Egume, the chief of the district and his council expressed
their appreciation by giving him the title of chief, Achenyo, that is, "He who does
well." He then was posted to lmane as pastor in 1994. He was nearly sixty by then,
but this parish also had still twenty-nine out-stations to be visited on a regular
basis.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Laurent OUELLET CANADA NGA
* July 15, 1934 St. Michel de Drummond, N.B.
He attended St. Alexandre, 1949-55, and was professed on September 8, 1956
at Lac-au-Saumon. His senior seminary studies were interrupted by one year of
prefecting -at St. Alexandre. In his final year of theology in Quebec he was
ordained there on May 28, 1964.
Assigned to the Kabba district in 1965, he worked at Sheria as an assistant.
Returning to Canada in 1968, he left the Congregation in 1969.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Felim A. O'LEARY IRE LAND NGA
* June 13, 1937 Booterstown, Dublin
After doing his secondary schooling at Blackrock and Rockwell, he was
professed on September 8, 1956 at Kilshane. He earned a B.A., first class Honors,
in 1959 and prefected for two years at Rathmines. Sent to Rome for theology, he
earned a S.T.L. in 1965. Meanwhile he had been ordained on July 5, 1964 in
Dublin.
Assigned to the Bigard Memorial (Senior) Seminary in 1965, he taught there for
two years and then returned to Irel and. He left the Congregation in 1968.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Isaac EZE NIGERIA NGA
* 1936 Ofoko, Archd. of Onitsha
After making his vows on February 11, 1960 at Awomanna he did his senior
seminary studies there and in lsienu, where he was ordained on June 6, 1965.
We find him listed as an assistant at St. Michael's in Urualla, Diocese of Owerri,
serving a congregation of over 15,000. In 1980 he went to Canada for one year of
studies. Thereafter he was listed as pastor of St. Anthony's at Enugu-Ukwu in the
Diocese of Awka in 1988 and as pastor of St. Michael's, Ezinifite in the Onitsha
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archdiocese in 1993.
postulate in Akabo.

In 1995 he was appoined spiritual director at the Spiritan

Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Killian C. DEMPSEY IRELAND
May 31, 1938 Kenagh, Tipperary

NGA USA SL

After his profession on September 8, 1957 he did his senior seminary studies at
Kimmage, interrupted by two years of prefecting at Rockwell. On July 5, 1964 he
was ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to the Port Harcourt diocese in 1965, he spent one year at Christ the
King parish in Diobu and then one year at Umukoroshe, teaching at its junior
seminary and directing the lay apostolate. In 1967 he was posted to Bodo-Ogoni
for pastoral ministry.
In May 1968 he left the country while the civil war was raging. Going to the
U.S.A. he did parish work for two years in Louisiana and then was reassigned to
Sierra Leone in 1970. He left the Congregation in 1978.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Denis ONONUJU NIGERIA SL NGA
* October 15, 1930 Umuoki, Archd. of Onitsha
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on February 11, 1960 at
Awoma"Pi a and did his senior seminary studies there and in lsienu. In his final
year of theology he was ordained on June 6, 1965 at lsienu.
Assigned to Sierra Leone, he served in the Diocese of Freetown and Bo for a
short time and then went to Rome for further studies.
Returning to Nigeria, he engaged in pastoral ministry, being listed in the Owerri
diocese as pastor of St. Paul, Owerri in 1980, of Holy Family parish, Uratta in 1988,
and of St. Patrick's in Nekede from 1993 on.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Raymond ARAZU NIGERIA NGA
* May 27, 1939 lhembosi, Archd. of Onitsha
After making his vows on February 11, 1960 at Awomamma, he did his senior
seminary studies there and at lsienu. On April 17, 1966 he was ordained in
Onitsha.
He was then sent to Rome for further studies. Available records do not speak
about him until 1980 when we find l;lim a Enugu as Senior Youth Organizer for the
government's Ministry of Social Development. He was still listed as residing in the
same location and working within the civil service in 1995.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Philip Obino AGUH NIGERIA NGA GHA ZBW
* April 30, 1939 Emekuku, D. of Owerri
He made his vows on February 11, 1960 at Awomamma and did his senior
seminary studies there and at lsienu. On April 17, 1966 he was ordained at
Emekuku. He was then sent to Rome for further studies.
When the Biafran War had ended and the land of the lgbo people was deprived
of nearly all its Irish Spiritans, he was named district superior on January 5, 1971.
He retained this position till 1979 and provided leadership to the forty Nigerianborn Fathers and the few Irishmen remaining in the country. In 1976 he was
elected president of the Conference of Major Religious Superiors in Nigeria.
In the same year the district of East Nigeria had developed so much that it was
raised to the status of a province. After a study leave in 1980 we find him in Ghana
working at the SECAM secretariate and in 1984 he became one of the pioneers
who opened a Spiritan mission in Zimbabwe but he returned to Ghana in the same
year. In 1992 he was listed as a staff member of the Spiritan International School
of Theology at Attakwu, near Enugu, and in 1995 as first assistant to the provincial
superior, residing in Onitsha.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Richard J. KISSANE IRELAND MRT IRL NGA KEN USA
* November 13, 1916 Ballylongford, Kerry
He attended Rockwell, 1931-35, and made his vows on September 5, 1936.
Sent to the University of Louvain, Belgium, he earned a L.Ph. in 1940, followed by
a B.A., Honors, 1942, in Dublin. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 15, 1945 in Dublin.
He then taught for eleven years at Holy Spirit College in Mauritius, followed in
1958 by eight years of teaching at Rathmines. In 1966 he went to Nigeria and
taught philosophy to the two hundred students then taking such courses at Bigard
Memorial Seminary in Enugu.
The Biafran War interrupted the daily routine of teaching. Famine relief flights
were bringing in food from the island of Sao Tome and he made use of one plane
to go for two weeks to that island. All went well until on his return the plane was
landing on the airstrip at Uli. There it caught fire when a bomb exploded nearby.
The two pilots escaped from the cockpit by sliding down a rope twenty feet to the
ground. Father and a Marist Brother did the same through the rear exit while
flames were spreading through the plane. Trying to get away from the plane, he
felt himself being sucked back by the vacuum created by the fierce fire. On hands
and knees he crawled through the melting tar of the landing strip to safety.
Ironically both the two pilots and the two passengers were lamenting the death of
the other two until they met again at a safe distance. None of them had more than
some minor injuries. For twenty minutes they watched the burning plane until the
final explosion of its engines. Six days later he was back at the Bigard Seminary to
lecture to his students.
Expelled from the country in March 1970, he was reassigned to Kenya where
he resumed his teaching at St. Thomas Seminary in Nairobi until in 1972 he was
transferred to Mauritius to engage in parish work. In 1976 he went to the U.S.A.
and joined the Spiritans' Western Province, doing pastoral ministry in California
and Arizona. He was still listed there as residing in the retirement community at
Hemet, CA, in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; Missionary Annals, February 1970
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Fr. Paulinus EZIKE 27 NIGERIA NGA
* March 10, 1940 Ukpor, Archd. of Onitsha

+ January 9, 1968 Nigeria

He was professed on February 11, 1960 at Awomamma and did his senior
seminary studies at lsienu. On April 17, 1966 together with Fr. Raymond Arazu he
was ordained at Onitsha.
Assigned to Sacred Heart parish in Onitsha, he ministered there as an
assistant. When the Biafran War broke out in 1967 he became a military chaplain.
He died a few months later in active service.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Timothy Gerard GRIFFIN IRELAND NGA USA IRL BRZ
* July 28, 1939 Tipperary
A brother of Fr. Maurice, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane,
where he made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 8,
1957. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by three years of prefecting
at Rathmines. He was ordained on July 4, 1965 at Kimmage. Later he would earn
a Master's degree in religious studies (1972).
In 1966 he was assigned to Nigeria, where he was stationed at Ehime in the
Diocese of Umuahia, doing pastoral ministry and supervising the schools.
The Biafran War led to his departure in May 1969. Going to the U.S.A., he took
up parish work in the New York area and joined the Irish Spiritan Group
headquartered in Long Island. After functioning for one year as a member of the
promotion team in Ireland, he was assigned to Brazil in 1976. He was still listed as
serving there in parish ministry in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael J. WALSH IRELAND TT NGA USA ZMB
* June 2, 1937 Kinnity, Birr, Offaly
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vowed
commitment on September 8, 1957. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by prefecting in Trinidad, 1959-62. On June 12, 1965 he was ordained
in Carlow.
Assigned to the Port Harcourt diocese in 1966, he served as an assistant at St.
Mary's for three years. Then the Biafran War caused his departure.
After doing some pastoral ministry in England and the U.S.A., he was
reassigned to Zambia in 1971. He engaged there in parish ministry in the Monze
diocese and was still listed as part of the International Spiritan Group in Zambia in
1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. John A BRODERICK IRELAND NGA IRL
* April 21, 1936 Killomena, Limerick
A Rockwell graduate, 1949-54, he made his vows on September 8, 1955 at
Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1958 and prefected for two years at Blackrock. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained there on July 4, 1965. Later
he would also earn a Higher Diploma in Education (1970).
Assigned to Nigeria in 1966, he taught at St. Peter Claver Junior Seminary at
Okpala in the Owerri diocese. At the end of the Biafran War he was sentenced to
six months of imprisonment with hard labor in late January 1970 but expelled from
the country a few days later.
Returning to Ireland, he served at Rockwell as director of the junior seminary
and then as dean of discipline in the college. He was still residing in that
community in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Adrian C. EDWARDS GREAT BRITAIN NGA CAM
* July 13, 1933 Melton Constable, D. of Northampton
He made his commitment to the Congregation on October 28, 1960 at Cellule
and then returned to England for his senior studies at Upton Hall and
Wellesborough, where he was ordained on July 1, 1965.
The following year he voyaged to Nigeria's Makurdi diocese. We find him listed
there at Korinya in 1968, but further information is lacking about him until in 1980
he was listed as pastor at Bane in the Port Harcourt Diocese.
Thereafter we find him in Cameroon in 1988 doing pastoral ministry in the
Maroua diocese. He was still listed there in 1993.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Anthony P. McKAY GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB USA
* April 25, 1936 Manchester
After making his vows on September 8, 1954 at Cellule he returned to England
for his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall. He was ordained there on May 22,
1960. He then did university studies for a few years.
In 1966 he was assigned to the Makurdi diocese, where we find him posted to
Ukonton as an assistant at St. Paul's. Information about his assignment is scarce,
except for being mentioned in England doing pastoral ministry until in 1988 he was
listed as an assistant at St. Lucy's, Alajir, near Aliade in the Makurdi diocese.
In 1991 he went to the U.S.A. serving in the Western Province and became
pastor at St. Joseph's, Conway, Arkansas. He will still listed there in 1995.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Arch CSSp USA
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Fr. John S. MALONE IRELAND IRL NGA USA
* February 5, 1938 Knock, Ennis, Clare
A Rockwell graduate, 1951-57, he made his vows on September 8, 1958. His
senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by two years of prefecting at
Rockwell. On July 4, 1965 he was ordained a Kimmage.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1966, he served as assistant at Christ the King parish
Diobu, near Port Harcourt. The Biafran War caused him to leave in 1968. Going
the U.S.A. he did pastoral ministry in the New York area and became a member
the Irish Spiritan group headquartered in Long Island. He was still listed as such
1994.
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Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Daniel C. COYLE IRELAND IRL NGA USA PNG
* June 2, 1938 Derry
He was professed on September 8, 1957 at Kilshane and did his senior
seminary studies interrupted by three years of prefecting at Blackrock, at Kimmage,
where he was ordained on July 4, 1965.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1966, he taught at the junior seminary of the Port
Harcourt diocese at Umukoroshe. The Biafran War sent him out of the country in
1969.
Going to the U.S.A. he did parish ministry and studied for a M.A. at Boston. In
1971 he was assigned to Papua New Guinea, where he engaged in pastoral care
for two decades. He left the Congregation in 1992.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Michael BARRINGTON GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* July 28, 1940 Droyladen
After being professed on September 8, 1961 at Cellule he returned to England
for his senior studies. He was ordained on September 25 , 1966 at Wellesborough.
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The following year he flew to Nigeria to work in the Makurdi diocese. Few
details about his assignments are available, except that in 197 4 he was still listed
as serving in the diocese. Thereafter we find him listed as bursar in the Cartin
community in Scotland. Around 1990 he appears to have left the Congregation.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Boniface C. CHILAKA NIGERIA
NGA
* November 23, 1938 Umuokrika-Ekwerazu, d. of Owerri
(other sources say December 29, 1944)
A graduate of the lhiala juniorate, 1954-60, he made his vows on February 11,
1961 a t Awomamma. He began his senior seminary studies there, continued them
at lsienu and finished them at Bigard Memorial Seminary in Enugu. On April 4,
1967 he was ordained at Okpala-Aba.
Assigned to the Owerri-lmo State, he served during the Biafran War at Urualla,
both in parish ministry and among the many refugees, as well as being chaplain to
the military. In 1970 he was posted to lhioma as pastor while also being Red Cross
coordinator for relief work.
The following year he went to Uvuru Mbaise as pastor and two years later to
Urualla in the same capacity while also teaching and being chairperson of the
school board. In 1976 he combined teaching at a girls school in Amakohia with
being pastor at Amakohia-lkeduru for two years. He then served for two years at
Obibi-Ezenna and Ulakwu as pastor, followed by another two years at Ezi WestMbaise as pastor.
In 1983 he went to the U.S.A., earning a M.A., a M.Ed. and a M.S. at Duquesne
University and at the University of Scranton, PA. On his return to Nigeria in 1990
he became rector of the Spiritan juniorate in lhiala. Four years later he went back
to the U.S.A. and served as associate pastor at St. John Bosco parish in
Conyngham, PA, while also guiding its youth training program and engaging in
counseling.
Questionnaire
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Br. Bertrand (Joseph) TREMBLAY CANADA CAN NGA
* May 14, 1938 Dolbeau
Having studied carpentry and motor mechanics, he made his vows on August
22, 1963 at Lac-au-Saumon. After serving three years in Canada he went to the
Lokoja diocese in the Kabba region of Nigeria, where he was attached to the
Egume station as a motor mechanic. In 1969 he returned to Canada, worked at St.
Alexandre and then withdrew from the Congregation at the expiration of his
temporary vows.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Etienne RIVEST CANADA CAN NGA
* October 5, 1936 St. Liguori de Montcalm
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1950-57, he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on August 22, 1958 at Lac-au-Saumon. His senior seminary studies
at Quebec were interrupted by two years of prefecting at St. Alexandre. He
resumed them at Laval University and was ordained on June 26, 1965 at Guyenne,
Abitibi.
After one year of parish ministry in Ottawa he flew to Nigeria and was
introduced to the country at ldah in the new prefecture of the same name. He then
served as a teacher and chaplain for eight years at St. Peter's College in ldah,
followed by St. Charles' College at Ankpa and at Our Lady of Schools Teachers
Training College at Ayangba.
After one year of pastoral studies in Montreal, he became in 1978 director of the
Pastoral Center of the ldah diocese at Egume, while also being chaplain of the
Young Catholic Students Movement and of the Catholic Teachers Association.
In 1987 he returned to Canada served in SPES, Montreal, a center for mission
animation, while also following refresher courses. In 1990 he flew back to the ldah
diocese to resume his function as pastoral care coordinator and director of
religious education at Egume.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Benjamin DARA TUEGWO NIGERIA SL GMB NGA
* August 11, 1940 Amokpara, lhitenasa, D. of Owerri
He made his commitment to the Congregation on February 12, 1962 at
Awomamma and in his final year of theology at lsienu was ordained on April 4,
1967 at Okpala.
The following year he was assigned to Sierra Leone's Freetown and Bo
archdiocese. Details about his work are lacking, but in 1982 he moved to Gambia
as confessor in the first novitiate of the West African Foundation at Bwiam, near
Banjul, and pastor of the parish in the same location.
After a few years of study in England, we find him in 1988 back in Nigeria and
serving as pastor of St. Anthony's at Uromi in the Diocese of Benin. In 1995 he
became pastor of St. Joseph's at lkere in the Diocese of Ekiti, Ondo State.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Aloysius OBI NIGERIA NGA
* March 16, 1941 lhiala
He made his commitment to the Congregation on February 12, 1962 at
Awomamma, did his senior seminary studies there and at lsienu and was ordained
on August 3, 1968 at Emekuku during the dark days of the Biafran War.
Appointed to the Lokoja diocese, he served there and then did additional
studies at the University of Nsukka. He then became rector of the Spiritan juniorate
in lhiala until 1979. The following year he began to serve as pastor of the Mater
Misericordiae parish at Rumumasi in the Port Harcourt diocese. He was still
stationed there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Godwin ORJI NIGERIA "SI..
* 1939 Lengwe, Archd. of Onitsha
Professed on February 11, 1961 at Awomamma, he did his senior seminary
studies there and in lsienu. On April 9, 1967 he was ordained at Nnenwe.
During the Biafran War he was incardinated into the Diocese of Enugu in 1969.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Patrick GAFFNEY GREAT BRITAIN GB NGA
* July 28, 1938 Hamilton, D. of Motherwell
He made his vows on September 8, 1958 at Cellule and then returned to
England for his senior seminary formation at Upton Hall. He was ordained there on
August 15, 1963 but retained for special studies.
In 1968 he was assigned to the Makurdi district, but details about his work are
lacking until in 1980 we find him listed as pastor of Holy Name parish at Ugbokolo
(formerly called Obokolo). Thereafter he served around 1988 a t Amoke's St. Luke's
parish in the same capacity. His 1993 listing placed him as pastor of St. Martin's at
Onyangede near Otukpo.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Linus UGWU NIGERIA NGA
* 1949 Ebe Eke, D. of Enugu
He made his commitment to the Congregation on February 12, 1968 at
Awomamma.
Information is lacking about his service until in 1980 we find him listed at St.
Mary's parish in Elele, Diocese of Harcourt. In 1988 he was listed at St. Anthony's
Enugwe-Ukwa in the Diocese of Awka, and in 1993 as following a renewal course
in Rome while on sabbatical. After his return to Nigeria he took charge of
catechetics at St. Patrick's parish in Awomamma, Diocese of Orlu.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Georges J. DUGAL CANADA NGA CAN
* April 16, 1941 Montreal
He entered the Congregation at Lac-au-Saumon, where he was professed on
August 22, 1963. His senior studies were interrupted by one year of prefecting at
St. Alexandre. In his final year of theology at Laval University he was ordained on
June 11, 1967 at Ste-Foy.
The following year he flew to Nigeria and worked for two years at Ayangba in
what became the ldah diocese. Then a hepatitis attack sent him back to Canada,
but he was able to return to Ayangba for two more years.
Going home again, he left the Congregation in 1975.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Jacques J. LEVAC CANADA NGA CAN
* January 1, 1939 St. Bernard de Fournier, Ont.
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1953-59, he was professed on August 22, 1960 at
Lac-au-Saumon. His senior studies were interrupted by two years of prefecting at
St. Alexandre. In his final year of theology at Laval University in Quebec he was
ordained on May 28, 1967 in his hometown.
Assigned to the Diocese of Lokoja, he flew to Nigeria in 1968. After studying
the !gala language at Ayangba,. he was posted to Ankpa's Sacred Heart parish,
which just then had become part of the new Prefecture of ldah. It was a parish with
a congregation of over 10,000 Catholics and catechumens. He ministered there for
six years. In 1975 he returned to Canada to study for a M.A. in missiology at the St.
Paul University in Ottawa. He then went back to Nigeria for two more years of
ministry at Ankpa.
Recalled to Canada in 1978, he engaged in mission animation until in 1983 he
returned to Ankpa. He left the Congregation in 1985.
We may mention here also Fr. Bertrand LEBRUN, who served briefly as a
teacher in the Diocese of Lokoja and then returned to Canada.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Guy DUMAS CANADA NGA CAN
* April 22, 1941 Ottawa
After attending St. Alexandre, 1953-59, he was professed on August 22, 1960 at
Lac-au-Saumon. His senior seminary studies were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at St. Alexandre. On June 3, 1967 he was ordained at Ottawa.
Assigned to the Diocese of Lokoja he was posted to St. Clement Junior
Seminary at Adankolo. After an attack of tetanus, he was switched to Lokoja in
1971 as pastor of St. Mary's parish and one year later to St. Pius X parish at Koton
Karifi, an out-station of Lokoja.
Following hospitalization for hepatitis in 1975, he returned to Canada and left
the Congregation two years later.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. BenoTt J. BEGIN CANADA NGA CAN
* November 21, 1937 Ste-Germaine de Boule, Abitibi
After attending St. Alexandre, 1952-58, he was professed on August 24, 1959.
His senior studies were interrupted by two years of prefecting at St. Alexandre. In
his final year of theology at Laval University he was ordained on June 9, 1966 in
his hometown.
After briefly teaching in Canada, he went to Nigeria in 1968 and taught at St.
Augustine's and St. Monica's secondary schools at Kabba in the Lokoja diocese.
From the start he also took up the role of encouraging agricultural production
cooperatives at Okedayo. He also built a church there. In 1971 he was named
coordinator of development projects sponsored by the German MISEREOR
organization in the Lokoja diocese.
Returning to Canada in 1973, he left the Congregation three years later.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Bp. Vincent EZEONYIA NIGERIA NGA IT USA
* April 5, 1941 Uke, Archd. of Onitsha
He attended the Spiritan junior seminary at lhiala, 1955-61, and made his vows
on February 22, 1962 at Awomamma. He did his senior seminary studies at
Awomamma and lsienu and was ordained on August 3, 1968 in his hometown of
Uke.
The Biafran War was raging at that time and he spent his first priestly years
doing pastoral work at Egbema in the Port Harcourt region. In 1971 he went to
Ireland, earning a B.A. at Maynooth, followed by a M.A. at Fordham University in
New York.
Returning to Nigeria in 1977, he became chaplain at the University of Nigeria in
Nsukka and then national chaplain for all Nigerian universities. In March 1980 he
was named the first Spiritan provincial superior of Nigeria. His term of office,
however, was short, for in July he was elected for a six year term to the
Congregation's general council in Rome as one of the six assistants of the
Superior General.
When his term ended in 1986, he assumed teaching duties at the Spiritan
formation houses in Nigeria until in 1990 he was assigned to the U.S.A. to minister
to Haitian immigrants in Florida. Once again his term was short, for two months
after his arrival the Holy See named him the first Bishop of the newly created
Diocese of Aba, just detached from the Umuahia diocese. He was ordained a
bishop on July 1, 1990 at Umuahia. His diocese comprised a population of about
950,000 of whom 230,000 were Catholics. And its entire clergy was Nigerian-born.
Spiritan News, Rome, May-July 1990
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Fr. Lionel HANAGHAN GREAT BRITAIN NGA
* October 17, 1939 Asthon-on-L yne
Professed on September 8, 1962 at Cellule, he did his senior seminary studies
at Upton Hall and Wellesborough, where he was ordained on June 24, 1967.
The following year he flew to the Diocese of Makurdi. He was still listed there in
197 4, but details about his work are not available. He appears to have left the
Congregation some time later.
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We may mention here also the Frs. John WOODHOUSE, Terence
KENDELLEN, and William MURRAY, who in 1968 received their assignment to
Makurdi but have left no trace of their stay in Nigeria in the available records.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. James HUNTER IRELAND NGA
* April 10, 1937 Foxford, D. of Achootry
A member of the Province of England, he made his vows on September 8, 1963
at Kilshane and did his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall and Wellesborough.
On June 16, 1968 he was ordained at Clairmorris in Ireland.
The following year he went to the Diocese of Makurdi. Little information is
available about his work until in 1980 we find him listed as pastor of St. Patrick's at
Taraku. From 1988 till 1993 he was listed as pastor of St. Francis' at Agagbe.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Peter WARD GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* November 29, 1930 Middlesbrough, Cleveland
After making his vows on September 8, 1962 at Cellule he returned to England
for his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall and Wellesborough, where he was
ordained on June 24, 1967.
In 1969 he was introduced to Nigeria's Makurdi diocese at Gboko and the
following year he opened a new parish at Abwa. In 1973 he was posted to Ugba,
again to open there the new parish of All Saints. He built its church and opened a
school at Gonzuzwa.
Returning to England in 1976 he served successively as director of vocations,
national chaplain of Young Christian Workers and superior of the formation house
opened in Scotland. In 1994 he was named provincial superior of the Spiritan
Province of England.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Francis MORAN 47 GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
+ September 4, 1991 Liverpool
* August 27, 1944 Aintree, Liverpool
The only boy in a family of six children, he finished his secondary education at
Castlehead in 1962 and then went to Ireland for his novitiate. After making his
vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1963 at Kilshane, he did
his senior seminary studies at Upton Hall and Wellesborough. In his final year of
theology he was ordained on September 22, 1969 in his hometown.
Assigned to the Makurdi diocese in the same year, he was initiated to the area
at Zakibam and then established a new parish at Kanshio-lkpayayongo in 1971.
He then served as pastor at Wannune from 1976 till 1979, followed by two years at
Takum in the Diocese of Yola.
Returning to England in 1982, he worked with his usual enthusiasm as a
missionary among young people for six years. He was then able to go back to the
Yola diocese to give another three years of his life at Yakoko and Wukari.
The dry enumeration of places and times does not do justice to his work in
Nigeria. Working among the Tiv people, he learned their language more perfectly
than most other Europeans. This enabled him to pioneer very successful
catechumenate and leadership training programs. He was tireless in trekking
around the bush to visit the many out-stations attached to his parishes. And
wherever he was stationed, he built churches and schools.
Another outstanding feature of his apostolate was his realization that success in
missionary work cannot be measured by what he could do for the people, but
should be what the people can do for themselves. The ease with which he related
to them in mutual respect was a key to his results in establishing leadership
programs.
In May 1989 he was found to be suffering from cancer. It was not easy for him to
accept that his life would soon come to an end at a premature date. Cared for by
his family, he went home to the God whom he had served all his life.
Newsletter CSSp England April 1992
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Fr. Ghislain DUCHESNE CANADA NGA CAN
* June 17, 1939 Chicoutial
He was a diocesan senior seminarian who had finished his first year of theology
when he entered the Lac-au-Saumon Spiritan novitiate. After making his vows
there on August 22, 1966, he continued his studies at Quebec. On August 18,
1968 he was ordained at Jonquiere.
Assigned to the Kabba district in 1969 he did first evangelization ministry in
what became later the Diocese of ldah at Sheria until in 1970 he was posted for
one year to Ankpa as an assistant and teacher in its secondary school.
In 1971 he became pastor at lmane and chaplain of its secondary schools for
six years. Returning to Ankpa, he served as diocesan director of vocations, as well
as assistant pastor and schools chaplain until 1979. In that year he was posted to
Awo-Akpali, an out-station of Ankpa, as pastor, while retainin.g his duties as
vocations director and schools chaplain. From 1982 until 1986 he served in
Canada as director of pastoral and missionary animation.
Returning to Nigeria he went again to reside at Ankpa, this time as pastor, but
also still serving as vocations director and now also as a member of the bishop's
council. Six years later, he went back to Awo-Akpali as pastor.
Aside from his places of assignment we may mention that he build the central
parish church at Ankpa and smaller churches in thirteen out-stations, while also
completing many others. He organized Catholic youths organizations and others
for men and for women.
In 1994 he became religious superior of the Spiritans working in the Kogi
district with residence at Okura, near Egume.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Mark J. CONNOLLY GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* July 22, 1943 Walwyn Garden City
He was one of the English novices who made their vows on September 8, 1963
in Kilshane, Ireland. In his final year of senior seminary studies at Upton Hall and
Wellesborough he was ordained on September 21, 1968 in his hometown.
Assigned to Nigeria's Makurdi diocese in 1969, he was introduced to the
country at St. Charles', Adoka, until in 1971 he took charge of Ugbokolo. After
returning in 1972 to Adoka as pastor for one year he was posted to Aiodu, while
also be diocesan coordinator for development. In 1975 he became pastor at St.
Joseph's in Korinya.
Returning to England in 1977 he engaged in vocations work for a few years, but
rn 1982 he was able to return to Nigeria, this time to work in the Diocese of Yola,
which had taken over the section of the Makurdi diocese containing the two
Spiritan-staffed parishes of Tatum and Wukari. After briefly serving as pastor at
Garbechede he was posted to Holy Family parish in Tatum in 1982.
The mission at Tatum was a relatively new parish, opened in 1976. Its territory
was very large and had at that time some seventy out-stations, many of them barely
accessible. And just then he stood there alone as a priest. Going by motorbike
over foot trails and across bridgeless streams, he would travel from village to
village to discover to his delight that the faith had penetrated even in places where
there was not even a catechisl Word of mouth from the few faithful was leading
people to the Church. He resolved that as soon as possible new out-stations
manned by catechists would be established. And this would indeed come about,
for by 1990 over a dozen English Spiritans would work in the Tatum and Wukari
area.
In 1984 he was posted to Wukari as pastor of St. Mary parish.· Opened in 1939,
this parish had a congregation of some 7,000. The following year the bishop
named him coordinator of justice, peace and social development at Yola. As such,
he set up the necessary structures for the indigenization of these services in the
diocese.
Returning to England in 1992, he continued his ministry at Salford, a Spiritan
vocations and youth center.
Questionnaire; Missionwide, Summer 1983
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Fr. Tobias ENEREMADU NIGERIA NGA
* January 1940 Nnarambi, D. of Owerri
He made his commitment to the Congregation on February 11, 1963 at
Awomamma and did his senior seminary studies at Awomamma and lsienu. On
September 7, 1969 he was ordained at Enyiagugu.
Information is lacking about him until in 1981 he went to the U.S.A. to study at
the Catholic University in Washington, D.C. After his return to Nigeria we find him
listed in 1988 as chaplain at the University of Nigeria in llorin, in the Kwara State,
and from 1993 on as a staff member of the Spiritan School of Philosophy at lsienu.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Leonard Madu EZEJI NIGERIA NGA GB
* March 24, 1941 Obeama, D. of Owerri
He made his vows on February 11, 1963 at Awomamma and then pursued his
senior seminary studies there and in lsienu. On September 7, 1969 he was
ordained at Enyiogugu.
In 1973 he went to the U.S.A. for four years of further studies in Philadelphia
and at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh. In 1982 he went to London to work as
chaplain among African immigrants and students for two years. After his return to
Nigeria, he taught at the Spiritan School of Philosophy in lsienu and later became
local superior of that community.
From 1993 on he was listed at the cathedral parish in Aba.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Gerard A DUCHESNE CANADA NGA CAN MEX
8 November 6, 1927 Chicoutimi
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1943-48, he made his vows on September 8, 1949 at
Lac-au-Saumon. His senior studies at Montreal were interrupted by two years of
prefecting at St. Alexandre, but he earned a B.A. and a S.T.L. for them. In his final
year of theology he was ordained on June 29, 1956 at Trois-Rivieres.
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After serving for fourteen years in Canada, mostly as bursar, he flew to Nigeria
in 1970 and was posted to lsanlu, a new parish in the Lokoja diocese. A hospital
needed to be built there and he supervised its construction while also doing
pastoral ministry.
In 1971 he was transferred to Ogidi as pastor. Aside from his sacramental
ministry he developed there an agricultural cooperative. It flourished, for the
cooperative made it possible for the farmers to own together tractors and other
mechanized equipment to increase production, and the cooperative also provided
them with the marketing service needed to sell their products. By the time he left
Nigeria in 1976 some three hundred farm families had become members of the
cooperative.
Returning to Canada, he joined the promotion team of ln'Afu and did pastoral
ministry in various locations until in 1991 he went to Mexico to assist the Spiritans
working there among Indians at Coxcatlan.
We may mention here also Fr. Aurele DUFOUR, who taught briefly at a girls'
college in Egbe before illness led to his departure in 1972.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Hugh J. DAVOREN GREAT BRITAIN NGA GMB GB
* May 21, 1944 Birkenhead, D. of Shrewsbury
He made his vows on September 8, 1964 at Kilshane and then returned to
England for his senior seminary studies. In his final year of theology he was
ordained on September 11, 1969 in his hometown.
The following year he was assigned to the Makurdi diocese. Again, we have no
details about his work there. In 1980 he became the first novice master of the
Spiritan West African Foundation in Bwiam, Gambia, for a three year term.
Returning to England he served as pastor for three years and then went back to
the Makurdi diocese in 1986. In 1992 he was elected religious superior of the
Spiritans working in the Makurdi district.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Eamon A McATEER IRELAND NGA
* January 2, 1944 Coleraine, D. of Kerry
After pronouncing his vows on September 8, 1964 at Kilshane, he returned to
England for his senior seminary studies. He was ordained on September 13, 1969
at Walsingham.
Assigned to the Makurdi district in 1970 he worked there for many years, but
details are lacking until in 1988 we find him listed as pastor of St. Mary's in Yola in
the diocese of the same name. In 1989 he became principal superior of the
Spiritans serving in the Makurdi district, with residence at Aliade, for a three year
term. He then returned to England.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Simon EMEAMUO NIGERIA NGA
* 1938 lsunjaba, D. of Owerri
Professed on February 11, 1965 at Awomamma, he did his senior seminary
studies there and in lsienu and was ordained in 1970.
After nearly nine years of pastoral duties at Toto in the Makurdi diocese he went
on sabbatical in England to study social policy and administration at Swansea. In
1985 he returned with a M.Ed. degree and became pastor at St. Ambrose parish in
Aba in 1988 and at Holy Angels parish in Sheria in the ldah diocese in 1993. His
latest assignment is spiritual director at the lhiala juniorate of the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Br. Ulric (Elzear) SOUCY CANADA NGA CAN
* February 19, 1910 St. Ulric
A farmer and woodworker by trade and mechanically skilled, he made his vows
on March 19, 1938 at St. Alexandre. He had charge of the large farm attached to
St. Alexandre for more than three decades.
At the age of sixty he went to Nigeria to work in the Diocese of ldah in 1970.
Posted to Ayangba, he built a convent and a trade school, in which he trained two

/
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dozen young Africans in the repair and maintenance of automotive equipment. All
of them passed the official examinations for their diploma.
In 1976 he returned to Canada to retire, but still took charge of the farm at St.
Alexandre for two years. In 1986 he was attached to the ln'Afu Center at SaintEspirit. He celebrated there the golden anniversary of his religious profession in
1988. He was still attached to the ln'Afu community in 1995.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Anthony EKWUNIFE NIGERIA NGA
* August 23, 1941 Awkuzo, Archd. of Onitsha
He made his vows on February 11, 1964 at Awomamma and in his final year of
theology at lsienu was ordained in 1970.
Little information is available about his work, but in the late 1970s he functioned
as superior and novice master at Awomamma. After a sabbatical starting in 1981,
he became spiritual director of the lsienu House of Philosophy. In 1986 he earned
a Ph. D. in religious studies at the University of Nigeria at Nsukka.
In 1993 we find him listed as lecturer at the University of Nigeria in Nsukka and
then at lsienu while also being community superior.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Joseph A D'AMBROSIO GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* June 24, 1944 Gamethill, D. of Motherwell
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1963 at
Kilshane, did his senior studies at Wellesborough and was ordained on February
7, 1970 at Wishaw.
In the same year he was assigned to the Makurdi diocese. Details about his
work are lacking until we find him in 1980 listed at Holy Family parish (founded in
1976) in Takum as assistant to Fr. Francis Moran. Subsequently he served at St.
Augustine's in Jalingo.
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In 1990 he returned to England and took up studies, for which he moved to
Rome some time later. We find him listed there in 1993.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Jonathan MBAH NIGERIA NGA
* 1935 Umundu, D. of Enugu
He pronounced his vows on February 11, 1965 at Awomamma and then did his
senior seminary studies at lsienu. On April 25, 1970 he was ordained at Nsukka.
Information is lacking about him until in 1980 he went to California where he
earned a Ph. D. in clinical counselling in 1985.
After his return to Nigeria we find him listed in the Port Harcourt diocese at Elele
working in the Catholic prayer ministry of the Holy Spirit. He still served as such in
1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. James OKOYE NIGERIA NGA IT USA
* July 30, 1944 Onitsha
He made his vows on February 11, 1964 at Awomamma and did his senior
seminary studies at lsienu and at Bigard Memorial Seminary, where he earned a
B.D. On April 18, 1970 he was ordained at Nnewi.
After serving for two years as diocesan secretary, he went to Rome, where he
earned a L.S.S. degree at the Biblical Institute in 1975. Going on for five more
years of study at Oxford University, he earned a M.A. in Hebrew and a Ph.D. in
Targum (ancient Hebrew scripture commentaries) in 1980.
He was then appointed to the Catholic Institute of West Africa, located at Port
Harcourt. This assignment was cut short when in August 1981 he was elected
provincial superior of the Nigerian Spiritans. He also became president of the
National Conference of Religious Men.
His second three year term as provincial was cut short in 1986 when he was
elected for a six year term as second assistant to the Superior General and moved
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to Rome. He was now in charge of formation and correspondence with the fifteen
English-speaking provinces, foundations and other circumscriptions in Africa.
At the end of his term, he remained in Rome working in the office of the Bishops'
Synod, with special responsibilities for the Synod's special assembly for Africa. In
1995 he went to Chicago as visiting professor at the Catholic Theological Union.
Spiritan Newsletter Rome, August and Nov. 1986 and Questionnaire
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Fr. Thomas FINAN 86 GREAT BRITAIN GB NGA
* September 2, 1905 Bradford

+ August 6, 1992 Ashbourne

He received his secondary schooling at Castlehead and made his commitment
to the Congregation on September 17, 1923 at Orly. His senior seminary studies at
Chevilly were interrupted by one year of prefecting at Castlehead. On October 8,
1929 he was ordained there.
The following year he was assigned to Nigeria, but at the last moment retained
in England to teach at Castlehead. Little did he know that many years would pass
before he would see Nigeria--forty years spent educating whole generations of
junior and senior Spiritan seminarians, first as a teacher and later as superior of
Castle head.
In 1970 at last he arrived in Nigeria's Makurdi diocese. It was supposed to be
for six months only as a kind of reward for the decades devoted to teaching most of
the Spiritan missionaries working in that area, but it turned into eleven years! One
can imagine the joy all these Fathers experienced when their beloved "Dad" stood
in their midst. However, he also worked there, notably as a teacher at the
government Teachers Training College in Latia.
Returning to England, he had the honor of being the first Spiritan in the
Province of England to celebrate the diamond jubilee of his profession in 1983.
His retirement years were spent in the parish of Hassop. He died in a nursing
home, leaving the memory of a devoted priest totally giving himself to his work
while radiating joy and peace around him.
Provincial Newsletter England, August 1983; Missionwide, Winter 1992
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Fr. Allan J. COLLINS GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
* November 17, 1944 Manchester
He made his vows on February 28, 1965 at Wellesborough and in his final year
of theology there was ordained on September 20, 1969 at Lower Broughton,
Salford.
The following year he was assigned to the Makurdi diocese. Unfortunately the
records available give us no other details but that he was still serving there in 197 4.
In 1980 he was listed as pursuing university studies in England and in 1993 he
was at the Provincialate in Northwood.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Francis Amaechi AKWUE NIGERIA NGA USA
* February 14, 1938 Ogidi, Archd. of Onitsha
After attending Stella Maris College in Port Harcourt and the teachers training
college at Nimo, 1953-59, he taught for three years at various schools in his home
diocese. He then applied for membership in the Congregation and on February
11, 1966 he made his vows at Awomamma. He then did his senior seminary
studies there and in Bigard Memorial Seminary earning a B.D. On April 17, 1971
he was ordained at Onitsha.
His first assignment sent him to the Umuahia diocese as director of postulants
and novices of the diocesan congregation of the Sons of Mary, Mother of Mercy,
where he served four years. He then obtained a study leave and earned a M.A. in
the U.S.A. at Collegeville, Minnesota, followed by a S.T.L. at St. Paul University,
Ottawa, Canada, in 1977 and a Ph.D. in 1980. On the basis of the same
dissertation, this university granted him also a S.T.D. in 1988, a practice that is not
unusual in North America.
Returning to Nigeria in 1980, he lectured at the Spiritan School of Philosophy in
lsienu. The following year he was elected assistant provincial and also named
novice master at Awomamma. After serving at Awomamma for eight years, he was
assigned to Coral Gables, a parish in the Miami, Florida, area, taking care of
Haitian immigrants. In 1993 and 1994 he was switched to different parishes in the
same area.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Berthier THERIAULT CANADA NGA
* June 23, 1945 Ste-Rose de Degelle
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1959-65, he had done his philosophy studies,
earning a B.A., before he entered the novitiate and made his vows on August 22,
1968 at Lac-au-Saumon. After doing his theology at Laval University and earning
a S.T.B., he was sent to Nigeria's Diocese of Lokoja in 1971. He taught there at the
college in Oke-Oyi of Ponian and St. Clement Junior Seminary at Adankolo.
Returning to Canada in 1975, he earned a M.A. in missiology and was ordained
on June 26, 1976 in his hometown. He then went back to the Lokoja diocese. We
find him listed there as pastor at Ogidi in 1980 and as director of the diocesan
pastoral center at Okedayo, Kabba, from 1988 on, while also being director of
religious education and diocesan chaplain of the Catholic Students Association as
well as of Young Catholic Students. He was still functioning as such in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Montreal and E.P. passim
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Fr. Serge J. VERRETTE 44 CANADA NGA CAN
* October 3, 1942 St. Philippe des Trois Rivieres

+ October 17, 1986 Montreal

He had finished his philosophy studies in Montreal before he entered the Lacau-Saumon novitiate and was professed there on August 22, 1968. His theology
studies at Quebec were interrupted by two years of prefecting at St. Alexandre. On
May 15, 1971 he was ordained at St. Charles de Shawinigan.
Assigned to the Kabba district in the same year, he served at lsanlu for three
years and then at Kabba until 1978.
After his return to Canada, he did one year of pastoral studies and then took up
missionary promotion work at ln'Afu and pastoral duties at St. Alexandre. In 1985 it
was discovered that he had a brain tumor causing epileptic attacks. He died of it
the following year.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Lawrence TETEH NIGERIA NGA
* September 13, 1944 Nwarambia, D. of Owerri
He made his vows on February 11, 1965 at Awomamma and was ordained in
1971.
We find him listed as an assistant at St. Paul's parish in the Owerri diocese in
1980. In 1982 he went to the U.S.A., where he earned a M.Ed.
After his return he was appointed chaplain and lecturer at the College of
Education in Ankpa in the Diocese of ldah. This chaplaincy is officially a parish, but
a peculiar one. As students come and leave after graduation, its composition is
unstable. Many of the three hundred resident Catholic students were nonpracticing when they arrive, i.e., they did not receive the sacraments. To revive
their faith, the chaplaincy founded the Nigerian Federation of Catholic Students in
1984 and a chaplaincy council, the equivalent a parish council. The following year
the Legion of Mary was also started. It registered a phenomenal growth and by
1993 there were three praesidia functioning. The chaplaincy choir also became a
well-organized group that performs beautifully during Sunday worship.
Less successful was the Catholic Charismatic Renewal Movement that began in
1986, but became more or less Protestant and was banned two years later. It
continued to function outside the Church, and a new group of truly Catholic
charismatics replaced it.
For the children of faculty and staff members he organized the Young Catholic
Students. His ministry among faculty and staff members and other people of the
town proved most effective with respect to regularizing their marriages, perhaps
because they were more permanently there than students.
Although in his work he faced the competition of more than a dozen religious
groups, he booked consoling results. Only two dozen people attended Sunday
Mass when he arrived in 1983. His steady explanation of what it means to be
Catholic bore fruit, for ten years later the attendance had risen to over five hundred
when the school year is in its regular sessions.
Newsletter CSSp, Nigeria, April 1993
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Fr. Vincent OTOOLE GREAT BRITAIN GB NGA IT
* May 5, 1934 Wallasey, D. of Shrewsbury
He received his secondary schooling at Castlehead and made his vows on
October 6, 1955 at Cellule. He then began his senior seminary studies at Upton
Hall, but continued them at Rome to earn a S.T.L. On July 10, 1960 he was
ordained at Bickley.
After the completion of his studies he was kept in England, where we find him
listed as director of Castlehead in 1968. Around 1972 he was assigned to Nigeria
to serve in the Makurdi diocese. In 1976 he became principal superior of the
Spiritans working in the Makurdi district, a function he retained until 1983.
In 1988 he was named provincial superior of England for a three-year term, but
renewed for another three years in 1991. His latest assignment is as general
archivist of the Congregation in Rome, effective in November 1995.
B.G. and E.P. passim; CSSp Newsletter, Generalate, passim
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Fr. Damian NWANYIA NIGERIA NGA CAN
* December 20, 1940 Mbosi-Orlu, Archd. Onitsha
He did his secondary schooling at lhiala and made his vows on February 11,
1965 at Awomamma. After his senior seminary studies at lsienu, he was ordained
on April 17, 1971 at Onitsha.
He was then posted to lhiala as rector and teacher at the Spiritan juniorate in
lhiala before going to the Gregorian University in Rome 1973-75, for a S.T.L. The
following year he earned a diploma in French and its culture at the Sorbonne in
Paris. He then did two years of mission animation in Canada.
Returning to Nigeria in 1980, he served as chaplain at the University of Nigeria
in Nsukka while also acting as chaplain for the Nigeria Federation of Catholic
Students, as well as being a member of the vocations committee in the Enugu
diocese and becoming a member of the Spiritan Provincial Council. He was still
listed as University Chaplain at Nsukka in 1989, but from 1993 on we find him
posted to the Spiritan International School of Theology at Attakwu, near Enugu.
Provincial Newsletter Nigeria, Nov. 1981; Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Luke MBEFO NIGERIA NGA
* February 28, 1944 Urualla
After making his commitment to the Congregation on February 11, 1965 at
Awomamma, he studied philosophy there and theology at Bigard Memorial
Seminary, earning a B.D. summa cum laude. On April 25, 1971 he was ordained
in his hometown.
He was then sent to Rome's Gregorian University, where he earned a S.T.D. in
1975. Following additional studies at the Catholic University in Washington, D.C.,
where he earned a M.A. in philosophy in 1977, he returned to Nigeria and became
dean of the faculty of the Spiritan School of Philosophy at Isienu, and in 1984 its
rector.
In 1986 he was offered a sabbatical, most of which was spent doing research in
theology at the Divinity School of the University of Chicago. He then became dean
of the faculty at the Spiritan International School of Theology (SIST) at Attakwu,
and later its rector.
The author of many books and articles, he also lectured frequently in South and
West Africa. In 1991 he went to Duquesne University as a visiting professor in its
theology department. He was still serving as a faculty member of SIST in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Ambrose AKALAWU NIGERIA NGA
* August 16, 1939 Aguneze, D. of Owerri
He made his commitment to the Congregation on February 11, 1964 at
Awomamma. In his final year of senior seminary studies at lsienu he was ordained
on April 12, 1971 at Owerri.
In 1973 he was assigned to the Makurdi diocese and became principal of St.
Peter's Secondary School at Tote. He was still listed as serving there in 1995,
except for a three year interruption from 1981 on, spent at the Catholic University in
Washington, D.C., where he earned a M.Ed.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Blondin BEAULIEU CANADA NGA
* October 22, 1940 St. Benoit Abbe, Packington
A St. Alexandre graduate, 1955-61, he made his commitment to the
Congregation on August 22, 1962 at Lac-au-Saumon. His senior studies in
Quebec, which earned him a B.A. and a S.T.L., were interrupted by two years of
overseas service as a deacon in the Kabba district of Nigeria, 1968-70. On April
24, 1971 he was ordained in Quebec.
In the same year he returned to the Kabba area, but we have no details about
his work until we find him listed in the Lokoja diocese as pastor at Akpanya in
1980. In 1988 he was listed as administrator of St. Boniface cathedral in the
Diocese of ldah and at the same time financial secretary of the diocese. In 1995 he
was still rendering the same services, except that his pastoral role at the cathedral
was that of an assistant.
We may mention here also Fr. Michel LAST, who taught for one year at St.
Charles' College at Ankpa in the ldah diocese, 1971-72.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Pierre A. BOILEAU CANADA NGA CAN
* July 6, 1940 Masson
He made his vows on August 22, 1960 at Lac-au-Saumon and after prefecting
for two years at St. Alexandre, studied philosophy and theology in Quebec, earning
a B.A. and a S.T.L. On June 2, 1967 he was ordained at St. Alexandre.
After serving a few years in Canada he went to Nigeria in 1971 to work in the
Kabba district. He was posted to Odomomoh and Ankpa until in 197 4 he became
diocesan treasurer at ldah.
In 1979 he returned to Canada and was attached to St. Alexandre, serving as
its general director from 1982 on and subsequently as a teacher.
Arch. CSSp Montreal
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Fr. Eugene Elechukwu UZUKWU NIGERIA NGA CON ZRE
• August 18, 1945 Nnewi, Archd. of Onitsha
Professed on February 11, 1966 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and at Bigard Memorial Seminary, earning a S.T.B. He was ordained in
1972.
After serving as assistant novice master at Awomamma for one year, he
functioned as rector of St. Mary's Junior Seminary at Umuowa for two years before
being sent to Canada for further studies in 1975. He earned his S.T.D. there at St.
Michael's School of Theology in Toronto in 1979.
He then received a three year assignment to Brazzaville in the Congo, where
he taught at the regional senior seminary at Biayenda and served as dean of
studies for one year, while also being visiting lecturer in theology in Kinshasa,
across the Congo River, in its senior seminary and at the Catholic School of
Theology of the university for three years.
In 1982 he became lecturer in theology at Bigard Memorial Seminary and rector
of the Spiritan theology students attending that seminary. In 1986 he was named
acting provincial superior for one year and then became rector of the newly opened
Spiritan International School of Theology (SIST) in Attakwu, while also teaching
theology. He was still teaching there in 1995. He is the author of numerous
articles, especially dealing with inculturation and liturgical matters.
Arch. CSSp USA and Nigeria
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Fr. Malachy NWABUISI NIGERIA NGA
• 1943 Eke, Ebe D. of Enugu
He made his vows on March 17, 1966 at Awomamma and did his senior
seminary studies at Awomamma and lsienu. Three years after his ordination in
1972 he went to the US.A., where he lived at the Spiritan St. Mark's AfricanAmerican parish in Harlem while attending Columbia University studying for a
doctoral degree in psychology.
In 1982 he returned to Nigeria. We find him listed there at lsienu in 1988 and
lecturing at the University of Nigeria in Nsukka from 1993 on.
Arch. CSSp USA and Nigeria
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Fr. Titus Amaeshi CHILAKA NIGERIA NGA ZBW
* 1944 Nguru, D. of Owerri
He made his vows on April 25, 1972 at Awomamma and did his senior
seminary studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. He was ordained in
1976.
We find him listed as director of vocations at Awomamma in 1980 before going
to Canada for further studies in theology. Having earned a Master's degree, he
returned in 1984 and was assigned to Zimbabwe.
We find him there in the Mutare diocese as pastor of St. Patrick at Nyanyadzi in
1988 and subsequently in charge of the station at Chimanimani.
In 1994 he
completed his studies in formative spirituality at Duquesne University and became
a faculty member of Spiritan International School of Theology (SIST) at Attakwa.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Leo Chuka OKEKE NIGERIA NGA
* March 15, 1944 Umabi, D. of Enugu
He made his vows on February 11, 1966 at Awomamma. After doing his senior
studies he was ordained in 1972 and was assigned to his home country.
We find him listed as principal of the secondary school at Domo Laffia in the
Makurdi diocese in 1980.
In 1987 he went to the U.S.A. for leadership studies at Boston College and
subsequently stayed on to earn a Ph.D. in secondary school administration. He
was still listed as engaged in it in 1993, but the following year he became rector of
the Spiritan juniorate at lhiala.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Michael OJOBOR NIGERIA NGA ZMB
*
1946 Obollo Afar, Nsukka
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on February 12, 1968 at
Awomamma and was ordained on April 29, 1973 at lhiala.
We find him listed as pastor of St. Joseph's at Aguleri in 1980. Four years later
he went to the U.S.A. to study formative spirituality at Duquesne, earning a M.A. in
1986.
He then began to serve as pastor in Zambia on a three-year assignment to
Kasempa in the Solwezi diocese. Returning to Nigeria in 1989, he became
director of the Spiritan Awomamma novitiate. In 1995 we find him listed as parish
priest at St. Anthony's Church, Uromi in the Diocese of Benin City.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Alexander EKECHUKWU NIGERIA NGA
* July 10, 1943 Amuzi-Ahiara
After attending the Spiritan juniorate in lhiala, 1961-65, he made his vows on
February 11, 1967 at Awomamma. He prefected in 1969 at lhiala during the
Biafran War. At the end of his senior seminary studies in lsienu he was ordained
on April 29, 1973 in lhiala. Sent to pursue university studies abroad, he earned a
S.T.D. at the Gregorian University in Rome in 1977.
After returning to Nigeria, he served as pastor of St. Anthony's in lsienu for one
year and then became a theology lecturer at Bigard Memorial Seminary in Enugu
and in 1981 its dean of studies. He also served as director of the Spiritan theology
students who at that time attended the courses at this school. While on sabbatical
in 1985, he earned a M.A. in African studies at the University of London and then
began serving as chaplain to the University at llorin.
A member of the provincial council since 1981, he was elected provincial
superior in 1987. Re-elected for a second three year term, he governed the
Spiritan Province of Nigeria until 1993. He then went to New York on sabbatical,
updating in theology.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Remigius ONYEWUENYI NIGERIA NGA
* July 1945 Egbulu-Nguru, D. of Owerri
On February 12, 1968 he made his vows at Awomamma and in his final year of
senior seminary studies he was ordained on April 29, 1973 at lhiala.
In 1987 he went to Canada for further studies.
Returning to Nigeria he became rector of the Spiritan House of Philosophy in
lsienu. He was still listed as such in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Ignatius Nwabaju IZUCHI NIGERIA NGA
* May 14, 1948 lhiala, Archd. of Onitsha
He made his vows on February 12, 1973 at Awomamma and was ordained on
May 5, 1973 at Ozubulu.
He first assignment was to Nigeria. We find him listed as a teacher at
Awomamma in 1980. Two years later he went to the U.S.A., where he earned a
Ph.D. at the University of Pittsburgh in 1986. Returning to Nigeria, he became
dean of studies at lsienu. He was listed as a lecturer in 1993.
Arch. CSSp USA
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Fr. Bartholemew ABANUKA NIGERIA NGA
* June 2, 1947 Umuhu Ohabia, D. of Owerri
He made his vows on February 12, 1968 at Awomamma and was ordained on
April 29, 1973 at lhiala.
His first assignment kept him in Nigeria, but in 1980 we find him listed as
studying at the University of Louvain in Belgium. After his return to Nigeria he was
posted to the Spiritan School of Philosophy at lsienu. He was still listed there in
1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Emmanuel AGBAKWURU NIGERIA NGA
* May 14, 1948 Aba, D. of Aba
He made his commitment to the Congregation on February 12, 1968 at
Awomamma and was ordained on April 29, 1973 at lhiala.
Assigned to Nigeria he served there but in 1980 we find him listed as studying
business administration at the University of Nigeria in Enugu, where he earned his
master's degree. He then became provincial bursar with residence at Onitsha. He
was still listed as such in 1993, but the following year he took up graduate studies
in theology at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. George AKANIGWO NIGERIA NGA
*
1942 lhiala Archd. of Onitsha
He made his profession on February 11, 1967 at Awomamma and was
ordained on April 29, 1973 at lhiala. He, too, was retained in Nigeria. We find him
listed as pastor of St. Anthony's in lsienu in 1980 and in the same capacity at Our
Lady of Fatima parish in Woliwo, near Onitsha, in 1988. He was still listed as
serving there in 1995, while also being special confessor at several religious
congregations of Sisters.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria.
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Fr. John ECHEMAZU NIGERIA NGA
* October 24, 1945 lhiala, Archd. of Onitsha
After making his vows on February 12, 1968 at Awomamma and doing his
senior seminary studies he was ordained on April 29, 1973 at lhiala.
In 1980 we find him listed as pastor of St. Patrick's parish in Awomamma and in
1988 as bursar of the Spiritan School of Philosophy in lsienu. From 1993 on he
was listed as director of postulants at Akabo, near Owerri.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Casimir EKE NIGERIA NGA
* November 7, 1948 Emekuku, D. of Oweri
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on February 12, 1969 at
Awomamma and after finishing his senior studies was ordained in April 1973 at
lhiala.
He then took up special studies. In 1980 he was made rector of the Spiritan
junior seminary in lhiala. In 1982 he went to the University of London for studies in
African church history. In 1988 he was listed as pastor of St. Peter's at Abaji, near
Abuja, an independent mission, which became the Archdiocese of Abuja with
Cardinal Dominic Ekandem as its first bishop. He was still listed there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Godfrey ODIGBO NIGERIA NGA D IT
* February 17, 1948 lhiala, Archd. of Onitsha
After receiving his secondary schooling at lhiala, 1962-66, he made his vows on
February 12, 1969 at Awomamma. He did his senior seminary studies at lsienu
and was ordained on April 29, 1973 at lhiala. He then earned a B.Sc. at the
University of Nigeria in Nsukka in 1977.
After one year in the National Youth Service at Ibadan, he took up teaching at
the Spiritan junior seminary in lhiala, while also being provincial secretary.
In 1982 he went to Germany for three years, where he earned a S.T.L. while
also being engaged in mission animation and youth apostolate, mostly in
Knechtsteden. After his return to Nigeria he taught theology and served as director
of vocations at the Spiritan Postulate and Retreat Center in Akabo.
In 1990 he was elected first assistant to the provincial, but this function did not
last very long, for in 1992 the General Chapter of the Congregation elected him
second assistant to the Superior General in Rome for a six year term. As such, he
was charged with responsibility for formation and new foundations, as well as
correspondence with English-speaking parts of Africa.
Newsletter CSSp Rome Aug.-Oct. 1992 supplement
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Fr. Stanislaus OGBONNA NIGERIA NGA USA
* August 14, 1945 Ehime, D. of Okigwe
After making his vowed commitment to the Congregation on February 12, 1968,
he did his senior seminary studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary in
Enugu, where he earned a B.D. On April 29, 1973 he was ordained at lhiala. He
then went to the University of Nigeria in Nsukka, earning a B.Sc. in psychology in
1976.
After serving one year in the National Youth Services in the Lagos archdiocese,
he assumed in 1977 the position of assistant novice master at Awomamma, while
also being director of Spiritan vocations. In 1979 he served as pastor at Elele in
the Port Harcourt diocese. The following year he was sent to Oguma in the Benue
State to teach at the local government secondary school, while also being pastor of
Holy Angels parish at Sheria in the ldah diocese.
In 1982 he became director of the Spiritan juniorate at lhiala for a three year
term. He then served as principal of St. John Bosco Secondary School at Doma
Laffia in the Makurdi diocese for another three years.
In 1989 he went for further studies to the U.S.A., earning a M.A. in psychology at
Duquesne University in Pittsburgh in 1992, and then moved to Seton Hall
University, close to the New York area, to study for a Ph.D. in counseling
psychology.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Donatus ODIEGWU NIGERIA NGA
* June 24, 1944 lhiala, Archd. of Onitsha
After making his vows on February 12, 1968 at Awomamma he did his senior
studies there and at lsienu. On April 29, 1973 he was ordained in his hometown.
We find him listed as pastor of St. Paul's at Eke, near Enugu in 1980. He then
went to Rome to study spirituality at the Gregorian University. Having earned his
S.T.D. in 1985, he returned to Nigeria as pastor of St. Patrick's at Awomamma in
the Diocese of Oriu. In 1995 he was teaching spirituality in SIST, Enugu.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Francis J. POOLE GREAT BRITAIN NGA ANG
* January 13, 1945 Birmingham
He made his vows on September 8, 1965 at Upton Hall and was ordained in
1974. In the same year he received his assignment to Nigeria's Makurdi diocese,
but the available records do not give us any details about his work there.
Around 1979 he was reassigned to Angola, where he ministered for many
years, notably in the Diocese of Benguela. In 1993 he was listed back in England.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Alexander EZEANI NIGERIA NGA
*
1947 Neni, Archd. of Onitsha
He was professed on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma. Ordained in 1976
and assigned to Nigeria, he served as pastor at Mbutu Okohia. After spending five
years with the Trappists, he became provincial secretary at Onitsha while also
being profoundly involved in the Marian Movement.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Isaac MADUH NIGERIA NGA ZBW
*
1940 Mgbidi, D. of Owerri
He made his profession on September 25, 1972 and was ordained in 1976.
Assigned to Nigeria, he served in lhiala's St. Martin parish. He went to Rome
and earned a S.T.L. in 1983. In 1984 he became one of the first Nigerian Spiritans
who opened the St. Andrew's Mission at Marange in the heart of the bush country
in Zimbabwe.
In 1986 he returned to Nigeria where we find him listed at St. Patrick's parish in
Mbutu Okokia in the Owerri diocese. In 1993 he was listed as pastor of St.
Anthony's at Enugwu-Ukwu in the Awka diocese.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Nonso Aloysius ODIAKA NIGERIA NGA
* 1947 Awkuzu, D. of Owerri
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 25, 1972 at
Awomamma and was ordained in 1976.
The same year he was assigned to the Port Harcourt diocese. In 1980 and
1988 he was listed as teaching at lhiala juniorate and from 1993 on as manager of
the Spiritan farm at Okija, near lhiala.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Peter DIKE NIGERIA NGA ZMB
*
1948 Urualla, D. of Owerri
Professed on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma, he was ordained in 1976
and assigned to the Makurdi diocese. In 1980 we find him listed in Paris, France,
for studies.
In 1985 he went to Zambia doing missionary work for three years at Solwezi.
Returning to the Makurdi district, he became pastor of Christ the King parish at
Toto, taking care also of its fifteen out-stations and building chapels for Sunday
worship. We was still listed there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Emmanuel EDEH NIGERIA NGA
*
1947 Akpago-Agbani, D. of Enugu
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 25, 1972 at
Awomamma. After his ordination in 1976 he was assigned to lhiala.
In 1978 he went to the U.S.A. for studies at Loyola University in Chicago; they
were interrupted by two years back in Nigeria and then continued. In 1985 he
became pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes parish at Elele in the Port Harcourt diocese.
Presently he is the director of the Catholic prayer ministry at lhele. He has just
founded the religious congregation of the Sisters of Jesus the Savior.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Titus CHILAKA NIGERIA NGA ZBW
*
1944 Nguru D. of Owerri
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 25, 1972 at
Awomamma and did his senior seminary studies there and in lsienu. Ordained in
1976, he was assigned to serve pastorally at Agbani in the Enugu diocese. He
then became director of vocations at Awomamma.
In 1981 he went to Canada for three years of pastoral studies. He was then
assigned to Zimbabwe, where he became pastor of St. Patrick's at Nyanyadzi in
the Mutare diocese in 1986. The following year he opened the new parish in
Florida, Chimanimani, near Mutare, in 1993. He is presently teaching pastoral
theology in SIST, Enugu.
Newsletter CSSp Nigeria, September 1984; Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Michael C. MURRAY IRELAND GMB NGA IRL
* April 10, 1946 Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1964. After earning a B.Sc. in 1969, he did his theology at Kimmage
and was ordained there on June 11, 1972.
Assigned to Gambia in 1973, he taught for one year a the high school in Banjul
and then did five years of parish ministry. In 1977 he went to Nigeria to teach at the
Spiritan junior seminary in lhiala. Two years later he assumed the same function in
Gambia's junior seminary.
Returning to Ireland in 1982, he served as chaplain and was engaged in a
project for drug addicts until in 1984 he went into Justice and Peace ministry. In
1986 he was assigned to the vocations team operating from Kimmage and in 1992
he became National Vocations Director.
Arch. CSSp Dublin
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Fr. Terence P. CASEY GREAT BRITAIN NGA
Born in 1942 and professed in 1970, he was thirty six years old when he was
ordained on July 8, 1978.
In the same year he was assigned to the Makurdi district of Nigeria. He served
there as an assistant at St. Anna parish in Adikpo. In 1988 we find him listed in
charge of the Jangbunu Yadim pastoral center in the Yola diocese. Located in the
Adamawa State, this center encompassed an area of some 1,850 very
mountainous square miles, occupied by the Verre and Worn tribes, who tried to
scratch a meager living by farming patches of the rocky ground. They had only
come in contact with the Church around 1970, but they were eager to learn how to
live as Christians. Desirous of having churches in their own locations, they built
two of them one at Nati Dutse and the other at Baidi, after carrying all the locally
unavailable materials on their heads 2,500 and 1,500 feet up the mountains.
Father helped them by supplying the cement and the wages of a mason.
On the spiritual side he trained the people to look after their own Christian
community: in everyone of them there was a local church leader and church
committee, a choir and a women's organization. In this way the community was
able to practice self-help and to prepare its own people for the sacraments and
even to conduct a Sunday service when the priest would be absent, for there were
too few priests to celebrate the Eucharist in all locations every Sunday.
He was still listed as serving there in 1993.
Missionwide Spring 1992
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Fr. Benjamin IKEGWUONU NIGERIA NGA IT
* June 7, 1935 D. of Onitsha
Ordained a priest in 1962, he made his commitment to the Congregation on
October 14, 1978 at Awomamma. He was then named rector of the Spiritan
juniorate in lhiala. In 1985 he became provincial treasurer.
Three years later he was appointed associate general treasurer o f the
Congregation and moved to Rome. He was still listed as such in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Brian FULTON GREAT BRITAIN NGA CAM
* October 23, 1923 Gourock, D. of Paisley
After pronouncing his vows on September 8, 1969 at Upton Hall he did his
senior seminary studies in England and was ordained on September 25, 1976.
In 1978 he was assigned to the Makurdi district in Nigeria. Illness drove him
back to England the following year, but on his return he was posted to St. Thomas
Aquinas parish in Oju as an assistant.
Recalled to England in 1981, he studied spirituality for one year in Rome and
then served for a few years in his home province. In 1986 he was posted again to
the Makurdi district. Thereafter we find him listed in Cameroon in 1988, serving as
pastor at Mekong in the Maroua diocese. He was still listed as ministering there in
1993.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Patrick OJEKWU NIGERIA NGA
*
1946 Diocese of Owerri
At the age of thirty-seven he made his vows on October 13, 1979 at
Awomamma. After serving in the St. Martin's, lhiala parish, he went back to
Awomamma, where he was charged with technical training.
In 1982 while he was acting manager of the Spiritan farm at Okija, he was
driving a pickup truck to Onitsha, accompanied by three people from Ghana when
a gang of armed bandits attacked the car. One of his companions died from the
injuries he had sustained and Brother suffered severe injuries to both eyes, which
took much time to heal.
From 1993 on he was listed as working at St. Patrick's in Mbutu Okohia in the
Owerri diocese.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Michael Obi ONWUEMELIE NIGERIA NGA
* February 15, 1948 Oba, Archd. of Onitsha
His secondary schooling at lhiala, started in 1963, was interrupted by the
Biafran War, during which he served in the Biafran army and reached the rank of
field captain by the time the war ended. He then returned to lhiala to continue his
schooling. On September 25, 1972 he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation at Awomamma. At the end of his formal seminary studies in Bigard
Memorial Seminary, he was ordained on July 8, 1979 at Oba .
. Posted to lhiala he served as teacher and bursar in Holy Ghost juniorate until in
1980 he was named provincial bursar. In 1984 he went to Canada and England
earning a master's degree in civil law. Thereafter we find him listed as chaplain at
the University of Nigeria in Nkukka. He was also vicar for religious for the diocese
of Nsukka and Enugu. In June 1993 he went on official visitation to Papua New
Guinea in his capacity as first assistant to the provincial to study the possibility of
sending Nigerian missionaries to that country.
In August 1993 he was elected provincial superior of the province.
Provincial Newsletter CSSp Nigeria Nov. 1981 and Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Oliver IWUCHUIKWU NIGERIA
*
1948 Nguru-Ngor, D. of Owerri
He made his vows on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma and was ordained
on July 22, 1979 in Owerri.
After serving as bursar at Awomamma, he went to Canada in 1985, where he
earned a Ph.D. in political science in Toronto.
Returning to Nigeria in 1984, he taught at lsienu's House of Philosophy and
also served as dean of studies. He was still listed as such in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Felix Amaechi ONUORA NIGERIA NGA ZMB USA
* May 13, 1947 Kano City
One of twelve children born to an lgbo couple living in Northern Nigeria, he
received his secondary schooling at Alor, 1962-67, and at the Spiritan juniorate in
lhiala, 1969-70, after which he made his vows on September 25, 1972 at
Awomamma. His senior seminary studies were done at Bigard Memorial Seminary
in Enugu, where he earned a B.A. and a S.T.B. On July 22, 1979 he was ordained
at Nimo.
After teaching for one year in the Makurdi diocese at St. Peter's Secondary
School in Toto while also being deputy headmaster, he was assigned to Zambia in
1981, where he taught at the secondary school in Solwezi, being at the same time
its chaplain, acting head of the Department of English, scoutmaster and director of
vocations for the diocese.
On Easter Sunday 1984 while he was driving three other Spiritans to Monze for
a retreat their car was attacked by armed robbers and overturned several times.
He and two others were seriously injured and hospitalized. He then returned to
Nigeria and was posted to the Spiritan juniorate in lhiala for one year.
In 1985 he went to the U.S.A. He taught there for one year at the Spiritan
Preparatory School at Cornwells Heights, near Philadelphia, and then went to
Duquesne University in Pittsburgh to prepare himself for a Ph.D. Having earned a
M.Ed. in 1987, he began to serve in 1987 also at the university in an administrative
capacity with respect to minority issues in student life. He was still listed there in
1995 and preparing his dissertation.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Innocent ANYANWU NIGERIA NGA
*
1948 Ehime, D. of Umuahia
He made his vows on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma and was ordained
on July 5, 1980 at Nsu.
His first assignment was to serve in the Lokoja diocese. Around 1990 he
returned to eastern Nigeria and became pastor of St. John's at Attakwu. He was
still serving there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Samuel EKWEOKPORO NIGERIA NGA
* 1947 Emekuku, D. of Owerri
Professed on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On July 26, 1980 he was ordained in his
hometown.
His first assignment was to Awka as an assistant. In 1988 we find him listed at
the Spiritan farm project in Okija, near lhiala, and from 1993 on as pastor of St.
Pius' at Kotonkarfe in the Lokoja diocese.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Boniface OCHUONO NIGERIA NGA
* December 30, 1937 Ozubulu, Archd. of Onitsha
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 30, 1974 at
Awomamma and did his senior seminary studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial
Seminary. On December 15, 1980 he was ordained at Ihi ala.
In 1981 he became a teacher in St. Peter's Secondary School at Toto. He then
taught at the lhiala juniorate. From 1988 on we find him listed as teaching at Christ
the King College in Onitsha.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Hippolytus IWUALA NIGERIA NGA CAM
* 1945 Nguru-Ngor, D. of Owerri
He made his vows on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma and did his senior
studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On July 26, 1980 he was
ordained at Emekuku.
He was then assigned to serve in the ldah diocese. In 1988 he was listed as
pursuing studies at the University of Nigeria in Nsukka, and from 1993 on as pastor
at Lagdo in the Garoua archdiocese of Cameroon.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Kevin NJOKU NIGERIA ZMB NGA
*
1946 Enyiogugu, D. of Owerri
Professed on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On July 19, 1980 he was ordained in his
hometown.
In the same year he was assigned to Zambia's Diocese of Solwezi. In 1988 we
find him listed as pastor of St. Michael's at Ezinifite in the Onitsha archdiocese, and
in 1993 studying at the Gregorian University in Rome. He has been appointed to
teach Canon Law at SIST beginning September 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Mr. Eugene OSSAI 22 NIGERIA
* January 19, 1958 D. of Owerri

+ January 12, 1981 lsienu

After making his vows on October 13, 1979 at Awomamma, he went to pursue
his senior seminary studies at lsienu. Death came for him less than two years later.
B.G. passim
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Fr. Anthony UBOCHIOMA NIGERIA NGA
* 1945 D. of Owerri
Professed in 1973 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at lsienu and
Bigard Memorial Seminary. On June 27, 1981 he was ordained at lhiala and was
assigned as assistant priest in a parish in Owerri.
In 1988 we find him listed as teaching in the lhiala juniorate and in 1993 as
engaged in studies at the University of Nigeria in Nsukka.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Augustine OBI NIGERIA NGA
*
1950 Nendo-Aguleri, Archd. of Onitsha
Professed on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma, he did his senior seminary
studies at Awomamma and lsienu. He was ordained on June 27, 1981 at lhiala
and assigned to work in Nigeria.
In 1988 he went to the U.S.A. to study for a doctoral degree in philosophy at
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA. Returning to Nigeria in 1993, he joined the
staff of the Spiritan School of Philosophy at lsienu.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Innocent EGBE 29 NIGERIA
* December 27, 1951 Aba

+ July 16, 1981 Nigeria

Professed on September 30, 197 4 at Awomamma, he did his senior seminary
studies at lsienu. On June 27, 1981 he was ordained at Aba. Nineteen days later
Innocent's promising young life was brutally cut short in a fatal road accident.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Peter J. IWU NIGERIA NGA
* 1946 D. of Owerri
Professed in 1973 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at lsienu and
Bigard Memorial Seminary. On June 27, 1981 he was ordained at lhiala.
His first assignment was to the ldah diocese. In 1988 we find him listed as
pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes at Elele in the Port Harcourt diocese and in 1993 as
a staff member of lsienu's House of Philosophy.
In 1995 he was listed a spiritual director at the postulate in Akabo.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Mr. Fortunatus DIKE 30 NIGERIA
* 1951 D. of Owerri

+ February 14, 1981 Nigeria

He made his vows on December 15, 1977 at Awomamma and then
commenced his senior studies at lsienu. He died four years later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Gabriel E. EZEWUDO NIGERIA NGA CAN
* August 1, 1952 lgbo Ukwu, D. of Awka
He received his secondary schooling at the lhiala juniorate, 1965-70, and made
his vows on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma. He then prefected for one year at
lhiala before going to Bigard Memorial Seminary. His studies there were
interrupted by one year of teaching at the secondary school in Elele, but he earned
a B.D. at Bigard in 1981. He was ordained on June 27, 1981 at lhiala.
He then served as director of vocations and did formation work until in 1985 he
was named rector of the Juniorate in lhiala for four years followed by one year as
assistant novice master at Awomamma.
In 1991 he went to Canada. While being associate pastor at Woodstock,
Ontario, he pursued further studies and earned a S.T.L. in 1994. In 1995 he was
still in Toronto engaged in mass communications studies.
Questionnaire
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Br. Joseph MBAH NIGERIA NGA
* January 1, 1961 D. of Umuahia
He pronounced his first vows on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma and his
perpetual vows ten years later. We find him listed at Attakwu in 1988 and at St.
Joseph's Trade School in Makurdi for special training in 1993. Since then he has
been working as director of construction in the province as well as being assistant
bursar.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Godwin ABIOGU NIGERIA NGA
* 1950 D. of Owerri
Professed in 1973 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at lsienu and
Bigard Memorial Seminary. He was ordained on June 27, 1981 at lhiala. We find
him listed in 1988 as director of vocations at Awomamma and in 1993 as pursuing
studies in education at the University of Nigeria in Nsukka.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Anthony EMEFU NIGERIA NGA
* 1943 D. of Owerri
He made his vows in 1973 at Awomamma and did his senior studies at lsienu
and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On June 27, 1981 he was ordained at lhiala.
His first assignment was to the Onitsha archdiocese. In 1988 we find him listed
as pastor at St. Anthony's, lsienu, and in 1993 in Rome for studies. He is presently
assistant novice master at Awomamma.
Arch CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Philip MARSH GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
Born in 1953 and professed in 1972, he was ordained on September 8, 1979 at
Hartlepool. He then did some additional studies to prepare himself for his task.
In 1981 he went to the Yola diocese. He served there for one year at
Garbachede and then took care of Donga while living at Wukari until 1986. He
then returned to England as director of vocations at Helmshore, Lanes., and in
1993 as having the same function at Cartin in Scotland.
Arch. CSSp England
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Fr. John McFADDEN GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
Born in 1952 and professed in 1972, he was ordained on September 22, 1979
at Helmshore. He then did some additional studies and in 1981 flew to the Makurdi
diocese. He was no newcomer, for his overseas training had been accomplished
there.
After serving in the Makurdi diocese at St Luke's parish, Amoke, he took up
teaching at Emmanuel Secondary School in Ugbokolo in 1983, followed by Mt. St.
Michael's Secondary School in Aliade in 1984.
Returning to England in 1985, he served as editor of Missionwide. In 1992 he
went back to Nigeria and became pastor of St. Mary's at Yola. He was still serving
there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp England
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Br. Joseph UFOMADU NIGERIA ZBW
* September 13, 1947 D. of Owerri
He made his temporary vows on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma. In 1984 he
joined the Spiritan group in Zimbabwe. He appears to have withdrawn from the
Congregation a year or two later.
B.G. passim
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Fr. Martin UMMUNNAKWE NIGERIA NGA
* 1952 D. of Owerri
After his profession in 1973 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at lsienu
and Bigard memorial Seminary. On February 14, 1982 he was ordained in
Kaduna by the Pope John Paul 11.
He was assigned to serve in Nigeria. We find him listed as bursar of the new
Spiritan International School of Theology at Attakwu in 1988 and as pastor of St.
Patrick's at Mbutu-Okahia in the Owerri diocese from 1993 on.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Gerald OHAERI CAMEROON NGA D
1951 D. of Buea, Cameroon

*

Professed as a member of the Spiritan Nigerian Province in 1973 at
Awomamma, he did his senior studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary,
where he earned a. B.G. magna cum laude On February 14, 1982 he was
ordained at Kaduna by Pope John Paul II. His first assignment was provincial
secretary in lhiala from 1982 till 1985.
In 1988 he went to Germany, where he served in the Libermann House for
missionary animation at Knechtsteden until in 1991 he moved to Cologne to study
philosophy. He was still listed there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Pierre L. DEGLAIRE FRANCE SEN F NGA USA
* January 31, 1942 Amance, D. of Troyes
Professed on September 8, 1962 at Cellule, he was ordained on June 27, 1970
at Brieulles-sur-Bar (Ardennes).
The following year he received his assignment to Senegal, where he served at
Kedougou in what is now the Diocese of Tambacounda. In 1979 he became
chaplain of African students at the University of Lille, France, until in 1982 he was
reassigned to the Makurdi district.
He labored there in the difficult missions in the Yola diocese at Garba Chede
and Sabon Gida until 1991 and then at Chanchangi.
In 1992 he went to the U.S.A. After studying Spanish at San Antonio, TX and in
Mexico, he joined his confreres of the western province in California at Our Lady of
the Valley parish in Hemet. In mid 1995 he was assigned to the San Salvador
Parish in the Colton, D. of San Bernardino, CA.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Anthony OPARAH NIGERIA
* April 28, 1948 Enyiogugu, D. of Orlu
After making his vows on September 30, 1974 at Awomamma he did his senior
studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On February 3, 1982 he was
ordained in Onitsha.
He first assignment kept him in Nigeria. We find him listed as pastor at St.
Joseph's, Ebenebe in the Awka diocese in 1988 and of Christ the King parish at
Awomamma from 1993 on.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Eugene AZUINYE NIGERIA NGA
* 1958 D. of Owerri
He made his vows in 1973 at Awomamma and was ordained on February 14,
1982 at Kaduna by Pope John Paul 11.
His first assignment was to the Kwara Benue region. We find him listed in 1988
at St. Anthony's parish in Enugu-Ukwa and in 1993 as a staff member of the lhiala
juniorate. Presently he is working in France at a house of the Auteuil Institute for
homeless boys in Paris.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Timothy AKUBUEZE NIGERIA NGA
*
1949 Agbako D. of Owerri
Professed on September 25, 1972 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On February 14, 1982 he was ordained at
Kaduna by Pope John Paul 11.
His first assignment was to serve in east Nigeria. We find him listed at lsienu in
1988. He earned a M.A. in guidance and counselling at the University of Jos in
1989 and then served as a special project coordinator at Akabo, near Owerri, the
house for Spiritan postulants from 1993 on.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Bartholemew D. OFOEGBU NIGERIA NGA
* November 10, 1947 Orlu, D. of Owerri
He made his vows on September 30, 1974 at Awomamma and did his senior
studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On February 14, 1982 he was
ordained at Kaduna by Pope John Paul 11.
Assigned to Nigeria, he did pastoral ministry. We find him listed in 1988 as
pastor of St. Aloysius, Domain the Makurdi diocese. In 1992 he went to the U.S.A.
for advanced studies at Duquesne University. In 1994 he became novice master at
the Spiritan novitiate, Awomamma.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Augustine OGUMERE NIGERIA NGA
* 1946 Ejemekwuru D. of Owerri
After being professed on September 21, 1975 at Awomamma, he attended the
school of philosophy at lsienu and did his theology at Bigard Memorial Seminary.
On February 14, 1982 he was ordained by Pope John Paul 11at Kaduna.
His first assignment was to Nigeria. We find him listed there as spiritual director
at lsienu in 1988. In 1993 he was listed as studying at the University of Nigeria in
Nsukka. Presently he is a pastor at St. Anthony's parish in lsienu.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Gregory NJOKU NIGERIA NGA
* 1951 D. of Owerri
Professed in 1973 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at lsienu and
Bigard Memorial Seminary and was ordained by Pope John Paul II at Kanduna on
February 14, 1982.
The same year he received his assignment to the Kwara Benue region. We find
him there listed as pastor of St. Joseph's in lkere, Diocese of Ekiti. He was still
listed there in 1993. He is currently taking a course in spirituality at Barry University
in Miami, Florida, U.S.A.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Matthew CHUKWULOBE NIGERIA GMB NGA
* February 27, 1951 Jos, D. of Jos
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 30, 1974 at
Awomamma and did his senior studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary.
On February 14, 1982 Pope John Paul 11ordained him at Kaduna.
His first assignment sent him to Gambia, but in 1984 he went to the U.S.A., did
one year of parish ministry to African-Americans in Louisiana and then was
accepted by Duquesne University for doctoral studies in philosophy.
At the completion of his studies in 1991 he returned to Nigeria and joined the
teaching staff of lsienu's House of Philosophy. He was still serving there in 1995.
Arch. CSSp USA and Nigeria
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Fr. David E. OKENYI NIGERIA NGA CAN
* October 25, 1952 lmilike, D. of Enugu
He received his secondary schooling at St. John's Seminary at Nsukka, 196673, before making his vows on September 21, 1975 at Awomamma. For his senior
studies he went to lkot-Ekpene and finished them at Bigard Memorial Seminary in
Enugu, earning a B.D. In between he prefected at Nsude and lhiala. On July 2,
1983 he was ordained at Enugu.
His first assignment kept him in Nigeria. After serving in a pastoral function
until 1986 at Mbutu-Okohia in the Owerri diocese and a few months at Woliwo, he
exercised the duties of provincial secretary for five years and then returned to
Woliwo in the Onitsha archdiocese. In 1992 he was posted to the novitiate at
Awomamma.
In 1994 he was reassigned to Canada and stationed in a parish in the Ontario
province.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Sylvester IGBOANYIKA NIGERIA ZBW
* September 1, 1952 ldemili, D. of Owerri
After attending the secondary school in his hometown, he made his commitment
to the congregation on September 31, 1974 at Awomamma. He was ordained on
July 16, 1983 at Awidemili.
His first assignment was to Zimbabwe.
Marange, in the Mutare diocese in 1986.
secretary of its bishop.

He became pastor of St. Andrew's,
Since 1993 he has been listed as

Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Ernest Jude EZEOGU NIGERIA ZMB
* March 13, 1952 D. of Orlu
He received his secondary education at lsu and was professed on September
30, 1974 at Awomamma. He then did his senior studies at lsienu and Bigard
Memorial Seminary and his apostolic experience in Gambia. On July 8, 1983 he
was ordained at lsu.
He was then assigned to Zambia. In 1988 we find him listed in Rome for
studies. Since 1992 he has been serving as a faculty member at the Spiritan
International School of Theology (SIST) in Attakwu.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Christopher MBOGU NIGERIA ZMB
* October 24, 1952 Okija, Archd. of Onitsha
After graduating from lhiala and making his vows on September 21, 1975 at
Awomamma, he did his senior studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary.
On July 9, 1983 he was ordained in his hometown.
He was then assigned to Zambia. In 1988 we find him listed as bursar at the
lhiala juniorate and in 1993 as pastor at St. Anthony's in lsienu. In 1995 he began
doctoral studies in philosophy at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, PA.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Eamon MULCAHY GREAT BRITAIN NGA GB
*
1954 D. of Motherwell
He made his vows in 1973, began his senior seminary studies and then did his
overseas training experience in Congo Brazzaville. On September 20, 1980 he
was ordained in Manchester.
After serving in vocations work in Cartin, Scotland, he was assigned to the Yola
diocese in Nigeria in 1983. Unfortunately, an almost lethal attack of typhus forced
him to leave his station at Beli in October 1985. When he had recovered to took up
vocations work at Cartin. In 1993 he was listed as assistant novice director in
Ireland.
Arch. CSSp England
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Fr. Paulinus ODOZOR NIGERIA NGA
* May 19, 1955 D. of Owerri
Professed on September 15, 1976 at Awomamma, he began his senior studies
at lsienu, prefected at lhiala and then continued his studies at Bigard Memorial
Seminary earning a B.D. magna cum laude. He acquired apostolic experience in
Sierra Leone. One April 26, 1984 he was ordained at Amucha.
After serving several years in Nigeria he went to Ca_nada, where we find him
listed at Toronto in 1988 doing advanced studies and earning a S.T.D.
In 1993 he became a faculty memb er at Spiritan International School of
Theology, Attakwu.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Achulike B. OSUJI NIGERIA NGA
* March 8, 1954 D. of llorin, Kwara State
He made his vows on September 25, 1976 at Awomamma, began his senior
studies at lsienu, prefected at lhiala and then did theology at Bigard Memorial
Seminary earning a B.D. magna cum laude. On April 28, 1984 he was ordained at
Holy Cross Church in Emii, near Owerri.
Assigned to Nigeria, he ministered there, notably at Holy Angels parish in
Sheria in the ldah diocese.
From 1993 on we find him listed in Rome, studying spirituality at the Gregorian
University.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Jude OGBENNA NIGERIA ZMB NGA CAN
* September 8, 1954 lsu Njaba, D. of Owerri
Professed on September 25, 1976 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and at Bigard Memorial Seminary. He then acquired apostolic experience
in Gambia. On July 6, 1985 he was ordained in his hometown.
Assigned to Zambia, he ministered at Kasempa in the Solwezi diocese, where
he was also listed in 1988 as group superior of the Nigerian Spiritans working in
the country.
In 1994 he received an appointment to Montreal, Canada.
We may mention here also Fr. Anthony HICKEY of England, who did his
overseas training at Beli in the Yola diocese, 1981-83, and returned in 1985 to
serve at Wukari. Unfortunately illness forced him to leave the country in mid 1986.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Br. Nicolas HETTINGA NETHERLANDS NGA
* April 8, 1932 Borem, Archd. of Utrecht
Professed on September 8, 1951 at Baarle Nassau.
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Br. Jan van SCHAIJK NETHERLANDS NGA
* September 1, 1934 Beghem, D. of 's Hertogenbosch
Professed on September 8, 1954 at Baarle Nassau.
These two Brothers had become a team of professional builders with twenty
years of experience in construction behind them in the Central African Republic,
Gabon, Bangui and Cameroon. They came to Nigeria in August 1985 to build the
Spiritan International School of Theology (SIST) at Attakwu. In their work they
were assisted by the Nigerian Br. Joseph Mbah, while Fr. Nonso Odiaka took care
of the administration.
By September 1987 work was sufficiently advanced to allow the first year
students to move in. On December 10, 1988 the school was officially inaugurated
with the blessing of the four main blocks of the buildings. More than two thousand
people gathered for the open-air Mass concelebrated by over one hundred priests
and presided over by two bist,ops and Superior General Fr. Pierre Haas .
.J wi,, VII,.., ( c h / / (
Brother
moved in the same year to Ghana to constru_ct there the
novitiate and house of philosophy of the West African Foundation at Ejisi together
with another Dutch Brother Harry Hermans and two African Brothers Joseph Mbah
of Nigeria and Thomas Poku of Ghana, while Br. Jan van Schaijk returned to
Holland for medical attention.
CSSp. Newsletter Generalate Jan. 1989 and Nov. 1989
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Br. John Fidelis HOLME GREAT BRITAIN GB NGA
* April 24, 1927 Preston Lanche, D. of Salford
At the age of thirty seven he pronounced his vows on September 2, 1964 at
Baarle Nassau, the Spiritan Brothers technical training school in Holland. He then
served for two decades in his home country, notably at Upton Hall and the
provincialate in Bickley.
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In the mid 1980's his desire to work in Africa was fulfilled and he went to Nigeria
to serve in the diocese of Yola. We find him posted there at St. Patrick's in Saban
Gida Takai, near Wakuri, and from 1992 at Jangbunu. This place is a pastoral
center for an area of some 1,850 mountainous square miles. Its people were very
poor and widely scattered. They desired churches of their own and were willing to
do the work themselves by construction two churches at Nati Dutse and Saidi.
Brother assisted them in that work.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Missionwide Spring 1992
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Fr. Francis IBEH NIGERIA ZBW NGA
* 1951 Adazi, D. of Awka
After his profession on September 21, 1975 at Awomamma, he did his senior
studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On July 6, 1985 he was ordained
in his hometown.
He then received his assignment to Zimbabwe, where in 1986 he was attached
to St. Patrick's parish in Nyanyadzi in the Mutare diocese. Five years later he was
listed back in Nigeria and serving as one of the two Spiritan chaplains at the
University of llorin in the Kwara State. In 1994 he became director of the mission
house at Enugu.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Patrice B. GASSER SWITZERLAND NGA SW
1957 in D. of St. Maurice de Lacques.
He made his vows on September 8, 1980 at Chevilly and was ordained on
September 23, 1984.
The following year he was assigned to the Makurdi district. We find him listed
as in charge of the Dong-Gombi pastoral area of Yola. By 1990 he was back in
Switzerland, where he was stationed at Bouveret.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Michael ADAGBOR NIGERIA
* 1963 D. of Ogoja
He made his vows on November 9, 1985 at Awomamma and was sent to the St.
Joseph's Trade Center at Makurdi for technical studies. In 1993 we find him
attached to the Awomamma novitiate and in 1995 at the postulate in Akabo as
bursar.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Godwin NNAMANI NIGERIA NGA
* November 1955 Eha Alumona D. of Enugu
Professed on September 25, 1977 at Awomamma, he studies at lsienu and at
the Bigard Memorial Seminary. On July 6, 1_985 he was ordained in his hometown.
His first assignment kept him in Nigeria. We find him listed as manager of the
375 acre (150 hect.) Spiritan farm project at Okija, near lhiala in 1988 and five
years later as ministering at St. Theresa's parish in Ubima, Port Harcourt diocese.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Jude UCHE NIGERIA NGA ZBW
* November 28, 1956 Umuobom, D. of Orlu
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 25, 1977
at Awomamma and then went to lsienu for his senior studies. In 1982 he travelled
to the International Missionary Institute in London for theology. On September 7,
1985 he was ordained at Umuobom.
After serving some time in Nigeria he was assigned to Zimbabwe in 1987. We
find him listed in the Mutare diocese at St. Andrew's in Marange in 1988 and in
charge of St. Patrick's at Nyanyadzi in 1993. In 1994 he and another Spiritan
opened a new parish in the new diocese of Gokwe.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Samuel MUODIAJU NIGERIA NGA SP
1955 Ubuluisiuzo, Archd. of Onitsha
*
After being professed on December 17, 1977 at Awomamma, he began his
senior studies at lsienu and then went to England for theology at the International
Missionary Institute in London. On August 31, 1985 he was ordained in his
hometown.
We find him listed in 1988 as pastor of Sts. Peter and Paul parish at lgbara-Odo
in the Diocese of Ekiti, Ondo State. In 1992 he went to the provincial house at
Madrid in Spain to work as a mission animator.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria.
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Fr. Romanus OCHEMBA NIGERIA NGA
* February 14, 1950 Ntueke, D. of Orlu
He made his vows on December 17, 1977 at Awomamma and did his senior
seminary studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On July 1, 1985 he was
ordained in his hometown.
Assigned to Nigeria, he engaged in pastoral ministry. We find him listed in
1988 as pastor of Christ the King parish in Awomamma and from 1993 on serving
at St. Martin's parish in lhiala.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Desmond AGBAKA NIGERIA NGA USA
* September 1944 Umuna D. of Orlu
He made his commitment to the Congregation on October 14, 1970 at
Awomamma and did his senior studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary.
On July 14, 1985 he was ordained in his hometown.
We find him listed as pastor of St. Martin's in lhiala in 1988 and in 1993.
Thereafter he went to the U.S.A. to serve in minorities ministry in Florida.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Innocent NJOKU NIGERIA NGA GNA
* 1956 Nguru, D. of Owerri
A graduate of lhiala, he was professed on September 25, 1977 at Awomamma.
He did his philosophy at lsienu, saw one year of military service and then studied
theology at Bigard Memorial Seminary. On July 6, 1985 he was ordained in his
hometown.
Assigned to Nigeria, he served as an assistant at St. Anthony's in Uromi,
Diocese of Benin. In 1989 after studying French in Paris he became the first
Nigerian Spiritan missionary in French Guiana.
We may mention here also Br. ANDRE BEDARD of Canada, who from 1986 till
1988 was stationed in the Kabba area and assisted the parish deacons in the area
with the Catholic Students Association and took part in the catechetical training
program.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Sebastian P.C. EHUJUO NIGERIA NGA
* April 25, 1956 D. of Owerri
He received his secondary education at the Spiritan juniorate in lhiala and was
professed on November 8, 1980 at Awomamma. He did his philosophical studies
at lsienu until in 1983 he went to the U.S.A. for theology. He did two years at the
Oblate School of Theology at San Antonio, TX, and then continued his studies at
the Catholic Theological Union in Chicago for a master's degree. Returning to
Nigeria in 1987 he was ordained on September 20 of the same year at
Awomamma.
After serving as bursar at Awomamma, he went to the Makurdi diocese, where
we find him listed from 1993 on as assistant at Christ the King parish in Toto.
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Fr. Venantius UMMUNNAKWE NIGERIA ZBW NGA
* June 16, 1956 D. of Owerri
After making his commitment to the Congregation on October 13, 1979 at
Awomamma, he did his senior studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary.
On September 20, 1987 he was ordained at Awomamma.
First assigned to Zimbabwe, he ministered in the Mutare diocese at St.
Andrew's, Marango. From 1993 on we find him listed as pastor of St. Joseph's at
Elele Alimini in the Port Harcourt diocese.
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Br. Godwin OCHE NIGERIA NGA
* 1962 D. ldah
He made his vows on November 7, 1987 at Awomamma and was then attached
to the Spiritan provincialate in Onitsha. From 1993 on we find him listed as
secretary at St. Peter's Secondary School in Toto in the Diocese of Makurdi.
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Fr. Anthony AMADI NIGERIA ZBW
* March 23, 1953 D. of Owerri
He made his vows on September 25, 1977 at Awomamma and studied at
lsienu, and Bigard Memorial Seminary and at the University of Nigeria at Nsukka
for a degree in French. He was ordained on September 20, 1987 at Awomamma.
His first assignment sent him to Zimbabwe as assistant at St. Patrick's in
Nyanyadzi in the Mutare diocese. In 1993 we find him listed at Florida, near
Mutare, as coordinator of the Nigerian Spiritans work in Zimbabwe.
He is now
Spiritan district superior in Zimbabwe.
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Fr. Nicholas NNABUAKU NIGERIA ZMB NGA
* June 22, 1955 D. of Owerri
After pronouncing his vows on December 17, 1977 at Awomamma, he did his
senior studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On September 20, 1987
he was ordained at Awomamma.
Assigned to Zambia, he served there at Kasempa. From 1993 on he was listed
as provincial secretary in Onitsha.
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Br. Cletus OCHIOBI NIGERIA NGA
*
1952 D. of Umuahia
Professed on November 7, 1987 at Awomamma, he stayed there for technical
training. In 1993 we find him listed at Makurdi's St. Joseph's Trade Center.
Currently he is taking a course in mechanical engineering in Onitsha and
residing at Our Lady of Fatima parish in Woliwo.
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Fr. Bernard AMAH NIGERIA NGA
*
1955 D. of Owerri
After being professed on November 8, 1980 at Awomamma, he did his senior
seminary studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary, graduating with a 8.0.
He acquired apostolic experience at St. Anthony's, Uromi, in the Benin diocese.
He was ordained on August 20, 1988 at lhiala.
He then received his assignment to minister in Nigeria, where we find him listed
from 1993 on as pastor of St. Ambrose at Ogbor Hill in the Aba diocese.
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Fr. Clement ONWUNATA NIGERIA NGA B
*
1956 Mbutu Ngwa, D. of Umuahia
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 8, 1980 at
Awomamma and did his senior studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary,
graduating with a B.D. magna cum laude. On July 23, 1988 he was ordained in his
hometown.
Assigned to serve in Nigeria, he went to Christ the King parish at Toto in the
Makurdi diocese. In 1993 we find him listed as pastor of Mary, Queen of the World
at Abejukolo, near Ankpa in the Diocese of ldah.
He is currently in Belgium
working in mission animation.
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Fr. Stanislaus CHUKWUBE NIGERIA ZBW
* February 6, 1960 Archd. of Onitsha
Professed on November 8, 1980 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary earning a B.D. magna cum iaude. On
August 20, 1988 he was ordained at lhiala. Having been assigned to Zimbabwe,
he joined his Nigerian confreres there in 1990. We find him listed at St. Andrew's
Marange in the Mutare diocese in 1993 and in 1995 at Holy Trinity parish at
Causeway in the Herare archdiocese.
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Fr. Francis Wardy HAMMOND GHANA NGA
* July 13, 1957 Archd. of Cape Coast
He made his vows on August 15, 1981 at Bwiam, Gambia, and was ordained on
July 23, 1988 at Kumasi, Ghana. He was then assigned to the Yola diocese in
Nigeria. We find him listed there as in charge of the Mapeo parish.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Ferdinand EZEKWONNA NIGERIA ZBW
* May 15, 1960 D. of Awka
He made his vows on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma and studied
philosophy at lsienu. Together with Fr. Gregory lwuozor he was then sent to
Germany for theology, where he made his perpetual vows and was ordained a
deacon. On August 20, 1988 he was ordained a priest at lhiala. A delegate from
Germany came to witness his ordination and offer them a Mass kit and vestments.
His first assignment was to Zimbabwe. We find him listed there from 1993 on at
St. James, Chipinge in the Mutare diocese.
Newsletter Nigeria, July 1988; Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Gabriel LUSENI SIERRA LEONE NGA
* February 4, 1958 Archd. of Freetown and Bo
He made his commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1984 at
Bwiam, Gambia, and was ordained on July 15, 1988 at Gerihun, Sierra Leone. His
first assignment sent him to the Yola diocese in the same year. We have no details
about his work, but in 1993 he was listed as in Rome for further studies.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Josephat EZEANOLUE NIGERIA NGA
* May 2, 1958 D. of Port Harcourt
He made his commitment to the Congregation on October 14, 1978 at
Awomamma and did his senior studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary
where he earned a B.D. magna cum laude. On July 17, 1988 he was ordained in
his hometown.
He was then assigned to the lhiala juniorate. In 1993 we find him listed as
studying at Nnamadi Azikiwe University of Technology in Awka. He is currently
engaged in producing Mass wine from locally grown grapes at the Spiritan farm in
Okija, near lhiala.
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Fr. Augustine Okey EJIKE NIGERIA ZMB NGA
* 1955 Archd. of Onitsha
Professed on November 8, 1980 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary earning a B.D. cum laude. On August 20,
1988 he was ordained at lhiala.
He was then assigned to Zambia, where he did pastoral duties in the Solwezi
diocese at Kasempa. In 1993 we find him listed back in Nigeria and serving at St.
Anthony's parish at Enugu-Ukwu in the Awka diocese. He is currently bursar of
Spiritan International School of Theology, Attakwa, Enugu.
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Fr. Gregory IWUOZOR NIGERIA NGA
* June 20, 1956 Archd. of Onitsha
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 8, 1980 at
Awomamma and studied at the Spiritan House of Philosophy at lsienu before
being sent to Germany for theology in 1984. He made his perpetual vows there at
Donaueschingen and became a deacon at Speyer. On July 20, 1988 he was
ordained a priest at lhiala. A delegate from Germany attended his ordination and
offered him a Mass kit and vestments as a gift.
His first assignment was as assistant at Rumumasi's Mater Misericordiae parish
in the Port Harcourt diocese. In 1993 we find him listed as a staff member at the
Spiritan juniorate in lhiala, and in 1995 as pastor of Holy Angels parish in Sheria,
ldah diocese.
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Fr. Breifne WALKER IRELAND GHA IRL NGA
* May 16, 1947 Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, 1960-64, he made his vows on September 8, 1965 at
Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1969 and a M.A. in history in 1972 and then
prefected for one year at Rockwell. In his final year of theology he was ordained
on June 13, 1976 at Kimmage.
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The following year he went to Ghana for two years of pastoral ministry, followed
by prison chaplain duties in Dublin until in 1981 he took up further studies a Trinity
College, earning a doctoral in 1989.
He was then assigned to Spiritan International School of Theology at Attakwu,
teaching and being vice-rector of the West African Foundation students attending
that school. He was still listed as such in 1995.
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Fr. Basil AGBA NIGERIA CAM
* December 1955 Archd. of Onitsha
Professed on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma, he began his senior studies at
lsienu and finished them at Clamart, France. On September 2, 1989 he was
ordained in lhiala.
He was then assigned to Cameroon, where he was stationed in the new parish
at Lagdo in the Garoua archdiocese and in 1995 at Bogo near Maroua.
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Fr. Edward OKORIE NIGERIA GNA
* September 8, 1961 Etiti, D. of Umuahia
After pronouncing his vows on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma, he did his
senior studies at lsienu and finished them at Calmart, France. He was ordained on
September 8, 1989 at lhiala.
Having been assigned to work in French Guiana, he became assistant to Fr.
Innocent Njoku at Apatou. He was still listed there in 1995.
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Fr. Joseph OGBONNA NIGERIA NGA B
* September 12, 1956 Amumara D. of Owerri
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 8, 1980 at
Awomamma. After attending lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary, where he
earned a B.D. cum !aude, he acquired apostolic experience at St. Aloysius parish
in Doma, near Lafia, D. of Makurdi.
Ordained on August 13, 1989 in his hometown, he was listed in 1993 as pastor
of the same parish. He is currently in Belgium work as a mission animator.
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Fr. Peter lkechukwu OSUJI NIGERIA NGA ETH
* October 1, 1958 Jos, D. of Okigwe
Professed on November 8, 1980 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and the International Missionary Institute in London. On August 5, 1989 he
was ordained in Ehime.
Although assigned to Ethiopia, he
Misericordiae parish in Rumuomasi, Port
destination. He began functioning there
coordinator of the community development

ministered for one year at Mater
Harcourt diocese, before going to his
as director of the primary school and
program in Dadim, Vicariate of Awasa.

Questionnaire
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Fr. Emmanuel NNADOZIE NIGERIA NGA
* January 23, 1953 Archd. of Onitsha
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 13, 1979 at
Awomamma and began his senior studies at lsienu to finish them at the Bigard
Memorial Seminary, graduating with a B. D. maqna cum !aude. On September 2,
1989 he was ordained at lhiala.
His first assignment kept him in Nigeria. We find him listed from 1993 on as
chaplain at ljebu-Ode in the diocese of the same name in the Ogun State.
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Fr. Fidelis FAERENGA NIGERIA SL
* April 24, 1957 D. of Makurdi
A member of the West African Foundation, he made his vows on August 15,
1981 at Bwiam, Gambia. After studying philosophy at lsienu he did his theology at
St. Paul's Seminary in Monrovia, Liberia, and was ordained on July 15, 1989 at
Makurdi.
He was then assigned to serve in Sierra Leone, where we find him listed in
1993 as pastor at Uganda Martyrs parish in Koidu Town in the Kenema diocese.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. lkechukwu Gregory OLIKENYI NIGERIA D
* November 17, 1958 Lilu Archd. of Onitsha
After his profession on November 8, 1980 at Awomamma, he studied
philosophy at lsienu and then went to the International Missionary Institute In
London for theology. On August 12, 1989 he was ordained in his hometown.
His first assignment was to serve in Germany, where we find him posted at
Knechtsteden in 1993 and studying at Hangelar in 1995.
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Fr. Aloysius Chinedu ORJINTA NIGERIA NGA
* November 8, 1960 Ogbaku D. of Owerri
He made his vows on November 8, 1980 at Awomamma and attended the
senior seminaries of lsienu and Bigard. On July 14, 1990 he was ordained at
Owerri. We find him listed as bursar at the lhiala juniorate in 1993 and as pastor in
a parish in Uyo in the llorin diocese in 1995.
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Fr. Joachim ORFORCHUKWU NIGERIA NGA
* July 28, 1957 lsunjaba D. of Owerri
Professed on November 8, 1980 at Awomamma, he began his senior studies at
lsienu and then went to Duquesne University for a B.A. In 1986 he returned to
Nigeria for his theology. One July 14, 1990 he was ordained in Owerri.
Assigned to Nigeria, he became bursar at Attakwu. He is currently pastor of St.
Patrick's parish at Awomamma.
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Fr. John loravee ATOBA NIGERIA NGA
* 1960 D. of Makurdi
Belonging to the West Africa Foundation, he made his vows on September 8,
1982 at Bwiam, Gambia. Part of his senior seminary studies were done at St.
Paul's Seminary in Monrovia, Liberia.
Ordained in 1990, he was assigned to the Makurdi region. We find him listed in
1993 in the Yola diocese as an assistant at the new mission established in Mapeo.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Leonard EKEANYANWU NIGERIA ZBW
* June 5, 1955 D. of Owerri
Professed on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary, earning a B.D. cum laude. After his
ordination on March 24, 1990 at Orsuihiteukwa, he went to his assigned mission in
Zimbabwe. We find him listed there in 1993 at Chimanimani and in 1995 as pastor
of St. Andrew's at Marange, both in the Diocese of Mutare.
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Br. Leonard G. ANYANWO NIGERIA NGA
* 1960 D. of Okigwe
After making his vows on September 22, 1990 at Awomamma we find him listed
in 1993 at St. Peter's Secondary School at Toto in the Makurdi diocese and in
1995 in St. Joseph's workshop in Oshogbo, Western Nigeria.
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Fr. David U. ANEKWE NIGERIA ZMB NGA
1957 Nnewi, Archd. of Onitsha

•

He made his vows on November 8, 1980 at Awomamma and did his senior
studies at lsienu, Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, where he earned a B.A., and
Bigard. On July 14, 1990 he was ordained at Onitsha.
His.first assignment sent him to Zambia, but from 1993 on we find him serving
as chaplain at the University of llorin in the Kwara State of Nigeria.
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Fr. Francis EJIMOFOR NIGERIA NGA
* October 8, 1957 Emekuku D. of Owerri
Professed on November 1, 1980 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Bigard. On July 14, 1990 he was ordained in Owerri.
We find him listed as teaching at the lhiala juniorate from 1993 on.
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Fr. Daniel NWAMARABIA NIGERIA NGA
* 1948 D. of Orlu
After pronouncing his vows on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma he attended
the senior seminary at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary, earning a B.D.
Ordained on March 24, 1990 at Orsuihiteukwa, he was assigned to Nigeria We
find him listed there from 1993 on as pastor at Sts. Peter and Paul parish in lkere,
Diocese of Ekiti, Ondo State.
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Fr. Martin OBINECHE NIGERIA NGA
* 1950 Archd. of Onitsha
Professed on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma, he did his senior seminary
studies at lsienu and Bigard Memorial Seminary. On March 24, 1990 he was
ordained at Orsuihiteukwa and assigned to serve in Nigeria.
We find him listed from 1993 on at the cathedral parish in Aba.
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Fr. Josephat MADUABUCHI NIGERIA ZBW
* November 15, 1962 D. of Awka
He committed himself to the Congregation on October 22, 1983 at Awomamma,
began his senior studies at lsienu and completed them at Attakwu.
Ordained in 1991, he was assigned to Zimbabwe's group of Nigerian Spiritans.
We find him listed there at St. Patrick's in Nyanyadzi, Diocese of Mutare. Together
with Fr. Jude Uche he went to open a new parish in the recently created Diocese of
Gokwe in 1994.
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Fr. Cletus MBARIKATTA NIGERIA ANG
* 1952 D. of Orlu
After making his vows on November 6, 1982 at Awomamma, he began his
senior studies at lsienu, continued them at Duquesne University, earning a B.A.,
and completed them at Attakwu. He was ordained in 1991.
Having been assigned to Angola, he went to his destination. We find him listed
from 1993 on at Holy Spirit Senior Seminary in Huambo.
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Fr. Flavian OHANYERENWA NIGERIA ZBW
* October 8, 1959 D. of Owerri
He made his vows on October 22, 1983 at Awomamma and did his senior
seminary studies at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in 1991, he was assigned to
serve in Zimbabwe, where we find him listed from 1993 on at St. Andrew's,
Marange, in the Mutare diocese.
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Fr. Jerome ONWUGHALU NIGERIA ETH
* September 30, 1961 D. of Jos
Professed on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma, he attended the Spiritan
senior seminaries at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in 1991, he was assigned to
Ethiopia, where we find him posted to Dadim in the Sidamo province under the
jurisdiction of the vicar apostolic of Awasa.
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Fr. Kieran 0. ALARIBE NIGERIA CON
* April 7, 1962 D. of Owerri
Professed on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and at SIST, Attakwu. He was ordained in 1991.
His first assignment was to Congo, where he went in 1992. He is currently
serving in lmpfondo among the pygmies in the Diocese of Ouesso.
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Fr. Cajetan IHEWULEZI NIGERIA NGA
*July 10, 1961 D. ofOwerri
After making his vows on November 7, 1981 at Awomamma, he attended the
Spiritan Schools of philosophy and theology at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in
1991, he became director of vocations at Awomamma - a position he still held in
1995.
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Fr. Hyacinth Chukwuemeku EDOKWE NIGERIA USA
* August 4, 1962 Nnewi, Archd. of Onitsha
He received his secondary schooling at St. Jude's College and the Spiritan
juniorate in lhiala, 1975-81, and made his vows on November 6, 1982 at
Awomamma. After studying philosophy at lsienu he went to the U.S.A. and
continued his studies at Duquesne University, earning a B.A. in 1986. He then
prefected for one year at lhiala and did his theology at SIST (Spiritan International
School of Theology) in Attakwu, near Enugu, earning a M.A. On July 29, 1991 he
was ordained in his hometown.
His first assignment was as provincial secretary in Onitsha, but in 1992 he was
sent to the U.S.A. to serve as associate pastor to the many Haitian refugees who
had settled around Coral Gables, Florida. He was still there in 1995.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Anthony ADIBE NIGERIA NGA
* December 15, 1963 D. of Benin City
Professed on October 22, 1983 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Attakwu. He was ordained in 1991.
We find him listed in 1993 as pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes at Elele in the Port
Harcourt diocese. In 1994 he was posted to serve as pastor of St. Michael's
Ezinifite, in the Onitsha archdiocese.
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Fr. Paul Ndubeze NJOKU NIGERIA NGA
* 1957 D. of Owerri
Professed on November 6, 1982 at Awomamma, he began his senior studies at
lsienu. In 1985 he went to Duquesne University for a B.A. and two years later to
Attakwu for theology. After his ordination in 1991 he was assigned to work in
Nigeria, where we find him listed as an assistant in 1993 at St. Joseph's parish,
lkere in the Diocese of Ekiti in Ondo State. At present he serves as assistant pastor
at St. Ambrose at Ogbor Hill in the Aba diocese.
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Fr. Lawrence NWANERI
* 1957 D. of Owerri

NIGERIA NGA ZBW

He made his vows on November 6, 1982 at Awomamma and went to lsienu and
Attawku for his senior seminary studies. Ordained in 1991, he was assigned to
serve in Nigeria. We find him listed as bursar at the Awomamma novitiate in 1993.
In 1994 he was assigned to Zimbabwe.
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Fr. Augustine Chukwuemeba ODILO NIGERIA ANG
* January 26, 1962 Onitsha
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 6, 1982 at
Awomamma. His philosophical studies began at lsienu and were continued at
Duquesne University, earning a B.A. After completing his theology at Attakwu, he
was ordained in 1991.
His first assignment was for Angola. We find him listed there in 1993 at
Caconda in the Lubango archdiocese and in 1995 in the Luanda archdiocese.
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Fr. P. John OGUEREGE NIGERIA CON
* August 29, 1959 D. of Owerri
After his profession on November 22, 1983 at Awomamma, he attended lsienu
and Attakwu for his senior studies. Ordained in 1991, he was assigned to Congo,
where we find him listed in 1995 in the Brazzaville archdiocese.
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Fr. John OWUSU-ACHIAW GHANA NGA
1965 D. of Kumasi

*

Belonging to the West Africa Foundation, he made his commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1985 at Bwiam, Gambia. Before the end of his
senior studies he spent some time in the Diocese of Yola to gain apostolic
experience. Ordained in 1992, he was assigned to the Makurdi district, where we
find him listed as assistant at Sts. Peter and Paul parish in Aliade in 1993.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. John ASOMUGHA NIGERIA NGA ZBW
* January 15, 1965 D. of Orlu
Professed on November 4, 1984 at Awomamma, he began his senior studies at
lsienu and finished them at Attakwu, earning a M.A. in theology from Duquesne
University. On July 18, 1992 he was ordained at lhiala.
Assigned to serve in Nigeria he became director of vocations at the Spiritan
postulate in Akabo, Diocese of Owerri.
In 1993 he was posted to Zimbabwe and
began to serve as assistant at Holy Trinity parish at Causeway in the Archdiocese
of Harare.
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Fr. Athanasius Ukasa NWOSU
* May 15, 1961 D. of Owerri

NIGERIA GNA

After pronouncing his vows on October 22, 1983 at Awomamma he did his
philosophy at lsienu, prefected at lhiala's juniorate and did his theology at Attakwu,
earning a M.A. from Duquesne University. Ordained on July 18, 1992 at Ihiala, he
was assigned to apostolic duties in French Guiana. We find him listed at Kourou in
1995.
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Fr. Cyril Uchenna ANENE NIGERIA NGA
* 1946 Archd. of Onitsha
At the age of thirty one he made his vows on November 7, 1987 at Awomamma.
After getting apostolic experience at St. Anthony's, Uromi in the diocese of Benin,
he completed his theological studies at SIST, earning a M.A. from Duquesne
University. He was ordained on July 18, 1992 at lhiala.
He then returned to Uromi as an assistant in that parish.
provincial bursar.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria
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Fr. Aloysius N. NWARIBE NIGERIA NGA GBN
* October 28, 1958 D. of Owerri
Professed on November 4, 1984 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Attakwu and partook of apostolic experience at lkere in the Ekiti
diocese. He was ordained on July 18, 1992 at lhiala.
We find him listed as an assistant at St. Patrick's, Mbutu Okohia in the Owerri
diocese. In 1995 he was listed on his first assignment outside Nigeria in Gabon.
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Fr. Basil DIKE NIGERIA NGA F
* May 27, 1962 D. of Awka
After making his vows on October 22, 1983 at Awomamma he began his senior
studies at lsienu, continued them at Duquesne University in 1986 and prefected for
one year at lhiala's juniorate. At the end of his theology at Attakwu (SIST), earning
a M.A. from Duquesne University, he was ordained on July 18, 1992 at Owerri.
He was then appointed as an assistant to St. Michael's parish at Ezinifite in the
Archdiocese of Onitsha. Currently he is serving in the giant Auteuil complex for
homeless boys in France.
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Fr. Ashir Mathias IDYU NIGERIA SL
* May 12, 1960 D. of Makurdi
A member of the West Africa Foundation, he made his commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1984 at Bwiam, Gambia, and did his theology at St.
Paul's Seminary in Monrovia, Liberia. Ordained in 1992, he was assigned to
Sierra Leone, where we find him listed in 1993 at Uganda Martyrs parish in Koidu,
Diocese of Kenema.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Samuel AKWUBA NIGERIA GNA
* 1961 D. of Warri
Professed on November 4, 1984 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Attakwu, earning a M.A. in theology from Duquesne University. On July
18, 1992 he was ordained in lhiala.
He was then assigned to minister in French Guiana, where we find him listed in
1995 at Matouri.
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Fr. Gabriel ABIA NIGERIA NGA GBN
* July 2, 1962 D. of Enugu
After making his vows on November 4, 1984 at Awomamma, he began his
senior studies at lsienu, prefected at the lhiala juniorate and then finished theology
at Attakwu, earning a M.D. in theology from Duquesne University. On July 18, 1992
he was ordained at lhiala.
We find him listed in 1993 as an assistant at St. Ambrose parish, Ogbor Hill in
the Aba diocese. Having been assigned to Gabon, he went to France in 1995 to
prepare himself linguistically and culturally for this task.
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Fr. Emmanuel Oota AGUNDO NIGERIA MLW
* 1962 D. of Makurdi
A member of the West Africa Foundation, he made his vows on September 8,
1986 at Bwiam, Gambia. His senior studies at lsienu 9nd Attakwu's SIST were
interrupted by one year of apostolic experience in the Yola diocese.
Ordained in 1992, he was assigned to Malawi, where we find him listed as an
assistant at Holy Spirit parish in Ndirande, near Blantyre.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Emmanuel U. AGWUOKE NIGERIA NGA
* October 24, 1958 D. of Enugu
Professed on November 4, 1984 at Awomamma, he began his senior studies at
lsienu. They were interrupted by one year of apostolic experience at St. Peter's,
Abaji in the Diocese of Abuja (the Federal Capital Territory). He then continued his
studies at Attakwu.
Ordained on July 18, 1992 at lhiala, he was assigned to St. Aloysius parish at
Doma in the Makurdi diocese, where he was still serving in 1995.
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Fr. Patrick U. OKEAHIALAM NIGERIA NGA
* October 25, 1966 D. of Owerri
Professed on November 4, 1984 at Awomamma, he earned a B.A. in
philosophy at Duquesne University and did his theology at Attakwu.
Ordained in 1993, he was assigned to serve in Nigeria. Presently he is serving
as assistant chaplain at the University of llorin.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

787

Fr. Bede U. UKWUIJE NIGERIA F
* 1967 D. of Owerri
He made his vows on November 8, 1986 at Awomamma and attended lsienu's
School of Philosophy. After doing his theological studies at Clamart in France, he
was ordained in 1993 and assigned to begin his ministry in France at the mission
promotion center in Rennes.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

494
788

Fr. Bernard U. OFOEGBU NIGERIA NGA
* December 27, 1953 D. of Owerri
He made his commitment to the Congregation on October 22, 1983 at
Awomamma. After attending lsienu, he acquired some apostolic experience at St.
Joseph's parish in lkere, Diocese of Ekiti in Ondo State. He did his theology at
Attakwu and acted as busar at lsienu. On July 30, 1993 he was ordained at Owerri.
His first assignment kept him in Nigeria. He is now serving at Odomomoh in the
Diocese of ldah.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

789

Fr. Anselm NJOKU NIGERIA ZBW
* 1958 D. of Owerri
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on November 9, 1985 at
Awomamma and did his senior seminary studies at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained
on July 30, 1993 at Owerri, he was then assigned to Zimbabwe. We find him listed
there in 1995 at Florida in the Diocese of Mutare.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

790

Fr. Lazarus OBASI NIGERIA
* October 21, 1956 D. of Okigwe
Professed on November 4, 1984 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Attakwu. For an apostolic experience he went to Toto in the Diocese of
Makurdi. Ordained on July 30, 1993 at Owerri, he was assigned to labor in Nigeria
where he is currently serving as bursar of the Spiritan School of Philosophy in
lsienu.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

495
791

Fr. Thomas Targuma AKPEN NIGERIA NGA
* 1965 D. of Makurdi
He made his vows on November 9, 1985 at Awomamma and did his senior
studies at lsienu, Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, PA, and Attakwu. Ordained
on September 4, 1993 at Yandev Gboko, he was assigned to serve in Nigeria. He
is presently working as director of vocations for the Spiritan province.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

792

Fr. Jude AGORCHUKWU NIGERIA NGA
* April 4, 1960 Archd. of Onitsha
He made his commitment to the Congregation on October 22, 1983 at
Awomamma and did his senior studies at lsienu and Attakwu. After a few years of
acquiring pastoral experience at Rumumasi in the Port Harcourt diocese and at
Oghor Hill in the Aba diocese, he was ordained on July 31, 1993 at lgboukwu.
He was then assigned to minister in Nigeria. He is the current pastor of Our
Lady of Lourdes parish in Elele.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

793

Fr. Christopher CHUKWU NIGERIA NGA
* December 24, 1961 D. of Owerri
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 4, 1984 at
Awomamma. After attending lsienu, he went to Duquesne University in Pittsburgh
and then did his theology at Attakwu.
Ordained on July 30, 1993 at Owerri, he was assigned to work in Nigeria. We
find him listed in 1995 as assistant at St. Patrick's in Mbutu-Okohia, Diocese of
Owerri.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

496
794

Fr. Pascal NDEZE NIGERIA ZBW
* 1963 D. of Owerri
Professed on November 9, 1985 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Attakwu. On October 30, 1993 he was ordained in Owerri.
He then went to his assigned mission in Zimbabwe.
assistant at Florida in the Mutare diocese in 1995.

We find him listed as

Arch. CSSp Nigeria

795

Mr. James EKE 38 NIGERIA
* 1955

+ March 12, 1993

A late vocation, he was prefecting when he died prematurely at the age of thirty
eight.
Newsletter Generalate May 1993

796

Fr. Jude NNOROM NIGERIA SA
* 1968 D. of Okigwe
Professed on November 8, 1986 at Awomamma, he did his philosophy at lsienu
and theology at SIST, Attawku. Ordained in 1994, he was assigned to the Spiritan
district in South Africa and placed there at Bethlehem.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

797

Mr. Augustine IJA 27 NIGERIA
* 1967

+ November 24, 1994 Nigeria

He was a novice when a car accident led to his premature death, but he was
able to make his vows before he died.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

497
798

Fr. Emmanuel IKUBOLAJE 24 NIGERIA NGA
* 1970 D. of Lokoja

+ November 11, 1994 Uyo

An exceptionally bright student he had done his philosophy before he made his
vows on October 21, 1989 at Awomamma. He was ordained in 1994. On March
30 of the same year he was assigned to work in Nigeria. Eight months later a
premature death at Uyo cut short his ministry on earth.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

799

Fr. Camillus 0. NWACHUKWU NIGERIA CAM
* 1966 D. of Okigwe
He committed himself to the Congregation on November 8, 1986 at
Awomamma and did his senior studies at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in 1994,
he was a,ssigned to Cameroon and placed at St. Joseph's parish in Lagdo,
Archdiocese of Garoua.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

800

Fr. Sebastiao FERREIRA BONJOUR BRAZIL NGA
* November 11, 1959 ltabirinha, MG
II

0

In the final year of his theology he was professed on December { 1993 in Sao
Paulo and ordained on December 10, 1994 at Cuparaque, MG.
His first
assignment sent him to work in the Makurdi diocese.
Arch. CSSp Brazil
801

Fr. Edward OKEKE-ORAEKI NIGERIA PNG
* 1967 D. of Awka
After his profession on November 8, 1986 at Awomamma, he did his senior
seminary studies at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in 1994, he was assigned to
Papua New Guinea and stationed at Aitape.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

498
802

Fr. Damian Obiyo ODUNZE NIGERIA NGA
* 1963 D. of Owerri
He committed himself to the Congregation on November 9, 1985 at
Awomamma. His philosophical studies began at lsienu, and were continued at
Duquesne University. In his final year of theology at Attakwu he was ordained in
1994.
He was then assigned to work in Nigeria and stationed at Rumumasi in the Port
Harcourt diocese.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

803

Fr. Alexander OSEI GHANA NGA
*
1960 D. of Sunyani
A member of the West African Foundation, he pronounced his vows on
September 8, 1986 at Bwiam, Gambia, and did his senior studies at lsienu and
Attakwu (SIST). He was ordained in 1994 and assigned to serve in the Makurdi
District.
B.G. and E.P. passim

804

Fr. Andrew SOLEY GHANA NGA
* 1952 D. of Accra
Belonging to the West African Foundation, he made his vowed commitment to
the Congregation on September 8, 1987 at Bwiam, Gambia. He then went to the
Spiritan House of Philosophy at lsienu and for his theology to the Spiritan
International School of Theology at Attakwu. Ordained in 1994, he received as his
first assignment to work in the Makurdi district.
B.G. and E.P. passim

499
805

Fr. Remigius Chinedu OKERE NIGERIA NGA
* 1963 D. of Owerri
Professed on November 8, 1986 at Awomamma, he attended the Spiritan
senior seminaries in lsienu and Attakwu. He became a priest in 1994 and was
assigned to serve in Nigeria as bursar at the Spiritan novitiate in Awomamma.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

806

Fr. Clement UCHENDU NIGERIA CAM
* 1955 D. of Awka
After making his vows on November 9, 1985 at Awomamma, he did his senior
studies at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in 1994, he was assigned to serve in
Cameroon, where we find him stationed at Maroua.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

807

Fr. David I. ATUANYA NIGERIA PNG
* 1966 Archd. of Onitsha
Professed on November 8, 1986 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Attakwu. He was ordained in 1994 and assigned to Papua New Guinea
and stationed at Aitape.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

808

Fr. Fidelis I. NWANKKWO NIGERIA NGA
* 1967 Archd. of Onitsha
After his profession on November 8, 1986 at Awomamma he did his senior
seminary studies at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in 1994, he was assigned to
Nigeria and stationed at Esure in the ljebu-Ode diocese.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

500
809

Fr. Christopher NZE NIGERIA SEN
* 1966 D. of Owerri
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 8, 1986 at
Awomamma, did his philosophy at lsienu and his theology at Attakwu. He
prefected at the lhiala juniorate. Ordained in 1994, he was stationed at Christ the
King parish in Toto, D. of Makurdi, while waiting for the papers allowing him to go to
Senegal.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

810

Fr. Cletus Uchenna NJOKU NIGERIA SEN
* 1967 D. of Okigwe
After pronouncing his vows on November 9, 1985 at Awomamma he went to
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA, to earn a B.A. He then did his theology at
Attakwu. Ordained in 1994, he began to serve as assistant pastor at St. Michael's
in Ezinifite, Onitsha archdiocese, while waiting for the formalities connected with
his assignment to Senegal.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

811

Fr. Daniel M.S. ABBA NIGERIA SA
*
1967 Diocese of Idah
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 8, 1986 at
Awomamma. His senior seminary studies at lsienu and Attakwu were interrupted
by prefecting at lhiala. In 1994 he was ordained a priest.
He was then assigned to the Spiritan district of Southern Africa, where we find
him stationed at Bethlehem.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

501
812

Fr. Leonard Ugonna AHANOTU
* 1965 D. of Orlu

NIGERIA PNG

Professed on November 4, 1985 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu, Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, PA, and SIST, Attakwu.
After his ordination in 1994 he was assigned to Papua New Guinea, where he
was stationed at Aitape.
Arch. CSSp Nigeria

813

Fr. Dominic ALIH NIGERIA WAF
* 1968 D. of Makurdi
A member of the West African Foundation, he made his commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1988 at Bwiam, Gambia. For his senior seminary
studies he went to lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in July 1995, he was assigned to
the West African Foundation.
B.G. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

814

Fr. Festus CHIANAKWANA NIGERIA GBN
* 1962 D. of Awka
Professed on November 7, 1987 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and SIST, Attakwu. In July 1995 he was ordained, and assigned to Gabon.
8.G. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

815

Fr. Moses DZEVER NIGERIA WAF
* 1968 D. of Makurdi
He made his vows on September 8, 1987 at Bwiam as a member of the West
African Foundation. After completing his theology studies at Attakwu, he was
ordained in July 1995. His first assignment was to the West African Foundation.
B.G. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

502
816

Fr. Joseph NNADI NIGERIA SA
* 1957 D.ofEnugu
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 7, 1987 at
Awomamma and attended the Spiritan seminaries at lsienu and Attakwu for his
senior studies. Ordained in July 1995, he was assigned to South Africa.
B.G. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

817

Fr. Jude MWACHUKWU
* 1963 D. of Owerri

NIGERIA NGA

He made his vows on November 9, 1985 at Awomamma. His senior seminary
studies were done at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in July 1995, he was assigned
to serve in Nigeria.
B. G. passim and Sist News July-Dec. 1995

818

Fr. Paul U. NWANERI NIGERIA NGA
* 1957 D. of Owerri
Professed on November 6, 1982 at Awomamma, he attended the Spiritan
schools of philosophy and theology at lsienu and Attakwu. He was ordained in
1995 and assigned to serve in Nigeria.
B.G. passim and Sist News July-Dec. 1995

819

Fr. Peter U. NWANOWANYIE NIGERIA NGA
* 1960 Orlu
He made his commitment to the Congregation on November 8, 1986 at
Awomamma and did his senior seminary studies at lsienu, Duquesne University
and Attakwu. Ordained in July 1955, he was assigned to serve in Nigeria.
B.G. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

503
820

Fr. Eugene OGUAMANAM NIGERIA SA
* 1966 D. of Okigwe
Professed on November 7, 1987 at Awomamma, he did his senior studies at
lsienu and Attakwu (SIST). He was ordained in July 1995 and assigned to the
Spiritan district in South Africa.
B.G. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

821

Fr. Reginald China ANYAEZE NIGERIA ETH
* 1968 D. of Okigwe
Professed on November 7, 1987 at Awomamma, he attended the schools of
philosophy and theology at lsienu and Attakwu. After his ordination in July 1995 he
joined the international group of Spiritans working in the Sidamo Province in the
apostolic vicariate of Awassa, Ethiopia.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

822

Fr. Joaquim Ahomefula NJOKU NIGERIA GNA
* 1957 D. of Owerri
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on November 7, 1987 at
Awomamma and did his senior studies at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in July
1995, he was assigned to French Guiana.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

823

Fr. Richard Anusim EZENWANNE NIGERIA GNA
* 1964 D. of Awka
He made his vows on November 7, 1987 at Awomamma. In his last year of
studies at lsienu and SIST, Attakwu, he was ordained in July 1995 and assigned to
join his confreres in French Guiana.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

504
824

Fr. Bernard Abiambe ASHIPU NIGERIA NGA
* 1968 D. of Ogoja
After making his vows on November 7, 1987 at Awomamma, he attended the
Spiritan schools of philosophy and theology at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in
July 1995, he was assigned to the Kogi district, which covers the dioceses of
Lokoja and Idah.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

825

Fr. Charles Achinike EBELEBE NIGERIA ETH
* 1968 D. of Orlu
He pronounced his vowed commitment to the Congregation on November 7,
1987 at Awomamma and did his senior studies at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in
July 1995 he ·was assigned to Ethiopia to work in the Vicariate of Awasa in the
Sidamo Province as a member of the international group of Spiritans doing primary
evangelization there.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

826

Fr. Reginald C. ASAM NIGERIA ZBW
* 1967 D. of Owerri
Professed in 1987 at Awomamma, he attended the schools of philosophy and of
theology at lsienu and Attakwu. Ordained in July 1995, he was assigned to the
Nigerian Spiritan team working in the Mutare diocese of Zimbabwe.
E.P. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

505
827

Fr. Joseph ORJI NIGERIA ZBW
* 1962 D. of Umuahia
Professed on November 7, 1987 at Awomamma, he attended the Spiritan
seminaries at lsienu and Attakwu. He was ordained in July 1995 and received as
his first assignment to serve in Zimbabwe.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Sist News July-Dec. 1995

In August 1995 the Spiritan Province of Nigeria was composed o f over three
hundred and ten professed members, one hundred and sixty-eight o f them priests.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF NAMES WITH ENTRY NUMBER, YEAR OF ARRIVAL OR
START OF MINISTRY IN NIGERIA AND PLACE OF BIRTH:
Entry
No.

Year

Origin

1973
1994
1992
1981
1985
1991
1989
1985
1973
1957
1962
1993
1966
1992
1992
1994
1902
1952
1971
1973
1993
1982
1992
1971
1991
1995
1964
1987
1988
1990
1992
1958
1995
1990

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Italy
Italy
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ireland
Ireland
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ireland
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria

-A -

ABANUKA, Fr. Bartholemew
ABBA, Fr. Daniel M.S.
ASIA, Fr. Gabriel
ABIOGU, Fr. Godwin
ADAGBOR, Br. Michael
ADIBE, Fr. Anthony
AGBA, Fr. Basil
AGBAKA, Fr. Desmond
AGBAKWURU, Fr. Emmanuel
AGNOLI, Fr. Enzo M.
AGNOLI, Fr. Savino
AGORCHUKWU, Fr. Jude
AGUH, Fr. Philip Obino
AGUNDO, Fr. Emmanuel Oota
AGWUOKE, Fr. Emmanuel U.
AHANOTU, Fr. Leonard Ugonna
AHEARNE, Br. Eusebius
AHERN, Fr. James J. (or J.J. O'Sullivan)
AKALAWU, Fr. Ambrose
AKANIGWO, Fr. George
AKPEN,F ThomasTa uma
AKUBUEZE, Fr. Timothy
AKWUBA, Fr. Samuel
AKWUE, Fr. Francis Amaechi
ALARIBE, Fr. Kieran 0.
ALIH, Fr. Dominic
ALLEN, Fr. John J.
AMADI, Fr. Anthony
AMAH, Fr. Bernard
ANEKWE, Fr. David U.
ANENE, Fr. Cyril Uchenna
ANI, Mr. Christopher
ANYAEZE, Fr. Reginald China
ANY ANWO, Br. Leonard G.

660
811
783
696
724
770
747
729
661
436
537
792
599
784
785
812
28
306
649
662
791
706
782
642
767
813
571
734
737
759
778
446

821
758

507
ANYANWU, Fr. Innocent
ARAZU, Fr. Raymond
ARTHURS, Fr. Augustine
ASAM, Fr. Reginald C.
ASHIPU, Fr. BernardAbiambe
ASOMUGHA, Fr. Jann
ATOBA, Fr. John Oravee
ATUANY A, Fr. David I.
AUDET, Fr. Benoit
AUDET, Fr. Jean-Claude
AUDET, Fr. Jean Paul
AVERY, Fr. Gerard A.
AZUINYE, Fr. Eugene
BARRETT, Fr. David Oliver
BARRINGTON, Fr. Michael
BAUMANN, Br. Gerontius
BEAULIEU, Fr. Blondin
BECKER, Fr. Peter
BEGIN, Fr. Benoit J.
BEIRNE, Fr. John
BELEC, Fr. Lucien
BELISLE, Fr. Paul Y.
BERGERON, Fr. Pierre J.
BERMEL, Fr. Philipp
BICKERDIKE, Fr. Bernard
BIECHY, Bp. Paul
BINDEL, Fr. Alphonse
BINDLER, Fr. Louis
BISCH, Fr. Alphonse
BLAIS, Br. Andre
BLASS, Fr. Wilhelm
BLIGH, Fr. Francis
BOETSCH, Fr. George
BOILEAU, Fr. Pierre A.
BOUTHILETTE, Fr. Bernard C.
BOUTHILLETTE, Fr. Gerard
BRADY, Fr. John B.
BRADY, Fr. John P.
BRADY, Fr. Peter B.
BRADY, Fr. Thomas P.
BRASSARD, Fr. Germain

-B-

683
598
329
826
824
776
757
807
266
482
465
450
705

1980
1966
1953
1995
1995
1992
1990
1994
1950
1960
1959
1958
1982

Nigeria
Nigeria
Great Britain
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Canada
Canada
Canada
Great Britain
Nigeria

261
609
11
650
114
621
387
344
374
432
124
458
59
41
57
23
430
102
493
55
651
449
262
276
223
202
169
548

1949
1967
1893
1971
1934
1968
1955
1953
1955
1957
1935
1959
1913
1907
1913
1900
1957
1932
1960
1911
1971
1958
1950
1950
1947
1945
1941
1963

Ireland
Great Britain
Germany
Canada
Germany
Canada
Great Britain
Canada
Canada
Canada
Germany
Great Britain
Alsace
France
France
Alsace
Canada
Germany
Great Britain
Alsace
Canada
Canada
Canada
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Canada
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BREEN, Br. Eunan (James)
BREEN, Fr. James
BRENNAN, Br. Camillus (Seamus)
BRENNAN, Fr. Michael F.
BRODERICK, Fr. John A.
BROLLY, Fr. William L.
BROSNAHAN, Abp. Thomas J.
BROSNAN, Fr. Michael J.
BROWN, Fr. James
BROWNE, Fr. Kevin A.
BUBENDORF, Fr. Joseph
BUBENDORFF, Fr. Albert
BUCKLEY, Fr. Daniel J.
BUCKLEY, Fr. Edward F.
BUCKLEY, Fr. Martin J.
BUCKLEY, Fr. Timothy M.
BURKE, Fr. Edmund
BURKE, Fr. Thomas P.
BUTLER, Fr. William
BYRNE, Fr. Anthony Michael
BYRNE, Fr. John Desmond
BYRNE, Fr. Thomas F.
BYRON, Fr. John (or Sean) Francis
CADIO, Fr. Jean
CAFFERY, Fr. Francis J.
CAHILL, Fr. John N.
CAMMACK, Fr. Michael S.
CANADIAN LAY MISSIONARIES
CAPLICE, Fr. Richard A.
CAREY, Fr. Dermot J.
CARON, Br. Conrad (Euclide) J.
CARRAGHER, Fr. ArthurV.
CARROLL, Fr. Joseph
CARROLL, Fr. William J.
CARRON, Fr. Daniel
CARTER, Fr. Joseph
CARTON, Fr. Owen C.
CARTWRIGHT, Fr. P. Denis
CARUFEL, Br. Robert de
CASEY, Fr. Terence P.
CHAMBERLAIN, Fr. Alfred H.

327
241
577
226
604
105
88
526
589
509
6

-C-

489
248
448
325
119
347
194
468
376
368
502

44

1952
1948
1964
1947
1966
1932
1930
1961
1965
1961
1887
1908
1960
1949
1958
1952
1934
1954
1945
1960
1955
1954
1961

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Alsace
Alsace
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland

9
568
291
531
467
197
566
379
284
522
138
134
192
294
227
225
676
233

1892
1964
1951
1962
1960s
1945
1963
1955
1951
1961
1937
1936
1945
1951
1947
1947
1978
1947

France
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Canada
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Canada
Great Britain
India
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CHAMPAGNE, Fr. Paul E.
CHANG, Fr. Sydney R.
CHARTIER, Fr. Jacques
CHIANAKWANA, Fr. Festus
CHILAKA, Fr. Boniface C.
CHILAKA, Fr. Titus
CHILAKA, Fr. Titus Amaeshi
CHUKWU, Fr. Christopher
CHUKWUBE, Fr. Stanislaus
CHUKWULOBE, Fr. Matthew
CLARKE, Fr. Albert J.
CLEARY, Fr. Thomas J.
CLEARY, Fr. Patrick B.
CLIFFORD, Fr. Michael J.
CLOONAN, Fr. Peter Paul
CLOONAN, Fr. Stephen J.
COCKBURN, Fr. Andrew
COLEMAN, Fr. John J.
COLLERY, Fr. James C.
COLLINS, Fr. Allan J.
COLLINS, Fr. Martin J.
COMERFORD, Fr. Patrick Thomas
CONNOLLY, Fr. Mark J.
CONNOLLY, Fr. Timothy J.
CORCORAN, Fr. JohnC.
CORREIA, Fr. Joaquim Alves
CORRIGAN, Fr. Francis M.
CORRY, Fr. James J.
CORRY, Fr. Simon (or Senan)
COTE, Fr. Fernando A
COYLE, Fr. Daniel C.
CREAN, Fr. Thomas F.
CREEDON, Fr. Jeremiah P.
CRONIN, Fr. James J.
CROSBIE, Fr. Patrick
CROWLEY, Fr. Declan C.
CROWLEY, Fr. Edward T.
CROWLEY, Fr. Timothy J.
CULLEN, Fr. Thomas
CUMMINS, Br. Gerard (Thomas)
CUNNIFFE, Fr. Michael F.
CUNNINGHAM, Fr. Columbcille P.

356
572
244
814
610
674
654
793
739
710
586
338
546
160
109
118
391
274
249
641
475
562
628
418
415
52
497
452
232
378
608
504
549
184
362
185
298
157
289
553
440
543

1954
1964
1949
1995
1967
1976
1972
1993
1988
1982
1965
1953
1962
1940
1933
1934
1955
1950
1949
1970
1960
1963
1969
1956
1956
1911
1961
1958
1948
1955
1966
1961
1963
1943
1954
1943
1951
1940
1951
1963
1957
1962

Canada
China
Canada
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Trinidad
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Trinidad
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Portugal
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Canada
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
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CUNNINGHAM, Fr.
CUNNINGHAM, Fr.
CUNNINGHAM, Fr.
CURTIN, Fr. Daniel

James M.
John J.
Thomas M.
F.

DALY, Fr. John A.
DALY, Fr. Richard
D'AMBROSIO, Fr. Joseph A.
DARA TUEGWO, Fr. Benjamin
DARCY, Fr. Brian
DARCY, Fr. Cornelius
DARCY, Fr. Stephen F.
DAVOREN, Fr. Hugh J.
DE WINTON, Fr. Basil
DE VERTEUIL, Fr. Louis Michel
DEGLAIRE, Fr. Pierre L.
DEHAZE, Fr. Victor
DELANEY, Fr. Joseph
DELISLE, Bp. J. Auguste
DELISLE, Fr. Marcel F.
DELISLE, Fr. Paul
DEMPSEY, Fr. Aloysius P.
DEMPSEY, Fr. Killian C.
DEVINE, Fr. James Bernard
DEVINE, Fr. Patrick J.
DIERICHSWEILER, Fr. Mathias
DIKE, Fr. Basil
DIKE, Fr. Peter
DIKE, Mr. Fortunatus
DILLON, Fr. Matthew
DINAN, Fr. Peter
DOBSON, Fr. William
DOHENY, Fr. Kevin F.
DOHENY, Fr. Michael P.
DOOLIN, Fr. William J.
DORAN, Br. David (Michael)
DORAN, Fr. M. Dermot
DORAN, Fr. Patrick J.
DORR, Fr. Declan F.
DOUVRY, Fr. Jules
DOYLE, Fr. John B.
DOYLE, Fr. Lawrence

-D-

283
326
411
252

1951
1952
1956
1949

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland

343
72
637
613
535
229
375
632
301
477
703
34
51
313
339
47
224
596
550
523
128
780
672
693
175
363
399
371
200
149
13
532
503
487
36
584
228

1953
1926
1970
1967
1961
1947
1955
1970
1951
1960
1982
1904
1910
1952
1953
1909
1947
1965
1963
1961
1935
1992
1976
1981
1943
1954
1956
1954
1945
1938
1893
1962
1961
1960
1905
1965
1947

Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Nigeria
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Great Britain
Trinidad
France
France
Ireland
Canada
Canada
France
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
France
Ireland
Ireland
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DOYLE, Fr. Patrick J.
DUBE, Fr. Jacques A.
DUCHESNE, Fr. Gerard A.
DUCHESNE, Fr. Ghislain
DUGAL, Fr. Georges J.
DUGGAN, Fr. James J.
DUGGAN, Fr. Patrick J.
DUIGNAN, Fr. F. Gerard
DUMAS, Fr. Guy
DUNCAN, Fr. James F.
DUNNE, Fr. James P.
DUNNE, Fr. Patrick J.
DZEVER, Fr. Moses

-E-

EBELEBE, Fr. Charles Achinike
ECHEMAZU, Fr. John
ECKERT, Fr. Siegfried 0.
EDEH, Fr. Emmanuel
EDOKWE, Fr. Hyacinth Chukwuemeku
EDWARDS, Fr. Adrian C.
EGAN, Fr. Dermot P.
EGBE, Fr. Innocent
EHUJUO, Fr. Sebastian P.C.
EICKER, Br. Karl
EIVERS, Fr. Michael J.
EJIKE, Fr. Augustine Okey
EJIMOFOR, Fr. Francis
EKE, Fr. Casimir
EKE, Mr. James
EKEANY ANWU, Fr. Leonard
EKECHUKWU, Fr. Alexander
EKWEOKPORO, Fr. Samuel
EKWUNIFE, Fr. Anthony
EMEAMUO, Fr. Simon
EMEFU, Fr. Anthony
ENEREMADU, Fr. Tobias
ENGASSER, Fr. Jean B.
ENRIGHT, Fr. John B.
ENRIGHT, Fr. Timothy J.
ERTZSCHEID, Fr. Joseph
EZE, Fr. Isaac
EZEANI, Fr. Alexander

96
412
631
627
618
243
455
148
620
431
454
279
815

1931
1956
1970
1969
1968
1948
1958
1938
1968
1957
1958
1951
1995

Ireland
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Canada
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Nigeria

825
663
143
673
769
605
235
691
731
99
409
744
760
664
795
757
657
684
636
634
697
629
17
186
314
12
595
669

1995
1973
1938
1976
1991
1966
1948
1981
1987
1931
1956
1988
1990
1973
1993
1990
1973
1980
1970
1970
1981
1969
1898
1944
1952
1893
1965
1976

Nigeria
Nigeria
Germany
Nigeria
Nigeria
Great Britain
Ireland
Nigeria
Nigeria
Germany
Ireland
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Alsace
Ireland
Ireland
Alsace
Nigeria
Nigeria
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EZEANOLUE, Fr. Josaphat
EZEJI, Fr. Leonard Madu
EZEKWONNA, Fr. Ferdinand
EZENWANNE, Fr. Richard Anusim
EZEOGU, Fr. Ernest Jude
EZEONYIA, Bp. Vincent
EZEWUDO, Fr. Gabriel E.
EZIKE, Fr. Paulinus
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FAERENGA, Fr. Fidelis
FALLON, Fr. Anthony B.
FALLON, Fr. Michael J.
FAY, Fr. Myles
FERAL, Fr. Jean
FERREIRA BONJOUR, Fr. Sebastiao
FINAN, Fr. Thomas
FINUCANE, Fr. Cornelius Aengus
FINUCANE, Fr. John A.
FITZGIBBON, Fr. Patrick Joseph
FITZPATRICK, Fr. John A.
FITZPATRICK, Fr. William C.
FLANAGAN, Fr. Cornelius
FLANAGAN, Fr. Michael
FLANAGAN, Fr. Thomas M.
FLOOD, Fr. Eoin G.
FLYNN, Fr. Michael A.
FLYNN, Fr. Patrick J.
FLYNN, Fr. Thomas J.
FLYNN, Fr. Thomas P.
FOLEY, Fr. Brendan
FOLEY, Fr. Denis S.
FOLEY, Fr. James C.
FOLEY, Fr. Michael J.
FOLEY, Fr. Patrick J.
FORDE, Fr. Philip B.
FOREMAN, Fr. Robert
FOURNIER, Fr. Gerard
FOX, Fr.Thomas
FRASER, Fr. Angus
FRAWLEY, Fr. Martin Bernard
FRAWLEY, Fr. Michael F.
FRAWLEY, Fr. Michael J.

743
630
741
823
713
622
694
601

1988
1969
1988
1995
1983
1968
1981
1966

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria

752
527
332
462
35
800
640
469
575
521
215
280
421
104
270
451
474
305
366
463
401
308
557
77
389
360
84
476
85
470
514
355
199

1989
1961
1953
1959
1904
1994
1970
1960
1964
1961
1946
1951
1957
1932
1950
1958
1960
1952
1954
1959
1956
1952
1963
1928
1955
1954
1930
1960
1930
1960
1961
1954
1945

Nigeria
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
France
Brazil
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Trinidad
Ireland
Canada
Ireland
Saint Vincent
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
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FRECHETTE, Fr. Yves A.
FRIERY, Fr. Thomas J.
FULLEN, Fr. Frederick
FULTON, Fr. Brian

-GGAFFNEY, Fr. Patrick
GAGNON, Fr. Jean-Guy
GALLAGHER, Fr. Peter
GALT, Bp. Malcolm
GANOT, Fr. Aime
GARVEY, Fr. Peter J.
GASSER, Fr. Patrice B.
GAVIN, Fr. Noel E.
GEOGHEGAN, Fr. Murtach Anthony
GILDEA, Fr. John
GILMORE, Fr. Michael W.
GILROY, Fr. John
GILSENAN, Fr. Peter B.
GILTINAN, Fr. James
GI ROUD, Fr. Maurice
GLEESON, Br. M. Martin (Timothy)
GODBOUT, Fr. Bruno M.
GOGAN, Fr. Brian M.
GOGAN, Fr. Cothraighe G.
GOGAN, Fr. Gerard M.
GORDON, Fr. Thomas
GORMAN, Fr. Charles Edmund
GORMAN, Fr. Thomas E.
GRANDIN, Bp. Marcel
GRANMONT, Fr. Arthur
GREEN, Fr. Patrick F.
GRICE, Fr. William
GRIFFIN, Fr. Timothy Gerard
GRIMARD, Msgr. Leopold
GROETZ, Fr. Eugene
GROGAN, Fr. Matthew F.
GROGAN, Fr. Patrick
GRONDIN, Fr. Leonel J.
GROSS, Fr. Peter S.
GROVES, Fr. John
GUERTIN, Fr. Denis
GUINA, Fr. John T.

565
491
264
678

1963
1960
1950
1978

Canada
Great Britain
Ireland
Great Britain

616
539
220
394
15
341
723

1968
1962
1947
1956
1894
1953
1985
1957
1962
1955
1937
1943
1939
1933
1928
1963
1954
192
1955
1954
1953
1952
1949
1913
1961
1945
1929
1966
1961
1909
1959
1941
1948
1936
1963
1960
1956

Great Britain
Canada
Ireland
Trinidad
France
Ireland
Switzerland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
France
Ireland
Canada
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
France
Canada
Great Britain
Great Britain
Ireland
Canada
Alsace
Ireland
Ireland
Canada
Alsace
Indonesia
Ireland
Ireland

444

540
384
142
178
153
106
79
556
352
538
373
354
336
324
254
58
515
196
83
602
505
46
459
166
240
136
555
473
396

514
GUINAN, Fr. William
GUTHRIE, Fr. Francis

-H-

HACKETT, Fr. Daniel J.
HAEGEL, Br. Theobald (Anton)
HAGAN, Bp. James
HALPIN, Fr. Joseph C.
HAMILL, Fr. James
HAMMOND, Fr. Francis Wardy
HAMPSON, Fr. John J.
HANAGHAN, Fr. Lionel
HANNAN, Fr. J. Anthony
HANRAHAN, Fr. Stephen
HANSEN, Fr. Wilhelm
HARRISON, Fr. James P.
HARRISON, Fr. Thomas
HASSON, Fr. John L.
HEALY, Br. Kevin
HEALY, Br. Osmond
HEALY, Fr. Gerard B.
HEEREY, Abp. Charles
HEEREY, Fr. Bernard
HEEREY, Fr. James A.
HEGARTY, Fr. John C.
HENRY, Fr. Patrick J.
HERMANNS, Br. Baldomir (Franz R.)
HERRY, Fr. Paul
HETTINGA, Br. Nicolas
HOGAN, Fr. Joseph
HOGAN, Fr. Patrick
HOGUE, Fr. Serge J.
HOLLY, Fr. Cornelius C.
HOLME, Br. John-Fidelis
HOLOHAN, Fr. Patrick C.
HORGAN, Fr. John F.
HORGAN, Fr. Joseph P.
HORKIN, Fr. Leo P.
HORNE, Fr. John Nicolas
HORRIGAN, Fr. Finbarr Thomas
HORRIGAN, Fr. Sean
HOURIGAN, Fr. John J.
HOWELL, Fr. Francis

126
258

1936
1949

Ireland
Great Britain

97
18
82
162
81
740
163
623
318
120
130
177
183
71
39
38
191
70
317
541
346
172
101
30
719
441
277
579
222
721
426
560
590
234
2
380
269
171
48

1931
1899
1929
1940
1929
1988
1940
1968
1952
1934
1936
1943
1943
1923
1907
1906
1944
1922
1952
1962
1954
1942
1931
1903
1985
1957
1951
1965
1947
1985
1957
1963
1965
1948
1985
1955
1950
1942
1910

Ireland
Alsace
Great Britain
Ireland
Great Britain
Ghana
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Ireland
Great Britain
USA
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
France
Netherlands
Ireland
Ireland
Canada
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
U.S.A.
Germany
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
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HOCK, Br. Hermas
HUGHES, Fr. Peter M.
HUNTER, Fr. James
HURLEY, Fr. Edward J.
HUTHMACHER, Br. Alderich
IBEH, Fr. Francis
IDYU, Fr. Ashir Mathias
IGBOANYIKA, Fr. Sylvester
IHEWULEZI, Fr. Cajetan
IJA, Mr. Augustine
IKEGWUONU, Fr. Benjamin
IKUBOLAJE, Fr. Emmanuel
IWU, Fr. Peter J.
IWUALA, Fr. Hippolytus
IWUCHUIKWU, Fr. Oliver
IWUOZOR, Fr. Gregory
IZUCHI, Fr. Ignatius Nwabaju
JACKSON, Fr. John A.
JACOB, Br. John Gotto (George)
JEFFERY, Fr. Peter F.
JOOS, Br. Bemward
JORDAN, Fr. John
JUDGE, Fr. Philip J.
KAVANAGH, Fr. Dermot P.
KEANE, Fr. Joseph P.
KEARNEY, Fr. Paschal T.
KEEGAN, Fr. Patrick J.
KELLY, Fr. Bernard J.
KELLY, Fr. Patrick A.
KELLY, Fr. Patrick Joseph
KELLY, Fr. Timothy J.
KENNEDY, Fr. Denis
KENNEDY, Fr. Denis P.
KENNEDY, Fr. Patrick A.
KENNEDY, Fr. Raymond F.
KENNY, Fr. Anthony
KENNY, Fr. Myles J.
KETTELS, Fr. Louis
KILBRIDE, Fr. Fintan J.
KILGANNON, Fr. Patrick J.

-1 J -
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4
545
624
265
100

1885
1962
1969
1950
1931

Alsace
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Germany

722
781
712
768
797
677
798
692
686
681
745
659
188
3
563
95
135
108

1985
1992
1983
1991
1994
1978
1994
1981
1980
1979
1988
1973
1944
1885
1963
1930
1936
1933

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Great Britain
Alsace
Great Britain
Germany
Ireland
Ireland

511
131
558
359
250
442
567
400
75
554
152
381
520
315
137
377
551

1961
1936
1963
1954
1949
1957
1963
1956
1928
1963
1939
1955
1961
1952
1937
1955
1963

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
U.S.A.
Great Britain
Ireland
Germany
Ireland
Ireland
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KILGANNON, Fr. Peter
KING, Fr. John J.
KINNERK, Fr. Patrick J.
KIRCHNER, Fr. Johann
KIRSCHBAUM, Fr. Martin N.
KIRSTEN, Msgr. Josef
KISSANE, Fr. Richard J.
KNAEBEL, Fr. Edward J.
KNEY, Br. M. Remigius
KNIGHT, Fr. Matthew J.
KONRATH, Fr. Anton
KRAFFT, Fr. Joseph
KREUTER, Fr. Richard
KURTZ, Br. Barnabe (Martin)
KUSTER, Fr. Hugo
LABRECHE, Fr. Jean J.
LAHIFFE, Fr. George A.
LAI FOOK, Fr. Arthur E.
LAROSE, Fr. Armand J.
LAVEN, Br. Waldemar
LAVERTY, Fr. James Francis
LAYDEN, Fr. Leo
LEAHY, Fr. Francis J.
LEAVER, Fr. John
LEBLANC, Fr. Leo
LECUYER, Fr. Fran9ois
LEHANE, Fr. Richard C.
LEJEUNE, Fr. Leon
LEMMENS, Fr. Heinrich J.
LENA, Fr. Louis
LENNON, Fr. Sean L.
LEONARD, Fr. Horace A.
LEVAC, Fr. Jacques
LICHTENBERGER, Fr. F. Joseph
LICHTENBERGER, Fr. Xavier
LIDDANE, Fr. Cornelius
LIDDANE, Fr. Patrick J.
LIDDY, Fr. Michael P.
LINDSAY, Fr. Augustine
LINGSCHEIDT, Fr. Martin
LUPIEN, Fr. Michel
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349
307
179
78
115
90
600
68
91
547
92
37
103
14
116

1954
1952
1943
1928
1934
1930
1966
1921
1930
1962
1930
1905
1932
1893
1934

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Germany
Germany
Ireland
USA
Germany
Ireland
Germany
Alsace
Germany
Alsace
Germany

499
176
542
281
117
528
337
251
574
260
5
217
21
145
31
330
303
619
22
10
61
268
187
392
113
569

1961
1943
1962
1951
1934
1962
1953
1949
1964
1949
1887
1946
1900
1938
1903
1953
1952
1968
1900
1893
1914
1950
1944
1955
1934
1964

Canada
Ireland
Trinidad
Canada
Germany
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Canada
France
Ireland
France
Germany
France
Ireland
Canada
Canada
Alsace
Alsace
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Canada
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LUSENI, Fr. Gabriel
LUTZ, Fr. Joseph
LYNCH, Fr. Florence F.
LVONS, Fr. Clement L.
McARDLE, Fr. Kevin B.
McATEER, Fr. Eamon A
McCABE, Fr. Francis J.
McCAFFREY, Fr. James J.
McCANN, Fr. Edward
McCARTHY, Fr. Michael F.
McCARTHY, Fr. Thomas M.
McCAUGHEY, Fr. Hugh D.
McCORMACK, Fr. William
McDERMOTT, Fr. Patrick
McDONALD, Fr. Patrick V.
McDONALD, Fr. Thomas R.
McEVOY, Fr. Francis P.
McEVOY, Br. Raphael (Anthony)
McFADDEN, Fr. John
McGAGH, Fr. Martin
McGARRY, Fr. Leo J.
McGLADE, Fr. C. Desmond
McGOVERN, Fr. John F.
McGOVERN, Fr. Peter
McGRANE, Fr. Michael A
McHUGH, Fr. Lawrence
McHUGH, Fr. Michael Joseph
MclLDOWNEY, Fr. Hugh P.
McKAY, Fr. Anthony P.
McKENNA, Fr. William A
McMAHON, Fr. Bartholemew
McMAHON, Fr. Desmond F.
McMAHON, Fr. Eamonn, J.
McMAHON, Fr. Francis
McMAHON, Fr. Patrick P.
McNALL Y, Fr. James
McNAMARA, Fr. Cornelius
McNULTY, Fr. John J.
MACKAY, Fr. Eric J.
MACKAY, Fr. Charles
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742
1
501
471

1988
1985
1961
1960

Sierra Leone
Alsace
Ireland
Ireland

267
633
302
340
439
257
395
253
438
26
351
507
390
570
699
466
495
170
189
383
201
309
481
407
606
256
168
297
506
198
167
456
65
461

1950
1970
1952
1953
1957
1949
1956
1949
1957
1902
1954
1961
1955
1964
1981
1954
1960
1942
1944
1955
1945
1952
1960
1956
1966
1949
1941
1951
1961
1945
1941
1958
1919
1958

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
U.S.A.
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland

348
464

1954
1959

Canada
Canada
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MACKEN, Fr. Thomas J.
MADDEN, Fr. Denis J.
MADDEN, Fr. Eamonn A
MADUABUCHI, Fr. Josephat
MADUH, Fr. Isaac
MAGUIRE, Fr. Thomas J.
MAHER, Fr. Herbert
MAHER, Fr. Michael P.
MAHER, Fr. Raymond F.
MAHER, Fr. William A.
MALETTE, Fr. Guy M.
MALONE, Fr. Henry A
MALONE, Fr. John S.
MALONE, Fr. Thomas J.
MALONE, Fr. William J.
MARSH, Fr. Philip
MARTIN, Fr. James Kenneth
MASSE, Fr. Antonio
MASTERSON,F JamesF.
MAWHINNEY Br. Pascal (Hugh Thomas)
MBAH, Br. Joseph
MBAH, Fr. Jonathan
MBEFO, Fr. Luke
MBOGU, Fr. Christopher
MBARIKATTA, Fr. Cletus
MEEHAN, Fr. James
MELLET, Fr. James
MILLS, Fr. Francis I.
MOHAN, Fr. A James
MOLONEY, Fr. Dermot N.
MOORE, Fr. Mathias
MOORE, Fr. Michael B.
MORAN, Fr. Francis
MORAN, Fr. John
MOREL, Fr. Klemens
MORENCY, Fr. Fran90is J.
MORIARTY, Fr. John J.
MORRISSEY, Fr. John P.
MORROW, Fr. James V.
MULCAHY, Fr. Eamon
MULLER, Br. Anther (Franz)
MOLLER, Fr. Aloyse

86
132
585
763
670
408
193
492
519
287
508
583
607
328
494
698
498
434
422
516
695
638
648
714
764
73
64
146
238
275
333
510
626
107
94
592
428
159
435
715
20
49

1930
1936
1965
1991
1976
1956
1945
1960
1961
1951
1961
1965
1966
1953
1960
1981
1961
1958
1957
1961
1981
1970
1971
1983
1991
1927
1917
1938
1948
1950
1953
1961
1969
1933
1930
1964
1957
1940
1957
1983
1900
1910

Ireland
India
Ireland
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Canada
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Great Britain
Canada
Ireland
Ireland
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Great Britain
Germany
Canada
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Alsace
Alsace
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MULLIN, Fr. Henry C.
MULLIN, Fr. Patrick G.
MULLOY, Fr. Francis J.
MULQUEEN, Fr. John C.
MULREADY, Fr. Terence
MUODIAJU, Fr. Samuel
MURPHY, Fr. Augustine, P.
MURPHY, Fr. James M. Bernard
MURPHY, Fr. James P.
MURPHY, Fr. Joseph T.
MURPHY, Fr. Mathias Finbarr
MURPHY, Fr. Michael Vincent
MURPHY, Fr. William
MURRAY, Bp. Donal J.
MURRAY, Fr. Calm J.
MURRAY, Fr. Francis
MURRAY, Fr. John
MURRAY, Fr. Michael C.
MURRAY, Fr. Senan Patrick
MWACHUKWU, Fr. Jude
NDEZE, Fr. Pascal
NICHOLSON, Fr. Peter
NICKLER, Br. Armand
NICOL, Fr. Charles E.
NJOKU, Fr. Anselm
NJOKU, Fr. Cletus Uchenna
NJOKU, Fr. Gregory
NJOKU, Fr. Innocent
NJOKU, Fr. Joaquim Ahomefula
NJOKU, Fr. Kevin
NJOKU, Fr. Paul Ndubeze
NNABUAKU, Fr. Nicholas
NNADI, Fr. Joseph
NNADOZIE, Fr. Emmanuel
NNAMANI, Fr. Godwin
NNORM, Fr. Jude
NOLAN, Fr. Joseph L.
NOLAN, Fr. Peter P.
NOONAN, Fr. Herbert
NWABUISI, Fr. Malachy
NWACHUKWU, Fr. Camillus 0.
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479
576
413
345
213
727
357
335
311
573
534
488
350
211
478
80
123
675
559
817

1960
1964
1956
1954
1946
1985
1954
1953
1952
1964
1962
1960
1954
1946
1960
1929
1934
1977
1963
1995

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Nigeria
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Nigeria

794
316
24
331
789
810
709
730
822
687
771
735
816
751
725
796
433
484
529
653
799

1993
1952
1901
1953
1993
1994
1982
1985
1995
1980
1991
1987
1995
1989
1985
1994
1957
1960
1962
1972
1994

Nigeria
Trinidad
Alsace
Canada
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Nigeria
Nigeria
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NWAMARABIA, Fr. Daniel
NWANERI, Fr. Lawrence
NWANERI, Fr. Paul W.
NWANKKWO, Fr. Fidelis I.
NWANOWANYIE, Fr. Peter U.
NWANYIA, Fr. Damian
NWARIBE, Fr. Aloysius N.
NWEDO, Bp. Anthony Gogo
NWOSU, Fr. Athanasius Ukasa
NZE, Fr. Christopher
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O'BRIEN, Fr. Christopher T.
O'BRIEN, Fr. Gerald
O'BRIEN, Fr. Timothy B.
O'BRIEN, Fr. Turlough J.
O'BRIEN, Fr. Valentine L.
O'CALLAGHAN, Fr. Daniel P.
O'CALLAGHAN, Fr. John P.
O'CONNELL, Br. Alphonsus (Augustine)
O'CONNELL, Fr. Daniel A.
O'CONNELL, Fr. Vincent A.
O'CONNOR, Fr. David
O'CONNOR, Fr. Patrick
O'CONNOR, Fr. Patrick J.
O'CONNOR, Fr. Philipp
O'CONNOR, Fr. Thaddeus
O'DOHERTY, Fr. George F.
O'DONNELL, Fr. Francis
O'DONNELL, Fr. Owen J.
O'DONNELL, Fr. William
O'DONOGHUE, Fr. Charles P.
O'DONOGHUE, Fr. Patrick F.
O'DONOGHUE, Fr. Sean B.
O'DWYER, Fr. Timothy P.
O'FLYNN, Fr. Brian A.
O'HARA, Fr. John
O'KEEFE, Fr. Denis T.
O'KEEFE, Fr. James P.
O'LEARY, Fr. Felim A.
O'LOUGHLIN, Fr. Patrick V.
O'MAHONEY, Fr. Cornelius
O'MAHONEY, Fr. Joseph I.

761
772
818
808
819
647
779
278
777
809

1990
1991
1995
1994
1995
1971
1992
1951
1992
1994

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria

353
242
300
180
406
158
564
533
210
472
386
74
271
67
56
358
190
453
69
87
367
402
393
544
423
207
414
594
483
496
581

1954
1948
1951
1943
1956
1940
1963
1962
1946
1960
1955
1928
1950
1920
1912
1954
1944
1958
1922
1930
1954
1956
1955
1962
1957
1946
1956
1965
1960
1961
1965

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
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O'MAHONEY, Fr. William J.
O'MAHONY, Fr. Daniel P.
O'MALLEY, Fr. Bernard
O'MEARA, Fr. William
O'NEILL, Fr. Christopher
O'NEILL, Fr. James L.
O'NEILL, Fr. Joseph
O'NEILL, Fr. Thomas A.
O'NEILL, Fr. William A.
O'REILLY, Fr. Bernard
O'RIORDAN, Fr. Timothy (or Tadhg)
O'SULLIVAN, Fr. Andrew
O'SULLIVAN, Fr. Desmond L.
O'SULLIVAN, Fr. Donal V.
O'SULLIVAN, Fr. Geoffrey
O'SULLIVAN, Fr. John J.
O'SULLIVAN, Fr. John M.
OTOOLE, Fr. James M.
OTOOLE, Fr. Vincent
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OBASI, Fr. Lazarus
OBI, Fr. Aloysius
OBI, Fr. Augustine
OBINECHE, Fr. Martin
OCHE, Br. Godwin
OCHEMBA, Fr. Romanus
OCHIOBI, Br. Cletus
OCHUONO, Fr. Boniface
ODIAKA, Fr. Nonso Aloysius
ODIEGWU, Fr. Donatus
ODIGBO, Fr. Godfrey
ODILO, Fr. Augustine Chukwuemeba
ODOZOR, Fr. Paulinus
ODUNZE, Fr. Damian Obiyo
OFOEGBU, Fr. Bartholemew D.
OFOEGBU, Fr. Bernard U.
OGBENNA, Fr. Jude
OGBONNA, Fr. Joseph
OGBONNA, Fr. Stanislaus
OGUAMANAM, Fr. Eugene
OGUEREGE, Fr. P. John
OGUMERE, Fr. Augustine

292
295
208
209
140 155
216
561
181
460
320
457
312
273
62
403
578
141
646

1951
1951
1946
1946
1937
1940
1946
1963
1943
1959
1952
1959
1952
1950
1915
1956
1964
1937
1972

Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Great Britain
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain

790
614
690
762
733
728
736
685
671
667
665
773
716
802
707
788
718
749
666
820
774
708

1993
1968
1981
1990
1987
1985
1987
1980
1976
1973
1973
1991
1984
1994
1982
1993
1985
1989
1973
1995
1991
1982

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
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OHAERI, Fr. Gerald
OHANYERENWA, Fr. Flavian
OJEKWU, Br. Patrick
OJOBOR, Fr. Michael
OKEAHIALAM, Fr. Patrick U.
OKEKE, Fr. Leo Chuka
OKEKE-ORAEKI, Fr. Edward
OKENYI, Fr. David E.
OKERE, Fr. Remigius Chinedu
OKONKWO, Fr. Francis
OKORIE, Fr. Edward
OKOYE, Bp. Godfrey M.
OKOYE, Fr. James
OLIKENYI, Fr. Ekechukwu Gregory
OLIVER, Fr. Edward
ONONUJU, Fr. Denis
ONUORA, Fr. Felix Amaechi
ONWUEMELIE, Fr. Michael Obi
ONWUGHALU, Fr. Jerome
ONWUNATA, Fr. Clement
ONYENEKE, Fr. Augustine
ONYEWUENYI, Fr. Remigius
OPARAH, Fr. Anthony
ORAKWUDU, Fr. Moses
ORFORCHUKWA, Fr. Joachim
ORJI, Fr. Godwin
ORJI, Fr. Joseph
ORJINTA, Fr. Aloysius Chinedu
OSEI, Fr. Alexander
OSSAI, Mr. Eugene
OSUJI, Fr. Achulike
OSUJI, Fr. Peter lkechukwu
OUELLET, Fr. Laurent
OWUSU-ACHIAW, Fr. John
-P QPASCAL, Fr. Michael
PASS, Fr. Henry
PAWLAS, Fr. Rene
PEELO, Fr. Cornelius M.
PELLERIN, Fr. Ulric J.
PELLETIER, Fr. Romain
PETERS, Fr. James

702
765
679
656
786
655
801
711
805
588
748
286
639
753
237
597
682
680
766
738
587
658
704
370
755
615
827
754
803
688
717
750
593
775

1982
1991
1979
1973
1993
1972
1994
1983
1994
1965
1989
1951
1970
1989
1948
1965
1979
1979
1991
1988
1965
1973
1982
1954
1990
1967
1995
1990
1994
1981
1984
1989
1965
1992

Cameroon
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Great Britain
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ghana
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Canada
Ghana

420
293
7
437
334
512
321

1957
1951
1890
1957
1953
1961
1952

Trinidad
Great Britain
France
Ireland
Canada
Canada
Ireland
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-RREGAN, Fr. Peter Paul
RELING, Fr. Joseph M.
REYNOLDS, Fr. Michael B.
REYNOLDS, Fr. Thomas F.
REYNOLDS, Fr. Thomas J.
RING, Fr. Christopher J.
RITTER, Fr. Eugene
RIVEST, Fr. Etienne
ROBERGE, Fr. Rodrigue
ROBINO, Fr. Joseph
ROCHE, Fr. Hugh J.
ROCHE, Fr. John F.
RODGERS, Fr. Denis G.
ROMAN, Fr. Stanislaus
RONAYNE, Fr. Thomas
ROONEY, Fr. Thomas A.
ROSZMARINOWSKI, Br. Hyacinth (Stephan)
ROTHBLETZ, Br. Adelard
ROY, Fr. Jean-Claude
RUSSELL, Fr. Brendan
RY AN, Fr. Gerard T. P.
RYAN, Fr. John Cathal
RYAN, Fr. John J.

230
111
668
388
165
133
447
518

1948
1933
1974
1955
1941
1936
1958
1961

Canada
Germany
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland

129
8
490
285
203
174
19
612
221
40
231
139
310
517
66
427
53
32
372
246
424
154
405

1936
1891
1960
1951
1946
1943
1899
1967
1947
1907
1948
1937
1952
1961
1920
1957
1911
1904
1954
1949
1957
1940
1956

Ireland
Alsace
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Alsace
Canada
Canada
France
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Great Britain
Poland
Alsace
Canada
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland

SAINT-LOUIS, Fr. Rheaume
SCHAIJK, Br. Jan van
SCHNOERING, Br. Eucher
SCHREIER, Fr. Johanna M.
SCHARENBERG, Br. Mauritius
SCHROLL, Fr. Albert 0.
SCOTT, Fr. Edward J.
SEGRAVE, Fr. S. Augustine
SHANAHAN, Bp. Joseph I.

513
720
33
127
93
144
552
247
27

1961
1985
1904
1935
1930
1938
1963
1949
1902

Canada
Netherlands
Alsace
Germany
Germany
Germany
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland

PILON, Fr. Femand H.
POENSGEN, Br. Fulrad (Franz)
POOLE, Fr. Francis J.
PRENDERGAST, Fr. Joseph S.
QUIN, Fr. John T.
QUINN, Fr. Peter
QUINN, Fr. Peter C.
QUINN, Fr. Richard F.

-5-
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SHANLEY, Fr. James J.
SHANLEY, Fr. Michael E. F.
SHARKEY, Br. Othrain
SHEEDY, Fr. Cyril
SHEEDY, Fr. Valentine
SHEEHAN, Fr. Joseph D.
SHEEHY, Fr. John D.
SHEENAN, Fr. Patrick J.
SHELLY, Fr. Downacad V.
SHEPPARD, Fr. John F.
SHERIDAN, Br. Vincent (William)
SHERIDAN, Fr. Farrell
SHERWOOD, Fr. Robert W.
SHIEL, Fr. Joseph P.
SHINE, Fr. John K.
SIMPSON, Fr. James
SINNER, Fr. Franz Joseph
SLEVIN, Fr. Thomas B.
SMITHWICK, Fr. Michael S.
SMYTH, Fr. Michael P.
SMYTH, Fr. Patrick F.
SMYTH, Fr. Patrick J.
SMYTHE, Fr. Michael V.
SOFFE, Fr. Stanislaus T.
SOLEY, Fr. Andrew
SOUCY, Br. Ulric (Elzear)
SOUCY, Fr. Jacques J.
SPRIGGS, Fr. John
STIEGLER, Fr. Antoine
STRICK, Fr. Theodor
SWEENEY, Fr. John
SWEENEY, Fr. Thomas
TAM (or TOM) Kelvin C.
TAN NAM, Fr. Gerard J.
TAYLOR, Fr. Aloysius
TAYLOR, Fr. John V.
TETEH, Fr. Lawrence
THELEN, Fr. Gottfried A.
THERIAULT, Fr. Berthier
THERIAULT, Fr. Robert J.
THIBAULT, Fr. Adrien J.
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485
290
25
398
410
524
212
214
272
161
582
206
296
282
342
205
60
369
365
288
121
236
445
397
804
635
429
382
76
110
580
323

1960
1951
1902
1956
1956
1961
1946
1946
1950
1940
1965
1946
1951
1951
1953
1946
1913
1954
1954
1951
1934
1948
1958
1956
1994
1970
1957
1955
1928
1933
1965
1952

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Italy
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ghana
Canada
Canada
Ireland
Alsace
Germany
Ireland
Ireland

486
530
416
419
645
98
643
304
404

1960
1962
1956
1956
1971
1931
1971
1952
1956

Trinidad
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
Nigeria
Germany
Canada
Canada
Canada
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THIBAULT, Fr. Herve
THOMPSON, Fr. John P.
THORNTON, Fr. Richard J.
TIMON, Fr. Brendan T.
TOBIN, Fr. Joseph G.
TONER, Fr. Francis
TOWNSEND, Fr. Patrick
TREICH, Fr. Joseph
TREMBLAY, Br. Bertrand (Joseph)
TURNER, Fr. Joseph Patrick

364
125
361
150
239
385
218
45
611
259

1954
1936
1954
1938
1948
1955
1947
1908
1967
1949

Canada
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Alsace
Canada
Great Britain

UBOCHIOMA, Fr. Anthony
UCHE, Fr. Jude
UCHENDU, Fr. Clement
UFOMADU, Br. Joseph
UGWU, Br. Linus
UKWUIJE, Fr. Bede U.
UMMUNNAKWE, Fr. Martin
UMMUNNAKWE, Fr. Venantius
UZUKWU, Fr. Eugene Elechukwu
VAN 'T HOF, Br. Wire
VAN NIEUWENHOVE, Fr. Claude R.
VERRETTE, Fr. Serge J.
VERTEUIL, Fr. Fran9ois de
VIGNEAULT, Fr. Andre
VOGLER, Fr. Charles
VONDERWINKEL, Fr. Johann

689
726
806
700
617
787
701
732
652
50
525
644
322
219
16
112

1981
1985
1994
1981
1968
1993
1982
1987
1972
1909
1960
1971
1952
1947
1895
1934

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Netherlands
Canada
Canada
Trinidad
Canada
Alsace
Germany

WALDRON, Fr. Martin C.
WALKER, Fr. Breifne
WALLACE, Fr. Michael P.
WALSH, Br. Adelm, (Patrick)
WALSH, Fr. Daniel
WALSH, Fr. Desmond
WALSH, Fr. Michael J.
WALSH, Fr. Patrick F.
WALSH, Fr. Patrick J. F.
WALSH, Fr. Patrick J. B.
WALSH, Fr. Thomas J.
WARD, Fr. Brian J.
WARD, Fr. Louis J.
WARD, Fr. Peter

591
746
500
42
54
480
603
151
245
263
156
255
29
625

1965
1989
1961
1908
1911
1960
1966
1938
1949
1950
1940
1949
1902
1969

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Great Britain
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WASSER, Fr. Michael P.
WEHNING, Fr. Joseph H.
WHELAN, Bp. Joseph B.
WHELAN, Fr. John Joseph
WHELAN, Fr. Kevin
WHELAN, Fr. William A
WHITE, Br. Thomas (Philip)
WHITE, Fr. Anthony J.
WHITE, Fr. Herbert
WHITE, Fr. Joseph J.
WHITEHOUSE, Fr. Alan
WHITESIDE, Fr. Harold
WINTERLE, Msgr. Philipp
WOODS, Fr. Frederick
WOULFE, Fr. Cornelius C.
WUNDER, Br. Valentine (Alois)

443
147
182
164
122
204
536
417
63
319
425
173
89
299
195
43

1957
1938
1943
1941
1934
1946
1962
1956
1917
1952
1957
1942
1930
1951
1945
1908

Ireland
Germany
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
England
Ireland
Great Britain
Great Britain
Germany
Great Britain
Ireland
Germany
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